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PREFACE

-r-

1.
This is a reporc on the last of four case studies undertaken by OED
and the Brazilian federal Secretariat of Planning (SEPLAN) as part of a larger
study entitled "Environmental Aspects of Selected Bank-Supported Projects in
Brazil." From the perspective of OED, the objective of the larger study is to
determine how -- and how well -- the World Bank has perceived and dealt with
environmental issues and problems in the context of several major infrastruccure
and regional development projects in one particular country. Brazil was selected
both because it is one of the Bank' s principal borrowers and because Bank
operations have encouncered a wide range of ecological conditions and
environmental issues in the country. SEPLAN (as of March 1990 part of the newly
created Ministry of the Economy, Finance and Planning - MEFP), in tum, has
focused on how the federal government and its agencies have addressed
environmental issues in the course of project preparation and implementation.
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2.
In addition to road, agricultm:al and healt:h projects under the
POLONOROESTE Program in Nortbwest Brazil (ie, the states of Rondonia and Mato
Grosso in the western part of the Amazon region) , the OED/SEPUN
exercise
examines Bank•assisted operations in Eastern Amazonia (Carajas Iron Ore Project),
the middle and lower Sao Francisco valley in the semi-arid Northeast (hydropower,
irrigation and involuntary resettlement)
and the highly urbanized and
industrialized state of Sao Paulo (pollution control).
In these distinct
geographic settings, the study is concerned with the principal physical and human
environmental Lmpac cs of Bank-supported investments. Where applicable, moreover,
it also attempts to assess the adequacy, effectiveness and · sustainabilíty o f
specific project components or parallel programs designed to protect ~he natural
environment and/or vulnerable social groups,
including both Amerindian
communities and populations that· are forced to relocate on acccunc of such
interventions as dam and port construction.
t .

3.
The.objective of the present case study is to determine how -- and
how effectively -- the Bank and the Borrower anticipated and dealt with the
principal environmental aspects and consequences of the major physical
infrastructure (the BR-364, or Porto Velho•Cuiaba, highway and regional feeder
road necwork) and productive (small-scale agricultural development and directed
colonization) and social service (particularly public health) activities whose
installat:ion, expansion and/or it!llJrovement were co-financed by the Bank in
Northwest Brazil.
Since several of the operations examined below have closed
very recently, while completion reports have been finalized for only two of the
five Bank projects which constituted the bulk of the program, unlike the ocher
case studies in this series, the focus of the present report will be on the
environmental dimensions of the overall POLONOROESTE strategy, its underlying
assumptions and information base, rather than on the performance and results of
individual projects and their specific components. A more "micro" (ie. component

ii
by component) analysis, neverthelesss,
should be carried out once sufficient
informacion becomes available at the individual projecc and subproject levei.
In addition to assessing the environment:al dimensions and Lmpac t.s
of POLONOROESTE as a whole over the past: decaàe, this report: will attemuc co
address some of the more general issues surrounding the constructiém of transport
infrastructure and the promotion of agricultural settlement in humid cropical
frontier regions i.n Brazil and elsewhere.
These include the p r o sp ec r s for
introducing truly sustainable agricultural developmenc in areas which are both
distant from national and internacional markets and characterized by sensitive
ecosystems having limite.d ncarrying capacities" for most: types of rural land use
given prevailing cechnologies and production costs. Some of the consideracions
discussed in the earlier OED case study of the Carajas Iron Ore Project with
respect to the complexity and dyna.xnics of the forces underlying recent froncier
occupation in the Brazilian Amazon region will also be revisited in light of the
parallel experience in northwestern Mato Grossa and Rondonia.

4.

5.
Finally, several larger policy is sues ,:,.;ill be briefly exp Lo r e d .
These include: (i) the extent to which large tropical areas such as Amazonia
should be developed and how this should be dane; (ii) identification of general
alternatives for achieving the basic objectives of programs such as POLONOROESTE
in terms of absorbing nexcess" population from other parts of the country and
enhancing agricultural production including the definition and implementation
of a truly nationa.l (or at; least multi-regional) rural development and employmenc
strategy that explicitly takes local ecological conditions and constraints into
account; and, (iii) more specific development options for Northwest Brazil itself
given present socio-economic and environmental conditions in and future prospects
for the region.
6.
The present report is based on a detailed review of Bank project
files, Staff Appraisal and President's Reports, Loan and Project Agreements,
minutes of the Board meetings at which the various loans suppor~ing POLONOROESTE
were approved and other relevant documentation, including the published report
of an inter-disciplinary Bank survey mission that visited the program area in
late 1979. It is also based on interviews with key Bank and FAO staff involved
in project preparation, appraisal and supervision and the findings of a three
week fi-eld mission to the Northwest region in September-October 1989 during which
part:icipating feder.al agencies in Brasilia and Manaus, as well as state and
federaL entities iri Porto Velho and Cuiaba. were visited. Representatives of
the recently abolished Superintendency for the Development of the Center West
(SUDECO), the fedei:al coardinating agency for the program, accompanied the
OED/SEPLAN team during its field visits in both Rondonia and Mato Grosso.
SUDECO' s invaluable provision of air and ground transportation and other
logistical support to the OED/SEP"u\N mission is gratefully acknowledged.
During the September~October 1989 mission, more specifically, OED
and SEPLAN maintained contacts with project coordinating and executing agencies,
the Amazonian Research Institute (INPA) in Manaus and a FAO technical cooperation
team at SUDECO in Brasilia, as well as program beneficiaries, local government
officials, Amerindian communities and environmental, church and other nongoverrunental organizations. In Rondonia, field visits were made to agricult:ural
colonizationprojects and rural service cencers (NUAR.s) in Ouro Preto, Urupa and
7.
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Machadinho, Am.erindian areas (Eru-eu-wau-wau, Surui), national parks and
biological reserves (Parque Nacional dos Pacaas Novos and Reserva Biologíca do
Guapore), cassiterite (t:in) mining and gold prospect:ing areas near Aríquemes (Bom
Futuro) and on the Madeira and Mamore Rivers respectively, and to the cities and
towns of Porto Velho, Ariquemes, Ouro Preto, Ji-Parana, Costa Marques and
Guajara-Mirim, among ot:hers.
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8.
Substantial pares of Rondonia were surveyed by helicopter including
the Eru-eu-wau-wau Ameríndian area, the Pacaas Novos National Park, the Guapore
Biological Reserve, the BR-429 earth highway (not financed by Bank) conneccing
the town of Costa Marques on the Gua.pore River to the BR-364 highway south of
Ji-Parana, and the Madeira and Mamore Rivers. !n Mato Grosso, in tum, meetings
were held with st:at:e governm.ent: agencies in Cuiabam while rural set:tlement areas
around Caceres and Mirassol d' Oeste were visited. As in Rondonia, contacts were
made with local officials, small farmers and ot:her program beneficiaries, as well
as with Amerindian communíties and other local groups. The ecologically rich
Pantanal wetlands near Pocone and t:he Chapada dos Guimaraes Nacional Park on the
souchern and eastern edges of the program area were also visited. In addition,
many of the members of the inter-disciplinary research team at the Universit:y
of Sao Paulo that was responsible for the on- going evaluation of the POLONOROESTE
Program ·until 1987, including agricultural economists, anthropologists anda
public health specialist, were consulted during earlier OED vísits to Sao Paulo
in January and March 1990.
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9.
While all field visits made in connection with this and the other
case studies undertaken as part of the larger OED/SEPLAN exercise were carried
out jointly, due to the differences in focus mentioned above, the two
participating agencies decided from the outset to prepare separata reports.
During the POLONOROESTE case st:udy, SEPLAN was represented by an environment:al
economist from the Institute of Economic Research of the Institut:e of Social and
Economic Planning (IPEA/INPES) anda geographer and an anthropologist from the
Environmental Analysis Unit of the Secretariat of Economic and Social Planning
(SEPES/CAA) under the overall guidance of the then Secretariat (now Departmenc)
of Interna.tional Affairs, SEAIN (now DEAIN). OED, in tum, was represented by
one regular· staff member during part of the field visit and specialized
- consultants, possessing considerable prior familiarity with the program region,
in the fields of physical and human environmental impact assessment,
respectively.
A consultant anthropologist, also highly familiar with the]
Northwest region and its indigenous communities, assisted OED in evaluating the
program's Am.erindian protection component.
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10.
The report is divided into twelve chapters having the following
organization.
After a brief introduction, Chapter II descríbes the general
macroeconomic, Bank strategy, frontier development and regional policy context
in which POLONOROESTE was established.
Chapter III provides more specific
background information on the Northwest region including the area's principal
ecological, demographic and socio-economic characteristi~s. It also traces rural
settlement tendencies in both northwestern Mato Grosso and Rondonia prior to the
pragram' s initiation.
Chapters IV and, V, in tum, discuss the origins,
objectives, basic strategy, principal components and other relevant aspects of
POLONOROESTE as a whole and of each of the five projects co-financed by the Bank,
as well as of the non-Bank funded Amerindian Special Project.
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11.
Based on presently available information, the rest of the report
summarizes POLONOROESTE's implementation experience and results and the major
factors associated with them.
Chapter VI, more concretely, examines the
program's execution performance and general results, giving particular attention
to the conclusions of the Bank's 1984 mid·term·review and other elements leading
to the suspension of disbursements in early 1985. Where possible, the findings
of the respectiva project completion reports are also considered. Chapcer VII
preliminarily assesses POLONOROESTE's environmental and Amerindian protection
components based on the resulcs of the mid~term review and the findings of the
OED/SEPLAN (environment) and other Bank missions (Amerindians) undertaken over
the past year. Ghapters V!II and IX survey the program's principal human and
physical environmental impacts, respectively. The former gives special attention
to migration a.nd population growth, spontaneous settlement and rural development,
the expansion of extractive activities, urbanization and public health, while
the latter focuses on deforestation and the principal causal factors associated
with.it, soil alterations, ~he loss of biodiversity, water quality and possible
climate change.
12.
Chapter X looks in further detail at the adequacy of program design
in light of POLONOROESTE's subsequent environmental and other consequences and
the unexpected difficulties encountered during execution.
More specifically,
consideration is given to: the adequacy of the regional development approach
adopted by the program; the significant implementation imbalances between its
transport and other components; the impacts of roadbuilding on migration, on the
rapid expansion of ranching, logging and prospecting activities and on rural Land
distribution, values and tenure; and initial shortcomings in program planning
with respect to the region's agricultural potencial, particularly in terms of
soil quality and the crucial role of the distance-to-market factor.
The
relationships between the predominantly extractive nature of che Northwest's
economy at present, regional carrying capacity and prospects for the
sustainability of regional productive activities are also addressed.
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13.
Chapters XI and XII, in conclusion, attempt to summarize che Bank's
iecent experience in Northwest Brazil and to highlight the principal lessons and
legacies of POLONOROESTE from an environmental standpoint. Chapter XI assesses
the adequacy of initial Bank perceptions of environmental risks in relation to
the program and evaluates its effectiveness in dealing with environmental issues
and problems. In addition. it explores the futura economic and environmental
prospects of and strategies for the Northwest in greater detail, describes
several possible development paths for the region and indicates alternatives to
continuing occupation of tropical frontie~ areas. The latter chapter, in tum,
sketches the main institutional and policy impacts of POLONOROESTE to date·both in Brazil and inside the Bank .. and briefly describes various actual or
potential follow-on proj ects. The chapter also recapitulates POLONOROESTE' s main
lessons for future Bank operations in terms of program planning and execution
and reviews the principal implications of this experience for Bank activities
and procedures, including country policy dialogue and economic and sector work,
project identification, preparation and appraisal and project monitoring, ongoing evaluation and supervision.
Finally, it indicates general areas wher·e
research into tropical frontier region development and more detailed program
impact evaluation continue to be necessary.
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ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS AND CONSEQUENCES OF THE POLONOROESTE PROGRAM
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The Context
1.
In the l960's and l970's, Brazi1 adopted'ambitious measures aimed
at integrating the vast Amazon region into its rapidly expanding economy. A
highway nerwork criss-crossing Amazoniawas planned and mass settlement programs
were drawn up, while growth pele strategies and fiscal incentives were expected
to attract private investment to the region. Conccmitantly, millions of small
faniers and ~ra1 workers were being pushed off the land by agr::!.c:ultural
modernization and the concentration of holdings in south-central Bra~il and by
demograph::!.c pressures, recurrent droughts and poverty in the less developed
Northeast. 'nle need to find gainful employment for these migrants lent added
impetus to attempts at large-scale Ama%onian settlement.
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2.
Colonization projects c:arried out along the Transamazon highway in
the atate of Para in the early 1970's, however, soon fell woefully short of their
targets as complex and pat.ernalistic government settlement schemes proved
incapable of cverc:om.ng tha inherent. difficul.ti.es of implanting suacainable
agricultura 1n a poorly knc,wn tropical envircmment.
Meaffllhile, infrastruccure - eapecially road -- construct::!.on coupled with generous tax and credit incentives
and awidespread speculative fever to produce a dramatic increasa in land values
in more accessible parts of the still largely unexploited Amazon reg::!.on. In many
areas, this process led to a rapid concentration of .rural holdings and, as a
reault, to a de facto limitation on small farmer access to available land.
3.
The discovery of fert1le lands under public dot11.ain in Rondonia near
Bolívia in the western part of the region, however, appeared to provida a more
promising outlet for the increasing number of m::!.grants drawn to Amazonia by
govermnent propaganda campaigns.
While the attention of the official
eolonization institute, INCRA, was first directed to Rondonia in response to a
localized land couflict, several factors coalesced to tum this area into the
main fecal point cf the agency's activity in the region. Gcvernment assistance
soon expanded and news that land of reportedly excellent qualitywas being freely
diatributed prompted the firat signiiicantwaves of migration to Rondonia 1n the
mid-1970's, at the same time as the TransamaiPU colonization projects were be::!.ng
deactivated.
4.
Growing migration, increasing land disputes and occasional violent
enccunters betveen new settlers and Ameri.ndian groups, tcgether vith other
manifestations of an emerg::!.ng frontier area, set the stage for the Northwest
Region Development Program, or POLONOROESTE.
Covering all of the f ormer
Terr::!.tory -- and, since December 1981, state -- of Rondonia, as vell as the
northweatern part of the neighboring state of Mato Grosso, ar a total area of
more than 410,000 square kil0111eters, tha program sought to support and
consolidate a viable form of small-farmer colonization in a humid tropical
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setting in the hope that such an approach could be replicated elsewhere in
.Amazonia. It also sought to help transform the Northwest region into a dynamic
part of the Brazilian economy in which social and environmental concerna would
receive privileged attention.
Role and Absor1)tive Capacity of the Brazilian Front~er
S.
Between 1940 and 1970, the Brazilian land frontier had served as a
"safety-valve" fol:' demographic pressul:'es in older settlement areas anà provideà
one of, if not, the principal means of increasing national agricultural output,
both for inta~al consumption and export. As the frontier mcved progressively
farther northward and vestward during the 1970's, government colonizati.on schemes
in .Amazonia attempted to reproduce the frontier' s earlier market-dri.ven expansion
in the Center-South. Hcwever, wholesale changes in the structure and relations
of agricultural production, together with high rates of population growth, were
creating an un~recedented exodus froin rural areas in southern Brazil,
particularly the state of Parana, at this time. While part of this flow was
channeled to Amazonia, the failure of colonization along the Transa.mazon high~ay
and the associated shift from a small-farmer to a larga enterprise-based
occupation strategy in the eastern part of the region left tens of thousands of
migrants stranded.
6.
More generally, the capacity of the land frontier to resolve basic
social and economi.c: proble1ns in other parta of the count.ry was staadily
declining. The best araaa in terms of soils, climate and location had already
bean occupied by l970. Even though the agricultura! frontier was at first able
to abaorb considerable numbe~s of small farmers, increasingly during the 1970,s
and continuing throughout the 1980's, northwestern Parana, south-central Caias,
Mato Grosso do Sul and even northwestern Mato Grosso were themselves beccming
the principal areas of rural outmigration in Bra%il. By 1980, in short, much
of the demographic holding capacity of earlier frontier regions had already
disappeared.
7.
The failure of official colonization efforts in Eastern Amazonia,
in particular, reflected the difficulties of installing and sustaining rural
settlement in areas tha.twere both considerably more distant frcmmajor domastic
inarkets and far lesa appropri.atein terms of their underlying ecological carrying
capacities than earlier frontier zones. In addition, the absolute size of the
"surplus" population that needed to be absorbed in new frontier areas in order
to reduca tenaicna elsewhere in the country multi~lied subatantially during the
1970's and early l980's as the result of the factors mentioned above. Many of
the rapid rural tranafortlktions ~ccurring in south-central Brazil during this
period, moreover, came directly in response to government policies that
consciously promoted agricultura! exports, especially soybeans, and sugar canebased alcohol production to substitute impcrted petroleum as a vehicle fuel.
8.
Even though Rondonia's peculiar characteristics, particularly the
facts that the federal government owned most of its land area and that the first
colonization projects had been comparatively successful, appeared to favor its
ability to absorb a substantial share of the 1nigration channelled to Ama~onia,
initial asses811lents of the Territory,s agricultural potential later proved to
bave been overly optimistic.
An ex-pcst review of tha pri.nc1pal ecological,
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socio-economic and political-institutional
characteristics
of the Northwest,
moreover, reveals several features that, individually and in combination, were
inimical to the achievement
of sustainable agricultural
development and the
large-scale absorption of small farmers in the region.
Illustrative of this,
even before the Bank's first three loans for POLONOROESTE were approved, smallfarmer areas in the Mato Grosso part of the program region were already losing
populaticn through outmigration, mainly to Rondonia.

r:

9.
INCRA's earliest cclonization prcjects in Rondonia were, in fact,
locatad in areas pcssessing predcminantly fertile soils. This, together with
tha Territory's lush·vegetation, stimulated the belief that conditions in much
of tha region vere conducive to rapid·plant grcwth and, thus, to agricultural
productivity. Spec::l.fic pedologic:al information, however, remains sketchy to this
day, while those detailed agronomic evaluations that were undertaken failed to
adequately consider the concrete demographic and socio-econcmic circumstances
under vhich agricultural settlement would be carried out.
In addition, the
antecedents cf rural land occupation in both Rondcnia and northwestent Mato
Grosso, for different reasons, presented obstacles to the smooth and permanent
abaorption of large numbers of future migrants which were not suf f iciently
understocd at the time POLONOROESTE was appraised. The net result of these
shortcomings was that the actual long-run absorptive and productive capacities
of the Northwest frontier were overestimated by both the Bra:ilian Government
and tha Bank.
Origins, Ob1ectives and Principal Components of POLONOROESTE
10.
The grow::1.ng intensity of migration to Rondcnia quickly increased the
demand for roads, schocls, health clinics and agricultural support services in
the Northwest dur:ing the 1970's. Econcmic and political interests both inside
and outs::l.de the regi.on converged to channel these demands into a proposal by the
Brazilian Gcvernment to reccnstruct and pave the existing, but seasonally
impassable, BR-364 highway between the capital cities of Cuiaba and Porto Velho.
This was to be folloved by other major infrastructural improvements in the
h::1.ghway's immediate area of influence including construction of the Sàmuel dam
and hydroelectric plant near Porto Velho. Lacking the resources necessary to
ra-pidly upgrade the highway, the newly-inaugurated Figueiredo administration
first approached the Bank for financing in early 1979.
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ll.
The proposed project, hcwever, sat::1.sfied neither the Bank's policy
for the Brazilian transport sector at the time, which emphasized road maintenance
anj rehabilitation rather than new highway ccnstructiC>n, nor its broader mandate
to support eccncmi.c development ~ poverty alleviaticn. Nevertheless, kay Bank
officials vera conv:inced of the region's development potential and argued that
the Bank should aas::l.st the Government to improve production and living conditions
in existing rural colonization projects in the area.
In response to these
concerns, subsequent Bank-Borrower discussions led to .fcrmulation of a large,
small-farmer oriented, area development effort, organ::l.zed around a major
transport improvement.

12..
Subsequent discussions, mo-re specifically, i-esulted in the
elaboration of an amb::1.tious progrmn intended to promete the orderly human
occupation and development of the Northweat thrcugh Govermnent and Bank support
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for regional economic and social infrastructure and what were considered to be
environmentally sound sma.llholder activitias. A complex instituticnal setup was
designed to implement the operation under the coordination of a federal regional
development agency, SUDECO. Potential benefits for small-farm families already
in the region, ·as well as for expected future arrivals, in terms of greater
productivity, better access to markets, increased employment and improved rural
health and education were thought to be significant.
The program would also
contain pioneering environmental and .i\merindian protection c cmporierrt s in an
attempt to minimize the likely adverse consequences of the anticipated
acceleration of migration in response to pavement of the BR-364 highway. Through
these measures, the foreseeable riska of encouraging further frontier occupation
in what wae ackncwledged to be an environmentally sensitive area were judged to
be controllable.
13.
According to the Bank's appraisal document, POLONOROESTE's basic
objectives were to pave the BR.-364 highway and to provi.de the investments
"necessary to achieve the harmonious socio-econo,nic development of the region
influenced by that road and the protect:ion of the physical environment and
Amarindian population of that region. 11
In justification for undertaking the
prcgram, it vas argued that paving the highway would "increase the econcmic
contribution of the underutilized physical resources of this region to the
national economy, reducing substantially transport costs and thus itnproving the
region•s terma of trade with the more developed and populated areas lying to the
aouth." !t was recognized, hovever, that "improving the BR-364 would ••• make
ita area of influenca more accessible to potantial immigrants and increase the
pressure on the local phyaical and social environment.
Rance, policies and
corresponding implementation structures are being set up to help avoid a
disorderly development of the region which could place in jeopardy those same
reaources that the highway would aim at developing."
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14.
linally, it wae affirmed that "there is little doubt that, whether
BR-364 is paved or not, continuing immigration would, without ·adequate
administration, result in long-term damage to the environment and society t:hrough
occ:upation of poorer soils with ill-adapted agricultural pract:ices, loss of
valuable timber, encroachment onto Amerindian and natural 1:eserves, agglomeration
of land in the handa of relatively few anda possible agglomeration of migrante
in urban areas ill-equipped ta receive them."
To avoid this scenario, the
program strategy of "seeking reasonable social and environmental balances in the
Northwest regionas the BR-364 highway is paved" would combine "measures of
dissuasion to keep immigranta away from areas not yet sufficiently studied (or
those provente be inadequate) with measures te attract rural settlers te areas
of proven agricultural or f orestry potential and to introduce approp-riate
cultivation techniques."
15.
The resulting investment program was fo~ally created by the
Brazilian Government in May 1981, having a cost estimated at nearly USS 1.6
billion. It was partially financed by six closely interlinked World Bank lcans
for a total of OS$ 434.4 million. The first three of these loans were approved
in early December 1981, or less than a month before the Territcry cf Rondonia
was elevated to statehood.
In terms both of total investment and subsequent
environmental impac~, POLONOROESTE's principal component involved improvement
of the l,SOO kilometer Cuiaba-Porto Velho highway and expansion of the regional
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feeder road network, funded in part by a US$ 240 million Bank Loan ,
Also
approved at this time were a loan for the consolidation of selected existing
agricultural colonization areas in Rondonia and environmental protection in the
regionas awhole (US$ 67 mi.llion), later increased by a supplementary loan (USS
22.8 million) in December 1983, anda loan to improve rural health services and
to combat malaria in Rondonia (US$ 13 million). A:n. Amerindian Special Project,
not financed by the Bank, was likew1se included a$ part of the first phase of
POLONOROESTE. Satisfactory implementation of this Special Project, hOW'ever, was
among the contractual obligations to be c01nplied with by the Brazilian Government
in connection with the program.
16.
Phase II of POLONOROESTE, in tum, consisted of a rural development
project in existing small-farmer settlement areas in northwestern Mato Grosso.
It was partially financed by a Bank loan in the amount of US$ 26.4 million,
approved in March 1982. Finally, the third phase of the program involved a USS
65.2 million loan, approved in October 1983, to support the establishment of
several new colonization projects in Rondonia. Execution of the prcgram's three
overlapping phases was expected to require on the arder of seven years. Even
thcugh a conscious attempt was made by Bank and Government technical staff to
adapt POLONORCESTE's rural development components to the unique environmental
characteristics and risks of the tropical Northvest, for the most part these
operations follawed the modal·of poverty-oriented "integrated" area development
pu~sued by tha Bank, with va~ing degrees of success, in Hortheast Brazil and
elaewhere over m.uch of the preceding decade.
17.
With the exception of a small loan for a land settlmnent project in
the state of Maranhao in 1972, POLONOROESTE represented the first Bank funding
for area development in or near the Brazilian Amazon region. At the time they
were approved, hcwever, the first three loans for the program made it the largest.
single recipient of Bank financing in Brazil, as well as the first major rural
development operation in the country having explicit environmental and .Amerindian
protection objectives and components. The four initial loans for POLONOROESTE,
moreover, corresponded to nearly half (48%) of the Bank's total new lending to
Bra:z:il and almost twc-thirds (64%) of its new lending to the Bra:z:ilian Government
(ie. when a direct loan to the national power holding company, ELETROBRAS, is
excluded) in fiscal 1982.
Program Implementation and General Jesults
18.
Althcugh reconstruction of the Cuiaba-Porto Velho highway had been
subsumed under a broader, but by no means comprehensive, regional development
concept, actual implementation of POLONOROESTE's various subprograma wae
seriously .imbalanced.
0n the ena hand, the trunk road component and othe:r
investments involving the installation of physical infrastructure, especially
feeder reada, were executed with considerable success. While some irregularities
were observed, most construction activity was implemented within the allotted
budgets and, in some cases -- most notably the BR-364 highway itself -- completed
ahead of schedule. 0n the other hand, execution of POLONOROESTE's "software"
componenta, eapecially agricultural suppcrt services, ccmmunity facilities and
environmental and Amerindian protection meaaures, lagged considerably, while
their ~esulta fell far short of initial goala.
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19.
Imbalanced implementation, in tum, created several unanticipated
difficulties of a larger order. Not the least of these was that improvement oi
transpcrt infrastructure to and within the Northwest provided greatly enhanced
physical access to its natural resources on the par1: of. a wide variety of
economic actors (ie. loggers, miners, prospectora, ranchers, land speculacors,
etc.), as well as the program1s small-farmer target pcpulation, in the virtual
absence of any effective environment:alcontrola and protection measul:'es. Equally
seriously, improveá access to and within the Northwest -- particularly Rondonia - by creating significant new employment opportunities in both agricultural and
extractive activities, encouraged the acceleration of'migration to the region
ata time when, despite the additional resources channeled thrcugh POLONOROESTE,
tha public sector was increasingly unable to respond to rapidly growing local
demands for productive support and community services.
20.
Many of the significant discrepancies between POLONOROESTE's
obj ectives and achievements derive from basic errors in initial conception,
judgment, planning and appraisal which will be further discussed below.
A
lesser, but still import:ant, part stems from flaws in the institut:ional
arrangements established for program coordination and execution, together with
the lack of appropriately timed and executed corrective measures. A third major
c:ontributing factor to POLONOROESTE's uneven implementation performance was the
growing fiscal crisis in the Brazilian public sector more generally during the
early and mid-l980's.
A final element consisted of the very different nature
and, hence, exacution requirements of and, more importantly, the sharply
differing underlying economic and political support for, the progr~• s principal
"hardware" and nsoftwaren components, respectively.

21. ·
ln convincing the Brazilian Government to transform its original
proposal for a road improvement project into a considerably broader and more
ccmplex regional development initiative, in retrcspect it is evident that the
Bank misread both the Borrcwer's actual commitment to and its effective capacity
to attain the program' s social and environmental object:ives which had been
introduced largely at the Bank's insistence. In hindsight, it is also apparent
that the institutional mechanisms established for POLONOROESTE's implementation
vera inadequate. A large part of the latter problem, moreover, reflected serious
and persisting disparities among the various public sector agencies ch~rged with
program execution.
22.
The coordinating agency, SUDECO, vas instituticnally, technically
and administratively weak.
As a result, it was highly suaceptible to the
preasures of various interest groups including s~veral of the program's much
stronger sectoral executing agencies themselves.
Program monitoring and ongoing evaluation activities, in tu"tn, while essential for proper management of
a large and multi-faceted operation such as POLONOROESTE~ were on various
occasions denied necessary financial and logistical support by the coordinating
agency itself. More general financial problema, particularly the inadeq~a~e o~
untimely provision of local counterpart funding and the f ailure to furnish
parallel agricultura! investment credit, appear, in good measure, to have been
the product of the larger fiscal crisis experienced by the Brazilian Government
during the program implementation period.
Wb.atever their origins, they
contributed directly te the observed execution delays in POLONOROESTE's
agricul~ural, aoc:ial and environmeneal {including Amerindian) components. 0n
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the Bank' s side, insufficienc and poorly coordinated supervision dui::ing the early
stages of program execution, together with changes in the orientacion of this
supervision over time, in adciition to impeding a more rapid and decisive reaction
to growing implementat:ion problems, may have further compounded the difficulties
faced by the Borrower in attempting to carry out this complex operation.
23.
Furthennore, since mast of the Bank loan funds had been allocated
to POLONOROESTE's transpart companents, whase implementation proceeded =apidly
when ~ompared with other program interventions, these rescurces had been largely
disbursed before the full extent af the distortions in its execution became
apparent.
As a result, by the time the Bank became clearly aware of the
program' s deficient performance in terms of its agricultural objectives and
cognizan~ of its increasingly adverse environmental and Amerindian consequences,
only l:imited financial leverage remained to induce needed modifications.
Nonetheless, folletJing a com~rehensive mid-term review of program implementation
in late 1984, together with considerable pressure from environmental
organizations and expressions of ccncern from the United States Congress and
Treasury Department, the Bank suspended disbursements on all of its loana for
POLONOROESTE in March 1985, just: as a new civilian-led federal administration
was taking office in Brazil.
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24.
Bank funding was reinitiated in August 1985 after Brazilian
authorities took concrete steps to improve· the protection of several highly
vulnerable Amerindian areaa and agreed to a Bank-proposed agenda for redirection
of the reuiainder of the program. By this time, however, migration flows into
Rondonia were already well over lSO, 000 a year, while largely uncontrolled
"spontaneous" rural settlement and environmentally damaging logging, ranching
and prospecting activities were rapidly spreading throughout much of the region,
thus bringing increasing pressures both on lands possessing soils incapable of
supporting sustained agricultural production and on official Amerindian and
ecological reserves. As a result, many of the actions taken after mid-1985 in
an attempt to correct the serious imbalances characterizing POLONOROESTE' s
initial implementation were, in effect, largely palliative in nature.
Assessment o·f Program Environmental and Amerindian Protection Components
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25.
As suggested above, POLONOROESTE's strategy to protect the natural
environment contained three basic elemente. The first was to di~ect new rural
settlement toward areas considered to have good potent:1.al. for agricultural
development and away from those parts of the region having lesa fertile soils
or whose agronomic possibil.ities were still poorly known. The second was to
encourage a less envircmmentally d3lXlaging f orm of agricultural production in both
existing and new small.-farmer colonization areas through the promoticn and
support of tree crops. Tha third was to take specific measures to establish and
maintain naticnal park and forest reserves and ecological stations and to carry
out a comprehensive regional. ecological research program. However, POLONOROESTE
largely failed with respect to all three of these objectives.
26.
Due to the accelerated in-flow of population and the rapidly
expanding, regional road network, the "spontanecus" settlement of rural areas,
especially in Rondonia, quickl.y outran government efforts to increase the supply
of new colonization plota.
The uncontrolled occupation of rural lands waa

-
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further encouraged by the constru.ction of penetration roads by logging interests
and installation cf a major new trunk highway, the BR-429, by the st.ate
government itself, using resources other than those of POLDNOROESTE.
The net.
reault was increasing encroachment by squatters, ranchers, loggers and
prcspectors in areas such as the Guapore River valley
Rondonia and numerous
ecological and Amerindian reserves, wnicn were either incapable of supporting
suatained agricultural production
or had been
legally established
for
environmental or tribal protection purposes.
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27.
Similarly, the program was unable either to consolidate the
cultivation of perennial cropa in official colonizaticn and other small-farmer
areas or to discourage the expansion of annual crops and livestcck production
in the region. This reflects a number of factors including the aforementicned
lack of investment credit for small farmers, declining commodity prices
(especially for cocoa), increasing trans~ort costs, plant diseases and, perhaps
most 1mportantly, the need for settlers to produce soil-depleting annual crops
and frequently also to raise livestock i~ arder to guarantee their awn physical
and eccnomic survival. Agricultural census data reveal that both annual c~op
producticn and, especially, tha cattle populaticn, and hence pasture land, in
Rondonia have grown much more rapidly than tree crop producticn since 1980.
Thesa significant rural land usa tendencies, in tum, have been directly
responsible for much of the extensive deforestation and associated environmental
degradation that have been vitnessed in the Northvest region over the program
exacution period.
28.
POLONOROESTE, f inally, contained ambitious f orestry develol)ment,
environmental protecticn and ecolcgical research subprcjects. Only the latter
appears to have produced significantly positive results. Attempts t·o "salvage"
potentially valuable timber cleared from colcnization plots and to introduce
rational forest management techniques vere largely frustrated, while commercial
loggers have progressively removed valuable species such as mahogany, in the
prccess destroying much of the surrounding forest and, as noted above, opening
up additional areas for occupation by squatters and land speculators. National
parks and ecological reserves, as well as smaller "block" reserve areas within
official colonization schemes, have also been systematically invaded by loggers
and squatters, while, at least until very recently, gove~ent efforts to limit
such "invasions" and to restrict illegal timber extraction from these areas have
been esaentially non-existent.
The situation in the regicn has become so
precarious that one program-sponsored evaluation of POLONOROESTE' s envi.ronmental
impacta has explicitly characterized its "protected areas" as a farce.
Only
the program' s ecological research component appears to have been relatively
problem-free, generating a variety of scientific studies that shculd be used as
a basis for future natural resource management anci environmental planning,
monitoring and control activities in the Northvest.
29.
0n balance, POLONOROESTE's Amerindian Special Project has be- more
successful than its environmental protection subp1:oject, at least in the .. n.ortrun. Nevertheless, as already noted, inadequate execu~ion of the Special Project
was the principal declared motive for the Bank's suspension of disbursemen~s for
the program as a whole in early 1985.
The Special Proj ect vas expected to focus
primarily on the regularization of tribal lands, the prcvision of health and
education services and the promotion of small economic development p~ojects in
0.:
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Amerindian areas and secondarily on improvement of the physical facilities and
adm.inistrative capabilities of the National Indian Foundation, FUNAI, which was
its executor.
Early implementation, however, was slow and concentrated on
building up FUNAI's own infrastructure in the region, while giving insufficient
attention to the establishment and protectionAmerindian reserves. As a result,
these areas became increasingly subject to illegal timber extraction and
encroachment by non-Amerindian squatters and prospectors, occasionally with the
complicity of FUNAI itself.
30.
Follawing the suspension of Bank loan disbursements, the situation
with respect to the regularization of Amerindian lands and the removal of
unauthorized settlers did, in fact, improve, although serious problems still
re111ain and health care and community development services, ,;;hich.were reascnably
adequate at first, have apparently declined in more recent years. Among the
factors contributing to the serious difficult.ies encountered by the Special
Project were the frequent changes in top management and orientation at FUNAI and
the agency's chronic: underfunding and understaffing, further aggravated by the
broader financial problema experienc:ed by the federal government during the
l980's. Also important are the very weak de facto status of ~erindians in
Brazilian society and their particularly vulnerable situation in frontier areas
such as the Northvest:, especially during periods of rapid occupation by a variety
of economic: actors whose primary inter.est: is to attain physical access to
regional natural resources, many of whic:h are located on or under tribal lands.
3 l.
Since many of the af orementioned problema continue to exist,
moreover, tha long-run sustainability of Amerindian reserves and prot:ection
efforts in Northwest Brazil, as elsewhere inAmazonia, remains highly uncertain.
Furthermcre, since much of what was, in fact, achieved under the Special Project
reflects the Bank's insistence that the Borrcwer comply with its contractual
obligations under POLONOROESTE to protect Amerindian interests in the region,
it is likely that the Bank's continuing involvement may be nec:essary in order
to ensure adequate future federal and state government vigilance in this respect.
Measures should be taken, furthermore; to improve the Government's ability to
guarantee the constitutional rights of tri.bal populations, including the further
strengthening of FUNAI, together with inc:reased reliance on other agencies and
non-governmental organizations (NGOs) to provida specialized -- particularly
health and education -- services to Amerindian communities. The prompt legal
establisbment of adequate reserve areas, their timely physical demarc:ation and,
above all, tha permanent control and protecticn of all reserve boundaries, as
well as t:he natural resources contained vithin them, from illegal invasion and/or
exploitation, together with the direct and active participation of tribal peoples
in public sector decisions and interventions that af fect: their communities?
should be among the priorities of ccnt:inuing efforts to support Amerindian
communities in the Northwest, as in Amazonia more generally.
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Program Human Emrironmental Impacts
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32.
ln retrospect, it is clear both that POLONOROESTE's design
incorporated what were, at the time and in the Brazilian frontier context,
progressive social and environmental concerna and that it attempted to build
effective safeguards into the program. However, it is similarly evident that
paving of t~e BR-364 highway and expansion of the regional feeder road network
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helped to accelerate
migration
to and the spread of set:tlement within the
Northwest and, thus, st:rongly contributed to the significant human and physical
environmental impaccs associated with these processes.
Much of the environmen1:al
degradatiQn associated with POLONOROESTE, more precisely, is a reflection oi its
inability to control the spread of rural and urban settlement and the expansion
af extractive activities and~ thus, to keep in-coming pcpulation from attempt:ing
to exploit areas that the program itself was originally designed to protect.
33.
Intensive migration to the regicn in response to roadbuilciing was
inevitable.
The tim.ing of POLONOROESTE's
implementation,
which coincided with
ena of the mcst acute economic crises in post-war Brazil, helped to fur1:her
stimulate theae flows. Unf crtunate and ill•conceived state government propaganda
campaigns
surrounding
the program
and the rapid
increase
in industrial
unemploym.ent in the country's largest metropolitan areas, especially Sao Paulo,
moreover, motivated droves of urban dwellers, together with the continuing flow
of rural migrant:s, to head for the Northwest during the early and mid-1980's.
The attraction of Rondonia in particular to non-rural migrants was enhanced by

the rapid proliferation of gold prospect:ing and cassiterite mining, as well as
by commercial -- especially mahogany -- timber extraction activities. The tvo
latter activities were themselves greatly facilitated by program-supported
expansion of the feeder road system in the state.
34.
In the face of constant:ly growing spontaneous settlement, other
problema and shortcaiti.ngs of the region were beightened. Thus, the predominance
of lcw fertility soils, the difficult:ies of an unfamiliar, ·poorly understood and,
in many cases, outright hostile physical environment, together with the very
~onsiderabla distance to extra-regional markets, all reduced the feasibility of
planned colonization schemes. Despite POLONOROESTE's deliberate, but largely
unsuccessful, attempts to deal with it, not the least: of the hardships faced by
small f armers in directed and · spontaneous settlement areas alike was the steadily
rising incidence of malaria which, after imposing severe financial and personal
cos;s, forced many families to abandon the area altogether.
35.
Continued migration through at least mid-1987, in short, severely
constrained POLONOROESTE's ability to provide essential agricultural support and
social services to an eve-c-increasing local population. Public health and basic
aanitation services were particularly deficient.
The incidence of malaria,
especially in new settlement and gold prospecting areas, continues to be high,
but other tropical diseases and the physical. violence typical of frontier regi.ena
in Brazil and elsevbere also abound. In addition, the constant mobility of small
farmers, loggers and, partieularly, prospectors has resulted in the "export" of
malaria to other parta of the country.
36.
TOW"ns and cities have also expanded very rapidly in the Northwest
in response to aceelerated migration, the sign.ificant linkage and mult:iplier
eff ects associated with extractive activit:ies ;l::.c! tha dacrsasi:ig absorptive
capacity of rural areas, in the process magnifying urban social and environmental
problema. As a result, well over half of the regional population is presently
estimated to reside in urban centers of varying sizes •· Urban water pollution
dueto poor sanitation and effluent discharges by local industries, especially
the growing number of sawmill.s, is especially a problem. Mcst towns, as well
as the peripheries of larger cities such as Porto Velho, Ji-Parana and C~iaba,
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moreover, lack adequate sanitation 1nfrastructure and other local public
services, while municipal governments throughout the region are poorly equipped
to meet the rising demands upon them.
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37.
This situation is further exacerbated by the rapid growth in the
number of local government jurisdictions in the region over the past t'wo decades.
The nwnber of municipalities in Rondcnia haa increased from only tvo in 1970 anà
seven in 1980 to t:wenty-three in 1990. The number of local governments has also
multiplied in northwestern Mato Grosso. Nevertheless, POLONOROESTE contained
virtually no provisiona to support urban development or to deal with urban
environmental problema, nor did it include any form of assistance to municipal
govermnents. In this, if in no other sense, therefore, POLONOROESTE can not
be considered to have been a comprehensive regional development program.
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Program Physical Enviromnental Impacts
38.
To further complicate matters, POLONOROESTE's regional transport
investments have, in practice, benefitted land speculators and ranchers, toget:her
with high value mining, prcspecting and logging ventures, as much as, if not more
than, its intended small-farmer target population. Extensive deforestation and
aasociated forms of enviromn.ental degradation, in tum, have resulted bcth
directly and indirectly from the extraction of minerals and timber, as well as
f~om land speculation, the expansicn of shifting annual crop (eg. rice, beans,
maize and cassava) cultivation and land-extensive cattle raising activities.
Ae a consequence, the increasing conversion of primary forest directly into
pasture or first to agricultural land and then into pasture -- which, in either
case, is generally abandoned to second growth vegetation (known locally as
capoeira) less than a decade after initial clearing -- are, together with the
increasing ccntamination of regional water rescurces by local mining and
prospecting activities, among the principal continuing threats to the integrity
of the physical environment in Northwest Brazil.
39.
While considerable uncertainty and controversy exista as to the
precise level and rate of deforestation in the Northwest, satellite images,
nevertheless, confirm both that land clearing has proceeded very rapidly since
1975, particularly since 1985, and that a direct correlation exists between
those parts of the region that have undergone ~apid rural settlement and the
areas that have experienced rapid deforestation.
The instrumental role of
roadbuilding in this process is dramatically ~l~ustrated by these saine remote
senaing images which clearly portray the progreasive "fiah-bone" pattern of land
clearing along the trunk, feeder and connector road network in the region,
especially Rondonia. Whatever the actual extent of the deforestation that has
already taken place in Rondonia, moreover, most estimates suggest that, unless
recent tendenciea are considerably slcwed, the area available for land clearing
in the state wi.11 rapidly reach the legal limit.
40.
The clearing of tropical forest such as that which covered an
estimated 85% of Rondonia and 51% of the Northvest regionas a whole in the late
1970' s, inevitably resulta in the destruction of sensitive nutrient-cycling
mechanisms, causing the loss of soil fertility and increasing erosion. Although
the planting of perennial crops does reduce these problema, as noted above, in
the specific case of Northwest Brazil tree crc:,p (especially cocoa) production
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has not turned out to be profitable to the extent initially anticipated by
POLONOROESTE's designers. Consequentlyt much of the tropical forest Yhich has
been cleared in the North'W'est over the past decade has been used either for the
slash~and-burn cultivation of annual crops or turned into pasture and eventually
into capoeira, all of which are undesirable outcomes f=om an ecclogical and
perhaps also from a long-term economic standpoint.
41.
The wholesale transformation of tropical forests into farmlandt
pasture and seccnd growth vegetation in northwestern Mato Grosso and Rondonia,
to which POLONOROESTE has strongly contributed since 1980, has probably also
resulted in a sharp reduction in the variety of p Lant; and animal species in those
areas immediataly affected and , thus, in a lesa of genetic or "biodiversity."
Mining activities and urban sewage, moreover, have drastically increased
contamination in various of the Northwest•s most important rivers, as well as
along their margina, harming local ecosystems. Mercury and oil pollution, which
are a direct by-prcduct of gold prospecting, are a particularly serious problem
in this respect and representa potentially significant threat to human health.
42.
Regional prospecting activities also destroy riverbanks, while
increasing siltation and water turbidity. The rich Pantanal wetlands and their
abundant wildlife in the southern part of the program region have likewise been
increasingly threatened by various sources and forms of water pollution, as well
as by increasingly widespread,
but frequently uncontrolled,
illegal and
predatory, hunting and fishing practices. Finally, there are strong suspicions
that recent extensive deforestation in the Northwest may be contributing to
climate changes at the regional and global, as vell as at the local,· level,
although this is a question that requires fu-rther study and continual monitol:'ing.
Program Design and Unanticipated Difficulties
43.
The obstacles encountered by POLONOROESTE range from the difficulties
of an inhospitable physical environment to the intricacies of administrating a
complex multi-agency program involving an area larger than that of Great Britain.
ln retrospect, it
is ev:i.dent that some of the major risks associated ""7ith
undertaking such aventure vere either substantially underestimated or altoget:her
overlooked by both the Bor~ower and the Bank. 0n the positive side, in tum,
it is unquestionable that the more eneompassing regional development approach
proposed by the Bank in response to the Government • s initial road pavement
projeet reveals the former•s sensiti~ity to the wide~ social and environmental
impacts that vere likely to occur· with regional transport improvements.
In
addition, the environmental and Amerindian safeguards that t:he Bank attempted
to build into the programwere, at the time, clearly progreesive and inncvati~
tlleasures, both in relation to previous area development operations in Brazil and
in terms of the Bank's lending portfolio more generally.
44.
Neverthelese, the very concept of "regional developmentn that was
incorporated into POLONOROESTE was a tenuous and partia! one, substituting a set
of sectoral (ie. roads ~
poverty-oriented rural development) investments, many
of which were targeted on one particular group of economic actors (ie. small
colonization farmers) loeated in speeific subareas of the larger Nol:'thwest
region, for a more comprehensive and truly integrated approach to area
development, natural resource management and environmental proteetion.
The

highly inlbalanced execution of prograxa components by which roads and other
inf~astructura were completed on or ahead of schedule, while other interventions
progressed considerably more slovly, if at all, only exacerbated this initial
design shortcoming.
The acceleration of migration flows during a period of
national economic recession further impaired POLONOROESTE's ability to produce
satisfactcry social results and avoid environmental daxnage.
45.
Had the Ncrthwest's soils generally been of better quality and had
small farmers in newly-settled areas been able to plant tree crepe and sell their
output at reasonable prices in southern markets, perhaps the greatly increaseà
fl~ of migrante would not have generated such disastrous resulte in human and
physical environmental terms. But, by the early and mid-1980' s most of the soils
which remained to be exploited in the Northwest were either poor or, as in other
Brazilian frontier areas, small farmer access to them had already been blocked
by larger landowners.
In aàdition, both new and existing settlers were often
unable to produce competitively because natural soil fertility dec-reased rapidly
after deforestation and could not be easily replenished on account of the high
costs of transporting soil correctives and fer-cilizers and/or because the
distance to nia'l:'ket, added to a Va'l:'iety of other difficult:ies including land
speculation, crop disease, malaria, poor feeder road maintenance and so on,
presented insurmountable obstacles to agricultural success, especially for
program-prescribed perennial cropa such as cocoa.
46.
Given the difficulties of establishing sustainable sinall-farm
agricultura, the disccvery of new gold and cassiterita deposita, coupled with
tha· enhanced profitability of commercial logging and the sizeable urban
multiplier effects associated with these activities, has provided an unexpected
scurce of income and employment for substantial numbers of recently-arrived
migrants and existing settlers alike. Indeed, booming extractive activities,
by directly and indirectly generating a large ntm1ber of jobs and substantial
derived demand for local food production, have significantly contributed to the
region's recent econom.ic prosperity, particularly
in Rondonia.
These
consequences, however, ~ere totally unanticipated by POLONOROESTE's designers
47.
As a result of these factors, many paor small-farmer families, who
would otherwise have been forced to remigrate, have remained in the region on
the basis of the sale of tim.ber and foodstuffs, the utilization or renting out
of exhausted agricultural and/or previously uncleared forest land for ranching
pu~oses, seasonal or part-time jobs in mining or prcspecting activities or
commercial and service sector employment in the rapidly growing tcwns and cities.
In the short run, this constitutes a very significant, if unexpected, economic
benefit of the transport investments made through POLONOROESTE. However, both
the short and the long-run environmental costs associated with the degradation
caused by logging, mining and prospecting, as well as by annual crop-intensive
agriculture and livestock raising, have also turned out to be much larger and
more difficult to control than initially expected.
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48.
The lack of political willingness to curb environmental damage
resulting from extractive and other primary activities at all levels of public
adm.inistration,but especi.allyat the state and local levels, has only aggravated
the situation. Furthermore, in practice, these economic activities "mine" both
potentially renewable (eg. soils and forest vegetation) and non-renewable (eg.
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minerals) natural resources in the Northwest, as elsewhere on the Amazonian
frontier, in the pursuit of short-run private profit maximization, while
counterbalancing public sector acticns to limit or reduce the human and physical
environmental costa associated with the increasing exploitation of regional
natural resources have, at least until veey recently, been noticeably cimid
and/or ineffective. Both tendencies, moreover, have important implications for
the longer-term sustainability of the activities involved and, thus, for the
medi~ and long-run prospects of the Northwest region itself.
Future Economic and Environmental Prospects for the Northwest Region
49.
One of the great paradoxes of POLONOROESTE is that, despi te its
failure to achieve many af its declared objectives, the Northwest region has
probably generated considerably more economic activity and wealth in the short
run than anyone inside or outside the Bank anticipated.
This prosperity,
h0t.1ever, has cot12e abcut in generally unexpected ways and at considerable expense
both to the natural environment and to traditional, particularly Amerindian,
populations in the regicn. Especially in view of the latter, futura prospects
for achieving sustainable development: in the Northwest should be briefly assessed
in terms of individual sectoral potentialities.

50.

As concerna agriculture first of all, possibilities for the future
absorption of large amounts of "excess" rural population in coloni2ation projects
in the l:'egion are slim.
More generally, given the peculiarities of local
ecosystnis, it is unlikely that broad, enconipassing solutions will ever work.
Rather, painstaking site-specific approaches suited to the particular ecological
and socio-economic conditions of diffel:'ent subareas, necessarily including
improved soil and forest management techniques, the recuperation of degraded
pasture land and the promotion of extractive reserves, will have to be
implemented. Given the region's distant location in relation to major dcmestic
consumer markets, mot"eover, it is likely both that most future demand for
agricultural produce will come froin local sources and that commercial tree crop
p~oduction for external markets (eg. coffee and cocoa), while environmentally
less harmful than annual crops, will remain ata competitive disadvantage visa-vis that in other parts of Brazil.

51.

The explosive expansion of pasture land and both small and largescale ranching activity in Rondonia over the past decade, in tum, makes this
activity an important persisting environmental and economic isaue in regional
development. Available evidence suggests that cattle raising is an extremely
undesirable way of utili:z:ing tropical forest areas from an ecological standpoint.
From a social and econcmic perspectiva, hcwever, small-scale ranching plays an
important part in small-farmer su%Vival strategies, while grcwing local demand
for meat and dairy products appears to have stimulated the formation of larger
herds in some parts of the region.
Environmental and socio-economic concerns
will, thus, be dif:icult to ~accncila, but, in those areas already dedicated to
livestock raising, improved pasture management should be consciously prcmoted.

52.

The extraction of timber is also bringing ccnsiderable prosperity
to the region, particularly Rondonia, at the present time.
As currently
practiced in the Northwest, however, this is a temporaey and predatory source
of wealth that can be sustained only so longas the initial stock of commercial
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hardwoods is not depleted.
Mining and prospecting activities, ,;,;hile not
explicitly considered in the preparation of POLONOROESTE, likewise represent an
enormous source of regional inccme at present. The backward and forward link.ages
of tin oxide and gold mining, as of logging, moreover, are extremely important
for the region's economy, including its agricultural econcmy, but the future
dul:'ation of these activities is hard to foresee.
In any event, once these
extrac~ive activities, especially logging, inevitably move on to as yet
unexploited areas elsewhere on the frontier, most of the processing industries
and services associated with them will also leave the area, thereby "pulling the
rug" out from under much of the regional uzban economy.
In the meantime,
pressures on official ecological and Amerindian reserves are l:i.kely to intensify.
53.
The direct and indirect flow of public resources to the Northwest
as a result oi POLONOROESTE, finally, has been another major contributing factor
to recent regional economic growth that should nct be overlooked. The program
helped to create, expand and/o~ support a number of federal and state, if not
municipal, agencies in the area, in the process generating considerable direct
and indirect local employment and income. Future prospects for the maintenance
of federal investment flows and revenue transfers at the levels cbserved over
the past decade, however, vhile uncertain, are probably dim.
Nonetheless,
POLONOROESTE' s role in creating strong vested interests among local public
agencies, particularly in the agricultura! sector, in ensuring continued federal
and/or international financial support for their future activities should not
be minimized.
54.
Futura econgmic prospecta for the Northwest region, in short, are
likely to be considerably lesa promising than its current prosper:Lty might
suggest. While some activities, particularly logging and perhaps also mining
and prospecting, are clearly unsustainable over the long run, present
agricultural and ranching practices, while generating substantial income and
employment in the short-run, are similarly contributing to the progressive
impoverishment of the region, s renewable resource base.
In contrast, the
ecological damage wrought by both prilnary and secondary productive activities
is likely to be enduring.
Principal Legacies and Lessons of POLONOROESTE
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In hindsight, it is evident that POLONOROESTE contributed both
directly and indirectly te the acceleration cf environmental degradation in
Northvest Brazil. Beyond this, the program was unable to consclidate a workable
model of sustainable small-farmer agricultura! development in a tropical frontier
setting.
At least part of the discrepancy between POLONOROESTE' s i~tial
proposals and its actual achievements stem from. the distorting influence of
powerful econom.ic and political interests behind the program or vhich
subsequently benefitted from. it, together with the Bank's failure to adequately
anticipate the potential impact of these influences. Despite dissenting views
and cautionary advice both within the Bank and in Brazil, POLONOROESTE vas
implemented because it generated considerable momentum in different sectors •

56.

Inside the Bank, these interests included a sincere desire to improve
the living and productive conditions of the rural population already in the
Ncrthvest, as well as to help prepare the region for and protect its natural

environment and tribal populations against the pressures of further migration
and rural settlement that were considered certain to come .....,ith or without
pavement of the BR.-364 highvay.
They also included the desire to test an
evolving approach to rural development and land settlement in a humid tropical
envircnment and to increase lending te an important client country ata time vhen
its foreign exchange requirements were rapidly gr~ing.
The coalescence of these
diverse and legitimate interests, hcwever, ultimately resulted in both an
underestimation of the true social and environmental risks associated with the
program and an equally serious overestimation of the Borrower's institutional
capabilities and, more importantly, its political commitment to the objectives
of environmental and Amerindian prctection.
Fui-thermore, these int:erests
hindered a more adequate ex-ante assessment and understanding of the broaàer
demographic,
socio-economic,
political-institutional
and
environmental
characteristics and dynamics af the emerging Northwest frontier.
57.
To.to critical questiona for any evaluation of the Bank' s role in
POLONOROESTE are: should the Bank have become involved in Northwest development
in the first place and, if so, what could it have done differently in arder to
have avoided or at least more effectively reduced the program's adverse human
and physical environmental consequences? The key point in relat:ion to the former
question would seem to be that:, in the abaence of the Bank's support, which
provided legitimacy -- as well as financial resources -- to the program, it
would have probably taken much longer to transform the BR-364 highway into an
all-weather thorougbfare and to expand the regional feeder road net:work. Thua,
tha herdes of migrants which arrived in Rondonia during the early and mid-1980's
would probably not have materialized as quickly or in such large numbers as they
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did.
58.
This time element was essential for the subsequent chain of events
in POLONOROESTE's area of influence since the dominant: characterist:ics of the
region's occupation over the past decade have been the rapidity and uncontrolled
nature of rural and urban settlement and the closely related expansion of
environmentally destructive extractive activities, including, as currently
practiced, small-farmer agriculture itself. Had the program' s road imp-rovements
been delayed, valuable time would have been gained to undertake more detailed
soil and other natural resource surveys, to perfor111 more thorough and effective
asseasments of regional agro-ecological, agronomic and socio-economic development
potentials and constraints, to rationalize and consolidate existing settlement
strategies and to improve colonization project designa, to batter absorb those
migrant:s t:hat had already arrived and were gradua.lly ccming to the area and,
perhaps moat importantly, t:o establish and/or strengthen natural resource
management and envi.ronmentalprot:ectionlegislaticn, institution• and enforcement
mechanisms.
ln short, it vould have permitted both a more realistic ex-ante
appraisal of longer-term settlement possibilities in the region and more adequate
management of existing, as well as likely futura, demographic pressures in an
area whose ecological carrying capacity vas still lareely unkno,:.m.

-

59.
Although the Bank did finally suspend loan disbursement:s for
POLONOROESTE in 1985 in arder to accelerate implementation ef the program' s
"software" components, as noted above, this occurred only after its principal
investment (ie. pavement of the Cuiaba-Porto Velho highway) had already been
completed-.
Thua, vhile the Bank did eventually react to the Borrower' s
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persisting failure to comply with contractual obligations concerning Arnerindian
and environmental prctection, it could have made more effective use of the
instruments at hand to forestall unauthorized actions and correct. environmentally
harmful inactions.
Namely, it could have suspended disbursements at a
considerably earlier date.
Additionally, had more précise and specifically
dated environmental and Amerindian prctection covenants been included in the
program' s various interlccking Loan Agreements and had the Bank carried out more
systematic and forceiul monitoring anà supervision of Government compliance with
these commitments, the Bank could have respanded more quickly to uneven program
executicn by stcpping disburse111ents for all of POLONOROESTE • s components,
including its road investments, ata time when its leverage over the Borrcwer
was still substantial.
60.
The role of Bank support in terms of providing legitimacy to the
various internal economic and political interests behind POLONOROESTE and/or
which tock advantage of the program in order to pursue their own agendas visa-vis the attaimnent of statehood for Rcndonia, additional roadbuilding, the
encroachment of reserves, the spread of -rural settlement in inappropriate areas
and even local and national pclitical ambitions, furthermcre, should also not
be overlcoked. As a result, the Bank umn.ttingly became a par'ty to actions which
were te have unfortunate social and environmental consequences. One of_the
general lessons to be derived frcm POLONOROESTE, accordingly, is the need for
tha Bank, in similar future aitua.tions to first carefully sort out the varicus
eccncmic and political actors and interests at play and to determine how they
ara likely to respond to proposed program actions in terms of natural resource
usa and environmental quality.
61.
Even more importantly, in complex undertakings such as POLONOROESTE
the Bank should attempt to gauge the real extent of the Borrower's commitment
to different program objectives and ccmpcnents, as well as its effective
institutional capacity and political willingness to meet its contractual
obligations. As a general rule, when a large multi-faceted investment project
or program is designed to meet a variety of objectives and/or is made up of a
number of compcnents some of which (eg. road improvements in the present case)
were proposed by the Bcrrower, while others (eg. stnall-farmer development,
Amerindian and environmental protection) were introduced largely by the Bank,
it should not be surprising if performance in relation to the former exceeds - and perhaps greatly exceeds -- that With respect to the latte~. Nor should
it be surprising if there is a corresponding differentiation in terms of results.

-

62.
lrom an environmental standpoint, more concretely, prior to def ining
apecific interventions for a particular region ar deciding whether or not to
finance such interventions when they are proposed by a prospective borrower, the
Bank should carefully evaluate bcth the real ecclcgical carrying capacity of the
areas involved and the potential social and environmental costa, as well as
economic and financial benefits, associated with their futura development. When
newly seetled or about te be settled tropical frontier areas are involved,
mcreover, the Bank should also fully assess the nature cf existing development
tendencies in these _regiona and/or in areas ecologically similar to them where
these processes have already occurred, as well as the impacts of these tendencies
in terms of natural resource use and environmental quality. One of the options
that should be ayetematically explored in such situations, furthermore, is that
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of supporting alternative interventions that do not involve the potentially
predatory and short-lived occupation of tropical areas at all, but which would
instead permit achievement of many of the socio-economic objectives t:raditionally
associated with frontier development schemes (ie. the absor'l)tion of "surplus"
population, the expansion of agricultural prdduction, the promotion of smallfarmer ar poverty alleviation-oriented rural development, etc.) in other ;arts
of the country. and possibly in other sectors (eg. urban employment generation)
where both the environmental and the long-run economic costs are likely to be
lower.
63.
Consiatent with this general orientation, any futura Bank-eupported
efforts to deal with existing environmental degradation in Northweat Brazil in
particular should begin by attempting to better understand and directly address
the econcmic and political forces underlying the recent eXl)ansion of both
extractive and agro-ranching activities in the region and which have thua far
led and will continue -- if uncontrolled -- to result in extensive deforestaticn
and contamination of regionalwater resources, together with other environmental
problems.
In order to limit future environmencal damage in the POLONOROESTE
region, more specifically, a very substantial policing and control effort will
be required, as well as ccnsiderable strengthening of existing environmental
protection institutions and, above all, unequivocal political commitment at all
levels of public administration.
In order to avoid the further spread of
environmentally damaging extractive and agro-ranching activities vithin the
region, finally, futura róadbuilding should be curtailed and all other public
sector incentives for the occupation of areas sti11 rem.aining in native foreet
ahould be eliminated.
64.
In a dynamic extractive frontier context such as,Northwest Brazil,
however, these measures will be extremely difficult to achieve and the Bank
should, thus, be realistic about the possibilities of doing se. Attainment of
these objectives, in any event, is likely to be largely impossible unless public
a.wareness of the long-run social and econcmic, as well as environmental,
implications of present regional land and natural resource use tendencies is
increased and greater accountability can be built into public sector resource
allocation and regulatory processes at the state and local levels. Accordinglyt
in addition to tha substantial reinforcement of state natural resource management
and environmental protection agencies and the need to undertaka widespread public
education campaigns, this is likely to require much mora ef f ective local
community and NGO participation than presently appears to exist in the region.
65.
In the case of POLONOROESTE, furthermore, once road improvements were
well advanced and extractive forces had been un1eashed in tha Northwest, the
Bank, partly as a result cf its own. insufficient monitoring and supervision,
largely lost control over the management and timing of program implementation.
Part of the problem, as already noted, was that central control over the program
within Brazil waa vested in a traditionally weak and ineffective institution,
which was literally incapable of coordinating the various sectoral agencies
involved in program execution and unwilling or unable to deal with the improper
allocation cf resources at the state level. An obvicus lesson for the futuret
therefore, is the need for the Bank to give particular attention to the judicicus
selection of the. coordinating agency, as well aa to the design of interinstitutional and implementing arrangements, in program. or projects of similar
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complexity.
More generally, this implies the need for the Bank to give much
greater attention to institutional analysis and risk assessment during project
appraisal and to institutional strengthening and development in project design
and supervision.
66.
The i.mplementation
of complex
programs
such as POLONOROESTE,
morecver, ~equires nct only institutionally
strong and technically competent
coordinating agencies, but an equally strong commitment on the part of the Bank
to adequate mcnitoring and supervision of their principal investments.
More
specifically,
the execution of programs like the present one -- especially in
environmentally
sensitive areas -- requires frequent, intensive,
consistent,
well-ccordinated
and multi-disciplinary
supervisicn,
together with continual
mcnitoring and cn-going evaluation, preferably involving the active participation
of non-governmental
entities or, at least, technically competent public sector
agencies that are not themselves àirectly involved in program :i.mplementation.
In such cases, additionally, perm.anent direct Bank supervision from the field
(eg. the Bank, s representation
in Brasil.ia or from a location within
the
Nortl:twest region in the presenc instance) is also strongly indicated.
67.
One of the clearest operational lessons derived from observation of
POLONOROESTZ's uneven implementation,
mor~over, is that those activities that
are handled as straight business deals vith private contractors and physical
engineering projects -- such as rcad constructicn
-- tend to be carried out
rapidly and straightforwardly,
while activities that require or involve the
protracted participation of goveTnment agencies and/or permanent dealings with
target populations -- such as rural extenaion, credit, administration, ccmm.unity
development and the like -- are often susceptible to considerable delays and/or
encounter a broad range of financial, institucional and other problems.
These
difficulties are likely to be magnified when, as in the case of rural settlement
schemes in tropical areas, basic kncw-h0t.1 on key issues simply does not exist.
In the case of POLONOROESTE, roadbuilding was the centerpiece of the program and
it was in the contractcrs, interest to fulfill their cbligations as quick.ly as
possible.
As a result, pavement of the trunk higl:tway betveen the Nortmtest
region and south-central
Brazil, thereby greatly easing the flow of traffic
between the tvo on a year--round basis, was completed long before adequa te support
services and/or environmental protection cculd be provided.

-

68.
Hence, in the execution of future multi-dimensional projects, whether
these are situated in tropical areas or elsewhere, sufficient care should be
taken to ensure that uneven implementat1on velocities of different components
do nct damage the overall integrity and effectiveness
of the operation
in
question. More importantly, in any futura undertaking such as POLONOROESTE, nonphysical infrastructure
components,
especially those involving environmental
planning and protection, should be completed or at least very well advanced prior
to initiat1ng any major new infrastructure and/or productive sector investments.
In this connection,
moreover,
the Bank must be willing
to suspend
loan
disbursements in order to induce needed institutional strengthening, compliance
with environmental
(including tribal peoples) protection covenants -- which
should them.selves be carefully specified -- and/or refo1:'1Zlulation of program or
project priorities and strategies as scon as there is concrete evidence that
implementation is not proceeding properly and/or that serious, or potentially
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be occurring as
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direct or indirect result of program investments.
Implications for Bank Activities and Procedures
69.
Insofar as its environmental aspects and consequences are concerned,
the POLONOROESTE experience has numerous implications for Bank policy dialogue
with and associated economic and sector work in countries proposing the
productive occupation of anà/ or rural settlement in tropical frontier areas
and/or affecting large regions more generally. They can be briefly summarizeá
as follows:
(i)

any attempt to promete roadbuilding and/or agricultural
settlement, particularly on a large scale, in an ecologically
sensitive tropical region such as Amazonia. should be approached
very cautiously and, in mcst instances, probably be discouraged
rather than supported by the Bank; in any event, such
investments should not be undertaken in the absence oi prior
assessiuents of regional carry:i.ng capacity, including a detailed
evaluation
of
local
natural
resource
potentials
and
constraints 9 and of existing institutional and enforcement
capabilities. in the fields of environmental managemen~.
protect:i.on and control;

(ii)'

any proposal to p-romote the occupation of tropical areas should
first be specifically asaesaed in tel:"ms of what are likely to
prove to be lesa costly alternatives in other regiona from both
an economic and an environmental standpoint; this requires
the development of an interregional and intersectoral policy
fraJDework at the national leve!; among the (non-mutually
exclusive) options which should be considered in arder to
achieve greater absorption of "su'r1)lus" rural population and
increased
agricul tural
output,
for
example,
are t:he.
intensification of such production in are.as of existing
agricultura!
settlement
through
more
equitable
land
distr:ibution and improved support to small farmera, the
expansion of cultivat:ion in environmentally leas vulnerable
non-tropical areas a.nd the prcmotion of urban employaient
generation; in order to relieve demographic presaures over
the long run, moreove1:, appropriate national populat:ion
policies should be formulated and implemented;

(iii)

more generally, thi.s impliea the need for the Bank to encourage
its Borrcwers,
especially in dB1Dcgraphically large and
territorially extensive and heterogeneous countries such aa
Brazil, to develop explicit policies and mechanisms for
population distribution and natural resource management at the
national level; environmentally-infoi:med national spatial
development polici.es, in tum, should then be further detailed
for execut:ion at the regional, state and even local levels;
the role
and intervention of central
governments are
particularly important in frontier regions, ha;,ever, because
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of the strong tendency, amply exemplified by tha recent and
continuing experience in Northwest Brazil, fo-r narr<=Mly focused
extractive interesta to unsustainably
"mine11 potentially
renewable resources in theae areas;
(iv)

the POLONOROESTE experience also suggeats the need to consider
the potential environmental consequences both of public
investments, such as road conscruction and rural developmenc
in the present case, and of other public policies and
interventions, such as credit and fiscal incentives, fuel
pricing subsidies, land development regulations or the lack
thereof, etc., which will direc tly and indirectly affect
natural resource utilization; inmany instances, such implicit
environmental or natural resource policies can and will
generate serious environmencal and economic distortions aná
inefficiencies that should be properly
identified and
eliminated;

(v)

conaiderable emphasis should be given both in country policy
dialogue and sector work and in future project development to
the need to strengthen national and subnational technical and
institutional capabilities for the monitoring and evaluation
of on-going regional development processes, as well as to b·oost
understanding at all levels of publi.c administration with
respect to the implications of these processes in terms of
natural resource use and misusa; similarly, considerable
attention should be given to developing the legal, regulatory
and institutional fram.eworks, together with the enforcement
and central mechanisms, necessary to ensure adequate prctection
of the physical envircnment in tropical frontier areas and
elsewhere;

(vi)

moreover, since the above mechanisms will only Qe effective
if sufficient accountability and political willingness exist
at all levels of public administration to guarantee that
environmental planning, monitoring and control capabilities
will be adequately utilized, the mobilization of public opinion
and interna! political support for the achievement of
environmental objectives should be a ccnacious element in
Bank-assisted development efforts in countries such as Brazil
where environmental degradation in both rural and urban areas
remains a serious problem;

(vii)

Bank country economic and sector work, in tum, should focus
much greater attention on natural resource management and
environmental protection issues, capabilities and constraints
at both the national and the subnational levels; this is
particularly important for countries possessing large tropical
forest areas and/or other sensitive ecosystems; more generally,
there is a persisting need to better integrate Bank economic
and envi.ronmental analysis at: both the country policy and
sectort as well as at the project, level; and,
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(viii)

especially in ecologically sensitive active frontier regions
such as Nordiwest Brazil and Amazonia more generally, economic
and sector work should specifically assess the relative roles
of market forces and public sector interventions in stimulat:::..ng
and / or sustaining productive occupation and set:t:.lement, as -..• e.l.l
as the ways in ~hich various economic actors respond to these
forces and interventions and how these responses, :i.n tum, have
affected or are likely to affect:. natural resource use and
environmental quali.ty; in the process, the nature of the
link.ages and interactions among the various economic, poli.ti.cal
and institutional agents involved, including those physically
located outside the area itself, as well as the likely
envirotUnental consequencea of these relationships, should be
examined.

70.
The program experience also clearly contains lessons for the
identification, preparation and appraisal of future Bank operations oi a similar
nature or in circumstances similar to those of POLONOROESTE. ln addition to the
points raised in the preceding paragraphs, these include:
( i)

the need to have a much better ex-ante understanding of the
ecclogical context and constraints, as vell as of the
underlying
socio-economic
and
political-institutional
processes, which characterize the on-going development of the
apecifie geographic area or areaswhere anymajor intervention
that the Bank is asked to support would take place;

(ii)

the need to avoid a partial or superficial ccmprehension of
the factors which
influence natural resource
use and
environmental quality; thus, as suggested above, knowledge of
the nature and dynam.ics of the relations am.ong all major social
groups and types of economic activity on the frontier, as in
other kinds of regions, will be essential in order to assess
the likely impacta of ·any large infrastructure
and/or
productive secto~ invest~ent on natural resource exploitation
and possible environmental degradation over time;

(iii)

this
knc::,wledge, in tum, will be necessary in order to
adequately anticipate the types of environmental (including
tribal peoples) prctection measures that will be required in
connectionwith the project, as well as the inatitutional and
political preconditions for the effective implementation of
these measures; particular attention should then be given in
proj ec:t design to the preparation of these protec tion measures,
as well as to develop~~nt of the legal, regulatory, technical
and instituticnal mechanisms and capabilities needed for their
subsequent implementation and/or enforcement and to cbtaining
and verifying
the political ccmmitment upon which the
successful implementation and/or enforcement of suchmeasures
wi.11 ultimately depend;
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(iv)

this analysis should be part of a mandatol:"Y
ex-ante
environmental as$essment of any such project, especially when
located in a humid tropical area; this assessment, moreover,
should necessarily include an evaluation of the patential
indi.rect and long-term, as well as the likely direct and shcr crun, environmental
consequences of
the
investment or
investmen~s in question in bath its or their immediate anà
largar areas oi influence;

(v)

particularly for operations involving active frontier regions,
moreover, it will be necessary to carry out a more extensiva
risk analysis than has traditionally been the casa in
connectionwithproject
preparation and appraisal; among other
elemente,
any such analysis should carefully
consider
alternative demographic, settlement and resource exploitation
scenarios and determine what types of institutional and
political =esponse will be required in arder to deal with
associated potential adverse environmental impacta;

(vi)

as in country economic and sector work more generally,
environmental
assessment
of
specific
proposed
futura
interventions in tropical regiona should take th~ likely
effects of market and public policy-induced incentives and
constraints on potential natural resource use and misuse more
adequately into account than has been the case in the past;
in short, not
only should such assessments
be more
ccmprehensive in a spatial sense, they shculd be more
encompassing in an economic and, ultimately, in a political
sense as vell;

(vii)

futura Bank-supported interventions in tropical frontier areas,
additicnally, should not be restricted to the rural sector or,
within the rural sector, to small farmers in directed
settlement projects; in particular, other small subsistence
farmers and non-predatory extractivist groups such as rubber
tappers, nut, fruit and palm oil gatherers and subsistence
fishermen, as well as tribal populations, should be assisted,
while, wherever possible, environmental sanitation, education,
protection and control activities should be extended to rural
and urban areas and populations alike;

(viii)

cOQlplex i:Ivestment proj ects in tropical frontier areas and
elaewhere should be identified, prepared and appraised, both
on the Borrcwer' s and on the Bank.' s side, by multi-disciplinary
teams whi.ch should include environmental and institutional
development specialists, togetherwith social scientists from
a variety of backgrounds in addition to the agriculturalists.
economists, financial analysts and engineers who have tended
to carry out mo$t of these activities in the past; moreover,
to the extent that such interventions are intended te deal wi th
broader ~egional development is sues, as was the case with
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POLONOROESTE,
they should include specialists
in regional and
natural rescurce economics,
planning
and management;
and,
(ix)

'W'hi.le all of the above recommendations suggest that the proj ect
preparation and appraisal processes are likely t c -require
greater time and human and financial resources than have
generally been consumed in such activities in the past, the
long-term economic and environmental benefits of more careful
planning and ex-ante assessment ,:,iill almost cert:ainlyoutweigh
the additional costa involved; in any event, the Bank and the
Borrower should be willing to incur these costa and they should
ba considered and properly accounted as part of the costa of
the proposed invest~ent project itself.

71.
The POLONOROESTE experience, finally, illustrates many of the
difficulties associated with the monitoring, evaluation and supervision of a
large multi-cC111ponentinvestment program.
ln addition to the mere territorial
scale of the areas involved, these activities were made even more difficult by
the very dynamic and complex nature of the settlement/occupation and natural
resource utilization processes involved. These same characteristics, hO'W'ever,
give added importance to the need to adequacely monitor and evaluace both the
execution of program investments and their direct and indirect environmencal
impacts and parallel and often closely related broader development and natural
resource tendencies at the
regional level.
Under these circumstances,
furthe~ore,
the need for intensiva and consistent Bank supervision is also
likely to be considerably greater than for smaller, lesa. complex operations
and/or in lesa dynamic settings. ln this connection, several specific points
ara of relevance:
(i)

monitoring and on-going evaluation of project (or program)
implementation and evolving results are an essential part of
project management; like project preparation and appraisal,
where appropriate, these activities should be carried out by
multi-disciplinary teams that include adequate social science
and environmental expertise; wherever possible, moreover,
evaluation activities should be undertaken by, or at least
systematically involve the inputs of, an entity (or entities)
which is ( or are) admitdstratively independent of the principal
project coordinating and executing agencies;

(ii)

in rapidly evolving frontier areas auch as Northwest Brazil,
broade-r regional development tendencies and their environmental
impacta should be closely monitored and evaluated together with
proj ect investments, while sufficient flexibility should exist
in project implementaticn te permit necessary adaptaticns to
be made in a timely fashion;

(iii)

monitoring and evaluation, as well as initial planning and
design activities, should be o-rganized in such a way as to
permit systematic: and productive interaction with proj ect
beneficiaries and other affected groups, as well as with local
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and extra-local NGOs
including
labor unions,
environmental and other community organizations;
(iv)

Bank supervision missiona for•complex large-scale operations,
in tum, should also involve multi-disciplinary teatns and be
sufficiently frequent and of sufficient duration to permit an
adequate reading both of evolving project implementation
performance and consequences -- including environmencal
ccnsequences -- and more general development tenàencies in
their areas cf influence;

(v)

especially in multi-faceted and envircnmentally significant
operations like POLONOROESTE, the Bank should strive to ensure
that the orientation provided to the Borrcwer and its execut:ors
through the supervisian process be as consistent as possible
ovar time; this suggests that, wherever possible, changes in
task managers should be avcided or minimized; furthermcre,
where more than one sectoral division is involved, care must
be taken to guarantee adequate cresa-divisional coordination
of supervision efforts;

(vi)

in the case of unusually large, complex and/or potentially
problematic projects such as the present one, the Bank should
strongly consider th~ possibility of establishing its cwn
permanent monitoring and supervision capability in the field;
in addition to faci.litatingcontact w-ith project agencies, this
would send an important si.gnal to the BorrCW'er in term.s of the
Bank• s particular concern with any such operation and its
envirorunental,as well as more general, aspects and potential
consequences;

(vii)

to facilitate Borrcwer and Bank monitoring and supervision of
complex and potentially problematic operations such as
POLONOROESTE, implementation activities should be progra.mmed
and scheduled in considerable detai.l as part of the ini.tial
and continuing project design process;

r:

(viii)
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church,

(ix)

as in the case of POLONOROESTE, furthermore, such projects
should be subject to a comprehensive mid-term reviev, also
c:arried out by a multi-disciplinary team; this, however, should.
not preclude the more intensive Bank field monitoring and
supervision of project implementation recommended above; nor
should it preclude rapid and decisive action on the Bank•s
part if key environmental ( including tribal peoples) protection
covenants are not complied with by the Borrcwer during the
early stages of project execution; and,
as in the case of project .preparation and appraisal discuss~d
above, more intensiva and detailed -- possibly including
permanent field -- supervision of project implementation and
monitoring of evolving project social and envircnmen~al impacta
are likely to require the expenditure of considerably greater

time and resources by both the Borrower and the Bank than has
traditionally occurred in the past; therefore, aàequate
prcvision for these activities should ba made in proj ect
administration and Bank operational budgets. respectively;
f inally,
these
additional
monitoring,
evaluation
and
supervision costs should be treated as part oi the overall
costa of the project and, to the extent possible, be recovereci
ac.cordingly.
Conclusion
72.
Due largely te its widespread environmental consequences and the
public attention which they have receivedy POLONOROESTE has contributed, albeit
unintentionally, to significant institutional and policy changes both in Brazil
and within the Bank over.the past several years. Partially in response both to
genuine internal concern and to adverse external publicity and NGO pressures in
relation to the widespread deforestation and ot:her environmental probletris
associated with POLONOROESTE, the Brazilian Government has launched several major
environmental initi.atives and created nev natura1 resource management and
environmental protection institutions including, most recently, an Environmental
Secretariat in the Presidency af t:he Republic itself. More generally, due in
good measure to POLONOROESTE and associated developments and events in the
Northwest region~ public awareness of environmental and Amerindian issues in
Brazil is presently much greater than at the time the program was appraised.
73.
ln par'C in reaction to many of the same concerne, publicity and
pressures, the World Bank' s 1987 reorganization included creation of a new
Environment Department in the Senior Vice Presidency for Policy, Research and
External Relations and of Environment Divisions in each of the regional Technical
Departments. This process and the forces behind it have likewise resulted in
a significant increase in Bank environmental staff and training activities, a
considerable strengthening of its environmental assessment pt"ocedures and a
notable increase the elaboration of country environmental strategies, freestanding environmental lending operations, project enviromnental components anà
environmental conditionalities.
Together, moreover, the Brazilian Government
and the Bank have recently prepared and appraised or are in the process of
preparing or appraising a number of new operations involving natural resource
manag~ment and/or environmental protection in the NorthW'est and elsewhere in
the country that are, directly or indirectly, the offspring of POLONOROESTE.
74.
Much, accordingly, has already been learned from this experience
both by the Brazilia.n Government and the Bank vhich has influenced the way in
which both parties naw view the potential consequences of large transport and
rural development projects in tropical areaa such as the Northtlest. As suggested
in the preceding paragraphs, however, the POLONOROESTE experience also contains
numerous lessons for Bank country policy dialogue and eccnomic and sector vork,
as well as for its project preparation, appraisal and supervision activities,
which still need to be more fully integrated into Bank practice and operations
in Brazil and elsewhere.
Likewise, many lessons can and should be drawn from
POLONOROESTE by the Brazilian Government and other Borrowers who may envision
pursuing sill1ilar investments in sill1ilar settings in the future.
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75.
As alreaày indi.cated above, adequately incorporating these lessons
into Bank and Borrower procedures and operations impli.es possibly significant
additional time and financial costs in terms of planning horizons, preparation
and appraisal efforts, supervision frequency and intensities and, ultimately,
personnel requirements, staffing profiles, consultant use, internal training and
so on.
The Bank, moreover, should not expect that of ten already severely
constrained operat:i.onal divisions and pro:fessional staff, even with substantially
increased environmental awareness· and t~aining, Nill be able to carry out or
evaluate needed ex-ante environm.ental assessments ar provide t:he necessary
monitoring and supervision of the envirotunental aspects and consequences af ongoing projects in the absence of (perhaps ccnsiderably) greater resources than,
in most cases, they presently have at their disposal.
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In synthesis, just as the potential human and physical env1ronmencal
costs of any invescment project need to be ~eighed togecher ~ith its expected
economic and financial benefits, so too must the true time and human resource
costs required to properly identify and understand -- and thus to more
effec:cively minimize or prevent -- the potential aàve-rse social and environmencal
impaccs of any such intervention be properly recognized and absorbed by those,
includi.ng the Bank, who provide financial support for the operation in question.
Only if such costs are adequately provided for, in short, are unfortunate
experiences from an environmental standpoint such as that witneased in Nortm,est
Brazil over the past decade more likely to be avcided in the future. As far as
the Bank's future envirorunental performance is concerned, this is perhaps the
ultimate lesson and legacy of POLONOROESTE.
76.

ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS ~ND CONSEOUENCES OF THE POLONOROESTE PROGRAH

I. INTRODUCTION
1.01
The Northwest Region Integrated Development Program (POLONOROESTE)
was formally created through a decree signed by the President of Brazil on May
27, 1981.
It was largely implemented through five interrelated projeccs
financed by six similarly interlinked World Bank loans involving a total of US$
434.4 million that were approved between December 1981 and December 1983. Total
program cost was initially estimated at nearly US$ 1.6 billion. General program
objectives were to pave the existing BR-364 highway linking the capital cities
of Cuiaba (Mato Grosso) and Porto Velho (Rondonia) and to prov í.de for the
investments necessary to achieve the "harmonious socio~economic development" of
che region influenced by this road and to protect the physical envirorunenc anà
Amerindian populations in the area. The program. was to be implemented in three
overlapping stages.
The Borrower was the Federa tive Republic of Brazil and
program execution was the responsibility of a large number of federal and state
government agencies under the overall coordination of the Superintendency for
the Development of the Center West (SUDECO).
1.02
The first three Bank loans for the program were appraved on December
1, 1981, specifically: the Agricultural Development and Environm.ental Protection
Project (Loan 2060~BR for US$ 67.0 million); the Health Project (toan 2061-BR
in the amounc of US$ 13.0 million); and, the Highway Project (Loari 2062-BR for
US$ 240.0 million). These loans were intended to support the first phase of
program activities and included the following major com.ponents:

-

(i)

paving of the BR-364 highway, strengthening of the Rondonia
Highway Department (DER-RO) and implantation of feeder roads
in Mato Grosso and Rondonia (Ln. 2062);

(ii)

constructíon, equipment and staffing of health centers, posts
and referral centers, expansion of an existing malaria control
program, training and supervision of rural health workers and
research and evaluation of public health problems and issues
in Rondonia (Ln. 2061); and,

(iii)

consolidation of rural settlement, through the installation
and/or expansion of access roads, service centers (Rural
Support Nuclei or NUARs), agricultural extension and research
services, crop storage and drying facilities, farmer
organization and rural education, and environmental protection,
including the establishment and/or control of national forests,
natural reserves and ecological stations and the undertaking
of ecological research, togetber with land regularization
studies in Mato Grosso, soil surveys for new settlements in
Rondonia and general program coordination, monitori~g and ongoing evaluation activities (Ln. 2060).

1.03
The rural settlement component of the latter project had an initial
target population of some 18,200 small farmers who had previously migrated to

·.._i
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Rondonia in search of Land in existing official colonization schemes.
By
expanding local infrastructure and production support services, this component
in particular and the progrrun more generally were expected to assist farmers co
make better long-term use of their comparatively abundant land and relatively
scarce labor resources, to increase cheir output and 'move toward commercial
agriculture based on environmentally less harmful perennial crops and, through
interplanting, to adopt continuous rather than shifting cultivation of annual
crops. This project later received a supplementary Bank loan (2060-l-3R) in the
amount of US$ 22.8 millíon which was approved on December 8, 1983.
1. 04
The second phase of the program involved integrated rural development
in northwestern Mato Grosso and was supported by Loan 2116-BR for US$ 26 .4
million, approved on March 25, 1982. This project, which covered nine of the
fourteen municipalities in the Mato Grosso pare of the POLONOROESTE program
region, consistad of the following main elements: ( i) the strengthening and
expansion of agro-ecological zoning, rural extension, agricultural research and
input supply; ( ii) the expansion of physical infrastructure, including c r op
storage and drying capacit:y and municipal roads, and improvement of road
maintenance capability; (iii) the strengthening and expansion of education and
health facilities and services and construction of rural water supply systems
and community centers; and, (iv) project management and coordination including
rnonitoríng and on-going evaluation.
The project was expected to raise the
íncomes and improve the living standards of roughly 17,500 small-farm families
with holdings under 200 hectares.
1.05
Stage three, finally, entailed tmplementation of the New Settlements
Próject in Rondonia and was partially financed through Loan 2353-BR in the amount
of US$ 65.2 million, approved on October 25, 1983. As initially appraised by
the Bank, this operation was expected to support the installation of six new
colonization schemes in Rondonia and include Lnves tmerrcs for: ( i) land use
planning and new settlement design; (ii) rural roads and improvement of road
maintenance capability; (iii) establishment of rural service centers (NUARs) and
satellite centers; (iv) agricultural research, rural extension and input supply;
(v) grain drying and storage facilities; (vi) pilot "salvage logging" and
sawntilling facilities, together with strengtheníng of the state's capacity co
protect natural parks and reserves; (vii) education and health facilities; (viii)
studies to diversify regional agricultural options and prepare new projects in
Mato Grosso and Rondonia; and, (ix) project management, coordination and
monitoring. Some 15,000 immigrant farm families were expected to be settled as
a result of the project by 1989.
1.06
POLONOROESTE also included a "Special Project" to protect the roughly
8,000 Amerindians estimated to reside in its immediate area of influence in Mato
Grosso and Rondonia at the time of appraisal. The Amerindian Special Project
was to be implemented by che National- Indian Foundation (FUNAI) and financed
exclusively with domestic resources. At the time the first three Bank loans were
approved, this component was estimated to involve a total cost of US$ 26. 6
million, or roughly 2.5% of total program costs. The principal elemencs of the
Special Proj ect were: ( i) land demarcation and regularization; ( ii) the provision
of health and education services; (iii) small economic development proj ects; and,
( iv) the strengthening and improvement of FUNAI' s regional administratíon.
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Amerindian protection measures were to be carried out in parallel to all three
stages of the larger regional development program.
1.07
As of September 30, 1990, the status of the various Bank loans for
POLONOROESTE was as follows. Loan 2061 (health) closed in June 1988 arid slightly
over US$ l million (or 7.8% of the ~riginal amount) had been cancelled. Loan
2062 (highways) closed in September 1988 and just over_US$ 42.0 million (17.51o
of the original loan) had been cancelled.
Loan 2116 (:1:ato Grosso rural
development:) closed ín December 1988 and US$ 3.7 million (14.11. of the inicial
Loan ) was cancelled. Finally, Loans 2060, 2060-1 and 2353 (Rondonia agricultural
development and environmental protaction and new set:tlement:s) were reported as
having closed ín March 1990, but as having undisbursed balances totalling US$
18.3 million (20.4X) for Loans 2060 and 2060-1 combined and US$ 13.0 míllion
(19.9%) for Loan 2353. In addition, US$ 27.2 million (41.71) of Loan 2353 had
'oeen cancelled.
In short:, of the more rhan USS 434 million in Bank :unds
originally approved for POLONOROESTE, US$ 74 million (17%) has been cancelled,
while another US$ 31.3 million (7.2%) remained undisbursed as of the end of
sep cembe r 1990.
Thus far, OED has only received completion reports for the
Northwest Healt:h Project (Ln. 2061-BR), dated March 19, 1990, and the Mato Grosso
Rural Development Project (Ln. 2116-BR), dated June 8, 1990.
l. 08
· Several follow-on operations directly involving the Northwest region
have recently been approved or are presently in preparation for future Bank
consideration.
They include the Amazon Basin Malaria Control Project (Loan
3072-BR in the amount of US$ 99 .O million), approved on May 25, · 1989, and
proposed nnatural resoui:ce management" projects for Mato Grosso and Rondonia
which have not yet been presented to the Board.
Furtherm.ore, the National
Environmental Project for Brazil (Loan 3173-BR for US$ 117.0 million), approved
on February 27, 1990, contains a specific component to protect the ecosystems
of the Pantanal swamplands in the southern part of the area of influence of the
Cuíaba-Porto Velho highway. Additionally, in January 1985, the Inter-American
Development Bank (IDB) approved t:1,Jo loans for a total of US$ 58.S million to
finance pavement: of that part of the BR-364 highway linking Porto Velho to Rio
Branco, capital of the neighboring state of Acre, and implementation of a prograrn
of environmental andAmerindian protection (known as PMACI). These on-going and
prospective future lending operations will be described in somewhat further
detail below. However, they will not be specifically assessed in t:his report.

-
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II.
A. The Macroeconomic Context

PROGRAM BACKGROUND

1

2.01
Brazil enjoyed remarkable economic growth (known popularly as the
"Brazilian miracle") between 1967 and 1979 with GDP and per capita income rising
at real average rates of about 9% and 6% per annum., respectively. Growth and
the reduction of inflation had been achieved without significant deterioration
of the external resource balance in the 1967-73 period, despite consideraole
t~ade liberalization. However, given the heavy dependence of Brazil's induscry
and transport system on imported petroleum, a quadrupling of oil prices in late
1973 caused a sharp deterioration in the nation's tenns of trade.
Increased
energy costs, together with excess aggregate demand and a succession of b ad
harvests, I:'esulted in increasing balance of payments difficulties and the
acceleration of inflation.
2.02
Throughouc the 1974-79 period, the central problems of Brazilian
economic managemenc were to sustain high growth rates of output and employmenc
and to establish the basis for Long= ce rtn scructural adjustment, while at the sarne
time coping with short•run constraints. Meanwhile, aggressive and Lnnova c í.ve
efforts were launched co reduce energy consumption and substitute domestic energy
resources for imported petroleum.
Considerable success was achieved in
maintaining rapid growth and limiting balance of payment pressures. Nonetheless,
continued dependence o~ imported petroleum, the rapid acc~ulation of external
debt, the const~iction of imports and the intensification of domestic inflation
increased the e~onomy's vulnerabi~ity to external shocks such as the additional
sharp increases in petroleum prices and in internacional interest rates during
the late 1970's and early 1980's.
2.03
ln Ma~ch 1979, a new federal administration headed by General Joao
Figueiredo took office for a six-year term. Grappling with inflation and che
difficult balance of payments situation initially absorbed much of its attention.
The main economic priorities of the new government included promotíng the growch
of agriculture, reducing dependence on imported petroleum and continuing the
expansion of manufactured expores. During 1979, aggregate demand continued to
grow fueled by rapid monetary expansion, a large public sector deficit, large
wage settlements ín the uní.cní.zed sectors and the continued expansion of exports.
High demand coupled with a poor harvest and increased fuel costs, however,
resulted in a rapid acceleration of inflation which reached 78%, the highesc rate
s ince 19 64.
Such factors, tog·e ther wi th a sharp ris e in external borrowing
costs, also contributed to progressive deterioration of the balance of payments.
The merchandise trade balance registered a US$ 2.9 billion deficit in 1979 when
the cost of fuel imports alone increased by US$ 2.2 billion. Interest payments
likewise rase from US$ 3.3 billion in 1978 to US$ 5.3 billion in 1979, while the
current account deficit grew from US$ 6 billion to US$ 10 billion.
This and the following section are largely based on the President' s
Report for the Northwest Region Agricultural Development and Envirorunental
Protection Project, P~3137-BR, November 9, 1981, pp. 1-16.
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2.04
The new government introduced a series of measures aimed at slowing
inflat:ion and reducing balance of payment: pressures in 1979 and 1980. However,
these met with only temporary success wit:h inflation eventually rising to more
than 110% in 1980. Despite an excellent: harvest and the cont:inued expansion oi
manufact:ured expores and GDP, the trade deficit for the year totalled US$ 2.8
billion. Loan conditions for new ext:ernal financing beca.me more stringenc and
Brazil's total outstanding medium and long-term external debt reached roughl?
US$ 56 billion by the end of 1980.
In 1981, a number of additional policy
measures were introduced. Controls on public expenditure were tightened and
monetary expansion was restricted.
To encourage privat:e savings and furt:her
stimulat:e exports, monetary correction was brought into line with actual
inflation. Commercial banks were freed from interest rate controls, interesc
rates on official credit were raised and price controls were p r o gz e s s í.ve Ly
relaxed. The initial results of these measures were a short-term i~crease i~
inflation, greater restraint on aggregate demand and a slowdown of economic
activity, accompanied by reduced pressure on the balance of payments.
2.05
Meanwhile, efforts were also being made co relieve poverty. Along
with general measures to increase employment and prevent the erosion of wages,
special programs for the less developed Northeast region were maint:ained or
expanded and coverage of the social securit:y system was increased in urban areas
and extended to the rural population. Housing loans also expanded and prímary
heal th services were gradually excended to rural areas.
High priori ty was
likewise given to the ex.pansion and improvetnent of urban water supply. ln short:,
after a period of very dramatic economic progress during the late 1960' s and much
of the 1970's, sharp increases in the cost of imported pecroleum forced Brazil
to moderate its growth expectations and adapt its productive structure to the
rapidly changing terms of trade. The resurgence of domestic inflation and rapid
accumulacion of external debc, moreover, left the Brazilian economy increasingly
vulnerable to external shocks.
This forced a revision of demand management
policies and a greater selectivicy of public investment with an emphasis on
export expansion, import substitution, employment generation and poverty
alleviation.
('
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B. Bank Strategy in Brazil
2.06
By September ~O, 1981, the Bank had made 106 loans to Brazil, 52 of
which were fully disbursed. Total lending as of that date amounted to nearly
US$ 6 billion net of cancellations and disbursements were expected to increase
in subsequent years. In FY81, eight loans totalling US$ 844 million had been
approved.
T.Jhile Bank lending did increase substant:ially to nearly US$ l. 5
billion in FY83, during FY82, when the firsc four loans for POLONOROESTE were
approved, total new Bank commítments were only on che arder of US$ 724 million.
The four POLONOROESTE loans together, however, accounced for 48% of total new
Bank lending to Brazil in FY82, while the highway loan alone represented 337..
2.07
At the time the POLONOROESTE Program was appraised, a number of
interdependent and complementary development objectives were being pursued by
the Bank in its lending to Brazil.
One major lending-objective was to help
identify and develop projects that would increase the productivity and incomes
of the poorest segments of the population, broaden the economic opportuníties
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open to low-income groups and improve their living conditions. Thus, loans for
nutrition research and development, primary educacion, vocational t:raining,
agricultural research, agricultural extension, polder construction and irrigation
in the lower Sao Francisco river basin and integrated rural development ~ere
designed to assist low-income groups in rural areas. The proposed North~est
region agricultural development and environmental ?rotection project, t:ógether
with the associated health and highway operations, ~ere seen as being consiscent
with this overall obj ective in that: they were intended to help improve cne
productivity, incomes, health and social welfare of i ts presenc and f;;.cure
population.
2. 08
Another important obj ective of Bank lending in Brazil was to support
institucional development and policy reform. Accordingly, loans were aimed ac
the development of racional policies and procedures, the establishment of
adequate coordinat:ion and control within the public seccor and the maximizacion
o f public savings to be used economically t:hrough im-proved selection o f
investment projects.
Such inst:itution building objectives were deemeà t:o be
especially important: in the case of POLONOROESTE Nhere Bank-assisted projeccs
sought to build up the planning and administ:ration capacity required to promete
a more orderly occupation and development of the rapidly growing agriculturai
froncier.
More specifically, the proposed operations for the Northwest were
expected to help the then Territory of Rondonia to develop its capabilities for
planning, implementing and coordinating rural development.,
health and road
construct:ion and maintenance accivities.
2.09
A third Bank lending objective, which was of particular importance
to the Bl:'azilian Government at the time, was to ease the foreign exchange
constraint on development by supporting projects designed to help the country
increase its capacity to export and to promete domestic import substitution.
The proposed proj ects for the Northwest were seen as contributing to chis
objective by helping to develop an area that was judged to have considerable
potencial for agricultural production and by facilitating the more rapid and
fuel-efficient flow of goods ovel:' the Cuiaba-Porto Velho highway.
2.10
Finally, all Bank lending to Brazil in the early 1980's aimed at
providing part of the large volume of medium and long-term capital inflows needed
by the country in order to sustain sacisfactory growth and achieve its employmenc
creation and regional development objectives. Active Bank lending was seen as
being essent:i~l to maintain the confidence of the internacional financial
community Ln.che future prospects of the Brazilian economy and to encourage other
lenders to contribute to the country' s development.
Bank part:icipation
reportedly had already helped Brazil to obtain resources in greater amounts and
on more favorable terms from bilateral credit agencies and private financial
institutions than would otherwise have been the case.
However, unlike other
major Bank-supported operations in Brazil during the 1970's and early 1980's
including t.he Sobradinho dam and the Caraj~s Iron Ore Project, POLONOROESTE did
not itself at:tract co-financing from other external lending sources.
C. The Historical Context of the Northwest Region Development Program
2.11

of

the

The Northwest Region, officially defined as the area of influence
l,500 · kilometer Cuiaba-Porto Velho (BR-364)
highway, received a
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significant: influx of migrants in search of land and employmenc during che
1970's. This largely uncontrolled flow brought into prominence a number of key
areas of concern in terms of regional developmenc. Chief among these was thac
the failure of earlier attempts a t settling small farmers elsewhere in the Amazon
region, most notably along the Transamazon highway, had demonstraced the neeà
to provida migrants with a range cf physical infrascructure, agricultural support
and social services in arder to productively establish them on the lanà.
Government efforts in this direct:ion during the 1970' s , however, had been stymieé
by the size and rapidity of migration flows, che poor soils in many of the areas
selected for directed settlement, the shortage of financial and other resources
and the absence of a replicable colonization model.
Additional concerns
generated by rapid occupation of the Northwest region in particular included the
potencial threat to the Amerindian groups located in the area, some of which were
still in the pracess of being contacted by the Nacional Indian Foundation
(FUNAI), .:ogecher wich increased pressures on the fragile, but still r e Lac í.ve Lv
unknown, riacuxa L environment.
2.12
In order to properly appreciate the circumscances under which the
Northwest Region Incegrated Development Program, or POLONOROESTE, was conceived.
as well as the challenges which it faced during implemencacion, it is f r s c
useful , to briefly situate this undert:aking within its concrete historical
context.
Of particular relevance is the experience of previous frontier
occupation in Brazil, both in Amazonia and elsewhere, since the trajeccory of
such settlement helps to explain why the Northwest region suddenly became the
preferred destination of rural migrants. Similarly, it is-important to examine
the nature and consequences of the major transfonnations experienced in the
Brazilian agricultural sector more generally inche years immediately preceding
the establishment of POLONOROESTE in order to comprehend the origins and
magnitude of the migrant flows which subsequently streamed into the Northwest.
í

1. The Agricultural Frontier in Historical Perspective
2.13
Historically, the availability of enormous and diversified expanses
of open land has conditioned the nature and locus of economic -- especially
agricultural -- activity ín Brazil.
During the past half-century, moreover,
frontier expansion has performed two basic functions. First, accupation of the
frontier in a land-rich country has permitted the expansion of agricultural
output in response to rapidly growing internai and external demand without
altering the land tenure system, the predominant forms of social organizatíon
or the technological base in the rural sector. Secondly, the frontier has served
as a "safety valve" to deflate social tens ians generated by economic s tagnation,
high ~ates of population growth anda rigidly-stratified social structure in
are as of earlier agricul tur al settlement, particularly the impoveríshed Northeas t
and parts of southeastern Brazil, most notably Minas Gerais.

r:

2.14
Yben the effects of the 1929 Stock Market crash reached Brazil, most
of the country's population was still situated along the coast, reflecting its
traditional role as a predominantly export-oriented economy. At the time of the
first modem census in 1940, more concretely, Brazil possessed only 51 cities
of 20,000 inhabitants or more, the great majority of which were located on or
within several hundred kilometers of the coastline. The world crisis, shortly
followed by the Second World War, togetherwith rapidpopulation growth, however,
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produced important changes inche country's patcerns of development and capital
accumulation including imporcanc shifts in investment from agrarian expores to
urban industry and in the destination of domestic output from excernal to
internal markets.
These, in tum, stímulated ímportanc spatial transfers of
economic activity and population.
Two basic patterns of geographic
redistribution were promot:ed aft:er 1930: accelerated concentration of urban
population and produccive activity along the dominanc Sao-Paulo-Rio de Janeiro
axis prompted by import-subscituting industrialization and , concomitantly,
progressive incorporacion of the vasc interior híncerland through r ap í.d expansion
of the agricultural frontier.
2.15
·Three major frontier movements can be identified during chis modern
period: (i) the opening up of northwestern Parana and adjacent areas in the
1940's and 1950's; (ii) the occupation of a vast central scrip excending from
the present scate of Maco Grosso do Sul in the souch to that of Maranhao in the
norch in the 1950's and 1960's; and, (iii) more recently, attempts to occupy
pares of t:he vast Amazon region. These three phases are clearly distinguishable
not only in terms of their chronoiogy, but also wich respect to their impacc on
agricultural production and their relative capacity to absorb population. z
2. Non-Tropical Froncier Areas
2 .16
In retrospect, the logic of the chronological order which mar ks
modem Brazilian f:rontier expansion has proven to be impeccable in that the best
areas were occupied first.
The "Parana f:rontier, n which actually included
portions of three adjacent states (southwestern Sao Paulo, northern and western
Parana and northern Santa Catarina), possessed the best lands in terms of soil
characteristics and the closest proximity to ports and internal markets.
Consequencly, its contribution both with respect to agricultural production and
to population absorption was highly significanc. Parana alone absorbed 13% of
all rural mig:rants ín Brazil in the 1940's and 12% of thís total in the 1950's. J
2. 17
The intensification of froncie't" axpans í.on in Parana began in the late
i930's with the outward spread of the area planted in coffee from western Sao
Paulo and lasted until the 1960' s , Private, foreígn-owned colonization companies
were largely responsible for the type of settlement that took place ín
northwestern Parana by selling thousands of small and medium-sized plots to
migrant families. Colonization plans were well-formulated and diversified, while
essential urban infrastructure and services were provided, particularly in the
newly established planned towns -- now large intermediate cities -- of Londrina
and Maringa. The proximity of internal markets, especially·the rapidly growing
incipient metropolitan areas of Sao Paulo and Rio de Janeiro, as well as the
2

The following discussion is largely based on George Martine, "Frontier
Expansion, Agricultural Modernization and Population Trends in Brazil," in Ronald
D. Lee, et. al. (eds.), Population, Food and Rural Development, Clarendon Press,
Oxford, 1988, pp. 187-203. See also, Thomas W. Merrick and Douglas H. Graham,
Population and Economic Development in Brazil: 1800 to the Present, Johns Hopkins
University Press, Baltimore, Maryland, 1979, especially Chapter VI.
3

Martine, op. cit., pg. 190.
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port of Santos, the excellent quality of the predominant terra roxa soils, che
previous agricultural experience of the settlers and the comparatively
unconcentrated land tenure structure in the region all heightened its abilicy
to absorb migrants and generate increasing volumes of agricultural production,
both for export (coffee) and domestic consumption (a variety of food crops).
2 .18
As can be seen í.n Table 1 below, Parana was characterízed by
extrrerae Ly high rates of population growth during the 1940' s and 1950' s due

largely · to the influx of migrants. While much of this population e ame from
traditional areas of agrícultural settlement in neighboring Sao Paulo and Minas
Gerais, a substantial number of migrants ca.me, ,directly or indirectly, from as
far away as the rural Northeast. Even though the 1960's witnessed a reduction
in the rate of migration to Parana as a result of the introduction of more
capital-intensive agricultural production, population growth in the state still
averaged close to SI a year.
Ta.ble 1
Rates of Population Growth of Agricultural Frontier States. 1940-70

Annual

Rates of Growth (X)

Sta te
1?40-50

1950-60

fil0~7Q

Parana
Maranhao
Goias *
Mato Grosso do Sul
Mato Grosso

5.5
2.5
3.9

s.o

1.0

7.3
4.5
3.7
6.5
4.5

4.4
5.7
6.5

BRAZIL

2.3

3.0

2.9

*

2.6

2.0

Includes the present state of Tocantins, created in 1988

Source: IBGE - Demographic Censuses, 1940-70.
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2.19
The second major phase of frontier growth was registered in the
broad central strip of Brazil involving parts of the states now called Mato
Grosso do Sul, Mato Grosso, ~oias, Tocantins and Maranhao.
Several factors
induced the rapid incorporation of this vast central region.
Most of them,
however, reflect the face that external conditions, including increasing
goverrunent intervention, favored expansion of a new, though still relatively
proximate, frontier. Starting in the 1930's, but increasingly after 1950, more
concretely, the federal government implementedvarious measures designed to help
physically intgrate this areawith the rest of the country and to stimulate rural
settlement and, thus, the process of frontier occupation. These included the
promotion of directed colonization, the transfer of the capital of the state of
Geias to the planned city of Goiania located in the heart of a rich agricultural
area, the building of new roads linking the Center-Yest region to southeastern
Brazil (ie. Sao Paulo and Minas Gerais) and, ultimately, the transfer of the

10
national
Brasilia

capital from Rio de Janeiro
4
highway.

to Brasília

and construction

of ~he Belem-

2. 20
The nationwide expectations generated by such actions, in f ac t; ,
played a major role in stimulating the occupation of this extensive central
region bet:ween 1950 and 1970. Migratory flows to the Center-West and ~aranhao,
largely originating from less prosperous areas of Minas Gerais and Espirita Santo
and the Northeast, respectively, again contributed to rapid rates of ?ºPulation
growth, as well as to a significant increase in the participation of these scates
in the total population. Overall, however, the impact of frontier expansion in
the central region on the absorption of rural demographic surpluses and nacional
economic groW'th was considerably smaller than that which had previously occurred
in Parana due in good measure to the lower carrying capacity of the less fertile
cerrado soils in much of the Center-West. This pattern also tends to corroborate
che hypothesis that frontier expansion occurs most successfully in areas that
are closer to major markets and/or possess other comparative advantages.
3. Initial Arnazonian Frontier Settlement
2. 21
The most recent phase of frontier development in Brazil covers
5
differenc parts of the huge Amazon region over a relatively short t~me span.
Ex.cept for t:he Belem-Brasilia segment, whích was sett:led mainly during the
1960' s, intensive occupat:ion of parts of Amazonia has occurred largely after 1970
when the most ambitious government attempts at directing front:ier sett:lement were
initiated. These efforts, moreover, are the direct precursors to the increasing
attempts to "colonize" the Northwest region in t:he late 1970's and 1980's.
2. 22
Construction of the Belem-Brasilia highway in che late 1950' s
promoted the parcial incorporation of large segments of the country's central
zone into the nacional economy. It also served to promote the transition of
frontier expansion from central Br·azil co the North region by providing an
overland link to Eastern Amazonia. ln addition to promoting the settlement of
central and northern Goias (now Tocantins) and southwescern Maranhao. the
northern seccion of the roadway cut through dense Amazonian rain forest in the
state of Para, bringing with it a large influx of land-hungry migrancs to
previously largely unpopulat:ed areas.

2.23
Even though some government-directed colonization projects had been
previously implemented in central Goias and eastern Para, rural settlement along
the Belem-Brasilia highway, for the most part, occurred spontaneously. Except
in rapidly growing urban areas such as Imperatriz, che averall impact in cerms

•

For a more detailed discussion of these and related measures and their
consequences, see WorldBank, Settlement andA~ricultural Development of Brazil's
Central-~est Re~ion, Report No. 1435-BR, January 21, 1977, especially Chapters
II and III.
Much of this discussion is based on George Martine, "Recent Colonization
Ex.periences in Brazil; Expectations versus Reality," in Francoise BarbiraScazzochio (ed.), Land, People and Planning in Çontemporary Amazonia, Cambridge
University, 1980, pp. 80-94.
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of permanent settlement was minimal.
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slash-and-burn agricultural practices of spantaneous settlers facilitated the
concentration of small farms into larger landholdings, many of which were later
converted into cattle ranches. As a result, the number of permanent employment
opportunities created tended co be very small in camparison to the size of the
areas occupied. 6 Occupation along the Belem-Brasilia, however, also provided
a launching point for ambitious government setclement schemes in Eascern Amaz on í.a
after 1970.
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2.24
At: the height of Brazil's "economic miracle" during the lace 1960's
and early 1970' s, several factors began ta facus the natíon' s attention on
Amazonia. First, rapid economic growth heighcened nationalistic feelings and
generated a sense of urgency about the need to physically integrate unoccupied
areas and their purported mineral and other riches. An ill~conceived Greac Laka s
scheme for the Amazon region proposed by the Hudson Institute, moreover, wa~
construed as evidence that foreigners were unduly interested in the area. '
Rumors that non-Brazilians were purchasing large tracts in Amazonia and that the
region' s rich mineral deposits were being illegally cannibalized by foreign
enterprises further fueled jingoistic concerns as to its future. This, combined
with the general mood of expansionist euphoria created by the economic boom ac
its height, appears to have provided much of the stimulus for stepped-up federal
intervention in the region.
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2.25
Although the progressiva occupation and integration of frontier areas
were also a major element in the military government's geopolitical stracegy for
the region, the immediate justification for undertaking a large-scale Amazonian
colonization effort came from the plight of the drought-stricken Northeast.
President Medici's emocional reaction to che latter's misery allegedly triggered
the decision .to accelerate settlement of the Amazon regionas an escape valve
for Northeastern social problems. On June 16, 1970, che National Integratíon
Program (PIN) was announced.
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Typically, initial occupation of the area

by subsistence farm.ers gave rise to minifundia, while the traditional itinerant

•

2.26
PIN was intended to be a major step in the establishnient of improved
inter-regional linkages. Its major declared objectives were co reduce regional
im.balances and decentralize the development process through the creation of new
growch peles. For this purpose, a trunk highway network involving two major
corridors, the east-west Transamazon and the north-south Cuiaba-Santarem roads,
was to be built anda large number of low (Transamazon) and middle (CuiabaSancarem) income families were to be sectled along their margins.
A 100
kilometer strip on either side of these roads was reserved for the installation
6

See Jean Hebette and Rosa Marin, Colonizacao para Quem?,
Universidade Federal do Para, Belem, Serie Pesquisa No. 1, 1979.
1

NAEA,

Robert F. Skillings and Nils O. Tcheyan, Economic Developmenc Prospects
of the Amazon Region of Brazil, Center of Brazilian Studies, Johns Hopkins
University, mimeo, 1979, pp. 7-8.
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of public or private agricultural colonization proj ects.
Altogether, some
100,000 families were initially expected to be accommodated in official
settlement schemes along the "Transamazonica" alone bet:ween 1971 and 1974 within
a planned framework described as "rural urbanism."
2.27
Extensive propaganda campaigns, featuring natianalistic slogans and
optimistic predictions, were set inmotion.
Premises of a new life in the Amazcn
soon found considerable resonance among the rural populations o f older settlemenc
areas, many of which were in the throes of rapid -- though unequal -- government·
induced modernízation, as explained below. !he first colonization projects in
connection with PIN were attempted cn a stretch of the Transamazon highway
between Estreito in northern Goias (now Tocantins) and Itaituba in western Para
in 1972. A series of geometrically-designed planned communities was projecced
at fixed intervals along the highway. Settler families were each to receive 100
hectare plots, agricultural credit and guaranteed subsistence during the first
six months of occupation.
In addition, the Government would provide bas í,c
infrastructure, support services and community facilities. 8
2.28
The results of this experiment, however, were highly disappoincing,
especially when compared with its original goals. Roadbuilding efforcs bogged
down in the 1973 oil crisis and the onset of Brazil' s balance of paymenc
problems. The proposed co Lorrí.z at.Lon model proved largely impossible to implement
as planned. Eastern Amazonian soils, which were initially untested, were found
to be inadequate for sustained agricultural production, while Northeasterners
and other poor families were unprepared for the requirements of colonization in
a humid tropical environment.

2.29

As a consequence, migrants were attracted in much greater numbers
than could be effectively absorbed and most of the elaborate settlement schemes
originally proposed by the National Colonization and Agrarian Reform Institute
(INCRA) never materialized. The number of families actually accommodated in the
projects along the Transamazon highway (less than 7,000 by 1974) was very small
in comparison to initial targets, while many of the families who attempted to
settle in the colonization projects were later forced to move on dueto varied
hardships. In short, even though parallel private colonization efforts along
the Cuiaba-Santarem highway in north•central Mato Grosso did experience some
success, the official colonization model attempted along the Transamazoníca
turned out to be costly and impractical for purposes of large-scale settlement.
2.30
The failure of this top-down model also provided a convenient excuse
within the federal government to respond favorably to growingpolitical pressures
to tum over the task of "productively" occupying Amazonia to large commercial
enterprises from south-central Brazil and abroad. Such enterprises were alleged
to possess the advantages af scale and cechnology which many government
technocrats believed were necessary in order to develop the regíon's potencial
along the lines of an increasingly popular "growth pole" approach. After 1974,
therefore, government development efforts in Eastern Amazonia focused primarily
on the promotion of large-scale private investtnent, in the process leaving the
• For additíonal details, see Dennis Mahar, Frontier Development Policv in
Brazil: A Study of Amazonia, Praeger Publishers, New York, 1979.
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Transamazon colonists and an increasing number
essentially fend for themselves. 9

of spontaneous

sectlers

t.o

2.31
The fact that land values throughout che councry multiplied during
the early 1970' s due, in good measure, to the combinat:ion of governmentsubsidized agriculcural modernization, the local stock markec crash, public
infrascructure investments and offícial tax and credit: incentives, indeed, helped
to entice many large business concerns to the region. Optimistic projections
of the prospects for raising and export:íng cactle from Eastern Amazonia co
European markets further fueled thís movement.
In 1974, furthermore, t:he
incomíng Geisel administration formally inaugurated a new growth pole program
for the region (POLAMAZONIA) to complement existing fiscal incentives with
additional infrascructure invest:ments in many Amazonian sub-areas. Even chaugh
such measures did not produce the anticipated economic boom, they did effect:ively
signal an end to government efforts to absorb large numbers of rural migrancs
in areas adjacent to the highway network in the eastern part of the region.
4. Agriçultural Modernization and the Migrant Pool

-

r:
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2.32
The intensive occupatian of Brazil's Northwest region during the
1970's was not only the result of the relative stagnation of earlier frontier
areas and the failure of official colonization projects in Eastern Amazonia.
More importantly, it was a response to the profound transformatíons occurring
in regions of older settlement.
Before briefly summarizing these changes,
however, it should be observed that relatively high rates of population growth
alone resulted in average increments of some 1. 5 million peopLe a year in
Brazil's rural areas between 1960 and 1980. Such large demographic increases,
.in and of themselves, would probably nave generated considerable population
surpluses and, hence, substancial rural out-migration. However, inasmuch as this
grovch occurred simultaneously with wholesale changes in the structure and
relations of agricultural production in south-central Brazil. in fact it provoked
a massive rural exodus.
2.33
The origins of this exodus are worth examining in some detail since
they determined the size and characteristics of the migrant population which
subsequently flocked in large numbers to the Northwest, thus shaping the nature
and dynamics of its settlement process. Intensification of import substituting
industrialization efforts in the 1950's set the stage for the modernization of
agriculeural production in Brazil. The early 1960's witnessed the first efforts
at large-scale manufacturing of farm machinery in the country. But it was only
after the military takeover in 1964 that several factors coalesced to induce
9

For additional information on events in Eastern Amazonia over the past
several decades, see OED, Environmental Aspects and Conseguences of che Carajas
Iron Ore Project, September 4, 1990, especially Chapter IV, andAnthony L. Hall,
Developing Amazonia: Deforestation and Social Conflict in Brazil' s Caraj as
Programme, Manchester University Press, Manchester~ UI<, 1989.
10

This section is largely based on George Martine and Ronaldo C. Garcia,
Os Impactos Sociais da Modernizacao Agrícola, Sao Paulo, Caetes/Hucitec, 1987,
especially Chapters 1 to 4,
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extensive
modernizacion
of agricult:ural
praccices.
First,
che attractive
promises of Green Revolucion technology, spreaà throughout the world by
internacional financial and technical assistance programs, motivated decision
makers to attempc a quick breaching of the technological gap in the agricultural
sector. The increasing induscrializat:ion of agricultural inputs also contributeà
to rapid output growch in the recently expanded manufacturing sector.

2.34
The Brazilían Government, more specifically, instituteà a series of
measures aimed at motivacing farmers to adopt new technologies and practices.
The most important a.mong these was the rapid expansion of subsidized credit
which favored the progressive integration of agricultural, commercial, industrial
and financial capital, in the process permitting consolidation of a nacional
agro-industrial complex.
Subsídized rural credit, in tum, was specifically
directed to the purchase of high yield variety (HYV) seeds, farm implements,
fertílizers, pesticides and insecticides. Other measures working to the sarne
end were
minimum price policies, crop insurance and a variety of indirec e:
subsidies, together ~ith a number of special programs directed to particular
c r op s ( eg. coffee, sugar and cocoa) and regions.
The nacional systems
of
agricultural research and extension services ~ere also expanded and streamlined
to fie the new model.
2.35
The impact of these measures was reinforced by t:he sharp rise in
international commodity prices during the latter part of the l960's. This was
particularly fortunate for the budding agricultural modernization process since
it occurred ata time when the growing internationalization of the Brazilian
economy required export-oriented sectors to increase "their production in arder
to meet expanding external commitments. Dueto policy-induced disequilibria in
the structure of agricultural productíon, however, a growing duality and division
of labor emerged in the sector between 1965 and 1980.
As a resul t, Laz ge r
landholders on more privileged lands had easy access to credit, subsidies,
research, technical assistance and technology and produced essentially for the
external market or domestic agro-industries. Smaller producers, in turn, who
were progressively pushed off the land or relegated to less fertile and/or
accessible areas, continued to utilize craditional farming practices aná farnily
labor to pravide many of the foodstuffs consumed on the internal market, where,
moreover, príces were kept low because of the depressed buying power of the
rapidly growing urban masses.
2.36
The second manner in which agricultural subsidies favored the
concentration of holdings was through their effect on land speculation. The fact
that access to rural credit required title to the land was, in itself, a source
of disequilibrium. Furthermore, the larger the land area owned, the greater the
access to subsidized credít.
Such resources, in the absence of rigorous
monitoring and control, ~ere ultimately used in a number of manners, including
the purchase of additional land. This, in tum, often served as collateral for
the obt:ention of even more subsidized credit, nourishing further speculation and
so on.

2.37
Perhaps the clearest illustration of how the new model favored land
concentration is the transformation that occurred in Parana between 1970 and
1980. Total agricultural land area in this state increased from 14.6 to 16.4
million hectares in the 1970' s, while the nwnber of farm establishments decreased
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from 554,000 to 454,000. The categories of rural Norkers most affected by land
concentration were squatters, sharecroppers and tenants, who controlled 242,000
farms ín 1970, but only 148,000 in 1980. Since these establishments tended to
be relatively small and labor-intensive, the tocal number of persons employed
in the agro•ranching sector decreased by 10% in aosolute terms, from 2 million
to 1.8 million, despite che 1.8 million hectare increase in agricultural land
occupied in the state. Such changes in the scruc=ure of agricultural land use,
in turn, are direccly traceable to the substitucion of small, family-operated,
multi-crop establishments by larger monocultural (particularly soybean producing)
. 1 f arm. enterprises.
.
li
commercia
2.38
The results of these changes are clearly reflected in the interstate
migration data for Brazil.
The state of Parana as a whole, which during the
1940- 70 period had consistently registered high rates of net: in-migration,
suffered a net loss of 1.3 million people during ~he 1970's. Outmigration from
rural areas, however, was, in fact, much higher since urban centers within the
state absorbed a large pare of the exodus. Such r~ral out-migration, moreover,
was at the heare of the peculiar dynamiçs of the migration stream between Parana
and the Northwest Hhich, as will be seen in a lacer section, was responsible for
a significant proportion of all movement to Rondonia through the mid-1980's.

r-

r:

2.~9
On a more general level, the central point to be made here is that
increasing capitalization of agricultural production reduced the physical and
social space available to small-scale producers of all types in south-central
Brazil. Since sma11· farmers make much more intensive use of all faceors at their
disposal, especially labor, the reduction in the size of this group translates
directly into a heavy rural exodus. Although conditions on small family farms
were frequently far from ideal, with ehe higher yields per unit in such
establishments being largely the result of an intense exploitation of family
labor, these units, nevertheless, were traditionally the main source of stable
employment and subsistence for the rural population throughout Brazil.
The
abrupt land use changes affecting smaller farmers were, thus, at the root of
the acc:elerated rural exodus occurring during the 1970' s.
According to the
estimates shown in Table 2 below, altogether, a total of some 28. 4 millíon
people, which is roughly equivalent to the entire population of Argentina,
abandoned Brazil's rural areas between 1960 and 1980.
2 .40
The analysis of extensive rural outmigration during the past several
decades, in short, indicates that this phenomenon was not so much a response to
relative levels of poverty in the various parts of Brazil as it was a reflect~on
of the timing and rhythm of the process of agricultural modernization. !n this
connection, it is significant that the rural exodus of the 1970's occurred first
and most intensively in the more developed areas of Sao Paulo, Parana and Rio
Grande do Sul, where modem agricultural technology is most prevalent, rather
than, as in earlier decades, in the less developed Northeast and poorer pares
of the Southeast such as Minas Gerais and Espírito Santo. Even though migratíon
11

For further discussion of the impacc of recene land use and land tenure
changes in Parana, see IPARDES, "Consequencias Sociais das Transformacoes
Tecnologicas na Agricultura do Parana," presented as Chapter 6 in Martine and
Garcia, op. cit.
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dueto agricultural "stagnation" also occurred ín these latter areas as duríng
the 1960's when the natural increase of the rural population was at its height,
the main causes of rural exodus in the 1970's were dísequilíbria resulting from
the modernization process. This is the larger sectoral and demographic context
within which rapid settlement of the Northwest region has to be understood.
Table 2
Net Rural Migration by Region and Selected States, 1960-80
(in thousands)
1960-1970

197~1__2_80

-447

-1

~ortheast

-4,373

-4,990

Southeast:
Minas Gerais
Sao Paulo

-6,801
-2,933
-2,954

-5,038
-2,611
-1,552

South

-1,079

-4,395
-2,516
-1,199

Region/State
North

Parana

;.166
-854

Rio Grande do Sul
Center "7est
Mato Grosso*
Goias

BRAZIL

-135

-1,199

;.114

-243
-956

~249
-12,835

-15,611

* includes the present states of Mato Grosso and Mato Grosso do Sul
Source: IBGE, Demographic Census, 1960, 1970, 1980
2.41
As indicated in the preceding section, massive government: propaganda
campaigns surrounding the National Integration Program (PIN) helped channel part
of the rural exodus in the 1970' s from areas of traditional settlement, including
former frontier regions, in the South, Southeast and Northeast to the allegedly
rich lands of Amazonia.
However, the subsequent abandonment of large - scale
colonization projects along the Transamazon highway and the turnover of huge
tracts of · partíally-inhabited land to large enterprises, together with the
generally poor quality of soils in Easte:rn Amazonia, severely restricted
possibilities for small-farmer settlement in the area.
By contrast, the
Northwest, and particularly the federal Territory of Rondonia, although
characterized by serious problems of physical access, nonetheless, appeared to
possess much better soils and was one of the least densely-occupied areas in the
country. As a result, with the failure of the Transamazon venture andas rural
out-migration from southern Brazil accelerated during the mid-1970's, Rondonia
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quickly became a prime target both for spontaneous settlers and governmencdirected colonization efforts.
D. Development Policy for t~e Amazon and the Northwest Region Prior to 1979
2.42
ln a world which that occasionally sees itself as running out of
natural resources and living space , the six million square kilometer Amaz cn Basin
generally appears as the ultima te reserve. 12 In light of internacional concern
over the face of Amazonia, Brazílians have historically treated the region with
ambivalence. On the one hand, possession of such a large proportion (70%) of
this nultimate reserven has brought feelings of pride and security.
On the
other, the at times intense interest shown by other nations, which sometimes
appear to border on the covetous, generates insecurity and has periodically
provoked a need to reassert nacional proprietorship over the region. 13 Given
~he lack of a durable internai consensus as to how best to establish effective
dominion in the area, however, official involvement in the Amazan has taken
different forms over time.
Th.ese initiatives, nevertheless, reveal a common
preoccupation with strategic geopolitical and economic concrol over a huge
territory, whose natural resource wealth, until recent:ly, was largely unknown. :•

-r-

-

2.43
~ile initial interest in the region dates from t:he colonial period,
it was only in the last quarcer af the nineteenth century that wild rubber first
brought economic significance to Amazonia.
The prosperity generated by the
export of this forest product lasted half a century.
Once plantation-grown
rubber in southeast Asia began to dominate world markets after 1912, however,
the region quickly met with economic and demographic stagnation. 15 It was only
in 1953 that the Superintendency of the Economic Valorization Plan for Amazonia
(SPVEA) was created in order to promete transport infrastructure, communications,
energy and health proj ects in strategic paz-cs of the region.
Massive
roadbuilding programs, including construction of the Belem-Brasilia and Porto
Velho-Cuiaba highways, were among the major achievements of the 1950' s and
1960's.· Other programs sponsored by SPVEA, in tum, had little impact, in pare
because roadbuilding efforts had absorbed much of the agency's budget.
2.44
After the military took power in 1964, government policy for the
region underwent a drastic redirection. noperation Amazonia," which was launched
12

,.-.,

.M~rtin T. Katzman, Cities and Frontiers in Brazil; Regional Dimensions
of Economic Development, Harvard Universit:y Press, Cambridge, Mass. 1977, pg.
69.
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u For one classic example of this sentiment, see Arthur Cezar Ferreira
Reis,
A Amazonia e a Cobica Internacional (or "Aniazonia and International
Greedn), Companhia Editora Americana, Rio de Janeiro, 1972.
1~

See, for instance, Bertha K. Becker, Geopolitca da Amazonia: A Nova
Fronteira de Recursos, Zahar Editores, Rio de Janeiro, 1982.
u In addition to Mahar, Frontier Developmenc Policy, op. cit., see Roberto
Santos, Historia Eçonomica da Amazonia, T. A. Queiroz Editor, Ltda., Sao Paulo,
1980.
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at this time, clearly reflected government intentions to promete settlement in
t; emptiness."
To this purpose, a series of legisla tive acts and
decrees were passed during 1966·67 committing che new administration co the
objectives of regional development and nacional integ~ation.
Included among
these plans were new roadbuilding programs, agricultural colonization schemes
and fiscal incentives.
The motívation for such plans; however, was largely
geopolitical in nature and little thought was given to designing a development
strategy appropriate to the unique environmental characterist:ics of the Amaz on .. ó

a area of "vas

2.45
In 1966, SPVEA was replaced by a new regional development agency,
the Superintendency for the Development of Amazonia ( SUDAM), arid a regional
development bank , the. Bank of Amazonia (BASA), was created in order to coordinate
and finance implementation af new plans for the integracian af Amazonia,
respectively. ~ith the aim o f attracting private enterprise to the region,
furthermore, the federal government increased its expenditures on physical
infrastructure and creat:ed a program of fiscal and cax incentives for "Legal
.Amaz orrí a " which included parts af Maranhao, Goias (now Tocantins) and Mato
Grosso, together with the states and territories that composetl the North census
region. Fiscal benefits available to qualifying firms included a reprieve on
corporate income taxes on holdings in the region for a 10 to 15 year period, as
well as exemptions from export and import duties.
Such benefits favored
industrial firms, including both domestic and foreign companies, and it was on
the basis af these and other incentives that the city af Manaus become a zona
frança ar free-trade zone.
2. 46
The most powerful incentives, however, permitted registered Brazilian
corporations to take up to a 50 percent credit against their federal income tax
liabilities if the resulting savings were invested in projects approved by SUDAM
in Legal Amazonia. Both new industrial enterprises and expanded ar modernized
establishments were eligible for such investments. Agriculture, livestock and
selected service sector (eg. tourism) projects, moreover, became eligible to
receive fiscal incentive resources in 1966. Between 1966 and 1974, up to 75%
of total investment in such undertakings could be constituted by cax-credic
funds. After 1974, a ceiling was set ac 25% of income tax liabilicy. l]

2.47
As could be expected, such incentives proved extremely attractive
to private investors and, by late 1985, some 950 projects had been approved by
SUDAM, of which 631 were in the livestock sector.
A recent study by the
Brazilian planning ministry reveals, however, that, despite the huge subsidies

1'

In addition to the sources cited in previous notes, see Dennis Mahar,
"Government Policies and Deforestation in Brazil's Amazon Region", Warld Bank,
Environment Oepartment Warking Paper No. 7, June 1988, pg. 10.
This was
republished as "Deforestation in Brazil' s Amazon Region: Magnitude, Rate and
Causes" in Gunter Schramm and Jeremy Warford (eds.), Environmental Management
and Economiç Develapment, Johns Hopkins University Press, Baltimore, 1989.
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involved, the performance of such projects has been generally disappointing.
Very little employment has been created and few projects are actually producing
anything worthwhile.
On the other hand, considerable deforestation nas
re-portedly resul ted from such ini tia tives together wi th other agro- ranching
act:ivities in the region.
Many proj ec cs , moreover, appear to have been
undertaken mainly for their fiscal benefits and to facilitate acc.as s to and
effective control over huge tracts of land. L9
But, as one recent study
demonstraces, commercial cattle ranching appears to be intrinsically uneconomíc
under present conditions in much of Amazonia. 20
2.48
r.lhile the fiscal incentives scheme was still at an incipient stage,
moreover, the Government announced the aforementioned National Integration
Program (PIN) in 1970.
As previously indicated, this new phase of public
intervention in the region aimed primarily ata reduction of social tensions in
-:he Northeasc :hrough unprecedented small-farmer colonization in the Amazon
Basin and greacly improved physical linkages between Amazonia and the rest of
the country. Toe reasons why such plans were soon shelved were discussed in para
2. 28 above.
For the present purpose of tracing the evolution of federal
involvement in Amazonia, however, P!N is of considerable importance since heavy
government expenditures in transport infrastructure, in conjunction with fiscal
incentives and rapidly-rising land values throughout Brazil at this time, Lnduced
an increasing n1.U11ber of large private enterprises to invest in the region.

r-.
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2.49
Several government initiatives undertaken after 1973 reflect both
the disenchantment with small-farmer colonization and the growing interest of
pl:'ivate companies in Amazonian projects.
First, based on the unsuccessful
attempcs to establish agricultural colonization projects along the Transamazon
highway, the Planning Ministry declared that small farmers were predatory and,
thus, that the Government would now tum to large-scale enterprises that could
bring adequate technology to bear on the productive occupation of Amazonia.
Then, in 1974, a new special program, POLAMAZONIA, was announced. This program
identified a cotal of fifteen "growth peles" scattered throughout the regionas
foci for its development. Under this approach, public and private investments
would be concentrated in large-scale cattle ranching, timber and mining ventures,
in àddition to road and hydroeleccric projects,
2.50
The major shift in the focus of government attention represented by
POLAMAZONIA was also reflected in the activities of INCRA, the official agency
for colonization and agrarian reform. As part of the effort to entice private
enterprise to a region which, dueto its considerable distance from incernal
11

See Jose Garcia Gasquez and Clando Yokomizo, "Resultados de 20 Anos de
Incentivos Fiscais na Agropecuaria da Amazonia," XIV Encontro Nacional de
Economia, ANPEC, Vol. 2, pp. 47-84.
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See Guilherme Delgado, Capital Financeiro e Agricultura no Brasil, Sao
Paulo, Icone, 1987, especially Ghapters S and 6.
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Susana B. Hecht, Richard B. Norgaard and Giorgio Possio, "The Economics
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markets and inhospitable climate, among other factors, experienced significanc
disadvancages in attracting investors, nTCRA ini t:iated the "Projetos Fundiarios"
or "Land Regularization Proj ects."
The obj ective of these proj ects was co
discriminate and map frontier lands through their physical demarcation and the
concession of legal property title to "legitimate" owners, with the remainder
being either auctioned off or set aside for different social or ecological
purposes such as colonization, Amerindian and biological reserves. Throughou~
Amazonia, some 300 million hectares were incorporated into "productive" use i:i
the mid-1970's in 30 such projects and various settlement models were tested. :.
2.51
In much of the Amazon region, but particularly in Mato Grosso, the
principal utilization of the land thus "incorporated" was for the installation
of private colonization projects. Private settlement was also stimulated by the
PROTERRA credit program created in 1971. Jointly with PIN, PROTERRA provided
widespread credit incentives at highly negative real interest rates at the same
time that the land regularization program was selling off huge tracts of public
lands at nominal prices. Dozens -of firm.s bought glebas or areas of hundreds of
thousands of hectares, buc were only legally obligated to promete settlement on
20% of the area purchased.
2.52
It is now generally recognized that, even though some p r-oduc trí.ve
actívities were est:.ablished on non-sectled lands, most of these highly subsidizeà
purchases have been held idle for speculative purposes. 22 Altogether, some
eighty priva te colonization proj ects were initiated under the PIN/PROTERRA
programs, mostly along the Cuiaba-Santarem highway in Mato Grosso. Massive road
construction, in tum, which reportedly conswned more than 4 of the 4.7 billion
dollars spent by the federal government on Amazonian occupation during the
1970' s, together with other policy measures, stimulated rising land prices,
thereby effeccively impeding access by small producers outside official
colonization areas. 23
2. 53
The conjunction of the various government programs initiated o r
redirected after 1974, including POlAMAZONIA, the Projetos Fundiarios, PROTEP...R.~
and fiscal incentives, with an expanding and heavily-subsidized agricultural
credit program served to further exacerbate land concentration in the region.
With the exception of Rondonia, which soon became the focus of most o f the public
sector's small-farmer colonization efforts, and, to a lesser extenc, privace
colonization projects in north-central Mato Grosso, legal access to land for
small producers became severely restricted in much of Amazonia in the latter half
of the 1970's, even for those with acquired squatter's rights. This situation
21
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agricultural and fiscal policy and its environmental impact, see Hans. Binswanger,
"Brazilian Policies that Encourage Deforestation in the Amazon," Environmental
Department ~orking Paper No. 16, World Bank, April 1989.
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provoked an incensificacion of land confliccs in Eastern Amazonia which would
lacer lead the military, through the Nacional Security Council, to assume direct
administration of the settlement of huge areas through the GETAT and GEBAM task
forces. 2~

E. Conclusion
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2.54
The Northwest Region Development Project was negotiaced ata time
of increasing economic difficulties in Brazil.
Rising inflation, a critical
balance of payments situacion and successive trade balance deficits forced the
Government to adopt a series of energetic measures and controls, while ac the
same time attempting to increase its poverty alleviation efforcs. Under these
difficult circumstances, POLONOROESTE could easily seem atcractive as an
intervention simultaneously favoring export expansion and employment generacion.
:rom che Bank's perspeccive, the program appeared capable of achieving several
broad and complementary development obj eccives including an increase in t he
out:l)ut and incomes of che Northwest's existing and expected fucure population,
a strengthening o f the institutional capacity required to promote orderly
setclement in a new frontier area, development of the agricultural potencial of
a new region stimulated by major improvements in its transport infrascructure
and provision of part of the external capital required by Brazil to sustain its
image and credit in the internacional financial community.
2.55
The strategy of turning to the agricultural frontier for resolution
of economic and social problems, moreover, had a long-established tradition in
Brazil.
During the previous half-century, frontier expansion had repeatedly
served as a safety valve for social tensions, while simultaneously permitting
an increase in agricultural production without altering prevailing forms of rural
social organization and land tenure. Three major movements, ín face, occurred
during this period: ( i) the opening up of northwes tem P arana and adj acene are as;
(ii) the occupation of a vast central strip from Mato Grosso do Sul to Maranhao;
and, (iii) more recently, the partial incorporation of the vast Amazon frontier.
2.56
The capacity of frontier expansion to resolve basic economic and
social difficulties, however, has clearly diminished over time. ln retrospect,
the logic of the chronological arder which marks modem froncier expansion in
Brazil has provento be impeccable. The best areas, both in terms of location
and natural -- especially soil -- resources, were occupied first and absorbed
the largest number of migrants, while public sector intervention in support of
the frontier occupation has increased progressively over time.
The largely
fruscraced inicial attempts at colonization in-Eastern Amazonia, nevertheless,
revealed the serious difficulties facing efforcs to promete settlement in more
distant, ecologically less apt and climatically less hospitable areas.
To
compound these difficulties, the size of the "surplus" population thac would have
to be productively absorbed by more recent frontier areas in order to reduce
social tensions multiplied rapidly during the 1970' s due to a combinacion of high
population growth and rapid agricultural modernization, associated with

24

GETAT was the Execucive Group for Lands in the Araguaia-Tocantins region
and GEBAM was the Executiva Group for Lands in the Lower Amazon River area.
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increasing rural Land concent:rat:ion in scuch- cencral Brazil,
together generated massive rural outmigration.

factors wb í.ch

2. 57
Several government initiatives, particularly during the first: decade
of the military regime (ie. 1964-1974), aimed at the physical incorporation of
the Amazon regíon and its effectíve integrat:ion into the nacional economy. The
overall thrust of these actions ultimately favored occupat:ion by large-scale
enterprises that absorbed little manpower. The National Incegration Program,
launched in 1970, constituted somewhat of an exception to this trend in that it
was partially designed to settle large numbers o f small farmers along the
Transamazon highway.
Several factors, however, contributed to the early
abandonment of this socially-oriented policy and efforts aimed at attracting
large-scale enterprises to the region were intensified after 1974. These are
the main elements of the general context within which the Brazilian Government
and the Bank began discussing POLONOROESTE in the late 1970's.
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III. THE NORTHWEST REGION
A.

Introduction

3.01
The Northwesc Region is officially defined as the area of influence
of t:he Cuiaba-Por::o Velho highway.
It includes the entire presem: st:ate o:
Rondonia plus par e or aLL o f s Lxce en municipalities locaced in no r chwe s t e r n :-lato
Grosso.
The region covers approximately 410,000
square kilometers, an are a
roughly equal to chac of Paraguay and three-quarcers of the size of France. The

stace of Rondonia covers 59% of the total area inche region, while the remaining
is divided among the following municipios in Mata Grosso: Az apu carig a ,
Cuiaba, Varzea Grande, Nossa Senhora do Livramento, Pocone, Caceres, Mirassoi
d'Oeste, Barra do 3ugres. Quatro Marcos, Tangara da Serra, Jauru, Salto do Céu,
Rio Branco, Pontes e Lacerda, :1ila Bela da Santíssima Trindade and that part ~i
Aripuana lacated ~est of the Roosevelt River. The follawing section presents
a brief summary of the main physical features of the region.
41%

B. Ecological Characteristics
l. Topography and Principal Rivers
3. 02
The topography of the Nort:hwest: region is highly variable.
1 ts
dominant feature is the Serra dos Pareeis, a ridge rising to about 600 mecers
and oriented in a southeast-nort:hwest direction that starts in western Mato
Grosso north af Pontes e Lacerda and enters southern Rondonia, where i t is
ext:ended further northward by the Serra dos Pac aas Novos.
Together, these
highlands separace the Amazon basin to the north and the Placa basin to the
south. An ancient sandstone plateau is located to the nort:h and east of the
Serra dos Pareeis.
It undulates gently at around 500 meters above sea level
forming the souzhexn
limit of the Amazon basin.
The souchern and west:ern
sections of the region, in turn, are situated at about 200 meters. This area
merges into riverine swamplands which drain into che Amazon and Paraguay rivers
to the nort:h and south, respectively. Toe eroded edge of the plateau varies from
a distinct escarpment to broken terrain extending for as far as 200 kilometers
in some areas.
3.03
The principal man-made feature of the region, in tum, is the BR-364
highway which stretches nearly 1,500 kilometers between the capitais of Mato
Grosso and Rondonia. In Mato Grosso, the Cuiaba-Porto Velho road runs along the
Guapore River valley, south and wese of the plateau, until it cresses into
R~ndonia at Vilhena which lies on the plateau.
In central Rondonia, however,
This section is largely based on Eneas Salati, POLONOROESTE: Problemas
Ambientais, mimeo, World Bank, 1989; World Bank, Staff Appraisal Report (SAR),
Brazil Narthwest Development Pro&ram, First Phase. Agricultural Development anà
Environmental Protection Project, (Report No. 3512b-BR), October 30, 1981; and
Yorld Bank, Staff Appraisal Report (SAR). Brazil Northwest Region pevelopmenc
Program, Phase II, Mato Grosso Rural Development Project, (Repare No. 3635-BR),
March 4, 1982.
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the placeau edge becomes indiscinct and, after traversing rolling terrain, t~e
highway descends inco level country some 200 kilometers south of Porto Velho.
3. 04
Rondonia occupies an area of 243,000 square kilometers in the
northern part: of the region and has a largely flat or gently undulating
topography. Four main sub-regions can be distinguished: (i) the Amazon plain
to the north that has an average altitude of less than 200 meters and decli~es
gradually toward the Madeira River; (ii) the northern slope of the Brazilia~
plat~au which is an intermediate area between the Rio Madeira and the northerr.
crest of the Parecis-Pacaas Novos ridges; (iii) the Parecis-Pacaas Novos
highlands which form the principal elevated area in the state; and, (iv) the
Guapore valley that extends from the crest of the Pareeis-Pacaas Novos ridges
outward into Bolívia in the direction of the Andean foochills and having median
altitudes becween 100 and 200 meters.
3.05
The Mato Grosso or southern pare of the region, in turn, includes
an area of some 167,000 square kilometers and contains three ecologically
distinct subregions characterized, respectively, by dense tropical rainforest
in the cencral and western sections, savannah (ar cerrado) vegecation in the far
north near the Pareeis escarpmenc and the Pantanal lowlands in the south. From
the standpoint of physical features, more speeifically, the program area in Mato
Grosso also presents four main sub-regions: ( i) the Pareeis p Latie au which
presents slight undulations and altitudes between 300 and 600 meters; (ii) the
central subelevation, having altitudes between 190 and 300 meters and extending
southward into Bolívia; (iii) thé Pantanal depression. which during the rainy
season forms a continuous swamp in the low areas of the Paraguay River basin;
and, (iv) the Araras ridge, located to the northeast of Caceres, which attains
an altitude of 600 meters at its highest point.

r

3. 06
The region is traversed by numerous rivers whose hydrographic basins
are defined by relatively low ridges.
All of the major rivers that drain
Rondonía belong to the Madeira River system. Those originating to the south of
=he Pacaas Novos ridge and to the west of the Pareeis plateau flow through the
Guapore and Mamore Rivers and then into the Madeira. The rivers originating
to the north of the Paeaas Novos ridge flow in a northerly direction until they
reach the Madeira. Those which begin to the east of the Pacaas Novos ridge and
the Pareeis plateau, in tum, form the sub-basin of the Ji-Parana River. The
main river in the Mato Grosso segment of the program region is the Paraguay which
originaces south of the Pareeis plateau. The Paraguay River and its affluents
penetrate the Pantanal depression. The rivers which form to the north of the
Serra dos Pareeis in Mato Grosso, finally, flow into the Ama.zon basin through
the Roosevelt River, which joins the Aripuana River to the north and then the
Madeira to the east.
2. Climate
3. 07
The climate of the Northwest region is also characterized by
considerable variation. Most of the program area in Rondonia, however, possesses
a humid tropical climat:e, with mean temperatures ranging between 21 and 26
degrees Centigrade, annual precipitation varying between 1,800 and 2,200 mm and
only three to four months with less than 50 mm of rainfall which coincide with
the cooler parts of the year. In the Mato Grosso segment, in tum, temperacures
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vary between 12 and 34 degrees Cent:igrade, while rainfall is between 1,500 aná
2,000 mm in t~e northwescern section of t:he program area and bet:ween l,150 and
1,400 mm in t:he southern portion.
Some 70t of annual precipi tation is
concentrat:ed in the period bet:ween November and March. The three month period
between June and August is very dry, normally registering only 27. o f total annual
rainfall. Overall, the rainy season lasts from five months (Novemoer to ~arch)
in parts of ~ato Grosso to seven months (October to April) in Rondonia. This
period, moreover, opens and closes with a month of intermediate rainfall leaving
a dry season af five months in southernMato Grosso and three months in Rondonia.
3. 08
According to the Koppen classificat:ion, the Northwest Region presents
both Am and Aw climate types. The Am type is characterized by a predominantly
rainy tropical climate with a short dry season during which the continuity of
the tropical forests is noc threatened by low temperatures. This type of climace
is found inche northern, central and southeastern sections of Rondonia and the
c errt r a L and nort:hwestern parts of Mato Grosso.
The Aw cype climate, in turn.
is typically found in tropical savannahs.
It is characcerizeá by a prolongeá
and well-defined dry season and soils, consequencly, cend to presenta permanent
water deficit. The southern and southwestern sections of Rondonia, as well as
the central and southern sections of Mato Grosso, possess this type of climate.

3. 09
The water vapor which generates rainfall in the Northwest is produced
partly by primary acean vapor and partly by evapotranspiration occurring in the
Amazon region itself. · It is estimated that the cont1:ibution of water vapor
produced in the region is particularly important during the dry season. 2 This
suggests that deforestation, both within and outside the POLONOROESTE region,
could cause a reduction of rainfall in Am.azonia more generally. Moreover, s ince
the use of annual crops and pasture lands alters the hydrological balance,
changes in the thermal balance can also be expected as settlement and associated
deforestation increase.
3. Vegetation
3 .10
Prior to the accelerated occupat:ion occurring ove r the past: two
decades, the natural landscape of Rondonia consisted of virtually uninterrupted
tropical moist forest, giving way to savannah grasslands (or cerrados) and swamps
on poorer soils in the southwest. The Mato Grosso segment: of the program region,
in tum, includes the three types of vegetation which are typical of the rest
of the state: dense tropical rainforest, cerrado grasslands and the Pantanal
complex. Altogether, six major types of vegetation -- three forest and three
grassland types -- are found in the Northwest region. These six types differ
greatly in extent and grade into one another depending on local patterns of
humidity, climat:e and soil conditions. The three types of Amazon forest, more
specifically, are evergreen wet forest, semideciduous forest: and wet varzea

2

Eneas Salati and Jose Marques, "Climatology of the Amazon Region" in H.
Sioli (ed.), The Amazon: Limnology and Landscape Ecology of a Mighcv Tropical
River and its Basin, W. Junk, Dordrecht, The Netherlands, 1984.
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foresc. The latter is lowland, occasionally flooded forest, while the other two
are upland forest types.
3.11
Numerous tree species, prime grade as well as lower quality, are
distributed throughout the Northwest, although recent commercial exploitacion
has depleted the higher value species, especially in the Mato Grosso portion of
~he region and in the more accessible parts of Rondonia. Since they rarely occur
í.n homogeneous stands, prior to expansion o f trunk and, particularly, feeder road
necworks under POLONOROESTE, commercial timber extraction was generally cimeconsuming and costly. The evergreen canopy has an average height of some 20 to
30 meters, with taller trees reaching up to 50 meters, while the semideciduous
forest is some 5 to 15 meters lower.
The latter contains relatively larger
quantities of Brazilnut and babacu palm trees, whereas the varzea forest concains
comparatively more rubber trees.

r:

3 .12
Non-forest vegetat:ion includes the cerrado grasslands, campos or open
grasslands, and sedge meadow.
The cerrado covers the Pareeis plateau and is
found in patches throughout: Rondonia.
It is also the predominant f'o rm of
vegetat:ion in much of the Mato Grosso segment of the Northwest: region. · The
cerrado assumes various forms, but is generally made up of relat:ively short,
sparse and distorted shrubs and trees.
Under natural conditions, such areas
normally provide poor grazing and al.most negligible timber value. Sedge meadows
or inundated varzea grasslands, however, are appropriate for water buffalo and
rice production. Open grasslands or campo limpo usually occur in upland areas
and, like the cerrado, provide inferior grazing. The Pantanal complex, finally,
which is located in the southwest portion of the region, is a 173,015 square
kilometer mosaic of vegetation, nearly all.of which is seasonally flooded. In
contrast to the cerrado, the Pantanal supports a large cattle population and is
currently attracting growing numbers of tourists and poachers since it teems
with a wide variety of wildlife.
3.13
In terms of their relative proportions, upland.wet forest and wet
varzea forest covered 79% and 7%, respectively, of the total area of Rondonia
(ar some 198,000 square kilometers) in the late 1970's, as compared with 9%
(20,700 km2) in cerrado vegetation and 6% (14,400 km2) in campo grasslands.
While precise figures were not available for the Mato Grosso portion of the
Northwest region, for the state as a whole, uplandwet forest (41%) and cerrados
(38%) accounted for nearly equal shares. The Pantanal, in tum, covered 14% of
the state's total land area, while the remaining areas were either in campo
grasslands (3%) or semideciduous forest (3%). 3 From these figures, the natural
predominance of hwnid tropical forest, especially in Rondonia, followed by
savann~h brushlands, particularly in Mato Grosso, is clearly indicated.

r:
3

World Bank, Brazil: Integrated Development of the Northwest Frontier,
Washington, second printing, November 1983, Table 8, pg. 40.
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4. Soils and A~ricultural Production Potential
3.14
At the time POLONOROESTE was prepared, Rondonia was re?uted to have
a relative abunciance of promising soils for agricultural puzpo s e s . •
In
comparisonwith the highly-leached, nutrient-poor soils that predomínate in most
of Amazonian terra firme this may be quite true. However, as will be discusseà
later in this report:, subsequent events hava demonstraced that this r e Lat í.ve
advantage was insu:fficient to justify the assumption that agricultural ac c í.v í.cy
could be profitably and sustainably practiced in much of the program region.
especially considering that: soil quality in many pares of the Northwesc was still
largely unknown.
3 .15
~ithin t:he Bank, some of the early mission reports accepted t::he
prevailing Brazilian view thac soils in Rondonia were of high quality. The
report prepared by an interdisciplinary regional survey mission, for example,
reflected t:his view when it affirmed that; "in concrast to most other pares of
Amazoniawhere agroclimatic conditions are generally unfavorable, the Northwest
has areas of soils suitable for some crops anda pronounced dry season which
inhibits the propagation of plant diseases." ~ Nevertheless, the same document:
indicates t:hat this affirmation was at least partly based on t:rust, since precise
data were stíll largely unavailable at the time of program formulation:
At present, the nature and extent of the various soils
occurring in the Northwest is not precisely known.
There
are only two sources of data concerning land
capability:
the
Brazilian
Agricultural
R.esearch
Ente~rise (EMBRAPA) survey (1975) wit:h maps ata scale
of 1:5 million and the RADAMBRASIL survey (1978) at 1:1
million. The findings of these surveys ... indicate that
more than half of the region's land areais suitable
( "good" or "m.oderate") for annu.al or pe:rmanent crops.
Rowever, the areas which prove on more detailed survey
to be suitable for agriculture may differ from the
figures shown." 6
3.16
This latter statement has, indeed, proven prophetic, not so much
because of the results of "more detailed surveys" which were rarely carried out,
but due to the practical difficulties of achieving sustainable agricultural
development in the region. More recent evaluations, as a consequence, are less
optimistic about Long-zun agricultural production possibilities in the Northwesc
on account of the distance-t:o-market factor and the associated costs of
transporting both inputs and output (see para. 3. 21 and Chap'ter X below). Such
difficulties, · in pract:ice, require a redefinition of the concepts of "good,"
4

See Brent H. Millikan, The Dialectics of Devascacion: Tropical
Deforestation, Land Degradation, and Society in Rondonia, Brazil, Master•s
thesis, University of California, Berkeley, 1988, pp. 14-15.
Yorld Bank, Brazil: Integrated Development ... , op. cit., pg. 57.

'

Ibid., pg. 57.
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"moderate" and "marginal" agricultural potential in reference to natural soil
fertility.
3 .17
Be that as it: may, the predominant: soils in t:he Northwest region
( 39. 6% of the total) are· low fertílity, high aluminum concent, red-yellow and.
yellow latosols.
This soil type prevails in the Mamore-Guapore valleys in a
•..,ide swach souchwest from Guajara-Mirim, being found extensively in t:he
municípios of Porto Velho, Ariquemes, Jaru, Ji-Parana, Costa Xarques arid
Cerejeiras, as well as in che Guapore Ri ver basin area in Mato Grosso.
"'.:':1e
second most important group of soils (32.9%) are red-yellow podzols formed by
prolonged weathering of poor parent: macerials. These tend to have a moderate
to high fertílity in the period immediately following deforestation and can,
thus, support annual or perennial crops wit:h moderate to good p r oduc t í.v í.cv
levels for a few years, after which time, however, their natural :ertilit:;
~apidly declines.
3.18
Areas of relatively good podzolic soils are found on boch sides of
the Cuiaba-Porto Velho highway in Rondonia bet:ween Ariquemes and Pimenta Bueno,
as well as around Colorado d'Oeste where they are interspersed with ver:, fertile
terra roxa soils.
These were precisely the areas where INCRA located t s
initial colonization projects in Rondonia, thus giving origin to the claims of
high natural soil fertílity in the region. · In the Mato Grosso portion of the
program area, in tum, t:he better soils are found mainly in the western part of
Aripuana, the southern Gua.pore valley and the Mirassol d'Oeste sub-region.
í

r--.

3.19
Altogether, it is now estimated that only 2% of the land inRondonia
is made up of exceptionally fertile soils, while another 8% is well·suited for
agricultural production, whether of ·annual or perennial crops. An additional
60% can be utilized for annual crops, but only with suitable cultivation
techniques and chemical fertilization, while 7% are suited only for pasture and
23% are inappropriate for any sort of agricultural activity. In the Mato Grosso
portion, it is estimated t:hat only 3% of the soils are totally wíthout:
restriction for eit:her annual or perennial crops, 22% can be used with adequate
cultivation methods for annual cropping, 38% --. particularly in the Pantanal
area -- are best suited for pasture, while the remaining 37% present an aptitude
only for forestry and should, thus, be kept in reserve.
3. 20
!n retrospect, it appears th.at the absence of defini tive pedological
knowledge contríbuted to a tendency both in Brazil and the Bank to overstate
actual soil fertility in t:he Northwest. Furthermore, the agricultural potential
of even fertile soils was occasionally limited by steep topography.
As a
result, considerable ecological heterogeneity, especially with regard t:o soils
and topography, at both the sub-regional and the individual farm level was
subsequently found to have posed major constraints on sustainable small-farmer
settlement in the region. 7

See Millikan, op. cit., pg. 16 and Marc Dourojeanni, "An Example of the
Complexity of Development in the Humid Tropics: the Northwest Region Development
Program in Brazil," mimeo, Toronto, 1985, pp. 24-27.
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3.21
Perhaps the most serious oversight in evaluating the potential for
agricult:ural development in the Northwest, however, was the aforementioned
failure to adequacely consider the distance factor.
Several areas wi~hin the
program region may, in face, have possessed modera.te to good soils, raquiring
only appropriate inputs and cultivation methods to produce at the sarne level as
areas having similar quality soils in the Genter-South. Nevertheless, g~ven the
much greater distance to domestic and external markets from Rondonia, :he cost
of transporting inputs and produce to and from the region required that natural
soil fertility, in fact, be much higher than that in less remete areas ~n arder
for agricultural proàuction to be economically feasible on a commercial scale.
The initial absorption of part of the costs of transporting output :rom the
Northwest to markets outsíde the region by the federal government through
uniform fuel prices and other means masked this problem to some extent, but
further subsidies would have been necessary Ln order to reduce the cost of
importing the inputs necessary to ma í.nca í,n the fert:ility of "good" o r "moderate"
soils in the region.
C. Settlement Tendencies Prior to POLONOROESTE:

?ondonia

1. Initial Settlement
3. 22
The Territory of Rondonia was created in 1945 on land p ruv í.ous Lv
belonging to the states of Mato Grosso and Amazonas.
Despi te cwo waves of
immigratíon provoked by the demand for rubber in the late 19th century and
during ~orld ~ar II respectively, as of 1950 Rondonia had only 37,000
inhabitants. A cassiterite boom, following the discovery of large deposits of
this ore in 1952, however, stimulated another flow of migrants to the Territory.
The construction of a precarious dirt road at that time provided Rondonia with
its first overland link to south-central Brazil and, as a result, the
Territory' s population increased to 70,000 by 1960.
Cassiterite extraction
through labor-intensive placer mining techniques attracted additional migrants
during the 1960's. The road was rebuilt by the Army in 1966, permitting traffíc
during much of the year, and population íncreased to 111,000 in 1970. The new
migrants, who came mainly to exploit the Territory's rich cassiterite deposits,
transformed the river town of Porto ·Velho and the district of Calama into a
re•edition of the wild mining scenes of the old American West.
3. 23
Government: intervention ín favor of industrial·scale marn.ng , by
banning the manual extraction of cassiterita in 1971, however, subsequently led
to the expulsion of thousands of prospectors. Some moved to Porto Velho, others
turned to rubber tapping or subsistence farming, thereby helping to generate
initial pressures on the land, while still others were flown by the mílitary to
other states.
Nonetheless, completion of the Cuiaba-Porto Velho highway, news
that the region possessed above·average soils anda 1967 INCRA survey revealing
that only a small proportion o f the Territory' s total area had legitima.te
proprietors all contributed to radically alter patterns of land occupation in

ª

8

Ministerio do Interior (MINTER), "Em Rondonía, o Problema da Terra,"
Interior, Revista do Ministerio do Interior, Brasília, 3(18), julho/agosto 1977,
pg. 38; Millikan, op. cít., pg. 24.
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Rondonia. Together, these factors attracted the first wave of speculators who
began divíding up the land and selling it to unwary settlers.
3.24
Historical documentation as to exactly how this occurred is
difficult to find, but stories abound.
One relates that a group of some 200
farmers from the region of Andradina in Sao Paulo arrived in 1967, "purchased"
a million hectares from rubber tappers and resold it to 500 buyers from all over
Brazil. 9
Other accounts relate how grileiros (land grabbers) invaded
Amerinàian lands and then sold them to would-be settlers arriving in t.he region .. ;
A better known case is that of the colonization program promoted by Calama,
which was to exert a very significant influence on the region's future. This
Parana•based company allegedly acquired a million hectares from the Governmenc
of Mato Grosso in 1909, deciding only in the mid-1960's, once the Cuiaba-Porto
Velho road was a reality, to initiate a colonization project in Rondonia.
3.25
For this purpose, some 300 families were trucked in from Parana co
Rondonia and established on plots in the present municipality of Ji-Parana near
the city with the same name as- part of a scheme to sell 1, SOO plots to incoming migrants. However, the company never provided the minimal services ic
had promised and the project area soon became a source of growing tansions and
violence. This situation, coupled with information as to the good quality of
the soils in Rondonia, prompted the Brazilian Institute of Agrarian Reform
(IBRA) to intervene in the area. It is likely that the later willingness of its
successor agency, INCRA, to accelerate directed settlement activities in
Rondonia was partly fueled by the resounding failure of colonization along the
Transamazon highway, together with the Government's need to find alternative
outlets for the increasing flow of Amazon-bound migrants that it had helped to
provoke. u
2. INCRA's Land Development Activities in the Early 1970's
,,-.

3.26
ln any event, as of 1970, INCRA stepped in to org~nize settlement
on the original Calaina site. The first project prepared by the agency, the PIC
(Integrated Col-0nization Project) Ouro Preto was designed for 500 families, but
soon had.to be multiplied tenfold. The overall thrust of Amazonian migration,
stimulated by PIN propaganda and the news that the federal.government was giving
away fertile land, quickly began to swa.mp Rondonia with prospective settlers.

r>
9

MINTER., "A Estrada, o Garimpo e a Aventura Explodiram as Arterias de
Rondonia," Interior, Revista do Ministerio do Interior, Brasília, 3(19),
setembro/outubro 1977, pg. 33.
ie
MIN'IER, "Rondorrí.a , os Migrantes, seus Problemas e suas Esperancas,"
Interior, Revista do Ministerio do Interior, Brasília, 2(12), julho/agosto,
1976, pg. 41.
11

MINTER, "A Estrada ... , " op. cit., pg. 36. and John F. Wilson,
Ariquemes: Settlement and Class in a Brazilian Frontier Town, Ph.D. Dissertation,
University of Florida, 1985, pp. 43·44.
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INCRA and other federal and local authorities were soon unable
steadily rising flow of migrancs arriving in the region.

to handle the

3. 27
Despi te INCRA' s presence, moreover, the physical occupation of
Rondonia from 1973 onwards was, in fact,
led largely by grileiros ~nd
speculators whose activities were fed by t:he growing numbers of rnigrants í.n
search of land. As a result, an untenable land·righcs sicuacion soon developed.
Indeed, when the first cadastral survey of rural properties was carried out in
1967, IBRA had only been able to verify the exiscence of 155 legitirnate ciairns,
covering just 77. of the Territory' s total Land area.
Consequentlv, 93t o f
12
Rondonia's surface area was declared to be property of the Union.
Later,
private companies, passing themselves off as colonization enterprises, began to
take possession of large tracts of land, dividing them into lots which were then
sold to settlers. All of this furcher reduced the Government's capacity to cape
with the situation and eventually led to drastic changes in strategy.
3. 28
In retrospect, it c an be seen that government incervencion
n
Rondonia prior co 1975 involved attempts at comprehensive orientation arid
cont:rol of the set'Clement pz oc e s s along the lines of the Transamazon model.
During this period, INCRA attempted to organize eve~thing from land demarcation
and the distribution of lots to the construction of roads, health and
educacional facilities and the provision of technical assistance, credi c ,
marketing support and storage facilities.
However, this system vas coo
cumbersome to adequately deal with the rapid inf1ux of migrants.
í

3.29
At first, moreover, the adverse physical conditions in the region
(ie. dense tropical forest, hwnid climate, heavy rains during 4 to 5 months of
the year) greatly hindered the work of surveyors and the construction of access
roads, an essential preliminary ste~ in INCRA's land development projects. As
a result, consíderable local variations in soil quality went unrecognized and,
thus, were not taken into account in se~tlement planning.
In addition, the
colonization agency never possessed the financial or technical resources
necessary to cape wich the magnitude of the task of promoting massive
colonization in accordance wich its preconceived schemes.
3.30
The subsequent invasion of lands craditionally
inhabited by
Amerindians, caboclos (ie. sma.11 subsistence farmers), rubber tappers and other
populations already in the Territory, the violence generated by speculators and
grileiros, together with the dissatisfaction
of disillusioned
settlers,
effectively undermined INCRA's attempts to "rationalize" the settlement process
12

MINTER, "Rondonia ... ," op. cit. pg. 41. It is also important to point
out in this connection that for reasons of national security -- as also occurred
along che Transamazon highway •• a 100 kilometer strip on either side of all
federal roads in Amazonia including the BR-364, as well as a 150 km section
along the Brazilian side of any international bordar such as that with Bolivia
in the case of Rondonia, was determined to be legally under che control of thé
federal government. For this reason, administration of much of the land along
the Cuiaba-Porto Velho highway in Rondonia was placed in the hands of INCRA,
while the milita~ directly controlled the less accessible strip of unoccupied
land along the border with Bolívia.
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ín Rondonia during the early and mid·l970's.
Deficiencies in the Territory's
administrative and legal structures made it easy for grileiros to promete chaos
and manipulate existing powers to their own advantage.
The municipality of
Porto Velho, which ac the time was roughly equal in size to the former German
Democratic Republic, for example, had but a single judicial district, subject
to all sorts of pressures, to rule on the numerous lawsuits which sprang up
daily in response to land conflicts. In short, even though INCRA's colonization
projects were eventually expanded from the original SOO to some 22,700 families,
demand for rural settlement plots consistently outstripped supply.
3. Directed Settlement after 1975
3. 31
The year 1975 marks a clear departure from the inítial stracegy
which was largely aimed at the pacernalistic accommodation of small farmers.
The high cost and low manageability of INCRA' s colonization model he Lpe d to
swing the balance to a more "capitalistic" approach.
The new directives
reflected policy changes at the national level, of which the aforementioned
"Projetos Fundiarios" (Land Regularization Proj ects) were the mainstay.
In
Rondonia, t.he reportedly good qua.lity of local soils had attracted the attention
of agricultural entrepreneurs as well as grileiros.
Consequencly, ata time
when rural land speculat.ion was at it.s height throughout Brazíl, considerable
pressure was puc on government authorities to adopt a more "realistic" approach
to the settlement of Rondonia.
3. 32
The specialized federal agencies that supported cocoa and cof fee
production (CEPIAC and IBC, respectively), and which arrived in Ouro Preto
shortly after the area was found to possess fertile soils, were influential in
helping INCRA to define the new approach.
As a result, three directed
settlement proj ects,
whose implementation
initiated in 1975,
pursued
complementary activities in adjacent areas within the municipality of Ariquemes.
Settlement activities in these areas, the PAD (Direct.ed Settlement Proj ect)
Burareiro, the PAD Marechal Outra and the "Licitacao" (Public Auction) Project,
more specifically, were planned as part of an ambitious scheme involving three
different strata of settlers. Marechal Outra was to be reserved for subsistence
farmers and the "Licitacao" project was to be sold to agricultural entrepreneurs
who were expected to initiate capital·intensive production of rubber, pepper,
coffee and other export-oriented crops, while the PAD Burareiro was to
accomniodate less-capitalized cocoa producers, many of whomwere expected to come
from the state of Bahia, Brazil's principal cocoa producing center. 13
3. 33
The demarcation of three contiguous traces, destined to three
different classes of producers, in short, aimed at making more "rational"
economic use of available production factors than had been the case in earlier
colonization schemes in Rondonia. Producers of cocoa and other export•oriented
crops needed easy access to abundant labor.
This was to be provided by the
subsistence farmers who normally had a surplus of manpower during at least part·
of the year. Some observers, however, have used the image of the "demiurge" to
13

Jean Hebette and Rosa Marin, "O Estado e a Reproducao da Estrutura
Social na Fronteira: Ariquemes, Rondonia," Serie Seminarios e Debates,
NAEA/Universidade Federal do Para, Selem, 1982.
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INCRA's attempt to puc arder into chaos in Ariquemes, dividing up
the land by social class, as well as by type of crop, and projecting expected
pacterns of social interaction into the future. l4
characterize

3.34
Be that as it may, the three projects "in Ariquemes, nevertheless,
appear t:o have been part of a concerted shift to "economic realism" by federal
authorities in Rondonia after 1975. Thus, it is probably not coincidental t:hat
INCRA also began to promete it:s "Projeto Fundiario" init:iative i.n Rondonia at
the same time. The obj ective of this measure was · to separa te out "legitimace ''
title claims and weed out unwanted squatt:ers. 1~ Not surprisingly, moreover, the
13,000 families which eventually benefitted from this program obtained title co
average land areas which were much larger than those in all other types of
projects. A total of some 7.6 million hectares was distributed and/or legalized
under the five Land Regularization Proj ects in Rondonia, with beneficiaries
obtaining an average of roughly 580 hectares each. 16 Another indicacion of the
changing federal strategy is the fact that, in 1977, "Polo Rondonia" was
allocated the largest individual share of :POL\MA.ZONIA' s resources among che
17
fifteen areas participating inche program. across the Amazon region.

3.35
At the same time, concrete steps were also being taken to curtail
population flows to Rondonia through disincentive acampaigns in the migrants'
principal areas of origin and the placement of barriers on t:he main artery
between these states and Rondonia. The National Security Council, in fact, was
convened on May 2, 1977 with the express purpose of devising a strategy to limit
the flow of migrants to Rondonia. 18 As a result, several municipalities in
northwestern Parana and southern Mato Grosso were identified as the main sources
of migration to Rondonia and meetings were held with their Mayors and other
local officials in an attempt tostem the outflow. !n addition, ~rileiros were
threatened with legal sanctions, buses and trucks transportíng migrants were
closely inspected, physical roadblocks were set up and pamphlets were
distribuced to alert prospective migrants to the climatic and other hardships

Ibid., pg. 17,
u R. Galvao Modesto, "A Contribuicao do INCRA no Processo de Ocupacao do
Territorio de Rondonia" in Doencas e Migracao Humana. Ministry of Health, SUCAM,
Brasilia, 1982, pp. 39~78.
16

Ibid. , pp. 64 and 66.

17

MINTER, nEm Rondonia, o Problema da Terra," op. cit., pp. 40-41. More
specifically, the amount destined to "Polo Rondonia," which accounted f:~ 20Z
of POLAMAZONIA's entire budget in 1977, was earmarked for the construct~-"n of
assorted physical infrastructure which was expected to improve the econornic
feasibility of agricultural production.
li

MINTER, "Rondonia: Sugestoes do Ministerio do Interior, " Grupo de
Trabalho, Conselho de Seguranca Nacional, May 6, 1977, mimeo.
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they would encouncer in Rondonia. 19 Available data suggest that these measures
did, in fact, proâuce a temporary slowing-down of migration to Rondonia in 1977-

78. ~
r».

3. 36
ln 1979, however, after the roadblacks and other disincentive
measures.had been discontinued in response to the ambitions of a new Territorial
21
Government
to achieve statehood for Rondonia through massive infrastructure
improvements and an associated increase ín íts population, INCRA once again took
up the task of delimiting new prbjects. Recognizing that the flow of migrants
had outrun the possibilities for organized settlement along the lines of the
previous model, the federal government adopted a "Rapid Settlement" (or
"Assentamento Rapido") program. This, in practice, involved legal recognition
of earlier spontaneous settlements which had increasingly appeared as migrants
proceeded to occupy lands adjacent to whatever roads or trails already existed
(or were being programmed) or wherever the grapevine suggested that public lands
might soon be subject to distribution.

3.37
By this process, spontaneous settlers would identify plots more or
less equivalent in size (normally 100 ha) to those that INCRA was expected to
distribute and begin cutting and burning the forest and producing subsistence
crops in order to legitimize their possession.
ln response, the Government
attempted simply to put some sort of arder into this process by controlling the
amount of land to be claimed by any one squatter and then later, if available
resources permitted, providing minimal infrastructure in·terms of access roads,
storage facilities and the like.
Altogether. some 23,000 families were
benefitted as a result of this program through the early 1980's.

19

The pamphlets distributed to potential migrants read as follows:
"Rondonia has soils of excellent quality for agricultural exploitation. But,
for all practical purposes, these lands are already occupied. Therefore, only
a limited number of lots are available for sale.
Moreover. a large part of
these lands (over 2 million hectares) are located either in official colonization
project:s or in areas whicb have been ceded by INCRA, in public auction, to
farming and cattle-ranching companies." Yorld Bank, Brazil:
Integrated
Development, .,, op. cit., pg. 16, footnote 1.
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Data prior to 1978 are extremely spotty, mak.ing their tabulation and
presentation particularly risky. Nevertheless. they seem to indicate a reduction
of migracion to Rondonia in 1977 and 1978 (see Table 16 in Chapter VIII belo~).
21

Since Rondonia, at the time, was still a federal Territory under the
direcc administration of the Ministry of tbe Interior, a new Governor was
appointed by the in-coming Minister shortly after the Figueiredo administrat:ion
took office in March 1979.
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4. The Results of Rural Settlement through 1980

22

3.38
The unusual degree of consistency between INCRA data and that :=om
the 1980 Agricultural Census appears to suggest that INCRA had considerable
success in controlling the settlement: process
in Rondonia during the late
l970's. According to INCRA, a total of 48,717 families were seccled with some
form of assistance bet:ween 1970 and 1980. 23 This is actually a slightly h í.ghe r
figure than the total number of agricultural establishments identified in the
Territory by the ·1980 Agricultural Census (48,371). However, it is legiti~ate
to suonise t:hat many, if no e a Ll., of the fa:rms that INCRA claims to have
"disciplined11 t:hrough its Rapid Settlement and Land Regularization Programs
were, in fact, originally the product af spontaneous occupation.
Table 3
indicates the various official settlement programs undertaken in Rondonia, as
well as their total absorptive capacity, during the 1970's and early 1980's.
Table 3
Official Settlement Proiects in Rondonia
Name or Type
of Project

Year
Initiated

PIC Ouro Preto
PIC Sidney Girao
PIC Ji-Parana
PIC Paulo de Assis Ribeiro
PIC Padre Adolfo Rohl
PAD Marechal Outra
PAD Burareiro
Land Regularization Program
Rapid Settlement Program

1970
1971
1972
1973
1975
1975
1975
1975
1979

TOTAL

No. of Families
Settled or Plots
~liz_ed.

5,161
638
4,730
3,076
3,462
4,603
1,540·
13,146
23,098
59,454

Sources: Modesto (1982) and FIPE (1986b)
3.39
The overall result of these initiatives was that roughly 334,000
people flocked to Rondonia from other parts of Brazil between 1970 and 1980,
some 190,000 of whom went to rural areas. 14 Furthermore, as the data in Table
u A detailed discussion of the status of the various INCRA colonization
projects in Rondonia in the late 1970's can be found in Orlando Valverde, et.
al., A Organizacao do Espaco na Faixa da Transamazonica, Volume I, IBGE, Rio de
Janeiro, 1979.
23

24

Modesto, op. cit., pg. 66.

Silvia Menezes Pinheiro, preliminary data from on-going work on Mast:er's
thesis, CEDEP!ÃR/UFMG, Belo Horizonte.
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4 reveal, enormous changes occurred in the structure of agricultural production
in Rondonia during the 1970's.
From 7,082 farm establishments occupyíng 1.6
million hectares in 1970, Rondonia progressed to 48,371 farms incorporating 5.2
million hectares in 1980. The land area under cultivation, similarly, increased
from 44,636 hectares in 1970 to 373,431 ha in 1980, some 45% of which was
planted in perenníal crops.
Toe number of tractors and heads of cattle,
~oreover, both increased more than tenfold over the decade, from 52 to 570 and
from 23,000 to 251,000, respectively.

Table 4
Evolution of Agricultural Productíon in Rondonia, 1970-80
V...ariable

1970

1975

1980

No. of Farm Establishments

7,082

25,483

48,371

total Area (000 ha)

1,632

3,083

5,224

Average Area/Establishment (ha)

230.4

120.9

108.0

Area in Perenníal Crops (ha)

12,273

45,763

170,178

Area in Annual Crops (ha)

32,363

147,700

203,253

Agricultural Employment

20,563

103,992

176,934

52

68

570

Tractors
_,___

Cattle Population

23,175

55,392

251,419

Source: IBGE, Agricultural Census, 1970, 1975, 1980

r

3.40
The evolution of the size distribution of rural establishments in
Rondonia during this period also presents an interesting study. As indicated
in Table 5 below, the most dramatic changes occurred between 1970 and 1975 when
INCRA's large-scale distribution of 100 ha plots on previously unoccupied land
had a significant deconcentrating effect. Between 1975 and 1980, in tum. the
growing importance of smaller establishments, particularly within the 50-100 ha
category, can be observed, togetter with a substantial reduction in the relative
importance of the 100-200 ha and 200 to 1,000 ha categories.
These trends
closely reflect the changes in colonization policy previously described.
3. 41
The general tendency toward the deconcentration of farm holdings
produced by INCRA' s distribution of small and medium-sized plots, however, masks
two other trends which are also of considerable significance: the· spread of
minifundios and the growing importance of latifundios in · Rondonia.
The
multiplication of minifundios (ie. farms having 10 hectares or less) was part
of the survival strategy of ~igrants who were, at least initially, unable to

-,:.·~-~-

-·
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obtain or retain larger plots
moreover,
occupied less than

of their own.
OV'er t"~o-thirds of these families,
5 hectares o f total area and the maj o r í.ey were

either squatters, sharecroppers or tenants.
Table 5
Evolution of Land Tenure Distribution in Rondonia, 1970-80 (%)
1970

1975

1980

8.0
29.1
10.0
13.0
38.4
l. 6

19.1
17.5
10.6
47.3
4.5
1.1

25.1
15.0
25.9
29.1
3.7
1.1

7,082

25,483

48,371

0.2

0.6
3.2

1.0
3.5
18.5
28.2
10.9

Establishments
Less than 10 ha
10-50 ha
50-100 ha
100-200 ha
200-1,000 ha
More than 1,000 ha
Total Number

Less than 10 ha
10-50 ha
50-100 ha
100-200 ha
200-1,000 ha
More than 1,000 ha
Total Area (000 ha)

2.7
2.9

6.7

7.1

40.2

48.7
38.4

16.1
33.2

~,631.6

3,082.9

37.9
5,233.6

Source: IBGE, Agricultural Census, 1970, 1975, 1980
3.42
At the other extreme, the larger establishments (1,000 hectares ar
more) tripled their land area in absolute terms between 1970 and 1980.
As
suggested earlier, the greatest boost to such enterprises occurred during the
1975-80 period, when the "Projetos Fundiarios" were i.mplemented. Despite the
s ignificant presence of small farms and ranches. furthermore, the relative
proportion of rural land in establishments of 1,000 hectares or more in Rondonia
was more than 25 timej the share in that category for Brazil as a whole in 1980.
3.43
In summary, the land occupation situation in Rondonia at the time
POLONOROESTE was prepared was at once dyna.mic and complex.
On the one hand,
there is no question that socially-oriented rural settlement programs had been
concentrated to a greater degree in Rondonia than anywhere else in the country.
On the other hand, the structure, conditions and inequalities that prevailed
both in traditional and rapidly modernizing agricultural areas elsewhere in
Brazil were also already beginning to be reproduced, at least to some extent,
in Rondonia. As discussed in Chapter X below, POLONOROESTE would only reinforce
this tendency.

.. ·

....,;
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D. Settlement Prior to POLONOROESTE: ~ato Grosso
1. Frontier Oceupation Patterns

r'·

3.44
The present state of Mato Grosso was officially created on Januar:r
1, 1979 when the former state of Mato Grosso was divided into two parts. The
northern portion retained the name and capital city (Cuiaba) of the original
state, while the southern section becarne Mato Grosso do Sul. Encompassing some
18% of the Brazilian part of the Amazon Basin, much of present-day Mato Grosso
is a transition area between the cerrados to the south and east and humid
tropical regions to the no~th and west.
Some 10% of the state's total area,
moreover, consists of low-lying wet:lands ( ie. the Pantanal). l5
During the
1960's and 1970's, the population of Mato Grosso grew rapidly as the result of
migration to the expanding agricultural frontier. Some 80% of the 64,300 farms
in the s cat;e were escablished after 1960.
However, as of 1980, populacion
density in the state remained low (1.3 inhabitants/km 2) and the use af farm
land was not intensive, with only 4.SX of the total area in rural establishments
under crops, as compared with 42.8X unâer natural or planted pasture.
3.45
Although sharing recent frontier status with Rondonia, Mato Grosso,
including that part of the state subsequently included under POLONOROESTE,
differed considerably from the former Territory in several important respects.
The majority of these differences stem directly from historical dissimilarities
in their settlement processes.
First, population growth · in Mato Grosso
accelerated earlier than that in Rondonia. Roadbuilding efforts in the mid1950's had provided key linkages between the state and the country's largesc
consumar market and most dynamic city, Sao Paulo, as well as to the rich
agricultural area known as the "Triangulo Mineiro" 26 and, later, co the new
federal capital, Brasília.

-

r:

3.46
The. area most affected by these investments was the southeastern
portion of the state.
Even though Mato Grosso's oldest settlement area, the
"Baixada Cuiabana" (ar "Cuiaba lowlands") and, within it, the capital cit:y of
Cuiaba, which was established in the 18th century, also experienced considerable
growth, the area where population increased most rapidly during the 1960's was
the microregion of Rondonopolis where agricultural expansion was accompanied by
an urban boom. Population growth in this area, in fact, exceeded 11% a year
during the period.
3.47
The Alto Guapore-Jauru region, centered around the town of Caceres,
in tum, is the heart of the small-farmer area included in the Mato Grosso
portion of POLONOROESTE.
Initially occupied in the 18th century when gold
prospectors and explorers established settlements such as Caceres and Barra do
Bugres along the Paraguay River, this area experienced slower occupation than
2S
26

Repare No. 3635-BR, op. cit., pg. 18.

nTriangulo Mineiro" is the expression used to refer to the southwest
portion of the state of Minas Gerais, located between the states of Sao Paulo
and Goias and dominated by the cities of Uberlandia and Uberaba.
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other parts of the Brazilian frontier.
Traditional land-extensive Lí.ve s t cc k
production on natural pastures coexisted with fishing activities and , more
recently, subsistence agrículture, much of it by squatters and itinerant small
farmers.
3. 48
The paving af roaà.s to the south and east and extension oi the
highway network northward in the direction of Porto Velho, Santarem anà Maraba
during the 1960's and 1970's, however, had a decisive influence on the evolution
of this subregion as outlying areas both to the northeast and the north~est o:
Guiaba became progressively integrated into the national economy. As a result,
the Alto Guapore-Jauru region experienced its first effective linkages with
national markets after 1972 as roadbuilding increasingly facilitated migration
to the area. The subsequent dismembennent of Mato Grosso and Mato Grosso do Sul
in 1979 channelled additional resources tÓ this part of the new state, further
27
enhancing its effective incorporation into the national economy.
3.49
A second importanc contrast between Mato Grosso and Rondonia stems
=rom differences in land distribution and the role of the public sector in t~e
transformation of this system àuring the 1970's. Whereas INCRA's 1967 survey
revealed that only 7% of Rondonia's land area had legitimate private owners,
much of Mato Grosso had already been divided up into very large rural
establishments, with several "owners" often having simultaneous "legal" claims
to the same latifundio or some substantial part thereof. As a consequence, the
Gini índex of land concentration for Mato Grosso in 1975 (0.941) was the highest
in Brazil. Even though this índex declined slightly (to 0.919) by 1980, Mato
Grosso, neverthe.less, remained second only to Marànhao, located in the humid
transition area between the eastern part of the Amazon Basin and the semi-arid
Northeast, in terms of lartd concentration.
By comparison, Rondonia' s land
2ª
concentration índex increased from 0.619 to 0.645 between 1975 and 1980.
2. Private Colonization
3.50
Also in contrast to Rondonia, where small-farmer colonization
constítuted the main thrust of government intervention, private colonization
and fiscal incentives tended to exacerbate Mato Grosso's highly polarized lanà
tenure situation during tbe 1970's.
The only public colonization scheme in
Mato Grosso was initiated in 1977 by the state development company (CODEMAT) in
Juina. Even here, unlike the situation in Rondonia, settlers were expected to
pay for their land, although under a modified purchase schedule. Most directed
settlement efforts in the state, however, were private and were mainly located
along the Cuiaba-Santarem highway.
·
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Jose Antonio da Silva, Transformacoes na Agricultura e Migra.coes
Internas em Mato Grosso na pecada de 70, Master's Tbesis, GEDEPu\R/UFMG, Belo
Horizonte, 1989, pp. 36-40 and 129-130.
28

Charles Mueller, "A Evolucao Recente da Agropecuaría Brasileira segundo
os Dados dos Censos Agropecuarios," in Dados Conjunturais da Asropecuaria, Edicao
Especial, CAA/IPLAN, Brasília, Julho de 1987, pg. 38.
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Some of the better-known prívate colonízatíon schemes in the s~ate
include projects ~ith names such as Alta Floresta, Sinop, Canarana, Terranova,
Carlinda and Colider.
Preliminary evaluations of these ventures "Tary
considerably in their findings. Official sources, not surprisingly, initially
painted an optimistic picture of development pros-pects in such proj ects: "Al.ta
Floresta, Sinop, Canarana, Terranova, Juina and many other projects are, today,
economically ac ti~.,.e spaces , the maj ori ty o f them prosperous, making Lnho sp i cab le
savannahs and jungles habitable. Life in ·chese places flows quíckly, whether
in urban centers ar on rural locs, where a new agriculture will begin to 5now
its exuberance within two or three yea-rs t:ime." 29
3.51

r-
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The results of subsequent field research, however, contrast •,lith
this optimism.
One study of several projects in north-central Mato Grosso
concluded, for instance, t:hat: (i) the number of colonists who are eventually
forced to move on because of non-payment co che colonizacion ccmpany ar -=~e
banks is high; (~i) nearby latifundios benefit significantly from the physical
improvemenes and influx of cheap labor brought in by privat:e colonizacion
vencures; and, (iii) the complex system of alliances and interests underlying
such projects basically serve political objectives linked to stabilization of
the system. 30

Other. research in Mato Grosso suggests that a process of natural
seleccivity occurs among migrants going ce private, as opposed to official,
colonization projects. Private projects attracted a much larger proportion of
"sulistas" (ie. migrants originating in southern and southeastern Brazil who
came to Amazonia via the Center-Yest) than did public colonization schemes. The
latter, in tu.rn, frequenely contained a much higher percentage of migrancs from
the Northeast and East, who arrive Ln the region through Parana.
"Sulistas"
tended to have much greater financial and other resources at their disposal than
settlers who originated in the Northeast.
Such resources, in tum, generally
originated from the sale of land in their previous places of residence. Ji
3.53

3. 54
Toe finding that a process of natural selectivity has occurred
between settlers choosing private versus official colonization projects,
moreover, is of considerable interest in and of itself. From the standpoint of
the farmers who sold properties in southern Brazil and could afford to purchase
land in Amazonia, the rationale would seem to be that buying a plot in a private
colonization proj ect provided a faster and more efficient way of obtaining
definitive title: to the land.
The frustrations encountered by the early
settlers in Rondonia, who often had to wait months or years before obtaining
land titles, may·, thus, have constitu.ted a deterrent to later prospective
colonists possessing some capital, particularly those who could afford to
purchase land in the private colonization schemes in north-central Mato Grosso.
29

MINTER, "Colonizacao em Mato Grosso,R Interior, Revista do Ministerio
do Interior, 4(27), novembro/dezembro 1978, pg. 38.
30

Mary Dayse Kinzo, Colonizacao e as Transformacoes na Estrutura de
Classes, Master' s Thesis in Sociology, University of Brasília~ 1982, pp. 129-132.
31

Osorio de Almeida, op. cit., pg. 13.
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3,55
Socio-economic differencials are also reflecced inche t:rpe of lanà
which sectlers obtained or, in the case of Rondonia, which they were able co
illegally occupy or purchase from speculators.
ln privace colonizacion
projects, better-off sectlers had access to the best lands, as well as to gooà
physical infrastructure.
The resulting differentials in crop yields anà
profits, however, tended to provoke sometimes rapid land concentration even in
new settlements.
Thus, the vicious circle leading to progressive
land
concencracion which frequently prevailed in the migrants' areas of origin was
reactivated on the frontier, making it
increasingly difficult for poorer
settlers to acquire and retain land outside public colonization schemes.

3.56
No comparable research findings for the current period, which would
permita reassessment of the impact of private colonization projects in north·
central Mato Grosso are yet available.
ln principle, however, these vencures
enjoyed several advantages over the official colonization schemes in Rondonia
in terms of tha quality and experience of the sectlers drawn to them, the amount
of resources available to coloniscs and their relatively greater proxirnicy ~o
nacional and internacional markecs. On the other hand, it is also clear that
forces of land concentration tend to operate strongly in private land sectlement
projects.
As has also occurred in governmenc-sponsored projects in Rondonia,
moreover,
there is evidence to suggest that many sectlers
~n privace
colonizacion schemes in Mato Grosso presently find at least seasonal employment
as garimpeiros (placer miners) or mine workers.
3. The Role of Fiscal Incentives
3.57

Unlike the situation in Rondonia, furthermore, government fiscal
incentive policies intended mainly to promete large-scale ranching activities
have also had a significant impact on the way in which land has been
appropriated and used in Mato Grosso. Of the 1,325 projects approved to receive
tax incentives in Legal Amazonia chr~ugh March, 1989, 25% were locaced in Mato
Grosso.
Of all projects benefitting from fiscal incentives inche state, 84%
were agro-ranching ventures. Overall, chis type of project involved the largesc
land areas, had the poorest record in ten:ns of generating sustained economic
32
activity and devastated the largest areas of Amazon forest.

3. 58
Some 217 of the 227 "agro-ranching" proj ects in Mato Grosso are
located .along the Barra do Garcas -Cuiaba-Barra do Bugres ax í.s , north of the
state capital.
Forty-one of these projects were in the POLONOROESTE region.
Since much of this area was initially covered by tropical forest ar savannah
grasslands and since proj ect implementation, in practice, means razing the
forest in arder to plant pas.ture, it has been estimated that as much as onefifth of all deforestation occurring in the state of Mato Grosso as a whole over
the past several decades may have been directly associated with fiscal
33
incentives.
32

Clando Yokomizo, "Incentivos Financeiros e Fiscais na Pecuarizacao da
Amazonia," Texto para Discussao No. 22, IPt.AN/IPEA, Brasília, 1989, pp. 14-15.
33

Ibid., pp. 26-27.
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3.59
The rural settlement process in the present state of Mato Grosso
prior to POLONOROESTE, in short, contrasts sharply wit:h that observed in
Rondonia.
In Mato Grosso, official policies systematically f'avoz ed large
properties, even when colonization schemes directed to smaller farmers were also
34
undertaken.
It is understandably diffic~lt to identify and reconstruct all
the factors which fostered such widely divergent: app ro aché s , although tbe
earlier occupation of Mato Grosso, its greater proximity to internal markets,
its comparativa vocation for extensiva ranching activities and the large areas
of land under federal government central in Rondonia obviously played an
important role.

--

3.60
However, it can also be presumed that the different nature of the
power structure in each state may have exerted a significant influence on their
respect:ive development paths during the 1970' s. Rondonia, as mentione.g} above,
was settled primarily by an exc:ractive population ( ie. rubber t appe r s arid
cassiterite miners) until the 1970's and became the target of socially•oriented
government-sponso4ed agricultural colonization projects after the Transamazon
debacle.
Mato Grosso, in comparison, was dominated by traditional large
landowning int:erests and fitted easily within the "big is beautíful" mentality
of the fiscal incentives and agricultural modernization policies that prevailed
in much of the rest of Brazil during the 1960's and 1970's.
4. Miiration Tendencies
3. 61
Anocher relevant distinction between Rondonia and Mato Grosso at the
time POLONOROESTE was prepared was the differential nacure and significance of
internal mígration in these two regíons.
Being an area of relatively older
setclement, and given the increasing brevity of the frontier cycle of migrant
attraction-stagnation-expulsion, unlike Rondonia, much of Mato Grosso, including
portions of the state located within the POLONOROESTE region itself, was already
expelling significant numbe:rs of rural mig:rants during the 1970' s , both to
nearby towns and cities and to newer frontier zones farther to the north.
Illustrative of this tendency, while population in Mato Grosso as a whole grew
at an annual rate of 6.5% in the 1970's, demographic growth in its rural areas
was only 2.8%.
3.62
Although total net migration flows to the state amounted to 209,000
people inche 1970's, more than half of whom came from Parana, some subregions
were al:ready evidencing signs of stagnation. Parts of Mato Grosso, moreover,
were later found to be· one of the major sources of migration to Rondonia during
3•

It is symptomatic of this bias that one of the early Bank missions (June
1980) in connection ~ith POLONOROESTE's Phase II rural development project in
Mato Grosso reported that preparation work was proceeding slowly because the
state Governor was primarily interested in new physical infrastructure (ie. road
and energy) and private colonization investments rather than consolidation of
existíng small-farmer areas. The Governar, moreover, reportedly only agreed to
a Bank-supported rural developmenc project in the Caceres-Tangara da Serra area
on the condition that all local counterpart funds would come from the federal
government.
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the middle and latter parts of the decade.
Toe 1980 census data, in fact,
reveal that, of the 105,000 migrancs who left ~ato Grosso for ocher s t a ce s
during the decade, 45X went to Rondonia.
3. 63
T,.1hen the data on migration in Mato Grosso during che 1970' s are
disaggregated by microregion (see-Table 6 below), chree patterns emerge. :irst.
older areas in the southeast pare of the state, composed of the microregions of
Baixada Cuia.bana, Rondonopolis and Garcas, show high rates of net outmigration
from rural areas, compensated totally ar in part by high or modera.te migracion
rates to urban areas. The microregions of Alto Paraguai and Alto Guapore-Jauru, _
in tum, which constitute the core of the ~ato Grosso portion of the
POLONOROESTE region, have moderate rural outmigracion rates and high rates of
urban in-migration. Til.e third portion of the scate, composed of the Nordeste
(Northeast) and Noroeste (Northwest) Matogrossense
microregions, finally,
possessed high in-migracion rates to both rural and urban areas, which is
typical~of recent frontier areas.
What is of greatest significant: for the
present study, however is that, even t:hough migration patterns in Mato Grosso
~ere highly diversified, much of the POLONOROESTE region was already affected
by nec rural outmigration in the 1970's.

Table 6
Estimate of Net Migration by Microregion and Rural-Urban Residence
in Mato Grosso, 1970·80 (No. of Migrants)
Miçroregion

Urban

Rural

Total

Nordeste Matogrossense
Noroeste Matogrossense
Alto Guapore-Jauru
Alto Paraguai
Baixada Cuiabana
Rondonopolis
Gare as

29,768
47,124
49,823
24,200
140,096
49,451
5,264

-2,590
-40,581
-69,428
-24,449

59,451
131,995
48,778
21,610
99,515
-19,977
-19,185

Mato Grosso

345,726

-23,539

322,187

29,683
84,871

-1,045

Source: IBGE, Demographic Census, 1970, 1980 and Silva, op. cit.

5. Distance to Market
3.64
A final important difference between
the cwo parts of the
POLONOROESTE program area stems from the fact tilat the Mato Grosso sect:ion of
the region was considerably closer to major domestic markets than Rondonia.
Not only did this subregion's proximi~y to che rapidly growing capital city of
Cuiaba present real market alternatives, but its core area was about 1,000
kilometers closer to me cropo Lí.can Sao Paulo than most of Rondonia.
This
locational advantage of northwestern Mato Grosso over Rondonia had direct
implications in terms of the compara.tive cos cs of transporting agricultural
produce from different parts of the Northwest to south-central Brazil.

--
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3. 65
In synthesis, several basic characteristics of the Mato Grosso
portion of the POLONOROESTE region differed considerably from those of Rondonia.
The timing and nature of rural settlement, the location, philosophy, form and
consequences of government intervention and the nature and direction of
populatian movements all imprinted
strong differences between
the two
subregions. These differences were also later reflected in the differential
i~pacts of the program upon subsequenc development tendencies in each area.
E. Demographic and Socio-Economíc Characteristics
3. 66
Despi te the aforementioned dissimilarities between its two component
subregions, considered as a whole, the Northwest experienced high rates of
demographic growth between 1960 and 1980.
ln the 1960's, the region's
~opulation increased at an average rate of 6.5%, largely on account of the rapid
growth of Cuiaba, Gaceres and Ba4ra do Bugres. The two latter municipalities,
moreover, received relatively large contingents of rural migrants during the
decade. By comparison, Rondonia grew at an annual rate of 4.8X, resulting in
a total increment of only 41,000 people, during the 1960's.
3.67
ln the 1970's, however, the situation was reversed with Rondonia's
population growing at an extraordinarily high average rate of 16.0X a year, as
compared with the still very· substancial 6.6% rate registered in Mato Grosso.
~ithin Mato Grosso, the· a~eas of most rapid population growth were the
Cuiaba-Varzea Grande urban agglomeration and rural areas to the north including
Aripuana, Barra do Bugres, Caceres, Mirassol and Tangara da Serra. ln Rondonia,
in tum, demographic expansion during the 1970's was largely concentrated in or
near the agricultural settlement areas located along the Cuiaba-Porto Velho
highway.
r:
3. 68
Table 7 presents data on population, land area and demographic
density for each of the municipalities subsequently covered by POLONOROESTE
(with the exception of Aripuana for which specific data on that pare of the
município included in progrant were unavailable). In addition to showing the low
densities that were characteristic of the area, these figures clearly indicate
that inclusion of the two capital cities, Cuiaba (whose urban area extends inta
Varzea Grande) and Porto Velho, has a distorting influence on the statistics for
the regionas a whole. Indeed, these three muniçipios alone accounted for 40%
of the area's total population in 1980. Furtherm.ore, urban population in the
capital cities comprises the overwhelming proportion of the totals for their
respective municipalities .

r:

•

3.69
At the time of the 1970 census, urban areas in Mato Grosso accounted
for only 39% of the state's total population
while, in Rondonia, urban
population, at 54% of the total, predomina.ted slightly over that in rural areas.
This situation, however, was reversed in 1980 when Mato Grosso's urban
population rase to nearly 58%, while that in Rondonia declined to 47%.
Such
patterns reflect the differences
in migration and settlement patterns
experience~ in the two areas during the decade.

·--= ~·-:..
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Table
Northwest Re~ion: Total Pooulation

1

State/Municipio

7

Land Area and Pooulátion Densitv. 1980

Population

Are a
(km2)

Mato Grosso
Araputanga
Caceres
Jauru
Mirassol d'Oeste
Pontes e Lacerda
Quatro Marcos
Rio Branco
Salto do Ceu
Vila Bela da Sta.
Trindade
Barra do Bugres
Tangara da Serra
Cuiaba
Nossa Sra.· do
Livramento
-Pocone
Varzea Grande

17,153
·59,057

Densitv
(Persons/km2)
-.

16,701
18,595
14,406
18,204
17,573
11,191

2,086
30,972
1,842
1,113
13,335
1,085
1,835
1,443

8.2
1. 9
9.2
16.7
1.1
16.8
9.6
7.8

8,943
23,637
31,303
212,984

47,298
10,760
12,536
12,790

0.2
2.2
2.5
16.7

,..,.;

..,,,;

;;,;
..;
,..,.;

...,
,.,,;
.;

""

..,J

10,26·4

6,315

1. 6

....,;

23,359

16,691

76,676

682

1.4
112.4

...;

560,046

160,783

3.5

53,364

38,687
8,741
63,935
22,027
17,904
58,310
33,440

1.4
7.7

'...i

Total
Rondonia
Ariquemes
Cacoal
Guajara-Mirim
Ji-Parana
Pimenta Bueno
Porto Velho
Vilhena
Total

•

TOTAL

67,037
34,755
121,711

30,019
133,898

50,285
491,069

0.5

5.5
1. 7

2.3
1.5

243,044

2.0

403,827

2.6

...,
...,
:._,

...,
...,,;
..;
,..,,;

..,,
,..,
,...J

1,051,115

Source: IBGE, Anuario Estatístico, 1984.
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3.70
Indeed, migration was responsible for mosc of che âramacic
demographic expansion in the Northwest during the 1970's. 35 Even before this
period, the growth of municipios such as Caceres, Barra do Bugres and Cuiaba in
central and western Mato Grosso was largely traceable to in-migration. However,
while most of the migrants to Cuiaba originated in other pares of che state,
particularly from nearby rural areas, migrants to Caceres and Barra do Bugres
came mainly from older agricultural settlement areas in Parana, Mato Grosso do
Sul, Sao Paula, Minas Gerais and Espirita Santo.
Many of the latter were
attracted by the availability of relatively inexpensive land and often arrived
with some capital from the sale of previous landholdings in the South. Pre-1970
migration to Rondonia, in tum, occurred on a much smaller scale, as indicated
above.
3. 71
It has been estimated on the basis of census dana ( see Table 8
below), rnoreover, that total net migration to Rondonia during t:!:1e 1970' s
involved roughly 360,000 people. Of these, one-third came as children under lO
years of age, one-quarter were aged 10-19, an additional one-third were in the
36
20-59 age gxoup , while the remainder were over 60. years of age.
These
patterns suggest a preponderance of migration by families into Rondonia during
the decade. Given the adverse living conditions in rural areas, this tendency
greatly contributed to urban growth since it became commonplace for wives and
younger children to remain in the towns along the BR-364 highway, while older
37
male family members initiated land clearing and the cultivation of food crops.

r
Table 8
Estimate of Net Migratian to Rondonia by Age Group. 1970-1980
Age Groups

No. af Migrants

O - 9

118,932

10
20
30
40
50
60
rr-

70

19
29
39
49

59
69
+

Total

~r
r:

91,778
65,848

36,267
21,783
15,078
7,859
2,208

359,754

Source: Torres, op. cit., Annex 1.

See Yorld Bank, Brazil: Integrated Development.
36

1
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op. cit., pp. 14-19.

Haroldo da Gama Torres, Migracao e Agricultura na Fronteira: o Caso da
Amazonia Sul, Master's Thesis, CEDEPLAR/UFMG, Belo Horizonte, 1990, Annex 1.
37

Millikan, op. cit., pg. 70.
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3. 72
Data from the migrant information system (SIM!) escablished by INCRA
in Rondonia in the early 1970's and later taken over by the Ministry of the
Interior are praccically useless for the measurement of migration prior to 1978.
:-levertheless, these data, coupled with infonnation collected during field
research, provide considerable insight into the origin and composition of
migration flows to the Territory. Tilroughouc the 1970's, mosc of the migrancs
co Rondonia came from Parana and Mato Grosso (which then also included M.at:o
Grosso do Sul), although significant numbers also came from Minas Gerais.
Espirita Santo and Sao Paulo. A field study in Rondonia during 1978-79 found,
additionally, that most recent migrants interviewed in colonization projects had
previously resided in several states before coming to Rondonia. Even t:hough a
majority of the settlers proceeded from Parana ar Mato Grosso, moreover, very
few had actually been bom in these two states, 31
In terms o f previous
occupations, in turn, the majority had been small landholders, sharecroppers,
~enant farmers ar rural wage laborers.
~.73
INCRA data on plotholders in official colonization projeccs.
furthermore, reveal that migrants' previous agricultural experience generally
included the cultivation of some perennial crops, particularly coffee. However,
few settlers had made use of rural creditar had marketed their output through
formal channels before coming to Rondonia. 39 Overall therefore, it would appear
that many migrants to the Territory during the 1970's came from market-oriented,
albeit relatively low-income, agricultural backgrounds. Lack of experience with
rural credit, marketing and cooperatives, however, suggested the need for strong
extension services, which would also have to be sufficiently flexible to take
the significanc differences in agricultural experience among migrants into
accoune.
3. 74
Available data likewise suggest, finally, that, while inicial
settlers tended to come mainly from rural areas, an increasing proportion of
all migrants to Rondonia in the late 1970's had non-agricultural backgrounds.
SIMI data, for instance, reveal that 44% of all migrants entering the Territory
during the first quarter of 1979, in fact, e.ame from towns and c.ities.
As
discussed later in this report, the participation of urban migrants increased
to an even greater extent in the early 1980' s in response to t:he growing
difficulties faced by the Brazilian urban-industrial economy during this period.
F. Conçlusion
3. 75
The ex-post review of the main physical features, historical
settlement pateerns and demographic and socio-economic characteristics of the
Northwest region ae the time POLONOROESTE was prepared reveals several aspects
·..rhich inherently limited its future prospeces for suseainable agricultc1ral
development and the large-scale absorption of rural migrants. Even chougi-c che
35

A. T. Calvante, Formacoes Neo-capitalistas no Movimento de Ocupac:~: da
Amazonía: Colonizacao Agrícola em Rondonia 1970-1980, Master's thesís, Inst:i=uco
de Ciencias Humanas, Departamento de Economia, Universidade de Brasília, 1980.
Jf

Yorld Bank, Brazil: Integrated Development •.• , op. cit., pp. 17-18.
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region's terrain, climate, vegetation and soils were considered by many
observers, including many within the Bank ítself, at the time the program was
appraised to be comparatively favorable to plant growth and, thus, :o
agricultural production, subsequent events were co demonstrate that this view
had been overly optimistic. Not only was pedological information comparatively
sketchy but, more importantly, assessments of the region's productive potencial
failed to take the concrete circumstances under which agricultural ac c í.v í.cy
would be carried out fully ínto account.
3.76
Initial Bank and Borrower assumptions as to the extent to which the
distance factor would affect the ability of small-farmers to adopt adequate
cultivation practices, including the use of fertilizers and other agro-chemicals
that had to be brought in from outside the region, also subsequencly proved to
be í.nco rzec t , as did those regarding the level of natural soil fertili ty
required for the Norchwest to compete successfully with areas located muc h
closer to domescic and externai markets
Such difficulties,
n effect,
transformed so í.Ls of "good" or "moderat:e" nat:ural potent:ial, where they existed,
into "poor" or "marginal" soils.
í

3. 77
on another plane, the pre~POLONOROESTE characteristics of rural
settlement in Rondonia and Mato Grosso, for different reasons, would later also
constitute an obstacle to the smooth absorption both of residents already in the
region and new migrants alike. At the time the program was prepared, the Mato
Grosso portion of the Nort:hwest region had already been largely occupied by
large ranchers and was itself expelling increasing numbers of rural migrants,
many of whom were going to Rondonia.
Previous government interventions and
policies in this part of the region, _moreover, had, for the most part, favored
large-scale private colonization and cattle raising interests, while small
farmers were frequently relegated to interstitial areas.

r>
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3.78
In Rondonia, in tum, even though official attention had largely · but by no means exclusively -- favored smaller producers and agricultural
colonists, the land occupation situation was already chaotic prior to
POLONOROESTE.
Indeed, as will be further described in the next chapter, this
provided one of the principal justifications inside the Bank for supporting the
program. As later chapters of this report will aetempt to demonstrate, however,
instead of improving the situation, POLONOROESTE' s combination of major new road
invescments and continued effort.s to encourage rural settlement wauld only
further aggravate it.
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IV. THE NORTHWEST REGION DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
A. Introduction
The Northwest Region Development Program, ar POLONOROESTE, was an
extremely complex, ambitious and admittedly risky undertaking that represenced
the Bank's first attempt to support agricultural development ín the vast Amazon
region ín a significant way. By combining interventions in a number of different
sectors (road transport, agriculture/rural development, public health), together
with environmental and Amerindian protection components, in an area of rapid
frontier settlement, this was truly a pioneering venture both for che Brazilian
Government and the Bank. Before turning to its implementation performance and
results, however, this and the following chapear will describe the program and
its principal component projects in some detail.
4.01

The present chapter, more specifically, will explore the origins of
POLONOROESTE and the Bank's role ín its identification and preparacion, as well
as the program' s general strategy, its institutional arrangements and
ts
perceived benefits and risks at the time of appraisal.
The origins o f its
Amerindian component and the related genesis of the Bank' s tribal peoples p o Lí cy
will also be briefly deacz í.bed . Chapter V, in tum, will present a more det:ailed
description of the various projects that comprised the larger program. ln view
of POLONOROESTE's subsequent implementation problems and the adverse human and
environmental impacts frequently associated with it, an attempt will be made
throughout this discussion to highlight the basic ex•ante perceptions and
assUJ11ptions underlying both the general public sector intervention strategy in
the Northwest region and the rationale for the Bank' s involvement in the program.
4.02

í

B. Origins of POLONOROESTE

L

4. 03
A large·scale, multi-dimensional and multi· institutional prograrn such
as POLONOROESTE can not be understood without considering the historical context
that prevailed at ~he time of its inception. What brought the project into
being? Who were the principal actors involved and what were their motivating
interests? How were such interests translated into objectives, subprograms and
activities? How realistic were these original objectives and goals? To answer
such questions, it is necessary to look both at the formal plans, reports and
events connected with the undertaking and to situate them in their concrete macro
and micro historical contexts.

1. Local Considerations
Yithin the Territory of Rondonia and the northwestern part of Mato
Grosso, the demand for improved roads and increasedelectric energy, agricultural
research, extensíon, credit, warehouses, schools, health centers, recreational

4.04

This section is largely based on George Martine, "A Economia Política da
Fronteira Recente," paper presenced to an international seminar·on Amazonia and
the Environment at the University of Ca.xnpinas, Sao Paulo, in October 1989.
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and other facilities was growing rapidly in the late 1970's as a result of the
demographic growth described in the previous chapter. Pavement of the CuiabaPorto Velho highway, which would have heralded a new era for the region, had,
in fact, been initiated by the Army in 1976, but was later abandoned dueto a
lack of funds.
Nevertheless, thousands of poor and/or adventurous migrants
continued to stream into the region, particularly Rondonia, seeking access to
cheap fertile land and productive employment.
4.05
The fact that che Government's most significanc effort to promoce
small-farmer colonization during the 1970's had been undertaken precisely in
Rondonia helped to fuel the expectations of the resident and migrant populations
alike as to the future activities of federal agencies in the region.
Independently of the relative success of such endeavors, increasing governmenc
intervention during the decade brought growing direct and indirect transfers of
public resources to the Northwest. While on a visit to Porto Velho in May of
1979, moreover, the recencly inaugurated President, General J oao Figueiredo.
publicly promised to recanstruct and pave the BR-364 highway. Various interests
of an economic and political nature outside the region, in tum, merged with the
understandable enthusiasm of the local population in support of the r o ad
improvement project which was soon identified by the federal governmenc as a
national priority.
2. Extra-local Economic and Political Factors

,rr=.

4.06
In addition to growing local needs and aspirations, the gestation
and formulation of what was later to become POLONOROESTE appears to have resulted
from the convergence of several extra-local factors, not the least of which was
the Bank's own decision to become involved in the program which will be reviewed
in the following sections.
Within Brazil, several extra-regional influences
contributed to the emergence of the program.
First, the development strategy
of the newly-installed Figueiredo administration placed considerable emphasis
on the expansion of agricultural production and, dueto the increasing balance
of payments problems briefly described · in Chapter II, on the expansion of
agricultural exports in particular.
The in-coming federal governmenc,
furthermore, viewed the northwestern frontier as a potentially important source
of future agricultural output both for external markets and domestic consumption.
In this connection, pavement of the 1,500 kilometer BR-364 highway was-seen as
the necessary precondítion for effective exploitation of the agricultural
possibilities of the region which was reported to have fertile soils, at least
in Amazonian terms.
·
4. 07
Geopoli tical considerations, tneanwhile, continued to provide the
underlying framework within which the on-going development ._of Amazorrí a was
conceived by the military government. 2 The strategic occupation of the region
had been intensely pursued by the previous Mediei (1969-74) and Geisel (197479) administrations through a variety of measures including large-scale
raadbuilding, small-farm.er colonization, the promocion of agro-ranching and agro2

See, for example, the discussion on the Mediei administration's policy
for Amazonia in Thomas E. Skidmore, The Politics of Military Rule in Brazil.
1964·85, Oxford University Press, New York, 1988, pp. 144-49.
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mineral "growt:h poles" and the concession of fiscal. credit and ocher Lnc enc í.ve s
to large business enter'l)rises, even though the results of these interventions
were, for the most part, considerably less impressive than initially anticipa-ced.
The sparse sett:lement of Brazil' s extensive border areas with its neighbors
immediately to the north and west also constituted an enduring preoccupacion.
On the domestic fron-c, in tum, massive migratory streams pravokeo
by agricultural modernization ~
land speculation in older areas of settlemenc
in souch-c.entrra L Brazil, also briefly described in Chapter II, were an Lnc r aas í.ng
source of concern among federal policy makers during the 1970's. Urban growth
was occurring rapidly, particularly in the peripheries of the largest cities,
and the potential dangers of huge poverty belts in the principal me,tropolitan
areas and other state capitals were a growing preoccupation from the standpoint
of political stability. j Government attempts to implement internal migration
and national urbanization policies in arder to curb such problems, however, had
either proven unsuccessful or were just: get:ting underway (and were later to prove
4
largely unsuccessful).
Cont:inuing occupation of the land frontier, on the
other hand, as in earlier decades, appeared to provide an outlet for at leasc
some of these pressures.
4.08

~ithin the new Figueiredo Government, furthermore, the appointmenc
of several key Ministers who had been prominent in the earlier growch-orienteà
Mediei period served to revitalize the strategy of developing large public works
as a shortcut to transforming the country into a major power. 5 Having fallen
4.09

3

0n t:he politics of urban poverty in Brazil and in less developed
countries more generally, see, Janice E. Perlman, The Myt:h of Marginality:
Favelas and Polit:ics in Rio de Janeiro, University of California Press, Berkeley
and Los Angeles, 1977, and Joan M. Nelson, Access to Power: Politics and the
Urban Poor in Developing Nations, Princeton University Press, Princeton, 1979.
• The Ministry of the Interior attempted to define a national internal
migration policy during the mid-1970's, but little came out of this in terms of
concrete interventions. A national urbanization policy was delineated at roughly
the same time (see, for example. Jorge G. Francisconi and Maria A. de Souza,
Política Nacional de Desenvolvimento Urbano - Estudos e Proposicoes Alternativas'
IPEA, Estudos de Planejamento No. 15, Brasília, 1976) - which emphasized
"containing" the growth of the largest metropolitan areas:and supporting that
of secondary cities.
This policy was explicitly reflected·in the second and
third National Development Plans (II and III PNDs) for the 1975-79 and 1980-85
periods, respectively, as well as in the escablisbmenc of a national inte:i:mediate
cities program in 1976, which was subsequently suppcfrted by the Bank through the
Medium-Sized Cities Project
(Loan 1720-BR, approved in June 1979).
See OED
Report No. 8302, dated December 29, 1989, for further details.
5

In particular, the appointments of Delfim Neto, first as Minister of
Agriculture, then five months later as Minister of Planning, Maria Andreazza as
Minister of the Interior and Elizeu Rezende as Minister of Transport helped
rekindle the "Brasil Grande" ethos and its priority attention to the construction
of large-scale transport and other physical tnfrastructure. Under the earlier
Costa e Silva and Mediei administrations (1967-74). Delfim Neto had been Minister
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out of the limelight during the Geisel administration, these officials were once
again in a position to pursue a national - - and regional - - economic growth
strategy that gave a privileged role to large-scale construction activities.
!t has even been speculated by some observers that their continuing contacts wich
the highly influential large private cons cruc t í.on companies chat had implemented
?resident Medici's infrastruccure programs may have been instrumental in cheir
~eturn to office. 6
-.. .10
Another fac cor scrongly affeccing the fucure of the Northwest regíor:
~as the appoint:ment of Colonel Jorge Teixeira as Governor of Rondonia.
As a
personal friend and direct collaborator of the new Interior Minister and
previously the appointed Mayor of Manaus, Colonel Teixeira had a reputation both
for carrying out important physical works and undertaking politically sensitíve
assignments.
In this latter connection, it is generally acknowledged t.ha c
Governar Teixeira was given the mission of transforming the Territory of Rondonia
~nto a state, which, in fact, occurred shortly after the Bank's initial loans
for POLONOROESTE were approved, and guaranteeing the allegiance of i~s
subsequently elected federal representatives to the military-controlled, ruling
?olitical party. 7 Colonel Teixeira's nomination, accordingly, both reinforced
~he civil engineering approach to development and formed an integral part of the
military's longer-term redemocratization strategy for the country, initiaced
under President Geisel and accelerated under President Figueiredo. '

4.11
In short, the interest of the Figueiredo government in the Northwest
region centered on reconstruction and pavement: of the Cuiaba-Porto Velho highway.
This, in tum, appears to have been a response to the convergence of the
interests of a rapidly growing local population, which felt largely cut off from

r:

of Finance, Maria Andreazza, Minister of Transport, and Elizeu Rezende, Direccor
of the powerful National Highway Department (DNER). These officials were largely
responsible for the Transamazon and Cuiaba-Santarem highways under the National
Integration Program (PIN) described in Chapter II, as well as other major
transport projects including the monumental Rio-Niteroi bridge.
6

0n the ties of Minister Andreazza, in particular, to the large domestic
construction companies, see Skidmore, op. cit., pg. 211.
7

The essential strategy appears to have been to substantially improve
Rondonia's pbysical infrastructure and increase its population, tbereby
justifying its ascendancy to statehood. This new status, in tum, would provide
an additional quota of Senators and federal deputies who would form part of the
next electoral college under Brazil' s then prevailing system of indirect:
presidencial elections.
That Minis ter Andreazza himself had presidential
aspirations, and was, in fact, later an unsuccessful candidate for the governing
party's presidential nomination (see Skidmore, op. cit., pg. 246), undoubtedly
lent additional impulse to this strategy.
8

For discussions of this process, see Skidmore, op. cit., Chapters VI and
VII, and Alfred Stepan (ed.),
Democratizing Brazil: Problems of Transition and
Consolidation, Oxford University Press, New York, 1989, particularly Pares I and
II.
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the rest of Brazil, and strong economic and political forces oucside che region,
reinforced by the military's persiscing geopolitical concern with occupacion
and integration of the Amazonian frontier and i ts parallel absorption of "excess"
rural population from other pares af the councry.
Faced with a deteriorating
macroeconomic situation, however,. the new adminiscration lacked the financial
resources required to rapidly implemenc such a large-scale undertaking. This
is_ ~hat appears to have motivated its decision to seek external assistance for
the project.
C. Early Bank Involvement
4.12
The first discussions between the Brazilian Government and the world
Bank in relation to the development of the Northwest region took place shortly
after President Figueiredo promised co build an all-weather road from Porto Velho
to the Genter-South. In meetings held in late May 1979 with the new Minister
of Transport and the in-coming President of the national transport planning
agency, GE!POT, Bank officials were presentedwith a request to finance cwo major
highway projects.
Of these, reconstruction and pavement of the Cuiaba-Porto
Velho ~oad was identified as the main priority.
4. 13
Early meetings in June and July 1979, however, revealed sharply
diverging views between the Bank and Brazilian auchoricies as to the main focus
of a~y future joint effort in the Northwest.
Throughout these discussions,
pavement of the BR-364 remained the focal point of tbe Government's interest,
while the Bank replied tbat paving highways per se was inconsistent with its
broader development and poverty alleviation mandates.
The Government
counterargued that, in order to get a sluggish economy moving again, it had
decided to place heavy em:phasis on reactivation of the primary sector, including
continued expansion of the agricultural frontier, which, in tum, required more
efficient road.transportation.
It was likewise argued that, by considerably
shortening the journey between Porto Velho and Cuiaba, especially during the
long rainy season, pavement of the road would contribute co a savings in gasoline
and diesel fuel consumption and, thus, Ln increasingly expensive petroleum
imports, thereby having a direct and favorable balance of payments impact.
4.14
Out of these initial discussions, as further described below, a more
encompassing project concept eventually evolved.
At this juncture, however,
serendipity also played a role in the genesis of POLONOROESTE. One of the main
actors on the Bank side had, with the assístance of a graduate student who
subsequently joined the Bank, just concluded field research on development
9
prospects in Amazonia during a recently completed sabbatical leave.
ln the
process of carrying out this work, the two researchers visited Rondonia, together
with other pares of the region, and became directly acquainted with a number of
the agencies and individuals involved in the Territory's development.

See Skillings and Tcheyan, op. cit.
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4.15
Having a Lso analyzed earlier colonization experíences in Amazonía, !~
they concluded that, through careful planning, the errors that had plagued pasc
directed settlement schemes could be avoíded and that small-farmer settlemenc
was a feasible alternative in selected sub-areas. Convinced that the region in
general and Rondonia in particular possessed considerable long- term growth
potential, but: also concerned about; the chaotic nature of the Territory' s
settlement process to date, these observers later became key figures in opiníon
formation and decision making in relation to POLONOROESTE within the Bank. r~
short, even though their preoccupation with the plight of existing sectlers and
would-be colonists in Rondonia was considerable, these analysts, nonetheless,
felt that future development prospects in the area were bright, as the following
statement drawn directly from their research report clearly suggests:
In ... the Territory of Rondonia, land settlement was
p rcc e ed.í.ng spontaneously and at a rapid pace in a manner
that the government had not expect:ed and was not
prepared to cope with .... The situat:ion was confused;
t:here were serious land conflicts and hardships
experienced by landless migrants created a serious
problem. Gradually these problems are being resolved.
By the end of 1978 ... a promising beginning had been made
in creating a stable lower middle class community of
small landowning farmers .... Although no miracle solution
to the overpopulation of the Northeast can be found in
the Amazon, genuinely attractive opportunities for
sDla.11-scale settlement exist and can be successfully
realized if the lessons of past experience ara
incorporated into new projects. 1

,,

4. 16
La ter in the paper, the authors suggest specific ways in which
future Amazonian colonization projects could avoid past errors, observing inter
alia chat: (i) such schemes have the greatest chances for success when they are
located on fertile soils and migrants are spontaneous rather than recruited;
( Lí.) economically productive farming systems, as opposed to slash-and-burn
agriculture, should be fomented; (iii) projects should be laid out carefully so
as to minimiza the need for infrastructure; (iv) some areas of good soil should
be kept as biological reserves; (v) land-titling procedures should be effective
and prompt; and, (vi) project organization should be coordinated by a single
agency, while trained administrative and technical staff should be paid adequa te
12
salaries.
Thus, prior to its direct involvement in the occupation of the
Northwest through POLONOROESTE, key staff in the Bank's Brazil Division were

•

r>

10

Particularly the Bank-supported Alto Turi Land Settlement: Project in
Maranhao (Loan 0853-BR, approved in July 1972) and INCRA's Ouro Preto
colonization project in Rondonia. See Nils Tcheyan, "A Comparativa Study of the
Administration of two Amazon Colonization Projects: Alto Turi and Ouro Preto,"
mimeo, October 15, 1979,
11

Skillings and Tcheyan, op. cit., pp. 72-73.

12

Ibid., pp. 80-83.
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familiar with the earlier Amazonian colonization experience and were optimistic
about its longer-run social and economíc feasibility in Rondonia.
4.17
As noted above, however, when the Government first approached the
Bank in the hope of obtaíning funding for pavement of the BR-364 highway, it was
informed that the latter's lending objective for the Brazilian transport sector
was to channel resources to road maintenance and rehabilitation, rather than to
finance new construction. The subsequent decision to overlook this principle
can be taken as further evidence of converging interests by different parties.
including the Bank, in the undertaking. The Bank's eventual decision to remove
this objection appears to have turned precisely upon placement of the highway
proj ect in the context of a broader regional development program for the
Northwest. u In all likelihood, moreover, one of the principal factors leading
to this convergence of interests was the Bank's desire to step up its lending
to Brazil at a time when it was facing increasing balance of paymencs
difficulties and when the conr.inued flow of Bank resources was considered
essencial to maintain the confidence of other international lenders in the
country's medium and long-run development prospects. 14
4.18
Ultimately, the multiple local and extraregional incerests in
support af roadbuilding described above, together with the political desire for
Rondonia's em.ancipation, the interest of key Bank staff members in supporting
regional development and agricultural colonization in the Northwest 15 and the
Bank's institutional motivation to increase its lending to Brazil, appear to
13

A meeting at the level of the Senior Vice President for Operations in
July 1980, as reported in an internal memorandwn dated August 7, 1980, at first
confirmed the initial position that the Bank should not finance the proposed
proj ect "beca.use highway construction did not conform to the Bank' s major lending
objectives in Brazil, name Ly insticution building, poverty alleviation and easing
of foreign exchange constraints." However, after representatives of the Brazil
Division argued that improvement of the highway was part: of an "int:egrated p Lan
for developmenc which was to include rural settlement and feeder roads coraponencs
and that Bank participation gave it a greacer rale in the design and
implementation of Dleasures to be taken to ensure environmental and Indian
protection," it was decided that the highway constructian project could be
supported, but only if it were "part of an acceptable regional development
program whose outstanding issues (agriculture, environment, Indians, etc.) were
properly appraised." (Emphasis OED)
14

Very similar considerations appear to have underláid •the Brazilian
Government's request, at roughly the same time, for Bank financing of, and the
latter's subsequent decision to support:, the massive Carajas Iron Ore Project
in Eastern Amazonia (Loan 2193-BR, approved Augusc 1982).
15

As will be further discussed below and detailed in the next chapter, the
comparatively high concentration of low-income "small" farmers in Amazonian
terms (ie. possessing less than 200 ha) in Rondonia and parts of northwestern
Mato Grosso also provided a concrete opportunity for the Bank to extend the
poverty-oriented integrated rural development approach already being applied
elsewhere in Brazil to the Northwest frontier.
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have coalesced to produce POLONOROESTE.
ln retrospect, the attempt to weld
disparate subareas in Mato Grosso and Rondonía, having -- as indícated in the
prevíous chapter -- highly diversified settlement histories, social structures
and problems, ínto a single "regional developmenc" program appears somewhat
incongruous. This decision, however, becomes more comprehensible when viewed
in light of the fact that, from the outset, the Brazilían Government's primary
interest was in improving t:he road that was expected to better unice these
subareas, while the Bank sought to transforma single sector investment project
into a more "integrated" regíon-wide developmenc program, despite the possible
difficulties involved. These distinct priorities on the pare of the Borrower
and the Bank also help to explain the significant differences in the subsequent
implementation performance and results of the program's transport versus its
other components, as will be illustrated later ín this repare.
D. Proposed Regional Development Strate~y
1. Toward an "!ntegrated" Multi-sectoral Approach
4 .19
Early Bank míssions correctly reasoned that:, in the absence oi:
adequate measures in ~erms of land use, colonization, agrícultural production
and technology, rural extension, commercialization, agro-industrial processing,
warehousing and the social and ecological aspect:s of regional development:,
pavement of the BR-364 road would only exacerbate the problems -that had already
emerged in the Northwest, and particularly in Rondonia, as a result of the
substantial and largely uncontrolled flow of migrants to the area during the
16
1970' s.
Consequently, the Bank proposed that improvement of the Cuiaba-Porto
Velho highway be placed in the context of a broader multi-sector development
program for northwestern Mato Grosso and Rondonia. According to one early Bank
mission report: in connection with the program, the Brazilian Goverrunent "appears
to have accepted the idea of an integrated approach" to regional development:
based on pavemenc of BR-364, the construction of feeder roads and the provision
of land titling, agricultural support and other services to farmers located in
the area of influence of the road. 17
4.20
The initial praject brief for the "Northwest Development Project:,"
in tum, stated even more emphatically that "the Government accepted t:he
integrated approach suggested by the Bank and it was decided to distinguish

-

16

Yorld Bank, Project Brief for the Brazil Northwest Development Project
I, Cuiaba•Porto Velho Highway, October 12, 1979, pg. 3 (emphasís OED).
17

Report on a "Reconnaissance Mission" for the Mato Grosso and Rondonia
Rural Development Projects, dated July 24, 1979 (emphasis OED). This report also
alerted that "the Government is preparing a preliminary plan for the integrated
development of the Northwest region .... The designs for the improvement and
construction of the new BR-364 appear to be well advanced and it is likely that
this aspect of the program would be ready for appraisal before the others. It
is recommended that Bank participation ín the construct:ion and improvement of
the new BR-364 be conditioned on assurances from the Government that the feeder
roads and agricultural development programs would be ready for implementation
wíthin a reasonably short period of time."·
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three specific components: (i) the reconstruction and paving of che CuíabaPorto Velho highway; (ii) the implementation of an integrated rural development
program to assist in the agricultural/ru:ral development of the region; arid ,
( iii) the construction and provision of a feeder road network to connecc
agricultural development areas to the main trunk highway." 18 The firsn t•,;o
components were to be supported by direct Bank loans for the program and the
third through an exísting Bank-assisted feeder roads project under the
responsibility of the National Economíc Development Bank (BNDE) anà DNER. The
rural development component, more specífically, would be defined largely on the
basis of evolving Bank/FAO experience elsewhere in Brazil. 1~ 20
4.21
Differences of opinion, however, soon arose within the Bank between
"developmentalists" and "environmentalist:s."
This wauld be the first Banksupported undertaking to actively promote frontier occupation in an Amazonian
setting and some Bank staff members were wary about funding a major highway
construction project in a largely unknown, but ecologically sensitive, area.
While the former group saw this as a unique opportunity to generate a model of
growth for tropical frontier areas, the latter emphasized the potencial dangers
associated with implementation of the proposed project in terms of ecological
preservation and Amerindian welfare.
Toe possibility of introàucing cruly
sustainable agricultural production in much of the region, given its distance
from Brazil's principal ports and domestic consumer markets and prevailing soil
conditians, was also questioned.
Staff environmental officers, in particular,
argued in favor of pursuing innovative measures in the management
and
utilization af the area's forest resources andwarned of the ecological problems
and adverse impacts on tribal populations which were likely to occur as a result

19

Project brief, op. cit:., emphasis OED.

l9

The integrated rural development (ie. small-farmer orienced, multisector, area develapment) approach was already being followed in a number of
Bank-supported projects in Brazil, primarily in the Northeast.
Prior to the
preparation of POLONOROESTE, more specifically, such operations (and their Board
approval dates) included the aforementioned Alto Turi Land Settlement Project
(Loan 0853-BR, July 1972) and the Lower Sao Francisco Polders Project (Loan 1153BR, June 1975), togetherwith integrated rural development projects inRio Grande
do Norte (Loan 1195-BR, December 1975), Minas Gerais (Loan 1362-BR, January
1977), Ceara (Loan 1488-BR, September 1977), Paraíba (Loan 1537-BR, March 1978),
Bahia (Loan 1589-BR, June 1978), Sergipe (Loan 1714, May 1979) and Pernambuco
(Loan 1728-BR, June 1979), as well as the Second Lower Sao Francisco Irrigation
Project (Loan 1729-BR, June 1979).

°

2

For a general assessment of the Bank's experience with integrated rural
development, see OEO, Rural Development: Yorld Bank Experience, 1965-86,
~ashington, 1988. A more detailed follow-up study on the experíence with rural
development in Northeast Brazil is presently in an advanced stage of elaboration

by OED.
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of the accelerated occupation likely to be provoked by pavement of the BR-364
road. 11

.-

4.22
The limited concern of the federal government with environmental
questions in the late 1970' s, however, especially when compared wi th the
intensity of its interest in the roadbuilding project and the seriousness of the
socio-economic problems faced by the population already residing in Rondonia,
provided the Bank's at that time very small and over-extended envirorunental
staff with few and comparatively uninfluential official im:erlocutors in Brazil. z z
As a result, environmental concerns effectively became a secondary consideration
in program preparation as highway engineers and agricultural specialists assumed
the principal role in shaping the new operation, both in Brazil and the Bank.
In response to persisting concerns within the Bank that pavement of the BR-364
could provoke major environmental degradation and resulc in other serious
?roblems, a frequent response was that the Brazilian Government would proceeâ
with its highway developmenc plans wich or withouc the 3ank's participacion and
that the latter shauld, therefore, use its leverage by participating in the
effart to promete Amerindian and ecological protection measures in the contexc
of a larger regional development program. 23
21

These observations were elaborated most tharoughly in a background
document for the "environmental is sues and policy" chap t.e r of the repare
(discussed below) later published by the Bank as Brazil: Integrated Development
of the Northwest Frontier, op. cit. Tilis background report, which to OED's
knowledge exists only in draft form, was daced March 3, 1980 and encitled
"Brazil: Northwest Region Economic Review - Environmencal Aspects." It covered
such tapics as forest potencial, land use criteria, energy relations and human
ecology.
Among other recommendatians, the repare suggested that specialized
environmental and Amerindian consultants should participace in all future Bank
missions directly concerned with program preparation.
22

The government agencies primarily concerned with environmental and
Amerindian protection were the relatively weak Special Secretariat for the
Environment (SEMA) and FUNAI, respectively, both of which were linked to the
Ministry of the Interior, as was the regional development agency, SUDECO, later
designated by the federal government as the entity responsible for coardination
of program preparation.
Tile similarly weak Brazilian Institute of Forestry
Development (IBDF), attached to the Ministry of Agriculture, in tum, was
responsible for the management of forest resources.
r-

23

The questionas to whether or not the Brazilian Government would have
paved the BR-364 highway in the absence of the Bank's participation continues
to generate considerable debate both in the Bank and Brazil and is probably
unanswerable since the two main Brazilian decision makers involved (Minister
Andreazza and Governar Teixeira) have both subsequently died. Many observers
argue, however, that the Bank's role was essencial, both in terms of providing
necessary financial resources and, perhaps, even more importantly, in
legitimizing on•going government efforts to promote agricultural settlement in
the Northwest region. In any event, given the financial problems confronced by
the country at the time Bank support for POLONOROESTE was approved, it is highly
likely that, even if the Goverrunent had decided togo ahead with pavement of the
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2. Program Preparation and the Norch~esc Region Survev
4.23
Other t:han basic information and engineering plans for the rerouting
and pavement of the BR·364 highway, few studies were available ac the time of
the inicial discussions bet:ween the Brazilian Government and the Bank concerning
development of the Northwest. To prepare the àetailed studies required for Bank
appraisal of the proposed intervent:ions, a "Northwest W'orking Graup," composed
of represencatives of the M.inist:ries of Interior, Planning, Transpor e and
Agriculture and coordinated by the regional development agency for the CenterWest, SUDECO, was formally est:ablished on August 13, 1979. 24
The proposed
investment program. elaborated by this group was first reviewed by a mult:idisciplinary "regional survey" mission sent by the Bank. to the Northwest in
23
October-November 1979.
The results of this survey were published some t:-..10
years later under the title Brazil: Integrated Development of the Northwest
Frontier, although an unpublished versian of the report was distributed
internally within the Bank in December 1980. 25
4.24
This scudy represented a noteworthy response by the Bank to its own
admitted comparative unfamiliarity with Amazonia in general and the Northwest
region in particular. The mission repare, as eventually published, subscribed
to the view that a substancial portion of the Northwest, unlike most other pares
of Amazonia, 2~ossessed climatic conditions and' soils that were suitable for
agriculture.
Ic acknowledged, nevertheless, that the extent and types of
road in the absence of Bank funding, implementation of the project would have
proceeded considerably more slowly, thereby probably also considerably slowing
migration and giving the region additional time to undert:ake detailed soil
studies and st:rengthen its incipient institutional base, especially that required
for environmental protection, which, at least: in theory, would have better
prepared it to orient and control future settlement.
24

Despite SUDECO's nominal coordination function, the comparatively much
stronger sectoral agencies subordinated to the Ministries of Transport (DNER)
and Agriculture (INCRA), as "Well as the subnacional governments in Rondonia
(initially the Ministlry' af the Interior itself) and Mato Grosso, in fact, played
the most important roles both in progra.Jll f ormulation and i ts subsequent:
execution.
u This mission, which was led by a Bank economist from the Brazil Dlvision
who had previously researched and published extensively on Amazonian development,
was compoaad of Bank and FAO staff agronomists, a Bank ecologist and Bank
agricultural and transpart economists, together with consultants in the areas
of agronomy, tree crops, agricultural settlemenc and regional planning.
26

Report No. 3042a-BR, "The Integrated Development of Brazil' s Northwest
Frontier," dated December 23, 1980.
27

This position, however, was, by no means universal. The draft report
prepared by the Bank staff ecologist who participated in the survey míssion, for
example, affirms (pg. 2), in reference to the Northwest, that; ~(clearcutting
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soils present in the region were not fully known, particularly in those areas
that were not yet occupied, but that detailed land use capability surveys were
being undertaken and would be utilized to determine the appropriateness of these
areas for proposed future settlement projects. The question of soil quality in
Rondonia, however, persisted as a major source of disagreement among Bank
agricultural and environmental specialists and consultants throughout the perice.
when POLONOROESTE was under preparation. 28
4.25
The survey report similarly observed that INCRA had been unable co
accommodate the increasing flow of mígrants entering Rondonia during the 1970's
and that a sense of insecurity and isolation pervaded much of the area.
It
noted, moreover, that those settlers who had not been absorbed in official
colonization projects·probably constituted the majority of total migrants to the
area and, in many cases, had simply established themselves as squatters on the
:ringes of official settlement areas or found cemporary employmenc on the farms
of those already settled or in the rapidly growing towns in the region.
I:-.
addition, it pointed out that difficultíes of physical access to markets were
resulting in high crop lesses among local farmers. In the Mato Grosso porcion
of the region, in tum, even though there were no federal colonization projects
and INCRA' s role had been essentially limited to land cenure regularization, che
tnission reported that good potential existed for small-farmer agricultural
development in older settlement areas north of Caceres. · However, as in
Rondonia, inadequate physical infrastructure and production support services
presented a significant constraint on future development possibilities.

r

4. 26
The regional survey mission also identified many of the major
ecological risks and other development challenges likely to be encountered in
attempting, simultaneously, to improve regional transport infrastructure and
racionalize agricultural settlement in the area.
Particular concern was
expressed as to the probable impact of induced economic development on the
natural environment and Amerindian communities. Aware that the humid tropical

r>.

of the forest] should be avoided ... because subsequent agricultural activities
are probably not sustainable on the poorer soils which constitute much of the
available part of the region. After approximately three harvests, practically
all non-tree forest replacement crops on all but the most fertile sites will fail
without continual use of inputs which ... may not prove to be financially justified
under prevailing accounting procedures." Elsewhere (pg. 22), moreover, the same
report observes that "most of the soils of the area to be seêtled are so
exceptionally infertiie that annual crops will fail as soon as the ash from the
burnt forest is gone." On the other hand, this report notes (pg. 23) that "most
of the ... region is suited to a wide array of tree crops."
11

The project files refer to opposing opinions by two consultant tropical
soil experts as to the possibilities of introducing sustainable agricultural
production and of obtaining significant increases in crop yields through the
introduction of fertilizers in the area given its ecological characteristics
and location. The files also suggest that the soil studies referred to inche
regional survey mission report were proceeding more slowly than originally
expected, leading one Bank agricultural advisor to conclude in July 1981 that
"the investigation of lands is presently inadequate to justify the program."

61
forest ecosystem i.s "am.ong che most ccmp Lex and fragile on earth" and nha c
deforestation "can have some very negative effects, including Le ach í.ng and.
erosion of the soil and, possibly, changes in the climate," more specifically,
the mission's report explicitly supporced the ecologists' preference for tree
c rops and forestry development rather than annual crops.
The report also
affirmed that this view was, "by and large shared by governmenc auchoricies" as
demonscrated by the recenc initiation of programs to promete coffee, cocoa anà
rubber production in various pares of the Northwest.
4.27
~ith respect to tribal populations, in curn, the repare indicaced.
that, even though the size of these communities was "not reliably known," there
were es timated to be as many as 8,000 Amerindians in the are a.
Toe report
noced, however, that ~che recent swell of migration
to the region has
intensified pressures on Indian lands and increased the cransmission of
diseases ... to which the indigenous population has li ttle or no immuni ty. "
I t:
was further observed that, even though Indian rights were procected "in
principle" under the Brazilian Constitution, due to insufficient staff and
financial resources, FUNAI had been unable to prevent invasion of Amerindian
lands or to provide adequate medical care when epidemies erupted in the region.
Finally, the report anticipated that, with continued development in the region,
future contacts between settlers and Indians would ºinevitably increase, thus
requiring FUNAI and the Brazilian Government more generally to greatly improve
their capacity to ameliorate the potential devastating effects of such contacts.
Given the sensitivity of the specific issues raised in the formulation of
POLONOROESTE' S Amerindian component, as well as its pivotal role in the
definition of Bank guidelines for the protection of tribal peoples in its
lending operations more generally, the origins of these measures will be
examined in further detail in the next section.
E. Origins of the Amerindian Special Project
1. The Situation Prior to POLONOROESTE

4.28
The indigenous population in the area of influence of the BR-364
highway is presently estimated at approximately 10,000, the largest groups being
the Pacaas Novos (1,260) and Uru-eu-wau-wau (700) in Rondonia and the Nambikwara
(1,110) and Pareci (720) in Mato Grosso. This figure includes all of the people
living as Amerindians on Indian reservations plus other groups considered by the
Brazilian Government as indigenous populations. This. total, however, does not
include Indian groups in southern and eastern Mato Grosso who are considered to
be outside the area of influence of the Cuiaba-Porto Velho road. Nor does it
include assimilated Indians who live intermingled with the general population
and no longer speak tribal languages or practice tribal customs.
4.29
The Amerindians of the Northwest are organized ata tribal level
with no political institutions above the village.
Thus, while cwo nearby
populations may be culturally and linguistically similar, they often still
regard themselves as separate peoples and common languages and customs do not
necessarily imply unity or the ability to cooperate. Traditionally, the Indians
of the Northwest subsisted by slash-and-burn agriculture, growing manice, corn,
beans and other crops. The main protein sources derived from huntíng, fishing
and gathering and some groups became involved in rubber tapping as a source of
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cash income. Many communities have adopted rice and other non-native crops that
were introduced over time as the result of contact with Brazilian rural society.
A few groups, moreover, harvest coffee, mostly from trees planted by nonIndians prior to the legalization of reserve boundaries. More recently, some
Amerindians have turned to the sale of handicrafts and occasional agricultural
wage labor.
4.30
Many of the tribal communities in the vicinity of the BR-364 highway
have been contacted only within the last decade or two and some have still noc
entered into permanent contact with Brazilian nacional society. Consequently,
a majority of the Indians of northern Mato Grosso, Rondonia and Acre speak
little orno Portuguese, possess neither literacy nor numeracy and have little
or no familiarity with Brazilian institutions.
Prior to contact with rural
settlers, moreover, Amerindian populations in the Northwest typically lived in
autonomous villages structured by kinship and ceremonial organizations.
Leadership was not strong, being usually vested in a headman who had t:he
29
confidence of the principal kinship group ar political fact.ion in the village.
4. 31
Toe largest communities, located generally along major streams,
probably contained no more than 500 people. More typically, tribal populatíons
lived in large thatched communal houses or malocas, with up to 100 persons in
a vil·lage. Their economy, with its dependence on extensive agriculture, hunt:ing
and gathering, made them highly itinerant. Villages were also often in a state
of belligerency with neighboring communities,·a face that further contributed
to frequent moves. As Brazilian settlers and rubber tappers pushed into their
territory, moreover, tnany Indian groups retreated into more isolated areas.
Even now, there are confirmed repores of uncontacted· Indians in pares of the
POLONOROESTE program region.

r>.

4.32
The Amerindians of the Northwest are biologically at risk to
diseases introduced through contact with Brazilian society, particularly
influenza, the common co Ld , measles, syphilis, gonorrhea, tuberculosis and
resistant strains of malaria.
During the 1970's, Indians in the area were
exposed to a much higher rate of disease as the result of increasing rural
settlement by migrants coming from the South.
Indian communities pracciced
medicine using herbs and other forms of therapy.
However, their traditional
practices were of limited effectiveness in dealing with introduced diseases.
4. 33
The influx of outsiders also brought disruption to Amerindian
subsistence systems.
Areas formerly hunted and fished by Indians were
progressively taken over by farmers, loggers and prospectors.
Roadbuilding,
forest clearing and other activities, in tum, frightened away game, while
placer mining (garimpa~em) polluted streams once abundant with fish.
In some
cases, settlers invaded fertile lands previously farmed by Amerindians. Acting
together, these disruptions to tribal subsistence systems had a negative impact
2'

.-.

For a recent description of social organization among one of the major
tribal populations affected by POLONOROESTE, see David Price, Before the
Bulldozer; The Nambiguara Indians and the World Bank, Seven Locks Press, Cabin
John, Maryland, 1989. For an earlier, now classic, study of the Nambikwara, see
Claude Levi-Strauss, Tristes Tropigues, Atheneum, New York, 1967, pp. 235-310.
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on diet and the synergistic effect of nut.ritional deficits
diseases led to increasing leveis of morbidity and mortality.

wit.h

introduced

4.34
The combination of disease, nut.ritional deficits and general social
stress also resulted in a precipit.ous decline in fertility. This is a common
occurrence among tribal peoples in South America although the precise biological
pathway is not well understood. At some point during the 1960's, in any event,
the birth rate among many Amerindian populations inche Northwest dropped to
near zero, even though they have rebounded more recently, in good measure in
response to interventions made in connection with POLONOROESTE, such that, at
present, the crude birth rate among many of the tribal populations in the region
ranges bet:ween 4% and 6% a year. This figure is considerably higher than chat
for the Brazilian population more generally.
4.35
These conditions are not unusual in the history of frontier
expansion in Brazil. A similar situation, for example, has also characterized
the process of frontier occupation in the area of influence of the Carajas Iron
30
Ore Project in Eastern Amazonia.
~at may be unusual in the present case,
however, is the rhythm of events.
The speed of migration and the somewhat
greater technological capacity of many of ·the migrants to the Northwest made
their presence more devastating than previous migration waves to the Amazon.
Tiie Amerindians in.the region, on the other hand, had little in their individual
ar collective backgrounds on which they could rely in confronting che rapidly
eJq>anding agricultural frontier. In short. tribal social, economic and medical
traditions were not well adapted to the increasingly close interactions with
Brazilian rural society and its institutions.

-

2. The Bank's Response
4. 36
When the Bank first began to consider possible financ·ing of the
pavement of the BR-364 highway, as indicated in the previous chapters, the
massive migratory flows to the Northwest had already begun.
Many migrants
pushed out of t:he southern states of Pa:tana and Rio Grande do Sul by the
expansion of mechanized agriculture carne to the Northwest, and to Rondonia ín
particular, attracted by the promise of plentíful.land and good soils. Later,
prospectors also began to flock to certain subareas in the region in search of
gold and cassiterite. During the l970's, furthermore, vast section.s of Rondonia
were surveyed and laid out by INCRA for in-coming agricultural colonists, while
squatters and placer míners invaded and occupied other. in many instances,
adjoining, areas.
As a result, pressure on tribal lands rapidly increased,
leading to occasional conflicts and the encroachment of areas such- as the Sete
de Setembro reserve in Rondonia.
4.37
Recognizing the urgency of this situation, the Bank insisted that
Amerindian protection be an explicit component of the POLONOROESTE Program. As
noted in para. 4.27 above, the Bank's October-November 1979 regional survey
mission clearly identified the probable adverse effect that the proposed
30

See, Yorld Bank, Operations Evaluatíon Department (OED), Envirorunental
Aspects and Conseguences of the Carajas Iron Ore Project, mimeo, March 1990,
especially Chapters V and VII.
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improvement of the Cuiaba-Porto Velho highway and the associated expansion of
rural developmenc activities was likely to have on Amerindian communities in the
region as one of the key issues to be resolved in connection with the
implementation of POLONOROESTE. 31 Despite inicial resistance by the Brazilian
Government, 32 moreover, consultant anthropologists were subsequently hired by
the Bank to evaluate FUNAI's proposals to protect and support regional
Amerindian populatíons and to identify the needs of specific tribal populations
including the Nambikwara. 33
4.38
The Nambikwara were expected to be particularly affected by
improvement of the BR-364 highway since this involved rerouting the former dirt
road that ran along the plateau to the east of the Guapore valley in northern
Mato Grosso through the center of this valley, which was the area traditionally
occupied by this group. Bank project files reveal thac the proposed "variant"
of the BR-364 road in close proximity to Nambikwara areas in the Guapore valley
generated considerable concern among and reaction from Indian rights groups boch
inside and outside Brazil 3~ and also led to heaced internal discussions within

31

,,,,..,

Prophetically, however, the report of this mission also observed that
"even the most imaginative program for protecting Amerindian interests in the
Northwest will be doomed to failure, if it is noc given strong support by the
highest levels of government.
Such support could be manifested in many ways
including the promotion of administrative reforms for FUNAI and the provision
of adequate and timely (Special Project] funding. Most of all, however, strong
political support would mean a firm commitmenc to enforcing the provisions of
the Indian Statute, even in the face of economic pressures to the contrary."
World Bank, Brazil: Integrated Development,,,, op. cit., para. 4.51.
31

r:

One early (March 1980) mission report observed, for example, that the
Government "has refused Bank collaborat:ion .on issues pertaining to the Amerindian
population of the area," while mention is also made in the project files of an
April 1980 telex from the (then) Internacional Affairs Secretariat (SUBIN) of
the Planning Ministry which "seems to want to restrict Bank hiring of consultants
concerning the protection of Amerindian interests in connection with the CuiabaPorto Velho highway project.d
See Price, op. cit., for details.
34

,i"""'

One letter, dated July 10, 1980, addressed to Bank President McNamara
from a group of pro-Indian organizations in Brazil, for instance, characterized
the proposed rerouting of the highway as "amounting to an intentional and
systematic act of genocida for which the Bank and the Brazilian Government should
be held responsible.d In response to this and similar letters, the Bank replied
that it had requested information from the Brazilian Government about measures
taken to protect the Indians and that this information would be "considered very
carefully in determining whether the Bank will help finance the highway proj ec c .
Copies of this letter, moreover, were senc to Ministries of Transport, Interior
and Planning, as well as to the President of FUNAI.
11
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the Bank.
Many of these discussions revolved around the question of FUNAI's
effective capacicy to provide adequace procection and support to the affecteà
tribal communi ties . 36
4.39
In response to these and related concerns, the Bank later required
the Brazilian Governmenc to take specific measures in relation to Amerindian
proteccion as preconditions for negociacion of the first three loans for
POLONOROESTE.
Among these conditions was that the Bank be sacisfied chat
adequate progress was being made with respect to t:he demarcacion of key
Amerindian areas in the_ Northwesc, that an additional mobile health unit be
established in the region to attend tribal populations and that the eviction of
illegal squatters in the Sete de Setembro reserve be substantially compleced
prior to negotiation of chese loans, 37 These conditions, however, appear to
have been only partially met prior to loan negotiations which took place in late
September 1981. 34
During negotiations, moreover, even though the Brazilian Government
agreed to formally recognize the need t o provide special supporc to tribal
populations in the Northwest, according to one Bank accounc of t:hese
discussions, it "strongly objected" to the inclusion of detailed covenants on

4.40
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The report of a special Bank mission to examine Amerindian quescions in
the Northwest, dated July 7, 1980,
for example, registered, among other
conclusions, that "FUNAI is too weak an organization for the Bank to work with
productively" and that "a deep division exists bet:ween the anthropologists and
the administrative staff at FUNAI over the presencly proposed route [with the
former believing] unanimously that such a route would mean the end of the
Nambikwara. "
36

is sues paper prepared in June 1980 specif ically addressed this
question, observing that "the 111onitoring of measures for protection of Indian
rights raises a particular problem. The past deficiencies of FUNAI are a macter
of acute cone em for certain segments of public opinion in Brazil. I t is evident
that in the best of circumstances FUNAI may not be able to completely avoid
infringement on Indian rights and may fall behind on some aspects of its agreed
work program. There is thus a risk that public opinion groups distrustful of
FUNAI could perceive such shortcomings as a dilution of earlier commitments and
may question the Bank's effectiveness in monitoring FUNAI's program."
An

37

These conditions were first specified in an internal memorandum dated
June 18, 1981 that accompanied distribution of the yellow cover Staff Appraisal
Report for the Agricultural Development and Environmental Protection Project.
3'

A July 30, 1981 memo províding an ~updat:e" on the progress made by the
Government in meeting these conditions indicates that FUNAI had been given a
special advance of 50 million cruzeiros to start its activities uncer
POLONOROESTE and that the eviction of squatters from Sete de Setembro had been
initiated in mid·July, but that demarcation of the reserve areas would be delayed
at least until October and that, rather than establishing a new mobile health
unit in Vilhena, FUNAI had proposed to strengthen existing units in Cuiaba and
Porto Velho.
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the protection of Amerindian populations in the corresponding Loan Agreements
due to the "po Lí.cí.ca.L sensitivity" surrounding the issue. li
As a result, the
wording of the Loan Agreemenc for the Northwest Agricultural Development and
Environmental Protection Project, which also covered the other Bank loans in
support of POLONOROESTE, was changed and more specific provisions were indicateà
in a "supplemental letter'! by the Borrower. 40 In addition, since the Governmenc
consídered it inappropriate for the Bank _to directly finance the program' s
tribal protection component, t:he two parties had previously agreed that t:he
Amerindian Special Project, which is described in further detail in the next
chapter, would be funded exclusively with domestic resources.

;---.

-

4.41
It should be observed, finally, that, at the time POLONOROESTE was
initially appraised (January-February 1981) and approved (December 1981), the
Bank did not yet possessa
declared policy with respect to the protection of
t:ribal populations.
A policy statement entitled "Tribal Peoples in BankFinanced Projects," in fact, ~as not included in the Bank s Operacional Manual
41
until February 1982.
The background work for this Operacional Manual
Statement (OMS), however, was carried out wíth the assistance of consultant
anthropologists in parallel to the Bank's assessment of POLONOROESTE's
Amerindian Special Project and was a concrete response to the Bank's lack of
explicit guidelines in this area at the time it was required to negotiate the
initial loans for the program with the Brazilian Government.
Among other
determinations, the resulting OMS requires that, whenever tribal populations are
affected by Bank-supported development projects, the design of such operatíons
1

r-.

u Internal memorandum, d.ated October 7, 1981, summarizing the minutes of
Bank negotiations with the Brazilian Government on the first three loans for the
POLONOROESTE Program.
This memorandum also observes that "the Brazilian
delegation strongly objected to the paragraph requiring them to employ experts
with suitable qualificat:ions to assist them in evaluations, [claiming} that these
experts are usually at; odds wi th the groups that they are supposed to be
assisting and that, therefore, the conditions should specify that FUNAI ought
to be strengthened and that experts could help in that strengthening process."
40

Pursuant to these negotiations, Section 4.05 of the Loan Agreement for
the Agricultural Development and Environmental Protectíon Project (Loan 2060BR), signed by the Brazilian Government on December 15, 1981, was thus worded
as fallows: "The Borrower and the Bank agree that the strengthening of the
measures to protect the indigenous Am.erindian population in the Program Areais
essential to the successful carrying out of the Project.
To this end, the
Borrower shall take all necessary measures to put into effect promptly the
Special Project for protecting the interests of the Am.erindians and the
Amerindian communities located in the Program Area."
41

r--

OMS No. 2.34. · This statement drew on background work whích was
published in May 1982 under the title, Tribal Peoples and Economic Developmenc:
Human Ecologic Consíderations. An initial unpublished version of this document,
however, was circulated internally within the Bank in July 1981.
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"should include measures or component:s necessary to safeguard their int:erests
and, wherever feasible, to enhance their well-being." 42

F. The POLONOROESTE Program
l .. Obiect:ives and Basic Intervention Strategy
4.42
The Bank, t.Jith the assistance o f the United Nations Food and
Agricultural Organization (FAO), fielded over thirty different identificacion,
preparation, pre-appraisal and appraisal missions between mid-1979 and late 1981
when the first loans for POLONOROESTE were formally approved.
The program.'s
primary objective was to promete the orderly human occupation and development
of the Northwest region through government support of productive activities and
the implantation of economic and social infrastructure.
According to the
Government decree (Exposicao de Motivos) which officially established the
program on May 27, 1981, POLONOROESTE's principal interventions were to include
six interrelated activities: (i) reconstruction and pavement of the BR-364; (ii)
construction and consolidation of the secondary and feeder roads necwork; (iii)
implantation and consolidation of agricultural settlement projects; (iv)
execution of land tenure regularization services; (v) support of agricultural,
forestry and agro-industrial activities and the provision of social services and
infrastructure to small rural communities; and, (vi) envirorunental proceccion
and the support of indigenous communities.
4.43
POLONOROESTE's anticipated investment budget for the 1981-85 period
totalled approximately US$ 1.1 billion. More than half of this amount, however,
was to be allocated to the transport sector, principally for improvement of the
Cuiaba-Porto Velho highway.
Funding for the program was expected to emanate
from the regular budgets of the executing agencies, allocations from PIN and
domestic and foreign loans (including one or more World Bank loans).
At che
time of POLONOROESTE's inception, moreover, it was affirmed that, even though
preparation of its components was still incomplete, the program's integraced
nature, its cancentration in an area with a rapidly growing rural labor force
and considerable agricultural potential and its explicit concern for the natural
enviromnent and the indigenous population represented a vast improvement over
previous roadbuilding programs in Amazonia in which such factors had generally
been absent.
4.44
The Bank's appraisal report for the Phase I Northwest Agricultural
Development and Environmental Protection Project (Loan 2060-BR) provides an
overview of the objectives, strategy and major components of the POLONOROESTE
Program, which this and subsequent Sank loans were intended to support. Since
this provides the general context for the individual Bank-supported operations
42

OMS No. 2.34, para. 4. For purposes of this statement, tribal peoples
are defined (para. 2) as "ethnic groups typically with st:able, low-energy,
sustained-yield economic systems, as exemplified by hunter-gat:herers, shifting
or semipermanent farmers, herders or fishermen." One of the first, if not the
first, concrete applications of this policy was in connection with another large
operation in Brazil, the Carajas Iron Ore Project (see OED, Envirorunental
Aspects,1 ,, op. cit.).
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that will be reviewed in the next chapter and sets out the basic rationale for
Government
intervention
in the region,
the SAR.'s description
of the program
merits reproducing
in some detail.
The following paragraphs
will highlíght
those aspects and assumptions
underlying
the POLONOROESTE
approach
that, in
retrospect, have proven ta have been of particular relevance for understanding
the.subsequent extent and nature of progra.m impacts from a human and/or physical
environmental
standpoint.
4.45
According to the aforementioned
the general objectives
of paving the road
~concomitantly providing for the investments
socio-economic
developmenc
of the region

SAR., POLONOROESTE
originated with
linking Cuiaba to Porco Velho and
necessary to achieve the harmonious
influenced
by that road and the

protection of the physical environment and Amerindian population
It was also observed that, having originally been built in the
364 highway provided the first overland access to most of the
"now in very poor condieion." Sections of the road, moreover,
períods of several weeks at a time during the rainy season
passable, entail very high transportation costs." 43

of che region."
1960's, the BR·
region, but was
were closed for
and "even when

4.46
In light of this sítuation, the basíc economíc justification for
ímproving the road and the maj-or risks involved in doíng so were expressed as
follows:

r

Paving of the BR-364 highway will increase the economic
contribution of the underutilized physical resources of
[the Northwest:] region to the national economy, reducing
substant:íally transport costs and thus improving t:he
region' s terms of trade with the more developed and
populated areas lying to the south. The improving of
BR-364 would, however, make its area of influence more
accessible to potential immigrants and increase the
pressure on the local physical and social environment.
Hence,
policies
and
corresponding
implementation
structures are being set up to help avoid a disorderly
development of the region whicb could irreversibly place
in j eopardy those same resources that paving of the BR364 highway would aim at developing.
There is little
doubt that, whether BR-364 is paved ar not, continuíng
immigration would, without adequate administration,
result in long-term damage to the environment and
society through occupation of poorer soils with illadapted agricultural practices, loss of valuable timber,
encroachment onto Amerindian and natural reserves,
agglomeration of land in the hands of relatively few,
anda possible agglomeration of migrants in urban areas
ill-equipped to receive them. 44

Report No. 3512b~BR, para. 2.01 (emphasis OED).
Ibid., para. 2.02 (emphasis OED).
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4.47
To avoid these dangers, according ta the SAR, ">:he program scrategy
of seeking reasonable social and environmental balances in the Northwest region
as the BR-364 highway is paved ccmo i.nes measures of dissuasion t o keep

immígrants away from areas not yet sufficiently studied (or those provento be
inadequate) with measures to attract rural setelers to areas of proven
agricultural or forestry pot:ential and to introduce appropriate cultivation
45
techniques. 11
Toe resulting program. was to be implemented in three overlapping
stages, each requiring about five years to be completed. Toe first anà "most
extensive" phase would include: ( í) the paving of BR-364; ( ii) the screngchening
of malaria concrol and establishment of a net:work of rural health posts anà
urban health referral centers in Rondonia, cogether ~ith health relateà
research; and, (iii)
agricultural development in Rondonia and region-wide
environmental protection.
4.48
Rural development activities would be extended to the Mato Grosso
portion of the region during a second phase to provide assistance to an
estimat:ed 17, SOO families, while the third phase was expected to "aim at:
gradually developing new planned setclement schemes in unoccupied areas which
would have been identified as having adequate potencial, both in Ronàonia anà
Mato Grosso, and which clearly fit into the long-term land use development plans
being generated under the POLONOROESTE Program." It was observed, however, that
even though the projected new settlement phase of the program was expected to
"help place some 30,000 families on 3 million ha in Rondonia and Mato Grosso
duríng the next five to six years, accessibility of suieable lands, execution
capacity constraines and delays or complicaeions in the developmént of
appropriate production recommendations where culeivable soils of relatively
lower qualiey are 1:0 be used. may well limit the number of farmers and the total
new area set:tled or may also ext:end the execution period for these new
settlements." u
4.49
In addition to these components, the SAR affirmed that an "importanc
program. to reinforce protection of and support for the Amerindian population in
the region to be executed with POLONOROESTE funding has been initiated and would
be implemented in parallel to all three program phases.R Furthermore, selective
feeder roads to existing and planned settlements in Rondonia and Mato Grosso
would be financed in connection with the program either through the Northwest
Highway Project (Loan 2062-BR) or existing and future feeder road credit lines
of the National Economic Development Bank (now BNDES), which would also be
partly funded by the World Bank.

45

44

Ibid., para. 2.03 (emphasis OED).

Ibid., para. 2.04 (emphasis OED). It was also noted that "since most of
the larger blocks of quite uniformly better quality soils are occupied by
existing settlements. efforts are planned under the first phase proj ect to
increase the settler absp::rption capacity in these areas and to better protect
areas of poorer soils and reserves."
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2. Pragram Costs and Financing
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4.50
Total cost of POLONOROESTE, as estimaced at the time the first three
Bank loans for the program were appraised and including physical and price
contingencies, was expected to be on the arder of US$ 1.55 billion, excluding
an anticipated US$ 100 million in agricultural credit to be provided through
existing channels.
Table 9 indicates the expected costs and relative cost
shares for the major ·components of the programas presented in the SAR for che
Agricultural Development and Environmental Protection Project. Financing was
expected to come from executing agency budgets (43%), PIN and PROTERRA (23%) and
the Bank (34%) and to be channeled to the various implementing agencies
following approval by the Planning Ministry (SEPLAN).

r-

r-

Table 9

rr:

Estimated Northwest Program Costs
(January 1981 US$)

,-..

(million USS)

% of Total

A. Transport
Cuiaba-Porto Velho Highway
Strengthening of Rondonia Roads Dept.
Feeder Roads

448.6
·30.7
91.3

41.6

,,-.,

B. Settlement of New Areas

261.5

24.2

r-

C. Land Tenure Services

8.6

0.8

104.0
56.8

9.6
5.3

8.9
7.0

0.8

,;-.

rr»

r»

Component

r,

2.8
8.5

r,,
/"""'"·

r.
r>

D. Rural Development
Rondônia
Mato Grosso

r>

E. Environmental Components
Forestry and Reserves
Ecological Research

r

F. Rondonia Health Project

24.7

2.3

G. Protection of Amerindian Cormnunities

26.6

2.5

H. Administration

10,1

r:
,.....

r:
,.......•
f'

TOTAL BASEI.INE COST

r-.

Physical Contingencies
Price Contingencies

r-

1,078.8
136.4

llLl

,,-.,
I""'

r»
0
r"-

TOTAL

1,548.0
Source: Report No. 3512b-BR, Table 1~

0.6

100.0
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3. Institutional Aspect:s

47

4. 51
The administration and coordination of the proposeà ~ort:hwesc
Development Program in general and of the first phase group of proj ects í.n
particular were situated within t:he legal and organizational framework af ~he
Brazilian Government's special regional development programs and, thus, carne
under . the direct responsibility o f t:he Ministry of the Interior.
The
Secrecariat of Planning (SEP~'i) , however, retained a major role in t:he
definition of financing levels of all such special programs.
The federal and
state agencies responsible for implementation of individual prográm componencs
.are indicated in the next chapter. However, the basic institucional division
of labor in program execution can be summarized as follows.

-

4.52

~ithin the Ministry af the Interior, respansibility for the overall
administration of POLONOROESTE was entrusted to SUDECO. 48 An Interministerial
Coordination Group (Planning, ~inance, Interior, Transport, Agriculture and
Industry and Commerce), however, was established to facilita te a r t í.cu l a t í.on
among the various federal agencies involved and to help resolve ímplementation
problems.
SUD!CO, moreover, set upa
POLONOROESTE General Coardination Unit
(GCU) which was divided into two sections, one to establish líaison with the
federal and state agencies responsible for the execution of specific components
and the other co carry ouc planning, monitoring and on-going evaluation of
project progress and impact. While monitoring was, for the most ~art, carried
out directly by the monitoring section of GCU/SUDECO in conjunction with the
individual prograJJl executing agencies, evaluationwas contracted out to a multi~
disciplinary group based at the Economic Research Institute Foundation (FIPE)
of the University of Sao Paulo.
The National Highway Department (DNER) was to be the executing
agency for reconstruction and paving of the BR- 364 road under the Highway
·Project (Loan 2062-BR), primarily through its Directorate of Works which would
supervise all civil works.
The Rondonia Secretariat of Public Works and
Services, through the Rondonia Highway Department (DER-RO), in turn, would be
the entity responsible for execution of the ·institucional strengthening
subproject. BNDE (now BNDES), finally, would be the apex executing agency for
the feeder roads subproject, whose physical implementation would be carried out
by the road departments in Rondonia (DER-RO) and Mato Grosso (DERMAT),
respectively.
4. 53

4.54
Under the Health Project (Loan 2061-BR), the malaria central
component would be managed by the Rondonia regional directorate of the federal
This section is based on Repare 3512b-BR, op. cit., pp. 30-36.
48

SUDECO was one of four regional development superintendencies directly
subordinated to the Ministry of the Interior. The other three such agencies were
for the Northeast (SUDENE), Amazonia (SUDAM) and South (SUDESUL).
Since the
northern part of Mato Grosso and Rondonia were included in "Legal Amazonia," they
came under the jurisdiction of both SUDECO and, for puri,oses of the receipt of
fiscal incentives, SUDAM.
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Superintendency for Public Health Campaigns (SUGAM), based in Porto Velho, with
assistance from SUCAM' s national headquarters in Brasilia.
Overall
implementation of new health care facilities ín Rondonia would be the
responsibility of t:he (then) Territorial (and later state) Secretariat of Health
(STS), with specífic construction work to be contracted by CODARON (see the next
paragraph) , and subsequent operation and maintenance to be undert:aken by
municipal governments with STS's technical support and supervision.
Project~
related training activities would also be carried out by STS.
Finally, the
health research and evaluation subproject would be administereà by the National
Scientific Research Council (CNPq), based on a work proposal accept:able to the
Bank, and undertaken by local research institutions.
4. 55
The Government of Rondonia was given overall responsibility for
execution of the Settlement Consolidation subproject of the Agricultural
Development and Environmental Protection Project (Loan 2060-BR). Federal funds
for territorial (subsequently st:ate) secretariats and agencies were to be
channelled through the territorial (later state) Planning Secretariat:,
SEPLAN/RO, which '"1ould coordinate the participation of local agencies.
The
implementation of this subproject was largely entrusted to the newly-created
Agricultural Development Company of Rondonia, CODARON, whose establishmenc was
closely linked to that of POLONOROESTE itself.

r·
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4. 56
The act:ual physical execution and local coordination of rural
development activities, however, was to be carried out by regional units to be
set up in each of t:he six municipalities to be direc·tly benefitted under the
subproject. COOARON•appointed managers of the thirty-nine project NUARs (Urban
Nuclei for Rural Support), in tum, would respond directly to these regional
units.
The regional CODARON units and NUAR managers were to provide on-site
technical supervision of contractors, organize community labor and coordinate
the local activities of INCRA, as well as of territorial (later state)
extension, warehousing and other agencies dealing with agricultural production
and marketing at t:he farm level. The principal implementing agencies for the
New Settlements Project (Loan 2353-BR), in tum, ~ould be INCRA, the National
Rubber Superintendency (SUDHEVEA), the Brazílian Forestry Development Institute
(IBDF) and specific sectoral agencies of the Government the (by then) state of
Rondonia
4.57
Under the Environmental Protection subproject of the Phase I
Agricultural Development and Environmental Projection Project (Loan 2060-BR),
IBDF was given responsibility for the establishment, protection and operation
of the National Park of Pacaas Novos and the Biological Reserves of Guapore and
Jaru on the basis of procedures established for other parks and reserves in
Brazil. Given the fact that the Pacaas Novos Park was located in a area where
still uncontacted Amerindian tribes (ie. Uru-eu•wau•wau) resided at the time,
IBDF was expected to maintain permanent liaison with FUNAI throughout project
execution. INCRA would also be involved in order to ensure coordination of the
establishment of national forests with that of future settlement sites.
Two
existíng ecological stations í.n the Northwest, administered by the Special
Secretariat for the Environm.ent (SEMA) of the Ministry of the Interior, were to
be improved, while two additional such facilities would be established with
project assistance. CNPq, in tum, would contract various ecologícal research
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projects, based on the evaluacion of specific proposals submitted by interesceá
institutions.

~

4.58
In Mato Grosso, since the areas to be regularized under the fi=st
phase proj ect (Loan 2060-BR) fell within ·100 km on either side of a federal
highway (ie. BR-364) and/or within 150 km of a nacional boundary, INCRA was the
only institution legally authorized to establish or confirm ownership ríghts and
issue land titles. ~ith respect to proposed new settlement areas in Rondonia,
soil surveys for the inicial settlements in INCRA' s future program ·..;ere
contracted to EMBRAPA' s soils survey section for the Machadinha area r:ear
Ariquemes and to the Technological Center Foundation of Minas Gerais (CETEC) :or
the Uru~a area near Ouro Preto and Ji-Parana.
4.59
Under the Mato Grosso Rural Development Project (Loan 2116-BR), aven
though mosc components were to be executed by existing state agencies (incluàing
the rural extension service, EMATER-MT, the state development company, CODE..M.AT,
and the Secre~ariats of Health and Education), overall coordination and
management would be the responsibility of a specially created Project ~anagement
Unit (PMU) in the state Cabinet of Planning and Coordination (GPC). State levei
policy decisions relating to the project would be made by the existing Economic
and Social Development Council (CDES), chaired by the Governar and including all
of the state Secretaries.
The coordinator of the PMU, in tum,
wauld report
directly to the sta~e Secretary of Planning, who was also head of the GPC.
4. 60
~tth respect to the program' s Amerindian protection component,
finally, as indicated above, the Brazilran Government committed itself tó
strengthen its capacity to protect the indigenous populations in the Northwest.
FUNA!'s operations in the region were to be reinforced primarily by upgrading
its local administrative
infrastructure, establishing and equipping new
Amerindian posts and expanding and training field staff. As further described
in the next chapter, the agency' s operations under the Amerindian Special
Project were to involve a wide variety of activities in the program region,
ranging from the patrolling of reserves and eviction of squatters to the direct
provision of health careto indigenous populations.
4. Expected Benefits and Risks

49

(a) Benefits
4.61
The economic rate of return for the directly productíve components
of the Rondonia Settlement Consolidation subproject was estimated at about 22%,
while that of the Mato Grosso Rural Development Project was estimated at 24%,
and that of the New Settlements project at 26%.
Most of the off-farm
investmencs and services to be provided under these three projects, moreover,
were expected to generate significant benefits over and above the incremental
output of the 18,200 participants expected to receive direct and intensive
assistance in connection with the Rondonia Settlement Consolidation Project or
the 10,000 such participants in the Mato Grosso Rur?l Development Project and
4~

This section is based on the staff appraisal reports for each of the
five projects supported by the Bank.
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the 15,000 ant:ícípated direct beneficiaries of the New Set:t:lements Proj ect .
Rural extension, crop drying, marketing, input supply and other services, in
short, were expected, in practice, to become available to a larger clientele
within each project's respective areas of influence.
4.62
Program feeder roads, in tum, were likewise expected to have a
substancial beneficial impact on all who lived in the different project areas
by increasing access to services, facilitating the outflow of production and,
thus, improving the likelihood that more productive farming techniques would be
adopted. It was similarly anticipated that improvements in health, education
and rural water supply under POLONOROESTE would make these services more widely
available to the regional population. The Northwest Health Project (Loan 2061BR) was specifically justified because it was expected to satisfy the basic
health needs of a large and increasing population by reducing mortality and
morbidity and providing essential rural health care services. The value of the
incremented labor days saved as the result of improved malaria control alone was
estimated to be on the order of US$ 1.3 million by the end of 1986 and to
gradually increase thereafter.

r:
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4.63
As concerns the Northwest Highway Project (Loan 2062-BR), the Bank's
appraisal considered its benefits to be indistinguishable from those of the
larger regional development program which were expected to accrue to the road's
entire area of influence and, indirectly, to the Brazilian economy as a whole.
Thus, tbe benefits of tbe program's major component were not isolated.
Altoget:her, however,- it was believed that feeder roads, other physical
infrastructure and overall institutional strengthening would benefit most of the
75,000 families expected to live in the areas covered by the Settlement
Consolidation subproject (Loan 2060-BR) by 1985, while the education component
per se would directly attend some 67,000 primary school students.
4. 64
S imilarly, over the long run, i t was anticipated that the New
Settlements Project (Loan 2353-BR) would indirectly benefit an additional number
of families at; least equivalent to that directly contemplated under the
operation.
It was further envisioned that development of perennial crops in
Rondonia would generate at least seasonal employment for large quantities of
semi-skilled agricultural labor. New work opportunities would also be provided
at the farm level for women and children, thereby improving family income. In
the Mato Grosso project (Loan 2116-BR), by contrast, the indirect employment
affec ts were not expected to be as large, given the area' s more se ttled
characteristics but:, as in the other agricultural subproj ects, the economic
activity generated by incremental agricultural produc.tion was expected to create
numerous jobs in the intermediation, packaging and processing industries.
4.65
Yith respect to the program's anticipated environmental benefits,
in tum, preparation of the three agricultural projects (ie. Loans 2060-BR,
2116-BR and 2353-BR) reportedly gave particular attention to the improvement of
settlement planning techniques with the objective of reducing the risks of soil
erosion and recaining areas having low agricultural potencial under forest
cover. It was àoped, moreover, that promotion of tree crops and farmer training
in continuous annual cropping with fallow periods would avoid environmentally
damaging shifting cultivation.
Commercial timber removal froni agricultural
areas, furt:hermere, was to be maximize d and techniques f o:r the rational and
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suscained use of legal reserve areas found to
to be promoted.
Ecological research and
establishment of nacural
reserves, were
environmental knowledge and values.
Finally,
Project was expected to reach mosc of the 4,600
reserves in the program region.

passess forescry pocential were
monitoring,
coupleà with the
likewise
expected
to
enhance
the parallel Amerindian Special
tribal people líving in official

(b) Risks
4.66
Bank program evaluators were well aware of the fact that che highway
project and the three agricultural projects were situaced ín an environmencally
sensitive tropical frontier area. Extreme climatic conditions, fragile soils
and lack of knowledge about the region' s ecology presented well-documented
risks.
The main challenges identified by those appraising the program in this
connection, however, were to
establish and maintain
fairly intensive
agricultural production and to consolidate existing small- farm operations, while
preventing ecological damage, loss of long-runproductive potencial and possible
climace alteration.
4.67
The principal direct risk associated with agricultural settlement,
as perceived at the time, was the potencial ecological da.mage which would result
from deforestation on poor soils. ln arder to avoid spontaneous settlement on
unsuitable
soils, as well as the excessive exploitatíon of farm and fish
resources, the clearing of steep slopes or river banks and improper management
of forest reserves, a number of measures were incorporated in the Northwest
projects. · The Phase III agricultural project (Rondonia New Settlements) was
intended to add a variety of precautionary measures, described in greater detail
in the next chapter, ·such as improved selection of settlement areas, promotion
of a wider variety of perennial crops, smaller individual plots, block reserves,
salvage logging operations and the strengthening of environmental protection
measures.
Despi te these improvements, the risk of negative environmental
impacts was, nevertheless, judged to be a significant one.
4.68
At the institutional level, the fact that the projects ínvolved a
large number of federal, state or territorial and local institutions, many of
which were strained in terms of both human and financial resources, was also
seen as an inevitable risk.
Delays in the transfer of program funds, loose
coordination, inappropriate allocation of personnel, inadequace monitoring and
evaluation procedures and poor staff training were all seen as factors which
might jeopardize POLONOROESTE, particularly in view of the difficult frontier
conditions in which the various institutions would be operating.
4. 69
The
patchy
na cure
of
the
available
knowledge
about
the
characteristics and quality of soils in the Northwest, together with the lack
of information as to how rapidly migrant farmers would (or could) adopc
technologies appropriate to Amazonian soils of moderate to marginal fertility
also created doubts as to the actual extent of production risks under the
program. Although perennial cropping was unanimously recommended, conclusive
evidence based on concrece experience as to which cypes of tree crops should be
promoted was generally lacking. Moreover, risks dueto various potential crop
infirmities had. to be considered, although the initial impression was that
eventual disease outbreaks could be successfully concrolled.
Finally, dueto
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the long maturacion period of perennial crops, there was also a danger that some
farmers would sell their plats before these crops began to produce.
The
possibility of credit limitations and labor shorcages would further enhance such
risks. Lastly, the world market prospects for slow-maturing perennial crops,
particularly coffee and cocoa, were observed to have evolved unfavorably over
the period during which the Phase I and Phase III projects were appraised.
G. Conclusion

,,-,

4. 70
POLONOROESTE was a response to a concrete demand for roads and
services from the fastest growing region in Brazil in the late 1970's. Because
this demand coincided with a variety of geopolitical, economic and political
interests ata given point intime, considerable momentum was generated within
the Brazilian Government and reconstruccion and pavement of the road between
Cuiaba and Porto Velho was declared to be a nacional priority.
Lack of
resources, however, led the Goverrunent to approach the Bank in connection with
the financing of this undertaking, but roadbuilding alone did not satisfy the
Bank's broader mandate to
alleviate poverty and support institutional
development in, as well as to support externai capital flows to, its borrowing
member countries.
4.71
Nevertheless, strategic· Bank officials were convinced: (i) that the
Government intended togo ahead with the road improvements with or without the
Bank's support; and (ii) that setting the road-building project within a broader
regional development program would permit more rational settlement and more
productive occupation of a potentially rich agricultural area. It would also
permít improvement of the precarious living conditions faced by the migrant
population already residing in the region.
In subsequent discussions,
accordingly, it was agreed that pavement of the BR-364 would be but one -although clearly the most Íilll)ortant from a financial investment standpoint -component of a multi-sectoral area development effort organized around a major
transport improvement.

,,-.

4.72
Substancial additional research, field visits, project preparation,
institutional reorganization and negotiations between the Brazilian Government
and the Bank_took place before POLONOROESTE was officially created by the former
in May 1981 and the first loans in support of this undertaking were approved by
the Bank some six months later. The program's primary declared objective was
to promete tli.e orderly human occupation and development of the Nort:hwest through
government support of productive activit:iesand the expansion and/or improvement
of its economic and social infrastructure. Complex institutional arrangements
involving a multitude of federal, state and local agencies were established to
implement this venture under the overall coordination of a relatively weak
federal regional development superintendency, SUDECO.
4.73
The expected benefits for small-scale farmers already settled in
the region, as well as for recent, but still unsettled, and expected future
migrants, in terms of increased productivity, better access to markets, rural
credit, employment, health, education and other community services were
projected to be significant.
Specific and innovative environmental and
Amerindian protection and public health components, in tum, were designed in
anticipation of the potentially significant impacts of the increased migration
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and rural settlement expected to be induced by pavement of the BR-364 highway
and expansion of official colonization activities in the region. At the time
the first Bank-assisted projects for the Northwesc ~ere appraised, however, the
foreseeable risks associatedwith the acceleration of development in this highly
dynamic and environmentally sensitive, but still poorly known, Amazonian
frontier area, were felt to be largely controllable.
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V. THE NORTHWEST REGION DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS
A.

-

Incroduction

5.01
POLONOROESTE was supported by six World Bank loans for five
interde?endenc projects, with the last of these loans (2060~1-BR, approved in
Decemi:>er 1983) consisting o f supplementary financing for the Phase I Agricul:::ural
Development and Environmencal Protection Project.
From the outsec, the 3ank
decided co process, in parallel, separate loans for the program's cransport and
rural development components.
Dueto preparation delays, however, the rural
consolidation projects in Rondonia and Mato Grosso were soon split into separate
operations and phases of the program, while appraisal of the new settlements
component was scheduled for a later date on account of its comparatively greacer
information needs anà longer planning horizon. The Rondonia Health Project, in
tum, had initially been incended as a health componenc of the Phase I ~ural
development operation for the Territory, but, in December 1980, ic was
recommended that ic be processed separately because of the magnitude and
complexicy of the public health problems facing the area, especially malaria,
the lack of rural health facilities, and the significant institutional weakness
of the sector. 1
5. 02
Despi te the parallel processing of the three Phase I loans by
differen1: sectoral projects divisions ( ie. agriculture, transportation and
health) within the· Bank, a strong effort was made by the Brazil Division to
coordinate preparation and appraisal act:ivities. Elaboration of the Phase II
(Mato Grosso Rural Development) and III (Rondonia New Settlements) projects,
moreover, overlapped with that of the Phase I Agricultural Developmenc and .
Environmental Protection Project and their appraisal involved many of the sarne
Bank arid FAO staff and consultants. . Furthermore, all five proj ects were
contractually linked to one another. z POLONOROESTE, is, thus, unique among
Bank-supported programs in Brazil, in that a "package" of closely interrelated
loans in different sectors for the same geographic area and im-plementation period
were prepared and appraised, if not subsequently executed, ín a reasonably
1
coordinated fashion.
As further described below, ít was also ínterlinked with
Preparation mission report dated December 22, 1980.
2

--

The President's Report (No. P-3137-BR, dated November 9, 1981) for the
Agricultural Development and Environmental Protection Proj ect, for example,
indicates (para. 88) that "failure by the Borrower, Rondonia or BNDE to comply
with any covenant agreement ar obligation under the Loan and Project Agreements
for the Northwest region highway and health projects would also constitute an
event of default on the proposed project." Similar provisions were included in
all of the other projects, with the Phase II and III operations being similarly
ínterlinked with the three Phase I projects, as well as between one another.
3

This contrasts sharply (and very positively) with the nearly parallel
experience ín Eastern Amazonia where the Bank simultaneously processed major
physical infrastructure and mining investments through the Caraj as Iron Ore
Proj ect (Loan 2196-BR, approved in August 1982) and an integrated rural
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existing and future Bank loans in support of a national feeder roads program.
The following paragraphs will describe these five proj ects, as appraiseà.
together with the program's non-Bank-financed Amerindian Special Project.
Further details can be f~und in the respective Bank staff appraisal reports.
B. The Hi~hwav Project

4

S. 03
As the centerpiece of the POLONOROESTE Program, the Northwest: Highway
Project, partially financed by Loan 2062-BR, had two major stated objectives:
(i) to reduce transport: costs and improve t:raffic conditions by providing
permanent road transport facilities in the region; and (ii) to strengthen the
institutional capabilities of the Rondonia Highway Department (DER-RO) in arder
to improve and racionalize the Territory's road administration, particularly its
increased responsibility under the larger regional development program.
More
specifically, according to the corresponding SAR:
the lack of physical access to markets, which results
in high levels of crop loss, has been recognized as a
majo·r constraint in the development of the Northwest
region. The POLONOROESTE Program, consequently, places
a special emphasis on the upgrading and paving of the
Cuiaba-Porto Velho highway,
as well as on the
improvement of the feeder road network in the areas of
greatest agricultural potential.
The POLONOROESTE
Program,
therefore,
envisages
construction
or
improvement of about 2,880 km of feeder roads and about
5,400 km of farm-to-market access roads.
The feeder
roads, with an estimated cost of US$ 140 million
equivalent would be financed under two subprograms: one
of 1,530 km in the Territory of Rondonia and one of
1, 350 km in the s tate of Mato Grosso.
These two
subprograms are being prepared by OER-RO and DERMAT ( the
Highway Department of Mato Grosso] for financing under
the BNDE/!BRD feeder road program. The two subprograms
are being broken down into smaller three-year packages
in line with the requirements of che rural development
projects and the implementation capacitie:s of DER-RO and

DERMAT.

development effort through the Maranhao Rural Development Project (toan 2177BR, approved in June 1982) inche saJDe geographic area (ie. the eastern and
central sections of the Carajas railway corridor), but where there appears to
have been very little, if any, interaction between Bank staff in the different
project divisions (ie. Industry and Agricultura) responsible for the two
operations, nor any such coordination among their counterparts in Brazil. See
OED, Environmental Aspect~ ••. , op. cit. for details.
4

This section is largely based on the SAR. for the Northwest Region
Oevelopment Program - First Phase - Highway Project, Report No. 3532b-BR, dated
October 29, 1981.
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The first packages, which would cover about 488 km for
Mato Grosso and 500 km for Rondonia, ~ould be financed
under the present project througn
the existing
BNDE/DNER/IBRD financingmechanismfor the Second Feeder
Roads Loan. 5 Subsequent packages should be prepared
so that there would be continuity in the execution of
feeder roads. These future packages ~ould be financeà
through the proposed Third Feeder Roads Project with
BNDE which is under preparation. 6

,.--

5. 04
The specific component:s (and their expected to cal cost, net of
contingencies) of the project, as appraised, in t:urn, were:

(i)

Highwav Construction and Operacion (US$ 423. 8 million): ( a)
civil works by contracc for upgrading, including paving, of
about 1,084 kilometers of the ER-364 highway becween Carrego
7
Campinas in Mato Grosso and Ariquemes in Rondonia,
the
installation of four bridges in the Cuiaba-Caceres section of
the road and const:ruction of ::hree maintenance residences.
one weighing station and about nine highway patrol stations
and depots; (b) · consulting services to assist: DNER in the
supervision of the civil works and installation of the
weighing stations; and, (e) acquisition and installation of
a weighing scale, vehicles and radios for the federal highway
patrol and equipment and vehicles and t:raffic councers to
monitor pavemenc behavior.

(ii)

Strengthening of DER-RO (US$ 31.6 million): restructuring and
strengthening of DER-RO's organization and funct:ions co
provide for che planning, programming, execution and control

.-

Loan 1730-BR in the amount of US$ 107.9 million was approved in June
1979. This loan was recently audited by OED ( draft report dated April 24, 1990) .
It followed the First Feeder Roads Proj ect (Loan 1207-BR, approved in March
1976) which established a line of credit at: BNDE to finance roughly 50% of the
latter's loans to state highway department:s (DERs) or municipal consortia to
carry out secondary and feeder road investments in support of increased
agricultural production.
The subprojects financed by this credit line were
prepared and evaluated by BNDE in accordance with criteria previously agreed with
the Bank.
6

•

J

Report No. 3532-b-BR, op. cit., paras. 4.02-4.03.
The Third Feeder
Roads Project was partially financed by Loan 2224-BR for 'uss 154 million,
approved on December 21, 1982.
7

The t:wo end sections of the highway between Cuiaba and Carrego Campinas
in Mato Grosso (163 km) and Ariquemes and Porco Velho in Rondonia (192 km) were
in the process of being reconstructed and paved by the Brazilian Army' s
Engineering and Construction Batcalion (BEC). According to the SAR, some 190
km of these segments of the road had been completed in 1978 and construction of
the remaining 165 km was expected to be concluded by the end of 1984.
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of the Territory's road network including: (a) construction
of residences, maintenance depots and workshops; (b) purchase
of equipment and vehicles for road maintenance, ~~aining ané
traffic control and equipment for offices, laboracories.
workshops and stores; and, (e) technical assistance to improve
DER-RO's administrative and execution capabilities and trairits personnel, as well as that of the municipalities.
(iii)

Feeder Roads in Mato Grosso and Rondonia (US$ 32.3 million):
(a) three-year (1982-84) programs for the construccion of new
and the improvement of existing feeder roads in ~ato Grosso
and Rondonia to be carried out through BNDE; and (b)
preparation of additional feeder road construction anà
improvement projects in the POLONOROESTE region.

5.05
Total project costs were estimated to be on the order of US$ 687
rnillion equivalent including contingencies. The Bank loan for US$ 240 million
would finance the foreign exchange costs of the operation which were projectec
t:o be roughly 35% of the total.
Toe total cost · of the BR- 364 highway
improvements to be financed under the project was estimated at about US$ 487
míllion equivalent including some taxes, supervision costs and physical
contíngencies. The average cost per kilometer of the paved BR-364 highway, i~
tum, was projected at US$ 449,000 including physical contingencies, while the
per kilometer
construction
costs
( including superv1s1.on
and physical
contingencies) for project feeder roads were estimated to be on the order of US$
35,600 in Rondonia and US$ 40,000 in Mato Grosso.
5. 06
According to the SAR, highway works for the Caceres -Ariquemes
section of the BR-364, covering a total of 1,037 kilometers, were tendered in
April 1981 and the corresponding contracts were signed in September 1981.
Physical implementation started in October 1981 and was expected to last for
about four years. The remaining section between Carrego Campinas and Caceres
was expected to be tendered in December 1981 and to be completed also within
four years. This execution schedule was defined in accordance with anticipa~ed
climatic conditions in the region with the bulk of construction ac tiãv ty
programmed for the annual (roughly six-month) dry seasons.
í

5.07
The proposed highway routing would follow the original alignment of
BR-364 between Corrego Campinas and Caceres in Mato Grosso (47 km) and Barracao
Queimada in Mato Grosso and Ariquemes in Rondonia (601 km), together with that
of the existing BR-174 highway between Caceres and Pontes e Lacerda also in Mato
Gross~ (222 km). A new 214 kilometer section, however, would be built through
the Guapore valley between Pontes e Lac:erda and Banacao Queimada ( ie. th:
"variant" referred to Ln para. 4. 38 above).
This segment would follow che
alignment of a service road which was under construction by the Army at the time
the project was appraised (January 1981) and would replace an existing state
road (MT-388), as well as a portion of the old BR-364 which ran to the east of
the Guapore valley on the Pareeis plateau.
According to che SAR, this new
routing would "provide a more reliable wet weather road link bet:ween Cuiaba and
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Rondonia and would facili tate construction of the proposed new road section
along the same alignment." 8
C. The Agricultural Develooment and Environmental Protectíon Project

9

5.08
As described in the corresponding SAR, this project, supported by
Loan 2060-BR, was divided into six subp;ojects 10 having the following stated
objectives:
(i)

a Settlement Consolidation subproject to increase the
product:ivity and develop the migrant: absorption and
agricultural production capacity of already settled areas of
the Territory of Rondonia where such potencial clearly exists
and could be further developed at minimal environmental cost;

(ii)

an Environmental Protection subproject to: (a) escablísh
natural reserves and ecological stations in areas of more
fragile ecology or with specially diversa flora and fauna; (b)
strengthen deforestation concrol capability; and, (e) study
the promocion of sustainable forestry operations in suitable
areas;

(Ui)

an Ecological Researcb subproject: to: (a) study and monitor
t:he hydromeceorology and biogeochemical balances in the soils
of the program region; (b) carry out an inventory of plant: and
animal species nativa to Rondonia; and, (e) support smallscale research projects;

(iv)

assistance
to
INCRA to
ensure
timely
land
tenure
regularization in previously settled rural areas of western
Mato Grosso;

(v)

assistance to INCRA to identify new areas with suitable soil
potential for future settlement: in the region; and,

Report No. 3532b-BR, .op. cit., para. 5.05. The SAR (para. 5.08) observes
further that the "variant through the Guapore valley to replace the macerialscarce and silty-soil sections along the Pareeis plateau was studied and found
justified bot:h on economic and technical grounds. The variant:·avoids crossing
existing and envisaged Indian reserves, although it passes near them. Special
measures to protect these Nambikwara tribes [would be taken under the Amerindian
Special Project.]"
9

10

This section is largely drawn from Report 3512b-BR, op. cit.

Parallel activities mentioned Ln the SAR (para .. 4.01) included the
Amerindian Special Projecc described in section G. below, studies on means to
improve salvage logging in sett:lement areas to be undertaken with FAO assistance
and a Government study on the feasibility of increasing the density of set:tlement
and agricultural development in the already occupied areas havíng highest
agricultural potential in Rondonia.
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(vi)

a component to strengthen
monitoring capability.

overall program coordination

and

5.09
Total project costs ~ere estimated to be on the order of US$ 199.3
million equivalent including contingencies, of which che Bank would finance US$
6 7 million, or roughly 35%. _ Estima te d coses of the three major groups of
subprojects (including contingencies) were: (i) Sectlement Consolidation - US$
149 million; (ii) Environmental Protection and Ecological Research - US$ 24.4
million: and, (iii) Studies and Program Coordination - US$ 25.9 million. Given
the importance of the first two sets of subproj ec cs , their rationale and
specific components will be described in somewhat greater detail below.
1. Settlement Consolidation in Rondonia

5.10

the SAR specifically justifies this subproject by arguing that:

...;

..,;
the agricultural aptitude and present land tenure
situation in the area is conducive (provided that
adequa te
support
measures
are
taken)
to
the
establishment of a large number of sustainable middleincome
farms.
By
í.rnpr ov í.ng
the
produc tive
infrastructure
of
already
settled
areas,
where
production today lags far behind the sustainable
capacity of the land, considerable demand can be
generated for further labor, thus absorbing at a
relatively low cost, part of the demographic pressure
which would otherwise tenci to spread out onto less
suitable areas of the region.
Such an approach would
represent. a noteworthy departure from the subsidized
latifundia found in certain areas elsewhere in the
Amazon basin and would have a much higher chance of
success t.han previous att.em-pts at settling the Amazon
regionwhich were located on poorer soils and were often
11
inadequately planned.
5 .11
The SAR further indicates that the subproj ect would assist the
Government of Rondonia in its nhigh priority effortN to provide agricultural
services to some 18,200 of "the less favored, recent settlers found in out:lying
areas and non-owner farmersn to help them Nmake better long-term use of their
land and labor resources, increase their production and move towards cammercial
agriculture based on environmentally more acceptable perennial cropping and
11

Report No. 3512b-BR, op. cit., para. 4.02 (emphasis OED). It is also
observed that "most fanners living in Rondonia set:tlements are among the poorer
farmers of Brazil, formerly sharecroppers or small farmers in other parts of the
country, who have only recently settled in the area .... However, their pioneering
spirit and dynamism make it probable that ... many of those who would obtain a
legal ticle to land and would be locaced wichin reasonable reach of credit,
extension and marketing services would be capable of achieving a much higher
level of income."
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continuous rather than shifting cultivation of annual crops." To achieve this
objective, the subproject would provide for: (i) rest:ructured and reinforced
agricultural extension, applied research and improved inputs; (ii) reductions
í.n crop lasses through additional and improved transport, scorage and bas í.c
?rocessing infrastructure; (íii) farmer organization and t~aining, improved land
~ransfer mechanisms and selective siting of major rural services and
infrastructure soas to direct and limit agricultural development to the better
soils of the area; (iv) improved outreach and effectiveness of social services;
and, (v) development of the planning and implementation capability of local
12
institut:ions.
5.12
Design of the subproject assumed improvement of the BR-364 highway
and construction of feeder roads under the Highway Proj ecc described in the
prevíous section. Under the present subproject, in tum, the Territory would
-~ndertake an integrat:ed investment: program to upgrade farm access roads arid
axpand the provision of support services and social infrastructure co b e
grouped, for the most part, at some thirty-nine "Rural Service Centers" o r
~AR.s.
The NUARs would be located at "strat:egic points" within the existing
:~CRA colonizat:ion projects, be connected to the trunk Cuiaba-Porto Velho
highway by existing ar proposed feeder roads and would serve as foci for
community development and commercial activity. Each such center was expected
to serve some 1,900 rural families residing in an area of roughly 600 km2 by
1985.
5.13
Preparation of the subproject, moreover, drew directly on previous
Bank experience with rural development projects in Brazil. Among the elements
taken into consideration, according to the SAR, were specific lesscns learned
in connection with the recently completed Alto Turi Land Settlement Project
(Loan 0853-BR), especially the need to develop a "full range of environmental
protection measures at the outset" and to encourage nactive participation of
executing agencies in project preparation, to achieve a broader consensus in
project design and objectives, adequate funding arrangements
and clear
compatibility of project objectives with general Government development
priorities." u

12

Ibid., para. 4.02 (emphasis OED).
Toe SAR adds that through these
actions the subproject "aims to create agricultural production and land tenure
conditions conducive to an increase of agricultural population density in the
areas with good soils" and that the subproject had "considerable potential for
institution building, ata time when the Territory of Rondonia is about: to
achieve statehood." Finally, it is observed that the "structures proposed to
be developed in the subproject areawere designed to provide at least the minimum
infrastructure capable of sustaining private initiative on which the ultimate
development of the region will rely." (Emphasis OED)
13

Ibid., para. 4.04. It was also noted chat, as compared with earlier
Bank-supported rural development projects, the present subproject proposed a
broader range of production systems that were "not new to the region" and that
11project
activities built around community participation would count on
traditions already established in the Territory."
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5 .14
Toe sui::rproj ect would focus on the consolidation of f í.ve existing
INCRA colonization schemes (Burareiro, Marechal Dutra, Adolfo Rohl, Ouro Preto
and Ji-Parana) sit:ua.ted alonga distance of some 350 kilometers on either side
of the BR-364 highway in central Rondonia.
TI1ese areas were located inche
municipalities of Ariquemes, Ji-Parana, Cacoal, Presidente Mediei, Ouro Preca
do Oeste and Jaru. The three latter municípios were formally creaced in June
1981 through subdivision of the former municipalities of Ariquemes. Ji-Parana
and Cacoal.
At the time the project was appraised, some 37,000 families, or
more than half of the total farming population in Rondonia, resided within some
~ million hectares (or 30,000 km2), constituting about 12X of che total area of
the Territory. TI1e subproject zones, furthermore, included substancial areas
1~
of spontaneous sett:lement on the periphery of the formal colonization schemes.
The typical settler occupied a 100 ha plot, of which 50% was legally required
to be maintained in forest reserve. At the time of project approval, finally,
roughly 117,000 ha of the 3 million total in the subproject areas were estimaced
to be planted in annual crops, together with some 80,000 ha in tree crops and
63,000 ha in natural pasture, while most of the remaining 871 of chis are a
remained in "undisturbed dense or open tropical forest."
5.15
Specific subproject components (and their approximate coses,
excluding contingencies), as appraised, can be briefly summarized as follows:
(i)

( ii)

(iii)

14

Access Roads (US$ 29 .1 million): the construct:ion or
rehabilitation of some 3,900 km of all-weather access roads
linking individual farms to NUARs or NUARs to the main highway
network.
Toe executing agency would be CODARON and
maintenance would be provided by DER-RO and the respective
municipalities.
Farm

NUAR

Infrastructure (US$ 42.4 million): 39 sites of roughly
40 hectares would each be provided with a deep well, publíc
water supply system, staff dormitory-çym-guest house, multigrade school and health post (the latter to be financed under
the Health Project described below); most NUARs would also be
equipped with small-scale sawmills, a 160 ~A generator, a
public electricity distribution system anda crop drying and
storage unit; space would likewise be provided for residencial
(200 lots), recreational and commercial areas. CODARON, with
the assistance of the local communities involved, would be
responsible for the installation of all infrastructure except
crop storage facilities.
Agricultural and Forestry Extension (US$ 6.4 million): direct
assistance would be provided to some 18,200 beneficiary
families to improve their agricultural production and foresc
utilization techniques withparticular attention given to soil
and forest conservation and the promotion of perennial crops.

At the time of project appraisal, however, INCRA was reportedly welladvanced in the process of regularizing land tenure in these areas.
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The implementing agency would be the Rondonia Agricultural
Extensíon Service, ASTER-RO.

r:
r

r

(iv)

A~ricultural Research
(US$ 4.4 million): complemencing
research already being carried ouc under earlier Brazil-wide
Bank-assisted projeccs, 15
the present subproj ect would
supparc agricult:.ural research oriented specifically to the
short-term needs of project area setclers, concencracing on
the adaptation of annual crops including corn, rice and beans
to local conditions and the ídentificatíon of "the opt:imal
crop míxture" for small and medium farms. The Rondonía unít
(UEPAT) of the Brazilian Agriculcural Research Enterprise
(EMBRAPA) would be responsible for executíon of the component.

(v)

Crop Dr-ring and Storage (US$ 12.6 míllion): 19 crop drying and
storage unics, having a capacíty of up co 2,500 tons, would
be buílt and supplied with grain drying and cleaníng equípment
in "scrat:egically located" NUARs, selected among a to cal of
34 such cencers which, at the time of appraísal, still did not
possess such facilities. The executing agency would be the
Brazilian Storage Company (CIBRAZEM), subordinated to the
Ministry of Agriculture.

(vi)

Farmer Organizacion (US$ 1. 9 million): the proj ect would
further develop an existing informal tradition of community
labor and organization of local farmers 16
through the
Territorial Secretariat of Social Actíon (SAS), working in
collaboration with COOARON, ASTER-RO and other agencies. The
principal act:ivities to be promoted would include che
construction and maintenance of access roads, agricult:ural
extension, nutrition, health education and school and health
post maintenance.

(vii)

Education (US$ 5. 2 million): CODARON would construct and equip
a four classroom school in each NUAR · and some 390 single
classroom schools along surrounding access roads. The central
schools wauld provide initially for the first four grades of
basic education, but would later gradually shift to grades S
to 8. The component was expected to result til a net increase
of some 40,000 school placas and roughly one-third of the
single classroom schools would replace inadequate existing

15

More specifically, the First (Loan 1249-BR, approved in April 1976) and
Second Agricultural Research Projects (Loan 2016-BR, approved in June 1981) which
included research on perennial crops such as rubber.
16

In this connection, the SAR (para. 4.12) observes, however, thac it was
decided not to attempc to organize fanners into formal cooperativas, but to
support: the establishment of additíonal mutual-aid ("mucirao") groups, out: of
which farmer associations and cooperatives could develop ata later date.
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structures. Teacher training would also be financed, ::ogether
with the purchase of textbooks.
(viii)

Subproject Management (US$ 2.0 million): chis componenc woulC
finance incremental salaries and operacional coses incurred
by CODARON and che Territorial Secrecariat of ?lanning
(SEPLAN-RO) during che projecc implemencacion period in
connection
with
che adminiscration
and monicoring
of
subproject activities.

5 .16
Several other important activities •,1ere to be carried out; in
parallel to che subproject with funding f~om other sources. On•farm credit for
the installatian of rubber, coffee, cocoa or livestock and/or the acquisition
of farm equipment were expected to be provided by existing special lines of the
national Rubber Development Program (PROBOR), the Brazilian Coffee Insticuce
(IBC), POLAMAZONIA, the Bank of Brazil (BB) and the Bank of Amazonia (BASA),
among other sources. Standard BB and BASA credit lines were also expected to
be available both for annual crops and che maintenance of perennial c~ops.
5 .17
Thes~ credit lines were excluded from direct financing under the
program because their low nominal interest rates (ranging from 12% to 35%) in
light of much higher leveis of inflation (over 100% in 1980) meant ~~at they
were highly subsidized. Nonetheless, the SAR explicitly recognized that "access
to adequa.te credit remains ... a fundamental element of the development effort in
the subproject arean and it was anticipated that some US$ 38 million equivalent
would be provided to tbe small farmers that would be directly benefitted with
agricultural support: services under the subproject:. 17 Seasonal credit would be
provided to the same farmers in a total amount: ex~ected to reach close to US$
25 million equivalent by the fifth year of project: implementation.
Assurances
were provided by the Brazilian Government that adequate investment and working
capital would be made available "in a cimely and simplified manner" to projecc
11
beneficiarias
and that priority in the allocation of credit would be given
to small farmers borrowing for the firsc time for the est:ablishmenc of perennial
crops.

5.18
In addition, a seed production program would be carried out by the
territorial Secretariac of Agricultura, assisted by the federal Ministry of
Agricultur.e.
This program would finance the installation of three seed
17

Report 3512b-BR, op. cit., para. 4.15 (emphasis OED). More concrecely,
it was expected tbat such credit would help to finance the planting of coffee
(some 6,600 loans), cocoa (3,000 loans) and rubber (2,000 loans), among other
activities.
It was also anticipated that credit would be provided for the
acquisition of small quantities of cattle, pigs, chickens and on-farm equipmenc.
11

St!ction 4. 01 of the Loan Agreement for this proj ect specifically stated
that: "the Borrower and the Bank agree that access to rural credit for Project
beneficiaries is essential to the successful carrying out of the Project. To
tbis end, the Borrower shall take all necessary measures to ensure the timely
availability of adequate funds for an estimaced 18,200 small-scale farmers,
including sharecroppers."
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processing and storage units and the creation of a coordinating committee for
the production of improved seeds and planting material, together v ch che
training of technicians.
Total costs of this program, estimated at about CS$
1 million equivalent, would be e o - financed by the territorial and federal
govern.ments.
Under an existing IBDF/EMBRAPA/FAO project, moreover, salvage
logging feasibility studies would be undertaken in arder to assess che
composition of t~e forest being cleared for the ínstallation of agric~ltural
activitíes in Rondonia, ídentify trees of conunercial value (taking cransporc
coses ínto account) and determine the most efficient means to utilize such trees
from the roughly one million hectares (or 10,000 square kilometers) of forest
expected to be converted to agricultural production in the specific areas
covered by the Settlement Consolidation subproject.
í

5.19
Finally, assurances were receíved by the Brazilian Government chac
INCRA would provide all landowners w í.ch Ln the five areas covered bv :::--.e
subproject with definicive titles by the end of March 1982. !9
Furthe;more,
sínce ~NCRA's requirement that settlers preserve at least 50% of their plots in
forest had, in practice, proved very dífficult to enforce ín earlier
colonization schemes, INCRA agreed to carry out a study, to be presented to c.he
Bank for review prior to June 30, 1982, to assess the legal, technical and
environmental feasibility of: (a) authorizing utilization of individual forest
reserves for small farming purposes where soils are provento be suítable for
crop production; and (b) where this proves feasible, simultaneously establishing
compensatory agglomeraeed forest reserves elsewhere. Such an arrangement would
permit smaller individual plots that could be fully exploited, together with
larger ~block"
reserves which could, in principle, afford greater environmental
,
20
protection.
2. The Environrnental Protection and Ecologícal Research SubDrojects

r

r:

5. 20
These subproj ects represented an innovative att:empt to extend
existing knowledge about and to protect the sensitiva and comp Lex natural
environment in the Northwest region. As a key part of the Bank's first major
initiative in a large and predominantly humid tropical area ín Brazil, these
components of POLONOROESTE broke, or at least proposed to break, considerable
new ground in connection with rural development act:ivities in the country.
Subsequent:
implementation
problems notwithstanding,
they constítuted
a
pioneering effort among Bank-supported operations in Brazil to deal with the
physical environment in a comprehensive manner at the regional level.

l'
20

Section 4.04 of the corresponding Loan Agreement.

According to the SAR (para. 4.18), the so-called ~sox regulat:íon,"
although sound in principle, was potentially disadvantageous from both an
economíc and an environmental standpoint.
On the one hand, it resulted in
"higher access costs per family sett:led or hectare planted because of the
dispersion of planted areas," while, on the other, "it may not necessarily ensure
the preservat:ion of biological diversity as well as could be achieved within
agglomerated reserves."
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5.21
ln light of the above. ~he basic rationale for, and objectives of,
these subprojects, as set out in the SAR, merit reproducing verbatim:
Humid tropical ecosystems are in general far more
complex and less resilient than other terrestrial
ecosystems.
High year- round temperatures and heavy
rainfall can result in nutrient lasses dueto rapid soil
decomposition and leaching. Nutrients are held within
the dense vegetation, which quickly captures them from
the soil and wat:er before they are leached away.
Tropical forest has a greater number of different plant
and animal species than other forests and, in the Amazon
basin, a large number of these species have their entire
population confined to very small areas (because parts
of the foresc, including several areas in Rondonia,
receded into isolated patches during drier periods of
the geological past] and cherefore could risk total
extinction as che result of total forest clearing.
Knowledge of ecosystems specific to the Northwest
region, particularly in Randonia, is still very sparse
because of difficult access, especially until the
unpaved BR-364 was built in the 1960' s , and because
knowledge
of
the
ecosystems
cannot
always
be
extrapolated from other Amazon regions.
Furthermore,
as half of the rain in the Ama.zen basin is estimated to
originate from within the basin itself, fears have been
expressed that extensive disappearance of the tree caver
might affect the climate of the region through changes
in evapotranspiration.
Further
fears have been
expressed that the release of carbon dioxide by
extensive burning or decomposition of the forest could
affect world climate.
Preliminary base studies anda
program for systematic environmental monitoring would
allow,
however,
the timely detection of adverse
ecological modifications.
Finally, the Northwest
region' s soils of moderate quality have considerable
potential for sustained and economically justified
forestry activities.
The Environmencal Protection subproject aims therefore
at: (a) strengthening the action, in the region, of
IBDF, which is responsible
for the protection of
forests,
especially
in
areas
of
poor
soils,
deforestatíon control and forestry development; (b)
financing the basic infrastructure and surveillance of
three natural parks and the future demarcation of one
of them; (e) financing the preparation of plans for
nacional forests; and, (d) setting up four ecological
stations under the management of SEMA, where baseline
ecological studies could be carried out.
In parallel
the ecological research program •.. would seek to provide
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timely information to improve land use and conservation
decísions.
It would also provide a necwork of
environmental monitoring stations and enhance basic
knowledge of the Amazcn environment and of technological
possibilities based on local resources. Such research
would be complementary to similar actívities already
being implemented elsewhere in the Amazon basín. 21

r>

5.22
Environmencal proceccion in the Northwesc, moreover, woulà include
a variety of land capability information and zoning activities, some of which
were already occurring outside POLONOROESTE and others which would be undertaken
with program resources. The former included existing R.ADAMBRASIL (ie. aerial
photography and natural resource mapping throughout Amazonia) at the 1:1,000,000
scale and a soils and agricul tural aptitude survey at the 1: 250, 000 scale,
contracted by the Government of Rondonia to EHBRAPA, for the ent:ire ce r r ter::
and which was expected to be completed by 1984.
The specific act:ions to be
implemented under POLONOROESTE, in tum, were: (i) more decailed studies at the
1:50,000 scale, contracted by INCRA for smaller areas tentatively identified as
suitable for agriculcural settlement, as a basis for infrastructure and lanà
use planning and plot allocation· in future settlements; and (ii) the
identification and demarcation of Amerindian reserves.
At the farm level,
moreover, additional actions would be taken by ASTER~RO and EMBRAPA, including
operation of a soils analysis laboratory by the lacter, in order to improve
information regarding land capability and on•farm planning.
í

5.23
Yithin the agricultural research componenc of the Settlement
Consolidation subproject (see para. 5.15(iv) above), furthermore, funds would
be allocated to initiate land capability mapping. According to the SAR, these
"operatíonal zoning measures" would be complemented within· the Environmental
Protectíon subproject by several "special steps" leading to the identífication.
formal creation and protection of forest reserves. It likewise observes that
''adequately implemented, these various measures would considerably improve the
land use planning of areas developed under this project" and that similar
measures would be sought in future settlement and rural development projects.
Also in this connection, the federal and territorial governments formally agreed
to "take all necessary measures to discourage the agricul.tural exploitation of
areas recognized as unsuitable for agricultural development or of yet unproved
suitability and to prevent the occupation of areas which have been legally
defined as reserves. " 11
5.24
Specific subproject components (with. their estimated total costs,
net of contingencies) were included in the program under these subpr!jects for
nacional forests ( approximate ly US$ 1. 3 million) , fores try contra 1 CUS$ 2. 4
million), natural reserves (US$ 3. 6 million), ecological stations (US$ 1. 6
21

22

Ibid., para. 4.05 (present paragraph divisions OED).

Ibid., para. 4.19 (emphasis OED). These assurances were formalized with
the federal and territorial governments in Section 3.13 of the Loan Agreemenc
and Section 2.07 of the Project Agreement for the Agricultural Development and
Environmental Protection Project, respectively.
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million) and ecological research (US$ 7.0 million). ~ith respect ~o nacional
forests, the SAR indicated that, although "proposals fo't' secting upa nacional
foresc where sust:ained commercial operacions could be undertaken" were still a.t
an early stage, a forestry development planning team had been sec up in IBDF to,
in callaboration wit:h INCRA, locate nacional forest sites on future block
reserves (see para. 5.18 above) and/or on independent areas for leasing to large
agro-industries ar to promote forestry settlements. One area of some 300,000
ha to the east of the Guapore Biological Reserve, in fact, had already been
tentatively identified for forestry development purposes and IBDF was expecceá
to proceed with preliminary demarcation and inventory activities, followed by
preparation of detailed plans for the installation and administration of a
forestry management project.
This prospective project would not itself. be
financed under the present component, which, however, would fund preparatory
activities including consultant services,
transport and mapping cases,
demarcation and the protection of potencial nacional forest areas from
encroachment. 23
5.25
In t:he area of forestrv control, in tum,
the project ·~·oulci
reinforce IBDF's offices in Cuiaba and Porto Velho and establish tree nurseries
at: these locat:ions.
tn addition, forest contrro L posts would be set: up in
Pimenta Bueno and Ariquemes in Rondonia and Aripuana and Vila Bela in Mato
Grosso, while existing posts at Vilhena, Barra do Bugres and Caceres would be
strengthened. These concrol posts would monitor the shipmenc of wood products,
supervise forestcy extension activities and provide technical assistance to
exist:ing and potential forestry operators.
5.26
In relation to natural reserves, the project would help establish
and protect the Pacaas Novos National Park and the Guapore and Jauru Biological
Reserves.
For the Pacaas Novas National Park (approximate area 765,000 ha),
this would include the construction and installation of on-site administration
and residential facilities, control poses and landing strips, as well as the
acquisition of ground and air transport equipment, aerial photography and.the
financing of personnel and operating costs over the five year implementation
period.
Since pare of the Pacaas Novos National Park had been interdicted by
FUNAI pending full contact with the Uru-eu-wau-wau Indians who inhabited the
area, IBDF and F1JNAI would enter into a specific agreement (convenio) detailing
their respective responsibilities in the protection of the park. i• Surveillance
and prot:ection measures for the Guapore (500,000 ha) and Jauru (roughly 268,000
ha) Biological Reserves would be largely similar and the Government committed
itself to define and legally establish the Guapore Biological Reserve by March
31, 1982. "
A third biological reserve in the program region (Cara-Cara),

•

23

Ibid., para. 4.20. A number of specific agreements were reached with
the Borrower in relation to implementation of this component (see Sections 3.06
and 3. 07 of t:he Loan Agreernent), while, according to the SAR, the :~deral
government would subsequently "undertake all the necessary steps to Lnrc :...ement
appropriately controlled forestry development plans."
24

Section 3.0S(b) of the Loan Agreement refers specifically to this.
Section 3.08(a) of the Loan Agreement:.
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located in the Pantanal area and occupying some 70,000 ha, was expected to be
incorporated into a larger (250,000 ha) Pantanal Natíonal Park at some unknown
future date and, thus, was not specifically supported under che presenc
operation.
5.27
The project would likewise assist SEMA to establish ar extend four
ecological stations.
SEMA would oversee che use of these facilicíes by
universities which would directly undertake previously approved research. One
of the stations, Ique, occupying about 200,000 ha in the municipality of
Aripuana was outside che official boundaries of the Northwest region, buc was
included under the component because of the alleged importance of this area for
understanding the regional envíronment.
The other reserves were located at
Serra das Araras (about 24,800 ha) in a forest/savannah transition area becween
Barra do Bugres and Caceres in Mato Grosso, at Taima (12,000 ha) in the Pantanal
area near Caceres and at Cunia (some 100,000 ha) on the Madeira River north of
Porto Velho in an area of tropical Amaz orrí.an rainforest.
Assurances were
received from che Government that the Cunia station would be delimited by the
end of March 1982 and legally established thereafter. 25
5.28
The Ecological Research subproject, finally, would be carried out
under the supervísion of CNPq, which would subcontract the ímplementation of
specific studies to selected ·research institutes and universities givíng
preference to those located in ar near the program region. Research activities
were expected to include:
(i) establishment of a hydrometeorology and
biogeochemistry monitoring system in Rondonia; (ii) developmenc of a system for
the inventory and collection of flora and fauna·in the Territory; and, (iii)
small-scale research projects, possibly including studies on the minimum size
of ecosystems and appropriate technologies for the region.
3. Other Subprojects

r

5. 29
The remaining proj ect components (and their estimated costs at
appraisal, excluding contingencies) consisted of: (i) land tenure regularization
and titling (US$ 8.6 million) in all the major areas of small-farmer settlemenc
expected to be directly benefitted under the Phase II Mato Grosso Rural
Development Proj ect, including discrimination of some 5. 3 million ha and
demarcation of an estimated 600,000 ha; (ii) detailed soil surveys (US$ 0.5
million) covering roughly 70,000 ha in the Urupa area south of Ouro Preto and
100,000 ha in the Machadinha region northeast of Ariquemes as a basis for the
planning of new settlement projects to be implemented by INCRA in Phase III of
the program.; and, (iii·) funding of the equípment and operating costs of program
coordination activities at SUDECO (US$ 10.l million), including monitoring, midterm and final impact evaluations, ad hoc studies on issues arising during
implementation and the identification of future projects of relevance to
development of the Northwest region. 27
26

27

Section 3.09(a) of the-Loan Agreement.

Given the complexity of the project, it was decided that a mid-term
evaluation should be undertaken prior to June 30, 1984. This was formalized in
Section 3.lS(d) of the Loan Agreement. In addition, under Section 3.04(b) of
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D. The Health Proiect

28

5. 30
At the time POLONOROESTE was appraised, accelerated migration to che
Northwest had already resulted in a broad range of public health problems due
to low standards of living and poor nutrition intake a.mong boch among the rural
and urban populations in the region. The inability of existíng health services
to cape with heavy in-migration and the exposure of large nu.mbers of ~igrancs
to ecological condítions that favored the spread of disease, especially malaria,
were identified as among the most serious health problems in the Northwesc. As
a consequence, public health conditions in Rondonia were worse than those
prevalent in mos'C of the rest of Brazil, 29
5.31
The incidence of malaria in the region was particularly high, with
more than 62,000 cases being reported in 1980, resulting ín the loss of about
one million work da.ys and corresponding to roughly one-third of all cases
reported in the country in that year. According to the SAR, moreover, these
figures probably understated the actual gravity of the situatíon such that i:
was probab l y "safe to say t:hat every f amily 1 i ving in Rondonia coday has a.t
least one member who has ar has had malaria during the last year." ·ª
Furthermore, the situation was becoming worse, since, having come from malariafree a.reas, many new mígrants possessed no immunicy to the disease. There was
also some evidence that resistance to the principal anti-malaria drug,
chloroquine, had increased over the preceding t:wo years. As a result, the SAR
affirmed that "the hum.an suffering caused by inalaria and its adverse economic
effects in a rapidly developing area .. :are increasingly serious and have led the
territorial govenunent to declare a state of health emergency in Rondonia." 31
5.32
Gastro-intestinal and respiratory diseases, caused largely by
inadequate water supply, sewage disposal and rural housing conditions, in turn,
the same agreement, SUDECO was to "enter into, by March 31, 1982, contractual
arrangements with independent c.onsultants ... for purposes of assisting the
Borrower in the continuous evaluation of POLONOROESTE in its entirety ... , such
evaluation to be carried out on the basis of plans and procedures satísfactory
to the Bank."
The "qualificatíons, experience and terms and conditions of
employment" of the consultants to be selected for this activity, moreover, were
required under Section 3.02 of the Loan Agreement to be "satisfactory to t~e
Bank."
21

Most of the discussion in this section is based on the SAR. for the
Northwest Health Pl:'oject (Report No. 3537b-BR, dated November 9, 1981).
2'

This was exemplified by the infant mortality rate whích was 128 per
thousand live births in the Territory as compared with 92 per thousand for the
country as a whole.
30

31

Ibid., para. 3.06

Ibid., pal:'a. 3.06 (emphasís OED).
The SAR. also observed that "many
adules die from malaria in the absence of full and adequat:e drug treacment."
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were the next mosc serious types of illness after malaria, together accouncing
for roughly 75% of the 180,000 cases treated at health centers in Rondonia in
1980.
They were also major concributors to both infant and adule mortality.
According to the SAR, "again, it is difficult to find a rural family in Ronâonia
which is not affected by these diseases and others, such as measles, diarrhea
and infectious hepatitis." J2
ln addition, local health authoricies reporteei
that other diseases, including leishmaniasis and schistosomiasis, also had the
potencial to become major health problems in the region.
r

5.33
Despite these significant and rapidly growing problems, ac che time
POLONOROESTE was initiated, health care infrastructure in Rondonia was highly
precarious. Basic health care services were available only to the approxima.tely
40% of the Territory' s population residing in Porto Velho and other uzban
centers. Excepc for polia, moreover, vaccinations reportedly reached only onefifth of all children at risk. The level of health services in rural areas. i~
short, ~as much lower than that in urban areas and was especially poor in ~hose
areas which were growing fastest (ie. the municipalities of Ariquemes, Cacoal,
Ji-Parana, Jaru, Ouro Preto and Presidente Mediei).
5. 34
·In an effort to come to tet111s with these health problems and
infrastructure deficiencies, however, the Government of Rondonia had adopted a
basic health services policy in June 1980 that gave primary emphasis to
combatting malaria and reinforcing the rural health care network. The Health
Project, supported by Loan 2061-BR, was designed to help implement this policy
by: ·(i) intensifying malaria control activities in the Territory; (ii)
strengthening and expanding primary and second level health care for the rural
population living in the vicinity of the proposed NUAR.s to be installed under
the Settlement Consolidation subproject of the Agricultural Developmenc and
Environmental Protectíon Project; and, (iii) strengthening research capacity.

r

5. 35
Institution building, which was considered to be particularly
important ata time when Rondonia was about to become a state anda number of
new municipalities had recently been created, was a more general project
objective. As in the case of the agricultural development .components of the
program, design of the Northwest Health Proj ect relied heavily on previous
experience gained from the rural health components of earlier Bank-assisted
integrated rural development projects in Brazil. Total cost of the project was
estimated at appraisal to be US$ 37.7 million, of which the Bank would finance
US$ 13.0 million, or 34X.
5.36
Project components
contingencies) were as follows:
(i)

lZ

(and

their

estimated

total

costs

net

of

Malaria Control Program (US$ 13. 3 million): this would involve
significant expansion of SUCAM's malaria control operations
in Rondonia by providing equipment. vehicles, consul ting
services, DDT and drugs and financing incremental salaries and
operating costs.

Ibid., para. 3.07.
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(ii)

Health

Services

Development

(US$

8.4

million):

(a)

consti-uccíon of one health center in each of 39 NUARs in the
municipali t:ies covered under the Settlement Consolidacion
subproject of the Agricultural Development and Environmental
Protection Projecc; (b) equipment and staffing of 50 health
posts to be constructed by rural communities in these sarne
municipalities; and, (e) establishment of referral healch
centers in the new municipios of Jaru, Ouro Preca and
Presidente Mediei, each including offices, laboratory, ~ards
for in-paciencs and delivery and operating rooms.
(iii)

Training and Superyision (US$ 1.0 million): training for 100
rural health workers and 200 health auxiliaries to be assigned
to the aforementioned 50 health posts and 39 health centers,
respeccively, consultant services to STS on craining and the
administration
of health services and the provision of
vehicles and travei expenses for field supervisors.

(iv)

Research and Evaluation (US$ 2. 6 million) : ( a) research on
malaria and other major health problems 33 and (b) technical
assistance for the monitoring of project componencs.

5.37
The malaria control program, more specifically, would consist of the
identification of malaria transmission areas, surveillance of malaria incidence,
the reduction of infected mosquitoes and treatment of the sick. The project
would permit SUCAM to recruit another 330 field workers and organize fifty.five
additional 6·man field aperation teams, as well as to finance some seventy
epidemiological surveillance guards who would collect blood samples from about
,1,500 malaria notification poses established in existing hauses at the village
level. Infected people would be treated either at the notification posts or
other health care facilities. Altogether, SUCAM's staff would be increased by
about 480 persons, including management and supervisory personnel, about 800
tons of DDT would be used and an estimated US$ 400,000 of spraying and ocher
equipment and US$ 226,000 of drugs would be purchased, together wich vehicles,
motorcycles and bicycles for field operation staff. The NUAR health centers and
rural healtb poses, in tum, would be built according to standard STS designs
and were expected to serve a total of 360,000 and 120,000 people, respectively,
by the late l980's. Each of the three urban referral centers, moreover, was
expecced to benefit an estimated 120,000 people starting in 1985.

33

The areas tentatively identified for mataria research included: ( i) the
distribution and transmission potential of different anopheles vectors and
mosquito biting patterns; (ii) insecticide alternativas to DOT; (iii) the cost·
effectiveness of control measures; (iv) the chloroquine resistance of malaria
parasites; and, (v) alternativa drug treatments.

r:

r:
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E. The Mato Grosso Rural Development Project

l4

5.38
This project, approved some three months after the initial Bank
loans in support of POLONOROESTE, constituted the second phase of the program.
The project area covered roughly 61,500 km2 in the southeastern pare of the Mato
Grosso portion of the program region including pares ar all of the
municipalities of Caceres, Mirassol d'Oeste, Tangara da Serra, Barra do Bugres,
Quatro Marcos, Rio Branco, Araputanga, Jauru and Salto do Ceu. The five latter
municípios were created in January 1981 as a result of the dismemberment of
Caceres and Mirassol d'Oeste. The total population in the project area in 1980
was on the arder of 217,000, of which close to 60% were rural.
The p:roj ect' s o r i.g rn and underlying
follows in the corresponding SAR:

5. 39

rationale were described as

The proposed rural development project is a portion of
the
integrated POLONOROESTE regional
developtnent
progra.m, conceived with the objective of obtaining a
rational, agriculturally and ecologically sound use of
the natural
resources of an area
of Brazil' s
agricul tural frontier. Economic development in the a.rea
would soon be reinforced through the improv~ment of the
Cuiaba-Porto Velho highway to paved, all-weather
standards, which would lower transportation costs.
Although it is expected that the extraction of mineral
resources from the region would also increase with the
improvement of the road, the thrust of the program is
towards the increase of sustainable
agricultural
production in those areas appropriate for this type of
exploitation, through the establishment of stable small
farmer production systems.
In this way, gainful
occupation would be offered to small farmers displaced
from other regions of the country dueto drought, frost,
erosion, limited access co land, increasingly mechanized
and capital intensive forms of agricultural production,
. cropping
.
ore h anges 1.n
patterns, among oth er f actors. as

r
r:

Oeclared project objectives were to:
(i) raise the incomes and
living standards of some 17,500 small-farm families with holdings under 200 ha,
giving priority attention to 10,000 of the least developed small farmers in the
area: ( ii) promote a sustainable and rational development of agricul tural
production, primarily through increases in productivity, but also wich some
additional expansion of the area in crops; and, (iii) improve agricultural and
social services in the area, expand and strengthen physical infrastructure and
improve the Government's capacity to plan and execute similar area development
projects in other parts of the state. Project activities would focus on some
5.40

('

,-...

34

The description of this project is drawn from the corresponding SAR,
Report No. 3635-BR, op. cit.
35

Ibid., para. 4.01.
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thircy rural communities "1'hich were "gathering points and service centers" :ar
most of the small farmers in the area. These communities, more specifically.
were located in the northern section of the municipality of Caceres, chroughout
Mirassol d'Oeste and the fíve newly created municipios and in the eascern half
of Barra do Bugres and Tangara da Serra. No project investments, however, ~ere
initially programmed for the Pantanal area in the southern portion of Caceres,
where large cattle ranchíng operations predominated.
5.41
Total project costs over a five year investment period ~ere
estimaced to be on the arder of US$ 76.8 million equivalent, of which Bank Loan
2116·BR for US$ 26.4 million would finance roughly 34%. The project ~as divided
into four major types of interventions, each having one or more components,
which (together with their estimated costs, excluding contíngencies) can be
brtefly described as follows:
(i)

Agricultural Se:ryices (US$ 17.1 million)
(a)

Agroecolo~ical Zonin~ (US$ 1.3 million): i~ supporc of
longer-cerm development planning, this camponenc would
continue existing efforts to identify the· natural
resource potencial of the area, undertake general
agricultural aptitude studies and collect and analyze
environmencal data with a view to preserving che
ecological equilibrium of the region.
It would be
executed by EMPA-MT, the state agricultural research
agency.

(b)

Rural

Extension
(US$
11.0
million):
the
state
agricultural extension agency, EMATER·MT, would províde
direct technical assistance to some 10,000 small
farmers, including both owners and non-awners, to
improve their agricultural production techniques, giving
particular attention to crop diversificacion
anà
increasing on-fann productivity. A larger group of some
17 , 500
f armers
would benef i t
from
agricul tural
o~ientation
through
farmers'
groups,
communíty
organization and education in th~ fields of nutrition,
sanication and home economics.

(e)

A,,daptive A~ricultural Researçh (US$ 4.4 million):
undertaken by EMPA-MT, agricultural research would
concentrat:e on the adaptation and selection of crop
varieties and cultivation techniques appropriate co the
logistical and ecological conditions of t.he proj ect
area. Research would include invest:igation into ~ocally
appropriate crop rotation and diversification, ·.se of
livestock as pare of a mixed farming systere. farm
management and alternative farming systems.

(d)

Input Supply
(US$ 0.5 million):
the supply of
agricultural inputs would be improved through the
establisrunent of a supply store and three nurseries in

..,
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the project area.
The executing agency waulà be the
state agricultural development company, CODAGRI.
(ii)

Production Infrastructure (US$ 17.7 million)
(a)

and Storage (US$ 6. 8 million): implemenced by the
state agricultural storage company, CASEMAT, existing
3,000 ton warehouses would be consolidated and l;
tonjhour grain dryers installed adj acene ::o them i.r;
J auru and Rio Branco, a new 6 , 000 ton warehouse anci
grain drier complex would be constructed in Araputanga,
together with a grain dryer in Tangara da Serra anda
grain weighing and drying unit in Salto do Geu.
An
additional 18,000 tons of storage and complemencary
grain drying capacity, as well as three further grain
weighing and drying stations, would be inscalled a e
other locations which remained to be defined at the time
of appraisal.

(b)

Municipal
Roads
(US$
10.9
million):
wich
:::he
coordination of CODEMAT, improvements of some 1,470 km
of municipal roads would be undertaken anda system to
provide routine road maintenance would be established
in the project area.

r

(lii)

Drying

Social Development (US$ 17.1 million)
(a)

Education (US$ 12.2 million): coordinated by the state
Secretariat of Education and Culture (SEC), this
component would seek to increase access to rural schools
and improve the quality of rural primary educ atrí.on
t:hrough t:he constructian and equipment of 126 nev
schools,
renovation of 122 existing schools, the
training of teachers and administrative personnel aná
improvements in curricula, among other interventions.

(b)

Rural W'ater Supply (US$ 1.5 million): the project would
finance the construction and equipment of about twentyfour simplified rural wacer systems and start-up costs
for the establislunent of maintenance capabilities for
existing systems,
The executing agency would be the
state water supply company, SANEMAT.

(e)

Heal th and Sani tation (US$ 3 .1 million) : under the st:ate
Secretariat of Health (SES), the component would improve
the coverage and quality of primary health care services
in the project area through the construction and
equipment of seven health centers and thirty health
posts, the expansion of an existing health center in
Caceres, the training of health personnel, the provision
of vehicles to be used as ambulances and for the

,,.....
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distribution of medicines and field supervision and che
installation of some 5,400 latrines.
(d)

(iv)

Community Organization (US$ 0.4 million): the componenc
would construcc six community centers, support the
organization of community councils and provide training
to community levei agencs of the rural extension, health
and education components.
E."'lATER·MT would be the
executing agency.

P;roj ect Management and Coordination (US$ 2. 5 million): overall
project management would be the responsibility of a newlycreated unit in the state Gabinet for Planning and
Coordination (GPC) which would coordinate planning, budgecing
and policy decisions, as well as monitor and evaluate the
attainment of project targets and objectives. This componenc
would finance equipmenc, vehicles, salaries of incremencal
staff and consultant services for che Projecc Management Unit
(PMU) including the operacion of field offices in Caceres anà
Barra do Bugres.

5. 42
. As in Rondonia, rural credi t and improved seeds were to be provi de d
in parallel to the project.
Credít requirements for the 10,000 farmers to be

directly assisted under the project were estimated to be on the order of US$ 28
million for incremental seasonal credit and US$ 15 million for mediu.m and longterm investment credit, respectively.
As in the case of the first phase
Rondonia agricultural development project, assurances were given by the federal
government that "it
would take all
necessary steps
to ensure
the timely
availability of adequate working capital and investment credit to the project's
36
small and medium- s ized farmers ( including sharecroppers and tenants) . "
Assurances were likewise given by the state government that a seed supply
program would be established based on plans developed by the state agricultural
planning commission (CEPA-MT). 37 Finally, assurances were received from both
the federal and state governments that they would take all measures necessary
to maintain existing crop purchase and financing mechanisms operated by the
Commission for the Financing of Agricultural Production (CFP) based on minimum
prices specifically set for the region. la

36

Ibid., para. 4.29. (emphasis OED). This was formalized in Section 4.01
of the respective Loan Agreement, signed on May 12, 1972.
This was specifically contemplated in Section 3. 02 of the Proj ect
Agreement signed by the Government of Mato Grosso on May 12, 1982.
u This was formally covered by Section 4.02 of the Loan Agreemenc and
Section 2.11 of the Project Agreement.
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The New Settlement:s Proj ect

Jg

5.43
Unlike the Phase I and II rural development projects in Rondonia and
~ato Grosso respectively, which sought to consolid.ate existing areas of smallfarmer production, the Phase III
New Settlements Proj ect was specifically
intended to promote the agricultural occupation of previously uninhabited areas.
Accordingly, the SAR for this proj ect described its area of intervent:ion as
c ovez í.ng about 1.1 million hectares in the (by then) scate of Rondonia,
"consisting mostly of publicly owned and undeveloped lands, mainly virgin
forest, where, besides some wild rubber tapping, limited mineral prospecting and
few dispersed extractive forestry operations, no systematic economic activity
is yec taking place." 40
,r--

The population in the· area to be covered by the project at the time
was appraised (January 1983), consequently, was reported as "practically
nil."
Toe SAR did indicate, nonet:heless, that undeveloped Larid in priva te
ownership in some parts of the area would have to be recovered by INCRA through
che application of existing legislation.
Much of the area to be developed,
however, was not yet served by roads which, on the one hand, "considerably
reduces the potential for undesired squacting," but, on the other, also limited
"access for survey or planning purposes." As a result, most of the detailed
surveying and planning would need to be carried out "in parallel to the opening
of main access roads within the settlement sites and would be rapidly followed
by plot allocation to selected settlers." 41
5.44
~i:

5 .45
Three of the six sites proposed for the est:ablishment of new
settlements (Urupa I and Machadinha I and I!, covering some 600,000 ha) had
"already been studied in considerable detail,~ according to the SAR, while civil
works had already being initiated at Urupa I and Machadinha I. A second site
at Urupa which had also previously been studied in some detail, however, had
already been claimed by a forestry company and it was, thus, likely that INCRA
would have to tum to an alternative ·1ocation at Cujubim, north of Ariquemes.
Two additional sites, Capitao Sílvio and Marmelo, situated along the unpaved
section of the BR-364 road west of.Porto Velho, had also been identified "as
possibly having suitable soils11 and were undergoing more detailed investigation
at the time the project was appraised.
The SAR further indicated that, if
detailed surveys later revealed that substantial segments of these proposed
sites were unsuitable for settlement, the "discarded segments" would be replaced
42
by oeher areas such as Cujubim which remained to be studied in detail.

r:
39

This section is largely based on Report No. 4424-BR .

•

Ibid., para. 2.01
Ibid., para. 2.01 (emphasis OED).
'2
Ibid., para. 2. 01. The SAR adds that no Amerindians were known co dwell
in the proposed settlement sites. However, reserves did exist near the proposed
Machadinha II and Capitao Sílvio sites such that "measures to avoid the expansion
of settlement areas through spontaneous squatting beyond official limits will
be required from FUNAI and state gavernment authorities, within the context of
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S. 46
In describing
the o r i.g i.n and racionale
of the proj ecc,
the SAR
critiqued
earlier
colonization
efforts
in Rondonia
and indicaced
various
improvements
that had been specifically
introduced
in planning
the proposed new
settlement
schemes.
Tilese observations
are worth reproducing
in some detail.
Since 1970, INCRA has established
a large
number of
settlement
areas
in Rondonia,
mostly
along
the yet
unpaved
BR-364.
These settlements
were
generally
established
without
preliminary
soil surveys
and along
a standard
orthogonal
layout,
without
consideration
of
topographical
or ecological
factors.
Roads were poorly
built
and soon became
impassable
during
the
rainy
season.
The few available
services
were concentrated
along BR~364 exclusively,
although
secondary
roads were
built
up to 40 km away from che highway and subsequently
extended
as far as 80 km into the forest
as a result
of
spontaneous
settlement.
No mechanisms were planned
for
the gradual
transfer
of administrative
responsibilities
from INCRA to the local
authori ties .
Lots of 100 ha
aach , including
individual
legal reserves
of 50 ha , were
given at highly
subsídized
prices.

.

The long preparation

phase of the proposed
project
has
already
allowed INCRA, with assistance
from the FAO and
Bank missions,
to gradually
define
and start
to apply
improved settlement
methods, including
the selection
of
ecologically
favorable
areas;
road and plot
layouts
suited
to the local
topography;
road standards
allowing
effective
maintenance;
decentralized
semi-urban
centers
[ ie.
NUARs
1 . providing
settlers
with
financial,
commercial,
education
and health services;
agglomeration
of individual
legal
reserves
into
large,
collective
blocks on segments of the settlement
areas less suitable
for agriculttiral
practices,
with parallel
strengthening
of the
planning
and extension
capability
of IBDF;
coordination
with
state
authorities
for an efficient
transfer
of administrativa
responsibilities;
and cost
recovery procedures
l:'educing t:he proj ect' s impact on che
governmenc. budget.
Furthermore,
the introduction
of
rubber plots
in some 40% of the farms to be established,
with extensive
technical
and financial
assistance
to the
farmers.
would orient
settlers
to new perennial
cropping
oppor'CW:lities
adapted to local soils,
ellq)hasizing
a crop
of strateãic
importance
for a rapidly
industrializing
country.

the

overall

Norehwest

Ibid.,

paras.

Program."
3.06-3.07.
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5.47
In this context, specific project objectives, as expressed in the
SAR, were to: (i) help INCRA settle up to 15,000 immigrant farmer families with
improved physical planning and sectler selectian criteria in six areas in
Rondonia possessing adequa te agricultural potencial by 1989; ( ii)
provide
settlers with a level and variety of infrastructure and services comparable to
those offered under Phase I of the program including roads, warehouses, health
and education facilitíes, agricultural extension and social services; ( iíi)
develop salvage logging procedures in areas cleared for agricultura and, in cje
longer term, collective sustained forest:ry operations; (ív) generate farmer
involvement in less traditional tree crops which are suitable to local soils;
and , (v) improve government capacity to plan and execute similar settlement
projects in other parts of the A.mazon region. The 15,000 families would each
receive 25 to 40 ha of agricultural land, depending on relative soil quality in
the various localities to be settled, and an equal amount of forest land within
agglomerated blocks. Project beneficiaries were expected to produce a mixcure
of subsistence and commercial crops including rice, maize, beans and cassava,
togecher with cash crops such as rubber, fruits and coffee.
5.48
Yith respect to the size of the project's target population, the SAR
observed tha~ INCRA had originally intended to settle some 60,000 families in
the Northwes t: region during a four year period.
However, "in view o f the
complexity of settlement in the tropical jungle and financial and institutional
limitations," this targec was gradually reduced to 20,000 families to be settled
over a period of seven years, three-quarters of which (ie. 15,000) were to be
assisted through the present proj ect. ·• The target number of families to be
settled annually under the program, accordingly, decreased very significantly
from 15,000 to less than 3,000 families per year (ie. from 60,000 families in
four years to 20,000 families over seven years). Interestingly, moreover, the
final target was only half of the 30,000 families which the Bank initially
expected to be acco111modated in new settlement areas over a five to six year
period (or some 5 to 6,000 families per year) in both Rondonia and Mato Grosso
(see para. 4.48 above).
5.49
Total project costs over a six year implementation period, in turn,
were estimated at appraisal to be US$ 182.0 miliion equivalent, of which Bank
Loan No. 2353-BR would finance US$ 65.2 million, or roughly 35%. As appraised,
project components (together with their estimated costs net of contingencies)
were:

(i) Production Infrastruçture
(a)

44

r-

Land Use Planning, Settlement Layout:, Demarcation and
Titling (US$ 8.7 million): this component, to be carried

Ibid., para. 3 .09 (emphasis OED).
The document also notes that "if
migration into Rondonia were to continue more or less at the past rate of 1,000
families per month, half of which declare an interest in agricul tural emp loyment:,
the project would attend a little less than half of the potential settlers
arriving in the region during the project implementation period. The others
would find work opportunities as sharecroppers or laborers in already est:ablished
farms." (Emphasis OED)
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out by INCRA, would include: (i) preliminary zoning of
proposed settlement sites on about 900,000 ha for
potential agricultural and foresc reserve areas; (ii)
preliminary layouts of feeder, access and penecracion
roads and sectlement plots; (iii) field evaluacion of
land use capabilities to confirm and, where necessary.
correct the preliminary zoning exercise; (iv) detailed
settlemenc designs based on the plot sizes and block
reserve arrangements indicaced above : and , (v) cadastral
surveys
and demarcation
of individual
plots and
reserves. .~

45

(b)

Rural Roads (US$ 29.l million): some 1,550 km of primary
and 1,450 km of secandary farm access roads would be
constructed and state and munici~al road maintenance
46
capabilities would be strengthened.
INCRA ~ould be
the implemencing agency and the municipalities and DER·
RO would be responsible for subsequenc maintenance
activities.

(e)

NUAR and Satelli te Infrascructure (US$ 7 .1 million):
under this componenc, also to be implemenced by INCRA,
seven NUARs would be established and, as in Phase I,
each provided with administrative, service, commercial
and recreation àreas and some 200 lots for privace
houses.
Office facilities for public agencies ( ie.
INCRA, SUDHEVEA, IBDF and state government entities
involved in rural development) would also be est:ablished
in each one, as would a guest house, staff housing, a
public
wacer
supply
syste~
and
a
electricity
distribution network.
Four of the NUARs, moreover,
would be furnished with a simple landing strip anda
training facili ty, while all would have a secondary
school and a health pose or referral cencer.
The
projecc would also fund basic infrastructure (including
a one-classroom school anda health post) in roughly 71
satellite centers.

La.nd use capability surveys for an additional 190,000 ha in Urupa I and

II and Machadinha I had been financed and implemented under Loan 2060-BR and more
detailed land use planning and settlement layouts had reportedly already been
completed for these sites at; the time the present project was approved.
SUDHEVEA, nevertheless, was to carry out further field su~eys in arder to
determine the areas best suited for rubber cultivation.
46

ln addition, canstruction of some 750 km of feeder roads linking NUARs
to the main highway and 200 km of farm access roads at Urupa I would be
undertaken by the Army' s Civil Engineering Battalion (BEC), but the corresponding
coses were not included in the project.

.,.;'
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(d)

Adapcive Agricultural Research (US$ 2.1 million):
studies already being carried out in connection with
Phase I would be complemented by research into annual
and perennial crop production techniques tailored co
local soil conditions in the new settlemenc areas. The
component would support installation of an experimental
substation at Machadinha I and 150 farmer-operated fruic
tree and annual crop demonstracion plots. The Rondonia
unit (UEPAE-RO) of EMBRAPA would be the executor.

(e)

Technical Assistance to Farmers (US$ 11.3 million): the
Rondonia rural extension agency, ASTER-RO, would assist
proj ecc
sectlers
in
the
improvemenc
of
their
agricultural production cechniques, giving particular
emphasis to soil conservation and the promocion of new
perennial crops.
SUDHEVEA would likewise provide
assistance to rubber farmers and cappe r s .
Seven new
rural extension offices would be inscalled and some 750
farmer leaders
and 110
general and 80 rubber
extensionists would be trained.

(f)

Crop Drying and Storage (US$ 3.5 million): conscruction
and equiptnent of seven 2, 000 ton warehouses , each
accompanied by a 5-tonfhour grain dryer.
The INCRAbuilt warehouses would to be designed to meet local
climatic and agrículcural production conditions.

(g)

Input Supply (US$ 1. O million): the proj ect would
finance the construction and equipmenc of, and working
capital for, three nurseries to produce seedlings of
tropical fruit trees (eg. guarana, Brazilnut, cashew
nut, mango, etc.) and of seven small input supply posts
to be o-perated by CODARON.

(h)

Forestry Development (US$ 6.1 million): the component
would consist of: (i) rapid forest inventaries by IBDF
of some 570,000 ha of agricultural plots and the
establishment of salvage logging procedures for the some
350,000 ha expected to be cleared in the new settlement
areas over a 15-year period; (ii) detailed inventaries
by IBDF of some SOO, 000 ha of legal reserves and
preparation of management plans for the pennanent
exploitation of some twenty block reserves within these
areas; ( iii) the installation of, and vehicles and
equipment for, seven forestry extension offices to be
subsequently transfe:rred co nhe State Forestry Institute
which was to be created in Rondonia; (iv) training,
salaries and othe:r operation costs for some 26 forestry
extensionists and central staff during the proj ect
implementation period; (v) construction of, and working
capital for, two pilot sawmills to be operaced by
CODARON; (vi) construction, equipment and operating
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costs of ~hree IBDF forestry central pasts; (vii)
establishment and equipment of central bases in Costa
Marques (on the Guapore Ri ver) and Ariquemes, to be
owned by IBDF and operated by the Forestry Battalion of
Rondonia, for t:he proteccion of nacural parks and
reserves, ~ater sources and endangered species; (viii)
short m.arket st:udies for wood species with favorable
charact:eristics, but which had not traditionally been
processed in ·che region; and, (ix) consultant services
to IBDF to help it define salvage logging procedures,
prepare and implement management plans for foresc
reserves and strengthen its environmental control
capacity.
(ii) Social Infrastructure

(iii)

(a)

Education (US$ 3. 4 million): construction and furnishing
of seven f our - classroom schools ( in the NUARs) and about
223 single classroom multi-grade schools to be equippeá.
operated and maintained by the stat:e Secretariat of
Education with the assistance of municipal authorities.
A total of 20,000 new student places would be created.

(b)

Heal th (US$ 4. O million) : comp lementing the Phase I
Health Project described above, INCRA would construct
seven large health posts in the project NUARs and 71
small health posts in surrounding satellite villages.
Two of the larger health posts would later be expanded
by the state Secretariat of Healch (SES-RO) into
referral health centers.
Various vehicles, including
ambulances, as weLL as the training of 113 health
professionals and auxiliaries, would also be financed.
All health facilities would be operated and maincained
by SES-RO.

(e)

Social Or~anization (US$ 1. 5 million) : in line wich
earlier experience in Rondonia, the project would help
establish farmer organizations and develop community
labor through local agents of the state Secretariat of
Labor and Social Promotion, working in collaborat:ion
with ASTER.-RO.
Some twenty settler groups would be
organized in the area of influence of e ach NUAR to
receive training on health and nutrition and participat:e
in school construction and maintenance.

On- farm !nvestments (US$ 46. 8 million) : this component ·,1ould
finance part of the estimated total cost (US$ 89.4 míliion)
of the establishment of rubber (US$ 29.3 míllion), coffee (US$
8.9 million) and Amazon fruit tree plantatíons (US$ 31.5
million) and the acquisition of livestock and farm implemencs

.;'
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CUS$ 19.7 million) by new settlers over the project execution
period.

47

(iv)

Sp_ecial Activities (US$ 1. 7 million): this component would
include assistance to tthe federal governmenc to review
developmenc possibílities and production techniques for a
number of crops, including coconuts, babacu, oil palm,
~arana, cashew nuts, Brazil nuts and tropical fruit trees
which were extensively grown in Brazil and/or had favorable
market prospeccs, buc which had received little formal
institucional support. The subproject would be coordinated
by SUDECO and the Ministry of Agriculture
with the
participation of various specialized agencies involved in
agricultural and environmental research and developmenc.
Funds would also be made available to support the preparacion
of new regional development projeccs in the Northwesc,
including
possible
future
operations
already
under
consideracion by the state governmencs of Mato Grosso arid
Rondonia anda possible project by INCRA in some 400,000 ha
of land under federal jurisdiction in che Mato Grosso portion
of the Guapore valley. 46

(v)

Pro;j ect and Prog;:am Coordination and Management · (US$ 6. 5
million): considering INCRA's key role in the execution of
the present
operation, the project would
support the
institutional strengthening of INCRA's central operations in·
Brasilia, as well as those of its regional delegation in Porto
Velho, together with the adequate staffing of field units to
supervise civil works and the settlement of new farmers.
Support would also be provided under this component for the
continuation of overall program evaluation and coordínation
beyond the end of 1986.

47

Coffee and livestock financing, specifically, would not be covered by
the project. Government credit lines were expected to finance some US$ 60.8
million for the installation of rubber and fruit trees, while the remaining US$
28.6 million for coffee and livestock would come from private banks. Seasonal
credit requirements, estimated to reach US$ 6.1 million annually by year 6 of
the project, however, would be met by official banks. Rubber installation loans,
more concretely ,·. would be provided chrough funds allocaced to SUDHEVEA' s nacional
Rubber Development Program (PROBOR), administered by che Bank of Brazil.
41
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Ibid., para. 3.25. It was noted, however, that "the presence of various
Amerindian tribes in parts of the valley, combinedwith locally complex cadastral
situations and soils which have good physical and topographical features, but
low fertility ... make it necessary that (a) detailed surveys be conducted to
identify areas specifically suited for small farmer settlement; and (b)
sophisticated agricultural production and management techniques be developed,
with a corresponding emphasis on the selection of more competent farmers than
those usually settled on INCRA lands."
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S. 50
As in the earlier rural development proj ects in the No r chwe s t;
region, a number of activities were carried out: in parallel to the ~;ew
Settlements operation.
The most important of these were the construction and
maintenance of feeder roads, together with some NUAR infrastructure (in Urupa
1), to be undertaken by the Army ·as indicaced in the footnote to the section on
rural roads in the previous paragraph.
Other parallel activities were to
include the routine maintenance of all roads, the operation of education and
heal~h facilities and the improved supply of seeds by state agencies. UEPAERO and CODARON, in particular, would be responsible for seed production and
distribution.
The final set of interventions expected to be carried ouc in
parallel to Phase III, as well as to Phases I and II of the program, finally,
was the non-Bank financed Amerindian Special Project.
G. The Amerindian Speçial Project

49

5. 51
As indicated in the preceding chapter, accelerated occupacion of che
Northwest was expected to lead directly to increasing pressure on Amerindian
communities in the region because of growing compe c í.c í.cn with sett:lers o ve r
tribal lands. together with the increased risk of their exposure co contagious
.diseases to which indigenous populations possessed very limited immunity. As
noted in the SAR for the Phase I Agricultural Development and Environmental
Protec tion Proj ec t, "in the very wors t case, the cultural or even phys ical
extinction· of Amerindian groups living in the area could be feared if
development were not carefully controlled. " ~0 In light of tnis eventuali ty, the
Brazilian Government, through FUNAI, n formally committed itself to strengthen
its capacity to protect tribal populations in the POLONOROESTE regfon, giving
emphasis to the protection of Amerindian lands and the provision of health care
services.
5.52
Many of the investments under the Special Project, however, seem to
have concencrated mainly on improving FUNAI's own physical and administrative
infrastructure at the regional and local levels, together with the training of
its field staff.
As· already noted, at the Government' s insistence Special
Project activities were financed exclusively with domestic resources.
These
49

This section is based largely on para. 6.03 of Report No.
See Annex 8 of the same report for further details.

cit.

!O
51

3512b, op.

Ibid., p~ra. 6.03 (emphasis OED).

As indicated in the previous chapter, considerable disagreement existed
both within the Bank and (outside the Government) in Brazil with respect to
FUNAI' s capacity to adequacely protect the region' s Amerindian populations. One
Bank anthropological consultant, for example, specifically recommended against
entrusting Amerindian support measures to FUNAI (see Price, op. cit., Cbapter
11), while several Bank staff members expressed strong doubts about FUNAI's
capacity to deal with the "threats of development" in the area, as one December
1980 internal memorandum put it.
Despi te these concerns, hoveve r , at t;he
Brazilian Government's insistence and dueto the lack of any clear alternative,
the Bank eventually, if reluctantly, agreed to FUNAI's carrying out the proposed
Special Project.
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actívities were to be monitored by nacional authorities, buc would also be
periodically reviewed with the Bank.
In arder to protect designated ( ie.
interdicted, delineated ar demarcated) tribal reserves in the program region,
moreover, it was expected that FUNAI would ·demarca te ar upgrade existing
demarcation lines in all such reserves and ~ould evict illegal trespassers and
squatters from these areas.
5.53
Amerindian health care, in turn, would be improved by expanding anà
upgrading the operations of existing mobile health units and establishing new
health posts in the Guapore valley, with back-up support to be provided by the
hospital in Vilhena. FUNAI would also provide full immunization coverage and
intensified assistance in outbreaks of communicable diseases and agreed to
maintain adequa te medical supplies ac all Indian posts.
Specific lines of
action were also to be defined in the areas of Amerindian education and the
promocion of economic development.
?inally, FUNAI and DNER were expected co
enter into a specific agreement wich regard to the protection of Amerindians
52
against possible negative effects associated with highway construction works.
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5.54
Although the Loan Agreements for the Phas~ I POLONOROESTE loans do
not themselves textually contain these coimnitments, according to the SAR. for
che Agricultural Development and Environmental Protection Project, the federal
government nwould: (a) ensure timely provision of appropriate funds, staff and
other resources, authorizations and permits required for the implementation of
the (Amerindian] protection measures; (b) upgrade the organization and
operations of its institutions entrusted with implementation of the [Amerindian
protection] program; (e) provide the Bank with a reasonable opportunity to
periodically review in the field progress on the implementation of these
protective measures; and, (d) present to the Bank such information as the Bank
may require on the carrying out and impact of the protection program." ~3 It was
likewise observed inche sarne document that, it was FUNAI's intention to encer
into a contract by May 31, 19 82 wi th a Brazilian insti tution or experts to
assist them in their monitoring and evaluation activities related to the Special
54
Pro j ec t. n
Finally, the SAR informs that legal acts ("portarias") de limi ting
all Amerindian areas in the Guapore valley had been formally executed by the
Brazilian Government and that the additional personnel, equipment and operacing
resources required by FUNAI had already been provided in the program region.

Section 4.01 of the Loan Agreement for the Highway Project, signed
December 15, 1981, specifically indicated that "the Borrower shall cause DNER
anel FUNAI to enter into appropriate arrangements to protect the Amerindian
communities from harm associated with the construction works on the Highway."
53
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Report No, 3512b-BR, op. cit., para. 6.03.

Ibid., para. 6.03.
This was eventually carried out by part of the
multi-disciplinary team at the University of Sao Paulo that was hired by SUDECO
to undertake che on•going evaluation of the programas a whole.
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H. Conclusion
As observed at the outset of the previous chapter, POLONOROESTE, as
designed, was a complex, multi-faceted program, i.nvolving a large number o f
institutions, risks and uncertaintiés. As will be discussed in the following
chapters, despi te the Bank' s general awareness of the natura o f t::.e r í.sks
involved in undertaking the program, ~he precarious situation of many of the
program's principal executing and coordinating agencies and the limited inicial
knowledge of the Northwest region's ecological characteriscics and true carrying
capacity in terms of sustained agricultural development
potential, in
retrospect, the importance of these factors was clearly underestimated.
The
full complexity and subsequent dynamics of the frontier settlement process were
also insufficiently understood and anticipated, while
the Government's
willingness and ability to control or manage this process appear to have been
overestim.ated by the Bank. These conclusions will be explored in more detail
during the balance of ~his report.
5.55

5.56

What is important to emphasize at this juncture, however. is the
that, despite its focus on a specific geographic area and its multisectoral and multi- institucional nature, POLONOROESTE was not designed as a
"regional development" program in the sense of being a truly comprehensive
effort_ to promote and rationalize the productive oc cupa e Lon of and human
settlement in the Northwest during the early 1980' s.
Toe area development
components of the program (ie. Loans 2060, 2116 and 2353), for instance, dealt
with only parts of the ·larger program region, more specifically, six earlier
colonization areas covering some 30,dOO km2 in Rondonia, a number of previously
settled areas in parts or all of nine municipalities involving some 61,500 km2
in Mato Grosso and new settlement schemes in an expected 11,000 km2 in Rondonia.
Activities under the feeder roads component of the Highway Project (Loan 2062)
in both Rondonia and Mato Grosso, as well as under the Health Project (Loan
2061) in Rondonia, moreover, were, for the most part, targeted on the sarne
areas. Collectively, therefore, except for their Amerindian and environmental
components, the Bank-supported· projects were expected to cover slightly ove r
100,000 km2 of the program region' s total are a of more than 400. 000 km2.
including only some 41,000 km2 of Rondonia's total area of 243,000 km2.
fact

5. 57
Two points are of relevance here.
One is that integrated smallfarmer rural development activities, including both the consolidation of
existing settlements and the promotion of new ones, during the first three
phases of POLONOROESTE were to be undertaken in roughly only one-fourth of the
total area of the program region and in only about one-sixth of the total area
of Rondonia.
Much of the rest of the region, including some of the areas
possessing better soils, was either already occupied by larger farmers
(Rondonia) or ranchers (Mato Grosso), was still very inaccessible and/or ~nown
or suspected to have inadequate soils, as in the Rondonia section of the Gu.2.pore
valley, and/or was officially placed or expected to be placed in Amerindian or
biological and fo-rest reserves,
Other areas, moreover, were already being
exploited either by corporate mining ·- especially cassiterite -- interests, as
in north central Rondonia near Ariquemes, or by small gold prospectors, as along
the Madeira River in Rondonia and in various parts of northwestern Mato Grosso.
Regardless of this, three•fourths of the program region, including some areas
in both Mato Grosso and Rondonia that had previously been subject to either

·"
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small or larger-scale agricultural development, were not per se the object oi
rural development interventions under the program.
5.58
Even more important, however, is the fact that the areas which the
program did intend to cover with some form of integrated rural development
activities were still very large. One hundred thousand square kilometers is not
only consideraoly larger chan the area occupied by many of the smaller states
in Brazil, it is largar than the areas of many individual countries (such as El
Salvador, Costa Rica and Panama in Central Amarica) and is only slightly smaller
than those of others (such as Guatemala, Honduras and Nicaragua in the sarne
region). Furthermore, it was considerably larger than the areas covered in the
Bank's earlier rural development projects in Northeast Brazil and elsewhere.

,,,__
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5.59
In addition to their comparatively greater size, the areas included
unàer or direccly affected by the road and rural development componencs of the
POLONOROESTE P=ogram were distinctly different from those involved in earlier
Bank-supported rural development operacions in norcheascern and soucheascern
Brazil in several key respects. First of all, the Northwesc was distincc from
these areas both in terms of i cs predominant humid tropical and savannah
ecosystems and, as already suggested, on account of the much poorer inicial
information base possessed by the Borrower and the Bank in relation to the
agronomic potentials and restrictions of these ecosystems. Secondly, the areas
where earlier Bank-supported rural development projects in Brazil were situated
were, in most cases, several thousand kilometers closer to major ports and
do111estic: conaumption centers, as well as being 'Locaeed in regions generally
having much larger, if less rapidly growing, initial populations and, hence,
local markets.
5.60
A third, and no less significant, difference between the Northwest
and the areas where the Bank had previously had experience with rural
development in Brazil with the exception of the very first such operation in
western Maranhao (ie. the Alto Turi Land Settlement Project) was the dynamic
frontier nature of the former, as compared with the much more seetled,
traditional small-farmer character of the latter. Despite the Bank's efforts
to assess the on-going development process in the Northwest, as evidenced by the
regional survey mission and the large number of projece preparation missions
undertaken by the Bank and/or the FAO, in retrospect -- as will be illustrated
in the following chapters -- it is clear that neither the full complexity, nor
the evolving dynam.ics of this process were well understood.
As wíll be
discussed below, this was·due both to the changing nature of frontier settlement
itself in the Northwest over the past decade and to the Bank's insufficient ~
ante comprehension of the factors underlying these changes. ),
5'

The Bank's ex-ante awareness of development patterns, tendencies and
constraints in the program region at the time the first loans for POLONOROESTE
were appraised, nevertheless, was substantially superior to that in the case of
the area of influence of the Carajas Iron Ore Project in Eastern Amazonia,
appraised in October-November 1981. This area, moreover, had many features that
were similar to those in the Northwest, including a very large, heterogeneous
and relatively unknown territory from an ecologi~al standpoint, apredominantly,
but not exclusively, humid tropical forest environment anda very dynamic and
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5. 61
POLONOROESTE, furthermore, directly contemplated only certain groups
in the regional population, par~icularly small farmers and their families, and
probably as a result considered only certain economic actors in the on-going
frontier occupation p:rocess.
Non•small farmer occupants of rural a re as ,
including both larger farmers and ranchers, were essentially ignored. ~espite
existing and growing small (gold) and larger-scale (cassiterite) mining and
prospecting activit:ies and an incipient commercial logging í.ndus trry in the
region, moreover, the program contained little or nothing to promete or, more
importantly, rationalize their expansion.
The same was true with res?ect to
rapidly growing local industrial and service sector activities.
íJhile
POLONOROESTE's "small·farmer orientation" is understandable given the Bank's
prevailing rural poverty focus during the 1970's, what is, however, difficult
to understand is the progra.m' s virtual neglect of non-agricultural, nortAmerindian and, for the most part, non~migrant rural populations in the region,
particularly rubber tappers and earlier subsistence settlers (caboclos) not
situated in INCRA's colonization schemes.
5.62
Even more notable for its absence from the program was any explici~
consideration of, and/or support for, the region's rapidly growing towns and
cities, with the comparatively marginal exception of selected NUARs and
satellite villages in existing and proposed new rural settlement areas. This
occurred despite the fact thac, in 1970, the region's population was already
evenly divided bet:ween urban and rural areas, while demographic growth rates in
the_cities at either end of the Cuiaba-Porto Velho highway, as well as of key
towns situated at strategic Loc atrí.cns in between (eg. Caceres, Vilhena, JiParana and Ariquemes), were as elevated, if not even more so, than those in the
region's rural areas. These urban centers, additionally, were characterized by
serious and rapidly increasing deficits of infrastructure and services, as we11
as by closely associated public health and other problems.
'Despi te this
situation and the multiple linkages between rural settlement and increasing
urbanization in the region, towns and cities were basically ignored by
POLONOROESTE.
5.63
ln short, POLONOROESTE, as designed, was, in effect, a major road
improvemenc cum stnall-farmer rural development program with important rural
health, environmental protection and Amerindian protection components. Despite
its focus on ·a specific and very large, heterogeneous, complex and dynamic
geographic area (ie. the "Northwest Region"), POLONOROESTE was nota regional
development program in a comprehensive sense. Despite its stated objective of
promoting the "orderly human occupation and development of the region," the
program, in fact, attempted to deal with only a part, albeic a critical part,
of this process.
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5.64
However, by focusing almost exclusively on small farmers and their
role in the productive occupation and human settlement of ~he Northwest, the
program essentially overlooked both the important and evolving contribution of
other important actors - - eg. larger farmers, ranchers. land specula tors,
complex frontier development situation.
cit., for details).

See OED, Envirorunental Aspects ... , op.
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loggers, rubber tappers, miners, prospectors anda wide variety of urban-based
migrants and occupational categories, including public officials and employees
themselves -- to this process and, even more importantly, the nature of the
interaetions and interdependencies among these groups that would ultimately
determine the real prospects for achieving an "orderly human .occupation and
development of the region." In hindsight, the origins of many of the problems
encountered during program implementation, together wíth many of its undesirable
consequences, can be traced, at least in part:, to che inicial failure by
POLONOROESTE.' s designers
and the Bank to adequately
understand
the socio·economic and political-institutional complexity of the frontier development
process which they· were attempting to "rationalize."
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VI.
A.

PROGRAM

IMPLEMENTATION

AND RESULTS

Introduction

6.01
A full assessment
POLONOROESTE is not yet possible

of the implementat:ion
and consequences
o:
since only two of the Project Comp Le trí.o n Re'po r t s

(PCRs) for the five interconnected Bank-supported operations ín the Nort:h~es:
are currently available. 1 Accordingly, defini tive statistical infarmacior. o:'
the achievement of proj ect goals canno c be presented for most component:s.
Furchermore, as indicated in the earlier FIPE evaluation, it has always been
difficult to obtain reliable data on ehe performance and effectiveness of che
program' s non-highway infrastructure components. 2 Nevertheless, the informacion
contained in internal Bank report:s, FIPE and FAO evaluation documerrcs , che
mid-term review, academic studies and other sources makes it possible to provide
a generally coherent, alt:hough frequently non-quantitative, assessmenc of overall
program results to date. Perhaps even more important is the face that evaluac:o~
of the environmental impacts of a complex intervention such as ?QLONOROES~:
requires an understanding of the broader transformations that have =aken piac:
at the regional level and of the pragram's direct and indirect role in, anc
contributions to, these changes, in addition to a more narrowly focused
examination of the effectiveness and resulcs of individual program componen~s
and sub-components.
B. General Program Implementation Experience
6. 02
As described in some detail in the two previous chapters, the
Northwest Region Development Program (POLONOROESTE) was implemented t:hrough f í.ve
separate, but int:errelat:ed, proj ects, three of which were approved simult:aneously
in late 1981. These were: (i) the Northwest I Highway Project (Loan 2062-BR.
US$ 240 million) which involved reconstruction and pavement of the main highway
in the region (BR-364), expansion of the feeder road network extending away fr~m
that highway and institution building; (ii) the Northwest I Health Projec~ (Loan
2061-BR, US$ 13 million), aimed at the incensive combat of malaria in Rondonia.
the development of health services in selected existing setclement areas in =he
state and research into health-related copies; and, ( iii) the Northwest: I
Agricultural Development and Environmental Protection Proj ect (Loan 2060-BR, US$
89 million) which covered all the elements of the proposed rural development
The available completion reports, moreover, are for the Phase I Healch
Project (Loan 2061-BR) and the Phase II Mato Grosso Rural Development Projecc
(Loan 2353-BR), which, while shedding light on some of the general implementation
problems experienced by POLONOROESTE, do not address many of the specific
difficulties encountered by the program in Rondonia, where most of its productive
investments were concentrated and where most of the adverse environmental impac cs
associated with recent occupation of the region have occurred.
2

Fil'E, Avaliacao Conjuntural do POLONOROESTE", Vol. 1, Sao Paulo, July
1987, pp. 41-42. As indicated in Chapter IV, FIPE (ie. the Economic Research
Institute Foundation of the University of Sao Paulo) was hired by SUDECO to carry
out the on-going evaluation of the program.
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strategy for Rondonia except new settlements. The latter of these O?eracions
was subsequently benefitted by a supplementary loan (2060-01-BR, US$ 22.8
million) as pare of a Special Action Program for Brazil which increased the
Bank' s share of total proj ect coses from roughly 35% to 50%. 3 Rural developmenc
activities in Mato Grosso, in .tum, were the obj ect of a second phase of tbe
program which was approved in March 1982 (Loan 2116-BR, US$ 26.4 million), while
the establishment of new settlemencs in Rondonia·was financed through a chird
phase project approved in late 1983 (Loan 2353-BR, US$ 65.2 million).
6. 03
Table
10
summarizes
the
principal benchmarks
of program
implementation by indicating the Board approval, effectiveness, projected
completion and actual closing dates of the six Bank loans for POLONOROESTE. ln
addition to these key dates, a mid- term review of program execution t:hrough March
31, 1984 was carried out by the evaluation team at FIPE/USP and the Bank in míd
and late 1984, respectively. Subsequent to this review, for reasons which wii~
be explored more fully below, Bank disbursements on all POLONOROESTE Lo ans ·.vere
suspended between March and August 1985.
Table 10
POLONOROESTE - Implementation of Bank Loans
Phase/Loan
Phase I
Ln. 2060
Ln. 2060-1
Ln. 2061
Ln. 2062

Approval
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

1981
1983
1981
1981

Effectiveness
April
May
April
April

1982
1984
1982
1982

Projected Completion
June
June
Dec.
Dec.

1986
1986
1986
1985

Actual Closing
March
March
June
Sept.

1990
1990
1988
1988

Phase I;!;
Ln. 2116

March 1982

August 1982

June 1986

Dec. 1988

Phase III
Ln. 2353

Oct. 1983

Feb. 1984

June 1989

March 1991

Sources: Loan Agreements; IBRD, Statement of Loans, September 30, 1990
6. 04
As the proj ected completion and actual closing dates sugges t,
considerable delays occurred in project implementation, especially for the Phase

•

3
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The Bank's share of the total cost of other POLONOROESTE projects was
also increased over time as the result of "savings" derived from devaluation of
the Brazilian currency in relation to the dollar and the need to offset local
counterpart funding difficultíes, but, with the exception of Loan 2060-BR, this
did not invol~e additional financing. The PCRs for both the Health Project anà
the Mato Grosso Rural Development Project report that the original Bank
disbursement share of 34% for local expenditures was raised to SOX in 1983 and
then to 67.5% in 1986 under tbe Special Action Program.
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I Agricultural Developmenc and Environmental Procection Projecc (Loans 2060 and
2060-1-BR). Execution delays also occurred for the other Phase I and II loans.
with the Health (Loan 2061) and Highway (Loan 2062) Projects closing in June and
September 1988 and the Mato Grosso Rural Developmenc Project (Loan 2116) closing
in December 1988, respectively. As will be further illustrated below, shortages
in local counterpart funding, chronic institutional weaknesses and sharply
differing levels of political commitment to different program components were
the factors largely responsible for these delays.
ln additian to inadequate
political support for several of the program's main objectives and components
at both the federal and state leveis, the counterpart funding and institucional
problems experienced by POLONOROESTE reflected the significant deterioration of
Brazil' s macroeconomic situation during the early 1980' s ..
6.05
As a result of the second petroleum price shock and other factors
adversely affecting the Brazilian economy in the late 1970's and early 1980's,
GDP growth fell sharply, to an average of -1.3% a year between 1981 and 1983,
as compared with a very impressive 9% per annum between 1966 and 1980.
The
4
falling growt:h rat:e, which particularly hurt che industrial sector,
·..1as
accompanied by renewed balance of payments problems anda significant increase
in the inflation rate, ~hich rase from on the order of 40% in 1977-78 to roughly
100% in 1980-82 and more than 200% in 1983.
Even though GDP growth picked up
again, to over 7% per year, in 1984-86, it continued to be accompanied by annual
inflation rates ex.ceeding 200% unt:il 1986. 5 These factors contributed direct:ly
to the Government's inability to provide adequate levels of domeseic resources
for POLONOROESTE, as well as to the Bank's above mentioned decision to increase
tbe relative share of its own financing for the program under the Special Action
Program for Brazil, fi~st in 1983 and again in 1986.
6.06
The principal conclusion to be derived from an inicial overview of
POLONOROESTE's execution performance, however, is that, for a combination of
economic, financia1. institutional and political reasons, program implementation
was severely imbalanced.
While roadbuilding and phys ca.L infrastructure
construction more generally were carried out largely within .. o r even ahead of ·
· established deadlines, implementation of other program components suffered
considerable delays. ln addition, the very efficiency of the execution of the
transport components proved to be detrimental to the timely completion of other
sub-projects and, thus, to the attainment of the program's broader development
and environmental protection obj ectives.
Toe implementation experience and
principal results of each major element of the program will be summarily examined
in the following sections. Particular attention will be given to the findings
and recommendations of the mid-term review .
í

4

•

Output in the industrial sector in Brazil as a whole declined by an
average of -3.9% a year between 1980 and 1982, while manufacturing employrnent
in the Sao Paulo metropolitan area fell by roughly 25% between mid·l980 and :he
end of 1983.
For a more det:ailed discussion of the evolving economic situation in
Brazil during the early and mid-1980's, see, ~orld Bank, Brazil: Recent Economic
Performance and Prospects, Report No. 4674~BR, datedAugust 22, 1983 and Brazil A Macroeconomic Evaluation of the Cruzado Plan, Yorld Bank Councry Study, 1987.
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C. Transport

Components

6.07
POLONOROESTE's road components (ie. pavement of the BR-364 highway
and the construction of feeder roads) were expected to be carried out bet:'"Jeen
1981 and 1985.
Responsibility for road construction and maintenance in the

No~thwest, as elsewhere in Brazil, is divided by administrative jurisdiction.
The National Híghway Department (DNER), subordinated to the :-!inistr:r o:
Transport, is responsible for the federal highway network, while state roaàs i2
the region are administered by the Rondania and Mato Grossa Highway Departments
(DERs) and local roads, at leas t for maintenance purposes, are the respons ibili ty
of the respectiva municipal governments.
The dividing lines bet:ween
jurisdictions, however, are sometimes blurred in practice, thereby requiring
agreements among the different pareies involved in specific cases.
6.08
From the oucset of the Figueiredo governmenc (March 1979), at~empcs
were made to increase central control over DNER's expenditures. DNER, moreover,
faced a difficult financial situation in 1980 and even stricter concrols were
introduced in 1981 í.n an effort to achieve greater consistency ::>etween t s
physical planning and financial programming, 6
Despi te these measures, che
strategy of initiating highway construction before resources had been formall:r
allocaced, soas to exert pressure on federal government budget decisions, was
commonplace. This approach was apparently followed once again in the case of
BR·364, thus constituting one of the major pressures behind POLONOROESTE' s
central roadbuilding component.
í

6. 09
Given its relatively straightforward technical characteristics,
together with the strong interest of both government authoritíes and private
contractors in its rapid implementation, the road component proved to be, by f ar ,
the most effective pare of POLONOROESTE in terms of meeting initial execution
objeccives.
In distinct· contrast to other program components, planneà
improvements to the Cuiaba-Porto Velho highway were, in fact, completed ahead
of schedule. Thus, by the time the Bank carried out its mid-term review of the
program in late 1984, except for a 50 km detour around the Samuel dam near Porco
Velho which was under construction at the time, the BR·364 road had already been
completely rebuilt and paved.
6.10
Yith the exception of the DER-RO institutional strengtheníng
measures, in short, all of the elements of the Phase I Highway Project were
largely finished by December 31, 1984. As a result, by mid·l985, the Bank was
able to d\clare the paving of the BR-364 highway fully complete, as was the
feeder road component in Rondonia, while close to 90% of the feeder road
subproject for Mato Grosso had also been finished. The only sour note in this
connection consisted of observations by the Bank' s resident engineer that
mistakes and mísinformation had repeatedly appeared in the road cost and other

&

IBRD, Report No. 3532b-BR,

op. cit., pp. 4-5.
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acc~untin~ figures presenced by the Brazilian Government
proJect.

in relation ~o t.he

6.11
Despite suspicions of possible irregularities in the adminiscration
of the road component,· the averall efficiency in the execution of the Highway
Project ~as clearly evident. Such efficiency causes little surprise since chere
was never any question about either t.he capacity of Brazilian firms to implement
a construction project on this scale or their interest in the undertaking. With
respect to the latter, the SAR for the Highway Project reported chata cocal of
fifty-nine Brazilian firms, fifty-two of which were later qualified, submitced
prequalifying documentation to DNER in response to its inicial tendering
announcement for the Caceres-Ariquemes segment of the highway, while 310 tenders
were received from forty-five different firms by the May 25, 1981 deadline for
bidding an the actual contracts. ª Yith financial gains being closely tied to
the ability to meec deadlines and with implementation difficulties essencially
limited to overcoming physical obstacles, as compared with the intricacies of
meeting the frequently ill-defined social and production support needs of an
ever-increasing population through ocher program components, it was la=gely a
foregone conclusion that road construction would be finished on schedule,
especially considering that physical works began several months before Bank
resources had been formally approved for the operation. '
6.12
On the less positive side, the very efficiency of the roadbuilding
activities, together with the significant delays experienced in the execution
of other program components, served to disrupt the coordinated evolution of
POLONOROESTE as a whole. One of the main problems that INCRA and other agencies
had encountered in their efforts to organize the settlemenc process in Rondonia
prior to POLONOROESTE had been precisely the accelerated rate of migracion to
7

Correspondence from the IBRD resident engineer to officials ac DNER on
several occasions between 1983 and 1985.
Report No. 3532b-BR, op , cit., para. 4.26.
The Caceres-Ariquemes
segment was divided into a total of seventeen lots for construction purposes and
one additional lot was tendered for the installation of four bridges along che
Cuiaba-Caceres section of the road.
Contracts for individual road sections
ranged in value from US$ 15 to US$ 35 million. According to discussions on this
subject during the Bank Board meeting at which the first three loans for
POLONOROESTE were approved, the strong interest in the road improvement contrrac t s
on the part of domestic construction firms reflected the very sluggish situacion
fli)f
the Brazilian economy at the time.
' Even though Bank financing for the Highway and other Phase I POLONOROESTE
projects was not approved until December 1981, construction work on all but some
47 kilometers of the new BR-364 had been tendered by the Brazilian Governmenc
in April 1981. DNER's contract award recommendations were reviewed by the Bank
in mid-July and the corresponding contracts were signed in September 1981 with
physical implementation expected to start the following month. As indicated in
Table 10 above, however, the Bank loans for the first three POLONOROESTE projects
did not become effective until late April 1982, some seven months after physical
reconstruction of the road was inieiated.
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the region.
As indicated in Chapter III above, the gxowí.ng í.ncens ty o f
population displacement in the late 1970's, ata time when che condition of the
road was clearly precarious, had led the Geisei administration to attempt t:o
discourage furcher migracion to Rondonia inche hopes of generating breathing
room for colonization activities, although this policy was soon reverseà by the
Figueiredo government.
í

6.13
In synthesis, while completion of ~oadbuilding accivities before
substancial progress had been made on other program components may, indeed, have
demonstrated the efficiency of the nacional conscruccion industry, at the sarne
time, by facilitating physical access to and, through the feeder roads componenc,
within the Northwest, together with government propaganda campaigns (discussed
below) and the "push" factors associated first •.;ith agricultural modernization
and later with the economic crisis in south·central Brazil, it also strongly
contributed to the increased flow of migrants to, and their largely uncontrolled
settlement within, the region -- particularly Rondonia -- during the early aná
mid·l980's.
As will be shown more fully below, this, in curn, directly
undermined the possibility of achieving the prcgra.m' s broa.der objectives of
promoting the "harmonious socio·economic development of the region" and
protecting its physical environment and Amerindian populacion.
D. Health Care and Malaria Control

6.14

As detailed in the previous chapter, POLONOROESTE's Phase I Health
Project had three main objectives: to strengthen malaria control, establish a
network of primary rural health care facilities in Rondonia and support health
research in the region.
At the time the program was appraised, malaria had
already been identified as the most serious health problem in the Northwest,
especially Rondonia.
The extensive forescs in the region, together with its
heavy rainfall, significant surface wacer accumulation, substantial humidity
during much of the year and high temperacures, provided a favorable habitat for
the malaria carrying anopheles mosquito.
New rural settlements, such as che
INCRA colonization projects, moreover, were particularly susceptible to malaria
outbreaks s Lnce , as one recent s cudy puts it, t:hey were "optimal for transmission
and difficult for control because of high vector density, high exposure to
vectors, shelters inappropriate for residual spraying, logistic problems and
deficient treatment and health care." 10 In addition to malaria, the lack of
adequate water supply, sewage disposal and drainage, together with makeshift
living quarters for much of the rural population. caused gastro·intestinal and
respiratory diseases to proliferate.
Basic health care, in contrast, was
available for only a fraction of the population.
6.15
In view of this situation, the Health Project was designed to focus
on basic rural health problems in Rondonia, in line with the territorial
government's official health policy which emphasized the regionalization and
decentralization of health services, and the admittedly limited local absorptive
capacity. These objectives, in tum, were to be attained by: (i) intensifying

r-

10

Donald and Diana Sawyer, Malaria on the Amazon Frontier: Economic and
Social Aspects of Transmission and Control, Research Repare, CEDEPLAR, Federal
University of Minas Gerais, Belo Horizonte, Marcb, 1987, pg. 9.
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malaria control activities; (ii) strengthening and expanding primary and
secondary level health care facilities for the rural population living in the
vicinity of the NUARs to be established under the parallel Agricultural
Development and Environmental Protection Project; (iii) strengthening health
~esearch and evaluacion capability; and, (iv) ínstitution building.
6.16
By the time the mid-term review was undertaken in 1984, however,
performance of the Health Proj ect' s main components had been found to be
"irregular" and progress was generally charact:erized as "slow." ª
Malar ia
control and the training of health personnel, in particular, were experiencing
"managerial and operational difficulties," 12 while construction and equipmenc
targets were reportedly behind schedule because of "administrative problems."
Execution of the research component was allegedly less problematic, although here
too some ínitial delays had been experienced.
The Bank' s PCR reveals

that many of these problems continued to
affecc proj ecc performance despi te its reformulation following che mid- ce rm
13
review.
Its conclusion that project ímplemencation was, for the mosc par~.
"satisfactory" notwithstanding, the PCR also observes thac:

ó .17
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malaria control program, which was desígned
according to SUCAM's craditional scrategy of house
spraying, case deteccion and treatment, proved to be a
na1:row approach because of the enormous size and
complexity of the malaria problem in the region. 14 The
The

lnternal memorandum entitled "Brazil - Northwest
Program Mid-Term Review," February 25, 1985, para. 22.
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The mid-term review report (ibid., para.
23) observed, more
specifically, that SUGAM had been slow to hire consultants to help develop
alternative approaches to malaria control and had been inefficíent in obtaíning
government import licenses and procuring anti-malaria drugs and DDT.
SUCAM's
regional directorate in Porto Velho (SUCAM-RO), moreover, was characterized as
being "extremely weak," in part because of the agency's insufficient efforts to
attract capable managers to Rondonia.
13

Specific changes introduced as a result of the mid-term review included:
(i) a reduction in the nwnber of larger health posts from the thirty-nine
originally proposed to twenty due primarily to the elimination of ten of the
NUARs initially expected to be installed in connection with Phase I of the
program; (ii) an increase in the number of referral health centers from three
to four; and, (iii) an increase in the number of smaller health posts from 50
to 80, together with the upgrading of eighteen existing health posts to health
centers, ín part through the introduction of some three to five beds for inpatient treatment.
14

ln addition, SUCAM reportedly lacked the required flexibilicy to change
its strategy when needed. According to the PCR (para. 5.03), "Bank supervision
~issions repeatedly recommended the introduction of sanitation works, ultra low
volume spraying and the use of ecologically suited larvivorious fish to improve
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health service development component was well designed
except for the face that provision for maintenance of
facilities and equipment was not included. Training and
supervision activities, which were clearly spelled ouc
in proj ect design, were hindered by
the weak
institutional capability of the state of Rondonia and
the State Healch Secretariat (SES-RO). a factor which
was iâentifieà as a risk àuring project preparacíon ....
Toe roles and responsibilities of the ... agencies Ln
charge of project implementation were clearly defined
and understood ac the time of project appraisal and in
the loan agreement.
However, mechanisms to promoee
inter-a.gency coordination were lacking. 15
18
According t o the PCR, che pro j ec c , neverthe les s , achieved i t s
objective of improving access to basic healch services for abouc one haif of c~e
unserved population in Rondonia and contributed to "ensuring greacer
productivity, income and social welfare of the population by reducing ínfant anà
maternal àeaths, ímmunoprevencable diseases and malaria íncidence." :6
ln
support of this claim, the PCR indicates that the infant mortality rate in the
state fell from 128 per thousand in 1980 to 72 per thousand in 1988, while the
number of malaria cases detected during the first quarter of 1989 (some 76,000)
was f ewer than during the same period in 1988 (89,000) , a fact which is
attributed to the "multiple intervention strategy adopted by SUCAM in the last
17
t:wo years of the program."
Despi te this alleged improvement and the fact that
ó .

vector central, but SUGAM did so only at the end of the project."
15

OED Report No. 8469, dated March 19, 1990, Evaluation Summary, para. 2
(emphasis OED). The PCR (para. 5.05) affirms, more specifically, thac, despite
adequate financing, training and supervision were the "Achilles heel" of proj ec c
implementation. It' further observes (para. 8.01) that "the scarcity of healch
professionals (nurses and doctors), the very limited training and supervision
of auxiliaries, and the lack of maintenance of facilities and equipment pose a
serious risk of a substantial waste of the investment made with Bank supporc
through the Rondonia Health Project."
16

17

r>.

,-.
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Ibid., para. 6.01.

Ibid., Part III, Table 8. Comparative data are also presented on the
number of persons per health center (13,674 in 1988 as compared with 15,838 in
1980) and health post (3,590 in 1988 relative to 7,919 in 1980) before and after
the projecc, while the percentage of the population under one year of age that
had been vaccinated in 1988 (which ranged from 46% to 92% depending on the type
of vaccine) is likewise indicated. With respect to malaria, more specifically,
the PCR affirms that, even though incidence of the disease "soared during the
period, the health system's capacity for detecting and treating cases improved
significantly. In addition, the number of households sprayedwith DOT increased
from less than 50% of the targeted households to an average of 72% in 1988."
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...,,;
SUCAM substantially increaseà its spraying and surveillance activit:ies unàer
the project, the PCR admits that "malaria has become an intractable problem." ·5

....,;

...,
...,,

6.19
Empirical data on the evolution of malaria in Rondonia over the pasc
two decades lend considerable support to this latter affirmation, while, at the
same time, casting serious doubt as to the effectiveness of the Health Project
in combatting the disease. Even though the indicators for 1980 to 1982 suggesc
a slight improvement in the malaria situation in the state at the beginning of
the decade, the figures for subsequent years reveal a significant increase in
the overall incidence of the disease.
Table 11 illustrates the evolution of
reported malaria cases in Rondonia since 1970, separating out the period prior
to and during which the Health Project was under implementation.
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Table 11
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Evolution_of Malaxia in Rondonia, 1970-81, ll8~88

ill..t.

Slides Examined

Posi tiVe_kaSes

&

...,

Posit.ive

1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981

22.960
26,862
30,413
34,540
37,311
54,981
58,706
83,729
96,034
130,756
179,943
203,298

5,790
5,650
5,617
7,323
8,187
16,705
16,157
23,488
27,989
45,356
59,145
59,595

18.4
21.2
21.9
30.3
27.5
28.0
29.l
34.6
32.8
29.3

1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988

213,463
245,545
433,323
502,350
539,092
621,461
828,322

58,936
80,703
151,095
168,302
189,986
228,866
278,268

27.6
32.8
34.8
33.5
35.2
36.8
33.6

..,;

25.2
21.0

Source: SUCAM-RO
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Ibid., para. 6.02 (emphasis OED).
The PCR notes, however, that "the
malaria situation in Rondonia would have been worse without the proj ect,"
illustrating this with reference to a six month suspension of DDT spraying in
1983 because of "transport difficulties" which reportedly resulted in a "70%
increase in the annual parasite incidence from about 100 per 1,000 to 170 per
1,000 by the middle of'l984."
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5.20
Tii.e incidence of malaria in Rondonia grew as a result both of t~e
area's rapidly expanding population and rural settlement and the increasin~
?ropor~ion of its residents that concracted the disease. The principal faccors
contributing to the growing incidence of malaria in the state during the early
and mid-1980's, more specifically, were ídentified by the mid-term review as:
( i)

the uncontrolled in-migration of people with
knowledge of, or immunity to, malaria:

no p r ev í.ous

(ii)

the increased density of the mosquito population in the state
dueto the growing number of breeding places in newly opened
colonization areas;

(iii)

increased indoor exposure to the vector due to a lack of
protection (such as DDT-sprayed walls, mosquito nets, etc.),
together with increased outdoor exposure, especially in :~a
course of agricultural and placer mining accivities;

(iv)

an enhanced reservoir of malar ia due to a high number o:
inadequately treated cases and growing parasite resistance ~o
preventive treatment; and,

(v)

managerial and operational problems in relation to malaria
control activities. 1'

6.21
Yhatever the exact causes, it is evident from the figures presented
above that the absoluta number of malaria cases in Rondonia increased
dramatically during the 1980's. To put this in further perspectiva, it should
be observed that Rondonia alone accounted for more than 45X of all reporteà
malaria cases in Brazil in 1987, as compared with 27% of this total five years
earlier. ln addition, seven of the ten municipalities having the highest number
of reported malaria cases in the country in 1986 were located in Rondonia, with
Ariquemes (44,200) and Porto Velho (37,100) topping the list. 20 According co
19

Internal Memorandum dated February 25, 1983, op. cit., pg. 7 (emphasis
OED). The PCR (op. cit., para. 6.02) presents a similar list of "unforeseen"
causes: (i) the unexpected and dramatic population increase in Rondonia from
close to 620,000 in 1982 to about 1.6 million in 1988; (ii) rapid expansion of
human settlements around vast, difficult-to-control forest and agricultura!
areas; (iii) fast-growing numbers of garimpes (mining camps) in malarial areas
which contributed to the spreading of the disease; (iv) increasing resistance
of falciparum malaria to routine treatment; (v) enhanced reservoir of malaria
resulting from the high mobility of infected persons and parasite resistance to
treatment; and, (vi) managerial and operacional problem.s in malaria control
activities.
20

World Bank, Staff Appraisal Report (No. 7535-BR), Aroazon Basin Malaria
Control Project, Washington, April 21, 1989, Annex 3.
The other Rondonian
municipalities among the top ten were: Costa Marques (21,300), Jaru (14,100),
Ji-Parana (13,500), Rolim de Moura (12,300) and Presidente Mediei (12,100). For
additional information on this subject, see Agostino Cruz Marques. "MainMalaria
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the SAR for the recently approved Amazon Basin Malaria Control Project (Loan
3072-BR),
the nu.moer of reported malaria cases in Ariquemes,
which has four
INCRA colonization schemes including the Bank- supported Machadinha proj ec c ,

reached some 75,000 in 1987. Due t:o the "backward flow of migrancs," moreover,
Ariquemes was found to be responsible for at least l, 200 cases of malaria
"export:ed" to 204 municipalities in eifihteen states including Parana, Sao Paulo.
Bahia, Minas Gerais and Mato Grosso. 1
6.22
Empirical evidence suggests, addicionally, that the pervasiveness
of malaria has been a serious deterrent to sustainable agricultural settlement
in Rondonia. miile
the nUI11.ber of settlers who have been forced to give up their
plots as a result of the disease and the medical costs associated wich it has
not been determined, this occurrence is mentioned in practically all field
studies in colonization
areas in the state and can be presUI11.ed to be
significant. Even though malaria incidence tends to decrease with the age of
a given settlement,
families in colonization areas throughout Rondonia,
regardless of when these were initially established, continue to experience the
illness. 22 Furthermore, the relative decline in the incidence of malaria ~ith
the age of the settlement is of little consolation to new migrants whose very
ability to survive in colonization projects is often undermined by che disease.
One recent study concludes, moreover, that:
high malaria prevalence may contribute to 'negat:ive'
selectivity with regard to both the attraction and
fixation of settlers who have more re·sources and
skills
.... Malaria is a particularly serious problem for
family farmers because they cannot easily substitute for
disabled labor and because they must bear the direct and
indirect costs of malaria on the entire family ....
Turnover of settlers, to which malaria contribut.es,
leads to reconcentrat.ion of proEerty, defeating the
social purposes of colonization. 3
6.23
Despit.e reported improvemencs, finally, prospeccs for the irnmediate
future do not appear to be very promising.
Even though particular care was
Situation in the Brazilian Amazon Region," paper presented ata World Health
Organization meeting on malaria control in Amazonia held in Brasília in April
1988, and John F. Wilson, "Human Issues in Malaria· Control: Population, Community
Mobilization and lndigenous Peoples," r.Jorld Bank , Brazil Department, Human
Resources Division, August 1987.
Ibid., para. 2.9.
Not surprisingly, nor incorrectly, Ariquemes was
commonly referred to in Brazil as "the malaria capital of the world" during the
late 1980's.
22

John TJilson and A. P. Alicbusan, "Development Policies and Heal th:
Farmers, Goldminers and Slums in the Bra:z:ilian Amazon," mimeo, World Barik , 1990,
pg. 11.
23

Sawyer and Sawyer, op. cic., pg. 66.
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caken to forestall the spread of malaría in the Bank-supported New Settlements
Project, the worsc known case of malaria cransmission in a new colonization area
2~
to da.te has been that of Machadinho which was installed under this operation.
Furthermore, as one recent assessment has found: "malaria control in Rondonia
has been particularly difficult. Shortages of personnel, vehicles, insecticides
and drugs have plagued the program. Logistics are extremely difficulc in remoce
rural areas where roads are often impassible in the rainy season, if they exist.
The strategy based on use of parasiticides and insecticides faces new
difffculties in Rondonia.
The:re are serious problems of drug resistance.
Although there is no evidence of insecticide resistance, there may be
insecticide avoidance." 23
6.24
From the above discussion, ~t can be concluded that, independently
the operation' s possible "success" in terms of installing the ta:rgeted number
of rural health cara facilities and p ccv'í.d í.ng support co SUCAM, the battle
against malaria in Rondonia has clearly ~ot been won. ln short, even chough che
project's impact, viewed in a narrow sense, may have been positive, the actions
taken under POLONOROESTE to combat malaria have clearly been insufficient, while
the accelerated migration and settlemenc induced by the program have strongly
cont:ributed to the increased incidence of this disease, as well as to ocher
public health problems, in the region. One verj positive outcome of the Health
Project which should be emphasized, however, is the substantially improved
knowledge concerning the local causes and characteristics of malaria that has
resulted from its research component. Numerous useful studies were sponsored
under this component, many of which have contributed directly to the formulation
26
of the aforementioned region-wide malaria control program for Amazonia.
of

2'

~ilson and Alicbusan, op. cit., pg. 12. One evaluation observed, for
example, that more than 90X of the inicial settlers on rural lots in Machadinho
came down with malaria, that 75% of all in-patients (roughly 6,000) treated in
che health center in the projecc's urban nucleus during the second semester of
1987 were afflicted vith the illness and that a typical colonist in the scheme
lost an average of 57 work days per year as a result of the disease, a fact which
was exacerbated by the coincidence of the period of greatest mataria incidence
(ie. the drj season) and that when the use of labor on-the lots (for clearing,
burning. planting, etc) was greatest. See Marie Madeleine Sant'Anna, "Estudo
de Caso: Projeto Machadinha," SUDECO/UNDPfloTorld Bank Training Program, Brasília,
FebruarJ 1988.
Wilson and Alicbusan, op. cit., pg. 13.
2'
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These studies are listed in Part III, Table 9 of the PCR. They include,
among others, the paper by Donald and Diana Sawyer on the economic and social
aspects of malaria transmission and control cited in footnote 10 above and
several published articles by Wanderli Tadei and his colleagues at INPA in Manaus
on the biology of the anopheles mosquito and malaria control in Ariquemes (see,
for example, Acta Amazoniça, Vol. 16/17, 1986/87, pp. 151-167, and Revista do
Instituto de Medicina Tropical de Sao Paulo, Vol. 30, No. 3, May-June 1988, pp.
221-251).
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E. Existing Settlements in Rondonia
1. Project Baçkground

6.25
From the Bank's perspective, the obje~cive of promoting "orderly"
and "harmonious." small-farme:r deve Lopmerit; constitut:ed the backbone of a program
aimed at achieving the "productive and permanent :sectlement" of large numbers
of migrants who had recently arrived in Rondonia and were precariously settleà
in ar near existing colonization proj ects.
As indicat:ed in the p r ev í.ous
chapter, the area specifically included under POLONOROESTE's
Sectlemenc
Consolidation subproj ect covered substantial parts of the municipalit:ies o f
Ariquemes, Ji-Parana, Cacoal, Presidente Mediei, Ouro Preto d' Oeste and Jaru.
Five INCRA settlement projects, where most of the subproject infrastructure and
services were t:o be concencrated, straddled the BR-364 highway in areas o f
comparatively good soils over a length of some 350 kilometers in t:hese
municipalities and some 37,000 families were estimated to be residing in or near
these schemes at the time the program was appraised.
6. 26
Taken together, t:he intervencions proposed under the Sett:lemenc
Consolidation subproject (and described in section C of the preceding chapter)
appe az to add up to an impressive program of assistance to these earlier
settlemenc schemes. However, at leasc at the time of the mid-term review, thera
was a general consensus that the productive impact of these measures had been
considerably smaller than initially expac ced ,
In the absence of a projecc
completion report, it has been difficult to obtain reliable data on the
effectiveness of the program's non-highway infrastructure
components in
Rondonia. Progress toward the attainment of less tangible goals is even harder
to evaluate.
Nonetheless, the preliminary impression is that many of the
program' s original objectives in terms of guiding settlement and enhancing
small-farmer agricultural productivity, incomes and employment were no t fully
met.

6.27
In any evenc, it is evident that POLONOROESTE was insufficient to
cover the large number of farm families already in Rondonia, let: alone the
subsequent massive inflow of migrants which the program helped to generat:e.
According to the agricultural census, faon establishments in Rondonia had
increased dramatically from 7 , 100 in 1970 to 48,000 in 1980 ( see Tab le 4 in
Ch.apter III above) and were to further exparid to 82,000 by 1985. As a result,
the package of agricultural and social services extended under the Settlement
Consolidation subproject was, at best, able·to directly benefit only some 22%
of all the farmers estimated to be present in the state in 1985, assuming one
farm family per establishment (which, given the large number of sha~ec~oppers,
may be a substantial underestimate) and that the subproject did, in face, meec
its initial target of assisting some 18,200 families.
Despite tb., SAR' s
affirmation that a large number of farm. families would be indireccly :···:;ist.ed
by the subproject, moreover, such selective treatment may, in and of . ·self,
have been conducive to the promocion of furcher inequalities in the reg~ -~. 27
27

For a discussion of existing inequalities in pare of the az e a L:~;vered
the subproj ect at the time of its implementation, see John F. Wilson,
Ariguemesi Settlement and Class in a Brazilian Frontier Town, Ph.D. dissertation,
by
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2. Fíndings of the Míd-term Revíew
6.28
With respect to the early implementation of the Settlement
Gonsolidation sub?roject and of POLONOROESTE more generally, the Bank's midterm review identified the principal problems experienced during the first three
years of program execution. Given its importance for the subsequent course of
the program, as ~ell as for the Bank's immediate reaction to che difficul~ies
initially faced by it, and in light of the present lack of PCRs ~ar
POLONOROESTE' s principal productive components in Rondonia, it is useful to
reproduce the m.ain findings of this review in some detail. According to the
review, first of all, the basis upon which the Bank originally decide d to
support POLONOROESTE was the following:
Aware of the host of hazards and unknowns involved in
agricultural development in the Amazon, che Bank
undertook a comprehensive multidisciplinary study of the
region and ... reviewed the performance of colonization
schemes elsewhere in the Amazon. Its report ... laid out
a development strategy and the basic obj ective to attain
sustainable
and socially beneficial
agricultural
development,. as opposed to the human suffering,
irreversible environmental destruction and economic
waste associated with frontier occupation processes
elsewhere in Brazil .... (T]he study called for the
promocion of perennial crops and other measures
conducive to sustained agriculture and for a strict
confinement of a.ny agricul tural development to areas
with high soil potential. Other areas were to remain
untouched as biological, ecological or Amerindian
reserves or to be managed as forest reserves or National
Forests.
The inevitability of occupation of this high potential
area was an important considerat:ion when the Bank
weighed the odds prior to its decis1on in 1981 to fund
the Northwe.st proj ects. There was, it seemed, no option
"to develop or not to develop," but only one of "how
to." The forces were already at work, and sooner or
later the highway would be paved. Against this backdrop
it seemed that Bank involvement could make the critical
difference
between
a
destructive
"free-for-ltl"
occ:upation process
and one
that
would
secure
opportunities for small farmers, protect Amerindian
communities and preserve environmental riches.
There were no illusions that the process of securing a
balanced development of the region would not be a
Department of Anthropology, University of Florida, Gainesville, 1985, especially
Chapter I!I.
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difficult one arid , =:-y definition, an uphill battle
against the tide of =~ontier fortune seekers, landless
peasants, larger int:erest: groups ac.:racted by woodlogging and mining opportunities or petty politicians,
who would not be likely to share the program's longterm vision.
Nevertheless,
it was felt that the
Government was deter.:::iined and able to marshall the
resources to manage this complex and difficult program. 28
6. 29
This latter assumption, however, soon proved to be incorrect and che
review acknowledged that "while t:he program has reached. many of its
infrastructure construction targets, its performance has been disappointíng
against its essential broader ... objectives of balanced and controlled regional
29
development.n
More specifically, even though POLONOROESTE had succeeded in
paving the BR·364, which, in cuzn , had com:ríbuted to increased (and "much
higher than originally project:ed") migration to Rondonia, its "mitigating"
measures had been "stiuited by weak program coordination, institutional
ínefficiencies and an undisguised lack of political support for envirorunen~al
and Amerindian protection."
ln addition, the program's agricultural stracegy
"remained largely
unimplemented'" because the Government had failed to c cmp Ly
with its contractual obligation to provide credit to small farmers in cha
region.
More generally, the federal government' s "primacy" as the "leading
force in directing regional development [was] waning as large privace interest:
groups stake(d) out their claims andas the Rondonia state government (t:ook] a
course in clear violation of the spirit of the Northwest loan agreements by
'allowing settlement in low potential areas." la

6.30
Despite these setbacks, the review argued that the Bank's original
assumption that things would be worse in the absence of its partícipat:ion
remained correct.
The Amerindian Specíal Project, which "in spíte o f íts
short:falls and crises" was viewed as having ttessentially been very effective in
protecting the lands and the physical survival of the Indians and in raising
the quality of assistance provided to them to levels unrivaled elsewhere in
Brazíl," was specifically cited in this regard. 31 Nevertheless, the r ev í.ev
concluded that the program had "arrive.d ata crucial juncture" and that if it
were "to stem [ the] adverse and growing trend towards transgressíons int:o
Internal memorandum dated February 25, 1985, paras. 2-4 (emphasis OED).

Ibid., para. 5 (emphasis OED).
30

Ibid., para. 5. (emphasis OED). This latc:r reference was to efforts
by the state government to develop colonization projects in the Guapore valley
where low fertility soils predominated.
This, in face, was in violation of the
letter, as well as the spirit, of the legal agreements for the Agricultural
Development and Environmental Protection Project which, as indicated in Chapter
V above, explicítly required the state government to "take all necessary measures
to discourage the agricultural exploitation of areas recognized as unsuitable
for agricultural development" (emphasis OED).
ll

Ibid.,

para. 6.
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reserve
lands
s1:rengthened
instruments."

and
with

failures
"far

in
more

small-farmer
effective

colonizacion,"
coordination

it
and

needed
to be
implementatio::-.

6. 31
Toe findings
of the review with respect
to the execution
of the
program in Rondonia in particular
stressed
that it had been "implement:ed to dace
in an unbalanced
and sometimes defective
manner wit:h emphasis
on infrastructure
rather
than on institutional
development,
services
to farmers
or protec1:ion
oi
the environment.
Paving of all but 50 kilometers
of the BR-364, togecher
wit:::
"publicity
about the planned infrastructure
and services
and further
propaganda
implying that all newcomers would be given a substantial
plot of their
own," had
stimulated
migration
that had already
"reached
a level which cannot be managed
32
with
the
limited
institutional
and financial
resources
of Rondonia."
Increased
in-migration,
in tum,
"entailed
widespread
deforescacion
(oft:en in
expectation
o f services
which did not follow) and ... resulted
in increased
social
tensions,
great:er
incidence
of diseases,
squatting
on areas
whích should o e
preserved
and little
apparent
lasting
economic improvement:."
11

r:

6.32
Amongthe distortions
ídentified
by the review were the oµening up
of new roads "into
areas
inadequate
for settlement"
on account
of "political
interests
diverging
from the objectives
of the program"
and the failure
to
undertake
an agreed
study
of the redistribution
of larger
plots
previously
distributed
by INCRAto settlers
(100 ha) and private
companies
(3,000 ha) in
parts
of the state
having
better
soils,
both of which had "led
to further
deforest.ation
in areas
of poor soils
and a lack of labor
in settled
azeas ;"
These shortcomings
were also in contravention
to specific
sections
of the Loan
Agreement for the Agricultural
Development and Environmental
Protection
Project.
The failure
to intensify
the
occupation
of previously
distríbuted
lots,
moreover,
was resulting
in the underutilization
of higher
qua.lity
lands and
existing
infrastructure,
as well as contributing
directly
to slower progress
than expected in the cultivatíon
of perennial
crops.
"Covert selective
logging"
practices
and private
marn.ng interests,
in tum,
were putting
additional
pressures
on forest
areas and hampering road maínt:enance
"already
made difficult
by the poor quality
of construction
... and a general
lack of maincenance
stemming
33
from the considerable
delay in the upgrading
of DER-RO."
6.33
The review also revealed
that only twenty of the proposed
thirtynine NUARs under the Settlement
Consolidation
subproject
had been installed
and
-- somewhat obliquely
-- that the spatial
distribution
of the some 2,500 km (out
of an anticipated
3,900 km) of program-built
access roads had been "unequal
for
political
reasons.
ln many instances,
moreover,
the utility
of these roads had
been reduced as the result
of t:he "poor planning"
of connecting
segment:s between
II

Ibid.
para.
14 (emphasis
OED).
According
to the
review,
more
specifically,
some 120,000 migrants
had arrived
in the state
during
the first
nine months of 1984 ( ie. prior to completion
of the BR-364 highway) and this flux
had "accelerated
greatly
since then."
33

Ibid.,
Pª?="ª· 15. Furthermore,
some "higher•standard"
feeder
roads
constructed
under the program were reported
as "already
very difficult
to pass
during the rainy season."
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them.
Even though the construction of schools and health posts had proceeded
in parallel to that of the NUARs, furthermore, the recruitmenc and ~=aining of
staff
had "suffered delays and been hampered by poor road planning."
Planneá
crop storage facilities, additionally, had not been built "in the absence o f
designs for small units meeting the requirements of tl:'opical areas," •..;hile
exí.s t í.ng storage space had not been used by small farmers due to CIBRAZE:·!'
s
reluctance to modify "inappropríate regulations." 3"
6.34
Another key finding was that no agricultural investment credit had
been made available to sectlers in Rondonia, while extension agencies, "trained
mainly to assist: farmers in obtaining credit and the subsequent culcivacion of

coffee, n had been unable "to develop a useful message for small farmers deprived
of credit.,.
More generally, the proposed adoption of "sustainable cropping
systems" had not: t:aken place for a number of reasons including: (i) delays in
the establishment of credit for the installation of rubber plantacions; (ii)
improperly trained extension staff and limited Bank supervision of agriculcural
activities; (iii) ext:ensive attacks of leaf blight disease in "once-promising"
areas of cocoa production aft:er "phyto-sanitary treatment:s were c c ns í.de r ab l.v
reduced by farmers in view of the low world prices for coc:oa;" (iv) a late focus
of agricultural research into alternative regional crops; (v) health problems
of farmers and a lack of hired labor; (vi) oversized (ie. 100 ha) plots n
existing colonization areas which were found not to be conducive co intensive
farming; (vii) the dissolution of CODARON 35 which, a.mong other consequence,
hindered 1:he supply of planting material; (viii) poor coordination between INCRA
and SUDHEVEA. wi1:h respect to the zoning of ru.bber areas; and, (ix) rivalries
between federal and stat:e agencies in connect:ion with the provision of technical
assistance to farmers. 3'
í

6 . 35
On the institutional s ide, in tum, the review cone luded tha t "a
pervasive lack of political commitment at both the federal and state levels (buc
mainly the latter) to most program components, but more particularly to the
social and environmental ones, has resulted in considerable institucional,
financial and managerial deficiencies." 37 Coordination was especially weak at
the scate level, while attempts to strengthen execucing agencies were frustraced
by their incapacity to recruit better qualified personnel, improve salary scales
and develop needed training programs. Funding shortages and delays were among
the principal factors responsible for these problems nin spite of the Bank's
Special Action Program.n More concretely, according to the review:

34

Ibid., paras. 16-17.

•

3'

This allegedly occurred ac least in part because of a serious political
falling out between the state Governar and the Presídent of CODARON, who had been
one of the former' s principal collaborators in the design of the settlement
consolidation strat:egy (eg. NUARs, etc.) for Rondonia.
36

37

Interna! memorandum dated February 25, 1985, op. cit., paras. 18 and 20.
Ibid.,

para. 3L

..•,;
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while paving of BR-364 was achieved faster than
originally estimaced, all other proj ect componencs,
which enjoyed lower political priority or had been more
favored by the
Bank
than by
the Government ,
nocwithstanding the incapacity (extension, storage, road
maincenance), indifference (forestry, research, health,
marketing) ar even_ hoscility (Amerindian reserves,
zoning studies, monitoring and evaluatian) of local
ad:ministrators,
received
late
and
insufficient
financing ....

r

Managerial def iciencies can be observed at various
levels.
A division af financial and technical
coordination responsibilities between SEPIAN and SUDECO,
che large number of agencies involved in program
implementation anà the weak staffing and hierarchical
position of the [program] coordination unit wíthin
SUDECO are in great pare responsible for delayed
transf ers of funds
to executing agencies,
weak
monitoring and planning and inadequate documentation of
proj ect expendi.tures and progress. Similar weaknesses
in SEPL\N·RO (and CODARON [prior to its] abolishm.ent)
entailed a poor definition of NUAR administracion
responsibilities; inadequate planning of infrastruccure;
no coordination of services to be provided out of the
NUARs; and an incapacity of state authorities to plan
a proper transition of administrativa responsibilities
from INCRA to the state of Rondonia in the new
settlement areas. Program management at t:he state level
became particula:rly inadequace during the period of
election of state and federal level representatives, in
the second half of 1982, when pressure to divert program
resources and equipment for different purposes reached
a peak. Ja

,,,-,

6.36
Finally, "with the benefit of hindsight" and despite the fact thac
''there were no indications that the originally proposed strategy was not sound,"
the mid-term review indicates several key failings on the Banlt' s part in
connection with the appraisal and early implementation of POLONOROESTE.
These
observations and the lessons drawn from them remain valid;
(i)

The program's political environment was not fully appreciated
at the time of appraisal, nor were its struceural weaknesses.

r
31

.~

Ibid., paras. 32~ 33. The latter is a specific reference to the election
of Rondonia' s federal and scate Senators and Deputies following the former
Territory' s elevation to statehood in December 1981.
No mention of these
distortions, however, was made at the time the Phase III New Settlements Project
was presented to the Board in October 1983 when it was simply observed that
implementation of Phases I and II were in line with forecast project plans and
that the paving of the SR-364 highway was on schedule.
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The intervention strategy needed no be fully ac cap ce d arid
respect:ed by all major parties in the developmenc o f the
region. Insofar as this was not the case, and some program
component:s had more support f=om the Bank chan f::om the
Gove~ent, stricter conditionality (eg. more use of dated
cavenants) should have been imposed and the Bank should have
rea~ted more firmly and more rapidly in those instances where
conditions were not fully met.
(ii)

attention should have be.en given very early
in the
program to the proper strengthening
of all agencies
participating in program activities.
The initiation of the
main infrast:ructural componencs should ha.ve been delayed until
such strengt:hening had been achieved.
However, at the time
the p~ogram ~as appraised, such a stracegy seemed difficulc
to compatibilize with the perceived urgency of opening the
region's production to external ~aTkets and establishin& the
centers from ~hich future services would be provided.

More

(iii)

The coordinated approach required from the Brazilian
Government should have been
accompanied by a corollary
coordinaeion of Bank supervision. Although good coordination
occurred at the time of appraisal, it did not persist. Gloser
coordinaeion between divisions of the Bank could have avoided
3'
some of the imbalances later observed in the program.

3. Proposed

Modifications

and Remedial

Actions

6.37
Immediately following the mid-term review, the Bank rnade several
attempcs through correspondence, missions and meetings with federal and stace
authorities to introduce what were felt to be necessary corrections in program
orientation. As will be further detailed in the next chapter, the principal - but by na means only -- area of concern was the Government's handling of
Amerindian and environmental protection in connection with the program.
The
strongest manifestation of Bank dissatisfaction, however, was the suspension of
disbursements on all POLONOROESTE loans in March 1985, justas Brazil's first
civilian government in more than twenty years was taking office and until such
time as a "Corrective Action Program" could be agreed upon and 40
certain specific
measures had been taken in relation to Amerindian protection.
Suspension of
disbursements, which continued through August 1985, was justified on the basis
of the Government's persisting non-compliance with various key loan covenants,
particularly that under which it had committed itself to undertake adequate
Internal
(emphasis OED).
40

memorandum

dated February

25,

1985,

op.

cit.,

para.

34

Disbursements, in fact, were suspended iniormally froro March 12 to May
15; 1985 in arder to give the new government an opportunity to respond to the
Bank' s concerns with respect to Amerindian protection, first indicated in a
Telex to the out~going federal
administration on March 1, 1985, and ot:her
problems identified during the mid-term review.

r:
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Amerindian proteccion measures. 41 The principal elements of the correccive
accion program, as firsc suggested in the memorandum which synthesized the
findings of the mid-term review and later formally transmitted to the in-coming
government of President Jose Sarney, 42 in a letter dated March 15, 1985, ~ill
be briefly summarized below.
6. 38
Cognizant that Bank leverage was limited "because paving of BR364, which absorbed mosc of the Lo an amounc, h as been achieved," 4
buc hopeful

that the new civilian adminiscration would be "more sensitiva to environmencal
and social issues and to the criticism they have generated both inside Brazil
44
and abroad,"
Bank staff responsible for the mid-term review proposed a series
41

Prior to the Bank's mid-term review mission, which took place bec~een
November 19 and December 5, 1984, a letter from the Bank's Vice Presidenc for
Latin America and the Caribbean to the Brazilian Minister of Finance with copies
to the Ministers of Planning and Interior, dated October 30, 1984, had already
indicaced the Bank's principal concerns in this latter area and stressed "the
immediate need ~o resolve the issues related to the [Amerindian] Special
Project."
42

Mr. Sarney was, in fact, the Vice Presii:ient-elect who was forced to
assume the -presidency when an illness that subsequently proved to be fatal
impeded President-elect Tancredo Neves from being inaugurat:ed on March 15, 1985.
43

,,......

,r-

r:

At the ti.me disbursements were suspended, the outstanding balance of the
various Bank loans for POLONOROESTE was estimated to be on the arder of US$ 206. 5
million, of which some US$ 70 million from the Highway Project was expected to
be cancelled dueto the early completion of the BR-364 reconstruction component.
In addition to the undisbursed loan funds, the other areas where the Bank felt
it continued to possess some leverage in relation to the program were pending
decisions as to whether to respond favorably to Government requests for a further
increase in the Bank's share of project local cost financing (from 50% to 67.5%)
under t:.he Special Action Program and to províde support for possible future
operations of a similar nature in the neighboring state of Acre.

Among the most serious external criticisms regarding the perceived
adverse environmental and social impacts of POLONOROESTE were those presented
by Brazilian ecologist Jose Lutzenberger and others during hearings on "Tropical
Forest Development Projects" held by the Subcommittee on Natural Resources,
Agriculture
Research
and Environment of the United States House of
Representativas' Committee on Science and Technology in September 1984.
A
summary of these discussions was first formally transmitted to then US Treasury
Secretary Donald Regan by the Subcommittee Chairman on October 15, 1984 and
later, via the Treasury Department, to the US Executive Oirector at the Yorld
Bank on October 29, 1984. At roughly the same time (October 12, 1984), then Bank
President Clausen received a letter from the Natural Resources Defense Council
(NRDC) signed by a large number of Brazilian, American, European and other
internacional NGOs expressing "grave concern over disturbing evidence of the
consequences of the continued neglect of sound management of natural resources
and protection of indigenous peoples in the design and implementation of ~~rld
Bank proj ects·," in particular POLONOROESTE.
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of short, medium and longer-term
measures to deal with the problems associaceo
with POLONOROESTE.
The proposals
concerning the program in general and rural
development in existing settlements
in Rondonia in particular will be described
in the following paragraphs,
while those referring to other program components
(eg. Rondonia new settlemencs,
Mato Grosso rural development
and environmencal
and Amerindian protection) will be discussed in the corresponding
sections lacer
in this and the next chapters.
6. 39
The Bank' s proposal for reorient:ation of the program, as fo rma l l.v
communicated to t:he new Brazilian Government, involved four essencial elements:
(i)

a major reallocation of program f'lllldS to provide a graater
share of resourees for protective activities, including
forestry, environmental and Amerindian services, anda smaller
share for physical infrastructure and other ac~ivities ~hich
encourage
further immigrationto the region;

(ii)

a moratoritllil on all further new construction nat related to
protective activities under the progra~ until the existing
situation is consolidated, existing facilities pro~erly
utilized and further construction plans revised to better
serve those areas needing protection;

(iii)

(iv)

much greater

emphasis on improving conditions
in existing
settled areas, including more planting of perennial crops,
and much less e~phasis on new settlement, most of which is
occurring on poo~ soils with little hope of lasting benefits
to the settlers in the absen~e of credit and technical
assistance to establish the perennial crops; and,
a strengt:hening of the

institutional structure to pzov de more
effective decision making, coordination and control and an
improved mechan::lsm for allocating
the human and financial
resources needed to implement the program. 45
í

6.40
Yithin this general frQmework, the proposed action program included
specific measures to reinforce POLONOROESTE's coordination at both the federal
and s tate ( ie. Rondonia) levels, to reallocate program funding, to reduce
immigration, to improve forestry and envirorunental protection and to strengthen
Amerindian protection.
Yith respect to the overail administration of
POLONOROESTE, more concretely, the federal government was requested to
nsubstantially str~ngthen and reorganizen prograin coordination by regrouping
planning, budgeting and ftnancing powers under a single entity and to cause
41

Attachment III to a. letter, dated March 15, 1985, from the Acting World
Bank Vice President for Latin Amarica and the Caribbean to the new Brazilian
Minister
of Finance transtnitting
the conclusions and recommendations
of the
Bank ' s mid-term -review of POLONOROESTE (emphasis OED). Copies of the letter were
also sent to the in-coming Minist:ers of Planning and Interior, the Superintendent
of SUDECO and other high government officials in the Ministries of Planning and
Finance.
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participacing federal agencies (IBDF, SUGAM, SEMA, FUNAI, CIBRAZEM, INCRA,
EMBRATER, EMBRAPA and SUDHEVEA) to prepare assessmencs of their scaffing,
training and internal reorganizacion needs as specifically related to their
46
implementation responsibilities.
It was similarly proposed thac all relevant
federal agencies (ie. IBDF, SEMA, CNPq, etc.) expedite both the implementation
of environmental protect:ion accivitíes and the monicoring of environmencal
quality in the region, possibly through the est:.ablishment of a unit "modelled
47 48
t o some extent on che Caraj as Proj ec c ' s environmencal council."
ln the case
o f Rondonia,
it was specified that the scace government should define new
project coordinating and executing arrangements to replace CODARON, that
administrative procedures for project-supported NUARs should be finalized and
.that a renewable natural resources institute for the planning and execution of
forestry development and environmental protection projects should be created by
August 31, 1985.
6.41
moratorium
(including

'Ili th regard to program funding. í.n t:urn, Ln addi tion to ::he
on all construction not specificaliy related to environmencal
49
forest) or Amerindian protection, malaria central
and the

4'

The mid~term review (internal memorandum of February 25, 1985, op , cit.,
para. 41) observed in this connection, moreover, that nhigh caliber staff, with
both political and technical clout, who would not require start-up training,
should be appointed to key positions in the unit as a first step towards the
overall upgrading of staff and salaries of the coordination unit; evaluation
should continue as an outside, independent activity, and much more stringent
financial audit provisions should be enforced." It was likewise proposed that
nmanagement and technical assistance consultant teams" be recruited for all key
agencies in arder nto prepare detailed plans to achieve program objectíves and
assist in early implementation." This latter recommendation was par ct al.Ly met
through the subsequent placement of FAO technical advisers in the federal and
state program coordination units at SUDECO and in Rondonia and Mato Grosso,
respectively.
47

This referred specifically to a blue ribbon panel of scientists and
Amazon development specialists established in December 1980 to advise the
President of the Rio Doce Valley Company (CVRD) with respect to environmencal
aspects of ita operations, especially the Caraj as Iron Ore Proj ect whose
implementation was partially financed by Bank Loan 2196-BR, approved in August
1982 (See OED, Environmental Aspects, ,, , op. cit., for further details) .

••

The mid-term review also proposed that all field activities of the
program should be transferred to state level agencies, with the exception of the
installation of new settlements and the provision of technical assistance to
rubber farmers which were to remain under the responsibili cy of INCRA and
SUDHEVEA, respectively.

~,

In this connection, the review indicated, more precisely, that the
short-term action program should include the development of new methods for
health services, increased preventive and curative treatments in malaria areas,
the construction of infrastructure to reduce the prolifera.tion of malaria vec:tors
and the education of iDIIlligrants at the time of their administrative processing

-~ -
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consolidation of earlier infrascructure investments, 50
it was proposed chac
program financial planning be reoriented to fully reflect the priorities listed
in para 6.39 above and that arrangements be made by May 31, 1985 to ensure the
"timely availability" of the resources required co meet future expenditures in
accordance with schedules previously agreed with the Bank. The Government ~as
a Ls o requested
to make investment credit available for the promotion of
perennial crops as had been agreed in the original Bank loan contracts for che
program.
6. 42
Toe specific measures proposed by the Bank to reduce the heavy
migration which had. "averwhelmed the capacity of nearly all program executing
agencies and, in particular, those providing services to the settlers," in tum,
were that:

(i)

the federal and state (ie. Rondonia) governments shoulé
immediately stop all publicity encouraging landless farmers
in other regions of Brazil to migrate to the Northwest; H

(ii)

the Government of Rondonia should identify all squatters, and
remove a substantial portion of them, from ali block foresc
reserves by August 31, 1985 and prepare a detailed planto
remove alr remaining squatters by May 1986;
it should alsa
prepare a statement, by April l, 1985, on all addi tional
ongoing or scheduled access roads and topographical work in
new areas, as well as plans for or the results of studies
regarding the agricultural potential of such areas; finally,
by June 30, 1985, it should initiate "systematic surveillance
and patrol
activities" to minimize the negative impact,
including the invasion of reserve lands and illegal squatting,
of construction of the non-program funded BR-429 road between
the BR-364 highway and Costa Marques in the Guapore valley; H
and,

at border points (particularly Vilhena) into Rondonia.

'º The review specifically mentioned the need to complete some 105 km of
"short transversal connections" between existing NUARs and parallel access roads.
'1
The report summarizing the results of the mid-term review was even more
emphatic in this regard, proposing
that ncoun1:er-publicity" mea.sures be launched
through newspapers, radio and television "explaining the physical límitations,
health problems and marketing difficulties awaiting potencial settlers,~ as well
as recommending that construction of all ace as s roads to areas of poor or unknown
agricultural potential be stopped.

52

The mid-term review r ecommended , more specifically, that "a remotesensing and surveillance program to detect unauchorized squat:ting, deforestation
and mining activities" should be esta.blished and that forest police units should
be strengthened.

-
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(iii)

INCRA should prepare the study of land tenure reorganization
of earlier settlement areas in Rondonia "for eventual
redistribution in smaller plots through properly compensated
expropriations and the promotion of direct sales of fractions
of the original 100 ha lots to eligible buyers by August 31,
1985; 53 INCRA should likewise carry out a study by September
31, 1985 to identify the larger 3,000 ha plots in the Pimenta
Bueno area on which development had not been initiated within
the five year legal time limit and propose alternative
government action for their use. 54

6.43
These conditions, plus others specifically related to environmental
and Amerindian protection which will be discussed in the next chapter,
constituted much of the Bank' s short and medium-term action program for the
reorientation of POLONOROESTE. Once the proposed actíons had been taken by the
Government, t:he mid-term review report recommended that the Bank "z e sume
financing all economí,c and social services to farmers, research activit:ies,
nacional forest development, road maintenance, special studies and preparation
of new projects." On the other hand, it also recommended that Bank financing
of additional physical infrastructure, new settlements in Cujubim and Capitao
Sílvio and any future projects in the region (eg. Acre) be made contingent upon
another set of Government actions including: (i) completion of all Ameríndia~
land demarcation and registration; (ii)
removal of all squatters ídent:ified
t:hrough surveíllance programs; (iii) initiation and satisfactory progress with
respect to larid redistribution in earlier settlement areas; (iv) completion of
national forest management plans that took mining interests into account; and,
(v) the ready availability of investment credit, supplies and basic services to
most area farmers. ''
Finally, the mid- term review concluded the list of
proposed measures for the redirection of POLONOROESTE with the following
affirmation:
The above proposals ... are made with the firm belief that
past Bank involvement in the Northwest program has,
overa11·, helped to prevent even worse outcomes, and
that, however unrewarding and thankless the defense of
the small farmers, Indians and environment of the region
may be, and however great the risks of failure may be,
r-,

This s tudy, moreover, was expected to include proposals for a
"subsequent pilot program under which INCRA would initiate, by April 1986, the
acquisition and redistribution of the land, together with technical assistance
and credit to beneficiaries.~
n Attachment IV ("Proposed Action Program") to the Bank letter dated March
15, 1985 to the in-coming Minister of Finance in connection with POLONOROESTE.
It was likewise recommended that "Bank financing should be made
available for all expenditures related to the above proposals, including farm
investment credit (which was not·provided under the first project because of the
unacceptable interest rate levels existing at the time) and the protection of
Amerindians."
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the Bank should do its utmost: to help overcome the
present difficultias and remain involved in the orderly
development of the Amazon. 56
4. The Situation after 1985

6.44
Even with the subsequent strengchening of program administration as
a resulc of the new government' s positive response to the measures proposeà
under the Bank' s correccive accion program, i:nplement:ation of POLONQROESTE
remained problematic from an environmental standpoint due to persisting high
rates of in-migration, the rapid penetrat:ion and expansion of logging and mining
activities, the continued use of inappropriate cropping systems, insufficient
rural credit, the above mentioned proliferation of malaria and other problems.
Perhaps most damaging with respect to the achievemenc of POLONOROESTE's original
objectives in terms of consolidating suscainable rural sectlemenc in Rondonia,
however, was thac agricultural production failed to continue ta grow ac the
dramatic rates that had been registered during the 1970's.
6 .45
\.lliile the area planted in both annual and perennial crops grew
signíficantly becween 1970 and 1985, increases in agricultural output inche
state began to level off shortly after program implementation ínitiated. Even
the impressive growth of cocoa, refleccing the push taward perennial crops
initially on the part of GEPLA.C and later on thac of the Bank as well, tapered
off after 1985. H Indeed, more recent reports suggest that farmers in Rondonia
are increasingly transfarming tracts of land thac formerly produced cocoa into
pasture. '' Falling export prices, the inability to deal economically with the
"vassoura de bruxas" (or "witches' broom") blight, the impossibility of
competing with Bahia' s superior product and the reduction of transpart subsidies
appear to be the main reasons for cocoa's recent downfall in the state.
ln
general, increasing attempts to cultivate inferior soils coupled with the
distance to markets, and not implementation problems per se, are largely
responsible for this negative outcome, as is discussed further detail in Chapcer
VIII below. Whatever the reasons, the inability to promete the growth of smallfarmer agricultural output is a significant shortcoming in a program aímeà
primarily at achieving sustainable rural development.
POLONOROESTE's inability to attain the objectives of the rural
settlement consolidation subproject, moreover, has contributed directly to the
execution difficulties experienced by ics environmental protection component
since failure of the former has stimulated the even more rapíd growth of pascure
land. As discussed more fully in Chapters VIII and IX below, the formacion of
6.46

Incernal memorandum dated February
(emphasis OED).

25,

1985,

op.

cit ..

para.

44

,,

According to IBGE' s Annual Statistical Yearbook for Brazil, cocoa
production in Rondonia expanded by less than 11% becween 1985 and 1988, as
compared with an increase of more than 1100% becween 1980 and 1985.
51

Rubens Coutinho, n Rondonia Acaba aos Poucos com Plantacoes de Cacau, "
Jornal de Brasília, December 28, 1989, pg. 8.

------

----·

---
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pasture and the expansion of cattle raising becomes a rational response of rural
settlers when crop prices and/or soil fertility are low.
In this c orrt.ext; ,
moreover, i t is relevant to note that, while the are a in annual crops Í:!
Rondonia grew at 9.2% and that in perennial crops ac S.6X per year between 1980
and 1985, the catt:le population grew ata rate of 25% per year over the same
period. Although 1985 data on the amount of land in pasture in Rondonia are
still unavailable, growth of the cattle population is generally d r ec t Ly
a.ssociated with the creation of pasture land which is regarded by many
ecologists as the most damaging form of land use ín che Amazon region from ar.
environmental standpoint. s9
í

6 .47
Although back•to-office repores of Bank and/or FAO supervision
missions in the years following the mid-term review continued to show optimism
ín terms of the possibility of resolving the shorccomings encountered during the
early :,ears of program implementation, few maj ar improvemencs appe ax t.o be
observable. Inmany instances, for example, the conscruction of inf=as~ruccure,
excepc for roads, has not been completed, while many existing facilities have
tended co become run-down and/or underutilized. Given the problems experienced
by many settlers with respect to the production of perennial crops such as cocoa
and coffee (ie. lack of credit, low prices, blights, etc.), moreover, ín the
absence of the largely unanticipated employment and prosperity brought to the
region by mining and logging activities, it is likely that local demand for
agrieultural output would be tnUch lower and poverty levels and living conditions
much worse than those presently observed in the area.

F. New Settlements in Rondonia

r-

-

6 .48
Many of the p rob Lems that have plagued the Phase III New Settlements
Project are similar to those affecting the Settlement Consolidation subproject
of the Agricultural Development and Environmental Protection Project describeà
in the previous section and, thus, do not require much further discussion. It
should be observed, nevertheless, that, in addition to consolidating exísting
rural settlements located in areas with relatively fertile soils in Rondonia and
Mato Grosso, POLONOROESTE also intended to create new colonization projeccs·tha=
program planners hoped would be capable of alleviating the pressures on land anà
public services generated by migrants who continued to arrive in the region.
Accordingly, as described in greater detail in the previous chapter, the third
phase of the program attempted both to settle a large, although considerably
smaller than initially intended, number of colonists. as well as to create a
model that could be replicated elsewhere in Rondonia and other Amazonian
frontier areas.
As stated in the corresponding SAR, "the proj ect seeks an
answer both to Rondonia' s need to provide adequate land, facilities and
assistance to its immigrants and to Brazil' s more general need to evolve
comprehensive and cos e- effective settlement and environmental protection
'' See, for exainple, Robert Goodland, "Environmental Ranking of Amazonian
Development Projects in Brazil," Environmental Conservation, Vol. 7, No. 1,
spring 1980. According to this article (pp. 18-19), "conversion of tropical
rainforest ecosystems inca pastures for cattle rates the worst, envirorunentally,
of all conceivable alternatives ... [because] the area of the biome lost is large
in relation to the short-term benefits and low employment creation."
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methods for the developmenc of its vast, presencly unoccupied and fragile Amazon
•
,, 60
reg1.on.
6.49
Originally, the New Settlements Project ~as ex?ected to cover some
1.7 million ha in Rondonia, consisting mainly of publicly-owned undevelo~ed and
uninhabited lands. As noced in the previous chapcer, INCRA initially proposeà
the settlement of some 60,000 families, while the Bank seta target of 30,000.
Lacer, in view of c~e complexities of attempting to promete colonizacion in a
tropical jungle environmenc, t:his targec was scaled down even further.
Eve n
though the Bank accempced to lower the inicial new secclemenc targec to 9,000
families, after much discussion with INCRA, t:he goal was finally f::..xed a e
15,000.
Prospective new settlement sites were located either adj acene to
earlier settlements (eg. Urupa and Machadinha) or along unpaved sections of the
BR-364 highway to che west of Porto Velho (Capitao Sílvio and Marmelo).
The 15,000
farm families projecced to be benefited under 1:he
operation were each to receive between 25 (in areas of better soils) and 40 ha
(in areas of more patchy soils) of agricultural land, plus an equal arnount of
forest area within agglomerated blocks. These settlers were expecced to engage
in the production of both subsistence and commercial food crops including rice,
maize, beans and cassava, but would also grow cash crops such as rubber.
tropical fruits and, to a lesser ext:ent and wi th priva te financing, coffee.
Through administra~ive and operational arrangemencs were still undefined at the
time of project appraisal, each settler would also be able to exploic forescry
resources in his sections of the block reserves.
6 .50

Land use planning and road construction in the New Settlements
Project were to be adapted to the specific topographical and other ecological
conditions in the immediate areas to be settled.
For this purpose, a
preliminary zoning of the proposed settlement sites was .to be carried out.
Roads were to be laid
out following natural crest: lines wherever possible.
After opening up simple paths along these preliminary lines, field evaluation
would confirm and correct boundaries and detailed design of settlement plocs and
reserves would be undertaken.
Such procedures, in addition to fomenting the
proper use of soils, were expected to benefit malaria control efforts since
settlers' residences could be located on higher ground away from mosquicoinfested lowlands that were subject to flooding.
6. 51

6.52
The SAR for the New Secclement Project reported that much of the
preliminary land surveying and demarcacion work had already been completed by
1982, particularly in the Urupa subproject area. In retrospecc, however, this
appears to have been an overly hasty affirmation since subsequent evaluations
repeatedly observe that the project's agro-zoning component was never carried
out. Independently of whether or not the Urupa site did, in fact, benefit from
prior surveys, it is clear that other prospective settlemenc sites lacked
adequate soil assessments. As a result, several sites originally chosen for new
colonization projects such as Capitao Sílvio and Marmelo were never utilized
dueto the poor quality of their soils, while other localities such as Cujubim

Report No. 4424-BR., op. cit., pg. 1.

-
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and Machadinho were only partially and precariously settled for much the sarne
reasons. 61
6.53
Furthermore, and at least in part as a result of low soil
fertilities, a significant share of all settlers who were allocated locs ín new
settlement areas, especially Machadinho, =eportedly moved on shortly thereafcer
or have not t:aken up residence on their Land . 61 In addition to poor soil
conditions and incomplete ar inadequate ::-'~ral services, another key reason :or
high settler turnover rates and low lot occupancy in new colonization areas is
malaria.
One internal Bank memorandum concluded, for example, that "the
incidence of malaria in places like Machadinha is alarming" and that: the dis-ease
had resulted both in high rates of lot abandonment by their initial occupants
and severely hindered "the ability of project staff to stay healthy." 63 As a
conaequence, only Urupa, among the proposed new sett:lemenc projects under
POLONOROESTE, appears to have actually ~een occupied more ar less along the
lines originally envisioned.
6. 54
Given this situation, the goals of the New Settlement Proj ect
quickly proved to be unrealistic. An evaluation by FIPE in 1986 revealed that
less than a third of the 15,000 projected families had effectively been settled,
while more recent SUDECO data confirm that, as of early 1988, only 4,600
families had been allocated lots in Urupa, Machadinha and Cujubim (see Table 12
61

r.

In the case of Machadinha, specifically, while -- unlike earlier INCRA
colonization projects in Rondonia -- road and plot layouts did respect local
topography and hydrographic conditions, they were not based on detailed soil
aptitude studies.
As a result, many settlers received lots characterized by
predominantly fragile soils possessing very limited natural fertility.
See
Sant'anna, op. cit., pg. 16 for further details.
62

r:

Some 24% of all settlers interviewed in Machadinha during July of 1985,
for example, had moved on by July 1986. Those who stayed, in tum, appear to
have done so largely because they had nowhere else togo.
See Haroldo da Gama
Torres, "Desistencia e Substituicao de Colonos em Projetos de Colonizacao na
Amazonia e o Caso Machadinha", mimeo, no date, pp. 15-22. Sant'Anna (op. cit.,
pp. 35-36) reports, moreover, that of the 2, 900 rural lots allocated in the
Machadinho scheme as of February 1988, only 862 were effectively occupied, while
some 830 settlers were living in the project's urbao nucleus and periodically
commut:ed to their lots and more than l, 200 proprietors resided outside the
project's jurisdiction altogether.
u

r:

Internal memorandum dated November 5, 1985.
It was observed, more
specifically, that some 47% of all bloodsmears examined for malaria at Machadinho
were found to be positive. Sant'Anna (op. cit., pg. 29) notes, in tum, that
roadbuilding in the area was "paralysed" on several occasions because of the high
incidence of malaria among the members of the Army's Engineering Batt:alion which
was responsible for the construction works. She affirms, furthermore, that it
was probably the road construction workers and the first wave of rural settlers
who introduced malaria into the area around Machadinha since the disease did not
previously exist among the relatively sma.11 number of: rubber tappers already
residing in the region.
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below). As was predictable on the basis of the experience in other phases of
che program, rnoreover, the activity that has apparencly come closest t0
achieving its initial targets is the construction of physical infrastructure.
Dueto the support of strong local economic and palitical incerescs, ~ogether
~ith its relative technical straightforHardness, performance of the access roaà
component again appears to have oucrun chac of other project segmencs.
Table

12

Status of New Settlernent P6ojeccs as of March 1988
Projected Nu.mber of
Families to Be Settled
Urupa I & l!**
'.1achadinho I & II***
~arme lo
Capit:ao Sílvio
Cujubim
TOTAL

2,074
6,707

Actual Number of
Number of Lots
Plots Allocated*
Effeçti•,elv Occunied

2,900

1,089
862

509

170

4,609

2,212

1,205

2,500

3,750

15,041

* Refers to the number of occupation licenses granted.
** Urupa I - 1,156 families; Urupa II. 918 families
*** Machadinho I - 1,707 families; Machadinha II - 5,000 families
Source: ~orld Bank Report No. 4424-BR; MIRAD/SEASC, "Relacorio de
Monitoria - POLONOROESTE: Outubro de 1987 a Marco de 1988"
6.55
Considering the disappointing results of the New Settlements
Project, recenc Bank documents, not surprisingly, tend to reiterate the initial
divergences with INCRA concerning the number of sectlers that could b e
accommodated in new colonization schemes. The long-standing debate, in brief,
was largely one of quantity versus quality.
Having already attracted large
nwnbers of families to the region, the ..Brazilian Government, through INCRA,
sought to pursue a solution largely akin to the previous Rapid Settlemenc
Program described briefly in Chapter III ~bove. The Bank, in tum, being aware
of the problems experienced in previous colonization efforts, preferred a more
carefully-prepared model capable of affording settler families a better
opportunity to achieve sustainable agricultural product:i,on, while, at ~~e same
time, representing an ecologically more appropriate approach to Ams.z crrí.an
colonization.
When the New Settlements Project failed to att::ain sither
objective, the Bank reportedly attempted to convince a new administrat~)n at
INCRA to undertake a different approach involving smaller settlements on good
soils, even though this meant t:hat suitable private lands would have :e be
acquired or expropriated for chis purpose. There is lictle indication ín the
project files, however, that such recommendations have, in fact, had much of an
impact on recent rural settlement in Rondonia.
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6.56
Instead, the available data accencuace che limited impact of the New
Settlements Project.
As indicated in Table 12, as compared wíth the 15,041
families expected to be settled on rural lots ín 1989, by March 1988, only 2,212
actually resided and worked on their land. An additional 1,805 families were
reported to be exploiting theír lots without residing on them in the Machadinha
project. Although no reliable figures on production and commercialization are
currently available, field visits underscore the difficulties faced by colonists
with regard to crop production and distribution, as well as the hardships of
their living, especially health, conditions more generally.

r».
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6.57
In synthesis, the Phase III New Settlements Project appears not to
have attained either the obj ective of settling large numbers of migrant
families, which the state goverrunent and federal agencies -- particularly INCRA
· - had proposed, or that of establishing an agricultural colonization model
adequate for Amazonian conditions in accordance with the Bank's own aspirations.
Even in Urupa, where che proposed rnodel was carried out largely according to the
original design and where soil conditions are comparatively more f avc r ab Le .
doubt exists as to the longer·term fate of the regian' s farmers.
Here, the
problems of diseance to market and declining productivity,' discussed in Ghapter
X below, appear to be the main obstacles to achieving "comprehensive and
cost-effective settlement" over _ the longer run.
In Machadinha, in turn, the
project's inability to settle the initial quota of colonists or to retain many
of those who did receive lots is particularly distressing in view of the
concinuing and largely unmet, if less rapidly growing, demand for access to land
among many migranes to the region.
G. Rural Development in Mato Grosso
1. Project Performance
6.58
As in the Phase I Settlement Consolidation subproject in Rondonia, the
main thrust of the Phase II Mato Grosso Rural Development Proj ect was to
increase sustainable agricultural production in a previously occupied region.
especially in those areas where the predominant sails and land tenure situation
were considered to be appropriate for thís type of exploitation, through the
provision of additional support to small-farmer production systems. By doing
so, furthermore, it was hoped that additional rural employment opportunities
would be created, thereby absorbing part of the increasing flow of migrants in
the direction of Rondonia. 64
6.59
Evaluation of the second phase component in Mato Grosso is
complicated by the past and present heterogeneity of the region. As shown in
64

The PCR (para. 2.02), dated June 8, 1990, in describing the operation,
specifically states that "within the framework of the POLONOROESTE Program, this
proj ect was designed to increase agricultural production in an area of relatively
good soils in southwestern Mato Grosso .... It was expected that the proj ect would
not only improve the output and incomes of the existing population in the area,
but would also absorb small farmers displaced from other regions of the country,
thereby helping to decrease the pressure of migration into ecologically more
fragile areas of Rondonia, Mato Grosso and other states of the Amazon basin."
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Chapter III, prior to POLONOROESTE land in the municipalities to oe assistec
by the project had already been occupied by a wide diversity of farm and ranch
sizes and types. The area, moreover, presented a high incidence of lanà tenure
problems. In some subareas, however, existing infrastructure and services Nere
already ata level considerably superior to those in many pares of Rondonia.
6.60
Governm.ent intervencion in the area prior to the program had also
assumed varying forms, some of which were clearly ac odds with che proposec
obj ectives of the present proj ect.
Thus, as indicated in Chapter III, for
instance, one of the principal ?rograms implemented by the federal government,
through INCRA, in the region involved the "Projetos Fundiarios." Theorecically,
such projects aimed primarily at clearing up the extremely confused land tenure
situation, but overlapping claims continued to be common.
Furthermore, new
colonization projects, whether promoted by private companies through the
Projecos Fundiarios or located on public lands by the state development company
(CODEMAT), often added to the confusion by not grancing legal title to sectlers.
ln still other areas, land disputes were settled, as late as 1987 ~n the Jaur~
area, for exa.mple, only afcer considerable violence, despite the presence ann
incermediation of INCRA.
6.61
Lastly, even though much of the POLONOROESTE portion of Mato Grosso
was still an are a of rural net in-migration at the cime the proj ecc was
prepared, Table 6 above revealed considerable diversity of migration tendencies
in the state as a whole during the l970's, reflecting the fact that frontier
occupation was proceeding rapidly northward.
The northwestern pare of Mato
Grosso, furthermore, had already been identified as one of the principal sources
of migration to Rondonia. Unlike Rondonia, in short, the Mato Grosso pare of
the POLONOROESTE region was experiencing both considerable in and out-migracion
at the time the program was appraised, attesting to the heterogeneous and
changing demographic and socio-economic conditions in the area.
6.62
Even before the PGR was undertaken, on-goíng evaluation work by FIPE
and the Bank's 1984 mid-term review suggested that some project goals were being
substantially under-attained. Agro-ecological zoning, for example, was supposed
to have been undertaken prior to any kind of settlement, but the studies were,
in fact, carried out in areas already occupied, probably as a result of the
relatively advanced stage of set~lement of much of the Mato Grosso portion of
the region. n Yhile rural extension services seem to have been dedicated and
effective in some areas, they appear to have been almost non-existent in others.
The construction of access roads, in tum, was completed abouc t:wo years behind
schedule dueto delays in counterpart funding. Moreover, road maintenance was
reported to be uneven. The health component was not fully implemented and some
of the facilities provided were reported to be deteriorating rapidly dueto poor

The PCR (para. 5. 04) observes in this connection, moreover, t:hat:
"detailed studies of areas representative of special ecological conditions were
not carried out; instead some studies were made of soils within che areas of
experimental stations which were not representative of the overall area. The
parcial and delayed implementation of this component undermíned its objectives.
To date, none of the information generated has been used by the ex.tension service
for improving land use management."

-
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upkeep, while social objectives were reported by Bank supervision staff ~o have
suffered considerable political manipulation.
6.63
~ile the mid-term review dedicated considerably less accention to
the Mato Grosso, than to the Rondcrrí.a, pare of the program region, Lt; did
observe that, in many pares of the former, "production of basic foodcrops is
falling, as is the production of mechanized cash crops and livestock is
spreadíng rapidly." In additíon, it noted that "the main wave of migrat:ion ha s
already passed through and is now moving northwards and westwards to neighboring
66
states, leaving large areas deforested and depleted of fertility."
The review
also confirmed that, "although, as in the case of Rondonia, the construction
components have generally advanced faster than provision of the corresponding
services,w progress in relation to the access road componenc had been poor and
the bulk of expenditures in this respect had involved the purchase of equipment
'-:Jy CODEMAT that was subsequently loaned to participating munícipalities "who
execute the works with little overall planning or coordination and subject: to
local political pressure, which works against the interests of the project's
small farmer target population." 67
6.64
The construction of schools, health centers, water supply systems
and storage facilities, in tum, was found by the mid-term review to be "making
some progress in terms of physical achievement," but noc too have been "matched"
with the necessary recruit:ment and training of personnel, the provision of
needed supplies and the act:ual delivery of services to the intended beneficiary
population. The location of these facilities, moreover, was determined to have
often been subject to "political pressures, making them relatively inaccessible
to the clustered pockets of small farmers.""
The mid-term review concludes
that "Lack of credit, insecurity of land tenure and the inadequacy and
inaccessibilí ty of supporting services and inputs s till remain the chief
constraints to small farmer development, and the projecc has so far done very
69
little to remove these constraints, in spite of its obj ectives.
11

6. 65
The PCR, in tum, affirms that proj ect implementation did no e
progress as anticipated during its early years for reasons which included: (i)
counterpart funding delays and shortfalls, compounded by inflation rates of 200400% per year; (ii)
institucional weaknesses and manpower short:ages in the

" Internal memorandum
(emphasis OED).

dated February 25,

1985,

op.

cit.,

para.

26

.
Ibid., para. •28.
The PCR (para. 5.14), in tum, characterizes
th ~
overall performance of the road construction component as having been good, but
also observes thac "the achievemencs in strengthening municipal capacity to
maintain the road network were disappointing, with the result that many of the
roads constructed under the project are rapidly deteriorating."

-

Ibid., para. 29.
Toe PCR (para. 5.16) affirms, moreover, that "a
chronic problem faced by all of the social component facilities was the shortage
of recurrene operating expenditures after completion of const:ruction."
Ibid., para. 30 (emphasis OED).

..,·
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executing agencies; and, (iii) delays in procurement for infrast:r~c~ure
construction. 70 Dueto these delays and, to a lesser extent, the suspension
of Bank disbursements for the programas a whole in mid-1985, the loan closing
date was extended twice from December 1986 to December 1988, by which time che
operation had reportedly "achieved performance levels rates ranging from fair
to good and attained many of its physical abJectives, exceeding targecs in some
areas of production and service delivery."
6.66 ·
~ith respect to the provision of agricultural extension services co
small farmers, however, the project was not successful in meeting its inicial
targets. According to the PCR, roughly 6,500 farmers (or 65X of the original
target) were directly assisted'by EMATER.-MT, while a larger total of some 15,000
farmers (88% of the appraisal target) were reached with "agricultural
orientation messages" through a group assistance arrangement:.
Training
programs, in tum, benefited 4,130 farmers (54% of the appraisal target) and 210
extensionists (108% of the target).
Although various problems were detected
with the content and quality o f extension activities in che region, che PCR
attributes most: of the responsibility for the "limited agricultural ?.rogress
achieved through the project to the lack of rural invescment: credit. z
11

6.67
Project results, as reported in the PCR, ~ere mixed.
On the one
hand, the operation "achieved the objectives of improving agricult:ural and
social services and expanding and improving physical and social infrascruccure
73
in the project area, although on a more limited scale than expected."
On the
other, the results with respect to raising incomes and standards of livíng of
target farmers were "111ore modest," while the project was only "marginally
successful
in fostering
a more sustainable
development strategy
based on
increasing the area planted with perennial crops." 74 On the more positive s de ,
the project is credited with helping to strengthen the implemencation7s
capabilities of key state agencies "which may ultimately have a wider impact."
í

70

PCR, op. cit., para. 5.01.

71

Ibid., para. 5.03.

7Z

Ibid., paras. 5.05-5.06.

73

Ibid., para. 6. 02.
More specifically, according to the PCR, the
operation "1'i.gnificantly improved the road neework in already pop"'1ated parts
of the project area, facilitating the marketing of farm products; constructed
(underutilized) storage and crop drying facilities; and introduced schools and
health posts into previously unattended rural communíties."
74

Ibid., para. 6.03 (emphasis OED). The PCR adds that "the project was
partially successful in retaining rural population in the area .... _[but] Ln
retrospect:, it was probably unrealistic to expect that a relatively small area
development project would significantly alter migration rates or patterns."

7'

Ibid., para. 6.04.

-
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6.68
~ith respect to agricultural production, more concretely, the PCR
concludes that the project's ímpact on crop yields was "not significant" except
for semi-mechanized cotton and com "which used more í.npu cs and official
technícal. assistance than expected." 76 In general, however, a comparison of
actual yield increases with those anticipated a t; appraisal · reveals that the
former wer~ only on the arder of 30% of the latter. The increase in the area
expected to be planted ín crop-s under the operation, in tu:rn, was only about 76i.
(132,000
ha as opposed to 174,000
ha) of the appraisal projection,
:1ore
seriously, "the expected movement towards perennials and more sustainable cash
crops did noc macerialize, mainly because of the shortage of agricultural
credit and weak ext:ension and research." 77 Finally, only 3, 100 incremental
"laborer years" were estimated to have been created by the project as compareci
with the 6,500 projected at appraisal.
6.69
As a result of these shortfalls, the project's reestimaced economic
rate of return was only on the order of 7%, as opposed to an appraisal escimate
of 24Z.
Toe principal . reasons for this difference were the smaller than
anticipated number of project beneficiarias,
the lower than expected
productivity ievels and real price decreases for various key crops in the area
over the 1982-89 period. 78 From the individual farmer standpoint, however, che
project outcome was more favorable since incremental financial gains reportedly
exceeded incremental investment and operational costs even though accual "with
project" farm incomes were still substantially lower (US$ 2,400) on average than
those projected at appraisal (US$ 6,500).
In retrospect, the PCR judges the principal proj ect risks, including
"the ecological risk of increased deforestation of poor soils" and the risk thac
"new settlements induced by the proj ect could stimulate encroachment on
Amerindian reserves," to have been cor,rectly ident:ified prior to Bank approval
of the operation, but also observes that "the magnitude and rate of spontaneous
migration into the Northwest region and the full
extent: of Brazil' s fiscal
crisis were not foreseen at appraisal." 79 It likewise alerts that, ~hile an
effort is being made to maintain the investments made under the proj ect,
"existing fiscal constraínts raise doubts about their long-run sustainability." ªº
With respect to Bank performance, the PCR observes that some of the issues and
problems identified by supervision missions (eg. che insufficient availability
6. 70
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76

Ibid., para. 6.06.

77

Ibid. , para. 6. 07. The PCR affirms, more specifically, that "virtually
no credit was made avaílable to target farmers; extension agents did not have
technological packages readily usable by small farmers; and the agricultural
research efforts ínto Amazonian crops and production systems started too late
to generate quantifiable results under the project."
1•

Real prices for coffee, com, cotton and rubber reportedly fell by 29%,

31%, 36% and 17%, respectively, in the region over thís period.
79

Ibid., para. 7.01

'º

Ibid., para. 8.01.

(emphasis OED).
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of credit and of storage and drying capacity) did noc receive adequace followup,
while, in other instances (eg.
the rec::::uitment of personnel for
institucional strengthening and the tímely availability of counterpart funding),

the Bank should have "pressed for stricter adherence to the agreed covenants." si
The Borrower, in tum, while not giving "the ~equired counterpart fundíng
~riority, partly because of the prolonged period of economic crisis and fiscal
constraints, was credíted with performing "as weil as could be expected given
the organization and management structure of the POLONOROESTE Program which were
...,eak in terms of interagency coordination and decision making." 82
·
11

6.71
Finally, among the numerous useful lessons drawn by the PCR from the
project experience, the following merit particular emphasis:
(i)

A project which will be implemenced in froncier areas with a
fragile natural environment should be based on better
technical information than ~as available at the start of the
project.
ln particular, agro-ecological zoning should be
undertaken as a basis for controlling expansion of the
agricultur·a1 frontier, t:he land tenure situation and the
demarcation of reserved areas.
Government commitm.ent to
i.lltplement the agro-ecological zoning should be a condition
sine gua non of future development projects in such areas.

(ii)

When an important objective of a project is to alter land use
patterns in an area, a thorough analysis should be undertaken
of the policy and regulatory framework governing these
patterns to determine what conrplementary ac tions may be
needed, in addition to the investments in infrastructure and
services, to ensure the desired results.
The success or
failure of a program like POLONOROESTE re~ts not only on the
technical quality of and political support for che project,
but also on the overall policy framework (land regulations and
fiscal inc.ent:ives) to ensure proper land use and natural
resource protection. Otherwise, investments made to protect
the environm~nt may be und~rmined by stronger incentives to
degrade it.

(iii)

\Jhen the success of the agricultural production objectives of
a project depends on the widespread availability of credit to
target farmers as in the presente.ase, a careful analysis
should be made as to whether such credit actually exists in
the volume and on terms which are suitable for the project

11

Ibid., para. 9.01 (emphasis OED). On the other hand, the PGR stat:es
that the Bank's decision to increase the percentage of total costs financed by
the loan and to extend the project implementation period "proved to be correct"
because it "enabled the agencies involved to use the experience gained in the
first years to execute the remaining part: of the project componencs in a more
efficient way."
12

Ibid.,

para. 10.01.
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and whether proj ect farmers will be considered eligible by che
banking system.
In the event that these conditions are not
met. the Bank should either make special provision for c~edít
within the &roject itself or it should not proceed with the
Ol)eration.
2. Recent Evolution of Agriculcural Activicv
6. 72

To complement the proj ect-specific findings of the PCR, a more
general empirical examination of rural development tendencies leaves lit:tle
doubt as to the direction of overall trends with respect to the evolution of
agricultural activity in the Mato Grosso portion of the POLONOROESTE region in
the early 1980' s.
The direction o f such trends, moreover, appears to be
diametrically opposed to the overall objectives of the program. The figures in
Tables 13, 14 anà 15, which present census data on the evolution of agriculcural
activity and rural land distribution in the nine municipalities covered •..mder
the project bet:Ween 1980 and 1985, illustrate several aspects of these broader
tendencies.
6. 73
First of all, as Table 13 reveals, the number of farm establishments
suffered a sizeaóle decrease in eight of the nine municipalities in the project
area during the first half of the 1980' s . Only in Caceres was there an increase·
in the number of farm units during the period and this increase was very small.
For the project regionas a whole, however, the number of fann units fell by
nearly 15% between 1980 and 1985, while the total area occupied by t:hese
establishments rose by roughly 20%.
As a result, the average size of rural
establishments increased in all nine municipalities.
This tendency was
particularly dra.matic in Araputanga where the average size of farm
establisbments more than tripled over the period.
When the proj ect region
municipalities are considered as a whole, average farm size rose by an
impressive 49%, from 216 to 321 hectares, between 1980 and 1985.
6.74
Tiie figures in Table 14, in tum, confirm that there was a clear
tendency toward the increased concentration of rural land holdings in medium and
large establishments in the Mato Grosso Rural Development Project region during
the first half of the l980's. Indeed, while the number of very small farm units
(ie. those having less than 10 hectares) declined by 30% between 1980 and 1985,
the number of establishments between 1,000 and 10,000 hectares increased by 401.
Furthermore, the percentage of the area in rural establishments having 100 ha
or less declined from 6.8% of the total in 1980 to 5.3% in 1985, while the share
in establishments with more than 10,000 ha increased from 42.4% to 45.7%.
6.75
Perhaps even more talling is the fact that the n'1lllber of people
engaged in agricultural activities decreased in all but one of the
municipalities in the project region,
The only exception was Quatro Marcos
which. however, experienced a total increase of only 121 rural laborers, while
the project area as a whole lost a total of some 22,000 agricultural workers
u
Ibid .• para. 13.01 (emphasis OED).
Several other general lessons·,
together with more specific ones cn proj ect: management, production-based
components and social sector components, are contained in the same paragraph.

Table

Year aoo
1'bnl.c1pallty

llj

No.

- Changes ln t~e Structure of Agricultura!

Produc~ion
in Hunicip~lities
Under Polonoroeste, Mato Grosso, 1980-85: Selected Indicators

of

Establlshments

'lbtal Area

Average

Area Under

Area

Pexmanent

(in ha.]

Croos

Area lA1der
Tellp:lrary
crocs

No. of PersCl'lS
1n h]rlcultural

No. of
Tractors

Cattle

1.ctlvities

4.00J
4.031

2.176.297
2.647.956

543.7
656.9

3,536
7,026

34.855
55.762

23.529
22.186

274
925

380.113
460.152

1.318
l.283

72.232
91.413

54.8
71.2

3.897
3.210

9.560
9. 730

6.171
5.990

95
203

30.911
49.611

Tangara da Sexra 1980
1985

2.855
2.351

528.921
783.438

185.3
333.2

11.612
6,407

26.364
35.979

9.476

164
469

Bur• do &lgres 1980

1.069
903

549.098
530.079

513.7

1985

587.0

1.247
1.042

1,987
1.728

62.200
79.808

31.J
46.2

1.724
1.338

108 •.330
115.792

2.506
1.050

Jamu 1980

1.834

1985

l.23~

Caoeres

1980
1985

IU.rasol d'Oesta 1980

1985

n. 770

7.930
7.718

))3

18.484

4.290

296

90.503
113.105
217.017
130.lM

6,959
7.050 •

6.637
9.896

7.246
7.367

49
143

26.234
39.994

62.8
86.5

l.994
1.416

9.251
7 .212

9. 734
4.640

45
71

51.601
46.437

183.345
253.805

73.2
241. 7

3.228
1.458

11. B49
5.772

ll.952
5.860

59
67

113.181
165.173

196,646
187.094

107.2
151.1

2.200
811

11.161
9.156

7.409
6.40]

53

46

62.202
98.252

1.127

182.962
143.063

121.4
126.9

2.160
919

9.269
6.227

8.156
5.837

47
53

57.072
65.495

Total 9 Dllllclpalltie.s 1980
1985

18.803
15.049

4.060.031
4.832.448

215.9

36.833

321.l

29.339

132. 716
158.218

92.391
70.503

919
2.27]

1.028.834
1.188.383

~

45.580
6).321

30.494.518
33.129.987

669.0
523.2

92.967
106.143

1.290,732
1.834. 681

248.067
279.499

10.237
16.953

4.214.210
5.315.ll6

'l'()ta). Mato Grosso 1980

63.383

78.370

34. 554. 549
37.962.435

545.2
484.4

129.800
135.482

i. 423. 448

1985

316.570
350.002

11.156
19.226

5.243.044
6.503.719

()latro ~.

1980
1985

Rio Banoo 1980

1985

Areputanga 1980
1985

Sel do Céu

1980
1985

1.507

of Sta.te 1980
1965

SOurce: IBGE - Censos ~io,

1980 and SinoQSC Preliminar do Censo

1.992.899

J\gt'opcOlário, 1985

1-'
.f.-

co
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over the five year period. The results of efforts to p~omote perennial crops
in the project region during the early 1980's also clearly fell short as the
area planted in perennials fell from some 36,800 ha in 1980 to roughly 29,300
ha in 1985. Only Caceres, ~hich incorporaced nearly half a million hectares in
rural escablishments during the period, registered a significanc increase in the
area under permanent crops.
Table 14
Evolution of Rural Land Distributíon in Northwestern Mato Grosso, 1980-85 (i)
1980
Size Class
<10 ha
10-100 ha
100-1,000 ha
1,000-10,000 ha
>10,000 ha

TOTAL

~

Are a

Establishments

Are a

46.3
39.5
10.9
2.9
0.4

0.9

37.8

0.6

5.9
13.5
37.3
42.4

42.7

4. 7

14.3
4. 8
0.4

13.7
35.2
45.7

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

Establishments

Source: IBGE, Agricultural Census, 1980, 1985 (data for Caceres,
Jauru, Salto do Ceu, Rio Branco, Mirassol d'Oeste, Quatro Marcos,
Araputanga, Barra do Bugres and Tangara da Serra)

-

r

6. 75
Both annual crops and ranching, in contrast, revealed a positive
growth tendency, wich the cattle population increasing by approximately 15Z over
the period. Based on the figures in Table 13, however, the expansíon of cattle
raising activities appears to have been quite uneven in a geographic sense, with
herds growing substantially in some municipalities (eg. Araputanga, Jauru and
Mirassol d'Oeste and Tangara da Serra), but déclining significantly in others
(particularly Caceres and Barra do Bugres). On the other hand, a very sharp
increase in the number of tractors, which jumped from 919 to 2,273 units,
occurred in the region between 1980 and 1985, suggesting a tendency for the
rapid mechanization of agricultural production. Interestingly, however, most
of the increased number of tractors was in Caceres, where, as already noted, the
total area in farms grew significantly, while the cattle population decreased
in the early 1980's. It is likely that these tendencies reflect the expans!'on
of mechanized soybean production in the municipality during this period.
6.76
The significance of these trends is further highlighted when they
are compared with the evolution of the same variables in the rest of the state
over the same period. This can be illustrated by a brief comparison of annual
average growth rates for agrícultural establishments, the total area in farms
and ranches, the area in permanent and temporary crops, rural employment,
tractors and the cattle population, as presented in Table 15 for the project
area, the rest <>f _the stat:e and Mato Grosso as a whole between 1980 and 1985.
That part of Mato Grosso not included in the POLONOROESTE region, for instance,
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witnessed a positive increment in the number of rural establíshmencs and, even
though the average farm size was much larger here than in the POLONOROESTE area
(ie. 523 ha versus 321 ha in 1985), it decreased significancly during the 198085 period, rather than increasíng as occurred in the project region. In sharp
contrast to the tendency inche project region, moreover, the area in permanenc
crops increased when the rest of Mato Grosso is considered as a whole. Bach the
area in annual crops and the cattle populacion, furthermore, grew much more
rapidly in the rest of the state than in the project region.
The number o:
traccors, in contrast, while expanding rapidly chroughouc Mato Grosso in the
early 1980's, grew even fascer in the project area.
Finally, the amounc of
employment in the agricultural sector in the resc of the state increased by 2.4%
a year, as compared wíth a 5.3% average annual decrease in the project region.
Table 15
Mato Grosso: Annual Growth of Selected A~ricultural Indicators, :980-85 (%)
Indicator

Project Region

Agricultural Establishmencs
Total Area in Farms & Ranches
Area Planted in Perennial Crops
Area Planted in Temporary Crops
Rural Employment
Tract:ors
Cattle Population

-4.4

3.5
-4.4

3.6
·5.3
19.9

2.9

Rest of State
6.8
1. 7
1.9
7.3

~ato Grosso
4.3
l. 9

0.9

2.4

7.0
1. 9

10.6
4.8

11.5
4.4

Source: IBGE, Agricultural Census, 1980, 1985; Table 12 above
6.77
In short, preliminal:'y data from che 1985 Agricultural Census
complement the PCR in painting a fairly somber piccure with respecc to the
achievement of POLONOROESTE's objectives in northwestern Mato Grosso during the
first half of the 1980's.
Although it might be objected that che program's
activities had only recently begun in the area at che time the 1985 data were
gat:hered or that the preliminary census data may be incorrect, neither objeccion
appears to hold much weight.
The main impact of POLONOROESTE came from the
paving of the BR-364 highway which occurred several years before the census data
were gathered (first semester of 1986). Furthermore, the definitive figures for
the last three agricultural census surveys have not differed significantly from
the preliminary ones. Yhile the final version of the 1985 data,.expected for
early 1990, and the preliminary data from the 1990 census, not expected before
late 1991, will unquestionably provide a more secure basis for assessing the
impact of POLONOROESTE on agricultural production and rural developmenc,
significant deviations from the picture presented above are not likely.
6.78
On the basis of the information cu~rently available, therefore, it
can be concluded that the early 1980' s constituted a period of heavy out.migration from rural areas in the municipalities covered by the Mato Grosso
Rural Development Project, much of which is likely to have gane to areas of
recent settlement in Rondonia.
At first glance, this outcome is somewhat
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perplexing and ironic in light of the fact that the number of persons occupieà
in agricultural activities in other parts of the state not specifically targeted
with 3ma.ll-farmer oriented rural development investments increased over the same
period. This is even more intriguing considering that, u~like the situation in
the project area, the number of small agriculcural establishments in much of the
rest of the country, as well as in the remainder of Mato Grosso, grew
substantially becween 1980 and 1985, for the first time since agricult:ural
modernization began to intensify during the 1960's. The increase in the number
of small rural establishmencs during the early 1980' s , in turn, is Lar ge Ly
attributable to the í.mpacc of the serious economíc recession on the urbanindustrial sector's capacity to absorb rural migrants, a factor which likewise
spurred migration to the Rondonian froncier.
6. 79
Although the opposite tendency in the Mato Grosso proj ect area
cannot be attributed to the effects of POLONOROESTE a Lone , the possible
relationship between the program and the observed trends toward increasíng lanà
concentration anda parallel reduction in the rural labor force is a subject
that merits additional study.
One hypochesis wol:'th entertaining in this
connection is that the amount of resources destined by the program to
s111all-farmer consolidation in Mato Grosso was quite small in comparison to that
invested in road-building, especially pavement of the Cuiaba-Porto Ve_lho
highway, which, by stimulating .higher land values and associated land
speculation, clearly worked in an opposite direction. The relative illlportànce
of road improvements within the Mato Grosso rural development project itself,
moreover, in all likelihood, reinforced this tendency at the level of the
programas a whole."
This imbalance in physical infrastructure versus direct
agricultural production and social service investments, coupled. with the
relative ineffectiveness of the project's small-farmer assistance measures as
documented in t:he PCR., may help to explain the rather startling tendencies
illustrated in Table 13.
6. 80
As concerns ehe evolution of ex-eractive (Le , mining and logging)
activities, not explicitly contemplated by POLONOROESTE, in turn, it would
appear that the recent situation in Mato Grosso has been largely similar to that
in Rondonia, which will be discussed in a later chapter, at least in relation
to gold prospecting. That is, such activities, which were greatly facilitated
by the imp~oved feeder road network in the region, increased spectacularly
during the 1980's, in the process attracting a substancial, although
unquantified, labor force.
In fact, it is likely that one of the reasons for
the decrease in the agricult:ural labor force in northwestern Mato Grosso in the
14

-

According to the PCR (op. cit., Table S, pg. 26), total cost of the Mato
Grosso operation on completion was US$ 43.8 million, as compared with a projecced
US$ 76.4 million at the time of appraisal.
Of actual total cost, US$ 17.8
million (or 41%) was spent on municipal road improvements, while only US$ 10.3
million (23%) and US$ 7:0 million (16%) were spent on agricultural services (ie.
agro-ecological zoning, rural extension, adaptive research and input supply) ~nd
social development (ia. education, rural water supply, health and sanitation and
comm.unity organization), respectively.
Agricultural services and social
development, moreover, were initially expected to receive 31% and 32% of project
resources, while road improvements were to receive only 20%.
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early 1980's (ie. in addicion to increasing rurai land concentracion and the
attraction of Rondonia) was precisely ~he rapid growi:h of prospecting activities
in the area.
Based on direct observacions during the September·October 1989
OED/SEPLAN field visit, on the other hand, unlike the situation in Rondonia,
logging activity appears to be on the decline· in much of the area covered by
the Mato Grosso Rural Development Projecc as much of this region has alraady
been either completely deforested or at least subjecc to the selective
extraction of higher value timber.
6. 81
Flnally, it would appe ar that, at least in one respecc, fucure
agricultural development prospeccs may still be greacer in northwescern Mato
Grosso than in Rondonia.
In addition to having reasonably large patches of
relatively good soils on flat topography, che region north of Caceres is
hundreds of kilometers closer to Cuiaba and to souchern Brazilian markets more
generally when compared wich Rondonia. Particularly in view of Cuiaba's recent
solid and diversified growth, this relativa proxi.mity may make a difference ín
terms of futura rural development activities in this pare of the POLONOROESTE
region. On the basis of currenc tendencies, however, it does noc seem likely
that such developmenc would primarily benefit the class of farmers which
POLONOROESTE hoped to assist.
H. Principal Causes of Observed Implementation P~oblems
6. 82
Toe preceding discussion highlights a recurring pattern with respect
·to the design and implementation of the various components of the Northwest
R.egion Development Program.
With the except:ion of the highway sub-proj ect,
whose planning was already well advanced before the Bank was approached in
connection with the program, the various componencs of POLONOROESTE were
designed or redesigned with considerable Bank and/or FAO intervencion.
Furthermore, the Bank's objectives of favoring small farmers and protecting the
natural environment were unequivocally stated.
Several innovacive features,
moreaver, were introduced in the program in an atcempt to guarantee the success
of its social and environmenc components. Yet, with the excepcion of the road
component, whose administrative and technical problems seem minar by comparison,
and other infrastructure construction, each of the remaining program elements
(ie. the provision of agricultural production support and social services and
environmental and Amerindian protection) encount:ered serious implementation
difficulties. Indeed, it is fair to say not only that these non-infrastructure
components appear to have largely failed·to achieve their objectives, but chat
the settlement-related subprojects appear to have contributed to the aggravation
of other, even more serious, problems including malaria, deforestation,
encroachment of tribal areas , etc.
What accounts for these recurring gaps
between proposal and subsequent reality?
6. 83
In this section, the main question of interest is the extent to
which implementation problems per se can be held responsible for the observed
discrepancies
between
initial program
intentions
and
its
social
and
environmental results.
From the outset,
it should be observed that
considerations related to program implementation were a contributing factor to,
but not the cause of, this gap.
In order to understand the principal
determinants of the discrepancy between program goals and outcomes, i t is
necessary to analyze the failure to take more fully into account the potential

-..,,·
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impacts of roadbuilding and other forms of government intervencion i~ an accive
frontier area on migration flows, the failure to realistically consider the
feasibility of achieving long-cerm sustainable agricultural produccion in the
region in light of its natural resource constraints and the distance to market
faceor, as well as the failure to view the likely environmental consequences of
the program in light of chese two major shortcomings. ifuile chis analysis will
be largely under~aken in Chapter X below. The following paragraphs, in curn,
will address the contribucory influence of implemencation problems to the more
encompassing dífficulties affecting POLONOROESTE's performance and broader human
and physical environmental impacts.
r--

,-.
,-.

l. Institutional Arrangements and Program Coordination
6. 85
One of the major shortcomings of POLONOROESTE' s design and apprais al
was its serious overestimation of the commitment and capacity of ~any of the
public sector institutions connected with the program, parcicularly in relation
to its social and environmental objectives.
At che Governmenc' s requesc,
coordination of POLONOROESTE was centralized in SUDECO, the Superincendency for
the Development of the Center-West. SUDECO, however, was a weak agency within
a comparatively weak and highly politicized Minístry (Interior) and the agency's
deficiencies were readily apparent at both the technical and the administrative
levels.
As a consequence, it was unaccustomed to handling a large volume of
resources and essentially incapable of coordinating a wide varie;? of
institutions, especially much stronger agencies such as DNER and INCRA. ª
6. 86
Most of the executing agencies involved in POLONOROESTE were
similarly weak, although some -- notably SEPLAN and INCRA in addition to DNER. - wielded considerable power. SEPI.AN was acutely concerned with the balance of
payments crisis at the time the program was prepared and appraised (ie. 197983) and tanded to judge ínternationally-financed projects primarily in terms of
their ability to generate infusions of hard currency.
Furthermore, since
SEPlAN, together with the Finance Ministry, simultaneously had the task of
administering the foreign debt, incoming funds were routinely retained for
considerable periods, often delaying transfers to executing agencies and,
consequently, the implementation of project activities.
INCRA, in tum, had
acquired considerable experience in the design and execution of colonization
schemes and was accustomed to implementing, by itself, all phases of directed
settlement projects from initial land demarcation to the provision of health and
16
education services.
Decentralization of these multiple roles did not come
easy, nor was it accompanied by the required improvement in th~ administrative
and technical capabilities of other agencies .

•

"
SUDECO' s weakness in relation to the other federal agencies that
participated in POLONOROESTE's execution, moreover, was further exacerbated by
the relatively subordinate position of the-program coordination unit within the
regional superintendency itself (see Sant'Anna, op. cit., pg. 40).

" lNCRA's President at the time was also a direct appointee and former
colleague of the powerful Planning Minister, Delfim Neto, and, thus, possessed
a considerable amount of personal influence within the Figueiredo government.
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The influx of comparacively large and relatively flexible resources
from POLONOROESTE through SUDECO appears to have caused additional disequilibria
ac various levels. SUDECO was accused of disregarding funding requirements by
the executing agencies, which rarely received the expecced amouncs or at the
right time.
Moreover suspicions of shadowy dealings and references to the
interference of policical interescs are present in many Bank and ocher repores
concerning the administracion of POLONOROESTE. As already noced, for inscance,
the mid-.term review specifically mentions "political Lrrce r e s t s diverging from
the obj eccives of the program" that led to the opening up of roads in areas
inappropriate for settlement.
The review likewise observed thac program
management at che scace level became "particularly inadequate'' during the preelectoral period in 1982 "vhen the pressure to divert program resources" reached
.
1.ts
pea.k 17
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At the state and local levels, in tu4!1, government agencies tended
to be even weaker.
In Rondonia, a state development campany (CODARON) was
created for the specific purpose of coordinating much of the program.
This
agency was apparently doing a reasonable job when it was abruptly abolished by
the Governar of Rondonia.
Alleged motives for the demise of CODARON run the
gamut from veiled charges of corruption to conflicting political aspirations,
but the net resultas far as POLONOROESTE was concerned was a further decline
in the already limited level of technical and coordinating capability in the
state. More generally, the face that the present state of Mato Grosso became
a separata unit of the federation in January 1979, ªª while the Terricory of
Rondonia was elevated to statehood in December 1981, and that, in both pares of
the program region, numerous new municipalities were established in the late
1970's and early 1980's, suggest the very high degree of politicaladministra~ive flux and associated institutional indefinition that characterized
the area at the time POLONOROESTE was prepared, appraised and initially
implemented.
6.89
The poor performance
of most of the planned institucional
strengthening activities under the program, moreover, resulted in part from the
lack of authority of practically all of the agencies involved to recruit better
qualified staff and to upgrade their salary scales. Necessary adjustments in
response to the severe economic crisis in the early 1980's fostered a prolonged
period of fiscal austerity during which public agencies were legally prohibited
f~om hiring new personnel or introducing real increases in existing salaries.
17

Internal memorandum dated February 25. 1985, op. cit., paras. 15 and 33.

•• The creation ~f present-day Mato Grosso as a result of the division of
the former state having the sa.me name meant, moreover, that the northern part
(ie. the new Mato Grosso) was left with two-thirds of the land area, but only
one•third of the population and economic activity •• and, hence, revenue base·
- of the previous Mato Grosso, in addition to its former capital city, Cuiaba.
This resulted in considerable initial financial difficulties since the new state
was required by existing civil service .laws to maintain much of the payroll and
other current expenditures of the former state, but received a much smaller share
of its revenues, thereby also increasing its dependence on the federal
government.

r
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Rampant inflation as a result of the crisis, fur~hermore, made public sector
salaries even less attractíve, as well as quickly eroding the real value of all
domestic- resources transferred from SEPUN o r SUDECO to program. executing
agencies. The Lack of institutional strengthening, however, was also partly due
co·the agencies' inability to clearly define their specific roles and funccions
within the program and to develop the corresponding craining programs.
6.90
In sum., one serious set of obstacles co the smoother implemencation
of POLONOROESTE stemmed from the very complexity and fragility of the
institutional framework set up for its execution. A weak coordinating agency
was unprepared to handle large quantities of resources or to articulate the
activities of a wide number of disparate arganizations involving several
different levels of government. As a result, attempts to train human resources
or to create efficient local executing agencies in connection with the prograrn
were largely frustrated. Inadequace central government supervision and control
of resource flows, additionally, left room for che creation of interest groups
among and within program executing agencies and generated recurring suspicions
that part of its funds were improperly utilized.
2. The Adeguacy of Pro~ram Monitoring and Evaluation
6. 91
Monitoring and evaluation appear not: to have been given uniform
treatment during different stages of program implementation. Only the SARs of
the Agricultural Development and Environmental Protection Project and the Mato
Grosso Rural Development Project, moreover, make explicit reference to these
aspects of program management. The former, for example, states that: "funds
would be made available for monitoring overall program progress, mid-term and
final evaluation surveys, ad hoc studies on issues arising during and affecting
project implementat:ion, and general studies, including studies oriented to the
identification of future projects relevant to the development of the program
area.""
This report also indicated that a six-man Monitoring and Evaluation
Section would be set up within SUDECO, comprised of a coordinacor, an economist,
an agronomist, a civil engineer, a sociologist and an ecologist. This section,
assisted by Bank-approved consultants, would be largely responsible for che
on-going evaluation of the program on thé basis of monitoring data provided by
the individual iillplementing agencies. In addition, this section would monitor
program activities within SUDECO, contract out ad hoc, mid-term and final impact
studies and supervise their implementation.
Monitoring results would be
consolidated into quarterly repores.
6. 92
As concems the various subprojects in Rondorrí.a , monitoring, for
the most part, was to be handled locally. More generally, project performance
indicators were to be monitored through information gathering procedures
established as part of an existing computerized data system (SAPE-GRAFF)
previously developed by the Planning Ministry. Such monitoring activities would
be complemented by qualitative and quantitative i.mpact studies and by a project
evaluation methodology to be developed by an independent consultant firm ar
university. SUDECO was to provide the Bank with quarterly monitoring results,
as well as wit~ research and evaluation reports to be prepared in parallel to
19

Report No. 3512b-BR, op. cit., para. 4.27.
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program execution, a mid-term evaluation by June 1984 anà a complecion repare
within six months of proj ect closing.
Toe SAR for the Mato Grosso Rural
Development Project provided even more detailed informatíon as to how monitoring
and
evaluation were to be carried out, but wi thout al tering the b as ic
arrangements described above.
6.93
The extent to which, and how well, such instruccions were actually
carried aut is difficult to reconstruct from the informacion presently
available.
~ith respect to program monitoring, however, it appears that the
methodology of quarterly reports whích were to consolidate dífferenc cypes of
field information produced irregular and uneven resul ts.
In relation to
evaluation, the major inítiative, as already noted, was to hire F!PE (the
Economic Research Institute of the University of Sao Paulo) on the basis of
public bídding procedures for the purpose o f elaborat:ing annual evaluation
re-ports, to carry out specific scudies on previously agreed copies and to
pre~are mid•term and final evaluation reports.
After
considerable
delays,
caused
largely
by
bureaucratic
im-pediments at SUDECO, FIPE initiaced its research accivicíes. It soon became
ap-parent that the promised data, including che information to be provided
through the SAPE-GRAFF monitoríng system, would be of little use for evaluacion
purposes and that independenc field research and verification was necessary.
Annual discussions concerning the content, format and coses of che evaluation
activities to be undertaken, however,
tended to be drawn ouc , involving
considerable loss of time, while stalemates between FIPE and StJDECO on several
occasions were only resolved after incisive intervention by the Bank.
6. 94

6.95
Despite such difficulties, the field research carried out by FIPE
in 1983 and 1984 provided much of the information which led to and/or support:ed
Bank efforts to reformulate the program following the míd-term review. Through
FIPE's work, the first realistic evaluation, capable of -penetrating the
rhetoric, euphoria and propaganda which had surrounded POLONOROESTE during its
ínitial years of implementation, was produced. Although weak on environment:al
aspects, FIPE's reports presented a critical, and, thus, sobering, pict:ure of
project achievements and limitations, together with an account: of rapidly
evolving demographic and socio-economic conditions in the program area.
6. 96
Given this assessrnent, predictably, the relationship between the
outside evaluators and SUDECO continued to deteriorate and only energetic action
on the part _of Bank staff was able to maintain FIPE' s partici-pation in the
program.
Rather than attempting to translate more of FIPE's critical
obse%Vations and recommendations into guidelines for program changes, however·,
evaluation activities were eventually phased out through a combination of
payment delays, claims of incompetence and similar tactics. A change in Bank
project officers apparently produced a new rift in the relationshi-p with FIPE,
which was forced to terminate its evaluation activities in 1987 when SUDECO
refused to renew its contract.
As a result, no systematic final program
evaluation was undertaken by an independent Brazilian institution.
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3. Bank Suuervision and Resuonse to Imulementation Problerns
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6.97
Overall, despite its earlier (and correct) assessment of che very
substancial risks facing POLONOROESTE, in practice the Bank appears to have been
slow to perceive
the various
distortions associated
with
the early
implementation of the program and, at least until the time disbursemencs were
suspended in early 1985, was largely ineffective in dealing with or correcting
these problems. Indeed, the extensive participation of Bank staff from various
divisions anà departments, in addition to FAO personnel, in the planning aná
design of POLONOROESTE, once the Government's inicial request for a roaàbuildíng
project had been transformed into a multi-sector "regional development" program
stands in sharp contrasc to its much more limited, and apparently largely
uncoordinated, role in the supervision of program execution between 1982 and
1984.
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6.98
There appears to be a general consensus among those interviewed by
OED and SEPLAN, both inside the Bank and in Brazil, in conneccion wit:h
POLONOROESTE, moreover, t:hat Bank participation diminished substantially as e ach
of the successive component projects was approved and ultimately became subject
to the degree of personal conunitment and the specific concerns of individual
project officers in the various sectors covered by the program. While there is
at least one notable case of a Bank staff member whose dedication to
POLONOROESTE's social and environmental goals left a lasting impression on all
involved in the program and who was instrumental in removing numerous obstacles
to its implementation over a period of several years, the overall extent of Bank
involvement appears to have been relatively reduced during much of the
implementat:ion period, particularly in light of the . program' s size and
complexity and the extremely intricate and dynamic nature of the regional
development processes it was attempting to orient and/or central. Consequently,
the Bank's ability to alter the program's trajectory, short of the suspensíon
of disbursements, was similarly limited.
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6. 99
:Sy the time the suspensíon of disbursements did actually occur,
moreover, the Bank had already lost much of its leverage with the Government,
since the latter' s principal objective, paving of the BR-364 highway, had
already been achieved.
More importantly, the Bank had lost crucial time in
terms of attempting to induce the Borrower to implement measures that might have
permitted the program to achieve its - - as seen by the Bank, if not by the
Government -- broader objectives of promoting orderly rural settlement and
protecting the physícal environment and Amerindian populations in the region.
Why the Bank did not take stronger action earlier to try to stem the main
problems associated with program implementation remains unclear, although part
of the reason undoubtedly was that it believed that its efforts were likely to
be more effective once a new federal government had taken office in mid-March
90
1985.
In any event, it is certainly no coincidence that the Bank's letter to
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Some part:icipants in program supezva.s i.on have suggested to OEO,
moreover, that the change in the chiefs of both the Brazil Division (twice) and
the Agricultural Projects Division that dealt with Brazil (once) between 1981
and 1984, tagether with the lesser priority given to the Northwest projects than
to other loans in the portfolios for which these divisions were responsible, in
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proposing a "Corrective Ac c í.on Program" for POLONOROESTE was s e n c
on the very day that the new civilian ad.ministration was inaugurated.

the Government

6 .100
iolhile the decision to wait until aft:er the mid· term review was
concluded and the new federal government was in place before attempting to
undertake a major reformulation of the program is understandable, it is also
clear that many of the problems thac led to the need for this action could have
been perceived and dealt with sooner had a more systematic, better coordinated.
and, above all, m.ore "hands•on" approach to project monitoríng and supervision
been followed by the Bank. Given bot:h the program's dimension and complexity
and the magnitude and diversity of the (previously identified) risks associateà
with its implementation, a more intensive Bank presence during its
critical
initial stages of execution would have been highly recommendable, if, for no
other reason, than to unequivocally signal to the Borrower and its agencies the
Bank's commicment to the achievement of the program's non-roadbuilding_
objectives. The physical presence of one or more Bank s~aff members and/or
permanent consultants in the program region, or based in or near the program
coordinating agency, would at least ha.ve permitt:ed a more effective "e ar Ly
warníng system" with regard to the problems and distortions experienced by
POLONOROESTE and, perhaps, have prevented some of them from occurring in the
first place. 91 Earlier and more systemat:ic Bank correace with local and national
non-governmental organizations would also have contributed to this end.

t. Conclµsion
6.101
The implementation of the various projects and subprojects which
comprised POLONOROESTE was notably imbalanced. The road component and other
activities involving the construction of physical infrastructure and facilities
were executed with considerable, although by no means universal. success. Minar
irregularities and administraeive inconsistencies, as well as exceptions such
as the feeder roads component in Mato Grosso, do not deter from the general fact
that most major construction activities were executed roughly on or even ahead
of schedule and within or below the projected budgets in US dollar cerms. The
same is not: true, however, of other program components whose achievernencs, in
many instances, appear to have fallen far short of the ínitial t.argets, in
addicion to creating several un- or poorly anticipated problems of a larger
arder. Responsibility for a major share of these discrepancies unquestionably
stems from basic
errors in conception,
planning and judgement, as will be
discussed more fully in Chapter X below.

addition to the previously mentioned poor cross•sectoral coordination among Bank
supervision staff, help to explain why the increasingly serious problems
encountered during the initial implementation of POLONOROESTE did not receive
greacer attention within the Bank at an earlier date.
Similar arrangements for overseeing the Bank's rural development
activities in Norcheast B~azil, in face, already existed at the time in the form
of a small Bank office at SUDENE in Recife that was established in the early
1970's and continues to this day.
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6 .102
But part o f the problems encountered by POLONOROESTE were a Ls o
clearly related to flaws in the institutional frarnework established for the
program and to the lack of, and/or delays in taking, appropriate corrective
measures.
In transforming a road project into a comp Lex , multi-faceted
111:egional
development'' program. the Bank may well have :nisread and , in
retrospect, clearly overestim.ated the intensity of the Brazilian Government's
commitment to this broader undertaking, particularly as concerns its social and
environmental aspects. Be that as it may, it is evident that the institucional
arrangements set up for the coordinacion and implernentationof POLONOROESTE were
severely inadequate. The coordinating agency was technically, administratively
and politically weak.
Moreover, it was dwarfed both by the entit:y that
controlled the program' s financial arrangements (SEPI.AN) and the sectoral
agencies responsible for its principal road (DNER) and rural settlement (INCRA)
components.
ln hindsight, moreover, it is evident that, at least during the
ínitial years of program ímplementation, procedures for the monitoring,
evaluacion anà eventual.correctíon or reorientacion of program accivicies were
~argely ineffective and that the Bank failed to provida sufficient supervísion.

r:
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6.103
The largely unforeseen growing economic crisis and associated
rapidly deeeriorating financial situation of the Brazilian Government in the
early and mid-1980' s clearly exacerbated POLONOROESTE' s execut:ion problems which
ultimately reflected the institutional weaknesses and lack of political
commitment to the program's non-infrastructure objectives described above. The
fact remains, however, that, by the time the principal shortcomings in the
program's initial conception and subsequent implementation were fully apparent
to the Bank, little could be done in terms of taking effective corrective action
since much of the loan resources had already been disbursed and the program's
most important component from a local political and economic standpoint had been
essentially completed. In retrospect, it is clear that pavement of the BR-364
highway and other physical infrastructure improvements, especially road
construction in areas of unknown agricultural potential, should have followed
rather than preceded key institutional strengthening, environmental protection
and other "software" components of the program.
6.104
From an environmental perspective, finally, it should be observed
that those corrective measures which could still be, and, to a large extent,
were, in fact, taken after the mid-term review, while clearly necessary and
important, have, nevertheless, been largely of a palliative nature.
Th1s is
especially true when these measures are considered in light of the much stronger
demographic and economic pressures on the region's natural resource base that
were set off in good measure as a result of the highly uneven early
implementation of POLONOROESTE itself. This can be further illustrated through
a more specific examination of the implementation performance and results of che
program's environmental and Amerindian protection components.
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VII.
A.

EVALUATIO~

OF ENVIRONMENTAL

AND AMERINDIA.lil' PROTECTION COMPONE::-:rs

Introductian

7.01
As indicated in Chapter V above, the POLONOROESTE Program concai~ed
specific forestry àevelopment, environmencal preservation, ecolagical ~asearc~
and Amerindian procection componerrcs . In many respects, these were Lnnova c í.ve
initiatives that preceded Bank guidelines on environmencal and tribal peopies
protection and contributed to the subsequent formulation and/or formalization
of such measures. As a result, the implementation performance and consequences
of these components - - one of which ( ie. farestry development/environmental
protection/ecological research) was partially financed by the Bank and the ocher
(Amerindian protection) was not, but, nevertheless, received Bank supervision
and later bec ame a principal factor in its decision to suspend loan disbursemencs
for the progra.m -- merít a direct, if preliminary, evaluation. In the absence
of a PCR for the Agricultural Developmenc and Environ.mental Procect:ion Projecc
(Loan-2060-BR), however, this assessment will be largely baseá on the resui:s
of the Bank' s mid-term review in 1984-85 and the findings of an OED/SEPL\N' v í.s í.t
to the program region in September-October 1989. It also entails an evaluacion
of the Northwest Amerindian Special Project specífically prepared for che presem:
report:. 1
B. Forestry and Envirorunental Protection Components
1. General Natural Resource Management Conçerns

2

7. 02
The obj ective of protecting forests and the physical environment more
generally under POLONOROESTE not only gave rise to a specific subproject in the
Phase I Agricultural Oevelopment and Environmental Protection Project, but was
intended to permeate other program components as well, especially those concerned
with agricultural development.
Toe program' s three agricultural projects,
moreover, differeâ from earlier Bank-supported settlement efforts in that -:hey
explicitly aimed at promoting the conservation of renewable natural resources
at both the farm and the regional levels.
The respective staff appraisal
reports, accordingly, emphasized the need both to undertake agro-ecological
zoning, soil capability surveys and other broader land use planning measures anà
to improve rural settlement design and on•farm. resource management techniques.

Daniel R. Gross, "The Amerindians of the Northwest Region of Brazil,"
mimeo, Oecember 11, 1989.
2

This and the following sections are largely based on Marc Douroj ea.nni,
"An Example of the Complexicy of Oevelopment in the Humid Tropics: Toe Northwest
Region Development Program in Brazil," op. cit., as well as on supervision and
mid-term. review reports prepared by the same autho~ between 1983 and 1986 as a
consultant to the Bank on POLONOROESTE's forestry and environmental proteccíon
components.
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7.03
Even though, in practice, rural land use planning information was
either not generated ac all, was greatly delayed in its preparacion or was
insufficiently utilized during program implementation, the idea of zoning
agricultural, ranching and other primary sector activities (inclu~ing foresc,
biological and Amerindian reserves) on the basis of soil aptitudes and other
natural resource characteristics and constraints was at least recommended by the
Bank Ln connection with the design of POLONOROESTE. 3
ln accordance wich
existing IBDF and INCRA regulations, moreover, 501 of each settlemenc plot or,
under the Phase III Rondonia New Settlements Project, its equivalenc in block
reserves, wa.s to be permanently maintained in na.tive forest.
Commercially
valuable or otherwise useful tree and palm species, in turn, were to be exploited
more rationa.lly than had been the case in the past. 4 The promotion of "salvage"
logging operations in the areas to be cleared, in short, was to be another
innovative natural resource utilization measure under the program.
r>.
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7.04
In recognition of the significant soil restrictions in much of ~h~
Northwest, furthermore, priority was given to the inst:allation of perennial
crops. Tree crops, such as rubber, coffee and cocoa, were considered t:o be far
more likely to preserve soil nutrients than annual crops which were traditionally
grown using land extensive, slash-and-burn, shifting cultivacion cechniques.
Finally, since it was expected that small farme~ production of perennials would
largely avoid, or at least substantially _reduce, environmental degradation
associatedwith excessive deforestation and the resulting loss of soil fertility
through erosion and/or nutrient depletion, the program was designed to provide
a broad array of physical infrastruceure and agricultural support .services to
these producers.
7.05
POLONOROESTE, as appraised by the Bank, also took pains to ensure
the protection of representative samples of prevailing ecosystems -- and, thus,
of genetic diversity -- in the region, while at the same time attempting to make
3
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A general revíew of the experience with land use zoning in developing
countries by- Richard Barrows and Mart:ha Newman ("A Review of Experience wí th Land
Use Zoning," mimeo, University of Wisconsin, February 1990) suggests, however,
that, even if the required studies had been carried out in Northwest: Brazil, this
per se would not have guaranteed their successful application. According to this
review (pp. 19-20), "zoning can be an effective policy for maintaining land in
less intensiva uses if·zoning is supported by other government policies that
create
economic
incentives
that
are
consistent
with
the zoning
or redu.ce
incentives that cause the land use behavior the. zoning seeks to change.
Consistent economic incentives are particularly important for agricultural and
forestry zoning because lower~intensity uses frequently have no strong political
const.ituency within the governmenta1 jurisdic:tion in which the zoning is
enforçed .... The key to successful zoning policy is to recognize that zoning, by
its nature, is an attempt to change the behavior of individuals in their use of
land. Unless the economic incentives that drive individual behavior are changed,
zoning is likely to fail." (Emphasis OED)
' Prior to the program, the prevailing practice in most new colonization
areas in Rondonia, especially those ch.aracterized by poorer access, was to clear
and bum all forest vegetation including trees of commercial value.
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proper use of forest reserves and protect the central highlands ( ie. the Pareeis Pacaas Novos ranges) where most of its watersheds originaced. Specific funding
~as also allocated for an environmental research program to be carried out by
Brazilian scientific institutions and universíties under the coordination of the
~ational Science Council, CNPq.
The equipment, staff ~nd activities of the
forestry development agency ( IBDF) were likewise to be strengthened, ·,;hile a
~ilitary Police Forestry Battalion was to be created and equipped in arder to
reinforce the cont:rol of ecologically sensitive areas and regional wa ce r
resources and protect endangered species.
7.06
A key element in the prograrn's environmental proteçtion subprojecc,
accordingly, was the expansion and consolidation of a pareially-existing network
of protected areas.
!n this connection, more specifically, POLONOROESTE was
expected to establish and/or support some ten conservation units, covering a
total of roughly 2.4 million hectares. s l.astly, and perhaps most importancly,
the Bank broached the issue of environmental preservation in Amazonia ata time
when the Brazilian Government's own concern in this regard was still incipient.
As discussed ín previous chapt:ers, the Bank sought assurances from t:he Government
that all necessary means would be used to discourage the ex-ploication of
unsuitable areas and guarantee che immunit:y of protect:ed subregions frorn
encroachment by grileiros and spontaneous settlers.
Altogether, it has been
estimated that at least 10% of all program funds allocated to Rondonia were
intended for the management or conservation of its natural resources. s

7. 07
In synthesis, the strategy which underlay the program' s environmental
and forestry components can be described as one that attempted to pave the way
for "truly integrated and sustained rural development, with minimum waste of
natural resources and the certaint:y of being able to rely on a network of
7
protected areas for the conservation of biological diversity."
In this
context, POLONOROESTE inclúded measures at both the individual settlement and
the regional levels. The former consisted basically of the selection of areas
with fertile soils, the introduction of "appropríate agriculture" with a high
percentage of perennial crops, the avoidance of extensive livestock activities,
the racional exploitation of timber felled in the land clearing process. the
establishment and protectian of block reserves and the prevention of soil
erosion, together with the discouragement of settlement in areas of inadequate
soils, while the latter involved setting up and/or protecting the Pacaas Novos
National Park, the Guapore and Jaru Biological Reserves, four ecological stations
and two or more nacional forests.
The parallel protection of Amerindian
reserves, which is discussed la ter in this chapter, was also expected to
contribute to achievement of the program's environmental conservation goals.

5

Eneas Salat:i, "POLONOROESTE: Problemas Ambientais,~ op. cit., pg. 72 and
Table V.
Dourojeanni, op. cit., pg. 22.
Marc Dourojeanni, "Northwest Region Development Program - Phases I, II
and III - Mid~term Review: Report on Environmental Component," mimeo, January
7, 1985, para. i.
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2. Overall

Results

of Prograrn

Enviro!'!T.ental

Initiatives

7.08
Despite this impressive battery of proposed measures, POLONOROESTE
has often been accused of contributing both directly and indirectly to extensive
deforestation,
the loss of biodiversity,
erosion, soil degradation,
?Ollution
and ather environmental
problems
in the region. 3
Part of the discrepancy

bet:ween intended objectives and actual program results has to do with inadequate
implementation of the proposed envirorunental protection measures. ~"hecher or
no t; it was realistic to as suaie that such measures vou.Ld or even could be p r op e r Ly
implemented is another matter which will be discussed in a later chapter. The
following points, however, are germane to the question immediately at hand.

r-.

7.09
First, as pointed out in Ghapter III and para. 7.04 above, soil
resources in much of the region are limited. 9 As indicated in the previous
chapter, moreover, the consolidation of existing sectlemencs, especially in Mato
Grosso, and the initiation of new colonizat:ion proj ects in Rondonia under
POLONOROESTE, cont:rary to t:he assurances of the respective SARs, ·..;ere not:
preceded by adequate pedological analyses. Not only were the majoric-J of new
settlements promoted by the program not located in areas possessing good soils,
but any assístance to either ex.isting ar new colonization areas cended to
s timula te an addi tional rush of "spontaneous" migrants into adj acent Larids , which
frequently turned out to be of even poorer q-uality. The layouts of the earlier
INCRA colonization schemes in Rondonia, furthermore, generally failed to consider
topographical features, natural draínage systems. water availability ar soil
conditions.
Even though the Phase III New Sett:lemencs Project consciously
attempted to improve design procedures along these lines, ín fact it attained
only moderate success.
7 .10
Secondly, although some clearing of the forest: is an inevitable
consequence of rural settlement in tropical areas, deforestation ín the Northwest
region, particularly Rondonia, is considered by many observers both to have been
excessive and to have occutred in the wrong places. Thirdly, there is little
unequivocal evidence that sustainable agricultural development will be attained
.over the long run ín many of the areas that have already been cleared. After
the first few years of cultivation, the productivity of tilled crops is low in
much of the region, while landholdings are becoming increasingly concentrated,
soil erosion is occurring and a substantial percentage of the land is left
fallow. Given the poor prospects for farming in large parts of the Northwest,
the area of pasture land -- with or without cattle -- has multiplíed, further
contributing to environmental degradation.

('

1

The more vociferous accusations have come from NGOs such as the Natural
Resources Defense Council and the Sierra Club, but the same position has been
taken by a number of ecologists and other scientists ínside and outside Brazil,
among whom Phílip Fearnside of the National Institute for Amazon Research (INPA)
in Manaus has probably been the most prolific.
9

For detailed information on the soils in Rondonia, see SEMA, Programa
POLONOROESTE - Diretrizes Ambientais: la Etapa - Estado de Rondonia, Brasília,
1986, Chapter V.
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7.11
Fourthly, although forestry programs are operating, thus far chey
appear to have produced few positive results. At present, there is little real
control over commercial logging accivities and forest management is essentially
non-existent, making forestry develapment one of the most disappointing
components of the program. Fifthly, the longer term scenario for the physical
environment in the region is not very optimistic.
In addition to widespread
deforestation and soil erosion, river pollution dueto urban-industrial growth
is both significant and predictable, ·..1hile that caused by the r ap í.d proliferation
of mining and prospecting activities, particularly mercury contamination, was
largely unforeseen, yet remains potentially catastrophic. Furthermore, program
expenditures specifically aimed at bolstering government agencies responsible
for the administ~ation of renewable natural resources, preserving che region's
biological diversity, monitoring deforestation, promoeing environmental research
and protecting reserve areas appear to have been largely ineffective.
7.12
In short, even though POLONOROESTE was environmentally "aware" anà
its design incorvorated a variety of promising safeguards, in practice few of
chese proposed measures have had a significant impact in terms of procecting che
natural environment in the region. As will be further illustrated in the nexc
two chapters, moxeove r , the overall thrust of the pr ogr am has produced a
significantly different outcome than that originally intended. The following
sections, however, will focus on the performance o f the program' s specific
environmental and forestry components.
3. findings of the Mid-term Review ~

7.13
The Bank's mid•term review of FOLONOROESTE, carried out in late
1984, concluded that progress in relation to the program' s forestry and
envirorunental activities had been "we ak" due mainly to "the inadequate resources
of IBDF and the absence of any implementing capacity at the state level." 11 It
was observed, for example, that plans for a nacional forest to be established
under the program had been "developed without due consideration to mining
operations underway in the same- area," while a second national forest had yet
to be officially created ar inventoried. Although forestry control poses had,
in fact, been set up in accordance with the original plans, they had "failed in
providing the corresponding services." In addition, IBDF had not complied with
its contractual obligations to complete salvage logging and forestry development
studies by December 31, 1982 and June 30, 1983, respectively. 11

10

These observations
Region ... ," op. cit.

are largely

drawn from Douroj eanni,

"Northwest

11

These and the other direct citations in this and the next paragraph are
drawn from the internal memorandum dated February 25, 1985 which reported the
results of the Bank' s mid-term review of the program (cp . cit., para. 24).
12

!hese conditions were contained in Sections 4.03 and 3.06 of the Loan
Agreement bet:ween the Bank and the Brazilian Government for the Northwest I
Agricultural Development and Environmental Frotection Project.

,.....
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7 .14
Even t:hough t:he planned biological reserves had been officially
established, "measures to ensure their proper management" were being taken only
"very slowly. n
A concractually required agreement bet:ween FUNAI and IBDF
regarding administration of the Pacaas Novos National Park and the overlafping
Uru-eu-wau-wau Amerindian Reserve, in tum, "was still in the making." 1
In
addition, while the four ecological stations to be operated by SEMA had, in
fact, been built and equipped, "jleasures to enhance their use by universities
and other researchers had no e yet been fully developed."
Finally, a Lchough
findings were being generated from the studies carried out under the program's
ecologícal research component, nother agencies involved with field activities
[had] not become acquainted with these results and [thus had] not used them for
monitoring and planning purposes.n
ln short, by the time o f the mid- term revie"'1, i t was already eviden t
that many of POLONOROESTE's environmental objeccives had been only partially
a ttained a t: bes t.
According co one participant in the review, ::or examp le ,
"rapid, heavy migration, the gap between execution of infrastructure components
(BR-364 and other highways, in particular) and progress with other elements of
the program, the lack of awareness of environmental problems, the weakness as
institutions of several of the agencies responsible for program execution, overoptimistic goals and time targets, t:he malaria rate, the effects of the economic
14
e ris is and other factors combined to upset all the original proj ections."
Toe
program' s results in settlement areas, more specifically, were found to be
"frankly adverse" from an envírorunental standpoint and included: "poor so í.L
selection and disregard of [soil] classification; waste of forest resources and
[air] pollution through burning; acceleration of erosion processes; shortages
and high cost of processed timber-; high proportion of unused land; cattlefarming of the extensive type and concentration of landholdings; block
13
destruction of forests and reserves; excessive hunting and fishing, etc."
7 . 15

r,

7.16
At the regional level, in tum, the establishment and, especially,
the protection of reserve areas were found to have been so s low tha t, "wi th the
relative exception of the ecology stations, such areas have benefitted from no
real protection and are in fact being invaded." 16 In addition, it was reported
that decisions still pending on account of the presence of Amerindians in two
of the key protected areas in the region, together with the inadequate size of
others and the inappropriate use that was being made of nthe only national forest
created so far," had "put the advances achieved in this sphere in serious
jeopardy." Finally, the ecological research carried out under the program had
13

This was specifically mandated by Section 3.0S(b) of the Loan Agreement
for the Phase I Agricultural Development and Environmental Protection Project.
14

Ibid., para. iii.

1'

Ibid., para. iv. The report observes (para. 2), moreover, that, during
the period between January 1983 · and December 1984, the situation had grown worse,
both in terms of the Government's performance and with respect to the program's
increasingly adverse envirorunental impact throughout the region.
16

Ibid., para. v.
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"failed to provide feedback for the rural development process or to push ahead
substantially with the collection, description and cataloguing of the very
diverse biological life in the area of influence of BR-364 before the fores~s
which shelter it are eliminated ent:irely." l7
Progress on the individual
environmental components of the progra.m at the time of the mid-term review can
be further described as follows.
(a) National Forests
7.17 ·

By late 1984, IBDF had succeeded only in establishing che Jamarí
which, it was subsequently discovered,. "was meant prima:rily to
provide better protect:ion for [cassiterita] mining companies owning concessions
within it.n These interests reportedly affected about 40% of the total area of
the forest, but it was anticipated that this share could increase "if the
reconnoitering operat:ions currently in progress reveal mo:re mineral deposics."
In addition, it was observed t:hat the mining companies were "obtaining p r o t.ec t í.on
against prospectors and settlers at the expense of the State or with assistance
from it, whereas their own accivities destrov the forest in the same wav as
invasions would." ª
Plans for the establis~ent of a second (Goncalves Dias)
national forest, in t:urn, "had not advanced much" and it was "a Lzeady known chat
at least 20% of the initially proposed areais in conflict with the presence of
Kal:'i tana Indians . " ~9

National

Forest,

(b)

Block Reserves

7.18

At the time of the mid•term review,' INCRA's two block reserves in
the Urupa new settlement project had already been "abandoned in an administrative
sense [and werel being invaded by landless settlers and exploited by logging
concerns,n while it was surmised that those at Machadinha were "probably in the
same situation." :o
This was occurring despice the fact that, in numerous
instances, these reserves had been established in areas "such as swamps, very
steep slopes and white sand patches" that were unsuitable either for agricultural
or forestry activities. Under the circumstances, moreover, IBDF refused to take
over the reserves from INCRA for purposes of on-going management. Furthermore,
it was anticipated that, as a likely consequence of increasing pressures on land
in the new settlement areas and in the continued absence of strong control
measures, "the entire block reserves [would] probably be destroyed with the
exception of those in swamps. n 2'

17

Ibid,. para. vi (emphasis OED).

18

Ibid., para. 18.

20

Ibid., para.

18 and Dourojeanni,

Ibid.,

19.

para.

"An Example ...

," op.

cit., pg. 47.

u Dourojeanni, "An Example ... ," op. cit., pg. 48. In this connection, it
was also observed that "the destruction of forests on very steep.slopes in the
older settlement areas is already noticeable."

-----~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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(e) Timber Utilization and Forest Resource Mana~ement

r

7.19
According to the environmental consultant who participaced in the
mid-term review, "the destruc.tion bv fire of hundreds of thousanàs of cub í,c
meters of timber annually is still, an unsolved problem." Zl
This not only
represenced a waste of a valuable natural resource that might otherwise have
provided settlers with an additional source of income, but, dueto increasing
amouncs of smoke during che annual dry season, also generated a serious, iz'
seasonally concentrated, air pollution problem in much of the r e g í.cn .
I.n
response to this situation, however, IBDF had dane vírtually nothing to concrol
burning of the forest, while the Military Police's Forestry Battalion had "not
yet begin to operate ín any real sense." In addition, there had been "no accion
thus far" in the field of forestry ex.tension services, while only one of the cwo
23
planned cree nurseries in the Northwest was in full operation.
~lore
generally, it was found that "the forestry posts are operati::g, but are
ineffective even co collect wood caxes, [while] there is no controL at all over
the areas which are being logged and ... there is not even a paxody of fores e
2,
management."
(d) Pacaas Novos National Park
7. 20
ln relatíon to the Pacaas Novos National Park. as in tum, the mí.dterm review characterízed execution delays as having been "enormous" and reported
that park boundaríes were not being policed.
The installation of park
infrast1=Ucture, more specifically, had been hampered from the outset by the
still undefined division of administrative responsibilities between FUNAI and
IBDF, which also meant that the latter agency possessed virtually no control over
the area. As a result, some fifty families were reportedly occupying sections
of the park nvery close to the brand new headquarters station," while park
26
officials had taken no action to prevent squatting or to remove encroachers.
22

Dourojeanni, "Northwest Region ... ," op. cit., para. 21.

u Ibid., paras. 22-24. Located in Cuiaba, moreover, this latter facility
was situated ata considerable distance from much of the program region and,
thus, was of little orno usefulness to most program beneficiaries.
24

,,....,

Dourojeanni, "An Examp Le ... ," op. cit., pg. 35.

" This park, formally established in 1979, covered some 765,000 ha of the
Serra dos Pacaas Novos in central Rondonia.
According to Dourojeanni, ("An
Example ... ,n op. cit., pg. 43), its principal justificacions were co protect an
untouched representative sample of some of the regional ecosystems, including
the transition area beeween the cerrados and humid Amazonian forest, and to
safeguard the origins of the three main watersheds of the state (ie. the Madeira,
Mamore and Guapore Rivers).
26

Dourojeanni, "Northwest Region ... ," op. cit., para. 4.
The situation
on other perimecers of the park was unknown, but it was surmised that "there must
obviously be other instances of invasion." Dourojeanni ("An Ex3.ll11)le .. :," op.
cit., pg. 44) further observes that "it is probable that some gold digging is
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(e) Biological

Reserves

7.21
The situation of the biological reserves was largely similar.
The
implementation
of protective measures in the Guapore Reserve, whose area was
reduced in 1982 from nearly 1.8 million ha to 600,000 ha, was "grea-cly delayed,"
leading the mid-term review mission to observe chac there was "still naching ir.

place at all. n 27 Although much of the reserve was suscepcíble to seasonal
flooding, moreover, during the dry period it was used for grazing ac t í.ví, ::ies arid
"two cattle ranches, two villages, as well as several squatters" were allegedly
located within its boundaries. In addition, its future was chreatened by ongoing construct:ion of the BR-429 highway between the BR-364 road and Costa
Marques which, it was feared, would "allow squatter and logging activity in the
encire northern range of the reserve." 28
7.22
The Jaru Reserve, in tum, had also been reduced in size from some
680,000 ha to less than 270,000 ha when it was officially transformeá from a
foresc reserve ínto a biological reserve in 1979. 'I'he rest of the area occupieà
by the original forest reserve was transferred to an INCRA colonization project
(Machadinho) and to a large privat:e estate on the Ji-Parana (ar Machado) River
on the western border of the present biological reserve, such that the division
between the cwo was formed by "a strai~ht: line inside the forest inscead of
having the river as a natural boundary." ' Even though the Jaru Reserve had not
been significantly affected by encroachment as of late 1984, some "squat:t:er
pressure" was, nevertheless, report:ed along its eastern periphery ·and future
problems were anticipated dueto "the difficult:y and high cose of controlling
t:he straight western boundary." 30

also in progress in the park, but, in general, the presence of 'dangerous'
Indians discourages sett:lers, gold diggers and other intruders, who limit
themselves to safer placas."
Due to inherent legal and instit.utional
difficult:ies in defining the precise boundaries between the park and the proposed
Uru-eu-wau-wau A.merindian Reserve ("a national park or an Indian reserve, as well
as an Indian park, can not: be superimposed on the other"), he concludes (pg. 45)
that "the future of the Pacaas Novos Nacional Park ... is presently in question."
27

Dourojeanni, "An Example ... ," op. cit., pp. 41-42.
This area was
specifically characterized as a "good sample of the union point of Amazonia,
cerrado and Pantanal eco-geographical provinces."
21

Ibid., pg. 42.

29

Ibid., pg. 42. Because of the nature of this boundary which extended
some 82 km into the forest, Dourojeanni's mid-term review report ("Northwesc
Brazil ... , " op. cit:., para. 8) concluded that: "speculative subdivision of this
property would create tremendous, almost insoluble, inspection problems where
the Reserve is concerned.~
30

Dourojeanni, "An Example ... ," op. cit., pg. 43.
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(f) Ecological

Reserves

7.23
Despite some delays, SEMA's activities
in relation to the Cunia,
Serra das Araras,
Taima and Ique ecolagical
stations
were found to be
"comparatively satisfactory" by the mid-term review.
More specifically, SEMA
was credited both with being "physically present" and as hav í.ng "insci tuted
reasonably effective inspection arrangements."
On the less positive s í.de ,
however, the usefulness
of the stat:ions from a. scient:ific s t.andpo í.rrc was

described as being "almost negligible."
In aádition, the Ique st:ation in
northernMato Grosso was found to be in a situation similar to thac of the Pacaas
Novos National Park as FUNAI had recently discovered that the Salwna Indians
possessed rights to the entire area which it occupied, even though major
government infrastructural investments had already been made there. 31
(g) Ecological Research
7.24
The ecological research subproject, finally, also experienced
difficulties during the initial years of program execution, but was considered,
for the most part, to be proceeding along pocentially productive lines. Studies
in the areas of meteorology and hydrology were reported to be well advanced, as
were those on plane and animal ecology. 32 On the other hand, one important
project on the ecology of smallholder production systems, more specifically on
the carrying capacity of Amazonian agro-ecosystenis, had reportedly encountered
"serious problems." In general, moreover, all of the research projects were
experiencing implementation delays due in part to funding shortages. Preliminary
findings, in tum, were not being adequately disseminated and, thus; were not
performing their intended role of "providing useful feedback for the development
process in R.ondonia. " 33
4. Recommendations of the Mid-tenn Review
7. 25
In light of the problems summarized above, the mid- term review
mission proposed a number of measures to correct the "misjudgment:s and
distortions" that had characterized implementation of POLONOROESTE's physical
environmental components through the end of 1984. These included the need to
review and improve the regional system of protected areas based on a study to
31

Dourojeanni, "Northwest Brazil. .. ," op. cit., paras. 10-11. The "legal
problem" in relation to the Ique facility was characteriz:ed as being "very
comp Lex" and it was affinned that over the medium and long-term "there are major
incompatibilities between the interest of the Indians and the objectives of the
station."
32.

More precisely, these included: ( i) research on ecological changes
accompanying intensive settlement; (ii) an evaluation of the hydrometeorological
system; (iii) a study of an experimental watershed on the Jaci-Parana River; (iv)
botanical studies in the area of influence of BR-364; and, (v) studies on the
ecology of natural environments. The results of most of this research have
subsequently been published by CNPq ar other participating institutions.
33

Dourojeanni, "Northwest Region ... ," op. cit., paras. 12-13.
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be undertaken
by a consultanc
together
with the principal
govern.ment agencies
involved.
It was hoped that
such a study would result
in a broader
and more
representacive
system of protect=d
areas
"in which boundaries
are easier
to
ident:ify
and conserve,
in which use is made of buffer
zones
( eg. nacional
forest:s)
to reinforce·
the protect:ion
afforded
the major Indian
reserves
and
natural
assets
and which incorporace
extensive
traces
of the country's
mouncain
34
ranges so that preservation
of i::s hydrological
resources
can be assured."
7.26
It was likewise
recommended that special
actention
be given to the
Pacaas
Novos National
Park
and
the
Ique
ecological
st:ation
whose future
protection
depended on the rapid definition
and execution
of inter-instit:utional
agreements
between FUNAIand IBDF and the former agency and SEMA, respeccively.
Furthermore,
it was considered
"absolutely
essencial"
that
t:he Governmenc of
Rondonia participate
directly
in the management of the state'
s natural
resources
and, therefore,
that
it should
?roceed
as quickly
as possible
to set up a
35
specific
agency for this purpose.
At the federal
govern.ment level,
in turn,
it was reco111mended
that SEMA prepare
environmem:al
guidelines
for Rondonia, which
would constitute
the "basic
tool"
o f the new scate
environmental
rnanagement:
agency.
7. 27
In addition,
as part of t:he Bank ' s proposed
"Action Program" for the
reorientation
of POLONOROESTE
followingthe mid-term
review,
most o f -1hose
-elements
have already
been described
in the previous
chapter,
the Brazilian
Government was formally
request:ed
to "expedite
implementacion
by a Ll, relevanc
agencies
(IBDF, SEMA, CNPq, etc.)
of environmental
measures
and to monitor
overall
environmeneal
qualityn
of the actions
taken
Ln : connection
with the
program.
"
More specifically,
the following
measures
were to be taken by
part:icipating
federal
agencies
~th
respect
to the program' s forestry
and
37
environmental
components:
(i)

(ii)

by May 31, 1985, IBDF and RADAMBRASIL were to establish
and
fully
operacionalize
a remate
sensing
program
to detect:
unauthorized
squatting,
deforestation
and mining activities
in the region;
by the same date,
the Military
forest
police
units
in Rondonia
mid-term
review mission;

Police
were to fully
staff
to levels
agreed
during the

34

Ibid.,
para. vii(a).
More concretely,
it was recommended that an expert
in the development
of protected
areas be hired to advise IBDF, SEMA and relevant
staee
agencies
in Rondonia
with
respect:
to the management
of forest
and
ecological
reserve
areas under POLONOROESTE.

Ibid., para.
finance
36

the

incremental

Annex 4 of the letter
para.
l.Ol(a)

1985, op. cit.,
37

Ibid.,

paras.

It was likewise

vii(e),
start-up

coses

for

to che Brazilian
and (b).

1.04-1.08.

this

recommended
agency.
Finance

Minister

that

the

dated

program

March 15,
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(iii)

by June 30, 1985, IBDF and INCRA were to jointly establish
criteria for creating and protecting block forest reserves in
new settlement areas and prepare a plan satisfactory to the
Bank defining the tenure and administrative arrangements for
these reserves ; 38

( Lv)

by the same date, IBDF would prepare forest management plans
for the Jamari Nacional Foresc and existing block reserves in
Urupa and Machadinha, with implementation of the plan for
Ja.mari to begin shortly thereafter, while those for the block
reserves were to be implemented as soon as squatters are
removed, buc no later than December 31, 1985; and,

(v)

by June 30, 1985, IBDF would hire consultants for salvage
logging, wood industry and marketing studies, which ·..;ere to
be completed by December 31, 1985, in accordance with appraisal
provisions.

5. Findin~s of the OED/SEPLAN Mission

7.28

r.

,••......

The visit of the OED/SEPLAN mission to the Northwest region, parts
of which were surveyed by helicopter together with representatives of SUDECO
and/or FUNAI, suggested that, despite the Government's formal compliance with
most of the recommendations made by the Bank at the time of the mid-term review,
in general the situation in September-October 1989 was not significantly
different from that encountered in late 1984.
The basic conclusion of the
mission, accordingly, was that POLONOROESTE had been largely unable to implement
and/or sustain many of its envirorunental protection measures or to avoid the
continuing invasion of reserve areas by loggers, prospectors and spontaneous
settlers.
In the present absence of a PCR covering these components, the
findings of the OED/SEPUN mission 39 will be briefly summarized below:
(i)

r

r:

r-

Pacaas Novos National Park.
This park did not appear to
benefit from any kind of effective environmental control.
Since i t overlaps wi th the Uru- eu-wau-wau Amerindian area,
state and federal environmental agencies are not permitted to
opera te in much of the area wi thout prior permission from
FUNAI.
As a result, the boundaries of the park are only
partially
demarcated and it has been invaded by loggers and
settlers both to the south, in the area near the BR-429
highway, and to the north.
The control station previously
operated by the federal forestry agency (IBDF, which is now

r
31

'

.,....

In the case of Machadinho in particular, this plan was to be implemented
by October 31, 1985
through the identification of new block reserves "to

compensate for tbe selection by INCRA of inadequate 'reserves' in thac area."
39

These findings were ariginally reported in an internal memorandum dated
October 30, 1989.
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part of the national environmental protection agency. ::3AMA), -~
moreover, was abandoned and practically destroyed in a physicai
sense.
(ii)

Guapore Biological Reserve. This areais bounded b~r the BR·
429 highway anda large number of farms and logging O?erations
to the north. The helicopcer overflight revealed chat; numerous
areas within the reserve have been invaded by sec~lers.
~
small town (Isidolandia) containing some 50 families. at leas~
one t:wo-story building, a school, sawmills and a gasoline
station, furthermore, is located inside the easterr. boundary
of the reserve and has apparently been there for several years
(see para. 7. 21 above). From Isidolandia, it was reported thac
settlers have penetrated some 40 to 50 kilometers ~ichin che
reserve following roads built by loggers, whc continue to
operate illegally inside the reserve and, in some cases, have
4•
been in the area for more chan five years.
Everi though
much of the area remains well-preserved, some clearing anà
burning of the fores e within che reserve was seen frc::i. che air.
FUNAI has also reported the presence of uncontacted Amerindian
groups in the region.

(iii)

Jaru Biological Reserve. This reserve was not visiced by che
OED/SEPLAN mission, but contacts with representatives of the
State Forestry Institute (IEF) •2 in Ji-Parana revealed that
the areais subject to illegal logging activities, as is che
Igarape Lourdes Amerindian area which borders on the reserv-e
immediately to the south. 43 The mission was also informed of

IBAMA, or the Brazilian Institute for the Environment and Renewable
Natural Resources, was fonnally established in January 1989 as a result of the
fusion of SEMA, IBDF, SUDHEVEA and SUDEPE, the former Superíntendency for the
Development of Fisheries.
41

A visit to the park by a representative of a European NGO in AugustSeptember 1989 confirmed the presence of several penetration roads and sawmills,
together with large and small logging enterprises, settlers and at least one
rancher, ins~de the reserve. These encroachments reportedly took place with the
full knowledge and, in at least one case, the active encouragement of local
politicians, while official agencies such as IBAMA (ie. the former IBDF) looked
the other way. See Ulf Rasmussen, "T~avel Report from Visits to the State of
Rondonia,ff Friends of the Earth, Sweden, September 26, 1989, for details.
42

IEF was created subsequenc to the mid-term review of POLDNOROESTE,
partially in response to the Bank's request that a state forestry and
environmental agency be escablished in Rondonia.
43

Interestingly, che recently (ie. as of September 1989) appointed IEF
representative in Ji-Parana had previously worked for both INCRA and FUNAI in
the same municipality, suggesting that access to public sector employmenc in
Rondonia may be more a functíon of one's local political connections chan of any

r
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the reported entrance of prospeccors inche
the reserve.

northern ?are

o=

(iv)

Jamari National Forest. This forest was created in an area
possessing
important
cassiterite
reserves,
which
are
potentially exploi table in more than 60% of its excension.
Mining operacions are presently being carried out by large
companies that maintain a privace securi=y force to keep out
loggers, settlers and indepenàent prospeccors. Although thís
area was not visited by the OED/SEPLAN mission, ic was reported
to be in a good state of conservation except: for those subareas
that were being mined, allegedly including some l, 700 ha which
had been deforested.

(v)

Cunia Ecological Station. As of late 1989, this station had
not been officially established or demarcaced. Squatters have
lived in the area for some time and, even though atone point
they were reportedly removed and indemnified by SEMA (now
IBAMA), ac least some of them have apparencly returneà.

7.29
The OED/SEPLAN mission also visited the Forestry Battalion of the
Military Police and the IBAMA (formerly IBDF) office in the town of Costa Marques
on the Guapore River and followed the BR-429 highway along its entire length
between Costa Marques and BR-364. Toe members of the Forestry Battalion appeared
to be dedicated in their attempts to control burning of the forest by detecting
and fining violators, but were hampered by limited manpower, material resources
and logistical support.
The IBAMA office, in tum, was staffed by a single
middle-level technician in comparatively lavish and well-equipped installacions,
but with no-effective means of transportation anda mandate to authorize a large
number of logging activities in an extensive area that included part of the
Guapore Biological Reserve. Under internal norms, logging lícenses were being
granted automatically since che IBAMA office literally did not possess the
technical or logistical capability necessary to analyze the required forest
management plans (planos de manejo), let alone to verify cheir implementation.
Inspection of lumbering operations in the area as a result was essentially nonex.istent.

,,......

7.30
The flight along the route of the BR-429 highway revealed an earth
road in excellent condition that was being further improved by bulldozers and
other road mairitenance equipment in several stretches (presumably in preparation
for the coming rainy season).
Spontaneous settlement had occurred along both
sides of the road, including areas close to Costa Marques possessing sandy soils
generally known to be of poor quality for agricultural purposes. A large number
of sawmills was saen from che air, with one small town (Alvorado d' Oeste)
containing nineteen such facilities.
Areas along either side of the highway
had been cleared, in some cases extending for considerable distances outward from
the road, while more than 100 fires, the largest of which extended for several
particular professional expertise. This same source told the OED/SEPLAN mission
that control over illegal logging activities in much of the area was virtually
impossible, especially in the absence of a continuous large-scale police effort.
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kilometers, were spotted both in forest areas and existing pasture lands despite
an active government campaign to curtail burning activities. Both the density
of human occupation and the extent of deforestation along the route, moreover,
grew with increasing proximity to Ji-Parana, reflecting better soils, older areas
of settlement and more direct access to the Cuiaba-Porto Velho highway, and,
thus, to both local and extra-regional markecs.
7.31
As noted in earlier chapters, several ecological stations and other
reserves were also supporced by POLONOROESTE inche Mato Grosso portion of the
program region. While the OED/SEPLAN mission was unable to visit these areas,
local informants affirmed that they had been subject to the same problems of
Kinvasion" by loggers, prospectors and spontaneous sectlers that were observed
in Rondonia. Tilese areas, moreover, had been only partially demarcated and, as
in Rondonia, there appeared to be little central on the pare of the federal
environmental protection agency, IBAMA. 44 The PGR for the Phase II Mato Grosso
Rural Developmenc Project reported, additionally, that, even though all the
programmed infrastructure for forestry control, including four central poses
and the strengthening of IBDF (now IBAMA) regional offices, had been inscalled,
while the physical targecs for all but one (Taima} of the ecological stations
had been achieved, deforestation in the area had accelerated during che project
implementation period because of continued migration and the further spread of
slash and bum agriculture. 4~
7.32
The overall impression of the OED/SEPLAN mission concerning
environmental protection measures in POLONOROESTE' s immediate area of influence,
in summary, was that they were either non-existent or ineffective.
Oespite
abundant road signs in Rondonia encouraging settlers not to bum the forest, the
manpower and other resources actually available to state authorities to police
clearing and burning activities in rural areas remained limited.
In general,
moreover, there appeared to be little fiscal ar environmental control over the
profitable logging, mining and prospecting industries. Loaded logging trucks,
described locally as "ants" ("formigas") because there were so many of them,
circulated mainly (and deliberately) at night after state inspection posts had
closed. According to local informants, moreover, inspection officers, who earn
very low wages, were frequently subject to bribery or threatened with physical
violence if they attempted to restrict the extraction of timber from Amerindian,
biological or other reserves.
7 .33
As a result, these areas were becoming increasingly pressured by what
are·commonly referred to in Rondonia as "the economic interests" (Kos interesses·
economicos"). As one researcher has put it in a recent POLONOROESTE-financed
study of the environmental impacts of human occupation in Rondonia, the reserve

44

Symptomatic of this situation, an attempt by the mission to visit the
Serra das Araras ecological station was frustrated when the IBAMA official
responsible for the area (but who lived in Cuiaba) took the wrong road and was
unable to locate the station.
PCR, op. cit., para. 6.10.
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areas, which remain essentially unprotected, are, in effect:, "a farce."
This
characterization can be applied as well to che individual farm and "block"
reserves in INCRA colonization areas, many of which have been invaded and
partially cleared by successive waves of illegal occupants. This, at least, was
reported to be the case by local residents in che three program-supported
sett:lemene schemes (ie. Ouro Preto, Urupa and Machadinha) visited by che
OED/SEPLAN mission.
7.34
Given che large territorial dimensions of the areas involved, ~he
scale, apparent profitability and resulting dynamism of ext:ractive activicies,
especially prospecting and logging (about which more will be said in the next
chapter), together with the limited institutional resources for, and, it can be
surm.ised, the lack of political commitmenc at the local level for the restriction
of, t:hese often environmencally damaging accivities, it can legit:imately be
questioned whether this process is likely to, or even can , be
adequacely
controlled in the future. Further complicating che situacion is the face thac
land clearing and, hence, further deforesta.tion, is likely to continue to be both
necessary and economically rational from the standpoint of the rural settler,
as will also be demonstrated below, in order co sustain, if only temporarily,
both agricultural and cattle raising accivicies, even in the absence of any
additional rural settlement in the Northwest.

C. The Amerindian Special Project
1. General Characteristics
7.35
During implementation, the Amerindian Special Project underwent a
number of changes in scope and direction. This has caused some confusion in ~
post evaluations of the undertaking. To clarify the matter, the Project as
agreed between the Borrower and the Bank will be described and analyzed apare
from the Project as it: subsequently evolved.
r·

7.36
The Amerindian Special Project was, in fact, partially specified ín
several different documents which, together, may be taken as constituting the
Special Project as actually agreed to by the Borrower and the Bank.
These
documents included:
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(i)

Section 4.05 of the Agreement for Loan 2060-BR which simply
stated that a Special Proj ect would be implemented "t:o
strengthen the measures to protect the indigenous population
of the Program Area."

(ii)

A side letter dated December 15, 1981 citing relevant: passages
in the Brazilian Conscitution and legislation and agreeing to
take certain measures as set forth in a FUNAI document entitled

Philip Fearnside, A Ocupacao Humana de Rondonia: Impactos, Limites e
Planejamento, CNPq, Brasília, 1989, pp. 59-62. In addition to the problems of
encxoachraenc in forest and biological reserves briefly described above, Fearnside
observes that several of the Amerindian reserves in Rondonia have already been,
or are projected in the future to be; cut by roads.
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"Project to Support the Indigenous Communities inche Area of
Influence of the Cu í.aba= Po r co Velho Highway, 1980-85." This
document specified f í.ve components: (a) strengthening FUNAI
as an
institution;
(b)
demarcation,
delimitation and
interdiction of Amerindian land; (e) procection of Amerindian
interests and lanàs against outsiders through the p r e s e rva c Lcn

of boundaries and eviction of illegal occupants; (d) medical
assistance, economic development and educacional services for
indigenous populations; and, (e)
regulation of relacions
between Amerindian communities and highway construccion
~orkers.
The Borrower further agreed to allow the Bank to
supervise the Proj ect and to provide such informacion and
access as might be necessary for this purpose.
(iii)

Letters from FUNAI to the Bank dated January 20 and February
2, 1981. The first of these presencs a decailed response to
a report submitted by a Bank mission and pledges ruNAI z o carr;
out a number o f specific accions primarily conc e r-aí.ng the
Nambikwara Indians in Mato Grosso.

(iv)

Minutes of Underst::anding becween the Bank and FUNAI daced
February 12, 1981.

(v)

The af orementioned Special Proj ect document elaboraced by FUNAI
and consisting primarily in a budget of US$ 26. 6 million,
allocated among five basic categories: ( i) land regularization
- US$ 3.2 million (or 15% net of contingencies); (ii) health ·
US$ 6. 2 million ( 29%) ; ( iii) education - US$ 750,000 ( 4%) ;
(iv) economic development • US$ 5.1 million (24%); and, (v)
administration - US$ 5.97 million (28%).
An additional US$
5. 38 million (ar 20% of the Special Proj ect: total) was reserved
in a contingency fund.

7.37
The broad objective of che Special Project was to protect inàigenous
communities in the area of influence of the BR·364 highway from the detrímental
effects of rapid development in the region. Protection of indigenous lands was
seen by the Bank as the cornerstone of the Proj ect. The procedure can be briefly
characterized as follows.
The first step t:oward creat:ion of an indigenous
reserve is interdiction by FUNAI, an instrument affording a·measure of legal
protection of the areas involved from outside incursions.
Toe process of
regularization, in tum, begins with the formal identificatíon by FUNAI of an
area with an indigenous population.
FUNAI then carries out a set of scudies
aimed at the delimitation of the specific boundaries of the pocential reserve.
If the proposed boundaries are approved by the Interminiscerial Group
specifically established for this purpose in 1983, 47
FUNAI moves ahead to
47

Until reorganizatian of the federal govern.menc in March 1990, this Group
was composed of representatives of FUNAI, the Ministry of the Interior, the
Nationàl Defense Advisory Council (formerly the Nacional Security Council) and
pertinent regional and local authorities. Until it was abolished, the former
Ministry of Agrarian Reform (MIRAD) also participated in the group.

-
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dema::r:ca'tion
o f ::he reserve.
The final steps for full regularization are
confirmation (homologacao) by presidencial decree and registration in ::he
appropriate municipal land registry office (carcorio) or offices and the Federal
Property Register (Service de Patrimonio da Uniao).
For p r ac t.í.ca L purposes,
demarcat:ion is the single mos e important s tep, but an area can only be consiàered
fully regularized when it has been demarcated with full Presidencial r a t í.f í.caz í.on
and registered ac both the local and nacional ~evels.

7. 38
Demarcation of an Amerindian area requires an accurace survey of ::he
boundaries of the proposed reserve which are then indicated with topographical
markers and signs. Artificial boundaries (ie. those that do noc correspond to
natural features such as streams or ridgelines) are marked by clearing a sixmeter wide swath along the boundary line.
All boundaries require periodic
patrols and maintenance, especially artificial ones. At presenc, FUNAI does ~oc
have a program of active boundary rnaintenance, nor does it encourage people of
a parcicular reserve t o help raaintain che r own boundaries.
As a resul e,
interlopers have occasionally invaded Amerindian reserves, claiming that ~~ey
did not know where the boundaries lay.
í

7.39
There has been some confusion over the extent of the obligacions
assumed by the Borrower in the Loan Agreement with respect to the demarcacion
of Amerindian reserves. A careful review of the documents listed in para. 7.36
reveals that the Loan Agreement required t:he Borrower to demarcate seven
indigenous reserves in the states of Mato Grosso and Rondonia involving a total
area of roughly 3.1 million hectares and 3,941 kilometers of boundaries. •• Of
these seven reserves, five have been fully regularized as of August 1990 with
a total area of 2.9 million ha (or 91% of the original target). One area (the
Saluma Indigenous Area) has been approved by the Interministerial Group for
demarcation since 1987, but the order to demarcate this area has no e been issued.
The Karipuna Indigenous Area, in tum, has been identified, but not delimited,
apparently because some officials feel that the size of the proposed reserve is
not warranted by the small population of Karipuna still riving in the area.
2. Situation at the Time of the Mid-term Review
7.40
Bafore considering the main results of, and the principal problems
encountered by, the Amerindian Special Project, given its essential role in the
suspension of Bank loan disbursements for POLONOROESTE as a whole in early 1985,
it is instructive to briefly consider the status of its execution at the time
of the mid•term review. On the positive side, the review found thac, despite
"continued and growing land and funding problems," progress had been achieved
in some important areas under the Project by mid·l984. It was observed, for
example, that a total of nineteen Ameri~dian areas had been demarcated in the
region. FUNAI assistance to the Nambikwara Indians in the Guapore valley, in
tum, had been "substantially upgraded" through the creation of additional Indian
48

More specifically, these reserves (and their respective areas), as
índicated in the SAR, were: Area Indígena (AI) Pareci (600,000 ha ) , AI Nambikwara
(912,000 ha), AI Vale do Guapore (324,000 ha), AI Saluma (460,000 ha) and AI
Karipuna (205,000 ha) in Mato Grosso and AI Zero (440,000 ha) and AI Tubarao·
Latunde (200,000 ha) in Rondonia.
·
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Posts and mobile health units. "9
At least partially as a r e au Lc of these
measures, moreover, it was affirmed that the Nambikwara populacion had increased
by roughly 50% during the initial three and a half years of program
implementation.
7 .41
On the other hand , the scope of the original FUNAI p r o j e c c had
"gradually evolved in accordance with increasing knowledge about the Indians of
the region," whose numbers at the cime of the review were escimated to be on
the arder of 11,000, ~º
as compared with some 5,700 at the outset of the
31
program.
As a consequence, land demarcation requirements la ter proved to
considerably exceed those initially expected, while several recently identified
Amerindian groups had not yet been assisted by FUNAI at all. This situation was
exacerbated by "sharp shortfalls" in funding anda lack of qualified staff due
in part to a general federal government hiring freeze during the early 1980's
in response to the economic recession.
7.42
Even befare che mid~term review mission, furthermore, t~e Bank had
formally communicaced to che Governmenc its concern wich persiscing execucion
delays and other problems associaced with the Special Project. ~2 Foremosc among
these was the scill undefined legal status of the Amerindian reserves in the
Guapore valley.
This issue had previously been the subject of Bank-Barrower
discussions in May-June 1983, at which time che latter had agreed to a revised
timetable for the demarcacion of these areas and to complete needed staffing at
FUNAI. As of October 1984, however, the Government still had not complied wíth
these commitments and "substancial delays" coneinued to affect dema.rcation of
the Guapore reserves. 'J
7. 43
The Bank was also increasingly preoccupied with the growing presence
of illegal settlers in several Amerindian areas in the region, especially the
Igarape Lourdes Reserve in Rondonia. In this particular case, the Bank had first
become aware of the problem in late 1982 and repeatedly requested the Government

.._,i

...,
...,
...,
...,

Ineernal memorandum dated February 25, 1985, op. cic., para. 25.
sa A later Bank estimate (1988) put the actual number at on the arder of
9,500-10,000 people.

The SAR (Annex 8), however, refers to a figure of about 4,200.
'2
These concerns were discussedwith federal authorities during the course
of visits by the Bank's Vice President for La.tinAmerica and the Caribbean Region
to Brasília and of the Brazi!ian Minister of the Interior eo the Bank in mid1984 and summarized in a letter from the Bank's regional Vice President to the
Minister of Finance, with copies to the Ministers of Planning and Interior, dated
October 30, 1984.
'3
More precisely, even though the physical demarcation of these areas had
reportedly occurred, the Presidential Decree formally establishing them as
Amerindian reserves had not been issued, nor had they been officially registered
ae the National Property Registry, despite further discussions to this effecc
with the Bank in April and June 1984.

-
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to remove the squatters. By late 1984, however, ~o action had apparenclJ been
taken and, instead, the number of squacte:rs was "now in che hundreds.
The
still undefined and, hence, undemarcated reserve areas for the Uru-eu-wau-wau
and Zoro Indians were similarly threatened with encroachment by rural settlers.
11

4

7.44
As a result, the Bank formally communicated to the Government thac,
unless "every step (were] taken to ensu:re p r omp e completion of the various
actions described in the Special Proj ect," it might be forced to díscontinu.e
its association with che program. The Bank requested, more specificaily, thac
the Government take several concrete actions by March 1985: (i) complete legal
establishment of the Sarare and Vale do Guapo:re reserves in the Guapore valley;
(ii) final definition of the areas to be demarcated for the Zoro and Uru-euwau-wau Amerindian groups, togecher with definition of a firm implementacion
schedule; and , ( iii) eviction of illegal settlers from the· Igarape Lourdes
Reserve. :1J.e Bank also alerted chat, if implementation of these measures within
che indicate d time ho r í.z on proved "impossible," i:: •,1ould "have no a ther option"
than to suspend disbursements on all the POLONOROESTE loans. 53 The original
February 28th deadline for the com~letion ar formalization of these measures was
later extended to March 6, 1985. 6

3. Suspension of Disbursements and Subseguent Actions
The requested actions, however, were not finalized prior t:o t:he
change of federal adm.inistrations which occurred on March 15, 1985. As a result,
disbursement of all POLONOROESTE loans, as indicated in the preceding chapte:r,
was infonnally suspended on March 12, 1985. 57
As one of the two major
7 .45

Letter to the Minister of Finance dated October 30, 1984, op. cit.
"igarape" is a stream ar other narrow waterway.

An

Ibid.
The Bank' s parallel conce:rn .;ith the need to improve the
execution of the program's non-infrastructural componencs, especially in the
areas of environmental protection and agricultural development, was also raised
in the same letter, but was not specified in detail pending the findings of the
mid-term review mission.

r-.

" Telex from the Bank's Vice President for La.tin America and the Caribbean
Region to the Brazilian Minister of Finance dated March l~ 1~85. More precisely,
this extension was granted for: (i) official publication of the Presidential
Decree establishing the Nambikwara Reserve; (ii) final definition of the Urueu-wau-wau Reserve; (iii) completion of a satisfactory revised schedule for the
removal of squatters from the Igarape Lourdes Reserve by the end of March 1985;
(iv) court notification to all squatters who were scheduled to be removed over
the next two weeks; and, (v) final definition of the Zoro Reserve and of the
corresponding plans for its demarcation.
Letter from the Acting Vice Presídent for La.tin America and the
Caribbean Region to the Brazilian Minister of Finance dated March 15, 1985 (op.
cit.). Under the "informal suspension" of disbursements, which was initially
expected to last until May 15, 1985 and with certain clearly specified
exceptions, the Government was asked to "refrain from presenting withdrawal
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conditions
Government

for the resumptíon of disbursemencs,
che Bank scipulaced chac the
would have to complete, by April 1985, the Ameríndian proteccion
58
measures listed in the March 1, 1985 telex described in the previous paragraph.
As part of the Bank' s "Proposed Action Program" for the reoriencation of

POLONOROESTE, moreover, it was specifically requesced that FUNAI:
(i)

(ii)

( iii) ·

forma working grou~ with IBDF by April 15, 1985 to prepare
and begin to implement ~y July 1, 1985 a joint protectíon
program for the Uru-eu-wau-wau Reserve anà the overlapfing
9
Pacaas Novas Nacional Park (see also para. 7.20 above);
hire at; least another forcy staff members to administer Special
Project health care activities and man additional Indian Posts
by May 31, 1985;
the same date, contract services for che protection of
Amerindian lands, surveillance and border upgrading works
previously scheduled inche agency's work program for fiscal
year 1985/86;

by

(iv)

also by the same date, submit all demarcaced reserves which
had not yet been ratified by presidential decree for
considerat:ion by the Int:erminist:erial Group thac had been
established to handle such matters;

(v)

initiate, by May L, 1985, all demarcation works that had
already been scheduled for the 1985 dry season; and,

(vi)

include under the Special Proj ect the fourteen additional
Amerindian groups that had not yet been accended, by October
31,

1985.

50

applications to the Bank on account of eligible expenditures under the loans or
requesting the Bank to enter into new or unqualified agreements to reimburse
after that date." The Government was also requésted to refrain from submitting
claims for the replenishment of any of the Special Accounts established under
the POLONOROESTE loans.
:
51

Given the largely negative findings of the mid-term review mission, as
described more fully in the previous chapter, the second major condition for the
resumption of loan disbursements was that che Government and the Bank agree by
May 15, 1985 on "a comprehensive and detailed action program" to improve program
implementation.
~9
In addition, FUNAI and IBDF were to reach an agreement to extend the
existing one year convenio to jointly administer these areas, as well as to
develop future joint administration and protection plans on an annual basis.

'º

Letter dated March 15, 1985, op. cit., Annex IV, para. 1.09.
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7 .46
The Government' s failure to comply with all of the above requirements
by the end of May 1985 61 led the Bank to extend the suspension of disbursernencs

for the POLONOROESTE loans through August 1985. As of early August, however,
a Bank supervision mission was able to repare rhat; the "major outstanding
Amerindian issues" had been "satisfactorily resolved." 62 It was observed, more
specifically, that decrees for ~NO Nambikwara Reserves and the Uru-eu-wau-wau
Reserve had been signed and that an earlier decree for the Zoro Reserve had been
confirmed, "1hile all squatcers had been removed from the Igarape Lourdes
Indigenous Park.
Satisfactory progress was also registered in relat:ion to
implementation of the broader Actrí.on Program despite general delays due to
government transition" which had adversely affected the allocation of funds and
slowed down improvement:s in progra.m coordination.
In response to these
improvements, Bank loan disbursements were resumed shortly thereafter.
II

-

7.47
Judging frorn the project files, however, the subsequent execut:ion
of the Amerindian Special ?::-oj ec c , as well as that o f ocher POLONOROESTE
components, concinued to experience problems similar to, ar even more serious
than, those observed in the course of the mid~term review. An October 1985
supervision mission report affirnis, for instance, t:hat "the late allocacion of
funds and the lack of staff have again resulted in an alarming failure in
envirorunental and Amerindian protection" and that "implementation of the
Amerindian Special Project has been negatively affected by successive changes
in FUNAI' s administration." 63
A more recent (June 1987) Bank/FUNAI/SUDECO
supervisionmission, in tum, was "threatened at gunpoint" by Indians instigated
by goldminers who had installed t:hemselves illegally in the Aripuana Indigenous
Park. '4 Other problems occurring subsequently to the mid-term review, together
with the principal positive results of the Special Project, are described more
fully in the next two sections.
61

-r:

An internal Bank memorandum dated May 28, 1985 indicated, for example,
that, as of that date, two conditions for the resumption of disbursements had
not yet been met, specifically: (i) the removal of all squatters from the Igarape
Lourdes Reserve (as ten of the original fift:y-four illegal settler families still
remained in the area); and (ii) the final definition of the Uru-eu-wau-wau
Reserve which was "being slowed by the need to verify Land claims." The same
memorandum alerted more generally that a 25% cut in PIN/PROTERRA funds and "the
continued high rate of immigration into Rondonia could jeopardize the effective
carrying out of the Action Plan."
62

Supervision mission report dated August 9, 1985.

63

r

Supervision mission report dated October 21, 1985.
This report also
related that "dueto the predominantly poor quality of its soils, development
of the Cujubim (new] sett:lement site will be discontinued [and) the proposed
Urupa II site will also be substituted by a more appropriate area." It likewise
nated that "a malaria emergency program has improved the health situation in
Machadinha to some extent; however, the situation continues to be serious."
64

Telex from the Bank to the Minister of the Interior dated June 23, 1987.
According to this communication, the miners entered the area with the help of
the Indians, FUNAI's chief of the Aripuana Park and local FUNAI post personnel.
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4. Results of the Special Project
(a) Land Regularizatign
7. 48
The original Special Proj ect was designed to cove r a total of ;:•..;encyeight distinct Amerindian areas.
In the SAR and other documents indicated in
para. 7.36, thirty-five different Amerindian areas are listed with a total area
of 5.5 million ha. The indigenous population in these areas was estimated at
close to 4,250 at the time of appraisal.
Several of the original areas were
subsequently consolidaced into a single Amerindian reserve, leaving a total of
twenty-eight.
Since it was designed in 1981, numerous additional indigenous
groups ar areas were identified and have benefitted from services and
infrastructure provided through the Special Project.
7.49
Sixteen areas of the original twenty-eight were listed in the SAR
as demarcated with a total of 1.65 million ha, ar about 30% of the cocal area.
63
Of the are as in the original pro j ec e, ;:·.-1enty- three ( 8 2%) have b een
demarcated, of which fourteen have been fully regularized. Four of the original
28 areas have been identified, but not yet demarcated.
In terms of land area
demarcated, as indicated in Table 16 below, 81% of the original target of 5.5
million hectares was met.
One of the original areas, the Uru-eu-wau-wau
Indigenous Area was demarcated in 1985-86.
However, in January 1990, a
Presidential Decree was issued revoking the founding decree of 1985. this area
has been interdicted and is awaiting reidentification and demarcation (see paras.
7.57-7.64 for additional details).

7.50
The population of the twenty-eight areas in the original Special
Project was estimated at approximately 6,470 in 1988. This population is 50%
larger than that estimated at the time of app cad s a L in these areas. The observed
increase can be attributed to various factors including migration, natural
population growth and more accurate censuses.
About 82% of the population
residing in the 28 areas originally covered by the Special Proj ect live in
demarcaced reserves.
7.51
Since appraisal, thirty-nine additional areas and/or indigenous
groups have been added to the Special Proj ect. These were primarily small groups
found to be living within the program region, usually without any assistance from
FUNAI. The addition of these groups to the Project raised the total number of
potential indigenous areas in the POLONOROESTE region to sixty•seven. Eleven
of the areas in the expansion group have been demarcated.
7.52
The estimated Amerindian population in all 67 tribal areas in the
POLONOROESTE region in mid-1988 was abouc 9,600, of which more than 7,450 (78%)
now live on demarcated reserves. The current estimated land area occupied by
indigenous groups in the region, in tum, is 11.9 million ha, of which about 7
million ha (59%) are demarcated. The incremental area demarcated since Project
implementation began is about 5.4 million ha.
Even though another seventeen
6'

This, in fact, proved incorrect as several of the areas listed in the
SAR. as ndemarcated" subsequently required delimitation and demarcation.

-
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areas have been formally identified as Amerindian areas involving a ~otal cf 2.9
million ha, action is still pending on the remaining sixteen areas.
Table 16
Status of Amerindian Areas under POLONOROESTE (June 19901
Legal Status of Area

Date Incorporated in Soecial Project
Original Project
After 1982

Total

A. Number of Amerindian Areas
Fully Regularized
Demarcaced, Unregistered
Identified
No Action Taken

TOTAL

14
9
4
1

28

15

20
14
17
16

39

67

6
5
13

B. Area (in ha)
Fully Regularized
Dema.rcated, Unregistered
Identified
No Action Taken

TOTAL

1,313,758
867,136
1,867,117

2,268,064
293,347
2,019,072
63,900

5,349,558
1,607,105
2,886,208
1,931,017

7,219,505

4,644,383

11,863,888

3,538
1,767
462
700

1,584
568
742
217

5,122
2,335
1,204
917

6,467

3,111

9,578

3, 171,.494

C. Population*
Fully Regularized
Demarcated, Unregistered
ld.entified
No ·Action Taken

TOTAL
r.

r
r:

*

'.Tlte data are based on censuses and estimates made at different times

· with different rnethodologies.
· 1988.

They refer to approximately mid-

Source: FUNAI.

r-,

,---.

7.53
ln assessing the results presented above, it should not be assumed
that all of the areas listed in the expansion group will eventually become
Amerindian reserves. Some of the areas awaiting identification contain groups
which, because of the dislocations of recent years, have become separated from
their current land base.
In some of these cases, it may be appropriate to
identify an area of land to resettle the affecced population.
ln ochers,
however, the indigenous groups may have decreased to such a small number or
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become so acculturated that creation of a reserve is not necessary. r~ several
of the lat:ter cases, moreover, small remnant groups can b e resett:led orrco
existing reserves. In other instances, even though Amerindian cornmunic~es may
be living in their traditional habitats, no determination has been macie as to
how large an area they would require in t:he form of-a reserve under 3razilian
law.
A few groups, finally, remain entirely unc orrcac t.ad such cha.c che r
population and struceure are still unknown, while yet others, p r ev i.ous ly
identified, may now no longer exist.
í

7. 54
Despi te these uncertainties, the Special Proj ect appears ::o have
great:ly accelerated the pace of demarcation of indigenous reserves in the
POLONOROESTE region. Of the sixty•seven total areas and groups, anly seven had
been demarcated before the Project began. Twelve more areas were demarcated
after implementation initiated prior to the mid·term review. After this review
and the subsequent suspension of disbursements, the pace of demarcation picked
up as fourceen additional areas were demarcaced becween 1985 and 1988. However,
for a number of areas or groups action still needs to be taken. In some cases
(eg. che Mequens and Saluma Indigenous Areas), demarcacion has been authorized.
but not carried out, apparently in response to political and economic i~~erescs
opposed to demarcation. In other situations, such as the Rio Guapore Inàigenous
Area, the proximity of a nacional border seems to have played a role in delaying
demarcacion.

-

7.55
One notable success in chis respect, however, was demarcation of the
Sete de Setembro Rese~e, which is the traditional habitat of the Surui Indians.
This area had already been occupied by settlers under an INCRA colonization
scheme when POLONOROESTE was initiated in 1981 and coffee planting was well
advanced in the area. As a result, resettlemenc of these farmers was made a
condition of Bank loan effectiveness for Phase I of the program and the non·
Amerindians living in the area were peacefully relocated in 1982.
7. 56
A second significant: benchmark of the Special Proj ect in this regard
was resettlement of squacters who occupied parts of the Igara-pe Louz de s
Indigenous Rese~e and began planting coffee and other crops in 1983-84. These
settlers, who had the supporc of some local leaders, were evicted by the Military
Police in two operations that nearly created maj ar confrontations between
Amerindians and non-Amerindians in the area. The resolution of this problem was
largely instigated by the Bank in connection with the suspension of disbursements
described in paras. 7.44-7.46 above. It should, nevertheless, be observed that
the"unfavorable political climate which led to the initial invasion of this
reserve still exists and that the recent political liberalization in Brazil,
which forces leaders to be more accountable to local electorates, may, in fact,
act as a significant brake on the ability of state and federal governments to
use police power in similar cases in the future.

(b) The Uru•eu•wau·wau Reserve
7.57
Perhaps the single most contentious issue involving Ameríndians in
the Northwest, however, has concerned the creatíon and protection of the Urueu-wau-wau Reserve. This area, located in the north·central pare of Rondonia
encampasses the highlands where important tributaries of the Guapore and
Roosevelt Rivers have their origins. As its name suggests, it is also the nacive

-·
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habitat of a large number of, uncil very recencly, unconcacted or only
06
incermittently contacced Amerindians known as che Cru-eu-wau-wau.
Demarcacion
of the Uru-eu-wau-wau Reserve was, chus, seen as an important step both in the
protection of highly vulnerable indigenous communities and in the preservation
of imporcant watersheds that are likely to contain botanical species and forest
types thac may be unique in Brazil.
7. 58
At the time of appz a s a L, both the Bank and the Brazilian Governmenc
presu:med that the Uru-eu-wau-wau Amerindian Ar e a largely coincided with the
Pacaas Novos Nacional Park that had been created by decree in 1978.
This
understanding is reflected in Annex 8 of the SAR for the Agriculcural Development
and Environmental Protection Proj ec c in which the size o f the anticipaced reserve
was set ac 878,000 ha, or abouc 113,000 ha larger than the Pacaas Novos Nacional
Park. It was only after the mid-term review and the subsequent suspension of
disbursements í.n 1984-85, however, that che Goverrunent cook formal steps no
delimit and demarcate the Uru-eu-wau-wau Reserve. A technical ~ork group formeri
in 1985 decermined that the actual territory used by the various Uru-eu-wauwau groups was on the order of 1.87 million ha including the entire existing
Pacaas Novos National Park plus substancial additional areas to the north and
south of this park.
í

7.59
The delimited reserve, however, partly coincided with an area under
development by INCRA as a co Lon.í.z.ac on lscheme , Projeto Burareiro in the município
of Ariquemes. Settlement plots averaging 800 ha were demarcated and assigned
in this project, but the access roads planned for the overlapping area were not
built. INCRA claims that it informed FUNAI of the coincidence of the delimited
area and its colonization proj ect.
FlJNAI, in tum, claims to have informed
INCRA while Burareiro was still in the planning stage that the site was occupied
by Indians.
There can be little doubt that Indians indeed occupied the area
which lies at the confluence of the Jamari and Nova Floresta Rivers since, as
late as 1983, Uru-eu-wau-wau attacked the homes of pioneer rubber tapper families
in the vicinity, killing and kidnapping s,everal people. Toe largesc contingent
of Uru-eu-wau-wau in intermittent contact, in fact:, is located in this area.
In recognition of this, moreover, FUNAI concentrated its resources in the area,
later building five outposts (Post:os de Vie;ilancia) to monitor and provide
services to these groups.
í

66

Uru-eu-wau-wau is a Pacaas Novos term meaning ''people who bark like
dogs." The Uru-eu-wau-wau speak a Tupian language related to Parint:intin and
may comprise more than one ethnic group. Estimates of their population range
from 350 to 1,200. Some communities are as yet uncontact:ed by FUNAI, although
they·may have been in contact with local rubber cappers and prospectors over the
years. For one recent description of this group, see the article entitled "Last
Days of Eden: Rondonia's Uru-eu-wau-wau Indians," Nacional Geographic Magazine,
Vol. 174, No. 6, December 1988, pp. 800-817. A larger companion piece entitled
"Rondonia's Settlers Invade Brazil's Imperiled Rain Forest" in the same issue
(pp. 772-799) describes the human and physical environmental problems associat:ed
with recent developments in the state more generally.
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7. 60
Bank supervision missions placed special emphasis on the demarcation
of the Uru-eu-wau-wau
Reserve because of the vulnerability
of the indigenous
populations and the intense act:ivity of settlers on the fringes o f the area.

There was, however, no specific basis in the Loan Agreement for demanding
demarcation of the reserve because it was not one of the seven areas specifically
designaced in the documents defini~g the Amerindian Special Project referred to
in para. 7.36 above. Nevertheless. more than two years after Projecc execution
began with no accion having been =aken in relation to the Uru-eu-wau-wau, as
indicated in paras. 7.44-7.45, the nank made the demarcatíon of this reserve a
major issue in the mid-term review and the subsequenc suspension of disbursements
for POLONOROESTE as a whole.
7.61
After the suspensíon of disbursements in early 1985, the Brazilian
Government did move to delimit che area. After delimitation, che Uru-eu-wauwau Amerindian Rese-rve was considered and approved by the Interministerial Group
(see para. 7.37 above) and President Jose Sarney signed a decree on July 9, 1985
confirming the area as an Indigenous Reserve. The decree specifically included
the boundaries proposed by the ~'NAI working group and later approved by the
Interministerial Group. The area of some 1.87 million ha was then demarcated
by the Army Geographic Service anã registered in the Federal Property Register
and in all but one of the relevanc municipal land registry offices.
7.62
Since 1985, hõwever, ~here has been considerable local opposition
to the dimensions of both the Uru-eu-wau-wau Reserve and the Pacaas Novos
National Forest in Rondonia.
Several groups have specifically lobbied for a
reduction in the size of the Amerindian reserve in order to gain access to
minerals, timber and agricultural land now included in the combination
Park/Reserve.
Toe state of Rondonia itself petitioned F1JNAI to revise the
boundaries of the Reserve on behalf of the deeded landowners in that portion of
Projeto Burareiro which overlapped with the Amerindian area. The land registrar
in Ariquemes, in tum, refused to registar the Uru-eu-wau-wau Reserve because
of the coinciding deeds issued in connection with the INCRA project.
7. 63
On J anuary 30, 1990, shortly before leaving office, finally,
President Sarney signed a measure revoking the original 1985 decree delimiting
the Uru-eu-wau-wau Reserve and calling for a restudy of its boundaries. This
action was apparently taken to benefit a particular political faction, but it
was repudiated by the state government of Rondonia. Toe federal Attorney General
filed a court motion to strike down the new Presidential Oecree on the grounds
of unconstitutionality. In Apríl 1990, FUNAI issued a formal interdiction of
the entire original area of the reserve, but the restudy called for in the
January 1990 decree was not carried out.
7. 64
In the meantime, the state of Rondonia, together with federal
agencies, has endeavored to protecc che area from squatters, loggers, prospectors
and others. However, resources are limited and powerful interests continue to
support opening up the Uru-eu-wau-wau Reserve to mining, timbering and
colonization. Unless the Januarv 1990 Presidential Decree is revoked, it would
be necessary to repeat the entire regularization process for the Uru-eu-wauwau Indigenous Area in order to formally reestablish the reserve.
ln the
interim, there is a serious risk of invasion by landless farmers and speculators
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already locaced on the eascern boundary of the area and there are repores thac
illegal logging accivities are taking place at various points inside the reserve.
,-"'

(e) Other Comnonents
7.65
Tiie health componenc of the Amerindian Special Project was aimed ac
che prevention of contagious diseases and the improvement of the medical services
provided to tribal cornmunities in the region. Among its achievements ~ere che
construction of thirty·eight new healch poses on Amerindian reserves,
improvements in medical facilities in Cuiaba, the training of FUNAI employees
in basic health care and a successful immunization campaign.
The principal
physical accomplishment of the Amerindian health care system, however, was the
provision of a significant nwnber of new facilities, thereby improving the
delivery of essencial health services. Several of these facilities, ~n fact,
provide a combinaeion of infirmary, ambulatory and residencial services. The
residencial facilities were imporcant because they provided a direct ~ncencive
for FUNA! health care personnel to live at the Indian Posts. Under its health
component, finally, the Special Projece supporced const:ruction of fifcy-one
basic water supply systems, consiseing primarily of dug wells and limited piped
water inseallations.
7.66
The educacional component: of the Special Project, in tum, included
the construction of thirty·~o schoolhouses, the acquisition of equipment and
supplies and the establishmenc of a school lunch program. Teachers were hired
to provida primary education to boch children and adules on many of the reseres
in the region. The Proj ect likewise support:ed a variety of economic development
act:ivities.
For che mosc pare, these took che forrn of the installaeion of
communal gardens, the purchase of agricultural equipment and implements, the
acquisition of small numbers of cattle and the establishment of trading posts.
Lasely, under its administration component, the Amerindian Project supported the
construceion of sixty-three Indian Posts which were provided with admínistrat:ive
and resídential facilities and radio communications equipment. Special Project
resources were also used to finance F1JNAI salaries, ín some areas supporting
large segments of the agency's total payroll. As of late 1989, however, FUNAI
was paying all salaries in the region out of its own budgetary funds.
5. Principal Problem Areas
(a) Economic Development
7.67
One of the·most coneroversial aspects of the Special Project was the
above mentioned suppore for the "economic development" of Indian areas. Thís
took essentially two forms: (i) the establishment of communal planeations; and
(ii) the creaeion of community trading posts ("cantinas reembolsaveis"). The
communal plantations were generally ineroduced wichout much prior planning and
preparation.
Often, a FUNAI worker would simply decide that a group of
Amerindians should clear land for communal gardens for either subsistence or
commercial purposes or both. Some agency officials, moreover, were under the
mistaken impression that communal gardens were craditional among the tribal
populations in the region, when, in fact, the norm was for each family to
cultivate its own garden. As a result, friction frequencly developed becween
F1JNAI employees and Indians, as well as among the Amerindians themselves, since
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many Indians avoided working on che gardens, buc lacer insisted in par~aking in
the harTest. Mosc of these gardens were, in fact, abandoned after only a year
or t:wo and the experiment was not repeated. Very little produce was actually
sold and nearly all of the agricultural equipmenc purchased in connection wich
the Special Project now lies rusted or ruined.
7. 68
FUNAI also initiated community crading posts with the idea of
providing a means for Amerindians to sell their output and buy neeàed gooàs at
affordable prices. Each community received a lump sumas seed capital for chis
purpose.
~ith chese funds, each pose ~as to acquire Indian produccs such as
rubber, Brazilnuts and garden produce for bulking and resale. ln tum,
they were
to sell such necessities-as toothpaste, sugar, kerosene, gunpowder (for shotgun
shells), matches, etc. Many Indians, however, purchased merchandise on credit
and were later unable to pay their debts. The cose of storing and transporting
goods to market, furthermore, was subsidized by FUNAI, while there were numerous
accusations of improper dealings by agency staff and Indians who managed t:he
posts. largely as a result, only one of the several dozen trading poses t:hat
were start:ed under t:he Special Project was st:ill functioning by 1986.
(b) Education
7. 69
The educacion component was similarly ill-fated. As indicaced above,
numerous schools were built and teachers hired by FUNAI to work ac the Indian
Posts. However, the teachers received little or no training for their tasks and
few materials to work with.
Partly as a consequence, they were largely
unsuccessful in interesting potencial students to attend classes, while the
annual round of subsistence activities interfered with school schedules. Many
teachers, moreover, soon found life at the Indian Posts isolated and unrewarding,
leading them to abandon their positions after only a few months. As a result,
practically the only Indian Posts in the region where teaching presently takes
place on a regular basis are those served by private religious missions.
The
very few literate !ndians in the area, furthermore, were mostly raised outside
their villages in seminaries or as adoptees.
These people often later
experienced considerable difficulty in reintegrating chemselves i~co village
life, if they returned to their native communities at all.
{e) Health Care
7. 70
For a time at least:, the Special Project did provide the tribal
populations of the Northwest region with greatly improved accass t::o health
services. ~ith vehicles and equipment purchased under the Project, doctors and
nurses visited Amerindian communities on a reasonably regular basis to immunize
people, examine and treat the sick and- supervise sanitation works. At the same
time, FUNAI built up its basic health infrastructure at each regional
headquarters, largely through the installation of so-called ntndian houses_"
("Casas do Indio") which simultaneously served as hostels, ambulatory clinics
and hospitals.
7.71
For a time also, FUNAI succeeded in finding people to live and work
in Indian villages since its salaries were generally higher than those paid by
state government agencies for similar work. But gradually, as inflation began
to erode FUNAI salaries, conditions in the communities worsened, supervision
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suffered and equipment and facilities began to deteriorace àue to a lack of
~aintenance. On many poses, health workers simply left and were replaced, if
at all, by untrained persons. As a result, local health workers began to refer
an increasing number of cases to the Casas do Indio rather than at=empting to
~reat them in their own villages. Even simple problems sucn as worms, diarrhea
and coleis were increasingly referred to externai health facilities, often forcing
Indians to make arduous trips that frequently also exposed them to ~ore serious
:.llnesses.
7.72

Law salaries and poor working condítions eventually led mosc of the

phys icians and nurses on FUNAI' s staff to convert ( legally or otherwise) to par e-

time cont:racts, thereby making i t vírtually impossible for them to visit
communities in the field.
Vehicles intended for health use, moreover, were
increasingly preempted for administrative purposes and the ferrJing of Amerindian
?atients between the Casas do Indio and local hospitals. As a result, community
visits by healch teams became more sporadic, while those serious heal~h problems
.:hat did emerge were frequently dealt with by improvised and/or palliative
67
measures.
7. 73
!fore generally, FUNAI' s health and administra.tive personnel haci
little access to external expertise and infarmation in the area of public health.
As a consequence, lay per sons such as regional adminis trators o ften made cri ti cal
medical decisions such as the selection of drugs to send t:o a community
experiencing an epidemie.
Even though Brazil posses ses numerous excellent
agencies that are capable of providing high quality health services, FUNAI never
took recourse to t:hese potential sources of assistance, preferring instead to
muddle through on its own. In addition, preventive and other health care skills
were rarely passed on to the Amerindians themselves either by formal or informal
means. In the víllages where piped water was installed, for instance, all work
was dane by outside contractors. When problems arose with these systems, the
usual outcome was their abandorunent dueto the lack of simple maintenance. This
was often also the case with the schools and health posts built under the Special
Project.
(d) Administration

---

7.74
The centralizing tendencies of the health syst:em were replicated in
other areas as well. Over time, FUNAI's staff became increasingly concentrated
at subregional offices and regional headquarters.
This reflected both low
salaries and the harshness of field conditions, together with a lack of rigorous
control on the part of FUNAI. By late 1989, the situation had reached the point
;;here 71% of the agency' s total staff in Mato Grosso were located in urban
centers. while only 29% were in the field, Furthermore, the level of training
of FUNAI's remaining field staff was low. This situation was further exacerbated
by a general hiring freeze in 1989 which, once again, made it formally impossible
for federal ag~ncies to contract new personnel.

For example, one FUNAI administrator responded to serious health
problems identified by a Bank supervision mission in a particular area by
bringing in an Air Force field hospital for one week to treat sick Indians.

-
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7. 75
Many FUNAI employees
who were inicia.lly assigned
to the field,
moreover, were later able to have themselves reassigned
to urban poses through
political influence or medical pretexts.
The consequence
was that Indian Posts
became increasingly
scaffed by people originally
hired as drivers ar manual
laborers, while agency administrative
offices were jammed with employees who may

have been well qualified and experienced, but frequently had little to do. Aft:er
the new federal administration took office in March 1990, finally, there has been
a cross-the-board reduction in public sector employment in Brazil, ín the process
further aggravating an already bad situacion as far as FUNAI is concerned.
(e) Land Regularization
In spite of the progress made in regularizing many Amerindian
reserves in the Northwest, a rising threat to the security and, thus, the
sustainability of these areas remains. As indicaced in the discussion of che
difficulties surrounding the regularization and procection of the Uru-eu-wauwau Reserve in Rondonia in paras. 7. 57- 7. 64 above, the principal problem
continues to be the invasion of Indian lands by loggers, prospectors, squatt:ers
and other groups. On a somewhat more positive note, however, even though no
precise data concerning the accual extent of such encroachments presently exists,
it is unlikely that the area so affected exceeds 57. of che total in Amerindian
reserves in the region.
7. 76

7.77
On the other hand, various legal problems continue to impede the
full regularization of some Amerindian areas in the POLONOROESTE region. In Mato
Grosso, for example, land sales conducted by the state government in the past
resulted in the titling of nearly all the areas now in Indian reservations to
private pareies. The value of these titles is virtua.lly nil because the great
majority of titleholders do not physically occupy their parcels, nor are they
likely to attempt to doso under current conditions. Nonet:heless, these titles
can create legal difficulties, as, for example, when titled landowners attempt
to sell or mortgage property located on Indian lands.
Furthermore, the
demarcation and full registration of some areas has been held up by legal claims
on pares of the reserves.
ln some cases, finally, landholders have what they
consider to be legit:imate c La í.ms to compensation for the loss of land for which
they possess legal titles.
6. Causes of Problems Encountered
i

•

Some observers suggest that the primary causes of many of t:he
problems described in the previous section have been malfeasance and corrupcion
on the part of FUNAI. 61 The situation, however, is considerably more complex
with the major factor underlying the distortions and difficulties experienced
by the Amerindian Special Project, as well as other program components, being
the extraordinarily rapid pace of migration to, and demographic growth in, ~he
Northwest region over the past decade anda half.
As will be illustrated in
further detail in the next chapter, the population of Rondonia nearly tripled
in just fifteen years.
As the experience with many of POLONOROESTE's ocher
components amply demonstrates, no government agency has been able to maintain
7. 78

"

See, for example, David Price, Before the Bulldozer, op. cit.
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effective concxo L ovaz t:he rapidly changing conditions brought: on by such growth.
As already noted, the increase in malaria made Rondonia the world leader in terms
of the number of reported cases of this àisease despite the efforts of one of
the most efficient public agencies in Brazil, SUGAM. As also indicated above,
IBDF (now part of IBAMA) has been virt:ually
helpless Ln the face o f the
ubiquitous sawmills which have sent increasing numbers of logging teams into

the forested areas of Mato Grosso and Rondonia. Even the relatively powerful
Xinist:ry o f Mines and Energy has been unable ::o stem the tide of tens o f
thousands of prospectors and small-scale miners ~ho have invaded nearly
every
part: of the region,
frequently
using
envirotunentally
destructive
means to
extract, process and/or purify gold, cassiterite and ot:her minerals.
(a) Internai Financial and Administrative Factors
7.79
One important extenuating circUillstance has been the extreme
limitacions on FUNAI' s budget wh ch has áecreased in real terms during every year
since 1981. In 1986, FUNAI adopced a package of policies designed, among other
things, to reward employees for service in the field. For budgecary reasons,
however, the plan was never implemented. FUNAI salaries, moreover, as already
mentioned, declined in comparison to those p a d by other agencies which
frequently demand much less of their employees. ~any of FUNAI's employees, not
surprisingly, became increasingly demoralized during the 1980's, while even very
devoted and hard working staff became largely ineffective in the face of low
salaries and other obstacles affecting job performance.
In spite of its
comparativa shortage of skilled managers and technical personnel, additionally,
at least until very recencly, FUNAI has refused to call on other government
agencies or NGOs to assist it in carrying out its mission.
í

í

7. 80
Between 1980 and 1990, furthermore, FUNAI underwent a total of eleven
changes in its
top leadership that echoed down to the level of regíonal
administrators. 'IJhile some of its executives were experienced indigenists, most:,
including both former military officers and civil servants
from other sectors,
were recruited from outside the agency and rarely had a background that prepared
them to work with Amerindians.
Against this financial and institutional
backdrop, however, it should be recalled that FUNAI, due at least in part to
the Bank' s insistence, demarcated more Indian land after 1985 than had previously
occurred in the entire history of Brazil!

7.81
One of the most incractable problems faced by FUNAI, as well as by
o·ther program execut:ing agencies was t:he constanc delay in the flow of resources
from the federal government to those responsible for the actual implementatíon
of specific components and subcomponents. The process of transferring program
funds from the federal Treasury to the Ministry of the Interior, then frc!n MINTER
to SUDECO and from the latt:er to FUNAI and, finally, to the regional and field
levels within the Amerindian agency rarely took less than six months.
In
addition, the high rate of inflation made it necessary to rebu.dget at every step.
Once the resources did eventually reach their final destinations, moreover, they
were seldom sufficient
co carry out the investments for which they were initially
intended and funds for construction and other (eg. agricult:ural) activities
dependent on the seasons often arrived too lace to be applied as originally
programmed. FUNAI, in particular, engaged in a great deal of reallocacion of
resources,
often using funds supposedly
dest:ined
for new expenditures to
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liquidate previously acquired debts which, on occasion, had no connection with
the Special Project per se.
(b) External :accors: L~ggers. Prosoectors and Setclers
7.82
The most serious and aggressive long-term threac to the security of
Indian reserves in the Northwesc, however, comes from the powerful logging
industry and small-scale prospectors or placer miners.
These pareies have
repeatedly invaded Amerindian reserves in total disrespect both of federal laws
and the Indians themselves.
In some cases, moreover, collusion has occurred
between loggers and Amerindían leaders or between prospectors and Indians, wíth
or without the tacit acceptance of FUNAI staff. While conditions have never
69
deteriorated to the much publicized level of the Yanomani Indians in Roraima,
the general situation is much the same.
7.83
ln cercain inscances, more specifically, FUNAI actively and openly
made concessions co logging firms. In 1986 and 1987, for example, FUNAI signed
contracts with sawmills for ~he extrac~ion of tropical hardwoods in recurn for
specific physical improvemencs on several reservat:ions.
Because no cash was
involved, FUNAI avoided t:he requirement to open logging activities to public
bidding.
According to published allegations, some high FUNAI officials also
demanded kickbacks in exchange for timber contracts.
In some cases. Indian
leaders bypassed FUNAI altogether, accepting new homes, automobiles, cash anà
other gifts in exchange for timber rights which they did not possess the
authority to grant. 70 In Mato Grosso, deals were also reportedly scruck between
71
FUNAI and miners to permie prospecting on certain Indian reservations.
7. 84
FUNAI, moreover, has generally neglected to file required forest:
management plans with IBAMA (formerly IBDF). i-1here logging coneracts have been
signed between Amerindians and ot:her groups, consequently, chere has been li tele.
if any, central over the act:ual amount of timber cut, the environment:al damage
resulting from such activity or the quality of the "improvements" undert:aken in
exchange. In some areas, for example, loggers built roads that became totally
impassable after a single rainy season. In May of 1989, the Assistanc Attorney
General of Brazil issued an opinion that the neither FUNAI, nor the Amerindians
themselves, had the legal right to sign logging contracts in tribal areas. As
a result, FUNAI's contracts with sa'WlD.ills.have been cancelled and enforcement
of the law has been stepped up in several areas, most notably the Uru-eu-wauwau Reserve and the Guapore Biological Reserve, which is believed to be the
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The Yanomani are a nomadic indigenous group located in the border region
between Brazil and Venezuela.
Over the past few years, t!ris area has become
increasingly subj ect to widespread and, until very recently, largely uncontrolled
gold prospecting actívity. As a result, the Yanomani have been decimated due
to malaria anda variety of other diseases transmitted by prospectars, as ~~11
as by direct violent contact becween t:he two groups.
70

This took place on che Roosevelt, Sete de Setembro and Igarape Lourdes
Amerindian reserves and possibly in a few other areas.
71

This occurred most notably on the Aripuana Reserve.
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habitat of a sizeable group of uncontacted Indians. ln these specífic cases,
however, the actual extent of environmental damage appears to have been
relatively small and limíted to areas accessible by road ar aír.
7.85
There are also several reserves in the POLONOROESTE region on ~hích
non~Indian squatters continue to live. Various circumstances give rise to this
situatíon. ln some cases, the residents in quescion are titled lando~-ners ~ho
settled in the area before it was identified and demarcated. 72 Ochers have
illegally moved onto Indian lands after they were dernarcated. The mos~ serious
such case is in the Zero Ameríndian Reserve in Mato Grosso where more than 600
families live in a non-Indian community known as Paraíso da Serra. Although the
state of Mato Grosso and the Ministry of the Interior attempted to reach an
agreement for the resettlement of these people, as of late 1989, they had been
unsuccessful. ln the meantime, several violent incidents have occurred between
Indians and non·Indians in which lives have been lost and property descroyed.
r:
7. Toe Role of Outside E,.raluá.tors
7.86
As specífied ín the various loan contracts, POLONOROESTE was to come
under continuous review by an external evaluatíon unit. An inter·disciplinary
group from the Institute of Economic Research (FIPE) of the University of Sao
Paulo was specifically hired for this purpose and undertook this activity untíl
its contract was discontinued by SUDECO ín 1987. As part of this effort, ateam
of anthropologists was specifically recruited to monitor and perform an ongoing evaluation of the Ameríndian component.
As many as ten different:
anthropologists worked on this team, each visiting one or more Indian communities
at regular intervals.
7. 87
The anthropological evaluators wrote detailed reports of their
findings on each community, in the process producíng a sízeable compendium of
data dealing with A.merindian health, local economies, social organízation,
relations with outsíders, etc., as well as detailing t:he various services
provided by FUNAI in each reserve. One major cont:ribution of t:hís team was to
identify additional groups in the expanding area of influence of t:he BR· 364
highway which, by virtue of this fact, deserved to be included under the Special
Project. Their studies also provided valuable baseline data and snapshots of
events in each of the indigenous areas.

r>

7.88
The anthropàlogical evaluation, however, also resulted in several
problems. The descriptive nature of the evaluators' reports was more appropriate
for an academic audience than for Project administrators, the style of
presentation occasionally making it difficult to draw firm conclusions about
72

For examp Le , as of late 1989, there were t:en títled landowners with
properties inside the J apuira Amerindian Reserve in Mato Grosso. These set.tlers,
however, were willing to leave and were simply awaiting compensation for
improvements they had made on their lands before actually moving out. At least
three small landholders were likewise occupying areas wit:hin che Guapore Valley
Reserve dueto errors in the original demarcation of the area. ln addition,
titled farming properties exist inside the Tereza Cristina and Aroes Amerindían
Reserves.
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general tendencies on which to define policies.
The evaluation repores,
moreover, often tended to lack a quantitative base and strong asser~ions were
some times made without an adequace factual basis.
As time went by,
che
evaluators began to define their role increasíngly as being advoca~as for che
Indian groups arid ac t í.ví.s cs in the wider. political context.
Finaily, their
reports, on occasion, made excensive critícisms of FUNAI, but faileci to.propose
concreta w~ys in whích the situation could be improved.
As a result, over time the evaluators became increasingly involveà
ín disputes with FUNAI that created difficulties in terms of their continueà
73
access to the Amerindian areas.
The adversarial tone of some of the
evaluation documents and oral presentations helped to create an at:mosphere of
distrust within both SUOECO and FUNAI, while the anthropologists became
increasíngly frustrated at the failure of these agencies to give credence to
their repores. Eventually, even though the evaluation exercise was intended to
provide information to be used by SUDECO in the on-going implementation of the
program, relations with FIPE_ anà i ts consultant anthropologist.s became so
straineà that the coordinating agency became defensive and unresponsive to the
evaluators' potentially useful observations and suggestions.

7.89

8. The Bank's Role
7.90
The role of the World Bank inche implementatíon of the Amerinàian
Special Project also deserves a brief comment, The Bank's influence on this
part of the program, and on the process and pace of land regularization in the
Northwest in particular, appears to have been crucial. More specífically, the
demarcation of most of the identified areas, encompassing a majoríty of the
Indian population in the region ( see Table 16 above) , appears to have been
largely the result of the Special Project and, by extension, of the existence
and enforcement of the Bank's loan agreements wíth the Brazilian Gavernment in
relation to Amerindian protection.
The Bank' s influence was particularly
important, moreover, with regard to the inicial demarcacion of the Uru-eu-wauwau Reserve and the resettlement of squatters from the Sete de Setembro and
Igarape Lourdes Reserves.
7.91
More generally, Bank supervision of the Special Project took place
on a regular ~asis despite the fact that this componentwas financed exclusively
with domestic resources.
Moreover, the Government' s failure to meet its
contractual. ~ommitment to take the necessary measures to protect Amerindian
cammunities in the program regian was the one of the major factors, as well as
the principal declared reason, for the suspension of Bank loan disbursements in
early 1985.
Even though the proj ect files reveal that, prior to stoppíng
disbursements for the program, the Bank came under considerable pressure from
both the United States Congress and Treasury Depart:xnent and from a varíety of
73

ln the area of the Guajara-Mirim regional administracion of FUNAI, for
axamp Le , Project evaluators took the administra.cor to task for his a Ll.e ge d
collaboration with protestant missionaries, heaping criticism on him and the area
under his jurisdiction.
Outside evaluaeors, including Bank consultant
anthropological and Ameríndian health specialists, however, found conditions in
this part of the region to be relatively better than in other areas.
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3razilian, American and Euro?ean non-governmental
organizations,
with respect
to the program's adverse physical and hi.unan envirorunencal effects, i~cluding
those on Amerindians,
the record also clearly shows the persistenc
concern of
Bank supervision
staff with the ever-widening
imbalances
and distorcions
in
program implementation,
as well as with the numerous areas in which the Borrower
had failed to comply with its contractual obligations.
Bank supervision of the
Special Project, finally, is generally considered by those who accompanied the

?regram bóth inside and outside the Bank to have been one of the bright spots
in an otherwise rather gloomy picture.
9. Principal Lessons Learned
7. 92
POLONOROESTE has been much maligned in the internacional p r e s s ,
partly because of the plight of the Amerindian populations í.n its area of
influence.
That there have, in fact, been rnany regrettable events :hat are
directly ar indirectly traceable to improvement of the 3R-364 highway or che
associated expansion of the regional feeder road network is undeniable. Many
of these incidents, moreover, have involved loggers, miners, prospeccors or
squatters which are among the groups that have most benefi=~ed from che improveà
road system in the region.
7.93
Yhat the program's cr1t1cs frequently ignore, however, is that, had
the Cuiaba-Porto Velho highway been improved without the Bank's support, in all
likelihood, there would have been no Special Amerindian Project at all. In the
absence of the Special Project, in turn, it is probable that most of the thirtyfive demarcated reservations, containing nearly 8,000 Indians, would not have
been demarcated, nor would illegal settlers have been removed from several of
these areas. The critics likewise frequently downplay the tangible benefits
which have, in fact, accrued to the Indian populations in the regionas a result
of the Project. To be sure, there have been deficiencies as well as advances,
but the actions taken with the Bank's insistence between 1982 and 1989 may
ultimately prove to have been essencial for the physical survival of many of the
tribal peoples in the region.
7. 94
The poor performance of some aspects of the Special Proj ect: has
sometimes been attributed either to insufficient concern on the part of the Bank
ar to corruption in Brazil.
For those who witnessed events from the inside,
however, it was clear that the Bank staff involved were t:ireless in their efforts
t:o gain collll)liance from the Brazilian Government with both the letter and the
spirit of the loan covenants that specifically concerned Amerindians. The Bank
was also generally well-informed, receiving up-to-date information on every
critical sit:uation as it developed. Nevertheless, there were occasions when it
was not possible to gain the willing cooperation of the Borrower on each issue
as it arose.
To some observers, this may have grown, in part, out of the
constant demands placed on Brazilian agencies, particularly FUNAI and SUOECO,
by the Bank and other outside sources, leading to a kind of fatigue or
unresponsiveness. In this context, it should also be remembered that domestic
political and economic factors often constrained the Government from givíng its
full attention to and compliance with the relevant loan covenants.
7.95
While corruption may have played a role in FUNAI's unsatisfactory
performance, other considerations, however, should not be ignored. First among
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these is the aforementioned
chronic understaffing
of FUNAI itself and the slow
disburse111en1:
of financial
resources
by the Government
to fund the Special
Project.
Poor communication
and insufficienc
coordination
among t~e various
agencies
involved
in the program
frequently
also occurred.
Interagency
cooperationwas
tenuous at best and tended to depend largely on personal contacts
among different institutions.
Whenever one of FUNAI's frequent administracive
changes occurred, furthermore,
the Project ~as sec back because both internal
and external relations were affected.
The lack of capable people to implemenc
the Special Project, especially ac the field level, was also a serious problem.
In addition, FUNAI showed a limited ability to monitor its own activities.
Communications wi thin the agency were poor, the chain o f command was o ften

unclear and there were frequently long lapses bet:ween visits to the field by
regional and central administrators.
7.96
The general position of Indians in Brazilian society, particularly
in a fluid and rapidly developing region such as the Northwesc, is also a very
relevant and important consideration in assessing che results of POLONOROESTE's
Amerindian prot:ection component.
Tribal pe op Le s in Brazil are a small,
discriminated minority, who, in praccice, possess l:.mited political right:s. Evari
though they are formally prot:ected by both the federal Constitution and ordinary
legislation, enforcement of these laws is oft:en problematic.
ln general, the
political economy of Brazilian frontier development, about which more will be
said in subsequent chapters, is such that rules creat:ed in more developed and
stable parts of the country are frequently suspended ~r ignored in peripheral
regions.
7.97
Tile prevailing socio-political climate on the frontier, in short,
favors staking claims, "mining" natural resources, 74 including soils and water
as well as minerals and timber, and reaping profits as quickly as possible.
Furthermore, the elements of frontier society that are in closest contact with
the indigenous population -- loggers, prospect:ors, squatters, speculators and
adventurers of many sorts - - are normally those least prepared or inclined either
to honor the law or to comprehend the delicate situation of Amerindian
c ommuna t a.e s ,
Amazonian Indians, moreover, are oft:en vieweci by these groups
primarily as obstacles to increased access to land and other natural resources
7s
on the frontier.
The fact that Indian reserves also frequently occupy very
For a more systematic and detailed discussion of the importance of
natural resource hmining" in the contemporary frontier occupation process in
Amazonia, see Robert Schneider, Brazil - An Economic Analysis of Environmental
Problems in the Amazon, World Bank, Report No. 9014-BR, .October 30, 1990 (yellow
cover).
1,

The situation of non-Amerindian traditional populations in parts of
Amazonia, including rubber tappers, Brazilnut gatherers and small subsistence
farmers and fishermen, among others, is largely similar. As a result, during
the course of rapid frontier occupation, they too are often adversely affected
by migrant settlers, ranchers, prospectors and other extract:ive industries. The
well-publicized conflicts between large ranchers and rubber t appe r s in the
neighboring state of Acre, which resulted in the assassination of the rural labor
leader Chico Mendes in December 1988, are a clear example of this.
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large areas, especially in lighc of the comparatively small size of ~he tribal
76
populations involved, serves only to heighten this perception.
7.98
On the other side of che ledger, che State, which is weak in much
of the rest of che country, is particularly weak on the frontier. ~ithin the
federal public sector, Ln tum,
FUNAI is a chronical_ly underfunded,
often
forgocten part of the bureaucracy that has rarely actracted a high calibre of
administrators.
In view of t!lese circumstances, í t is, índeed, ·..;orthy of
considerable note that approximately one-quarter of the land area of Rondonia
has been legally reserved for the exclusive use of Amerindians, even chough the
long-run security of these areas remains very much an open question.
7.99
Finally, several important lessons can be drawn from the experience
with POLONOROESTE's Amerindian Special Project. These include the following:
(i)

The Bank's emphasis on legalizing the land base oy stressing
the demarcation of Indian land has helped to create a legacy
for the Amerindians inche Northwest region for many years to
come.

(ii)

Futura projects, however, need to place greater emphasis on
securing the legal reservations through regular maintenance
of boundaries and improved monitoring and enforcement. Where
possible, artificial boundaries should be planted with marker
species to make them clearer and more permanent. Protection
programs, moreover, should encourage Amerindian populations
to assume direct responsibility for full utilization of their
respective reserve areas, as well as for the permanent
monitoring of all reserve boundaries. Indians should likewise
be encouraged to explore sustainable economic activities in
the entirety of their reservations.

(iii)

r

(iv)

1'

needs to be greatly strengthened as an institution before
it can be relied upon to accept major responsibilities such
as those required under POLONOROESTE.
Among the many areas
that need to be reinforced are health care planning and service
delivery,
supervision
and
implementation,
personnel
recruitment, allocation and training, the monitoring of agency
activities, administrative and financial control and internal
communications.

FUNAI

Total responsibility for Amerindian affairs, moreover, should
not be lodged in a single agency.
Ideally, Amerindian
protection and support efforts would be coordinated by FUNAI,
but the responsibility for implementation should be shared by
agencies and/or NGOs specialized in public health, health care
delivery,
tropical
ecology,
agriculture
and livestock

An expression often heard on the Amazonian frontier, nso much land for
so few Indians" ("muita terra para pouco Indio"), is typical of this common
perception among land-hungry prospective settlers and other migrants.
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development,
education, community development anà other
relevant areas. wnerever possible, furthermore, there should
be increasing participation by the Indians themselves in the
planning, execution and monitoring of development proj ects that
affect them.
(v)

Amerindian legislation in Br'az í.L requires clarification. w1üle
the Bank cannot Lnce r f e r a in Brazil' s legal st:ructure, adequate
protection of Amerindians and Amerindian areas will require
innovacions in the country' s judicial structure and practices.
Under the 1988 Constitution, Amerindians now have the right
to represenc themselves in court or t:o be represenced by
counsel of their choosing. The Bank can support this in future
projects by providing the means for retaining effective legal
counsel on a consultant basis.

(vi)

FUNAI currently does not have a structure equal to the task
of promoting economic development in Amerindian communities.
íJhere possible, other agencies and NGOs should be encouraged
to work ín collaboration with FUNAI to further development
projects such as che corrunercializacionof foresc produccs (eg.
latex production, Brazilnut gathering, etc.) when these are
desired by the Indians themselves.

(vii)

Nor does FUNAI present:ly have a staff or structure adequate
to the task of promoting primary education in Amazonian
Amerindian communities.
As in the case of health care and
economic development, the Bank should encourage FUNAI to work
with other agencies and NGOs to promete educational activities.
At present, there are no viable suggestions for developing this
activity. In the long run, however, literacy and numeracy are
fundamental if Amerindians are to break the tradicional cycle
of dependency and exploitatíon.

D. Conclusion
7 .100
Several general conclusions can be drawn on the basis of the
experience with POLONOROESTE' s environmental and Amerindian protection components
reviewed in this chapter.
First of all, these efforts were only partially
(Amerindian) or ma.rginally (environmental) successful at best.
The physical
enviro"nm.ental protection measures taken in connection with the program can ,
perhaps, best be characterized as ncoo little, too late," while, despite the
significant efforts on the part of the Bank to guarantee the prot:ection of
Amerindian areas in the Northwest, the long-run sustainabilicy of these reserves,
as well as the prese:rvation of the natural environment in the region more
generally, will ultimately depend on political and economic forces over which
the Bank has very little, if any, effective control.
7.101
A related finding is that, by the time of the Bank's mid-term review
of the program in 1984 and the subsequent suspension of loan disbursements in
1985, it was already too late to reverse or even substantially alter the
demographic
and
socio-economic
tendencie·s
responsible
for
increasing
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environmental degradation and growing pressures on Amerindian reservations in
the area.
To have been more effective, the essential preconditions for che
successful implementation of POLONOROESTE's environmencal and .;merindian
proteccion activit:ies, especially institutional screngthening and political
commitmen~, should have been assured well in advance of the execution of the
program' a major infrastructural (especially highway) investments and the evo Lv í.ng
results, or nori- resul ts, of these measures should have been monitored :iore
closely from the outset.
In short, even though rnany o f the s t e p s taken Ln
response to the mid-term review were undoubtedly necessary, their delayed t:..=ti.ng
vis-a-vis
program
transport
investments
largely
condemned
them
~o
ineffect:iveness.
7. 102
More generally,
the unhappy experience wi t:h the program' s
environmental anci. Amerindian protection components po í.rrcs both to the very
significant difficulties associated with efforts to control population movements
and settlement pat:terns in froncier ragions, particularly in places such as
Rondonia and norchwestern Mato Grosso which are comparatively rich in natural
resources, and the very significant potential damage to the natural and human
environments that can result from the uncontrolled occupacion of large and
ecologically sensitive tropical areas which are also the home of vulnerable
t r í.ba.L peoples. ~Iot: least among the problems encouncered in atrcemp eLng to direcc
rural settlement and the economic occupation of such areas are the norl!lally very
weak and incipient iristitutional capabilities in the (especially local) public
sector for dealing with these processes and, more fundamentally, the near total
absence of political and economic incentives to preserve or more rationally
utilize the physical environment. For the most part, the predominant focus of
both economic and political activity, especially as it affect:s natural r~source
use, on the Amazonian frontier is the maximization of short-run private gain
rather than the minimization of long-term social and environmental costs. In
light of the experience under POLONOROESTE, moreover, to expect it to be
otherwise represent:s an inadequate understanding of the underlying complexity
and dynamics of the frontier expansion process in concemporary Brazil.
7 .103 .
Finally, while it can be argued that: there is líkely to be a tendency
for frontier areas such as Northwest Brazil to "mature" over time into
economically, politically and institutionally more stable and less predatory
societies from the standpoint of natural resource use, this scenario presupposes
that enough of the original regional resource base will remain after the initial
occupation has run its course to support such activity on a long-term sustainable
basis. In short, it implies that the underlying ecological carrying capacity
of the area has not been degraded, "mined" ar depleted to such an extent that:
sustainable development is no longer physically possible, or is possible only
at increasing, and eventually prohíbítive, costs given available production
technologies and evolving local and extra-local market conditions.
These
considerations will be further explored in the next three chapters which will
examine POLONOROESTE' s principal non-Amerindian human and physical environmental
consequences and assess the adequacy of its design and executíon in light of
these impacts, respectively.
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VIII.

HUM.õ..N ENVIRONMENTAL I~PACTS

A. Introduction
8. 01
The road investments associated with POLONOROESTE, ;:;y s haz p Ly
reducing transport costs and greatly increasing accessibili::7 to anci ~i::~in t~e
region, strongly reinforced existing tendencies for migracion to arid ·..;i :::i.in cr.e
Northwest.
Internal migration, in tum, resulted in an incensification of the
progressive •· but largely predatory -- occupation of the area, inche ?rocess
contributing to the accelerated deterioration of its natural environmenc. The
present cha~ter will examine the recent evolution and origins of migration to
and its general impact an the (non-Amerindian) human environmenc í.n t he
Northwest.
Of particular concern will be the effect of increased populatio~
inflows on rural development - - including both agriculcure and r anch í.ng - extractive accivities, urbanization
and public health.
The principal
consequences of stepped-up migracíon and rural settlemenc on t:-.e ~::.ys í.c a ,
environment, in tum, will be examined in the next chapter.
In boch chaP.ters.
however, the focus will be primarily on. Rondonia where che bulk of POLONOROESTE' s
investments were made and where the program and related influences have had trie r
most: significant environmencal impacts to date. _L
í

B. Migration and Population Growth
8.02
Even before the Bank-Borrower discussions inche late 1970's that
led to the creation of POLONOROESTE, migration to the Nort~west from souchcentral Brazil was on the rise. By 1980, the ratio of migrancs to the residenc
population bom in Rondonia was already the highest in the country. The flows
of prospective settlers to the Northwest prior to 1980 have been descríbed in
Chapter III above. The objective of the present section, in turn, is to survey
the impact of POLONOROESTE and associated developments on regional populatio~
movemencs during the 1980's.
8. 03
Fortunately, the major trends in terms of populacion flows to
Rondonia over the past two decades can be readily identified since migration
estímates are available for this part of Brazil on a yearly basis. For the Mato
Grosso portion of the program region, on the other hand, until the results of
the 1990 Demographic Census become available, the principal evidence concerning
posc-1980 population movements must be drawn from the 1985 Agricultural Census.
The reductions in the number of farm units and the size of the rural labor force
documented by this latter source (see Table 15 above) suggest that the Mato
Grosso subregion absorbed relatively few new migrants during the 1980-85 period. z

The program's impact on the Mato Grosso porcion of the Northwes~ region,
moreover, has already been discussed in Chapter VI above.
l
As indicated in Table 15, the number of rural establishments inche Maco
Grosso part of the program region declined ac an annual rate of 4.4% between 1980
and 1985, while the farm labor force decreased at an average rate of 5.3% per
year over the same period.
The number of establishments and the síze of che

r:
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In sharp contrast to the experience in Rondonia, ~~ fact, the Mato Grosso pare
of the program region appears to have witnessed a net loss of rural population
during the program implementation period due ta suostantial oucmigrat~on.
8. 04
Toe annual migratian data provided. by SIMI ( ie. che Migran::
Information System set up by the Ministry of the I~terior) for Rondonia, in curn,
have peculiar characteristics, ~hich are discusseà in the next paragraph, anâ
cannot be taken simply at face value. S tarting Ln the m d- 1970' s, SI!E sathereé
information on people passing through migrant assistance centers and o che r
checkpoints in various parts of Brazil. Even prior to this time in the case of
3
Rondonia, migration data were collected by INCRA ata checkpoint in Vilhena.
This operation was later expanded by the Ministry of Interior which added other
checkpoints to the program.
í

8.05
As revealed in Table 17 below, annual migration f~ows te Rondoni~
varied considerably over the past decade anda haif, largely as a resul~ of real
differences in che number of arrivals, alt:hough changing enumerat:ionprocedures ·
alsa played a role in the observed fluccuations.
should be observed, however,
that the SIMI data include only those migrants (or some portion thereof j) that
arrived in Rondonia by road through official checkpoints and, thus, exclude those
who entered the state by other means or at other points including those,
admittedly a small minority, who e.ame by boat or plane. More importantly, the
SIM! data do not differentiate between migrants and visitors, nor do chey
enumerate persons, including return migrants, travelling in the opposite
direction. Yith respect to the latter, it is likely that t:he number of people
coming to Rondonia to visit relatives and friends and later returning to their
places of origin increased substantially as the s í.z e of the local population grew
and interregional communications improved, such that che extent of this bias in
the SIMI data has probably increased over time.

=t

8. 06
Even though the SIMI data have to be utilized wich some caucíon.
they, nevertheless, provide a useful indicacion of the overall trends.
Accordingly, i e c an be concluded from che daca presented in Table 17 thac
migration to Rondonia during the second half of the 1970's and the 1980's was
marked by several clearly differentiated stages.
The disincentive campa í.gn
carried out by federal and territorial authorities in the late 1970's appears
to have succeeded in reducing the flow of population to Rondonia in 1977 and
1978, while inauguration of the Teixeira administration in March 1979 is

rural labor force in the rest of the state, in comparison, increased at annual
rates of 6.8% and 2.4% respectively between 1980 and 1985.
3

Vilhena is the first town in Rondonia
crossing the border with Mato Grosso.

on the BR- 364 highway after

4

These included modifications in the working hours of checkpoint:
officials, alteration of the target populacion
to which the migration
questionnaire was directed and changes in the interview schedules.
5

Those arriving at Vilhena at night, for example, were noc surveyed during
the initial years covered by the SIMI data.
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associated
with the restoration
of migration
to its pre-1977
level.
The
attainment
of statehood in December 1981, the associated propaganda
campaign
carried out by the Teixeira government and the prospect: and subsequent r e a Lí.zv

of major transport and other imprpvements under POLONOROESTE, coupled with the
general economic crisis in Brazil in 1982-84, in turn, combined to generate an
increasing flow of migrants to Ronàonia during the early and middle 1980's.
8.07
More concrecely, reconstruction of the Gµiaba-Porto Velho highway.
together with expansion of the feeder road network, increased official suppor=
for rural development, a major export-oriented logging boom and the spread of
gold and cassiterite mining, attracted a greatly increased flow of migrants te
Rondonia after 1981 which appears to have reached its peak in 1986. Only in 1987
did the level of migration begin to abate, with the 1988 figure representing a
significant decline over those registered in immediately preceding years. Of
greatest importance for the presenc analysis, however, is that annual migration
to Rondonia more than tripled betveen 1982 and 1984, or precisely during che
initial phase of POLONOROESTE's implemencation, including che period when che
BR-364 road was paved.
Table 17
Migrants Arriving in Rondonia and their Principal States of Orígin. 1976-88
~

No. of
Migrants

1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988

20,000
6,000
11,500
21,479
28,320
30,072
48,851
92,723
153,327
151,621
165,899
103,654
51,950

Principal State of Origin
by Order of Import~n~e

PN,
PN,
PN,
PN,

MT
MT,
MT,
MT,
l'N, MT,

PN,
PN,
PN,
PN,
PN,

MT,
MT,
MT,
MT,
MT,

MS
MS

AM
MG

SP
SP
MG
MG
ES

MT, PN, ES

PN • Parana; MT - Mato Grosso; MS - Mato Grosso do Sul; AM •
Amazonas; MG - Minas Gerais; SP - Sao Paulo; ES - Espírito Santo
Source: For 1976-79, unpublished tables from INCRA and SIMI/MINT~R; for
1980-88, SEPLAN/Rondonia, Boletim de Migracoes, various years.
8.08
The high volume of population movement to Rondonia in the first half
of the 1980's observed in the SIMI data is corroborated by a mini-census carried
out by IBGE in 1985. According to this source, Rondonia had a population of
roughly 909,000 on July 1, 1985, revealing a total increase of 418,000 people

.,,;
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aft:er September 1, 1980.
As natural growth would have contributed a e La as t
70,000 individuals to the state's population over this incerval, net migratio~
was responsible for a maximum increase of some 340,000 people between Septemoer
1980 and July 1985. SIMI data for the sarne period indica te an influx of r ougn l y
410,000 migrants.
The discrepancy between the two figures can be largely
att:ributed to the fact that, ·..;hile the former rep:resents an estímace of net
in-migration, the latter is a count of "total" movement into the state which.
as mentioned in para. 8.05, :ails to take out· ar return mígration inca account.
8.09
Although no precise data are yet available on the present (ie. 1990)
population in Rondonia, a proj ection used by the Secret:ariat of Health Ln
September 1989 put the total at 1,570,000, of which 817,000 (or 52X) were urban
resídents and 753,000 (48%) were located in rural areas. These figures imply
an increase of more than 660,000 people between 1985 and 1989 which corresponds
co an annual growth rate of close to 15%.
Such h gh figures. however. are
inconsistent with IBGE' s 1985 mini-census which reveals that average annual
population growth between 1980-85, while elevated, was, nevertheless, lower than
that observed on a yearly basis during t~e 1970's. They are also inconsistenc
with the SIMI data presented above which suggest that a significant reduction
of migration flows has probably occurred since 1986. A more accurate population
estimate for Rondonia at the end of the 1980's, accordingly, is likely ta be in
the range of no more than 1.2 to 1.3 million.
í

,,......
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8 .10
Whatever the actual figure, it can be concluded that population
increased ver., rapidly in Rondonia during the 1980's, due primarily to the high
rates of in~migration in the early and middle parts of the decade which were
induced to a considerable extent by the implementatíon of POLONOROESTE. The data
in Table 17 further confirm that most of the migrants to Rondonia duríng the
1970's and 1980's came from che previous agricultural frontier states of Parana
and Mato Grosso. The table, however, also indicates the increasing importance
of the more urbanized southeastern states, particularly Sao Paulo, Minas Gerais
and Espírito Santo, in mígration to Rondonia after 1981, or at precisely the
time when these flows began to sharply accelerate. The period of r e Lac í.ve Ly
greatest participation of migrants from Sao Paulo in these flows (ie. 1983-84),
moreover, largely coincides with the height of the national recession which had
an especially serious impact on urban-industrial employment in that state.
C. Spontaneous Settlement and Rural Development
1. Impact on and Role of POLONOROESTE
8.11
The unprecedented movement of population into Rondonia during the
1980' s was probably, in and of itself, sufficient to keep POLONOROESTE from
achieving its general object:ive of promoting "harmonious" regional development.
As noted in Chapter V above, the magnitude of these flows was far larger than
the beneficiar., targets set: for the program which, as indicated in Chapter VI,
were only partially met. The relatively reduced number of proj ect: beneficiaries,
in tum, contrasts sharply with the significant growth in the number of farm
units and the size of the rural labor force (see Table 4 above and Table 18
below) occurring in Rondonia in the late 1970' s and early 1980' s.
As a
consequence, except through its roadbuilding components, at best, POLONOROESTE
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may have directly benefitted no more than a third of all rural sectlers arri•,i""g
in the state over the past two decades.
8 .12
The large number of families who had illegally occupied Land in rural
areas or were waiting in towns and cities to be awarded plots by INCRA. moreove'!:",
had already lent a chaotic nature to the sett:lement process in Rondonia e•:er1
before the initiacion o f POLONOROESTE.
As
a result:,
one o f the fede-::-al
government's main initiatives in the years just prior to the program entai:ed
an actempt to discourage migrancs from going to the region. The impact of ~~e
agricultural modernization process on small farmers and rural wage earners ~~
south-central Brazil, particularly Parana and Mato Grosso, nevertheless, produced
an increasing stream of migrants, many of whom were unwilling or unable to f~~d
sustenance in urban centers in their areas of origin.

8.13
The timing of POLONOROESTE's implementation, furthermore, coinciced
with one the most serious recessions in Brazil during the po sn-wax period.
Toget:her, these factors helped to transform Rondonia into a "promised land" ::ir
an increasing number of landless rnigrants and urban unemployed during the ear!.:r
and mid-1980's. Governor Teixeira's efforts to reinforce the state's image as
a new Eldorado through direct appeals to pot:ential migrants, furthermore, helped
to transform it into one of the few parts o f the countr_r that unequ í.voc a Ll.y
received large net rural migration inflows during the 1980's.
8.14
~ithin the Northwest, however, the action of speculators and the
presence of earlier "landowners," including rubber tappers, indigenous groups
and assorted "entrepreneurs," was already putting considerable pressure on the
available land by the early 1980' s.
Only the first official colonizat:ion
projects, moreover, had, in fact, been located on highly fertile soils, while
the lack of infrast:ructure, the growing proliferation of malaria and violence
and the general absence of government services , wàs already resul ting Ln
increased settler turnover on the newly-occupied lots.
ln the face of such
obstacles, land-hungry mig;ants were increasingly forced to engage in
sharecropping, wage labor and tenant farming or to turn to the rapidly growing
urban areas for employment.
8 .15
Designed to resolve some of these problems, in practice POLONOROESTE
only exacerbated them, on the one hand by encouraging inc:reasing waves of
migration to the Northwest and on the other by facilitating the expansion of
extractive, as well as agricultural, activities in the region. As the 1980's
p~ogressed, the worsening economic situation in the Center-South and the real
or apparent availability of fertile land and other natural resources, togecher
with improved rural infrastructure and services, fuelled increasing movements
of population to rural areas, often well in advance of directed settlement
projects.
A boom mentality was nourished by prospeccs of obtaining quick
fortunes in logging activities, particularly the ext:raction and expo r c of
6
mahogany,
or in recently discovered garimpas (see the nexc section for
6

For a discussion of the "mahogany boom" in Rondonía and elsewhere in
Amazonia in the early 1980's, see John O. Browder, "Brazil's Exporc Promotion
Policy (1980-84): Impacts on the Amazon's Industrial Wood Sector," The Journal
of Developing Areas, No. 21, April 1987, pp. 285-304. According to thís article,

-
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additional details). The expansion of logging, ín tum, led ínevitably co the
illegal harvesting of commercial hardwoods in, and hence che physi~al invasion
pf, official reserve areas as described in the preceding chapter. ·
8.16
As another consequence of the extractíve boom, an increasing share
of migrants to the Northwest carne from urban areas. Many of these migrants were
absorbed in logging.and related activities ar went to the garimpas, ~hile ochers
found employment in commercial and service activities and still others s~elled
the ranks of rural settlers. 8 Since mosc of Rondonia's better soils had already
been largely appropriated, if not physícally occupied, by this ti~e, pressure
increased on areas of marginal agricul tural potencial, such as t:he Guapore
valley. Even though, with the important exception of Machadinha, POLONOROESTE
did not itself attempt to promote or support settlement in areas possessing
inferior soils, INCRA' s general policy in Rondonia appears to have been to attend
as many mígrants and rural squatters as possible, independently of the agronomic
conditions in the areas they were attempting to settle. The state government,
in tum, actively encouraged colonization in some areas, particularly the Guapore
valley, that were clearly inappropriate from che standpoint of sustainable
agricul=ural development.
8.17
As indicated in Chapter VI above, moreover, POLONOROESTE's package
of agricultural and social services was unevenly implemented, chereby hampering
achievement of the program's overall objectives .. This shortcoming sprang "from
a combination of planning errors, execution problems and contextual constraints,
many of which have already been described and others of which will be discussed
in Chapter X below. A case in point is the preferential treatment given to tree
crops in program design and their eventual destiny.

rhighly subsidized creditas part of the Brazilian government's export promotion
campaign and expansion of the rural roa.d network were the factors primarily
responsible for t:he rapid depletion of native mahogany stocks in Rondonia during
this period.
7

r:

According to Browder (ibid., pg. 291), for example, "three different
trading company logging contractors raided mahogany timber from the Guapore River
Biological Reserve, where logging is expressly prohibited by Brazilian federal
law. One lumber company went so far as to build a cattle ranch in the Reserve
.... The loggers had bulldozed and set fire to Indian hunting trails and ransacked
!ndian campsites .... The families of several ranch employees were resettled in
the Reserve, providing the company with a first line of defense against !ndian
attacks and a deceptive justificat:ion for its own illegal activit:ies in the
Reserve.
The ranch' s isolation in the Rondonian wilderness rendered these
activities impervious to the Government's haphazard enforcement effort.
The
Indians, who have undoubtedly lived in this Reserve for centuries, although never
contacced by FUNAI, have been continually victimized by marauding teams o f
corporace loggers, the beneficiarias of government export subsidies."

ª Haroldo da Gama Torres, "A Urbanizacao e o Migrante de Origem Urbana na
Amazonia," in Anais do VI Encontro Nacional de Estudos de Populacao, Olinda,
ABEP, 1988, Vol. 2, pp. 483-501.
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8 .18
To briefly recapitulat:e, the installation of perennial crops had been
recommended for both econamic and environmental reasons. Relatively high value
export crops such as cocoa and coffee were expecced to guarantee a reasonable
cash income for settlers once these crops matured.
Furthermore, dueto the
relative fragility of many of the soils in the region, tree crops were expected
to significantly reduce the fertility loss and erosion generally associated with
the installation of annual crops and pasture land in areas formerly covered with
tropical .forest.
Because o f the slow macurat:ion of invescments in perennial
crops, however, farmers required Long- term credi t ;;hich was expec ted to be
provided in parallel to POLONOROESTE by official credit institutions.
8 .19
Toe size of the demand for such credit would have made this a
selective policy in any event. Given the general shortage of official financial
resources during the recession of the early and mid-1980's, however, in practice
most small farmers were forced to largely rely on environmencally more damaging
annual crops.
!n addition to the shortage of credit, the inadequace ~nitial
reading oi soil conditions by prograrn planners, declining internacional commadity
príces, the considerably greater distance to markecs when compared with acher
9
producing areas in Brazil
and cheir susceptibility to diseases resulted in
t:ree crops, especially cocoa, becoming economically less feasible for small
farmers than originally anticipated in Rondonia. :'he rapidly increasing local
demand for food crops in response to the logging, prospecting anà related urban
"booms" in the st:at:e was undoubtedly also a major factor in ~he more rapid
expansion of annual than perennial crops during the latter half of 1980' s. These
tendencies will be further examined below.
S. 20
In synthesis, massive mígration flows to Rondonia made it exceedingly
difficult to implement POLONOROESTE's complex settlement schemes which, under
the best of circumstances, could have directly benefitted no more than perhaps
a third of all rural migrants to the region. Indiscriminate rural settlement,
land speculation and violence, camplicated by INCRA' s land policies which
recognized clearing of the forest as a legitimate way of staking claim co land
title, further aggravated the situation. Toe presence of lower fertility soils.
together with a high and rising incidence of malaria, persist:ent t r anspo r t
difficulties as distances increased from the main highways and other factors,
all ultimately contributed to the reduced feasibility of the program's planned
settlement schemes.
2. Recent Rural Development Tendencies
8. 21
The significant dynamism and principal characteristics of rural
development in Rondonia during the first half of the 1980's can be illustrated
empirically with reference to the preliminary results of the 1985 Agricult:ural
Census.
Table 18 presents data on the evolution of total population, rural
establishments, farm labor force, the total area in rural establishments, :he
total area in crops and in perennial and annual crops respectively, the cattle
population and tractors in Rondonia between 1980 and 1985.
It also indicaces
the percentage share of the growth experienced by each of these varíables over
9

Sao Paulo, Minas Gerais, Espírito Santo and Parana in the case of coffee
and Bahia in the case of cocoa.

-
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the 1970-85 period that occurred between 1980 and 1985.
This latter set of
figures clearly highlights the im?ortance of the post-1980 period with respect
to the very substancial expansion of population and ãgricultural
and ranching
activity occurring in Rondonia since 1970.
8.22

The figures

in Table

18 reveal

that more than half of the growth

in

total population occurring in Rondonia between 1970 and 1985 took place after
1980, as did 40I or more of the growth in the number of rural establishments,
the rural labor force, the area planted in annual crops and the numbez' o f
tractors. The relative expansion of the cattle population (or the phenowenon
known in Brazil as "pecuarizacao") was even more dramatic during this period,
since nearly 70% of the total increment observed between 1970 and 1985 occurred
after 1980. The principal reasons for this tendency will be discussed later in
this report, but one factor undoubtedly was the greatly improved transport
linkage between Rondonia and Mato Grosso and points further south and east as
a result of the pavement of the Cuiaba-Porto Velho highway. More recenc data
indicate. that the tendency for rapid pecuarizacao has continued at least through
1987, at which time the total cactle population was estimated to exceed one
million.
In this connection, moreover, it is significant that the largest
increment: in the livestock populat:ion during the 1980-1987 period occurreà
precisely between 1982 and 1984, when, according to official data, che amounc
of cattle in Rondonia doubled from roughly 347,000 to 694,000 heads.
Table 18
Evolution of Rural Development Tendencies in Rondonía, 1970-85
Variable

1985

Total Population
Rural Establishments
Rural Labor Force
Tot. Area in Rural Estab. (ha)
Total Area in Crops (ha)
Area in Perennial Crops (ha)
Area in Annual Crops (ha)
Cattle
Tractors
Sourc:es:

491,000
48,371
176,934
5,223,631
373,431
170,178
203,253
251,419
570

909,000
81,582
325,086
6,090,471
539,126
223,800
315,326
768,411
1,007

1980-85/1970-85
52.3%
44.6%

48. 7~r.
19.4%
35.5%
25.3%
39.6%
69.4%

45.8%

IBGE, Anuario Estatístico do Brasil, 1989, and Agrícultural
Census, 1985 (Preliminary Synopsís)
•

8.23
It is also noteworthy that roughly 701 (or close to 23,000 units)
of the increment in the number of rural est:ablishments in Rondonia between 1980
and 1985 was accounted for by est:ablishments between 10 and 100 hectares, while
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those having 10 ha ar less (or roughly 10,500 unics) made up mosc io of the resc
of the total of more than 33,000 new establishments over t:he períod.
As a
result, the average size of rural establishmencs in the state decreased from 108
hectares in the former year to roughly 75 hectares in the latter. Despíce this
tendency, however. the approximately O.Si. of all units having 1,000 hectares or
more continued to occupy nearly 307. of the total land in farms and ranches in
1985, while the 28% of all establishmencs occupying 10 hectares or less accounced
for less than 2% of the area in farms and ranches. Establishments between 10
and 100 hectares, in turn, increased their participation from 417. to nearly 53%
of the total becween 1980 and 1985, while their snare of the area occupíed rase
from less than 23% to more than 33%.
These tendencies will be considered in
further detail in Chapter X.

3. Evolution of Ranching Activities

r

8.24
The Agricultural Census, in short, clearly reveals the importance
of boch directed and spontaneous rural secclemenc in Rondonia àuring che early
1980's. It likewise documents the comparacively greater dynamism of ranching
over farming activities and of annual crop production over that of perennial
crops. ~ith respect to cattle raising in particular, as Table 19 demonstraces,
both the relative share of rural establishments possessing at least some cattle
and the average amount of cattle per establishment increased for virtually all
farm/ranch size classes in Rondonia between 1980 and 1985, thus indicating that
pecuarizacao was a widespread phenomenon in the state.
Table 19
Relative Importance of Ranching Activitv in Rondonía, 1980-85
% of Units Raising Cattle

Average Number of Cattle Per. Unit

Size Class

lill.

ill2

10-100 ha
100 · l , 000 ha ·
1,000-10,000 ha
> 10,000 ha

5.4
21.5
23.5
46.6
95.8

12. 7
33.2
46.6
68.5
93.1

4, 7
13.8
27.5
239.0
1,178.4

6.4
17.0
42.5
435.4
2,536.7

Total

18.4

30.2

28.2

30.2

< 10 ha

r

1980

1980

•

Source: IBGE, Agricultural Census, 1985 (Preliminary Synopsis)

r:

10

r

While the number of rural establishments between 100 and 10,000 ha
decreased by a total of more than 450 between 1980 and 1985, the number of very
large establishments (ie. those over 10,000 ha) actually increased by more than
20%, from 24 to 29, during this period.
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8.25
More concretely, the number of rural establishmencs possessing some
cattle in Rondonia increased from less than 19% in 1980 to more than 20% in 1985,
11
or by more than 15,700 units,
while the average number of cattle per
establishment also increased slightly, from 28 to 30 heads, over ~~e perioà.
What is of particular interest, however, is thac: even in the very smallest
establishments (ie. those occupying less than 10 ha), both the percentage of
uníts possessing some cattle and the average number of heads per es~ablishmenc
increased during the first half of the 1980's. At the other extreme (ie. units
occupying more than 10,000 ha), the increase í.n the cactle population ·,,as
considerably more dramatic, as the average herd size more than doubled to over
2,500 heads between 1980 and 1985.
8. 26
Also as a result of these tendencies, establishmencs under 100
hectares increased their share of the total cattle population in Rondonia from
less than 25% to nearly 34% becween 1980 and 1985, while the largesc share
(roughly 40% of the tot:al in both years) continued to be accounceà for by
establisbments bet:ween 100 and 1,000 hectares. ln short, the expansion of c a t t Le
raísing activities in Rondonia during the early and mid-1980's occur~ed both on
small and medium-sized farms and on medium and large~sized ranches. u
This
suggests that ranching activity has been economically advantageous, although
perhaps for different: reasons, to both small and large producers in crie stace. :J
Given the reported additional increment of some 280,000 heads of cacile in the
state between 1985 and 1987, moreover, it is likely chat these tendencies have
continued and, perhaps, even accelerated during the latter pare of the decade.
4, Annual versus Perennial Crops
8.27
Agricultural output data for Rondonia reveal the very rapid growth
of cocoa production bet:ween 1980 and 1986, as well as its subsequenc decline.

u
Nearly 24,640 est:ablishmencs report:ed having at least some caccle in
1985, as compared with only on the arder of 8,900 in 1980.
12

In addition, roughly 36% of all cattle in the state in 1985 were in
herds of 50 heads or less, while 56% were in herds of 100 heads or less, thus
indicating that much of the livestock in Rondonia was in relatively s~ll herds
in that year. In contrast, 24% of the total cattle population was in herds of
500 heads or more, involving 137 different establishments, as compared with 25%
and 54 establishments in 1980, revealing that the number of large ranching
operations also increased significantly over the period.
One reason for the generalized expansion of ranching activities in
Rondonia and elsewhere in Amazonia during the 1980's, as described by Schneider
(op. cit.), has to do with the northward and northwestward advance of the
Brazilian livestock frontier, together with the rapid growth of urban markets
for meat and dairy products within the region over the past several decades.
Another important reason, which will be more fully described in the next chap ce r ,
conce:rns the importance of livestock in the "survival stJ:"ategies" of small
farmers in frontier areas such as Rondonia, especially in view of the limited
capacity of Amazonian ecosystems to sustain agricultural accivity per se over
time.

~~~~~~--

~~~
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Coffee production, in contrast, expanded more slowly during the early and mid1980's, but appears to have grown very rapidly toward the end of the decade.
Annual crop production, in tum, while expanding less dramatically than thac of
perennial crops during the first half of the 1980's, has, nevercheless,
grown
impressively and, in mosc cases, consistently increased both in terms of area

harvested and volume of output throughout the- decade.
In any case, jy 1987.
the total harvested area of the four major annual crops (444,000 ha) was more
than cwo anda half times larger than that of the cwo principal perennial crops
(172,000 ha). The relative share of coffee and cocoa in the total value of the
state's output of the six major annual and perennial crops, in tum, declineá
from 69X in 1985 to 45X in 1987, after having risen dramatically from 37X in
1980. 14
8.28
Using índex numbers, Table 20 illustrates the evolution of the area
hal:'Vested and physical volume of output for each of the six major annual anà
perennial crops in Rondonia for selected years over che period between 1980 aná
1989. ,s
For purposes of comparison, the evolucion of the cactle population
aver most of the sarne years is also presented. The cable confirms thac cocoa
production in Rondonia increased very substantially in terms of area harvested
and even more impressively in terras of output between 1980 and 1985, particularly
between 1984 and 1986. 16 This tendency reflects the maturation of trees that
were planted with the assistance of CEPl.AC during the latter half of the 1970's
and early 1980's. The table likewise shows the considerable decrease in cocoa
production between 1986 and 1989.
8.29
The growth of coffee output follows a different trajectory,
increasing far less rapidly than cocoa between 1980 and 1984, then oscillating
around the same level between 1984 and 1987 and increasing signíficantly in 198889. It should be observed, however, that the much higher rate of growch of the
area harvested in cocoa when compared with that in coffee during the early and
mid-1980's largely reflects the much smaller inicial base of the former (6,700
ha) relativa to the latter (24,700 ha) at the beginning of the decade.
ln
absolute terms, in fact, the total area harvested in coffee grew by an even
greater amount (roughly 39,100 ha) than that in cocoa (34,900 ha) betveen 1980
and 1985. Subsequently to. 1985, moreover, the area harvested in cocoa has fallen
in absolute, as well as relative, terms (to an estimated 38,400 ha in 1989 as
opposed to 41,600 ha in 1985), while that in coffee has reportedly increased very
substantially (from 63,900 ha to an estimated 133,600 ha) over the same period.
14

More specifically, cocoa's share of the total rose from only 4% in 1980
to 24X in 1985, then fell to 19% in 1987, while coffee's share increased from
33% in the formar year to nearly 45% in 1985, before declining to 26% in 1987.
1'

-

-

These data, collected by IBGE on an annual basis, are drawn from annex
tables in Volume II of a recent World Bank sector study entitled Brazil Agricultural Sector Review; Policies and Prospects, Report No.7798-BR, July 26,
1990.
16

As a result, Rondonia's share of the national total increased from less
than 1% in 1980 to nearly lOX in 1987. The state's share of national coffee
production, in tum, rose from 1.6% to 2.7% over the same period.

/"> .
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Table 20
Evolutíon of Perennial and Annual Croo Product:ion in Rondonia, l9J3Q::_88
C:ropnear

1980

1982

1984

1986

1987

1988

Coco a
Coffee

100
100

261
182

465
258

621
233

448
277

580
431

573
540

Rice
3eans
:1anioc
Com

100
100
100
100

103
236
127
129

111
293
147
172

146
322
133
172

125
264
149
170

142
400
160
232

138

Cocoa
Coffee

100
100

272
134

446
193

1264
166

1202
166

1348
220

1021

Rice
Beans
Manice
Gorn

100

106

100

339

140
426

100
100

142
128

102
425
159
149

é. Cattle

100

139

277

NA

1989*

A. Area Harvested

377

164
250

3. Phvsical Outpu~

*

r:

r:

120
330

137
177

148
162

142
557
162
225

353

420

NA

324

245

Preliminary escimates

Sources:
r>.

156
448

408

IBGE, as reported in IBRD Repare No. 7798-BR, July 1990, anà
Anuar_i_o_Estatistico do Br_asil, 1989.

8. 30
Among annual crops, the performance of beans is particularly
noteworthy, both in tarms of area harvested and the volume of output, while
manice and com have also registered important increments.
Like cocoa, the
relatively more rapid growth rate of beans is as much a reflection of the
comparatively small initial area planted (28,700 ha) in thj,s crop, as it is of
the subsequent increment in the area harvested (just under 80,000 ha bet:ween 1980
and 1989), which, in fact, was lower than the absolute increment of the area
harvested in corn (95,000 ha) in the state over the same period. The absolute
increments of the areas harvested in rice (41,000 ha) and manioc (12,000 ha)
bet:ween 1980 and 1989, in tum, we~e considerably smaller.
Table 20 also
confirms that the rate of growth of the cattle population in Rondonia between
1980 and 1987 was considerably higher than that of the area harvested and output
of each of the major agricultural commodities except cocoa. While data on the
expansion of pasture land per se are not presently available, it is likely that
the total area dedicated to this type of land use has increased roughly in
proportion to the size of the cattle population itself.
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8.31
The data on output and area harvested, finally, also permita rough
assessment of the evolution of crop yields over t~~e. For the six major crops
surveyed above, however, '..tith the exception of cocoa, where yields appear co have
improved, and coffee, for which they appear t:o have declined, during the 1980's,
no consistenc tendencies are evidenc. In comparison with the average yields of
these crops for Brazil as a whole, moreover, again no clear patterns emerge
except forrice and manice where yields in Rondonia during t:he 1980's cended co
be consistencly lower and consistently higher, respeccively, than chose in the
rest of the councry.
Corn yields in the scate were also slightly lower than
those regi.stered elsewhere in Brazil, while che comparative situation with
respect to cocoa, caffee and beans varied considerably over the decade.
5. Agricultural Production bv Farm Size
8.32
Yithout more specific information concerning agricultural output in
~he geographic subareas supported by POLONOROESTE, it is difficult to draw fírm
conclusions as to the program's role in anà ímoacc on the tendencies describeà
in the preceding paragraphs.
It is possíble to affirm, however, that much of
the growth in perennial crops, especially cocoa, observed during the first half
of the 1980's reflects investments maàe in the late 1970's and early 1980's and,
thus, prior to initiation of the program. The relative shortage of investment
credit for small farmers in colonization projects, moreover, suggests that much
of the increase in tree crop production witnessed during the 1980's may have
occurred either on settlement plots where such crops had already been introduced
before POLONOROESTE began or on larger farms not directly benefitted by the
program's agricultural support services, but which may have had independent
access to subsidized credit.
8.33
With respect to annual crops, in tum, a relevanc share of the total
incremental output in Rondonia was probably, indeed, generated by direct program
beneficiarias.
In the absence of more precise data, it is not possible to
determine the exact -- or even a~proxímate -- participation of such farmers in
the increased production observed duríng the decade.
Nor is it possible co
determine the share of the incremental agricultural output that occurred on
existing colonization plots, where most direct program beneficiaries were
situated, as opposed to new (including spontaneous) settlement plots, mQst of
which were not directly supported by the program.
Given the extent of the
spontaneous· occupation of rural areas in the stace during the l980's, however,
it is likely that a large -- quite possibly the predominant -- share of such
incremental production was, in fact, generated by farmers who did not directly
benefit from program agricultural support se~ces,
although many of these
producers undoubtedly benefitted from other.program investments, particularly
roads.
8. 34
Even t:hough in the present absence of PCRs for the cwo Banksupported agricultural developmenc projects in Rondonia, POLONOROESTE's impact
on farm output in the state musc remain largely a question for furcher empirical
investigation, Agricultural Census data on the distribution of annual and
perennial cropland by farm size in 1985 clearly suggest that the latter tended
to be relatively more importanc on larger est:ablishmencs. Toe Census also
reveals that, ~hile che share of all rural establishments planting annual crops

-

r
rr
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increased from 757. in 1980 to 797. in 1985, chat; producing perennial crops
decreased from 68% in the former year co 52% in the laccer. Expressed somewhat
differently, while the number of farms producing annual crops grew by more tha~
50% between 1980 and 1985, that producing tree crops increased by only 107.. ··
Table 21 further illustrates these cendenc í.e s by indicating the shaz e of
establishments producing annual or perennial crops, together with the average
area dedicated to each type of crop, by size class in Rondonia in 1985.
Table 21
Agricultural Production bv Farm Size in Rondonia, 1985
%

Size Glass

of Uni cs _ tha t P_~oduc e.

Annual Crops

< 10 ha

Perennial Crops

Average Area <ha) in
Annual Crops

Perennial C::-ops
3.1

10-100 ha
100-1,000 ha
1,000-10,000 ha
> 10,000 ha

74.2
83.1
74.3
45.2
48.3

50.0
54.2
50.2
30.6
41.4

3.1
4.8
6.8
61.4
131.8

8.2
57.6
187.8

Total

78.7

52.l

4.8

5.3

4. 9

Source: IBGE, Agricultural Census, 1985 (Preliminary Synopsis)

r>

r

8.35
The table reveals, more specifically, that, while for all size
classes, the share of establishments producing annual crops exceeded chac
producing perennial crops, the relative difference between the two areas was
comparatively greater for POLONOROESTE's target populacion of farmers occupying
units of 100 ha ar less. In short, while roughly 80% of all rural establishments
under 100 ha produced annual crops, only 53% produced tree crops. At the other
extreme, while 45% of all units over 1,000 ha produced annual crops, 31% also
produced perennial crops, including 41% of all units over 10,000 ha , The average
area in tree crops, moreover, was also considerably larger (188 ha) invery large
farms than that in annual crops (132 ha). Furthermore, while, 71% of the total
area planted in annual crops in Rondonia in 1985 was in establishments of 100
ha or under, 67% of that in perennials was in such establishments, suggesting
that larger establishments were, indeed, somewhac more specialized in tree crop
production than smaller ones.
8.36
The figures in Table 21 illustrate another key characteriscic of
rural development in Rondonia that merits commenc. This refers specifically to
che comparatively small amount of the total area occupied by rural establishments

r-

l7

In absolute terms, while the number of establishments producing
perennial crops in Rondonia increased from roughly 32,800 in 1980 co 36,300 in
1985, that producing annual crops grew from 42,500 in the former year to 64,200
in the latter.
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in the state that was dedicated to any agricultural production at: all i~ 1985.

In addition, the share of the total :arm/ranch area in agricultural production
sharply in relat:ive ce rms as the size of the rural establishment:
increases. Thus, while, on average, only 9.7 ha of the area in farms between
10 and 100 ha which had an average size of 33 ha in 1985, or roughly 29? of the
total, was in annual and perennial c r ops , 119 ha in units between l, 000 and
10,000 ha which occupied an average of 2,138 ha, or less than 6% of the total,
was in crop land. 18
The area not used for crop production in these
est:ablishment:s presumably consist:s primarily of eit:her active or abandoned
pasture land, including areas formerly plant:ed in annual crops, and, especially
in larger units, as yec uncleared, but not: necessarily unlogged, forest. Data
that would permit a better idea as to how non-farmed areas in rural
establishments in Rondonia were divided between pascure and other uses in 1985,
however, are not presently available.
decreases

8.37
It is likewise imparcant to note that the total area in c=ops in
farms of 10 ha and less in 1985, ~as not sígnificantly smaller than that: in units
between 10 and 100 ha ar even in those between 100 and 1,000 ha. !he labor input
coefficients (ie. the average number of persons occupied per escablishment:), in
tum, were also relatively similar, as.Table 22 demonstrates, while those on
larger est:ablishments (ie. those over 1,000 ha) ~ere, not surprisingly,
considerably higher. Table 22 also indicates, finally, t:hat both average labor
coefficients and the average areas in crops increased for all size classes of
rural establishments between 1980 and 1985, suggesting that agricultural activity
in Rondonia became somewhat moi:-e intensive,
as· well
as considerably
more
extensive,
during the first
half
of the 1980's.

Table 22
Evolution of Farm Labor and Crop Area by Size Class in Rondonia, 1980-85
Persons
S_ize___

Cl~

Occuoied

1980

per

Establíshment

1985

1980

1985

3.6
7.1
10.1

9.7

< 10 ha

2.9

3.0

10-100 ha
100-1,000 ha
1,000-10,000 ha
> 10,000 ha

3.6
4.2

4.2
4.6

8.3

10.7

12.1

48.9

3.7

Total

Crop Area per Establishment

4.0

48.4
72.4

7.7

(ha)

6.2

15.0
119.0
319.6
10.1

Source: IBGE, Agriçultural Census, 1985 (Preliminary Synopsis)

18

The corresponding figures for establishments between 100 and 1,000 ha
and over 10,000 ha, in tum, were approximately 11% and only 1% respectively.

~
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8. 38
Toe figures above a Ls o clearly reveal that labor inpucs and the
amou.nc of area in crops increased most significantly, both in absoiute and i~
relative t:erms, in the very largest: establishments between 1980 and 19 85,
suggesting that these were large-scale commercial farming, as well as ranching,
operations. 19 Toe axpans Lcn of production on these units, moreover, í.s probably
a direct reflection of improved inter•regional transporc as a result o f the
pavement of the Cuiaba-Port Velho highway and, thus, of POLONOROESTE, which
suggests that :nedium and large farmers and ranchers may ulti:n.ately have
benefitted from program infrastructure investments as much as, if not more than,
its intended small-farmer target population. Toe much smaller labor coefficiencs
for est:.a.blishments under 1,000 ha, and especially those under 100 ha, finally,
suggest that much of the employment: on these farms consists of family labor anà,
therefore, that the expansion of agricultural activity on units under 1,000 ha,
with the excepcion of those under 10 ha , in 1985, was, in
all likelihood.
conscrained in part by the availability of labor.
D. Extraccive Activities
8.39
As affirmed in para. 8.15 above, the major highway and feeder road
investments made in connection with POLONOROESTE, in addition to stimulating
rapid migration and thus hampering the orderly development of rural settlement
schemes, also generated largely unexpected consequences in terms of the exµansion
of economically profitable, but environmentally predatory, extraccive accivities
inmuch of the Northwest. More specifically, in addition to farming and ranching
activities, program-supported transport investments have facilitated the growth
of both large and small-scale mining, prospectíng and loggíng ventures.
8.40
Cassiterite (ie. tin oxide) marn.ng and lumbering activities in
particular have benefitted from improved road infrastruccure in the Northwest,
both by greatly improving their access to expanding markets in southern Brazil
or abroad and by opening up interior areas possessing substantial mineral and
timber reserves-within the region, especially Rondonia. The imporcance of the
road network for extractive activities is clearly suggested by one study or
logging activities in Rondonia which concludes that "the lumber industry is the
main supplier of out-bound business for long-haul truckers." io However, neither
the impact of road investments on regional mining and logging activities, nor
the impact of the latter on local urban development as described below, while
1'

Not surprisingly, the numher of tractors (as a
which was still.«:omparatively incipient in the region
increased rapidly (from 175 to 293) on establishments
and 1985. The number of tractors in farms between 100
increased substantially, from 224 to 428, while that
100 ha expanded from 151 to 296 over the same period.
20

proxy for mechanization,
in the latter year) also
over 100 ha between 1980
and 1,000, however, also
on establishments under

See John O. Browder, "Lumber Produc tion and Economic Deve lopment in the
Brazilian Amazon: Regional Trends anda Case Study," Journal of ~orld Forest
Resource Management, Vol. 4, 1989, pg. 10. The long-haul trucking industry, in
tum, is correctly described as the "life-line for most settlements in Rondonia,
conveying raw materials to the industrial Southeast and returning to the frontier
with vital manufactures."
t
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foreseeable, was adequately ancicipated or dimensioned ac the time POLONOROESTE
appraised.

was

,,-..

l. Mining and Prospectin~
8. 41
It is presently estimated nhaz well over 100,000 people may b e
2
direct:ly involveà in gold
and cassiterite prospecting at: presenc, Nhile at
leasc another 50,000 are employed in logging activi cies, in Rondonia alone. This
state possessed approximat:ely 557. and 10% of Brazil's measured cassiterite and
gold reserves, respectively, ín 1986, according to IBGE. Cassiterita production
from the Bom Futuro area near Ariquemes, which accounts for the vast majority
of the ore presently extracted in Rondonia, more specifically, was estimated to
be on t:he order of 48,000 tons in 1989, having a market value in southern Brazil,
where it is trans~orted by road for processing, of close to US$ 200 million.
About half of the revenue from cassiterite mining, moreover, is paid out to the
prospectors themselves and, thus, is at least pa r c i.a Ll.y reinj ected into the local
economy.

Even though similar figures on gold production are not available,
it is known that some 6,000 barges are currently engaged in the extraccion of
gold from the beds of the Madeira and Mamore Rivers between Porto Velho and
Guajara-Mirim. The value of the gold extracted from·this area, much of which
reportedly leaves the region illegally, 22 may be as hígh as US$ 1 billion per
year.
The corresponding figures for northwestern Mato Grosso are also
significant, since local sources estimate that as many as 50,000 people may be
involved in gold
and other
prospecting activities in POLONOROESTE's area of
.
n
influence in the state.
8.42

-

2. Timber Extraction
8. 43
According · to state forestry officials, finally, the number of
sawmills operating in Rondonia may presently exceed 1,500, whích compares with
one-tenth that number a decade earlier, while on the arder of 4 million cubic
meters of lumber are currently being processed in the state annually. Acco r d í.ng
to IBGE, approximately 3.6 million cubic meters were produced in Rondonia in

r

21

A recent study by Ministry of Realth estimates that there were on the
arder of 800,000 garimpeiros operating in Legal Amazonia in 1989, including some
60,0()11!) along the Madeira River in Rondonia alone. These figures are cited in
Schneider, op. cit., Annex IV, paras. 219 220.
4

22

It is estimated that 93. 3 tons of gold were produced by garirnpos in
Rondonia between 1980 and 1988, of which more than 80% was not officially
reported. Schneider, op. cit., Annex IV, Table 3.
13

Gold production in Mato Grosso as a whole appears to substantially
greater than that in Rondonia, as an escimated 222.5 tons were produced between
1980 and 1988 in the former state. As in Rondonia, however, most gold production
was by garimpeiros. while more than 80% of the total was not: officially reported.
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1987, accounting for roughly 5~ of total nacional timber production in that year. i4
This compares with less than 350,000 cubic meters in 1980 and 700,000 cubic
25
meters in 1982.
Some cwenty-five differenc species are current:ly being
commercially explaited in the state, largely for markets in southern Brazil or
within the region itself, following the collapse of an earlier mahogany export
boom after 1984. As indicated in the previous chapter and in para. 8.15 above,
moreover, this Lumbe r has been increasingly - - and illegally - - drawn from
biological and Amerindian reserves, over ~hich there appears to be very little
fiscal or environm.ental central. Similarly, there is virtually no reforestation
in the state.

E. Urbanization
1. Causes and Characteristics

26

3.44
As indicated above, large numoers of rural migrants were initially
attrac.ced to the Northwesc by t:he prospecc of obtaining inexpensive arid allegedly
fertile land, on the one hand , and in r e spons e to the rapid transfortnacions
occurring in traditional agricultural areas outside the region, on the other.
The combination of large investments ín transport infrastructure, agricultural
support and other services through POLONOROESTE, politicians' premises o f
unlimited opportunities and the rapid expansion of extractive activities,
however, later accelerated the movement of population to and within the region
during mueh of the 1980' s.
Even though rural areas were the preferred
destination of migrants to Rondonia in the 1970's, difficulties in obtaining,
working, retaining or living on the land, together with comparatively greater
economic returns in non-agricultural activities, forced or índuced a significant
share of all migrants to reside, at least temporarily, ín towns or cities. As
a consequence, a total of some 169,000 people, or roughly 45% of Rondonia's
incremental population, were added ta urban areas duríng the 1970's.
8.45
In the 1980's, in turn, t:he proportion of migrants co Rondonia having
urban origins increased significantly, both as a natural response to the rapià
growth of opportunities in local industry, commerce and services generated by
a booming, extractive-based, frontier economy, but also due to the high
unemployment rates resulting from che crisis in the Center-South, particularly
24

More generally, the North region accounted for 54% (24.6 million cubic
meters) of all reported log production in·Brazil in 1987, as compared wíth only
14% (4.5 million cubic meters) of chis total in 1975. These figures are drawn
from IBGE, Anuario Estatístico do Brasil, as reproduced in Schneider op. cit.,
Annex II, Table II-1.
" The index value for the growth of timber productíon in Rondor,
between
1980 and 1987, accordingly, was 1043, as compared with 1202 for coco~. 420 for
the cattle population and 330, 166 and 162 for beans, coffee and corn,
respectively (see Table 20 above).

For an excellent more general discussion of the causes
characteristics of recent urbanization in the Brazilian Amazon region,
Schneider, op. cit., Annex I.

and
see

-
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in the largest urban
it: "the perception

areas

such as Sao Paulo.

As one researcher

has expresseà

possible opportunicies in Ronàonia was as much of a
driving force a.mong unemployed professionals with college-level education as
among skilled and unskilled wage labor." 27 According to SIMI data, furthennore,
over half of all migrancs arríving in Rondonia in the early and mid-1980' s listeà
their places of originas urban, while it has been estimated chat more chan half
of the population increase in the state between 1980 and 1985 accrued to its
towns and cities. 28
of

8 .46
The growing number of migrants vho were initially unable to find lanà
or employmenc in agricultural activities, accordingly, has clearly been one major
source of urban growth in Rondonia since the mid-1970' s. More recently, however,
even though the dynamism of urban areas continues to reflect their concinued
role in providing temporary or seasonal employment for land-seeking rnigrants or
members of their families, an increasing share of urban growch appears to be
resulting directly from the significant multiplier effects that axnr ac c í.ve
activities have had on local urban economies, particularly in cerms of the
establishmenc and expansion of a broad range of processing industries anà
commercial and service activities.
8.47
Both gold and cassiterite prospecting operacions are highly capital
intensiva, entailing the use of large amounts of heavy earth-moving equiprnent,
trucks, barges, generators, pumps and, in the case of gold, even small airplanes,
often resulting in the creacion of substantíal local manufacturing (eg. barge
construction) and mechanical repair industries. Some 2,000 trucks and 15,000
people, for example, are reported to be directly employed in cassiterite mining
activities at Bom Futuro alone. Another 15,000 to 25,000 people may be occupied
indirectly (ie. in service activities) as a result of cassiterite prospecting
in Rondonia. A similar situation exists with respect to gold mining, but on an
even larger scale.
8.48
Less information is available in the aggregate with respect to the
direct and indirect employment irnpacts of the logging industry in Rondonia, but
these too are undoubtedly significant. 29 A study of the role of lumbering
27

John F. Yilson, Ariguernes: Settlement and Class in a Brazilian Frontíer
Town, Ph.D Dissertation, University of Florida, 1985, pg. 57.

r:
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George Martine, "Rondonia and the Fate of Small Producers," in David
Goodman and Anthony Hall, eds. , Toe Future of Amazonia: Destruction or
Sustainable Development, MacMillan Publishers, London, forthcoming.
u Browder ("Lumber Production," op. cit., pp. 4-5) notes, for examp Le ,
that the industrial wood sector is the single largest employer of skilled and
semi-skilled labor Ln all of the Amazonian states and territories except Amazonas
(due to the free aone in Manaus), accounting for about 26% of all secondary
sector employment in the region in 1983. In four of the region's administrative
subdivisions, moreover, wood production and processing accounted for more than
a quarter of the total value of industrial output in 1980, while in Rondonia the
output of the lumber industry represented more than 60% of total state industrial
product, excluding mineral extraction, in that year.
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actívity in one Rondonían town, Rolim de Moura found, however, chac •..;ood
consuming and servicing sectors employed roughly 47% of the local labor force
and provided 671 of total household incarne generated in the urban sector in 1985. ~ª
Direct linkages were observed between logging and such other local economic
activities as transport, construction, furniture making and fuelwood gatheri~g.
leading the study to conclude that lumber mills were the "industrial backbone
of Rondonia' s fledgling economy." n
In addition to building materials and
furniture, locally produced wooden bridges, fencing and ucility poles were of
particular importance for the local rural and urban economies. The transport
of wood-based products, both locally and to export markets outside che region,
also provided employment and income to a substantial share of che town' s
.
32
popu l at1.on.
8.49
In addition to the industries and services linked direccly to m~n1.ng
and logging ventures, a number of other urban-based service act:ivities have also
proliferated in connection with rapid rural settlement in the region.
Among
these are a major "heal th indust:ry" ( ie. phys ic ians, paramedical p e r sorme 1 ,
pharmacies, private clinics and hospitals, etc.) that has emerged primarily in
response to the spread of malaria and other tropical diseases. Similarly, che
full complement of ent:ert:ainment: services ( including boarding houses, b a r s ,
restaurants, brothels, etc.) that typically accompany potentially high income
extractive activities in Amazonian frontier areas have likewise emerged in the
region .

30

Ibid.
According to this study, Rolim de Moura was first settled in
1977 by a handful of pioneers from nearby Cacoal on the BR-364 highway. After
feeder roads had been opened from Cacoal and the neighboring town of Pimenta
Bueno, Rolim de Moura "burst into life," growing rapidly in size to S, 000
inhabitants by 1980 and to about 20,000 by 1984-85. This demographic growth was
paralleled by an increase in the number of sawm.ills from 10 in 1980 to 36 five
years later, whose total output expande9 from 12,860 cubic mecers in the former
year to over 135,000 cubic meters in 1985.
.
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Ibid., pg. 16 (emphasis OED). More specifically, in 1984-85, the lumber
and related industries in Rolim de Moura generated approximately 1,600 jobs, 551
of whi.ch were in activities other than lumber production per se (eg. transport,
construction, furniture).
32

According to Browder' s study (ibid., pg. 10), an estimated 511 truck
drivers were fully employed in the inter·regional transport of industrialized
wood products from Rolim de Moura in 1985, while another 32 drivers were engaged
full time in the local delivery of lumber and related goods. The value of these
transport services, in tum, ~as estimated to be some US$ 5.1 million in 1985,
as compared with an estimated cost of US$ 16.9 million for the production of
lumber itself.
More generally, it was estimated (pg. 16) that for every 100
cubic meters of industrial sawnwood produced in Rolim de Moura, nearly 1.2 jobs
were created, generating an annual wage bill of US$ 1,842 anda total value of
production of US$ 18,324 in five different sectors of the urban economy,
suggesting nthe significant degree to which economic eJq>ansion in Amazonia is
taking place in rapidly industrializing urban centers" (emphasis OED).
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8. 50
Frontier towns, including those in the Northwest:, moreover, no rmaa i.y
develop a wide variety of both recail and, as they increase in size, wholesale
commercial activities to support the local rural and urban populations. The same
applies with respecc to productive services such as fuel provision and vehicle
and equipment sale, maintenance and repair. Many of these activities. moreover,
are "protected by dist:ance" from similar ones located in other regional urban
centers, thus contributing directly to the proliferation of local service and
commercial enterprises in frontier areas, as does the need for small farmer
families to supplement their incarnes through some cype of off-farrn -- often
33
urban-based -- employment.
Finally, as the rural settlement projeccs anà
their urban nuclei (including the NUARs) grow over time, many of the latter have
been converted into the seats of municipal government or other local
administrative cencers, resulting in the installation and/or expansion of an
equally broad range of bureaucratic, judicial and other public services. All
of these tendencies have clearly characterized the urban growth process in the
~forthwest over the past decade, es-pecially in Rondonia.
2. Urban Envirorunental Problems

.-

8. 51
Even though POLONOROESTE attempted to expand and/or consolida te
urban-based support activities for rural settlers through the NUARs, neicher che
recent demographic explosion in the larger towns and cities ,. nor the key role
of urban growth and urban~based economic activity in regional development was
adequately anticipated ar taken into account in program planning and appraisal.
In short, the essential importance of urban development and of key rural-urban
linkages on the Northwest frontier were essentially ignored by POLONOROESTE's
designers and ex-ante evaluators both in Brazil and in the Bank.
The
intensification of urban growth associated with program-supported or induced
rural settlement and extractive activities since 1980, however, has led to a
significant increase in the dimensions, anda change in the nature of, urban
problems in the region. While the supply of power, water and sewage facilities,
solid waste disposal, health and educational services has always been precarious
in frontier towns, boom-time demands have greatly multiplied this problem.
8.52
As a result, most smaller Northwestern towns and cities, as well as
the rapidly growing poor peripheral neighborhoods of its larger urban centers
(eg. Porto Velho, Cuiaba, Ji-Parana), are presently lacking in basic urban
infrastructure and essential public services, as well as in adequate local
administration more generally, factors which directly contribuce to the
deteriorating sanitary conditions and associated public health problems
34
observable at the local level in the region.
Urban housing is similarly

r:
33

r:

Employment of the wives and children of agricultural settlers in small
town commercial activities, for example, is a common occurrence in Rondonia, as
in other Amazonian frontier areas, especially when colonizationplots are located
in relatively close proximity to, and/or when the farm family itself resides in,
a NUAR ar other urban center.
3~

r:

Poor urban sanitation and other environmental deficiencies, however,
were among the problems specifically examined by SEMA in the diagnostic studies
undertaken in Rondonia in 1985, on the basis of which a comprehensive set of
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inadequace in many parts of the Northwest. In addition to insufficient basic
sanitation services, especially sewage and solid wast:e collection, d spo s a l,
and/or treatment facilities, frequent:ly resulting in contamination of local wat:er
sources, a growing industrial pollution problem also exists in many urban areas
in the Northwest dueto the recent proliferation of sawmills and other primary
raw material processing activities.
í

8.53
As in other respects, however, official central of environmentally
damaging or pocentially damaging activities in urban centers, as well as che
provision of basic urban sanitation services, is presently inadequate in the
Northwest, particularly in Rondonia.
Future efforts to reduce environmental
degradation in the region, accordingly, should include specific attention to
urban, as well as rural, environmental protection needs, especially since much
of the future growth in che Cuiaba-Porto Velho corridor is likely to be
concencrated in urban areas. This has irnportant implications, moreover, í,n terms
of future public investment priorities in the region.

F. ,Public Health
r=.

8. 54
As described in previous chap ear s , a specific health proj ect was
designed as part of POLONOROESTE to intensify malaria control and strengthen
primary and secondary health care for rural populations living in the vicinity
of the NUARs through construction of health referral centers, training of rural
health workers and reinforcement of local health-related researcb capacity,
including specific studies on malaria. As a result of these activities, health
senices were, in face, expanded to reach about one-half of Rondonia' s previously
unserved population, while the malaria central component helped to avoid an even
greacer explosion of the disease. In addition, reductions in infant and maternal
deaths, as well as a lower incidence of immunopreventable diseases, were
reportedly observed during the project execution period. 35
8.55
On the whole, however, the advances registered ín the health sector
have tended to be limíted. With respect to malaria in particular, as not:ed in
Chapter VI above, increased migration, widespread spontaneous rural settlement
and the rapid expansion of prospecting activities, together with associated
changes in the physical environment, among other factors, have resulted in the
Northwest region prasently having one of the highest íncídences of this disease
in the world, as the number of reported cases of malaria in Rondonia rose from
some 59,000 in 1980 to nearly 280,000 in 1988 (see Table ll above).
In the
latter year, moreover, Rondonia accounted for almost half of all reportedmalaria
cases in Amazonia, which in tum, registered close to 95X of all suc~cases in

environmental guidelines subsequently proposed for t:he state. See SEMA, Programa
POLONOROESTE - Diretrizes Ambientais - la Etapa - Estado de Rondonia, Brasília,
1986, especíally Chapter XVI D. "Problemas Decorrentes da Urbanizacao em
Rondonia. n

-

" See the PCR for the health project (OED Report No. 8469, op. cit.) and
Wilson and Alicbusan, op. cit., pp. 14-15.
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and Porto Velho

cases recorded by municipalíties

individually

had the highest

anywhere in Brazil in 1986.

number

36

of ma l.az La

The high degree of spatial mobility of the Ainazonian populations
affected by malaria dueto permanent, seasonal and other kinds of migration co
and wit:hin the region, furtherroore, has been largely responsible ::or the
increasing transmission of the disease to people in other pares of the councry,
including many areas where it had previously been brought under control. ~ore
concretely, Rondonia, cogether with the stace of Para in Eascern Amazonia, has
been the principal source of this "backwar d flow" of migrants and maLa r í.a ,
Clearly, therefore, the public.health impacts of rural set~lement in Rondonia
ex~end well beyond the administrative boundaries of the region per se.

8.56

The current situation in Rondonia and elsewhere in Amaz on í.a has been
described in one recent World Bank document as one of "frontier tnalaria'' to
underscore the fact that the disease is pare of a "social condition associated
37
a Lraoat; universally with the historical process of Brazil' s expanding frontier."
Frontier malaria has specific characteristics related boch to the local (ie.
hUlllid tropical) physical environment and the nature of the affected populations
and settlements which make effective control extremely difficulc.
ln addition
to the geographic mobility of the regional population already mentioneà, chese
factors include: (i) high vector density resulting from the fact that
temperature, precipitation, humidity and vegetacion in the tropics favor
proliferation of the anopheles mosquito; (ii) the rapid and precarious settlement
of migrant populations, both in colonization and mineral prospectíng areas,
which at the same time increases their exposure to the vector and provides a
large "human reservoir of infection;" (iii)
a migrant: population that has
generally had no previous experience with the dísease and possesses reduceà
illlnlunity to it; and, (iv) the presence of various strains of malaria, some of
which are resistant to the drugs norrnally used for treatment.

8. 57

The incidence of malaria in new settlement areas, however, does tend
to improve over time. Deforestation leads to reduced exnosure to the malaria
vector, while the improvement of shelter and living conditions more generally,
due ín part to the selective retention of sectlers and better shelter and health
services pro.,,ide increased protection.
Reversals can , nevertheless, occur ,
particularly if major new settlements spring up nearby or if ~arimpeiros invade
the area. 3ª Although treatment for malaria in the Northwest has been reasonably
successful in preventing fatalities, moreover, it has been considerably less
suecessful in preventing reinfection and strengthening resistance to the disease.
As a result, even though mortality levels are generally low, morbidity is high
and many victims suffer multiple cases of malaria each year.
8.58

36

Report No. 7535-BR, op. cit.
Until 1989, when this distinction
apparently passed to even more reccnt prcspecting and rural settlemenc areas in
Roraima, Ariquemes was commonly referred to ín Brazil as "the malaria capical
of the world."
37

Ibid.

31

Wilson and Alícbusan, op. cit., pg. 13.

, para. 2 .11.
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8.59
As indicated in Chapter VI, furthermore, the disease can have very
important economic consequences for the affected populations, both on account
of the relatively high treatment costs involveà - - hence che booming local
"health industry" or, more precisely, "malaria ir.ciustry" mencioned above - - and
the amount of labor time and, thus, potencial income which is los e from
productive ac"Civity dueto whac are known colloqui-ally ín che regionas "malaría
days. '' Empirical studies of the economic Lmpac c oi malaria in new colonization
areas in Rondonia, including Machadinha, indicate, additionally, chat poor heal th
and disease tend to result in a "downward spiral of decapitalizacion" a.mong
settlers as treatment costs accumulate and erode both current income, which is
often low in any event during the early years of settlement, and frequencly the
limited capital assets of rural households as well, leading many families to
abandon the area altogether. 39
.,.....,

-

-

8.60
As concerns other public health problems and consequences, finally,
the extent to which POLONOROESTE was able co produce a lasting positive impact
on conditions in the region remains unclear.
Insufficienc resources for che
ope~ation and maintenance of health care facili=ies and equipment, a shortage
of trained personnel, low salaries and, above all, poor sanitary conditions in
many rural and urban areas have combined to reduce the program's overall health·
impact. In additíon to ma.Lar í.a , furthermore, many other serious health problems,
including leishmaniasis, schistosomiasis, tuberculosis, leprosy, diarrheal
diseases, intestinal parasites and injuries resulting from work-related accidents
and violence, persist in the area.
G. Conclusion
8. 61
Directly and indirect.ly, POLONOROESTE has contributed to a very
significant transformation of the human environment in Northwest Brazil over the
past decade. !mplement.ation of the program and other influences have led to
intense migration to the region, particularly Rondonia, as the stace was
increasingly seen as a new Eldorado by land-hungry migrants from other parts of
Brazil. Although altogether beyond the control of its formulators, moreover,
in retrospect it is clear that the timing of the program was unfortunate, since
its inception coincided with the most severe economic crisis of Brazil's postwar history up to that time. Ill-conceived state government propaganda campaigns
surrounding the program combined with major local logging and prospeccing booms
and growing unemployment in the Cencer-South to motivate increasing numbers of
urban dwellers, as well as rural migrants, to head for the Northwest. This
increased demographic pressure lies at the root of many of the adverse physical
environmental impacts that have come to be associated with POLONOROESTE.
8.62
The economic crisis of the early 1980's, in fact, jeopardized the
program' s execution in at least two important senses.
On the one hand, it
contributed as a "puah" factor to the intensification of migration ee the
Northwest after 1981, thereby substantially increasing the demand for land,
employment and· services Ln the region, while at the same time making it
considerably more difficult to "manage" or concrol the set~lement: process. On

--

39

Sawyer and Sawyer, op. cit .• sections 5 and 6.
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the other hand, it also led to a fiscal crisis, both ac the state and the federal
government levels, which sharply limited the financial, and, ultima.tely, the
human and institutional resources available to execute the program and supply
productive support and community services more generally.
8.63
The rural settlemenc process, moreover, had already been chaotic in
Rondonia prior co POLONOROESTE, even with much lower volumes of migration chan
those subsequem:ly experienced in ::~e 1980' s. However, in the face of coris can t Ly
growing population pressures, che program' s actempts to consolidate existing
colonization projects and to establish new ones met ~ith considerably greater
difficulties. ln addition, given che increasing prevalence of lower fertility
soils in the areas coming under new, directed and spontaneous, settlement, a
frequently hostile physical environment, the distance to major consumer markecs
outside the region and other problems, the feasibility of planned colonizacion
schemes was correspondingly reduced.
3.64
On the other hand, program cransport ínvescments, although incended
primarily to support small-farm.er agricultural development, simultaneousl:r
facilitated the expansion of both large-scale commercial farm.ing and ranching
and high value mining, prospecting and logging activities. As a consequence,
substantial areas were opened up for ranchíng, timber extraction and mining
ventures. Also as a result, towns and cities, as well as rural setclemencs have
grown rapidly in the region, particularly ín Rondonia, ín response to the swell
of migrants and to the very substantial linkages and other multiplier effects
generated by extractive activities.
Largely in response, an entire complement
of industrial. commercial and service activities is currently being provided in
regional urban centers. These, in tum, generate additional local employment,
income and demand for goods -- including agriculcural products -- and services,
many of which are produced ar provided locally.
8. 65
The intensity of regi.anal urban growth, which, although largely
foreseeable, was essentially ignored in POLONOROESTE's planning and appraisal,
has multiplied, in the ·process also magnifying the extent of local urban ··
including urban envirorunental - - prob lems.
Consequently, mos t towns in the
Northwest, as well as larger citíes such as Porto Velho, Cuiaba and Ji-Parana,
while outwardly quite prosperous,
are generally also lacking in basic
infrastructure and local services. especially in their often sizeable low-income
residential neighborhoods. Puhlic health, in particular, despite execution of
a specific Bank- supported proj ect: to deal wi th rural heal th concerns under
POLONOROESTE, continues problematic. The incidence of malaria remains extremely
high, but other diseases cypical of tropical areas characterized by rapid
settlement and poor sanitation also persist.
8.66
The POLONOROESTE program and associated faccors leading to rapid
migration to and increasing occupation of the Northwest, especially Rondonia,
in short, have had a major and by no means universally positive impacc on the
human environment, both rural and urban, in the region. Rapid migration and
rural settlement, together with
the recent proliferation of extractive
activities, have likewise had significant direct and indirect impacts on its
natural environment. The program's principal physical environmental impaccs,
not already examined in Chapter VII above, will be summarized in the following
chapter.
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IX. PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
A. Introduction
9. 01
At the time POLONOROESTE was appraised, Northwest Brazil was already
undergoing a process of rapid rural and urban settlement, accompanieà by land
clearing and increasíng contact wíth Amerindian populations. Most of the region,
however, remained in tropical forest and the program, as initially evaluated by
the Bank, proposed numerous measures intended to preserve important ecosystems
and protect native tribal comm.unities.
As discussed in the two immediately
preceding chapters, these environmental and Amerindian protection measures were
only partially implemented and often with considerable delays and local
resistance, while the volume and rate of migration, stimulated to a significanc
degree by the program's transport and rural development components, made ic
impossible to control or direct the occupation process and, hence, the use of
the region's natural resources. The result has been a massive assault on the
physical environment in the Northwest over the past decade for which POLONOROESTE
clearly bears much of the blame.
9.02
The present chapter will assess, in a general sense, the principal
physical envirorunental impacts of POLONOROESTE and of the larger regional
development process of which it was an essent.ial part: during the 1980' s.
Particular attention will be given to deforestation and the principal factors
associated with it, but changes in soil and water quality, the loss o f
biodiversity and possible effects on climate at the local, regional and global
levels will also be briefly described. In the following paragraphs, however,no
attetnpt will be made to assoe iate specific (ie. localized) change s in the natural
environment with specific actions taken in connection with POLONOROESTE. In this
sense, as was also the case with the previous chapter, the discussion should,
therefore, not be interpreted as an ex-post environmental impact assessmenc of
the program per se, but rather as a survey of the principal physical
environmental changes that have occurred in the region, particularly in Rondonia,
over the past decade in which POLONOROESTE has clearly played a major role. A
more micro-level environm.ental impact assessment of specific program investments
and activities, accordingly, should be undertaken as part of any more detailed
and systematic ex-post evaluation of the operation as a whole.

B. Deforestation

•

1. Extent of Deforestation
9. 03
The principal physical environment:al impact associated with the rapid
expans Lon of sporrcaneous and directed rural set1:lement and extractive activities
in the Northwest region, especially Rondonia, has been even more rapid and
territorially ex.tensive deforestation.
The degree to which clearing of the
forest in Rondonia, as in Amazonia as a whole, has occurred over the past two
âecades has caused intense debate both inside and outside Brazil. Conflicting
evidence provided by Landsat and AVHRR satellites has given rise to sharply
varying interpretations and, as a result, considerable confusion exists as to
the real extent and present rate of deforestation in the region.
Since the
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resolution of Landsat images is much more detailed than that of AVHRR • and since
the interpretat:ions based on Lands at; tend to show somewhat; lower rates of
deforestation, it would seem likely that some exaggeration concerning ~he actual
extent of this process to date may have occurred. 2
9.04
Be that as it may, the fact that deforestation in the :1orthwesc
region has been ext:remely rapid and excensive is beyond question.
Based on
existing studies, it can be estimaced that at least 46,000 square kilometers haà
been cleared in Rondonia by 1990, a figure which corresponds to 181 of the total
surface of the state and 22% of the area originally under forest cover. 3 This
compares with a substantially higher estima te of deforested area (58,000 sq. km. ,
corresponding to 24X of the state's territory) presented for Rondonia for 1988
in a recent World Bank publication. ~ M.ore importantly, it compares wi eh figures
of roughly 1,200, 7,600 and 28,000 square kilometers of forest area cleared in
the state in 1975, 1980 and 1985, respectively. 3
9.05
In all likelihood, the above figures substantially understate the
total area which has been affected (or "disturbed") through parcial / o r
"selective") deforestation by logging interests in Rondonia. This latter area
is estimated to be considerably larger than that which has thus far been totally
cleared by farmers and ranchers, perhaps corresponding to as much as 40 to 507.

Philip Fearnside, "Rondonia: Estradas que Levam a Devastacao," Ciencia
Hoje, Vol. 11, No. 61, January/February 1990, pp. 48-49.
2

Schneider, op. cit. (Execucive Summary, para. 3), also concludes that
"the public appears to have an exaggerated view of the rate of deforestation in
the Brazilian Amazon."
3

This figure is a linear extrapolation of an estimate for 1988 (41,521
km2) in a POLONOROESTE-sponsored study by Philip Feaniside entitled A Ocupacao
Humana de Rondonia: Impactos, Limites e Planejamento, op. cit., pg. 12.
See Dennis Mahar, Government Policies and Deforestation in Brazil's
Amazon Region, Washington, 1989.
It also compares with an estimate of 51,000
km2, corresponding to 21% of the state's territory, for 1987 by the Secretariat
of Planning (SEPlAN/RO) as indicated in Governo do Estado de Rondonia, Plano
Agropecuario e-i:"lorestal de Rondonia - PLANAFLORO, Porto Velho, 1989, pg. 20.
Interestingly, this document (pg. 17) describes the 1982-89 (ie. POLONOROESTE)
period as one in which "the inaptitude of part of the soils selected for rural
settlemencs, allied with institucional and administrative, as well as technical
factors, generated serious socio-economic-ecological conflicts. The region is
characterized worldwide as an area of drastic ecological disequilibrium."
Fearns ide, A Ocupacao .. , , op. ci t. , pg. 12.
According to the
Agricultural Census, the total area occupied by rural establishments in the state
in 1985 was on the arder of 61,000 km2, of which roughly 5,400 km2 was in crops
(approximately 2,200 km2 in perenn1al crops and 3,200 km2 in annual crops).
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of the area originally under forest cover in the state
and to an even larger
share of the total in the Mato Grosso portion of che POLONOROESTE region. wnile
less information is presently available for Mato Grosso than for Rondonia, ~
~otal
some 24,000 square kilometers, or roughly 21% of POLONOROESTE's area
~n the former state, had reporcedly been deforested by 1983, while local projec~
~echnical staff interviewed by the OED/SEPL\N mission in Octaber 1989 estimated
~hat only 15% of the area initially covered by nacive forest remained intacc.

of

9.06
One of the available sources, moreover, presents estimates of t~a
level of deforestation by municipality in Rondonia in 1987. This information,
reproduced in Table 23 below, reveals the existence of considerable variatíon
in the excenc of deforescacion in various pares of the state, generall:;
reflecting a combination of differential physical accessibility (íe. the
existence of and proximity to roads) and differing intensities of agricultural
and extractive occupation. According to this source, the municipalities havin~
~he highest percentage of their total areas cleared in 1987 included Rolim da
~oura, Presidente Mediei, Ouro Preto d'Oeste, Cacoal and Colorado d'Oeste, all
of which are located on or near the BR-364 highway and/or are officiai
7
colonization areas.
By contrast, mµnicipios in the Guapore valley such as
Costa Marques and Guajara-Mírim registered comparatively much lower leveis of
deforestation.
9.07
While these fifUres undoubtedly underestimate the actu.al extent of
defore~tation at present,
if, for no other reason, than because they do not
take into account the very significant additional land clearing that occurred
during 1988, they, nevertheless, clearly demonstrate that the municipalities
that have been subject to the most intensive rural settlement over the past t~o
decades have also been those most subject to deforestacion. This is especially
true for those municipios located along the Cuiaba-Porto Velho highway where
INCRA's initial rural settlement schemes were installed. A clear relationship,

6

For one recent study of the extent of "disturbed,'' as opposed to co caLl.y
deforested, area ín Amazonia, see J .P. Malingreau and C.P. Tucker, _"Large-scale
Deforestation in the Southeastern Amazon Basin of Brazil," Ambio, Vol. 17, No.
l, 1988, pp. 49-55.
7

,,,....
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According to the Agricultural Census, the municipalities having the
largest numbers of, and total area Ln , rural establishments in 1985 were
Ariquemes, Ouro Preto d'Oeste, Porto Velho, Cacoal, Presidente Mediei and Rolim
de Moura.
Several of the municípios which possessed the largest cattle
•populations in 1985 (ie. Ouro Preto d'Oeste, Cacoal, Ariquemes, Ji-Parana and
Pimenta Bueno, which together accounted for more than half of all the cattle in
the state) were the same as those having the largest number of farm units and/or
the largest amount of deforested areas.

ª According to this source, the total area cleared in Rondonia ín 1987 ~as
only on the order of 23,000 sq. km (or less than 10% of the total area of the
state), as compared with Fearnside's (A Ocupacao. ,., op. cit.,) estimate of
36,900 km for the same year.
This gives an additional idea of the range of
estimates that currently exists with respect to levels and, hence, rates of
deforestation in the region.
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accordingly, exists between rural sectlemenc -- Nnether primarily for smallscale farmfng or also for large-scale ranching pur?oses -- and deforescacion in
Rondonia.
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Table 23

.)

...,

Forest Clearin~ in Rondonía bv Municipal~c:-,, 1987

...,;

Cleared Areas, 1987

Municipality

Total Area
of the
Munici pali ty
(in ha)

Alta Floresta d'Oeste
Alvorada d'Oeste
Ariquemes
Cabixi
Cacoal
Cerejeiras
Colorado d'Oeste
Costa Marques
Espigao d'Oeste
Guajara-Mirim

Jaru
Ji-Parana
Machadinha
Nova Brasilandia d'Oeste
Ouro Preto d'Oeste
- Pimenta Bueno
Porto Velho
Presidente Mediei
Rolim de Moura
Santa Luzia d'Oeste
Sao Miguel do Guapore
Vila Nova do Mamore
Vilhena

990,000
255,000
1,382,590
180,000
480,000
1,040,000
520,000
1,705,000
460,000
2,535,000
1,070,000
625,000
1,250,000
185,000
640,000
1,175,000
5,456,810
200,000
295,000
170,000
1,090,000
950,000
1,620,000

Area
Gleared
(in ha.)
66,013
28,575
286,250
50,731
135,056
50,769
143,975
22,838
69,081
62,613
181,200
102,887
30,538

25,294
215,556
193,320

211,320
70,838
106,956

44,281
22,425
48,175
122,206

...;

...,

Percent of
Are a
Cleared

.,.1

1...,1
...,,,,
...,,,,

6.7
11.2
20.7
28.2
28.1

..,,,;

4. 9

....,

27.7

..,.;

1.3

...,,,,

15.0
2.6
16.9
15.7

.....,
...;

2.4

...,

13.7
33.7
16.5
3.9

...,

35.4
36.3
26.l

2.1
5.1
7.5

Source: IBDF, Alteracao da Cobertura Vegetal Natural do Estado de Rondonia
• Relatorio Tecnico, Brasilia, 1989 (mimeo)
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This relationship is even more dramatically demonstrated in sat;e :. · :.ce
photographs which clearly reveal the "fishbone" pattern of deforestation criar;
has occurred over the past decade in Rondonia following the trunk, feeder and
connecting road system installed in connection with directed and spontaneous
rural settlement.
See, for example, National Geographic Magazine, op . cit., and
Mahar, Goverrunent Policies, op. cit.
s
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9. 08
One recent. st.udy of the environment.al impacts of POLONOROESTE points
out, moreover, that the rate of deforestacion in the stat.e has been even more
rapid than that of population growth. to This tendency is attributed in pare to
the subdivision of lots by calonists, on the one hand, and by the substitution
of many of the original settlers by more recenc arrivals, on the other. Based
on empirical analysis of the land clearing process in Rondonia, the study finds
that the normal tendency is for colonists to deforest their lots most intensively
during the first six years of occupacion, after which time the rate of clearing
tends to proceed considerably more slowly. Whenever a lot is resold, however,
the new occupants tend to reinitiate the process of deforestation, in many
instances clearing land even more rapidly than their predecessors. u

r-

9.09
In addition, settlers are frequently motivated to sell their lots
in arder to take advantage of the increase in land values resulting from public
infrastructure investments, especially roads, which improve accessibility both
to local markets and to urban services. ~uch land occupation in frontier areas,
thus, appears to take p Laca at least in part for speculative reasons.
The
building or improvement of roads, thus, serves both directly, by opening up new
a~eas for settlement, and indirectly, by inducing rural land speculation, as a
stimulus for deforestation.
In the Amazonian frontier context, moreover, as
previously noted, land clearing has traditionally been considered by INCRA to
be a demonstration of "productive" occupation, thereby providing visible support
to squatters' claims to land ownership rights.
9.10
The OED/SEPLAN mission, finally, made a rough estimate of the amount
of forest tbat can still be legally cleared in Rondonia.
For this purpose,
those areas included in previously established official Amerindian Reserves
(48,000 km2), national parks and biological reserves (22,000 km2), plus those
areas in agricultural and ranching zones legally required to be maintained in
b Lock and other forest reserves (ie. 50% of the total area not included in
Amerindian or biological reserves, or roughly 69,000 km2) were subtracted from
the total forested land in the stat:e (208,000 km2).
On the basis of this
calculation, it was initially determined the total area that could legally be
deforested in Rondonia was on the arder of 69,000 square kilometers.
9.11
Of this total, as noted above, as much as 46,000 km2 have probably
already been cleared, leaving an area of no more than 23,000 square kilometers
for future legal deforestation.
However, since the recently (ie. September
1989) ratified state Constitution has established additional areas as extractive
and biological reserves, the actual area available for legal deforescation in
Rondonia is correspondingly smaller. Furthermore, to the extent that the area
already cleared in the state may be understated by the 46,000 km2 figure utilized
10

11

Fearnside, A Ocupacao ... , op. cit.

Ibid., pp. 18-19. Fearnside attributes this behavior to the fact that
many of the new settlers may have had less previous agricultural experience than
the original colonists, leading them to clear a larger area than strictly
necessary for the production of annual crops. An alternativa explanat:ion might
be the increasing tendency of rural settlers in R.ondonia to covert forest
directly into pasture land, as discussed in greater detail below.
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above, the amounc legally
12
reduced.

available

for deforest:ation would be even :urther

9.12
Whatever the actual figure, it is evident that the area available
for legal land clearing in Rondonia diminished rapidly over t:he past decade anà
t:hat if present trends continue, i t could totally dísappear over the nexc severa]:
years, in the process greatly í~creasing existing pressures on Amerindian anà
other reserves. 13 This t:endency and its underlying causes, therefore. should
be caken direccly into accounc inche preparacion of any future Bank lending
operations involving che rural sector in the scate.
In this connection, the
principal factors underlying deforestation in the Northwest can be briefly
summarized as follows.
2. Agricultural

Sec~lement and Environrnental Degradation

9.13
As indicaced in paras. 9.06-9.09 above, much of the recent
deforescation occurring in Norchwest: Brazil is closely associated ~ith t~e rapid
spread of directed and sponcaneous rural settlemenc. While the underlying causes
of this phenomenon have to be sought in the structural determinants thac have
led hundreds of thousands of migrants to seek their fortuna in the region, even
the more
immediate
relationships
between
agricultural
settlement:
and
environment:aldegradation in a cropical frontier area such as the Northwesc are
both complex and dynamic, ultimately involving a large number of individual
small-farmer land use decisions. Two recent studies have specifically exa.mined
some of these relationships in the case of Rondonia. 1•
9.14
According to· these studies, more concretely, in arder to underscand
the specific linkages between agrícultural production and nat:ural resource
12

Eleven thousand (11,000) square kilometers, not including the newly
established state extraccive and biological reserves, if one were to use Mahar's
(Governrnent Policies •.. , op. cit.) estimate of deforested area in Ronàonia in
1988, for example.
13

Even though the rate of deforestat:ion in Rondonia during 1989 appears
to have decreased over chat observed in previous years, this is likely to have
been due as much, íf not more, to favorable weather conditions, since che rainy
season lasted longer than usual, thereby reducing the period normally used by
settlers for forest clearing and burning, than to official inspect:ionand control
efforts which, in face, also increased. In any event, as reported in Chapcer
VII, substantial burning of both existing pasture land and newly cleared forest
areas was observed during the September-October 1989 OED/SEPLAN mission,
especially along the BR-429 highway, as well as within the Pacaas Novos Natíonal
Park and the Guapore Biological Reserve.
1•

See Fearnside, A Ocupacao ... , op. cit., and Stephen Vosti and William
Loker, "Some Environment:al and Health Aspects of Agricultural Settlemenc in the
Western Amazon Basin," paper presented at the Symposium on Environment:alAspects
of Agricultural Development, World Bank, Washington, October 1989. The latter
paper, more specifically, was largely based on extensive field work undertaken
in the Bank-supported Machadinho new settlement project.

,·
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utilization, on the one hand, and resource use and environmental degradation,
on the other, in c...~e western Amazonian frontier context, it is first necessary
to understand the incentives and constraints that determine local land use
patterns.
It is similarly necessary to recognize that aggregate land use
tendencies ultillta:cely reflect the micro level management of specific combinations
of production factors (land, labor, capital, etc.) by individual farmers.
ranchers and other actors on the frontier and that this, in tum, occurs ín
response to available, but often imperfect, information regarding existing agro~
ecological conditions, market opportunities and household demands, among ocher
factors. Furthermore, the initial agro-ecological conditions themselves change
over tillte as a resul.t of the actions of farmers and other groups (ie. ranchers,
miners, loggers, etc.) on the frontier, thereby adding another element of
complexity to this relationship.
9 .15
The deforestation resulting from such individual land use decisions,
moreover, typically occurs in several stages, independently of the tendency for
the substitution of settlers over time mentioned above. The description of this
process present:ed in one of the recent studies on Rondonia merits quot:ing
selectively at some lengch:

r:

r:

Newly arrived migrants face severe capital and labor
constraints, an often complete absence of logistical
and technical assistance anda general ignorance of the
inherent potenti4l of the abundant (but poor quality)
land at their disposal.
Farm households, which are
generally fragmented during the initial colonization
process, commonly arrive with sufficient stores of food
and liquid assets to survive approximately six months
·- somewhat less time than is required to harvest the
firse annual crop and years before any perennial crop
will bear fruit. This set of circumstances leads to the
immediate and rational decision to deforest as much land
as possible during the first drying season .... Once
dried, the forest is burned ... since in most cases the
residual ash is the only fertility•increasing additive
(natural or otherwise) the Amazon soils are ever likely
to receive .... Once the land is cleared and burned, the
firse phase of ecological degradation is complete·· the
forest is gone. If abandoned, something will grow up
in its place, but except in special cases the complex
ecology of the (primary) forest will not be regenerated.
The second phase of ecological degradation begins with
longer term land-use decisions .... Farmers (are) driven
to clear new land for their families' survival .... By and
large, initial crop planting decisions are dominated by
food consumption habits and the knowledge that properly
functioning ... regional markets are lacking.
Annual
crops of rice, beans, com and manioc occupy a majority
of land during the first two crop cycles .... The rapid
decline in soil fertilities associated with the
production of annual food crops prompts major changes
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in land-use scracegies (which 1 vary from extensive
planting of perennial tree crops to beef cactle
produccion, and choices depend ... on the input arid output
marketing mechanisms and policies supporting these
options.
One common strategy among colonists responding to rapid
declines in yields of annual crops is to take that land
and convert it to pasture, while concinuing to slash and
bum new (relatively fercile) land (as available) for
annual crops.
The laccer provide a shorc-run recurn
through the harvest and sale of crops, as well as
guaranceeing a food and seed supp Ly for the coming year.
The sownpasture serves a double funccion -- it provides
forage for cattle (if any are present) and also providas
physical proof of occupancy in an environment where
legal titles are rare and land disputes frequenc.
Ic
may also provide a source of income if the pasture is
rented to neighbors. Therefore, pasture is a valuad good
1,
in its own right, independent of cattle owne~ship.
3. Recent Land Use Tendencies
9.16
As indicated in Tables 4, 18 and 19 above, data drawn from the 1985
Agricultural Census bear out the fact that an increasing share of the total area
in farm escablishments in Rondonia has been converted either into annual crops
or to pasture land.
As described more fully in the previous chapter, these
figures reveal that che area in both annual and perennial crops has grown
dramatically in Rondonia since 1970, with the former continuing to predominate
over the latter in absolute terms, as has the nu.mber of cattle and thus,
necessarily, the land cleared and/or utilized for pasture. Accordingly, while
the area in perennial crops in Rondonia expanded from just over 12,000 hectares
in 1970 to 223,000 ha in 1985, thac in annual crops increased from some 32,000
ha in the former year to ~ver 315,000 in the lacter.
9.17
It is important to add in this connection, moreover, that the total
area which has been cleared atone time or another to plant annual crops in
Rondonia, as elsewhere on the Amazonian frontier, over the past two decades is
actually much larger than the figure presented above due to the widespread
practice of shifting cultivation in the region. As a result of this process,
areas which have lost their capacity to sustain annual crops after two to three
years are progressively substituted by nevly cleared areas. For the most part,
former annual crop land, as noted in the preceding section, is chen either used
as pascure or abandoned to second growth vegetation.
Thus, over a period of
several decades, the total land area which has been used for che cultivation of
rice, com and ocher annual crops is necessarily considerably larger than thac
under production at any one particular point intime such as a census year.

is

Vosti and Loke~. op. cit. pp. 4-6 (emphasis OED).
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9.18
From the standpoint of deforestation, accordingly, census figures
at five year intervals for land occupied in annual crops should, in fact, be
viewed cumulatively, rather than incrementally, as in the case of areas planted
in perennials. This i~ so, in part, because of the fundamental difference in
the nature of the two types of crops.
While tree crops require mucn longer
~acuration periods, but normally have much longer productive lives at the same
location, annual crops tend to exhaust soil fertílity mucn more rapidly and,
~hus, are shifted much more frequently to other locations.

r-

r-.

9.19
More generally, it reflects the fact that, on the Amazonian
frontíer, increases in annual crop production are obtained primarily by
physically relocating the areas under cultivation, either within the same farm
unit ar by setting up new establishments in previously unfarmed areas, and thus
by mining the nutrients in the soils, rather than using chemical fertilizers anà
ocher means to maintain ar enhance natural soil fertil:.=y.
This, í.n turn,
reflects the relative costs of land on the frontier -- which is comparacively
cheap - - versus those of productivity-enhancing fertilizers, herbicides and
pesticides, to whose initial production costs - - which tend to be e Leva ced
must also be added the cose of transportation from south-central Brazil.
9.20
Returning to the evolution of basic land use tendencies in Rondonia
over the 1970-85 period, the total area ·in rural establishments in the state
grew from 1.6 million ha (or 16,000 square kilometers) to nearly 6.1 million ha
(61,000 km2).
As highlighted in the preceding chapter, h9wever, che cattle
population expanded even more rapidly, from just over 23,QOO in 1970 to nearly
l.l million in 1987! Table 24 summarizes these various tendenci~s by in~icating
the average annual growth rates of. agricultural establishments, the total area
in such units and in annual, perennial and total crops, as well as of the farm
labor force and the cattle population, in Rondonia between 1970 and 1985 by
five-year subperiod.
Table 24
Annual Growth of Agrícultural and Ranchin~ Activíties in Rondonia, 1970-85 (Z)
Varia.ble

r:
,,-...

Rural Establishments
Total Farm Area
Total Crop Area
Tree Crop Area·
Annual Crop Area
Farm Labor
Cattle Population

1970-75

29.2
13.6
34.1
30.1
35.5
38.3
19.1

1975-80
13.7
11.1
14.1
30.0
6.6
11.2
35.3

1980-85
11.0
3.1
7.6
5.6

9.2
12.9
25.0

1970-85
17.7
9.2
18.1
21.4
16.4
20.2
26.3

Source: IBGE, Agricultural Census, 1985 (Preliminary Synopsis)
9.21
Of particular interest in these figures, in addition to the very
high magnitude of nearly all of the growth rates, and hence the dynamism of the
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processes involved, are: (i) the relatively nore ra?id expansion of annual chan
perennial crop areas between 1980·85, sha~ly reversing the tandency observeà
between 1975 and 1980 (ie. prior to POLONOROESTE); and (ii) the much more rapià
rate of grçwth of the cattle populat:ion than i:::.at of the number of rural
establishments, the total area in crops and t:he far.:n labor force after 1975 and
part:ícularly after 1980.
These dífferences, in shoz t , clearly suggesc cae
increasing importance o f temporary crops over ::ree crops and o f pascure
fonnation relative co agricultural land uses in Ronáonia, especially since 1980.

9. 22
As a result of these tendencies, not surprisingly, the average
number of cat:tle per rural establishment nearly tripled from 3.3 in 1970 to 9.4
in 1985, with the largest increment occurring between 1980 and 1985.
ln
contrast, the average amo~nt of land in both annual and perennial crops per
establishment decreased slightly over this period, while the average farm size
has also fallen significantly from 230 ha per unit in 1970 (ie. prior to the
official colonization schemes) to 75 ha per unit: in 1985, reflecting the
directed colonizat:ion effort, the parallel s~oncaneous occupation of rural areas
and t:he subsequent subdivision of many of ~~e original settlemenc plots.
4. Cattle Raising and Environmencal De~radation

9.23
Until late 1988, as mentioned in Chapter III above, large livestock
projects received substancial tax incentive and credit subsidies over a
prolonged period in extensive part:s of Legal Amazonia, particularly southeastern
Para and northeastern Mato Grosso. In most of POLONOROESTE's direct area of
influence, however, large-scale ranching has not received widespread support
from the fiscal incentiye program. Neve~t:heless, as indicated. above, the cattle
population has grown very rapidly in Rondonia over the past decade, in good
measure on small and medium·sized rural establishments.
Paradoxically, since
this was not one of its objectives, POLONOROESTE appears t:o have contributed
significantly, although inadvertently, to the sharp increase in pasture land and
cattle raising in the region in recent years. More specifically, by helping to
stímulate migration to an area with limited potencial for the long·term
development of market-oriented agriculture, but where land speculation ha s
proceeded apace with the inflow of migrants, the program has scimulated the
spread of pasture land over the past decade, largely for the reasons cited in
para. 9.15 above.
9.24
The striking increase in pasture land in Rondonia during the early
and mid-1980's was initially observed in field work undertaken by F!PE in 1984
as part of the on-going evaluation of POLOMOROESTE, while the sharp increase in
the cattle population has been confirmed by the 1985 Agricultural Census and
subsequent IBGE surveys. It is possible, moreover, that cattle raising ~er se
has grown less rapidly than pasture acreage. As in other parts of Amazonia, the
growth in pasture land in parts of the Northwest may, in face, be only loosely
correlated with the increase in cattle population.
In addition, it has been
est:imated that close to t:wo-thirds of the area used atone time or another as
pasture in Rondonia has subsequently become abandoned grass or scrubland (known
locally as capoeir~) . 16
16

CNtc. "Uso e Ocupacao do Solo em Rondonia,"

(undated mimeo)

pg. 43.
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9. 25
Much "pasture land," furthermore, may never have seen ca c cLe at; all.
There are several reasons for this. First, the term "pasture" is used loosely
on the frontier and includes much unutílized land. Thus, even caooeira (ie.
land that has been cleared for agricultural purposes and is subsequencly allowed
to become covered with second grawth vegetation) is often formally classified
as pasture. Secondly, as previously noced, deforestation, whether or not it is
followed by agricultural or ranching accivicies, has ge~erally been accepced as
physical proof of occupancy.
In practice, consequently, much clearing and
"pasture expansion" has been motivated by the latter.

9.26

,.

r

As suggested above, however, cattle raising may make considerable
economic sense for small fa:aners in a tropical froncier area such as Northwest
Brazil. New settlers who clear the land and plant annual crops frequently soon
discover that: the soil leses ~~s =ertility or chat markets =or ~heir
agricultural products are limited.
This, in turn, leads them to adopt
alternat:ive land use strategies, among whic:h cattle r aLs í.ng may be the most:
rewarding.

9.27
In this connection, more specifically, one recenc study suggescs
that, despite the relatively low productivity of grazing activities in terms of
weight gain in Rondonia, cattle raising serves "multiple objectives" from the
standpoint of the small farmer. 17 Cattle, like land, is a capital asset which
potentially represents an important "store of wealth" in a highly inflationary
economy.
In addition, it is a "readily-marketed high value
good" whose
"production" is comparatively undemanding in labor input terms. Furthermore,
it possess the distinct advantage of being able to transport itself to market
in a region where physical infrastructure is often precarious, at the same time
providing a source of milk, cheese and meat either for local sale ar on-farm
consump tion.
9.28
ln spite of its rationalíty for the rural settler, as already noted,
the spread of pasture land, whet:her for cattle ra i s i.ng o r primarily for
speculative purposes, is held by many observers to be the single most damaging
rural productive activity in tropical forest regions from an ecological
standpoint. ia the principal reasons for this view, with specific reference to
Rondonia, have been S'Ull!Illarized as follows:
Pastures ... usually degrade over time wit:h declining soil.
fertility and increasing weed pressure .... The low
inherent natural fertility of many of these soils is
raised dramatically by cutting and burning the forest.
The nutrients added to the soil quickly begin to decline
dueto leaching and other processes .... Over time (3-5
yea~s), nutrients in the soil continue to decline under
pasture, until the land is degraded, ie. nutrient levels
fall below even the low natural fertility under forest.
17

Vesti and Loker, op. cit., pg. 7.

11

See, for example, Goodland, "The Environmental Ranking ...

,n

op. cit.
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o f soil
:ertility
is exacerbated
by two other
factors
associated
vi th the use of land as pasture:
physical
damage to the soil
(com:paction)
caused
by
grazing
animals
and
suppz e s s í.on
of
successional
vegetation
caused
by farmers'
efforts
to combat weed
growth.
Compact:ion,
elimination
of pioneer
arboreal
vegetation
and declining
levels
of fertility
combine to
suppress
the
process
of
revegetation,
delaying
the
natural
soil
recovery
upon which successful
slash
and
19
bum f arming depends.
Loss

9.29

One cammonresult
of this process
is that,
over time, pasture
land
leses
i ts capac L ty to support
gr az ing ac ti vi ties
and is abandone d to s econd
growth vegetation,
a process
wh í.ch normally
results
in additional
fo~est
clearing
merely
t:o support
the ex í.sc í.ng cattle
stock
independently
of che
further
growth of chac stock
as such.
In this
cont:ext,
local
officials
in
Rondonia estimate
chat more than 60% o f the land utilized
for agricultural
purpoaas
Ln the s cane during
the 1970's
and early
to mid-1980's
may have
subsequently
been converted
into pasture.
Of thi~ subtotal,
in turn, perhaps
as much as half may already
have been abandoned or was never really
used.

9. 30
A frequent
result
of the progressive
abandonment of agricultural
and
pasture
land, moreover,
is the concentration
of land holdings,
together
with the
exodus of population
from former colonization
areas.
Both of these tendencies
can presently
be observed
in Rondonia.
Local sources
reported
to the OED/SEI'UN
mission
that
in older
colonization
proj ects
such as Ouro Preto
it
is not
uncommonto encouncer
individuais
who now possess
thirty
or more lots purchased
from neighbors
who abandoned
their
original
holdings
in favor
of potencial
opportunities
elsewhere,
often
including
prospecting
or some form of urban
employment.
The same process
has also affected
more recent
colonizat:ion
areas
such as Machadinha dueto
t:he poor quality
of local
soils
and the high incidence
20
of malaria
previously
mencioned.

19

Vosti
and Loker,
op. cit.,
pp. 8-9 (emphasis
OED).
These observers
conclude,
accordingly,
that,
"while cactle
raising
provides
an important
source
of security
and income in the uncertain
world of farming in the Amazon, it [also
leads]
to land
degradation,
undermining
the
sustainability
of the farming
system. n

°

2

Concentration
of the ownership
of colonization
lots,
moreover,
is not
inconsistent
wich the decreasing
average
size
of r.irnl
estnbl!.shments
cited
above, since
the Agricultural
Census considers
only the number of production
unit:s,
not who owns t:hem, thereby
ignoring
the commontendency
in Brazil,
and
especially
in frontier
areas
in the process
of consolidation,
for multiple
establishments
to be under the control
of a single
proprietor
or his immediate
family.
The 1985 figures,
furthermore,
obviously
do not capture
any farm size
distribution
tendencies
which may have occurred
since that date.

r:
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5. Logging, ~ining and Deforestation
9. 31
Logging ac t i.va ty a l sc cont:ributes to Lar ge r- scale deforestat:ion.
Even though loggers selectively "mine" the native forest . by removing chos e
species of greatest commercial value, this is frequently done in such a way that
much larger areas are affected. On the one hand, this oc cirr s' direct:ly through
careless or predatory logging practices wh ch result in the destruccion of
other vegetation in the immediate vicinity of the areas from which timber is
extracted. More importantly, it also occurs indirectly as the result of the
building of penetration roads into the virgin forest: by lumber interests in
arder to open up new areas for logging activities since these roads are often
also used by spont:aneous set:tlers for purposes of establishing agricultural
activities and/ar land claims. This frequently occurs, mareover, in areas where
the predominant soils are of insufficient quality to sustain agricultural
praduccion and/or at increasing discances from locai markets.
::1 Nart::-::,..est
Brazil, both of these tendencies have occurred and, as already noted, che latter
has directly contributed to the growing invasion of Ameríndian, bialogical and
ather reserves, leading to further illegal deforestation in these areas.
í

,.

9. 32
Selective logging, fur_thermore, while doing less direct damage to
the primary forest than clearcutting for agricultural ar ranching purposes, in
the absence of systematic reforestation, effectively converts a potentially
renewable resource (ie. commercial hardwoods such as mahogany) into a
non-renewable one in the localities affected. This.has imporcant implications
with respect to the long-run sustainability of logging and related activities,
which, as previously indicat~d, are also presently an important source of urban,
as well as rural, employment and income on the Northwest frontier. Thus, even
though the lumber industry, like mineral prospec ting, is a maj ar source of
economic dynamism in Rondonia at present, given the predatory practices
involved, this activity, in all likelihood, will largely, if not entirely, shift
to other frontier areas farther to the north and west within a decade ar two,
leaving little behind in the way of corrunercially valuable tímber (whose more
rational exploitation might continue to supplement che incarnes of small farmers
and Am.erindian groups in the future). There is considerable evídence that this
process ( ie. the exhaustion of commercially valuable tree species and the
associated "out-migration" of the logging industry) has, in fact, already
occurred in the areas around Caceres and Mirossol d'Oeste in the Mato Grosso
part of the POLONOROESTE region, where local informants reported to the
OED/.SEFLAN missíon that lumberin~ activity is presently considerably less
dynamic than it was a decade ago. 1
9. 33
Prospecting act:ivities, ín t:urn, especially cassiterit:e prospecting,
have also directly resulted in some deforestation in Rondonia, as well as
generating other types o f environmental damage which will be described more
fully below. In the Bom Futuro area, near Ariquemes, which was visited by t:he
OED/SEPLAN mission, the areas where cassiterite is found are initially cleared
of all vegetation, after which the ore is removed through the mechanical
excavation of large hales which may go as deep as 10 to 12 meters. The total
21

This fact probably also helps to explain the exodus af population from
the Mato Grosso portion of the program region over the past decade.
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affected by such accivity
is significant
and is accessed
by several
penetration roads that extend up to ten kilometers in lengch. At the ~ime of
the OED/SEPLJ\N visit, however, no effort was being made to restore vegecacion
that had been removed ar to otherwise limit envirorunental damage in t~e areas
being mined.
area

G. Soil Alterations
9.34
The basis for the suscainable utilization of soils as a renewable
natural resource is the maintenance of their physical, chemical and biological
properties. Under natural conditions, a tropical forest's ecosyscem presencs
high rates of photosynthetic and biomass production.
Unlike temperate zone
ecosystems, tropical forests maintain their nutrient capital in the vegecation
rather than in the soil. In effect, a layer of organic material, which ~equires
long periods of interaction bet:ween a wide variety of plane and animal species
to build up, covers the soils and the conscant decomposition of these materials
permits the recycling of nutrients. As a result, even ?Oor soils covered b:,
forescs in tropical areas can provide excellenc support for the àevelopment of
the biological system through the constant renovacion of essencial nucrients.
9. 35
Clearcutting of the forest, however, Lrrce r rup cs these s ens a t i.ve
nutrient-cycling mechanisms and causes the loss of fertility.
Clearcucting,
moreover, is almost inevitably followed by burning, which removes che physical
obstruction of the downed vegetation, while releasing plant nutrients into the
soil. Yithout the natural replenishment of nutrients and the natural control
of pests by the ecosystem, the soil tends to lose its fert~lity in a few years'
time unless sub-stantial investments are made in fertilizers an~ other
co-rrectives. Furthermore, pese and plane disease control becomes more· tax.ing
and coscly, particularly for more homogeneous crops and in larger fields.

9. 36
In addition to the depletion of soil fertility, the clearing of
forest:.s for the planting of annual crops and the subsequent conversion of
cropland into pasture frequently result in leaching and accelerate.d s o l,
erosion. Empirical research reveals that this is precisely what has occurred.
in Rondonia in recent years.
Through direct field observation in o Lde r
colonization areas near Ouro Preto, more specifically, it has been found that
erosion rates are nearly eleven times higher in planted pasture land than in
areas remaining in native forest. 22 Even areas planted in perennial crops such
as cocoa, as well as previously abandoned pasture lands lacer covered by second
growth vegetation, are subj ec t; to considerably greater erosion than similar
areas where the native forest has not been removed.
Due to the removal o f
vegetation, moreover, surface water run-off is considerably greater in pasture
lands than in areas of native forest, a factor directly associated with
increased erosion.
í

D. Loss of Biodiversity
9.37
Tropical forests are a virtual treasure trove of living things. At
least half (and probably much more) of all animal and plant species on che earch
Fearnside, A Ocupacao .. ,, op. cit., pp. 39-42.

rr,,.-..
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live Ln this complex int:erdependent ecosystem.
have observed:

23

As two world Bank ecologists

there are compelling economic, sciencific, aesthetic,
and echical reasons for preserving biological diversicy.
All of them are grounàed in the view that because
species extinct:ions are complecely
irreversible,
preserving biological diversity ke e p s open important
options for the future.
rThe ec.onomic justification for preserving biological
diversity is that many species of wild plants and
animals are undeveloped resources -- ~hat is, they have
significant economic potencial that is currently
undiscovered, undervalued, or underuc:.lized. 3iological
resources are essencial to human existence, and the
preservation of biological diversity is im-portanc to the
maintenance and improvemenc of agriculture, forescry,
ranching, fisheries, medicine, induscry, and tourism.
The importance of genetic diversity for sustaining and
increasing agricultural production is increasingly
acknowledged. Without a diverse genetic base for plant
breeding,
the development of high•yielding
crop
varieties probably could not be sustained.
The
disappearance of many domesticated crop varieties and
their wild relatives has made many of the world' s
productive farming areas increasingly susceptible to
catastrophic attacks by pests and diseases.
Despi te
efforts to preserve crop germplasm, many domestic
varieties and wild relatives of crop planes remaín
t:hrea t:ened. 24

r.

r-

9. 38
The wholesale transformation of tropical forests into farmland,
pasture and capoeira in northwestern Mato Grosso and Rondonia which has occurred
directly or indirectly as a result: of POLONOROESTE has contributed to a
reduction of unknown proportions in the number of plant·and animal species in
the region. In any case, there is a serious risk of the loss of specific plant
and ani.m&l species adapted to the particular local habitats that are destroyed
in all areas where tropical forest cover is removed. This risk is ultimately

u On the nature and importance of biodiversity, see the recent publication
by Jeffrey A, McNeely, et. al., Conserving the World's Biological Diversity,
Gland, Switzerland and Washington, o.e., 1990.
This publication was jointly
prepared and published by the International Union for Conservation of Nature and
Natural Resources, the World Resources Institute, Conservation International,
the W'orld Wildlife Fund·US and the World Bank.
24

George Ledec and Robert Goodland, Wildlands I Their Protection and
Management in Economic Development, World Bank, Washington, 1988, pp. 9-10
(emphasis in the original).
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proportional
the habitats

to the amount of deforescation
involved and to the degree to which
destroyed have unique characteristics.
~nile little informacion

exists at presenc as to the extenc to which recent deforestation may already
have affected the stock of native plane and animal species in Northwesc Brazil,
it is, nonetheless, evident that t~e persisting tendency to extract timber frorn
and illegally occupy Amerindian, biological and other official reserves, as well
as to clear non-reserve areas, direccly affeccs the possibilicy of preserving
natural habitats in the region.
9.39
The destruction of natural habitats causes the loss not only of lanà
fauna, but also of aquafauna through alterations in the qualíty of river and
lake water. The fauna which survive and adapt themselves to the new ecosystems.
moreover, frequently tend to be predators, especially insects. Thus, based on
research financed under the program, it has been estimated that the nt.Unber of
ant species in the POLONOROESTE region has surpassed the 800 mark. By contrast,
the number of bird species has ài~inished, as have the number and variecy of
primates, reptiles and amphibians. :~
9.40
Another serious problem affecting local fauna consists of growing
predatory (and frequently illegal) hunting and fishing activities and practices
insubstancial parts of the region. This concernis greatest in the Pantanal
area in Mato Grosso which is an ext=emely important wildlife habitat. During its
visit to this part of the program region, the OED/SEPLAN mission was inforrneà
by local sources that the hunting of alligators (jacares) and mammals such as
the capivara, for their commercially valuable skins and meat respectively, is
increasing rapidly in the Pantanal and accurs largely in the absence of any
effective government control. Other environm.ental problems presently observed
in the Pantanal region include water pollution from nea.rby (and apparently
uncontrolled) alcohol distilleries, as well as the frequent use of chemical
fertilizers and pesticides ("agro-coxices") í.n local agricultural production and
increased sedimentation ( "assoriamento") due to agricultural practices that
generate substancial soil erosion, in the areas immediately to the north of the
marshlands. ln all likelihood, many of these problems also occur elsewhere in
the region on a less dramatic s c a Le .
Due to the wide range of problems
currently affecting the Pantanal, however, one major component of the recently
approved Nacional Environmental Praject for Brazil (Loan 3173-BR), which is
further described in Chapter XII below, will be specifically concerned with the
•. protect:ion of this area. 26
~ S. A. Marques, Levantamento Faunistico da Area de Influencia da BR-364,
Relatorio de Pesquisa, No. 4, Programa POLONOROESTE, SCT/PR, CNPq, 1989.
25

This operation, to be par~ially financed by a Bank loan in the amounc
of US$ 117.0 million, was approved on February 27, 1990. The Pantanal componenc
of the project, more specifically, is expected to entail a total cose of US$ 19.S
million and to have the following objectives, among others: (i) to contain the
pollution of river systems by toxic substances used in agriculture, industry and
mining; (ii) to improve the protection of local flora and fauna by the foresc
police; (iii) to establish a system for monitoring water quality; (iv) to develop
special programs to reduce the negative impact of garimpa mining techniques on
the environment and to contain the present degradation of vegetation in

..,)-.
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E. w'ater Oualitv

r:

9.41
Monítoring and analysis of the chemical and physical·chemical
propert:ies of water in the principal river basins in the Northwest region was
planned as a sub-component of POLONOROESTE. Activities carried out under the
program. appear to have been reasonably efficient wíth respect to the
establishment of fluviometríc and pluviometric stations, but have apparently
made little headway in term.s of the analysis of water quality. Nevertheless,
some preliminary information generated by this activity is of interest.
9. 42
Data collect:ed under the program. r evea.L, for instance, that the
discharge of solid sediments is extremely high in Porto Velho (731 tons/year/
km2) and moderately high in Ji·Parana (135 tons/year/km2).
The largest
discharge af suspended sediments was registered an the Madeira Rí.ve r in J anuary
1986 (2.85 million tans/daíly).
The largest sediment loads are generally
transported during the high water season, dueto the remobilization of sediment
from the river bottoms. In addition to the discharge of urban sewage, the major
changes in water quality, in tum, have occurred primarily as a result of
cassiterite and gold garimpas and oil pollution from gold mining dredges on the
Madeira and Mamore Rivers.
Since water pollution dueto gold and cassiterite
prospecting is, next to deforestation and the associated loss of biodiversity,
probably the most serious environmental problem resulting from primary sector
productive activity in the Northwest, it will be exam.ined here in somewhat
further detail.
l. Gold Prospectin~
9.43
The principal adverse physical environmental consequences of gold
mi.m.ng act:ivities, p ar t í.cu'Laz Ly on and near the Madeira and Ma.more Rivers,
include the following: i) contamination of the ecosystem ( including local
aquafauna) with the mercury utilized to separate gold from other river
27
sediments;
( ii)
contamination of the ri ver and its margins with the
lubricating oil used to operate the barges and run the pumps that aspirate the
gold-laden sediments from the river bottom; and, (iii) localized changes in the

.--

ecological reserve areas; and, (v) to establish guidelines and plans for the
development of the area. See Report No. 8164-BR, dated January 31, 1990, for
additional details.
27
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Accordíng to a study
the environmental impacts of gold prospect:ing
in Rondonia, reported in Ambio (Vol. 17, No·. 4, 1988) by Luiz Martinelli and his
colleagues from the University of Sao Paulo at Piracicaba and the University of
Washington at Seattle, entitled "Mercury Contamination in the Amaaon: A Gold
Rush Consequence," in the separation process, mercury is added to the sieves
through which the aspirated gold·bearing river sediments are passed ata ratio
of roughly two kilos of mercury per kilo of go Ld ,
Part of this mercury
inevitably escapes into the river. During the purificacion stage, in turn, the
gold-mercury amalgam is heated in order to evaporate the latter. This process
is generally performed in the open air and few, if any, precautions are taken
to avoid the inhalation of mercury vapor by the workers involved.
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river boctoms as the result
transportation of sedimencs.

of

dredging

activities

which

affect

-

~~e

9.44
The first two of these problems are the most serious, at leasc ~n
the short run, and also che easiest to quancify and potentially control. -=-:"e
OED/SEPLAN mission made rough estimates of the amounts of mercury ar.d
lubricating oil discharged into che Madeira and Mamore Rivers in 1989. It ~as
determined, for example, that in order to economically maintain a single barge,
it is necessary to produce at leasc 50 grams of gold per day, which corresponàs
to a minimum production of 15 kilograms of gold per year. 28 For the rougnly
6,000 barges involved in prospecting activities on the Madeira-Mamore Rivers,
therefore, this represents an aggre·gate gold production of some 90 tons per
year. The associated consumption of rnercury is in the range of 135 to 180 tons
per year (assuming 1.5 to 2 tons of mercury for each ton of gold produced), of
which as much as 60%, or becween 77 to 108 tons, is discharged inca the rivers
annually.
9.45
A POLONOROESTE-sponsored study of mercury concamination along ~~e
Madeira River undertaken in January 1986, when gold production inche area ~as
still considerably below 1989 levels, ha s confirmed the results of earlíer
research suggesting that cercain pares of the Amazon Basin have already become
29
heavily concaminated wich mercury due to placer mining activities,
This s cudy
concluded that mercury leveis in muscle and eggs from a variety of fish sampledin the Madeira basin exceeded safety limits established by the World Health
Organizacion.
Mercury concentracions in suspended sediments, riverbed load,
floodplain sediments and aquatic plant life in the area were also found to be
significanc. Of particular concern were the high mercury levels in local food
fish which the researchers considered to be an "immediate threat" to human
health.
9.46
Oil pollution in the Madeira and Mamore Rivers is also substantial.
An approximate estimate of the amounts involved was also made by che OED/SEPIAN
mission. Roughly every ten days (or every 200 hours of operation), each barge
changes the lubricating oil in the ~ngines chat run the pumps used to aspirate
sediment from the river bottom, involving an average of 30 liters of oil per
change. Each barge, accordingly, discharges some 90 liters per month, or 900
liters per year, directly into the river, assuming operation during ten months
of the year. ln the aggregate (ie. for 6,000 barges), this represents a total
oil discharge of on the order of 5.4 million liters per year, much of which, in
the present absence of government control, accumulates immediately downstream
of the prospecting areas along the river banks and in areas that are
periodically floodlilld by the affected river systems.

,...,,;

9.47
Both in the case of mercury discharges and that of lubricating oil,
the resulting
environmental degradation could be largely avoided o r
21

On the assumption that each barge is in service approximately ten months
a year, being inactive for an average of some 60 days annually for maintenance
purposes.
29

Martinelli et. al., op. cit.

..._,
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subscantially diminished t:hrough
a
combination of government
control,
educacional campaigns and puni tive measures. Oil discharges, for example, c ou l.d
be minimized through periodic collect:ion of these wastes by other barges and
subsequent proper disposal.
Mercury consurnpt:ion in prospecting act:ivities.
while admitteàly more difficult ~o concrol, could, at least, be more heavily
taxed in order to rationalize consumption and encourage greater recycling, as
well as to finance collection accívities, while miners could be betcer protecteà
from mercury vapors. ln general, however, inspection and control by st:ate and
federal environmental agencies ín prospecting areas in Rondonia are highly
inadequate, when t:hey occur az all.
Finally, this problem may be equally
serious, if less spatially concentrat:ed, in Mato Grosso, where·numerous water
courses have reportedly also been contaminated by mercury and other pollutants
associated with prospecting activities.
2. Cassiterite Min\ng
9 .48
The negative environmental impacts of cassiterite mining in Rondonia
are also significant. First, they involve considerable localized deforestation,
as alreaày mentioned in para. 9.33 above.
In addition, cassiterite mining,
which, like gold prospect:ing, currently appears to be subject to very little
envirorunentalcontrol· in the region, also results in significant water pollution
and soil contamination. At the Bom Futuro site, some 80 km from Ariquemes, for
example, earth containing cassiterite ore is extracted from large holes
excavated specifically for this purpose, then transported by truck to areas
where it is ~washedtt and separated from the lower density soils. The separacion
process results both in substantial surface run•off of waters rich in suspended
clays which are subsequently discharged into local streams and rivers and the
accumulation of large piles of residual dirt.
Toe latter are generally
abandoned withouc any further treatment, as are the holes initially dug in order
to extract the ore.
Even though t:ailing ponds are used in some localities,
those observed by the OED/SEPLAN mission at Bom Futuro appeared to be neither
technically well designed, nor efficiently operated.

r=.

9.49
The large numbers of people engaged in cassiterite mining
activities, moreover, are, for the most pare, housed very precariously in
temporary "structures" (generally enclosed and roofed only with black plastic
covers) in numerous small communities scattered throughout the prospecting areas
and totally lacking in urban infrastructure. The spatial concentration of these
types of shelter, not only increases the risk of exposure to the ever•present
malaria, » but also results in the dumping of considerable debris and sewage
ínto local rivers. A similar situation also prevails, but on an even larger
scale, in the gold prospecting areas along the Madeira-Mamore Rivers and
elsewhere in the region.
F. Glimate Ghan~e
30

Part of the difficulty in attempting to control malaria in these areas
is precisely that residencial "structures" often have no walls that can be
sprayed to prevent the entrance of malaria-transmittíng mosquitoes.
Another
part of the problem is that these sett:lements and their residents, _by their
nature, generally tend to be very nomadic over t:ime.
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9.50
Another major physical ~nvironmental impact frequently discussed iL
connection with widespread land c~earing in tropical areas is localized or.
depending on the scale of the deforestation involved, regional or even global
climate change. This is reflected by changes in such meteorological variables
as average and maximum temperatures,
rainfall
levels, intensities and
distribution over time, as well as associated effects on soil fertility and
agricultural production due to the removal of vegetative cover Ln tropical
regions.
Even though specific evidence concerning local ar broader climate
changes resulting from recent human occupation and related deforestation in
Northwest Brazil has not yet been systematically assembled, as in the case of
impacts on regional flora and fauna, this is an area that merits careful
monitoring and evaluation in the future.
9.51
For the present,
it:
can be
affirmed only that excensive
deforestation can provoke climate changes as a result of alterations inche
com-ponents of the energy equilibriu.'Il at the regional level, which, in t:urn, are
dependent on the components of the ~ydric balance. The study of climace change,
furt:hermore, has to be carried out on three leveis.
At the micro level,
deforestacion produces an increase in soil cemperature, which causes an increase
in local maximwn temperatures. Ac ~he regional level, microclimate changes are
hypothesized to produce alteracions in the flow of wacer vapor to other areas,
as well as alterations in the transport of advective energy. Finally, at the
global level, deforestation liberates carbon from the biosphere into the
atmosphere, dueto the fact that biomass in agriculcural land and pasture is
much lower chan that of fores ts. 31
9,52
Data obtained for Rondonia indicate that an abrupt change in the
32
hydric balance, in fact, occurs when forests are transformed into pasture.
As already noted, moreover, these studies reveal the occurrence of significantly
higher erosion in annual crops and pasture land than in forested areas dueto
the soil's reduced infiltration capacity. This, in tum, diminishes the amounc
33
of water available for evapotranspiration processes in plants.
~ith less
water available for evapocranspiracion, incidenc solar energy heacs che soil
and, consequently the air.
ln short, the hydrological cycle of the Amazon is
dependent upon water recycled through the forest for a substancial part of its
precipitation, Should this heating process be extended over a larger area, it
could eventually cause regional and, possibly, even global climatic impacts.
G. Çonclusion
9. 53
As concerns the natural environment in Northwest Brazil, in su.mmary,
it can be concluded that extensive deforestation caused by a combination of

Eneas Salati, "O Clima Atual Depende da Floresta," in Salati (ed.),
Amazonia, Desenvolvimento. Integracao e Tecnologia, Editora Brasiliense, 1983.
32

33

Fearnside, A Ocupacao Humana ... , op. cit.

The data also confirm that perennial crops such as cocoa are effective
in reducing the risk of eroslon.
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increased roadbuilding, land speculation, agricultural development, cactle
raising and extractive activicies has occurred in much of POLONOROESTE's area
of influence. So much so that the area still available for land clearing in
Rondonia may already be reaching its legal limits. The clearing of tropical
forest areas, moreover, generally result:s in che destruction of sensitive
nutrient-cycling mechanisms, causing a loss of soil fertility and increasing
the risk of erosion.
There is evidence based on studies financed under
POLONOROESTE's ecological research componenc ~~at this, in fact, has al=eady
occurred to a significant extent in the Northwesc region.

r-
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9. 54
Even t:hough empirical research in the area demonstrates that: t:he
planting of tree crops, as an alternativa to annual crops and/or pasture, does
reduce many of these problems, as was foreseen by POLONOROESTE' s designers,
factors of an economic, financial and institucional nature, in practice, appear
to have limiced ~~e adoption of perennials by rnany srnall farmers in the region.
As a consequence, most of the forest area which has been cleared remains, ac
least temporarily, in annual crops, has been converced into pasture or has been
left in capoeira, all of which are considerablv less desirable ouccomes from an
ecological standpoint.
·
9. 55
The wholesale transformation of tropical forest: int:o farmland,
pasture and capoeira resulting in pare from POLONOROESTE, furthermore, also
appears to have produced a reduction in the variety of plant and animal species
in the area.
Predators have multiplied, while the number of bird, primate,
rept:ile and amphibian species has reportedly diminished. Prospect:ingactivities
and inadequate urban sewage disposal, additionally, have increased cont:aminat:ion
of several of the region' s principal water courses and their margins with
mercury, oil and other pollutants, while ac the sarne time destroying riverbanks
and increasing siltation and water turbidity. Finally, there is a strong, but
as yet undocumenced, possibility t:hat extensive deforescacion in the Norchwest
may be contribucing to climate changes at the local, regional and even global
levels.
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9,S6
ln synthesis, POLONOROESTE has generated multiple ímpacts on the
physical environment in Northwest Bra~il.
While many of these impacts were
anticipat:edby the program's designers, clearly the risk or probability of their
occurring was underestimated.
This and prevíous chapters have discussed many
of the reasons why this was the case, particularly as related to the program's
highly uneven implementation performance and the much higher than expected flow
of migrants to what was already, at the time of its inception, a very dynamic
frontier area. Yith the benefit of hindsight, the next: chapter wíll further
assess the adequacy of the program's design and the unanticipated difficulties
it faced in light of its subsequent human and physical envirorunental impact:s.
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X.

ADEOUACY OF PROGRAM DESIGN

A1\!D UNANTICIPATED

DIFF!CULTIES

....,

A. Introduction

....,;

For the purposes of the present study, evaluation of POLONOROES~E
is best carried out in terms of its larger development objeccives rather ~~an
its specific goals and cargets. This is the case boch because informacion on
goal accainment either does not currently exist or is inconsistent and, ~ore
import:antly, because undertaking an assessment solely or primarily in goal
achievement terms could lead to a distorted picture of the impact of the program
as a whole. In general terms, accordingly, the data, analyses and evaluations
presented in the preceding chapters sustain one major conclusion: POLONOROESTE,
at best, was only partially able to meet its principal economic, social and
environmental objectives.
10.01

10.02
Economically, the program sought to transform the Northwest into an
imporcant agriculcural area, especially for che production of cree crops.
:~
social cerms, it was expected to support the productive absorption of r ur a L
migrants on small-scale farms through the consolidation, expansion and
improvemenc of direcced colonízatíon schemes. In environmental terms, f í.na Ll.v ,
the program was intended to adequacely direct rural set:tlement within the region.
promete conservation of its renewable natural resources and protecc ~~s
Amerindian population. However, despite and largely because of the significanc
economic dynamism of the region. particularly Rondonia, during POLONOROESTE's
implementation period, a fact which must be attributed in good measure to the
impact of program-supported inter and intra-regional transport 1mprovements, nane
of these basic objectives was effectively attained.
10. 03
As previously indicated in Chapter IV above, che Bank' s Staff
Appraisal Report for the Agricultural Development and Environmental Proceccion
Project (Loan 2060-BR) affirmed, as it turns out prophetically, in connection
wich POLONOROESTE chat:

policies and corresponding implementatíon structures are
being set up to avoid a disorderly development of the
region which couid irreversibly place in jeopardy those
same resources that paving of the BR-364 would aim at
developing. There is little doubt that, whether BR-364
is paved or not, continuing immigration would, without
adequate administration, result in long-term. damage to
the environment and society through occupation of poorer
soils with ill-adapted agricultural practices, loss of
valuable timber, encroachment onto Amerindian and
natural reserves, agglomeration of land in the hands of
relatively few, anda possible agglomeration of migrants
in urban areas ill-equipped to receive them. 1

Report No. 3512b-BR,

..,
..,

op. cit., pg. 4 (emphasis OED).
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10.04
It is, indeed, ironíc that this ex-ante description of the disorder
~hich POLONOROESTE was intenàed to avoid also proviàes a reasonably acc~rate ~
~
characterization of the chaos that subsequencly occurred in parallel to.
anà at least partially as a result of, the program's implementation. Some of
the reasons for the significant gap between intencions and achievemencs have
already been presented í.n Chapter VI above wn a cr; describes the program' s
coordinacion and other implemencatíon problems. ~owever, che main sources of
?OLONOROESTE's shorccomings have to be sought no e in i t s organi=ac::.onal anci
execution problems, but in its basic planning misconceptions.
Many o f the
difficulties encountered during implementation, moreover, could have been
foreseen from the outset and the bulk of these were, in face, anticipated by
Bank staff and other outside observers.
But such concerns, as indicated in
Chapter IV, were effectively overridden by the momentum and enthusíasm cha c
varí.cus interest:s in Brazil and within the Bank had generated in connection wi eh
::he program.
Several important: lessons c an , :::i.erefore, b a iearneci f~om a
somewhat more detailed discussion of POLONOROESTE's principal conceptuai
inadequacies and oversights.
B. Adeguacv of the "Regional Develoumenc• Aporoach Adopt:ed

r:

10. 05
POLONOROESTE was formally presented both within the Bank and in
Brazil as a "regional development" program designed to promete the "harmonious
socio-economic development" of a rapidly growing part: of the Amazonian frontier.
As pointed out in Chapter V above, however, the program, as designed, was
limited in both sectoral and spatial terms. It did not, in short, involve a
truly comprehensive approach to regional development, but instead consisted of
what later proved t:o be a loosely coordinated assortment o f road, rural
development and public health investments.
Toe fact, moreover, that its
ac t1.v i, tn.e s were spread over a large and heterogeneous , but poorly-known,
territory that vas already undergoing rapid occupation only increased the odds
against the program being able to attain its admittedly ambitious general
objectives.
10.06
More careful consideration of the previous history and dynamics of
demographic growth and frontier settlement in Mato Grosso and Rondonia, for
instance, would have been sufficient to identify the significant disparities
between the two program subregions and, thus, the likely futility of attempting
to promote an "integratedn development program for the area as a whole. The
attempt to design a single large investment program for part or all of two
territorially extensive states having differing comparative advantages and
varying ecological and socio-economic characteristics, whe~e the timing and
types of existing rural settlement were quite distinct and which had been
subject to very diverse forms of public intervention in the past (see Ghapcer
III above), presented incongruities that would later be highlighted during
program implementation in the form of very different development tendencies in
its two major subregions.
10.07
This fusion of two disparate, albeit adjoining, areas into a single
program becomes more comprehensible, however, when it is recalled that the
Brazilian Government's primary interest in the region in the late 1970's and
early 1980's was in roadbuilding and the physica1 occupation of northwestern
frontier. The Bank, in tum, was able to convince the federal government to
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expand this inicial narrow seccoral and geo-political concern into a broader,
povercy-oriented, rural development program for the area, partly in oràer co
justify its own financial support of an activity (i.e. highway cons t.ruc t í.cn)
which did not fully satisfy its wider developmental mandate.
Largely at the
Bank' s insistence, POLONOROESTE' s fo rmu Laco r s in Brazil were also later í.nduc e d
to add environmencal and Amerindian protection components to the evo Lv í.ng
"regional development" concept.
Norte of this, however, alcers the face t:hat
regional development, especially on che land frontier, can not be simply reduced
to roadbuilding and the promocion of productive activities in one subsector (ie.
small-farmer agriculture) in selected pares of a much larger geographic area.
The fact that program investments were to be administered by a lllUltitude of weak
public agencies at both the federal and the s ea e e levels, furthermore, did
nothing to alter the parcial nature of the approach adopted.
10.08
As suggested in the previous paragraph, another element in :he way
the "integrated regional development:" concept: was applied in Norchwest: Brazil
-..ras the selection of a specific social group and specific subregions for
preferencial treatment under POLONOROESTE. The choice of a part:icular sec of
municípios in Mato Grosso, for instance, was justified on t:he basis that chey
constituted an area of relatively recent occupacion where prospects for
small-farmer development were consídered to be favorable.
Subsequent events,
however, appear to contain little to confirm such prospects. The preferencial
treatment afforded the project subregion in Mato Grosso vis-a-vis the rest of
the seaee , moreover. resulted in inconvenient budgetary. administra tive and
political i.mbalances for the state government itself. In retrospect, it appears
that the preference given to these municipalities stemmed essentially from their
proximity to the Cuiaba-Porto Velho highway, on _the one hand, and the
comparative absence of large ranching establishments, on the other.
Their
selection, in short, was determined by the merger of major highway improvement
and small-farmer-oriented area development investments under a poorly defined
"regional developmentn concept.
By the same token, the targeting of certain comrnunicies and
farmers in the two rural development proj ects in Rondonia was expected to
enhance possibilities for the success of agricultural set:tlement therein.
Nevertheless, sucb an approach, which admittedly never sought to accommodate the
entire small-farmer population already residing in the state, let alone the full
host of additional rural settlers that subsequently flocked to it, if
successfully implemented, would inevitably have tended to accentua.te existing
disparities between beneficiary and non-beneficiary groups. A.mong _the latter,
moreover, werenon-farmer rul:'al populations, including rubber tappers. Brazilnut
gatherers. prospectors and others. in addition to larger farmers and ranchers
and many small sharecroppers and tenant farmers and the non-rural population in
general.
Theoretically, even though the increased prosperity of some small
farmers cauld be expected to generate greater employmenc opportunities and
better incomes for the regional population as a whole. given the prevailing
"survival of the fittest" mentality in the Northwest during the early 1980' s,
the preferencial treatment given to some small farmers could also be expected
simply to lead to further social imbalances within the region.
10.09

10.10
More importantly, by largely neglec~ing non-small farmer economic
actors on the Northwest frontier, the program also ignored the nature and
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importance of the relationships and interactions between the target population
and other social groups in t~e region. Similarly, it overlooked the role anã
importance of the regional extractive and urban economies, as well as their
specific linkages wi th the regional agricul tural economy.
In su.mmary, che
program did not take into account the full socio-economic complexity and
dynamics of the evolving frontier development process in northwest:ern Mato
Grosso and Rondonia during -:he late 1970's and early 1980's.
Nor d í.d i;:
adequately assess the likely im.pact of introducing a major transport improvement
on this broader on-going frontier development process, especially in terms of
how program-sponsored road improvements would differentially benefit ar ha:tm
other key economic actors in the region -- including large farmers and ranchers,
land speculators, loggers, miners, p~ospectors, rubber tappers and urban
residents -- and how this, in tum,
would be likely to affect natural resource
use and the human and physical environments more generally.
C. Imbalances Between Roadbuilding and Other Program Components

r
,,,......,

10.11
The unanticipated uneven implementation of POLONOROESTE's various
components, moreaver, contributed directly to the adverse nature of its
environmental impacts.
Pavement of the BR-364 highway was completed ahead of
schedule, while most other physical infrastructure investments (particularly the
installation and/or improvement of feeder roads) also proceeded more or less as
originally planned.
In sharp contrast, many other program interventions,
especially those actions and activities des;gned to support rural development
and to protect the natural environment and Amerindian communities, and which
had been introduced largely at the Bank's request, lagged considerably.
Such
imbalanced development, however, favored easy access to and within the region
by multitudes of settlers, speculators, loggers, prospectors and adventurers
but, at the same time, made "harmonious and integrated regional development"
much more difficult to attain.

,,...-
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10.12
This situation reflects a nwnber of factors, not the least of which
was the much greater political and economic interest in, and hence comm.itment
to, paving the road both at the federal and the s eace government levels,
especially when compared with the objectives of supporting rural development and
protecting the region's envirorunent and Amerindian populations.
Furthermore,
the interest of state and local political leaders, particularly in Rondonia, in
improving access to the rest of the country through better road linkages in
order to stimulate rapid economic growth and induce the further inflow of
population closely coincided with the more narrow self-interest of the principal
(and politically influential) construction contractors based 1n southern Brazil
in carrying out large physical infrastructure works, particularly ata time of
national economic recession. Once the needed financial resources, especially
the Bank loan, were assured, furthermore, the technical requirements of building
and paving the road were t:elatively straightforward. Thus, it is not Surt'Jrising
that this part of the program was implemented rapidly and with comparative ease.
10.13
Timely and successful execution of the rural development, Amerindian
and environmental protection components, by contrast, required, 1n addition to
political commitment at all levels which was largely lacking, much greater
institutional capabilities and inter-agency coordination, together with a
steady flow of financial resources, which, 1n practice, were frequently delayed
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and/or insufficient, if not, as in the case of rural investment credit for
perennial crops, absent altogether. This sicuation was further complicaced by
the rapidly increasing demands and pressures brought on by the acceleration of
migration to the region during che inicial years of program implementation, to
the point ~here the settlement process became totally unmanageable.
10.14
Unlike investments
in physical infrastruccure, moreover, the
provision of agricultural suppor~ and social services and the enforcement of
envirorunencal and Amerindian procection measures necessarily require sustained
intervention on the part of the public sector, as well as properly c~ained,
dedicated and adequately remunerated human resources.
All of t:his again
requires a 1:'eliable flow of financial resources, a con-cinual process of
institution building and , above all, s.trong political commitment to the · goals
that are sought. This was especially important in the case of Amerindian and
environmental protection in Northwesc Brazil, where strong local econo~ic and
political interests were pursuing, and continue to pursue, precisely the
opposite objectives.
10 .15
Had the imbalances bet:ween. the timing and completion of road
construction, on the one hand, and the execution of the program's non-transporc
components, on the other, been perceived earlier, perhaps different operacional
measures might have been adopted by governmenc authorities. However, there is
no guarantee that this would have occurred given the impetus of road
construction and extractive interests in the region. 2
Nevertheless, the
essencial point is that the failure to adequately anticipate the possible uneven
development of POLONOROESTE's different components made the region increasingly
vulnerable to added migration flows, which. among other consequences, more than
offset the potential positive results of program efforts to support the
consolidation of rural settlement and promote environmental and Amerindian
protection.
D. Impacts of Road-Buildin~
10.16
ln retrospect, it is clear that POLONOROESTE failed to adequately
consider important aspects of the larger frontier development processes which
were already observable in Ma.to Grosso and Rondonia at the time the program was
appraised by tbe Bank. Together, these factors help to explain the widespread,
and largely negative, human and physical environmental impacts that have come,
not incorrectly, to be associated with the program, together with the largely
z It should be remembered in this connection that, not only were small
farmers in colonization projects and large construction contractors directly
interested in roadbuilding in the Northwest, but so also were speculators,
loggers, miners, large farmers and ranchers and, not surprisingly, therefore,
state and local politicians themselves.
In short, since all of these actors
stood to gain from improved transport infrastructure, if only as the result of
increasing land values, there was considerable pressure to build and maintain
the road network.
Only those having little orno vote, partícularly rubber
tappers , Amerindians and the phys ical environment, were, in fac t, ini tially
harmed by rapid expansion or improvement of the regional highway and feeder road
system.
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uncont:rolled processes of rural and urban settlement which it s cr cng Ly , i r
unintentionally, facilitated in much of the Northwest region.
The following
sections will briefly illust:rate the principal ways in which POLONOROESTE' s
design failed to adequately account for these aspects.

1. Impacts on Mi~ration Flows

r:
r:

r

10.17
Insufficient assessment of the likely impact that recons~ruction and
pavement of the BR-364 highway would have on the flow of migrants ~o Rondonia
and that expansion of the feeder road network would have on spontanecus rural
settlement and the growth of extractive activities within the state were among
the principal impediments to a more adequate ex-ante understanding of the
program' s likely human and physical enviromnental consequences.
Existing
information and a more careful examination of earlier roadbuilding-based
frontier occupation experiences elsewhere in the Brazilian Amazon region,
particularly those in the immediate areas of influence of che Belem-Brasilia,
Transamazon and Cuiaba-Santarem highways, would hav.e made it possible to becter
foresee the effects which major road improvements were likely t o have on
migracory movements to Rondonia, as well as the added complicacions which
increased migration would cause for the implementation of POLONOROESTE's ocher
components. Not only did some existing studies predict that improvement of the
BR-364 highway could have a significant and, by no means, universally positive
impact on rural development in the region, 3 but, as already mentioned, federal
intervention during the previous administration had consciously attempted to
discourage migration soas to permit the then Territory of Rondonia to better
4
organize the settlement of the rural and urban populations already in the area.
10.18
The consequences of misjudging the probable impacts of roadbuilding
on migration, moreover, were greatly magnified by the politically motivaced
propaganda catllllaign undertaken by Governar Teixeira of Rondonia.
Indeed,
responsibility for the multiplication of migration flows to the region can be
attributed at least in part to the political aspirations of such key figures in
early stages of POLONOROESTE, a factor which the Bank appears to have totally
ignored in its appraisal of the program.
Governor Teixeira, in fact, made
3

.r-.

In a 1979 paper, for example, one researcher affirmed: "!t is worth
pointing out that the proposed paving of the main thoroughf are which cut.s through
Rondonia and links its capital. tp the Center-South will have an ambivalent
function in the Territory.
On the one hand, a permanent link with the more
developed regions will resolve one of the principal problems of the colonízation
projects, namely access to Center-South markets for their agricultural produce.
Para4oxically, the capacity of colonization projects to retain population will
be simultaneously reduced sínce the provision of an all-weather road will help
quicken the process of capitalist penetration and, ultimately, accelerate the
expulsion of small farmers."
See George Martíne, "Colonization in Rondonia:
Continuities and Perspectives," paper presented at the \3orkshop on Sta te Policies
and !nternal Migration, Geneva, November 1979, and later published by Peter Peek
and Guy Standing (eds.) in State Policies and Migration Studies in Latin Arnerica
and the Caribbean, Croom Helm, London, 1982, pp. 147-172.
MINTER, "Rondonia: Sugestoes do Ministerio do Interior," op. cit.
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several appearances on national television in which he presented a. g Low í.ng
picture of possibilities in the new state. In his nationally televised address
commemorating the elevation of Rondonia to statehood on December 29, l981 less
than tvo weeks afeer the first three Bank loans in support of POLONOROESTE had
been signed, for example, Governar Teixeira. literally invited: "Brazi.:..:.ans f:tom
all over Brazil and people of all countries to come to Rondonia, where =hey wil~
be offered work, solidarity and respecc."}
10.19
This inítiative, furthermore, had a particularly strong impact in
view of the fact that Brazil was then entering one of the worst recessions of
its post-war histocy.
Urban unemployment and underemployment were growing
rapidly, thus having a significant dampening effect on normally heavy urbanbound migration flows. ~ Inasmuch as can be ascertained, migratory activity in
Brazil as a whole was considerably reduced during this period, such that
Rondonia was one of the few pares of the country that continued to att=act large
numbers of migrants at the height of the crisis. The data presented in Table
17 in Chapter VIII above clearly illustrate the dramacic. increase in migration
to the scate after 1981 chac wa s largely associated wit:h POLONOROESTE, :::,.e
interests behind it and those which i t generated.
Toe massive inflow of
migrants attracted to the area in the expectation of gaining access to
agricultural land and employment opportunities, while not irracional from the
standpoint of the individual actors involved, not only made it: virtually
impossible for the program to attain many of its nan-physical infrastructure
goals, but ultimately is at the root of the severe social and environmental
problems subsequently, and still now, affecting the region.
2. Impaçts on the Expansion

of Ranching and Extractive Activíties

10.20
One of POLONOROESTE's major objectives was to protect the physical
envíronment from potencial damage due to the increased migration and rural
settlement expected to occur in response to the paving of the Cuiaba-Porto Velho
highway, expansion of the feeder road network and provision of improved
agricultural and social services in the region. As indicated in Chapter VII
above, the program appears to have largely failed in thís respect:. ~Iot only ·.• as
it unable to steer potential settlers away from areas possessing inadequate
soils or to substantially improve prospects for sustainable agricultura in
existing colonization projects, but it failed to anticipate or take into account
the impact that POLONOROESTE's road investments vould have on environmentallyharlllful ranching and e~tractive activi;ies.
Pavement of the BR-364 and the
construction of feeder and penetration roads greatly benefitted cattle raising
and extractive accivities by facilitating access on the part: of ranchers,

Th.is statement was quoted verbatim in an internal 3ank memorandum. dated
February 18, 1982.
' As noted in an earlier chapter, GDP growth fell significantly after 1980,
decreasing at an average rate o f l. 3% a year between 1981 and -1983, while
industrial output declined by an annual average o f 3. 8% over this period.
Manufacturing employment in the Sao Paulo metropolitan area, in tum, fell by
about 25% between November 1980 and December 1983 and recuperated only very
slowly thereafter.
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loggers, miners, prospectors, speculators, adventurers and others to unoccupied
land, extra-regional markets and, in the specífic case of extractive activities,
regional timber and mineral resources.
10.21
It can be argued that, at the time of the program's inception, the
magnitude of the ranching and extractive booms which subsequently occurred in
the Northwest, particularly Rondonia, was unpredictable. Even though the extent
of regional cassiterite deposits was known to some degree, while some gold
prospecting was already taking place in northwestern Mato Grosso and Rondonia,
the dimensions of the subsequent mining explosion were, indeed, difficult to
anticipate. Similarly, even though selective and predatory logging was already
occurring on a limited scale in the area at ~he time POLONOROESTE was appraised,
the mahogany boom of the early 1980's was not foreseen, nor was the possibility
that widespread logging activities, covering a broad range of tree species,
·,rnuld soon become economically feasible.
~inally, the r ap í.d expansion of
livescock produccion and the economic and ecological factors associaced wich it
í.n Rondonia were not anticipated, in part because of the predominance of
comparatively small rural establishments anda poor understanding of the role
of cattle in small-farmer survival strategies. 7
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10, 22
Be that as it may, the uneven implementatíon of the program' s
various components in practice directly favored the expansion of land-extensive
ranching and predatory extractive activities over agricultural development and
environment protection. Thus, while those program investments that permitted
access to regional resources by ranchers, extraceive interests and squatters,
as well as small fanners, were, for the most pare, efficiently executed, the
measures required to steer physical occupation away from ecological, forest and
Amerindian reserves, as well as areas recognized to be inadequate for rural
settlement or whose potencial holding capacity in terms of future sustainable
agricultural development was not yet known, have even now, more than five years
after paving of the BR-364 was completed, not been fully implemented! Overall,
the growing importance of the ranching and extractive economies in the Northwesc
effectively undermined, and is likely to continue to undermine, official efforts
to control land clearing and "mining" of the forest.
This latter process,
moreover, generally also opens the way for other kinds of occupation and
associated environmental degradation, often in precisely the areas that the
program was intended to protect, including those tradi tionally inhabi ted by
tribal populations.

7

For the most part, cattle raising in the POLONOROESTE region prior to
The potencial
ímpact of the decrease in transport coses due to improvement of the road network,
as well as of land speculation, the difficulties of establishing sustainable
agriculture, rapidly increasing local markets for meat and dairy products and
other factors, on the relative costs and benefits of cattle raising for small
and large rural producers alike, however, was clearly not considered by program
planners.
1980 was carried out on large ranches in northwestern Mato Grosso.
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(a) Land Distribution
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10.23
As
in many other Bank·supported
rJral development projects,
POLONOROESTE's agricultural componencs were designed to specifically benefit
small farmers. Although access to land by small fanners was, in fact, increased
as a result of the program, POLONOROESTE appears to have been largely powerless
to impede the two main tendencies that have historically marked the evolution
of rural land tenure distribution in Brazil, namely the growth of very small and
very la~ge establishm.ents. While definitiva figures from the 1985 Census have
not been published, preliminary information, reproduced in Table 25 be Low ,
indicates that many of the trends previously observed in Rondonia during the
l970's, (eg. rapid growth and reduction in the average síze of rural
establishments) continued during the period that coincided with the early years
of POLONOROESTE' s execution.
Because of the complexity o f the tendencies
involved, however, the recent evolution of rural land distribution and tenure
in the state merits more detailed examinatian.

Table 25
Evolution of Rural Land Distribution in Rondonia, 198Q·85
1980
Size Glass

% Estab,

<: 10 ha
25.1
10-100 ha
40.9
100-1,000 ha
32.8
1,000-10,000 ha 1.1
> 10,000 ha
0.1
Total

100.0

% Area

1985
Av. Size

% Estab,

1.0
22.0
39.l
21. 7
16.2

4.4
58.0
128.0
2,105.0
35,219.8

27.9
52.5
19.0
0.5
0.1

100.0

108.0

100.0

% Area
1. 6
33.2
35.6
15.6
13. 9

100.0

Av. Size
4.4
33.2
139.9
2,138.3
29,263.3
74.8

Source: IBGE, Agricultural Census, 1985 (Preliminary Synopsis)
10.24
The figures in Table 25 suggest that the number of very small rural
estab lishments ( ie. those having less than 10 hectares) , as we 11 as those
between 10 and 100 hectares, increased substantially between 1980 and 1985. As
already noted in Chapter VIII, the former size class, in fact, accounted for
nearly one-third of all additional farms and ranches established in the state
during this period, while the latter accounted for roughly 70% of 7-~is
increment.
Thus, the number of very small rural establishments increased
significantly in Rondonia during the initia1 years of POLONOROESTE's
implementation due largely to the combination of the subdivision of earlier
colonization plots and spontaneous settlement on small land parcels in areas
outside these schemes.
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10.25
The data in Table 25 also reveal, however, that, while the relative
share of establishments bet:ween 100 and 1,000 hectares decreased significancly
in terms of the total number of units in the state (from 33% in 1980 to 19% in
8
1985),
the decline in their share of the total area occupied by farm and
9
ranch establishmencs decreased to a ~uch lesser extent (from 39%- to 36Z).
As
a result, the average size of the escablishmencs vithin the 100-1,000 ha class
actually increased slightly, from 128 to roughly 140 hectares per unit.
Finally, while the number of rural units between 1,000 and 10,000 ha fell (from
539 to 445) in the first half of the 1980's -- even though, as Table 25 shows.
the average size of the remaining establishments in the class increased somewhat
-- as also indicated in Chapter VIII, the number of units with 10,000 ha or more
increased in absolute terms (from 24 to 29) over the same period.
10.26
The census data, accordingly, suggest chat, while the overall
tendency was for the deconcencration of holdings in rural establishments in
Rondonia between 1980 and 1985, several differing trends underlie the general
pattern. These include: (i) a very substancial increase in the number of new
rural establishmencs under 10 ha and, particularly, between 10 and 100 ha over
the period; (ii) an increase ín the number of, if not the total area occupied
by, very large escablishments (ie. those over 10,000 ha); and, (iii) a tendency
for average farm/ranch sizes to fall fairly significantly for units in the 10100 ha and over 10,000 ha categories, but to rise for establishments between 100
and 10,000 ha. The decrease in average farm size for establishments between 10
and 100 ha (from 58 to 33 ha) in the first half of the 1980's is particularly
noteworthy because, like the proliferation of very small farms, in all
probability it reflects the subdivision of earlier colonization plots.
10.27
The hypothesis that land concentration within specific colonization
projects may have occurred after 1980, in tum, is corroborated by a FIPE survey
in directed settlement areas along the BR-364 highway. 10 At the time when they
were first distributed by INCRA, the 150 lots sampled in this study had an
average size of 135 hectares. When visited in 1986, these same lots averaged
198 hectares apiece. A very small proportion of the total land area in these
plots, however, was under cultivation. The observed process of concentration
is attributed by FIPE to increases in land values resulting largely from public
invest~ents in physical infrastructure and to land speculation.
80

The number declined only very slightly in absolute terms, however, from
15,865 in 1980 to 15,581 in 1985, such that che decrease in the relative
participation of this size category essentially reflects the much greater
increase in the num.ber of smaller establishments, rather tlie.n any significant
subdivision of units between 100 and 1,000,ha per se. The apparent absence of
a large number of subdivisions in this size class, however, does not preclude
the possibility that a substantial number of these units may have changed hands
without thei4 dimensions having been significantly affected.
This also represented a relatively slight increase in 'abao Luce terms,
from approximately 2,040,000 ha in 1980 to 2,170,000 ha in 1985.

-

°

1

FIPE/USP,

Paulo, 1986.

"Tendencias da Estrutura Fundiaria em Rondonia," mimeo, Sao
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(b) Land Values

10.28
The occurrence of substantial land speculation in Rondonia appears
to be borne out by data on the recent evolution of land prices in Rondonia
presented in Table 26 below.
This table reveals that, while land va Lua s
oscillated in the scate becween 1978 and 1982, once the BR·364 highway.neared
completion in 1983, ~hey began to increase rapidly, reaching a maximum in 1986.
However, when the availability of subsidized agricultu-ral credit declineà
dramatically in 1987, land prices fell correspondingly, reaching the low point
for the period examined in 1988. The comparison of the evolution of land príces
in the state with those in the North regionas a whole, moreover, indicates
that, even though fluctuations of the latter run parallel to those observed for
Rondonia, the magnitudes involved were considerably lower.
Table

•.,.;

26
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Average Price of Agricultural Land in Rondonia and the North Region
(Cz$jhectare)*
Rondonia
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988 **

1988

***

Source:

....,

,..)

...,;

North Region

164,617
138,877

132,012
135,305
149,631
193,056
213,850
297,532
632,521
398,263
176,041
96,667

.;

142,851
119,260
111,084
121,430
138,383
112,214
117,793
157,802
295,673
156,556
109,130

"""'

~
_;

-..J

,.,.;

...,J
"1111

. ....,

88,023

Centro de Estudos Agricolas/IBGE/FGV; B. Reydon and R.
Herbers, "Política Governamental para a Agropecuaria na
Amazonia e Degradacao do Meio Ambiente" , Reforma
Agraria, Vol. 19, No. l, 1989, Ca.inpinas

* Values corrected by the December ~989
First Semester; *** Second Semester.

General Price Index;

**

10. 29
As can be inferred from data presented earlier on trends in
agricultural production, the significant increase in land values observed in
Rondonia between 1980 and 1986 does not exclusively reflect the expansion of
crop production, nor even of cattle raising. Overall, increases in land values
and land holdings in the state during the first half of the 1980' s, more
specifically, appear to have been linked as much, if not more, to expectations
of profits from future land sales than from intensification of rural land use.

,.-..
r-
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?ublic invescment in general and that associated with POLONOROESTE in particular
contributed directly to such expectations.
10. 30
The process leading to rapidly ris a.ng land values seems to have
Norked roughly as follows. The growing inflow of migrants increases pressure
on the land. Potential investors believe that land will continue to increase
~n value as-- additional ínfrastructure is built, settlement expands and oucpuc
~ncreases. An increasing ntunber of colonists, rnoreover, are forced to sell lanà
to speculators ín arder to pay off debts resulting from expenses associated with
malaria and/or other problems. Others sell because they initially acquired the
land cheaply and the Lump sums, and hence windfall profits, that they are
offered would permit them to purchase even larger plots elsewhere on the
frontier. Both are soon replaced by new settlers.

:.o. 31

-

r-

!n the process, grileiros and land speculators amass f o r cune s
through land transaccions, part: of which are used to furt:her stimulace the rural
real est:ate markec.
Booming extractive activities (eg. mahogany and other
commercial hardwoods), in tum,
attach new riches to land ownership ín the
region. Public and prívate investments also continue to increase in response
to the demographic explosion and the apparent economic boom. As a resulc, the
balloon of land valorization expands ata rate thac is completely out of kilter
with real íncreases in agrícultural output.
Small farmers are the first t:o
suffer the consequences.

10. 32
The ext:ent to which such tendencies continued during the latt:er half
of the decade cannot be confirmed at present. On the whole, however, given
declining migration rates and land values, it would seem highly unlikely. The
relative decline in public investments, the reduct:ion of migration flows, the
confirmation of Rondonia' s shortcomings in terms of commercial agricul ture
(apparently except for coffee and to supply local markets) and the disappearance
of subsidized credit and fiscal incentives would all tend to deflate speculation
and other forces accelerating land concentration. While it is.true that the
intensification of logging activities continues to put pressure on the land, as
does that of mining activities in some areas, while more fertile lands close to
urban centers, such as those at Ouro Preto and Urupa, continue to have much
higher values than poorer quality lands in outlying sections, as of late 1989
potential buyers were apparently showing little interest in land in Rondonia,
to the point where the conservative landowners' union (UDR) was reportedly
advising its member to sell their holdings to the state agrarian reform agency
(INCRA/RO) since the latter was offering above•market prices.
(e)

Land

Tenure

10.33
In addition to rural land distribution, the most recent Agricultural
Census provides information on the evolution of land tenure in Rondonia during
the first: half of the l980's.
As Table 27 indicates, the most significant
change occurring over the period was the substantial increase in the relative
number of, and the share of total area occupied by, owners and the corresponding
decline in the participation of squatters in these totals. In absolute terms,
the number of rural establishments occupied by owners increased from roughly
19,500 in 1980 to nearly 46,000 in 1985, while the total area covered by these
establishments increased from less than 2.8 million ha to more than 4.8 million
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ha!
In contrasc, the number of establishments
occupied by squatters àecreaseà
in absolute terms from approximacely
24,500 in 1980 to 23,100 in 1985, ~hile the

total area in such units declined very dramacically, from roughly 2.4 million
to just under 1. O million ha.
As a result, che average size of che
establishments occupied by squat~ers fell from 97 ha in 1980 to 43 ha in 1985,
while that of establishments accupied by owners declined from roughly 142 to 103
ha over the period.

ha

Table 27
Evolution of Rural Land Tenure in Rondonia, 1980-85

illQ
Status

%

Owner
Tenant: Farmer
Sharecropper
Squatter
Other
Total

'

Estab.

i.

Area

1985

Av. S ize (ha)

X Estab,

40.3
4.0
4.9
50.8

0.4
45.6

-

97.0

-

-

57.1
2.1
11. 7
28.4
0.7

100.0

100.0

108.0

100.0

53.l

0.8

142.2
22.9

9.9

7. Area

Av. S ize (ha)

79.0

0.6

2.5

103.2

_;

22.5
16. i

~

43.0

-..1

1. 5

156.5

,.,.;

100.0

74. 7

_;

16.4

Source: IBGE, Agricultural Census, 1985 (Preliminary Synopsis)

....;
~

..,J
These tendencies can be largely attributed to INCRA's efforts both
in the development of new colonization schemes and the promotion of "rapid
settlement," through which plots occupied by squatters were grant:ed formal
title. The other notable feature of the figures in Table 27 is the increasing
importance of sharecroppers, who share increased from 5% to nearly 127. of all
rural establishments in the state, while the average area occupied by such units
increased from 10 to 16 ha, between 1980 and 1985. Among other factors, this
reflects increasing demographic pressures and rising land values in the state,
together with the inability of most owner-occupiers to fully exploit their plots
11
with family labor alone.
10.34

11

One recent study of rural land use patterns in Rondonia confirms that
"the most important input into the production process at the initial stage of
colonization is labor. The inherent household labor supply constraint [faced
by the small farmer], which is often aggravated by malaria, [can be] partially
overcome ... [by tapping] a highly seasonal local labor market in two ways. First,
hired labor is available, although expensive, during the peak deforesting season
and can be rented with or without an accompanying chainsaw.
Second, days of
labor can be 'traded' across farms, a relatively inexpensive method of
exploiting ... strong economies of scale in deforestation."
See Steve Vos ti.
"Land Use Patterns in the Humid Tropics: A Case Study of the Machadinha
Colonization Project in Northwest Brazil," paper presented at the American
Agricultural Economics Association Annual Meeting, Baton Rouge, Louisiana, July
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10.35
The census data on land tenure, finally,
can be further
disaggregated by the size distribution of escablishments to give an even becter
idea as to haw the various categories of land occupation were differen~iated in
Rondonia in 1985. Table 28 indicates the percentage share of all establishmencs
in each size class by condition of occupancy, cogecher ~ith the size
distribution of all escablishments within each category. These figures reveal
that 70~ or more of all tenant farmers and sharecroppers occupied establishments
of less than 10 ha, while mosc owners and squacters occupied establishmencs
between 10 and 100 ha. It also shows that squatters and sharecroppers together
accounted for close to 80X of all farm units under 10 ha, while owners occupied
70% or more of all establishments over 10 ha, accounting for nearly 90% of those
between 1,000 and 10,000 ha.
Table 28

r:
r:

Size Distribution of Establishments bv Tenure Status in Rondonia, 1985
Size Class/Status

Sguatter

,,.-..

Sharecroo'Der

Tenant:

A. Size Distribution within Each Tenure Category (7.)

< 10 ha

r·.

10.-100 ha
100-1,000 ha
1,000-10,000 ha
> 10,000 ha
Total*

8.5

65.2
25.4
0.8

o.o
100.0

41.8
44.l

72.7
21.3

13.9

5.9

0.1

0.2

100.0

100.0

o.o

-

B. Tenure Catego!:! Share within Each Size Class (7.)

< 10 ha
r-..

r>.

80.2
16.8
2.7
0.2

100.0

27.9
52.5
19.0
0.5

o.o
100.0

**
33.6
3.7
1. 7
5.2

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

10-100 ha
100-1,000 ha
l,000~10,000 ha
> 10,000 ha

17.4
70.9
75.9
87.4
79.3

42.6
23.9
20.7
5.8

5.6
0.9
0.7
0.7

13.8

-

-

100.0

Total

57.1

28.4

2.1

11. 7

100.0

* Column totals may
** Excludes "other"

not add to 100% dueto rounding
and "no declaration" categories; row t:ot:als,
t:herefore, are less than 100%

Source: IBGE, Agricultural Census, 1985 (Preliminary Synopsis)
r-,
r>.
30-August: 2, 1989, pp. 3-4 (emphasis in the original).
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10.36
The figures in Table 28 likewise show that there were a significanc
number of large squatters. Nearly 157. of all establishments over 10,000 ha in
1985 were occupied by squatters, as were more than 207. of those between 100 and
1,000 ha. Within the various size classes, ~oreover, there were considerable
differences in average farm/ranch size accoràing to tenure status for nearly all
classes over 10 ha. In the 10 to 100 ha class, for example, che average síze
o f establishments occupied by owners ( ie.
cho s e possessing legal title) was
roughly 52 ha, while the average sizes of units occupied by squatters, tenant
farmers and sharearoppers were 38, 29 and 22 hectares, respectively. Again.
this reflects the fact that many farm owners we r e occupants o f colonizacion
plots, while tenants and sharecroppers were frequently rented or ceded portions
of such plots for temporary utilization.
E. Perception of Agricultural Potencialities
10.37
From the outset,
che principal
economic justificat:ion for
roadbuilding and regional development, ulcimately leading to the c~eacion of
?OLONOROESTE, was the need to reduce the ti=le anã coses of transportation from
what was considered to be a rich agricultural area to the populous markets of
the Center-South or beyond. However, this justificatíon was, in fact, founded
on two erroneous p't'emises.
First, it was assumed that a larger portion of
Rondonia' s soils than subsequently prove d to be the case were of superior
quality and, thus, capable of providing high yields and potentially large profit
margins to small farmers. Secondly, it was assumed that reducing the "frict:ion
of space" through transport im.provements would·permit Rondonia's agricultural
output to compete effectively in extra-regional, including, in the case of cocoa
and coffee, international, markets. 'With the benefit of hindsight, the validity
of these t:wo e~-ante assumptions will be assessed in the following sections.

1. Ouality of Soils and Produccivity
10.38
As indicated in Chapter !II, the premise that Rondonia possessed a
much higher proportion of fertile soils than other Amazon subregions became
fairly comm.onplace after settlement of the Ouro Preto colonization project in
the early 1970's.
Data from the RADAMBRASIL aerial natural resource surveys
allegedly gave support to this conclusion. 12 However, this informacion was
provided on a scale that did noc permit detailed assessment and it tended to be
hastily and, is it curned out, optimistically interpreted. Over time, it became
increasingly clear that the supposed advantages of Rondonia's soils had been
exaggerated.
10.39
The erroneous inicial assessment of soil quali ty in Rondonia,
however, could have been avoided. As early as 1975, an article in Science had
ii
Based primarily on this source, for axamp Le , the report of the· Bank ' s
economic survey mission to the Northwest in 1979 indicaced chac 10% of Rondonía's
soils were "good" and anocher 60% were of "moderate" quality, while only 30% were
"marginal" or "unsuitable" for agricultural production, concluding from this thac
"more than half of the region's land areais suitable for annual or pennanent
crops."
See IBRD, Brazil: Integrated Development ...• op. cit., Table 12 and
para. 7.03.
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warned of the poor quality of the soils in the ( then) federal Territory,
suggesting thac agricultural production should be limited to crop varieties and
species more toleranc to nucritional deficiencies or toxicities. 13
At a
Conference on the Development of Amazonia in Seven Countries, held in 1979, in
tum, another scientíst, in discussing soil feri:ility in Rondonia, affir:::ed
that:

,,,..--

Our present day understanàing of the soil potencial is
based upon a scale of 1 to 1 million reduced from drafts
at 1:250,000.
It is emphasízed by the RADAM repores
thac the excellent reconnaissance surveys will have to
be supplemented by more detailed investigatíon (at a
scale of 1 to 10,000) before long-term plans can be
formulated at a local level. ... A limited number of soils
are fertile by Amazon standards, but most have either
been developed already or are likely co be exploited ...
in the near future .... There is, therefore, much sense
in the suggestion that farming enterprises should be
enccuraged elsewhere. 1~

,-..

r:

r

r>
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10.40
Even within the Bank, the viewpoint that Rondonia's soils were
superior was not universally shared at the time POLONOROESTE was appraised. As
one Bank agricultural adviser stated in an internal memorandum in mid-1981, "in
an area the size of which is yet to be determined, we are dealing with extremely
low fertility soils often associated with acid soil infertility .... ln my view,
15
the investigation of lands is presem:ly inadequate to justify the Program."
In short, considerable doubt existed both in the scientific community and among
some Bank technical staff with respect to the adequacy of Rondonian soils for
the development of sustainable small-farm agriculture. ln retrospect, however,
it is evident that the momentum generated by increasing migration and the
coalescence of different interest groups overwhelmed such cautionary opinions.
10.41
As described in previous chapters, one practical consequence of the
controversy over the quality of Rondonian soils was the recommendacion that
perennial crops be emphasized over annual crops. This suggestion was correct
and generally accepted.
However, the installation of tree crops by small
farmers proved to be largely impossible under the concrete circumstances of
Rondonian settlement during the early and mid-1980's. Om the one hand, small
farmers, who were to have been the principal beneficiaries'.of both agricultural
consolidation and new settlement projects, did not themselves, in most cases,
possess the necessary resources to invest in the planting .of cocoa, coffee or
13

P .A. Sanchez and S. W. Buol, "Soils of the Tropics and the World Food
Crisis," Science, Vol. 188, No. 4, 1975.
14

Peter Furley, "Development Planning in Rondonia Based on Natural
Renewable Resource Surveys," in Proceedings of the Conference on the Development
of Amazonia in Seven Countries, 1979, pp. 42-43 (emphasis OED).
u World Bank Office Memorandum on the "Brazil Rondonia Rural Development
Program" dated July 21, 1981.
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rubber trees, nor to await the maturacion of these investments. ln the absence
of official credit, they were, thus, largely forced to rely on annual crops.
whose cultivation consumed most of their labor resources and which, as indicated
in Chapter VIII, tended to deplete the soil's natural fertility in two or three
years time.
10.42
Subsidized long-term investment credit, in short, would have been
necessary for small =armers to install perennials, buc, as a consequence of ~he
economic-fiscal crisis of the early 1980's, these resources were never made
available to small producers.
ln addition, many of the tree crops that were
planted in the region reportedly produced inferior qualíty crops and/or suffered
from disease. As a result, the initial optimism surrounding tree crops as an
economically and environmentally sound approach to small-farmer development in
the Northwest, like that surrounding soil fertility in the region, subsequently
praved to have been excessive.
10.43
An auspicious beginning in grawing cocaa in Rondonia. more
specifically, was interrupted by falling internacional prices and the spreaà of
the "vassoura de bruxa" (literally ''witch' s broom") blight.
Even coday ,
agronomists continue to try to adapt new tree plants to Rondonian conditions.
The latest "miracle crop" being advocated is cot:ton.
But, even if an ideal
commercial crop in cerms of Rondonia's soil and climate conditions were founà,
it would still have to be of high unitary value in arder to overcome the equally
significant distance-to-market factor.
2. The Distançe-to-Market Factor
10.44
Failure by the Bank to adequately consider the importance of the
distance-to-market factor can be cited as another of the major "technical"
shortcomings of the POLONOROESTE program. The basic assumption underlying the
program, that roadbuilding would reduce the friction of space sufficiently for
agricultural production in Rondonia to compete in extra-regional markets, was
not confirmed.
Continued subsidies to transport masked this situation for a
number of years, but the recent resource squeeze has exposed the inherently
dependent nature of agriculture in much of the Northwest. Given the comparative
inferiority, or ac least the non-superiority, of its soils and farming
technologies relative to those in the Center-South, pavement of BR-364 did not
facilitate the export of aondonian agricultural prÕduce so much as it stimulated
a flow of consumer goods - - including some agricultural products - - in the
opposite direction.
In retrospect, the experience in Rondonia suggests that
reduction of the friction of space may only increase, rather than decrease, the
dependency of outl.ying. regions on more developed parts of the country unless
costly equilibrating subsidy mechanisms are introduced.
10.45
Recent analyses of freight costs for various crops following
different routes in Brazil highlight the dilemma of agricultural production in
locatíons such as Rondonia. The da ta presented Ln Tab le 2 9 reveal, for íns tance ,
that transport costs to the closest markets are at least twice as h í.gh from
Rondonia as they are from the earlier frontier states of Geias ar Parana. These
figures, moreover, underestimate the real dimensions of the distance factor for
the POLONOROESTE region since they are based on transport costs from Rondonia
to t:he closest urban markets (ie. the "Triangulo Mineiro" in western Minas Gerais

-
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and Anapolis, near Brasilia, in Goias), rather than to the much larger, but more
distant, metropolitan cent~rs of Sao Paulo, Belo Horizonte and Rio de janeiro.
Furthermore, since the two former areas themselves produce many of the same fooà
crops (ie. rice, beans and.corn) as Rondonia, they cannot really be considered
as the final destination of the latter's produce .. Thus, the real differentials
in freight costs are likely to be even higher than those indicated below.

r:

10.46
Even the conservative estimates of. the ralative weíght of transport
coses from Rondonia to the central markets presenteà i.n the t ab Le below, acweve r .
clearly underline the co111petitive disadvantage of agricultural commodities
produced in much of the Northwest in terms of extra-regional markets. As one
recent FAO study on the marketing of agricultural produce from the Northwesc
concludes: "these results indicate why the production of cereals and grains from
the POLONOROESTE area is margínally consumed on che market: and why ic only
becomes viable during periods of s c ar c cv . Products coming from Goias and Parana
are more compecitive." 16
•
í

Table 29
Participation of Freight Costs in the Price of Agricultural Produce, 1989

c,o;es and Routes

'X of
Producer
Costs

t of
Wholesale
Ptice

~

Goias to Sao Paulo
Parana to Sao Paulo
Rondonia to Triangulo Mineiro

r:

X of
Retail
~

38.2

20.4

27.3

15.7

112.4

43.5

10.3

16.3

4.6

11.8

34.6

10.1

7.S
22.2

5.1

13.8

3.5
9.7

Rice
Goias to Sao Paulo
Rondonia to Anapolis
~

Parana to Sao Paulo
Rondonia to Triangulo Mineiro

Source: FAO/UNDP/MINTER/SUDECO,

1989

10.47
As suggested in para. 10.44, the relative disadvantages of the most
recent Brazilían frontier regions such as the Northwesc with respecc to the
distance-to-market factor were somewhat camouflaged in the pasc as the result

1,

FAO/UNDP/SUDECO/MINTER, "Comercializacao na Area do POLONOROESTE,"
Documento de Trabalho No. 12. Projeto BRA/87/037, Brasília. November 1989, pg.
44.
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of uniform price policies on diesel fuel. l7 To the ex cerre t:1ac cu Lc í.va c í.cn is
mechanized, such policies constituted an explicit subsidy to production ~n more
distant regions. More importantly, the transport costs of both production inputs
and agricultural output were artificially reduced in such areas. Uniform prices
for diesel fuel· also made it easier -co sustain :ninimum price policies for
agricultural produce.
Minimum príce policies, in tum,
const:ituted a.nother
imporcant source of subsidy that tended to favor less competitive farmers and/or
more aistant regions.
A study recently carried out by IP!-.\N/IP~~ inéicates.
furt:hermore, that the interaction of such policies has played an important role
in the expansion of agricultural production in frontier regions in the pasc. :a
The study concludes that the comparative lack of competitiveness of agricultural
production resulting from higher transport costs on the frontier implies, in the
absence of substancial soil fertility or ot:her crop productivity differentials
in favor of these areas and/or of very significant: local demand for local
agricultural output, that such production can only be sustained ae a high cost:
to public coffers.

F. Conclusion
10. 48
Throughout
this repare, the various
difficul t:ies faced by
POLONOROESTE have been discussed at some length.
The sum of these problems
ultimately made it impossible for the program to achieve many of its initial
social and environmental goals.
Toe gamut of obstacles encountered, more
specifically, ranged from an inhospitable climate anda poorly-known physical
environment to the intricacies of adrninistering a complex, multi-agency program
involving different levels of government in the midst of a severe economic· and
fiscal crisis and the absence of real political commitment on the part of the
Borrower to many of the program's stated objectives.
10.49
~ith the benefit of hindsight, the present chapter has highlighted
the principal factors and risks which POLONOROESTE's planners in Brazil and its
ex-ante evaluators in the Bank overlooked or underestimated.
In recrospect, it
is evident both that the program was implemented in a very uneven fashion and
that it:s inicial planning did not adequately consider important aspec~s of the
larger frontier development process that were already observable in the Northt.1est
and/or elsewhere in Amazonia at the time POLONOROESTE was appraised. Together,
these largely unanticipated, but not unforeseeable, difficulties help to explain
the widespread, and largely negative, human and physical environmental impacts
which have come to be associated with the program.
10.50
It is unquestionable that the more encompassing, but, nonetheless,
parcial "regional development" approach proposed by the Bank in response to the
Government's initial request for assistance in funding pavement of the Cuiaba17

This refers to the fact that the diesel prices charged to final
conswners were the same independently of the differential coses of transporting
the fuel itself which are much higher in outlying areas such as Rondonia.
18

See Enid Rocha Andrade da Silva, "A Política de Prece Uniformizado do
Oleo Diesel e suas Implícacoes no Avance da Fronteira Agrícola," Texto para
Discussao, No. 18, IPu\N/IPEA, August 1989.
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Porto Velho highway reveals sensitivity to the wider social and ecological
impacts that were likely to occur as a result of improvement of the road. The
approach eventually followed, however, was too narrow and resulted, at the same
time, both in placing areas that had little in common under the umbrella of a
single invescrnent program and incorrectly characterizing specific interven~ions
in several sectors (ie. road transport, rural development and public health) anà
particular subareas and were targeted on selected social groups as "integrated
regional development." The subsequent uneven implementation of the program's
major components, whereby roads and other physical infrastructure were largely
completed on or ahead of schedule, while other planned interventions proceeded
considerably more slowly and incompletely, only exacerbated this initial basic
design flaw.
10. 51
Had road construction and the premises of prosperity in the
~orthwest generated in part by POLONOROESTE not multiplied the flow of migrants
during a period of economic crisis, che program might: still have s a Lvaged
satisfactory social results by · virtue of its commitment to, by Ama:z:onian
standards, relatively small· scale farmers.
Ev-en before the program and the
c r i.s i.s , however, migration flows to Rondonia had surpassed the ability of
official settlement projects to absorb them. When·POLONOROESTE paved the Cu.í.abaPorto Velho highway and migration continued to increase, however, Rondonia was
literally swamped by migrants, a substancial number of which apparently came from
the northwestern Mato Grosso portion of the program region itself.
10.52
If better quality soils in Rondonia had been more widespread and íf
farmers in the newly-settled areas had been able to sell their produce ac better
prices in southern markets, perhaps the large flow of migrants would not have
produced such serious consequences in environmental terms. But, in practice,
the unclaimed lands possessed increasingly poor soils and most small farmers
were not able to produce competitively because natural soil productivity, in
the absence of expensive chemí.ca l, correctives, was relatively low and/or
decreased rapidly with the production of annual crops and because the distance
to markets, added to other difficulties (eg. poor feeder road maintenance, lack
of credit, etc.), presented significant obstacles to successful agricultural
development, even for prescribed perennial crops for which program support prove d
to be entirely inadequate.
10. 53
Gi:ven the difficulties of introducing sustainable agriculture on the
scale necessary to absorb a larger than expected number of prospective settlers,
the discovery · of rich mineral deposit:s, coupled with the policy-enhanced
profit:ability of logging activities which roadbuilding also helped to facilitate,
provided alternativa, if frequently precarious, sources of income and employment
for pare of the recently-arrived population. Indeed, in the absence of a strong
local extractive economy, it is likely that many small farmers who still remain
in the region mig9t already have abandoned Rondonia in favor of even more recent
settlement areas, as had previously occurred in northwestern Mato Grosso and many
other Brazilian agricultural frontier regions before it.
10.54
The extractive economy, in short, has been extremely important in
the Northwest, both directly as a source of employment in logging and mining and
indirectly on account of the significant linkage andmultiplier effects between
these and other local economic activities, including ~ransportation, industrial
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processing, commerce anda broad range of other urban services. It has likewise
been important for regional agric~ltural growth over the past decade since much
of the local demand for food p r oduc t.s is generated by t:hose direct:ly or
indirectly involved in extractive and related activities.
In the absence of
the anticipated export markets for tree crops, particularly cocoa, in short, it
is likely that a large portion of locally produced agricultural goods is, in
fact, consumed l_ocally by those supported by, or otherwise dependent on,
extractive activities, including many small farmers and their families
themselves.
However, the environmental costs of the resource degradation
associated with logging and mining act:ivities have also p roven t:o be considerably
greater than initially expected.
1. The Extractive Economy and Sustainability
10.55
Several aspects of the natural resource-based recent occupation of
the Northwest meri t brief addi t:ional conunent.
On the one hand, both nonrenewab le ( íe. mineral) and pocencially renewable ( ie. soils and fores e) regional
resources are present:ly being ":::.ined," co the extent that: even the latter are,
in practice, being treated as, and hence are in real danger of becoming, nonrenewable resources. Commercial hardwoods are being ext:ensively harvest:ed, while
other forest resources are being destroyed with little, if any, attempt to
replace them or to protect the other animal and plant species that are threacened
or damaged iri the process. Regional soil resources are also increasingly being
mined through the conversion of forest directly into pasture land or first into
annual cropland and then into pasture, much of which is subsequently abandoned
onc:e soil nutrients are consumed.
Mining, prospecting, logging and urban
development, among other activities, in tum, are contributing directly to the
increasing contamination of regional water resources.
10. 5 6
As a resul t, mos t current land uses in the region appear to be
largely unsustainable in the absence of much greater invescments in soil and
forest conservation than most farmers, ranchers and other economic actors are
able ar willing to make, especially in light of: (i) the continued availability
of uncleared land and timber resources and, hence, of an unexploited nutrienc
stock, in the region; (ii) prevailing market conditions, including the distance
to extra-regional markets and the local demands generated by the extractive
econo~y, which favor cattle raising over agriculture and annual crops over tree
crops; (iii) the continued need to heavily rely on family labor for most rural
development activities; (iv) the prospect of further public investments in roads
and-other types of physical infrastructure that facilitate access to new areas
and markets and of public expenditures more generally that help to stimulate
local demand for food and other locally produced natural resource-based
commodities; and , (v) the continued lack o~ inadequacy of official control,
particularly at the state and local level, over prevailing predatory resource
extraction and land use practices, including the invasion, logging and mining
of official reserve areas.
10.57
In addition, the long-run sustainability of these extractive
activities, which by their very natura tend to deplete or exhaust the natural
capital on which they are based, remains to be seen.
Clearly, the stock of
mahogany and other commercial hardwoods in the Northwesc is rapidly diminishing
and, thus, at least in the shor~ and medium•run, is non-renewable. Mineral (ie.

·~
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gold and cassiterite) reserves, ín turn, while not fully known, are, nonecheless,
also finite. Once the possibility of exploiting chese resources decreases and
the focus af logging and prospecting ventures shifts elsewhere, many associated
food production, raw material processing, supply, transport and other service
activities are likely to move with them.
Sooner or later, in short, che
extrac~ive boom will fade and, in the absence of other major export commodities.
so will the local economies -~ possibly including a substantial share of presenc
re·gional agricultural activity - - which it has helped to generate and suscain.
10.58
In synthesis, in a tropical frontier area such as Northwest Brazil,
natural resource-based "development" that has been largely induced and partially
sustained by large-scale public investments, particularly roadbuilding, and
public policies and interventions that distort private sector resource allocation
-- including, in the present case, subsidized transport costs and credit, minimum
price gua.rantees, e:xport promotion policies and free or cheap access to
agricultural la.nd - - together vith the possibility of "mining" a potentially
valuable, but: ultimately limited, natural resource stock, faces two very
important chall.enges related to long-term susta.inability. One has to do wi eh
the already mentioned possibility of continuing to extract non-renewable mineral
resources over the long-run andina way which minimizes degradation of regional
water and other environmental resources.
The other concerns the effective
possibility of converting the presently predatory exploitation of potentially
renewable forest and soil resources into a more sustainable pactern of resource
management and use in the region.
2. Sustainabili~

and Regional Carrying Capacity

10.59
Both possibilities, however, will ultimately be constrained by the
ecological carrying capacity of the areas involved.
As one World Ba.nk
publicacion has described it,
the carrying cap ac cy of a particular region is the
maximum population of a given species that can be
supported indefinite.ly, allowing for seasonal and random
changes, without any degradation of the natural resource
base that would diminish this maximum population in the
future. The concept of carrying capacity is familiar
to biologists and wildlife managers who devised it to
express the capacity of natural areas (ecosystems) to
suppor1: animal li.fe·. With modifications, it is also an
important·measure of the ability of regions to support
human populations. 19
í

1'

James Kirchner, George Lede e, Robert Goodland and Jane Drake, "Carrying
Capacity, Population Growth and Sustainable Development," in Dennis Mahar (ed.),
Rapid Population Growth and Human Carrying Capacity: Two Perspectives, Yorld Bank
Staff Yorking Paper No. 690, Washington, January 1985, pg. 45 (emphasis OED).
For inceresting applications of this concept to the Amazonian regions of Brazil
and.Ecuador, respectively, see Philip Fearnside, Human Carrying Capaçity of the
Brazilian Rainforest, Colwnbia University Press, New York, 1986, and James
Hicks, et. al., Ecuador's Amazon Region: Development Issues and Options, World
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10. 60
While,
due to
spatially
differing
and constantly
charig í.ng
technologies and resource use patterns, as well as che possibility of supplying
food and other conswnption requirements from elsewhere through interregional
trade, determination of carrying capacity constraints at the regional level is
far more complex for human populations than for other species, :::iere
s,
nevertheless, an ultimate limit to the excent to which the natural resource base
in any particular geographic area can support, or continue to support, local
economic activity and population. This is clearly the case in areas Nhere ~ie
principal economíc activity involves the exploitacion of a non-renewable (eg.
mineral or fossil fuel) resource, but i t is equally true for az e aa where
potentially renewable resources are "mined" ar exploited unsustainably as is
presently occurring in Northwest Brazil.
í

10. 61
Regions differ, moreover, in terms of their inherent carrying
capacities at any given levels of technology and resource consumption.
\Jhile
some areas possess hospicable climates, fertile soils, adequace wacer supplies
anà are well locaced with respect to markets, others have a much poorer natural
resource base anà/or are situated at considerably greater distances f:::om
national consumption centers or internacional markets. Not surprisingly, the
former are normally developed more rapidly and are able to producti~ely absorb
and sustain much larger populations than the latcer, while the settlement of
"lower-potencial" areas occurs later a.nd often, as in the case of northwestern
Mato Grosso and Rondonia, in response to demographic pressures from "higherpotential" regions such as south-central Brazil.
10.62
These pressures, in tum, are a reflection of both population growth
per se and other factors, including the evolving land tenure structure and
policy-induced or supported changes in rural land use. A clear example of the
latter is the rapid substitution of a large number of small family-operated food
and coffee prodt.tcing farms by a much smaller number of large-scale, highly
capitalized, export-orient:ed soybean ar energy-substituting sugar cane farms ín
substancial parts of south-central Brazil during the 1970's and 1980's. All of
these factors affect the rate at wh í.ch "surplus'' rural population is generated
in "high-potential"
regions and forced to seek alt:ernat:ive
employment
opportunitíes in areas that may be considerably less well suited to accommodate
them either in terms of their initial natural resource endowment:s ar their
possibility of sustaining agricultural development over time.
10.63
Northwest Brazil, while possessing significant mineral and timber
resources, is chara~terized by a humid tropical clima te which, among other
drawbacks, is highly·conducive to the proliferation of diseases such as malaria,
together with limited quantities of fertile soils that are subjecc to rapid
nutrient loss when not properly managed.
It is also situated several thousand
kilomet.ers from the major metropolitan areas where most of the ccuncry ' s
industry and much of i ts population is concentrated, as well as from the
principal outlet:s to external markets.
As a result, the economic and r.uman
coses of installing and sustaining rural settlement are high, even in the

Bank Discussion Papers No. 75, Washington, April 1990.
Fearnside's study was
partially financed by POLONOROESTE's ecological research component.
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absence of rapid population growth, leading to a pattern of resource use (ie.
extensive deforestation, soil degradation, pasture creation and subsequent
abandonment, etc.) that, in most subareas, contributes directly to the rapid
depletion of the regional nàtural capital stock.
In the face of increasing
20
demographic pressures, this tendency is even further magnified.
3. Future Prospects and Re~ional pevelonment Considerations

10.64
Given the fragility of the tropical ecosystems whích predominate in
the Northwest, together with its considerable distance from major domestic and
external markets, both the region's inherent human carrying capacity and its
future possibilities of absorbing additional population and expanding
agricultura! and livestock production on an environmentally sustainable basis
would appear to be limited. 21 This conclusion is supported by the results of
a detailed empirical study of another Amazorrí.an subregion in Brazil which
possesses characterístics that are similar to those of many other parts of the
region including the Northwest. This study, more specifically, confirmed:
the informal opinion of many that carrying capacity of
tropical regions such as the intensiva study area is
very low for agriculturalists supported primarily on
annual crops. This is not to suggest that development
of these lands by larger enterprises, as in the
conversion of extensive areas to cattle pasture, can
provide the sustained yields necessary to support a
human population at a higher carrying capacity. On the
contrary, simulations of cattle pasture case serious
doubt on whether this form of production can produce
such sustained yields. 22

.•••.....

.r-20

r

The recent experience in the Northwest, together with those along the
Transamazon highway in the eastern part of the Brazilian Amazon region and in
several other Amazonian regions in Peru and Colombia, Sri Lanka's Mahaweli Ganga
program, Nepal's Terai settlement, Kenya's Bura irrigation settlement project
and Indonesia's Transmigration program, are specifically cited by Kirchner, et.
al. (op. cit., pg. 82) as examples of "economically and environmentally costly
land settlement schemes, stimulated at least in part by land pressures in highpotential areas."
For a more detailed assessment of the latter of these
experiences, see Indonesia - The Transmigration Program in Perspective, Yorld
Bank Count~ Study, ~ashington, July 1988.
11

This is especially likely in view of the aforementioned tendency to
reduce the levels of public expenditures and subsidies that, together with the
extractive boom, have helped to support the regional economy over the past
decade.
22

Fearnside, H1J.Jllan Carrying Capacity •.• , op. cit., pg. 145 (emphasis OED).
The subregion in question was an official colonization area along the Transamazon
highway near the city of Altamira in central Para.
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10.65
While the implications of this conclusion in terms of fucure Bank
activíty in Northwest Bz az í.L and ocher tropical frontier regions ·,1ill be
explored more fully in the next chapcer, several general considerations can be
immediately put fo:çward. First of all, it is essencial that any future proposal
to support, or continue to support, rural settlement and/or other·forms of
natural resource-based productive occupacion in c=opical areas be adequately
assessed in light of the carrying .capacities of these areas.
Secondly,
especially when new settlement and hence the in-migration of population anà
increasing demographic densities are involved, local carrying capacities shoulà
be clearly assessed in relation to those of alternative locatíons in nontropical areas.
10. 66
This, in tum, suggests that the need to "productively occupy"
tropical frontier areas should not be viewed by nacional policy makers or the
Bank as a foregone conclusion, as appears to have been the case at the time when
the latter decided to support POLONOROESTE, but rather as only one, and under
most circ'Ulllstances a very high social and environmental cost, alternative to
dealing with the underlying problem of reducing or accommodating "surplus" rural
population generated elsewhere.
ln short:, the range of policy options and
possible interventions to deal with this problem should, from the very outset,
be considerably broader than merely attempting to use undeveloped regíons.
especially those having inherently low holding capacities, as an , almas e
inevitably temporary, "safety valve" for demographic pressures arising for
whatever reasons in other parts of the country in question.
10.67

lJhen intervention in support of rural settlemenc in tropical areas
such as Northwest Brazil is inevitable, however, certain principles or
development objectives that explicitly take carrying capacity constraints into
accounc should be applied in the definition and subsequent implementation of
such actions. These regional development objectives have been well sWIU11arized
by one observer of the environmental impacts of major development init.iatives
in the Brazilian Amazon region, including POLONOROESTE, over the past several
decades in the following terms: 23
(i)

23

2•

Sustainabilitx: Long-term sustainability, both agronomic and
24
social, of any [ agroecosystem)
to be promoted is of
paramounc importance.
Agronomic sustainability requires a
reasonable balance of nutrients in the system, including
compensation for lasses from leaching, erosion and nutrient
export in the product.s harvested.
Other requirements for
continued productivity, such as control of soil compaction and
energy
from
renewable
sources,
must
also
be
met.
Probabilities of destruction by pests or diseases must be low
and consideration should be gi~en to an alternate land use
should the present system fall victim to one of these
biological problems .... Social sustainability requires chat the

Ibid., pp. 147-150 (emphasis OEO).

An "agroecosystem" refers to an ecological system, or ecosystem, that
includes crops and other organisms used to supply hu.man needs.
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system rema.in profitable over time. Fluctuacions in yields
and variations in market prices for inputs or the proàuct can
jeopardize long-cerm social sustainability.
Also irnportanc
is the practicality of enforcing regulations required for the
system' s functioning .... ln addition, social inequal1ty and
other underlying social conditions can affect a system' s longtertn sustainability. Sustainability is therefore linked with
social forces az i.s a.ng from resource
distribut:ion and
population pressure.
(ii)

Unsubsidized Eçonomic Competitiveness:
Systems that depend
on government subsidies for their survival often end up
costing
more
chan their
intrinsic
rnerit justifies.
Distortions introduced by such subsidies as tax incentives and
low-interest loans have a way of becoming self-perpetuating
even when the system has provento be economically unfeasible.
Systems must show chemselves to be profitable in immediate
(discounted) terras, thus obviating any need for governmental
or other subsidies.

(iii)

Maxirnum Self-Sufficiency: A balance must be struck between
integration with the larger economy and local selfsufficiency.
Dependence on . imports of energy supplies,
agricultural inputs and basic food staples puts colonists at
the mercy of price increases and the vagaries of supply
.•.. Self-sufficiency should include both economic selfsufficiency, meaning that enough is produced to satisfy
demand, and nutritional self-sufficiency, meaning that enough
is produced to satisfy nutritional needs of all regardless of
purchasing power.

(iv)

Fulfillment of Social Goals: To be viable, an ag rcecosyscem
must ensure minimum human living standards ... Containing the
probability of [settler] failure within acceptable limits is
one important condition. 'The amount of employment generated
by different types of development must also be considered.
On a regional scale, the cost of installing an agroecosystem
can also be important if opting for an expensive development
type means that goals are not fulfilled elsewhere in the
region.

(v)

Consistency with Development of Adjacent Areas: Development
plans must ensure that adequate areis are available for
ecological. Amerindian and other types of reserves requiring
intact forest,
Boundaries of such reserves, once created,
must be respected: development of surrounding areas lllUSt not
create pressures to encroach on previously committed reserves.

(vi)

Retention of Development Options: A prime consideration in
selecting development strategies should be avoiding land uses
that close the doer to other possible uses .... The extensive

r:
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destruction of t:-ie forest for cattle pascure
dramatic instance of short·sighted land use.

is

che most:

(vii)

Minimal Effects on Other Resources: A minimization of adverse
effects such as water pollution on other resources shauld be
part of any àevelopment planning.

(viii)

Minimal ~acroecological Effects: Development strategies for
rainforesc
areas must not be adopced without serious
consideration being given to potential. larger ecological
effects. Species and genetic diversity, coevolved ecological
relationships and climate scability are often sacrificed with
little serious consideration given to applying effective ...
measures to curb these lasses.
Costs of ignoring these
potential problems could be high, even though individuals and
corporations enjoying the immediate profits of development
will not pay the bulk of these costs which may not come due
for some c:.me.

10. 68
Toe latter po í.nt; , finally, raises che fundamental éonflict that
underlies much environmental degradacion ·- including the "mining" of renewable
natural resources ·- on the Am.azonian frontier and elsewhere. Thís refers. more
specifically, to the conflict mentioned earlier in this report between che
private desire to maximize short-run benefits versus the societal (and intergenerational) need to ~inimize long-run social and envircnmental. costs that is
associated with all major investment decisions and development initiacives, but
is particularly acute in the case of natural resource~based frontier region
occupation. More gene~ally, as one researcher has put it:
The conflict between individual profit-seeking and the
environmental and social concerns of society at large
arises from a basic disparity between a system's
sustainability and the investment pattern producing the
highest economic returns. Investment decisions are made
by comparing
potencial
investments with
returns
obtainable from alternative investments in other parts
of the larger economy ( the latter summarized as a
discount rate). Unfortunately, the rate of return that
can be sustained by managing a renewable ~esource is
limited by •.• biological factors ... which have no logical
link with bankers' discount rates. If the discount rate
is more than twice the rate of regeneration, as is often
the case, it is to the investor's-advantage to simply
destroy the ~esource as soon as possible and reinvest
the profits in other enterprises .... The prcblem is not
a lack of knowledge, bu't the fundamental nature of
economic decision ma.king. 25
~ Ibid, pg. 150 (emphasis OED). Fearnside also observes (pg. 151) that
the current reliance on discount rates in investment decision making "poses a
dilemma" for development planners since "high discount rates lead to

,,,..-...
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10.69
Thus, while policy-induced distortions in private ~nvestment
decisions which result in the non-sustainable utilization of renewable natural
resources must be avoided, at the same time there is also clear need for public
intervention to ensure that the interests of the larger society (including the
glob~l community) and future generations are adequately represented in private
decísion_making affecting large-scale natural resource use and management in the
humid tropics. In the case of Northwest Brazil in particular and of Amazonia
more generally, this implies the need to reduce rapid deforestation and other
forms of environmental degradation in areas where it is already taking place and
to take actions to prevent these processes from occurring elsewhere in the
region.
As will be further discussed in the next chapcer , this, in tum,
requires both the redirection of prospe.ctive and, to the extent possible,
existing Amazonian settlers to other regions, together with the more rational
26
management and development of those areas that are already occupied.

r-

overexploitation of potentially renewable resources, while artificially low rates
lead to investment in economically inviable projects with poor returns,"
concluding that "a new approach to financial analyses is needed to make
sustainable
forms of development
profitable and non-sustainable
forms
tn1profitable."
Fearnside ( ibid., pp. 151-152)
proposes, moreover, that "encouraging
intensive development of small areas is one way of relieving pressure on larger
expanses of rainforest" and that: ''already deforested areas should be the sites
for such intensive developments, noc those still under native forest."
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XI.

THE WORLD BANK AND TrlE ENVIRONMENT

I~

THE NORTmTEST

REG'.'.::~~

A. Introduct:ion

11.01
The preceding chapters have surveyed POLONOROESTE's execution
performance and general results, the adequacy and effectiveness of the program's
environmental and Amerindian protection components, its impacts on the human anà
physical environments in Northwest Brazil and· the· principal design problems and
unanticipaced difficulties experienced during implementation that help cc explain
its failure to achieve many of its initial economic, social and environmental
objectives. This and the following chapter, by way of summary and conclusion,
will focus more specifically on how -- and how well -- the Bank perceived and
dealt with POLONOROESTE's envíronmental aspects and consequences.
They will
likewise try to draw the principal lessons that can be learned at this point from
the recenc demographic and economic growth ~
environm.ental mismanagement in
the Northwest, as well as to trace the principal implications of this experience
=ar on-going and future Bank activities in the region and other humid tropical
frontier areas. The institucional and polícy impacts of POLONOROES~E ~ath in
Brazil and within the Bank will also be briefly described. Much of whac follows,
however, will be an attempt to recapitulace and bring together the principal
findings presented in earlier sectíons of the repare.
B. Adeguacy of Bank Perception of Environmental Risks

11.02
As both the regional economic survey report (ie. the publication
encitled Br:azil; Integ:rated Development of the Northwest Frontier) and the
appraisal documents for the various projects which together composed much of
POLONOROESTE demonstrate, the Bank was clearly aware of many, if noc most, of
the potencial environmental impacts and risks associated with undertaking the
program and paving the Cuiaba- Porto Velho highway in particular. This si tuation
compares favorably with the Bank's relative lack of awareness of the principal
environmental impacts and risks at the regional level associated with the nearly
simultaneous preparation, appraisal and implementation of the Garajas Iron Ore
Project in Eastern Amazonia. 1
Indeed, in many ways, the Bank's approach to
POLONOROESTE in terms of attempting to identify and prevent or mitigace potencial
adverse environmental and Amerindian impacts of major infrastructure and
productive (in this case, road and rural develop111ent) investments vas a
pioneering effort that anticipated the more systematic environmental assessment
2
procedures that have recently been adopted on an institution-wide basis.
As
mentioned earlier in this repare and further discussed in the next chapter,
moreover, POLONOROESTE directly resulted in important environmental policy
initiatives within the Bank, the tribal peoples policy being a clear example.
See the OED case study report encitled Envirorunental Aspects ... , op.
cit., for a similar discussion as to how the Bank dealt with envíronmental issues
and problems in connection with this operation.
2

These procedures are detailed in Bank Operatíonal Directive (00) 4.00,
Annex A, entitled "Environmental Assessment," which was firsc issued in its
present form in October 1989.
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11.03

In retrospect, however, it is also clearly evident that the Bank
substantially underestimated the probability that, and ex.tent to which, the
potential negative environmental impacts associated with improving physical
access to and within the Northwest would, in fact, occur. Similarly, the Bank
significantly overestimated the institutional capacity and , above all, the
political willingness of the Borrower to take the actions necessary to
effectively limit or control these adverse impacts.
As has been suggested
throughout this report, these shortcomings reflected a poor ex-ante understanding
by the Bank of both the agro-ecological. and socio-economic constraints to
achieving sustainable rural development and the underlying complexity and
dynamics of the frontier occupation process in the Northwest.
Yhile the
deepening recession in south-central Brazil after 1981 unquestionably added to
the demographic pressures on the region, and hence, on its physical envirorunent,
this does not negate either the fact that the Northwest' s human carrying
capacity, at existing leveis of technology, was -- and is -- inherencly limited
or that this funda.IUental constraint was not adequately taken into account in the
Bank's appraisal and subsequent decision to ·support the program.
11.04
More specifically, the Bank, explicitly or implicitly, made several
key assumptions with respect to POLONOROESTE's likely impact on the environment
which subsequently proved to be partially .or totally incorrect. Among these
were:

-

(i)

that while migration f1ows to the region would undoubtedly
increase as a result of program road and rural development
investments, they woul.d not be so large or so rapid as to
hinder its implementation or interfere with the achievement
of its basic social and environmental objectives; in this
connection, moreover, no attempt appears to have been made by
the Bank. during the appraisal process to project migration,
consider alternative demographic scenarios or assess the likely
impact of varying levels and rates of population inflow on
rural settlement, urban growth and natural resource utilization
in the region;

(ii)

that rural settlement could and would be directed to areas with
comparatively fertile soils and away from those where soil
conditions were known to be inadequate or were still largely
unknown; a related assumption was that sufficient amounts of
relatively good soils existed in the region to accommodate a
reasonable number of addi.tional settlers whether already
present in the Northwest or still to arrive, either in areas
that had not yet been occupied or through the subdivision of
existing, presently underutilized, colonization plots in areas
that were known to possess fertile soils;

(iii)

that environmentally lesa dama.ging perennial crops would be
installed,
expanded
or
consolidated on
small-farmer
colonization plots even though the investment credit required
for this to occur was to be provided in parallel to, rather
than as an integral pare of, the program itself;

r-
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(iv)

that environmentally less desirable cattle raísing and annual
crop production
thraugh
shifting
cultivation would be
discouraged by the program; ~hile it was recognized that the
production of annual cxops was necessary to ensure t:he
subsistence of sectlers and their families, ~t was expected
that temporary crops would be interplanted with tree crops so
as to reduce the tendency of the former to rapidly deplete
soil nutrient:s, thus leading to the need for additional
deforestation;

(v)

that implementation of the program's various components would
proceed sufficiently apace that, by the time road iml)rovements
were completed, existing cclonization pl:'ojects would be largely
consolidated, the installation of new settlement s cheme s would
be well advanced and environmental and Amerindian protection
measures would be in place; the very different institutional
and implementation requirements for investments in physical
infrastructure, especially roads, on the one hand, and for
agri·cultural support
and
public
health
serv-ices
and
environmental protection measures, on the other, and, more
iilll)ortantly,
the very different political and economic
interests associated with these different types of public
intervention, appear to have been largely overlooked by the
3
Bank;

(vi)

that the financial resources, institutional strengthening and
political conunitment necessary for the timely and adequate
implementation
of the
program' s
"software" ccmpcnene s ,
inc:ludingits environmental and Amerindian protection measures,
would be forthcoming and
sufficient to gua.rantee the
effectiveness of these actions and investments; and,

(vii)

that small farmers would reap significant benefits from
program-sponsored trunk and feeder road improvements which
would greatly facilitate the commercialization of their
products and their access to agricul tural inputs, support
services and community facilities; while this assumption was

s Independently of the ecological and socio-economic settings in which they
occur, the design and implementation of poverty-oriented rural or area
development projects are generally characterized by considerable institutional
complexity, while their performance and results often critically depend on the
ways in which they affect existing political inte~ests at the local level. For
more specific discussions of these factors, see OED, Rural Development: World
Bank Experience, 1965-85, World Bank Operacions Evaluation Study, washingcon,
April 1988; Judith Tendler, "Rural Proj ects through Urban Eyes: An Interpretation
of the TJorld Bank' s New- S tyle Rural Development: Proj ects," \Jorld Bank Staff
Working Papers, No. 532, TJashington, 1982; and Judith Tendler et. al. nNew
Lessons from Old Projects: Toe Dynamics of Rural Development in Northeast
Brazil," draft report to OED, August 24, 1990.
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not wrong per se, program design did not explicitly recognize
that, especially in rapidly growing frontier areas, road
construction and/or upgrading has a direct impact on land
values and, hence, on land speculation and frequently also on
land concentration; nor did it recognize that, in addition to
rural colonists, frontier road improvements facilitate access
to Land , natural resources and markets by spontaneous settlers,
large farmers, ranchers of all sizes, loggers, miners and other
economic actors vhose impact on the physical environment is
likely to be far less benevolent than that of small tree crop
farmers; similarly, it essentially ignored the fact that such
improvements facilitate the inflow, as well as the outflow,
of agricultural and other commodities, in the process leading,
at least initially, to an increased and possibly excessiva
dependency of the "beneficiary" region on more developed part:s
of the country.

-.
r:
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11. 05
Together, these incorrect or only partially co rxec c premises suggest
that the Bank's ex-ante assessment of the environmental risks associated with
POLONOROESTE was, at best, incomplete and naive,
As mentioned in an earlier
chapter, this, in tum, reflects the Bank's poor initial comprehension of both
the political economy of the broader frontier occupation process in Northwest
Bra~il and the implications of this process in terms of potent-ial natural
resource use and misuse in tbe region. More specifically, it reflects the Bank ' s
insufficient knowledge of the underlying economic, social and political forces
that were "driving" migration, settlement and resource utilization
in the
Northwest at the time the program was appraised. • It also reflects the absence
of an ex-ante assessment as to how these broader forces would be likely to react
in terms of natural resource use to a substantial increase in public investments
and the progressive "opening up" of the area as a result of improved transport
connections both to and within the region.
11.06
One of the major lessons that can be drawn from the POLONOROESTE
experience for future operations in similar situations, therefore, is the need
to more adequately consider the entire frontier development process and its
implications for natural resource use and management. This necessarily requires
an assessment as to how any proposed major investments would be likely to affect
resource utilization by all major economic actors in the region rather than just
one particular group such as small farmers.
This analysis, moreover, is
essencial not only to better gauge how any major investment or invest:ments would
be likely to influence natural resource use at the regional level, but also to
have a more adequate idea as to the nature and extent of the environmental
protection measures that would be necessary in order to avoid or mi tigat:e adverse
4

,,-..
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While it is true that many of these forces (eg. extensíve logging and
ranching activities) were still largely incipient in Rondonia at: the time the
program was appraised, they were, nevertheless, already occurring to a more
observable extent in northwestern Mato Grosso. Furthermore, they had clearly
cha:racterized the frontier occupation process elsewhere in Amazonia, particularly
along the northern section of the Belem-Brasilia highway during the 1960's and
1970's, and. thus, could have been better anticipated by the Bank.
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impacts, as well as the political and institu-cional preconditions
effective implementation of such actions.

for

che

As was a.lso stressed in OED's assessment of the environmental aspec cs
and consequences of the Garajas Iron Ore Project, this type of ex-ante and on~
going evaluation is necessary for all major infrastructure and productive seccor
operations which are likely to have significant physical and/or human
environmental impaccs. s However, it is especially important for those projects
in regions that are territorially extensive and/or ecologically heterogeneous
or sensitive, as well as for those areas which are undergoing rapid processes
of socio~economic transformation.
ln short, it is particularly ímportant for
such proj ects or programs in large humid tropical. frontier regions such as
Northwest Brazil.
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G. Program Adeguacy and Effecciveness in Dealing with Envíronmental Problems
11.08
The discussion in the preceding section clearly suggescs boch that
che Bank's ex-ance analysis of the potencial environmental risks assaciaced with
POLONOROESTE was insufficienc and that, at least partially as a resulc, che
-program' s capacity to deal with the negative environmencal consequences of
improved access to and within che region was ultimately very limited.
Toe
reasons for this have been explored in considerable detail in earlier chapters
and, thus, will not be repeated here. It is imporcant to stress, however, that
perha-ps the most impot:"tant factor underlying the fail:ure of POLONOROESTE' s
proposed environmental protection actions was the lack of political. interest at
the state and local levels in the effective implementation of these measures.
11.09
This lack of local political interest in environmental control and
protection, which on the froneier inevitably means restricting access to at
lease some potentially exploitable land and natural. resources, is not difficult
to understand since, as indicated in previous chapters, it clearly goes against
the self-interest of many of the principal economic actors involved in the
frontier occupation process, incl.uding many local politicians who are often
large landowners and/or directly involved in extractive ventures themselves.
More specifically, many of the main economic actors on the frontier, particularly
land speculators, commercial loggers and prospectors, are primarily interesced
in maximizing the short-term. return on their investments of capital and/or, in
the case of the two latter groups, labor. Ranchers and farmers of all sizes,
moreover, to the extent that they are also holders of an important capital asset,
land, whose value increases, sometimes very rapidly, as a direct result of the
frontier occupation process, are frequently more interested in realizing the
potential gains that can be rea~ed from the sale of this asset than in using it
as a producti~e resource for cattle raising and/or agricultural purposes.

5

Environmental Aspects ...• , op , cit., Chapter X.
Precisely on
account of the dynamic nature of the processes involved, moreover, the continual
monieoring and evalu.ation of evolving regional de~elopment tendencies and their
environmental impacts is of crucial importance in large•scale infrastructure
and/or productive sector projects in frontier areas.
OED,

-
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11.10
Due to the abundant availability (or apparent availability) of
relatively inexpensive uncleared land on the frontier, especially as compared
with the normally much less plentiful supplies of capital and labor, loggers,
ranchers and farmers have, in practice, cended to "mine" its pocentially
renewable forest and soil resources, justas miners and prospectors extract its
non-renewable mineral resources. Thus, as one recent Bank economic analysis of
environmental problems in Brazilian Amazonia has put it:
The agricultural economies cnac have evolved in the
Amazon have been a market response to an abundance of
accessible Amazonian land generated by the governmenc
road building program. The economic force driving these
activities can perhaps best be viewed as nutrient
extraction: nutrients, currently embodied (largely) in
the canopy and soil of the forest, can be extracced and
sold in a variety of forms ·· mosc importantly trees,
crops and meat.
The complex of accivities and
organizations that constitute nutrient mining varies
from region to region along the frontier, depending upon
quality of soils, ease of forest access, availability
of labor, credit and land tenure relationships. 6
11.11
Under these conditions of relative factor availability, however, the
principal key to resource-depleting occupation of the frontier is physical
access and the associated reduction in transport costs. Except in cases where
rates of return are expected to be very high (ie. some mining and commercial
logging venturas), road investments az e normally undertaken by the public sector
which, by:virtue of this intervention alone, significantly increases access to
land and other natural resources on the frontier for a broad range of economic
actors.
Once previously unexploited areas are opened up, in tum, it often
becomes very difficult to control the occupation/settlement process.
In
addition, unless construction and maintenance costs are fully recovered from
their multiple users, which is seldom the case on the frontier, such public
sector road investments also represent a significant subsidy to the private
interests (eg. farmers, ranchers, loggers and others) who subsequently utilize
them to obtain access to land and other natural resources.

r-

11.12
Consequently, one major-· perhaps the major -- way to discourage
or prevent the future invasion and destruction of sensitive tl:'opical forest
ecosystems and Amerindian habitats is to sharply curtail roadbuiiding in such
areas, thereby effectively limiting access and reducing the incentive to occupy
land on an unsustainable basis. This recommendation, moreover, coincides with
one of the policy instruments identified in the recent report of a FAO
Interdepartmental Task Force on the Amazon (hereafter FAO ITFA) as being
available to governments in order to promote sustainable development and avoid

' Schneider, op. cit., Executive Summary, para. 9. An earlier version of
this report also correctly stressed that, at least in the short run, this is a
"rational and privately profitable response to the abundance of land in the
Amazon and to the relative prices of land, labor and capital."
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excens í.ve further environmental damage in the region.
The ocher po Lí.cy
instruments mentioned in this report include "environmenta.lly friendly" price
8
signals,
technology development and transfer, 9
land t:..tles :o
and the
consolidation of "develapment poles" both inside and, to help relieve migratory
pressures, outside the region. 11 More will be said about some of these policy
instruments and other element:s in the FAO ITFA' s proposed "balanced devel.cpment"
strategy for Amaz crrí.a , as they specifically apply to the Norchwest: r ag í.on ,
below.
11.13
It should first be observed, however, that future prospects for
environmental and Amerindian protection in natural resource-rich t~opical
frontier areas that are already undergoing rapid settlement such as the
POLONOROESTE region will continue to depend on the definition and, above all,
adequate
imi)lementation of
adequate
natural
resource
management
and
environmental control measures, as well as on the effective reduction or
outright elimination of existing incentives for environmentally
damaging
physical occupation of these areas.
In both cases, three element:s •..;ill be
essencial:

(i)

a proper understanding of the complex forces behind and
relationships
between
improvemencs
in physical
access,
migration, rural and urban settlemenc, natural ~esource
e}G'loitation and envirorunental degradation;

7

FAO, "Conservation and Sustainable Development in the Amazon Region," a
working paper prepared under the direction of the Interdepartmental Task Force
on the A.mazon, September 1990, para. 3. 9.
This document affirms, more
specifically, that "new roads should only be built inco areas defined in zoning
plans as having sustainable potencial for development .... Wherever practicable,
priority should be given to river, rather t:han raad access, because of the better
central it gives to the flow of migrants and simpler maintenance needs."
(emphasis OED)

ª As st:ated in the FAO ITFA document, nche ultimate means of conservation
is to ensure that it is in no-one's financial interest to claim or clear land
which needs to be protected." (Ibid., para. 3.9, emphasis OED)
' This, in tum,
is further described as "the search for more sustainable
technologies, truly compatible with the economic and social realities of the
region and the needs/inclinations of its farmers." (Ibid., para 3.9)
to
It is recommended, more specifically, that "land title should only be
granted in zones defined as having sustainable potencial [and that] even there,
rights of occupancy, possession and title should be dependent on the use of
appropriate forms of exploitation which minimize unnecessary clearing and
maximize soil and water conservation." (Ibid., para. 3.9, emphasis OED)
11

More concretely, "intensiva development efforts should be concencrated
at locations where resources are planned to be exploited ••.. Priority should be
given to intensifying development around existing centers." (Ibid., para. 3.9)
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(ii)

(iii)
·""

sufficient legal, technical, institutional and, above all,
enfo~cement capabilities to adequately antícipate, monitor and
control the direct and indirect adverse envíronmental impacts
of on-going development processes at the local, state and/or
regional levels; and,
political will.

11.14
In the specific case of Northwest Brazil, it is presently doubtful
whether any of these three elements fully exists.
The frontier occupation
process is still not well understood either by Brazilian policy makers ar the
Bank and needs to be constantly monitored and re-evaluated precisely because of
its complex. and dynamic nature. While an adequate legal basis for environmental
procection and control may or may not already exist in the region, it is,
nevertheless, '1ery unlikely that: the public agencies responsible for natural
resource management and environmental procection in Mato Grosso and Rondonia
currencly possess the human, financial and material resources required to
adequacely carry out these responsibilities.
Most importantly, it is highly
questionable if the polítical will necessary to revert the present tendency for
the unsustainable use of renewable natural resources currently exists in the
region, especially at the state and local levels. 12

11.15

In the absence of these preconditions, no large-scale development
effort in tropical frontier areas such as Northwest Brazil is· likely to be
effective in stemming environmental degradation and/or fully and sustainably
protecting regional indigenous populations. This suggests, moreover, that future
environmental prospects in the region will ultimately depend primarily on the
continued profitability of extractive and other resource-depleting activities
and only secondarily on public sector efforts to control land use, improve
natural resource management, strengthen local environmental protection agencies
12

r-
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This latter conclusion is also reached by Schneider (initial version,
op. cit., Executive Summary with respect to the prospects for environmental
protection and control in Brazilian Ama~onia more generally.
He affirms, on
the one hand, that "despite the relatively low cost of forest preservation
... individual incentives to deforest are high, leading to serious difficulties
in implementing forest preservation policies." More importantly, Schneider notes
that "experience from land use zoning the world over has taught that in the
absence of a sub~tantial local constituency for land-use resérictions, zoning
policies have little chance of effective implementation. The uniquely extractive
characteristics of economies in the Amazon suggest that here more than elsewhere,
policies to preserve the [region] wíll have little local constituency · - reducing
theír chances of success. With the exception of relatively few communities which
have a diversified economic base in mining, government and agriculture, most
frontier communities are based on ... nutrient mining .... In general the duration
of the sequence from opening of the forest with timber highgrading to abandonment
as unproductive pasture is on the arder of 10 to 20 years. During this period
of intense nutrient mining the process provides substantial economic actívity.
Proposals to force the adoption of (geographically) sustainable techniques -~
íf they are to imply a major reduction in this current economic activity -- will
find little local political support." (Emphasis in the original)
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and/or introduce environmentally more benevolent rural development practices.
It is, thus, important to consider the future prospects of the major natural
resource-consuming activities that presently constitute much of the regional
economy, as well as the principal development alternatives associated with each
one, in somewhat further detail.
D. Future Economiç and Environmental Prospects and Strate~ies for the Northwest
11.16
One of the great p az adoxe s of POLONOROESTE is that, despi te i ts
inability to achieve many of its inicial objectives, considerably greater wealth
appears to have been generated in the Northwest region during the program' s
implementation period than was initially anticipated by its designers. In all
likelihood on the basis of current interregional traffic flows, for example,
the ex-post economic rate of return of the improved BR-364 highway is likely to
be even higher, perhaps substantially higher, than that estimated at the time
of appraisal.
As shown throughout this report, however, present: regional
economic pros~erity has come about in largely unexpected ways, may prove to be
highly transient and has involved considerable h'lltlan and physical environmental
costs. Given this situation, in short, as explicitly suggested in the preceding
chapter, a very real question exists as to the long-run sustainability of much
of the economic base that has developed in the region over the past tvo decades.
1. Agriculture
11.17
Increasing small-farmer agricultural output on an environmentally
sound basis was one of POLONOROESTE's principal goals. At present, however, it
appears that much of the potentially best agricultural land in the program region
may already have been devastated through the combination of slash and bum annual
crop production in smaller plots and the increasing installation of pasture land
on both small and larger farms and ranches. In neither case has ~productíve and
sustained agricultural development" been attained. As a result, it is escimated
that as much as half of the total area that has been deforested in Rondonia over
the past several decades may already have been abandoned, while much of the rest
has been given over to pasture lands. Of the ,latter, more than 60% may already
have become capoeira. 1
The situation may be somewhat better in Mato Grosso,
particularly in the area north of Caceres.
Nonetheless, it can be safely
affirmed that initial program expectations with respect to the installation
and/or consolidation of sustainable tree crop-based agricultural production on
small farms in the region have, for the most part, not been fulfilled.

u Ihese tendencies, moreover, appear to be a characteristíc of recent
rural development in Amazonia as a whole. The aforementioned FAO ITFA report
("Conservation and Sustainable Development ... ," op. cit., para. 1.24) states,
for example, that "most deforested land (in the region] has been cleared for
agriculture and ranching.n It likewise observes that nit seems that more than
half of all cleared land has been abandoned to secondary growth or degraded
pasture, rather than continuing under crops or productive grazing. Although many
farm families have improved their financial standing, most of their productive
systems are inherently unstable.
If the families remain, they face declining
productivity and higher costs." (Emphasis OED)

-
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11.18
As concerns future prospects, in tum, it is still commonplace in
some sectors to place considerable hope in the ability of technologícal
breakthroughs to overcome the current difficulties faced by agriculture in
Amazonia. Just.how -- and how quickly -- such technological progress is to be
achieved, on the other hand, remains unclear. 14 As one ecologist familiar with
the region has puc it, moreover, "the faith that research results will someday
overcome any given agronomic and environmental limitations is pernicious: it can
and does lead planners to dismiss concern for future consequences of present
development decisions. '' 1~

r-
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11.19
0n the other hand, adaptation of presently available technological
packages to Amazonian conditions remains problematic.
Perennial crops are
unequivocally more adequate than annual crops from an environmental standpoint
yet, with few excepcions, such crops can be grown more cheaply in regions closer
to domestic consumer markets and existing expo r c outlet:s.
Another set of
concerns revolves around the needs to develop the skills and know-how to deal
with Amazonian ecosystems in a way that ~ill avoid the potentially disastrous
consequences of massive deforestat:ion and to alter continuing attempts to
transfer alien, and thus frequently inappropriate, agricultural practices to
the tropical forest environment.
11. 20
ln this connect:ion, the possibilities of adopt:ing indigenous or
•• caboclo" technol.ogies and/or of promoting "extractive reserves" in tropical
areas have recenely received increasing aetention. 16 0n the one hand, based on
careful m.anagement and preservation of existing ecosystems and the rotation of
crops, this approach is land-extensive and low in productivity. 0n the other,
it possesses obvious ecological advantages since it primarily involves the
harvesting of native forest products (fruits, nuts, rubber, etc.) rather than
the forest itself, while the fact that it is centered on small farmers and other
traditional Amazonian populations (eg. rubber tappers, Brazílnut gathers,
14

To again cite the recent FAO ITFA report (ibid., para. 1.18), "Amaz cn
development ... was often ... seen as engaging in a national 'battle' to 'integra te'
or 'subdue' the region. Scant attention and little time was given to filling
the large gaps in the resource data base on which such plans were founded, or
to establishing the type of technical support which had been set up for
plantation development in other countries. It was i.ml>licitly assW11ed that the
technical limitatious on sustainable agriculture could be overcome by the use
of purchased inputs, or the rapid local adaptation of existing technologies from
outside the region. Little account was taken of the agricultural knowledge of
t:he existing population.
Economic realities, :i!t particular the lack of
comparative advantage of the region dueto its remoteness from major markets,
was largely ignored." (Emphasis OED)
u Philip Fearnside, "Development Alternatives in the Brazilian Amazon: An
Ecological Evaluation," Intercíencia, Vol. 8 No. 2, 1983, pg. 66 (emphasis OED).
1,
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See, for example, Robert Goodland (ed.) Race to Save the Tropics:
Ecology and Economics for a Sustainable Future, Island Press, Washington, 1990
and P .K.R Nair, "The Prospects for Agroforesty in the Tropics, Yorld Bank
Technical Paper, No. 131, Washington, November 1990.
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In
subsistence fishermen, e cc . ) has made i t: attractive to many analyst:s.
areas near Iquitos in the Peruvian Amazon region, for instance, hybrid forms of
settlement, ada.pting the native indigenous model to small-scale farming, are
presently being at:tempted.
This model, moreover, eschews individual and
commercially~oriented
enterprises for community or associative forms of
production which are just slightly above the subsistence level.

11.21
Despite their relative appeal to different groups, however, nane of
the above approaches appears to pave the way for the absor-ption of large volumes
of small far.m.ers and landless rural workers. while the cautious "ecological''
approaches to rural development would produce evident envirorunental benefits
relative to other alternatives, it is, nonetheless, difficult to see how they
could accomm.odate large numbers of existing or future settlers. In addition to
significant educational, informational and "cultural" obstacles ( ie. migrant
families possessing varying degrees of previous agricultural experience come
from a variety of other regions often possessing very different ecological
conditions and, hence, different agro-ecological potentials and constraints, all
of which influence their currenc ag'r í.cu Lcur a l, pract.ices) in light of t:he
predominantly ex-eractivist nature of the frontier occupation process in Northwest
Brazil, as suggested in the preceding seccion, it is questionable whether such
ecologically favorable, but low labor-absorbing, alternatives could ever obtain
the necessary local political and administrative support for anyching other than
relatively marginal nde~onstrationn projects.
11.22
In short, for reasons ultimately related to the carrying capacity
constraints discussed 1n the previous chapter, prospects for the continued,
large-scale and permanent absorption of "excess" rural popu1ation in agricultural
activities 1n northvestern Mato Grosso and Rondonia, as elsewhere in Amazonia,
without incurring substantial additional environmental costs, appear to be very
slim..
It is unlikely, moreover, that broad, encompassing, once-and-for-all
solutions such as massive land redistribution schemes or _the application of a
specific new technology will materialize, at least in the foreseeable future.
Rather, less ambitious approaches tailo:red to the ecological, economic and social
conditions of specific sub-areas will have to be implemented.
For instance,
relatively small-scale ext]loitation of agricu1tural products having high unitary
value and/or comparatively low transport costs may still prove to be a viable
alternative in certain subregions.

-

11.23
In addition, since frontier expansion in Northwest Brazil over the
past fifteen years has resulced in considerable urbanization and much of this
growth, especially in larger cities such as Cuiaba, Porto Velho and Ji-Parana,
17

•

See. for instance, C.M. Peters, A.H. Gentry and R.0. Mendelsohn,
"Valuation of an Amazonian Rainforest," Nature, Vol. 339, pp. 655-656. !he study
briefly reported in this article concluded, more specifically, that "the total
net revenues generated by the sustainable exploitation of 'minoJ:"' forest products
are two to three times higher than those resulting from forest conversion," such
that the actual benefits of timber are small when compared with the potencial
benefits of nonwood resources, at least at relatively low levels of production/
collection and assuming sufficient demand and adequate marketing arrangements
for the nonatimber products in question.

...,·
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is likely to be irreversible, an important and possibly expanding regional market
for locally-produced vegetables. fruits, po'llltry, meat and dairy products exist:s.
Much of the food that is presently consumed in Am.azonian cities, however, is
brought in (sometimes by plane) from the Center-South. Paving the BR-364, in
fact, made this easier than before.
Accoràingly, there is likely to be
considerable room for rationalization of the local market structure which could
make lim.ited small-farm production of subsistence and cash crops, if properly
managed and supported, feasible on both an economically and an environmentally
sustainable basis.

r
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11.24
In terms of the national market, however, it is difficult to envisage
how agricultural production in distant locations such as Rondonia could ever
compete on a large scale with produce from equally or more fertile lands in areas
that are far more accessible to major domestic consumption centers.
If,
moreover, dueto the distance factor, it is impossible to overcome the natural
disadvantages of the Northwest in terras of soil, climate and topography, Chen,
in the absence of substantial government subsidies, it seems inevitable that the
profit m.argins of coinmercial farmers in the region will be permanently squeezed.
Under this scenario, places like Rondonia·could, nevertheless, still become a
more or less privileged habitat for subsistence farmers and experiments in
sustaínable agric~lture based on the recovery of capoeiras, etc., as well as
the "extractive reserves" mentioned above. Given the patchy nature of fertile
soils in Amazonia, together with the region's vulnerability to the effects of
large-scale monocultura, 11.miting future rural settlement in the Northwest to
selected areas by a comparatively reduced number of small farmers, if properly
oriented and supported, appears to m&ke both economic and ecological sense.
11. 25
More generally, one observer of large- scale agricul tural co lonization
proj ects in the region over the past several decades suggests that a more
incremental approach to rural settlement planning should be followed given the
18
"experimental nature of the Ama:z:onian adventure in deve lopment. "
This
proposal, moreover, is compatible with the recommendation of another Ama:z:onian
researcher that "no single development option should be promoted, but rather a
carefully planned mosaic of natural ecosystems and agroecosystems with different
intensities and types of management." 19 It is likewise consistent with the
strategy recently proposed by the FAO' s Interdepartmental Task Force on the
Ama~on, one of whose principal elements ("minimizing risks") states that:
because Ama.zen forest ecosystems are highly sensitiva
to modification and the :flora and fauna are both
extremely ricb and irreplaceable, losses incurred by
misguided actions will be very great.
Caution must
therefore be exercised in instigating any intervention
1n the Amazon region and, where there are doubts as to

,,.......

18

r

Emilio F. Moran, "Colonization in the Transamazon and Rondonia," in
Marianne Schmink and Charles H. Wood (eds.), Frontier Expansíon in Amazonía,
University of Florida Press, Gainesville, 1984, pg. 297.
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1,

OED).

Fearnside, "Development Alternatives ... ," op. cit., pg. 118 (emphasis
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future impact on the environment
or sustainabillty
of
production,
preference
should be given to preserving
20
original ecosystems .

11.26

Finally, among other measures, the FAO ITFA report recommends the
following guiding principles for future agricultural development in Amazonia as
a whole that are also directly applicable to the Northwest regia~:
( i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

agriculture should be concentrated on fertile u.pland soils and
on the wide floodplains (varzeas); efforts should be directed
towards devising cropping syst:ems which mulic
as far as
possible the procection given by the natural forests against
rainsplash, direct sun and high soil temperatures, minimizing
the loss of nutrients and organic matter;
in general,
tree crops,
crops; cash
best soils;
other local

and subject to market oppor~unities, perennial
including trees, should be preferred to annual
crops such as coffee and cocoa can be grown on the
oil palm and other palms, rubber, black pepper and
fruit or nut crops are alternatives;

among the annual crops, roots and tubers generally perfo1:m
better than cereals and legumes, except forrice on varzeas
and areas with similar soil and topographic conditions;
however, development of varzeas
would require careful
examination of the impact on river life; and,
achieving a reduction in deforestation rates from slash and
agriculture depends on understanding the needs of
subsistence cultivators and developing technologies which meet
those needs. 21

bum

2. Ranchin~

2~

FAO, "Conservation and Sustainable Development ... ," op. cit. para. 3.2.

This document further affirms that "forms of development that increase risks of
depredation should be exchanged, where practicable, for those which are less
harmful .... Rehabi11tation of ~reas where ecosystems have already been disturbed
should take priority over activities in previously unoccupied areas.
Largescale applications of innovations, whether technical, institutional or social,
should only be proposed after their validity has been confirmed by smalletscale precedents." (Emphasis OED) The other elements in this strategy (ibid.,
paras. 3.3-3.8), about which more will be said below, are: (i) reducing pressure
to migrate; (ii) promoting social equity; (iii) increasing the organization and
participation of target populations; (iv) defining development potentials: ~v)
developing adequate land use plans; and, (vi) mob~lizing political will.
21

Ibid., paras. 4.9-4.12. This report (para. 4.16) also points out that
"there is still an urgent need ... for the definition of sustainable integrated
farming systems for existing and new small-scale settlers." (emphasis OED)

.
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11.27
The explosive expans Lon of pasture land and cactle r a i s i.ng i::
Northwest Brazil also raises che quescion of the future prospects of ranching
activities in t:he region.
TJithout going inta this i.ssue in depth here, the
fallowing points shauld, nevertheless, be briefly recalled. First, ecologists
generally regard caz t Le ranching as the potentially most damag Lng- use of
tropical forest axeas from an environmental standpoint.
Secondly, in the
absence of substancial tax. and o che r incentives and s ub s í.d e s , large-scale
ranching is generally deemed to be ecÕnomically unsound in much of Amazonia.
The liberal distribution of fiscal incentives during the 1970's and 1980's has
clouded this issue somewhat, but poor results, even in incentive-supported
ranches, clearly tend to corroborate this affirmation. 22 Furthermore, as shown
in Chapter VIII above, the rapid expansion of the area in pastures in Rondonia
is associated not only ~ith significant increases in the livestock population
per se, but also often represents a form of speculation and/or simply provides
a convenient "Nay of leaving the land "on hold" í.n view o f the currenc
predicament of commercial agriculture ín the region.
í

r-

On the other hand,
small family cattle herds may not only be
economically feasible, but presently appear ta constitute one of the principal
survival stracegies of small farmers in the region. 23
However, i.f presenc
trends persist, the livestock population will continue to increase rapídly in
the region, thus requiring that additional forest be converted into pasture.
As a result, land-extensive cattle raising, together with the continued
contamination of regional waterways by prospecting activities, is probably the
principal long-term threat to the physic:al environment in Northwest Brazil.
Specific measures are, therefore, required to increase the intensity of ranching
activities in areas that have already been deforested, through the recuperation
of degraded pasture lands, to introduce improved pasture management techniques
and to limit the spread of cattle in parts of the region yet to be cleared. z,
11. 28

3. Forestry

,,-.
See Yokomizo, op. cit., and Susana Hecht, Richard B. Norgaard and
Giorgio Possio, "The Economics of Cattle Ranching in Eastern Amazonia,"
!nterciencia, Vol. 13, No. 5, 1988, pp. 233-240.
23

r
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See Vosti and Loker, op. cit., pg. 7. The FAO ITFA report, in tum,
affirms.(op. cit., paras. 4.13-4.14) that "small animals can provida valuable
contributions to family food supplies and income [and that] cattle can play an
important role in stabilizing and improving the incomes of small farmers and
providing milk supplies to local populations."
The FAO ITFA working paper (op. cit., para. 4.14) observes in this
connection that "better locally-adapted technologies for pasture management, with
legume strips, small applications of phosphate and mineral supplementation of
cattle, are now available [and that] each country needs to assess the comparative
advantage of beef production at different locations within the region versus
those offered by production at other locations outside the region." (Emphasis
OED)
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11. 29
The
extract:ion of
fores e
produccs,
especially
lumber,
is
unquestionably bringing consíderable prosperity to the Northwest at present,
particularly in Rondonia.
As indicated in the previous chapter, however, as
curzent.Ly practiced, this is also an environmentally destructive and largely
temporary source of wealth.
Small-scale timber product:ion Ln the form of
salvage logging was identified by POLONOROESTE's planners, together with
commercial agriculture, as one o f the two main sources of income for rural
settlers in the region. But the notion of sustainable developmenc proposed by
the program implied the rational exploitation of forest resources and not the
largely indiscriminate and economically, as well as environmentally, vasteful
short-run devastation that is presently taking place.
11. 30
The construction of penetration roads and the existence of high
value hardwoods, particularly mahogany, initially spurred development in this
sector. However, largely as a result of program investments, the feeder road
network, the number o f towns and , hence, the number of sawmills has grown
rapidly, while, as a result of decreasing transport coses, commercial interest
has progressively spread to other species. Technical advances, improved roaá
transportation and favorable market: conditions, ín short, have now made ít
possible to utilize some twent:y-five species which are currently being extracted
and processed locally in Rondonia for shipment south or consumption within the
region, The backwa~d and, particularly, forward linkages of lumber extraction,
moreover, appear to· have played a major role in the generation o f recent
economic dynamism in -the area, particularly in its urban centers.
11, 31
Current logging practices, however, are far•removed from those
originally intended by POLONOROESTE's designers, since timber extraction in the
region is being carried out, for the most part, in a highly predatory manner.
As a result, it is an inherently short-term and self-destruccive activity in
25
addition to one that frequently causes serious ecological damage.
Until very
recently, moreover, little has been done to prevent this destruction, while
virtually nothing is being done in terms of reforestation.
11. 32
Although on-going experiments with a variety of species could
considerably shorten this time span, the regrowth of commercial trees in the
region is currently estimated to require roughly 25 to 30 years even for species
that have substantially less market value than those presently being harvested.
Since nothing is being done in terms of reforestation, however, the theoretical
time span for regrowth is largely irrelevant at present.
Furthermore, the
homogeneous nature of most forest plantations would still signify a losa in

~ The FAO ITFA report (ibid., para. 1.25), for example, cites an estimate
that, for every cubic meter of high value timber that is extracted from the
standing forest in Amazonia, another seven cubic meters is destroyed. The report
(para. 1.24) affirms, more specifically, that much of the land cleared for
agricultural and ranching purposes "results in the waste of vast amounts of
timber. It is estimated that on average 63 m3fha could be utilized, half of
which consists of species which are acceptable commercially. On the 4 million
ha estimated to be cleared annually this translates into totals of 240 m3 and
120 m3 respectively.
By contrast, total roundwood production from the Amazon
in something on the arder of 35 million m3, most of it from Brazil."
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genetic diversity and wildlife habitats, as well as a likely increased
susceptibility to disease. Given t:his situation and the fact t:hat "much of the
Amazon region will support only f o r e s t; as a sustainable Land use," in the
specific case of Northwest Brazil, OED endorses the FAO ITFA report' s more
general recommendation that, to the extent possible, "a considerable proportion
of the Ama.zen forest lands should be set aside and protect:ed, no e only for
environmental conservation, but to 9revent the high rates of wastage currently
involved in logging operat:ions anà agricultural development." 26
11. 33
Finally, in a statemenc that is also directly applicable to the
future development of the POLONOROESTE region, the FAO ITFA report affirms t:hat:
protected areas should include a range of different
types of reserves each aimed at a specific level of
conservation: for example, strict biological and Indian
reserves with no pub Lí c access, nacional parks
accessíble to tourists and reserves where logging is
prohibited, but which can be exploited either communally
or individually for the extraction of forest products
such as rubber, nuts, fruits, plants and game. Areas
could be assigned for extractive activities, agroforestry or wildlife farming around the more strictly
preserved reserves to act as buffer zones. Plans need
to include provision for identification, reservation
and adequate admi.nistration of protected areas,
An
immediate challenge is to ensure effective protection
o f reserves and parks which already exist. u

r:
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4. Mining and Prospecting
11.34
The other major activity that accounts for much of Rondonia's and,
to a lesser extent, northwestern Mato Grosso's recent prosperity and which, like
commercial logging, was not explicitly considered in the preparation and
appraisal of POLONOROESTE, is mineral extraction. Tin oxide mines were already
in operation in Rondonia prior to the program's inception, but improved access
within the region has led to the discovery and commercial exploitatíon of
additional sites such that production is now at an all-time high.
Even more
important in the present context is gold prospecting, which has bloomed into a
large-scale, capital, as well as labor, intensive activity. Altogether, some
2,

,,.-..
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Ibid., para. 4.3 (emphasis OED).

Ibid., para. 4.3 (emphasis OED).
This is particularly important,
moreover, in light of several of the main conclusions of a recently published
study on protected areas, specifically: (i) few protected areas are "privately
beneficial" and thereby protected and managed by individuals; (ii) establishment
of protected areas does not ensure that these areas will be effectively
protected; and, (iii) the costs and benefits of protection are often not
distributed equally, thereby leading to management problems. See John A. Dixon
and Paul B. Shennan, Economics of Protected Areas: A New Look at Benefits and
Costs, Island Press, Washington, 1990, es~ecially Ghapter 10.
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estimates set the number of people directly employed in m1n1ng and prospecting
activities at present in the regíon at more than 150,000.
The number of those
indirectly dependent on these activities may be even greater.
11. 35
The future prospects and probable duration of such activities,
however, are difficult to foresee. It is quite possible that the incensity of
regional mining and prospecting activities could actually increase in the
immediate future with both an increase in their local economic :nultiplier
effects and even more disascrous consequences for the physical envirorunent.
Federal government attempts at forcefully evicting garimpeiros from Amerindían
and other reserve lands in the Northwest and elsewhere in Amazonia have thus far
met with little real success and, unless a concerted effort backed by strong
national and international public opinion. is launched in the near future, the
likely long-run tendency is for mineral resow:ces to be depleted and the
immediately s~ounding and downstrea~ areas to be further degraded.
11. 36
Clearly, therefore, any future development initiatives aimed at
improving natural resource managemenc and environmental quality in the ~orthwest
region must necessarily include a substantial reduction of
the adverse
environmental consequences of extractive activities.
These inítiatives, more
concretely, should dedicate considerable attention to limiting and controlling
mercury
coutamination and other forms of environmental
damage directly
associated with on~going mining and prospecting activities.
Furthermore, the
"polluter pays" principle, whereby those responsible are charged in direct
proportion to their contribution to environmental degrada.tion, should be
rigorously applied in arder to obtain the resources necessary to carry out
corrective and/or mitigatory actions. 21 More generally, every effort should be
made, through the application of pollution taxes and other mechanisms , to
increase state and local fiscal revenues from both mineral and forest extractive
activities in the region.
Part of any such revenues should be utilize.d to
fi.na.nce
environmental protection per se (eg.
water pollution
control,
institutional strengthening of environmental agencies, etc.), while part could
be used to help support environmentally less damaging and more sustainable :rural
development activities, including reforestation and the recuperation of degraded
pasture lands.
5. Industry and Services
11.37
The industrial and service activity generated directly (linkages)
and indirectly (multiplier effects) by the rapid expansion of extractive
activities, together with that resulting from increased public expenditures
stimulated largely by POLONOROESTE's efforts to consolidate occupation of the
region, should also not be overlooked. While, on the one hand , many early rural
settlers brought some capital into the area, program resources and other
governm.ent invest:ments have created thousands of new jobs in construction and
services. Both factors provided an incentive for other commercial, industrial
and financial establishments to set up operation and/or expand in the Northwest.

za 0n the "pollut:er pays" principal and the use of economic instruments for
environmental protection in general, see OECD, Economic Instruments for
Enyironmental Protection, Paris. 1989.
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Even though the econom.ic benefits of such direct and indirect employment
generation within the region have undoubtedly been substantial, by the s ame
token, any abrupt stoppage of extractive activities or any major reduction in
public expenditure flows are also likely to lead to a severe employmenc crisis
in the region.

r:
r:

11. 38
As described e lsewhere in this r epo r t , furthermore, che rap id
expansion o f secondary and tertiary activities in the Northwest: h as been
associateà with equally rapid rates of urban growth, as well as ':~e
proliferation of urban environmental problems, not the least of which are
inadequate basic sanitation and increasing pollution of local waterways by
domestic sewage, sa"11tills and other rawmaterial processing industries. As also
indicated above, however, POLONOROESTE's potential urban development, and hence
urban environmental. impacts were largely ignored at the time of program
p~eparation and appraisal. Given the increasing concentration of population and
productive activities in its towns and cities, accordingly, future eiforts ~o
improve environmental protection and natural resource management in the region
should give priority attention to urban, as well as rural. environmental issues.
11.39
In synthesis, considerable economic activity has been creaced or
stimulated, directly or indirectly, as a result of POLONOROESTE. However, since
both types of extractive activities t:hat currently "drive" much of t:he region's
economy, especially logging, are inherently limited intime span, longer-term
prospects for sustained economic development of the region are uncertain.
In
addition, the continuation of direct and indirect transfers of public resources
to the region is ultimately subject to fluctuations in national political and
external, including multilateral, financial support.
By contrast, the
ecological damage wrought by both mining and logging activities, as well as by
the agro-livestock sector as a whole, may well be considerably more longlasting.
E. Alternative Paths for the Region
11.40
Despite t:hese prospects, considerable divergence continues to exist
between "developmentalists" and "environmentalists" with- respect to the future
of the Northwest region. ln Brazil, the former frequently tend to regard,the
forest as an obstacle to progress and consider any attempt to restrict full
exploitation of the region's natural resources as inconsistent with the need to
promete its continued economic growth.
Nonetheless, they are hard put ·to
identify any long-term and clearly sustainable economic activities that would
be capable of absorbing an increasing population without leading to further
serious environmental damage to the region.

r">

11.41
At the other extreme, environmentalists sometimes tend to view the
forest as a sacred preserve and the indigenous populations as its natural
preservers.
Given the existing economic and political importance of logging,
mining and ranching interests in' the region, however, it would seem that the
realistic possibilities of enforcing this vision are also limited. Furthermore,
the presence of 1.5 to 2 million people, many of whom were initially attracted
to the Northwest by government propaganda and expenditure, seems to require that
some level of concinued federal attention be given to the area. The problem is
that further investments in support of regional development may only attract
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additional migration
and,
thus,
further activate
the need
intervention, as well as magnify existing environmental problems.

for
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11.42
r..Jithin the context of this dílemma, three alternative (but not
mutually exclusive) paths seem to present themselves, none of which invclve
explicit attempts to attract further population to the region.
The crio í.c e
between these alternatives, moreover, should ultimately be made on the basis of
ecological/social cri teria and the answers to the following questíons: How
important is it to retain populatíon in northwestern Mato Grosso and Rondonia
and how critícal are the present level and rate of deforestation and
environmental degradation in the area?
11.43
If it is judged that the present social situatíon is calamitous, but
that the ecological situation permits a certain leeway, then a first alternative
would be to attempt to productively settle the current regional population in
a less predatory manner. Attempts should then be made to define and implemenc
measures which would make small-scale agricultural production more feasible and
environmencally suscainable, ac least: during che short and medium run, including
many of those mentioned in section D.l above.
!n any evenc, these measures
would necessarily involve technological solutions wíth respect to productivity
levels, proper crop mix,
the utilization
of more adequace tree crops,
recuperation of capoeiras, a solution for the commercial ucilizat:ion o f the
bahacu -palm (which abounds in the region), training in the more effectíve
management of forest resources, as well as the development of more associative
forms of production and cotnmerciali%aticn.
11.44
A second alternative would be directed more to environmental
conservation,
withcut
explicitly
discarding
or
discouraging
further
agricultural, mining or lumber activities per se.
It would involve a
three-pronged effort directed to massive re-education of existing residents in
the POLONOROESTE regicn with respect to environmental issues and management,
arresting further migration to the area and aggressively enforcing antienvirorunental abuses.
These three measures would admittedly be difficult to
implement but, collectively, they should be taken as a minimum emergency program
to reduce poverty levels and minimize additional environmental degradation.
11.45
Immediate re•education of rural residents in northwestern Mato
Grosso and Rondonia, more specifically, would emphas ize the rational and
integrated management of natural resources at the farm level, for which proven
working experiences would have to be urgently developed, as well as the
reinforcement of associative and cooperati.ve groups. 29
Arresting migration
29

The latter also coincides with one of the key elements of the FAO ITFA' s
proposed development strat:egy for Amazonia as a whole, the organization and
participat:ion of target populations. According to the Task Force' s report (para.
3. 5), more specifically, ''programs aimed at promocing sustainable developmenc
should provide for the organization of target populations in associations or
groups.
This is necessary both to enable communities to participate in the
planning, implementation and management of actions affecting their localities
and to rationalize p~ovision of supporting services to large numbers of small
independent units. Projects should thus be developed locally, ensuring they are
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flows, in tum, would involve public information campaigns on television anà
radio, publícizing the ecological devastation of the region and the longer-run
limi tations on i ts economic opportuni t í.e s ,
To make this more credib Le ,
lumbering and prospecting activities would have to be carefully controlled. The
enforcement of anti-environment abuses, finally, would require an extensive
strengthening of the entire public sector institutional apparatus in the area,
reinforcement of state environmental agencies in particular anda substantial
increase in the wages of law enforcers, passibly through some fonn of
participation in all fines and other penalties applied.
11.46
The third alternative would be for both national and international
agencies to undertake a concerted campaign to enforce the curtailment of further
penetration and predatory natural resource erploitation in the region.
The
premise underlying this approach is that, unless such an effort is made very
soon, it is likely that the present tendencies of rapid deforestation and the
encroachment of existing biological and Amerinciian reserves will continue
largely unabated until very little of these areas is left. It is also assumed
that any attempt by state and local governments to accommodate a significant
number of additional farmers in the Northwest ·,rnuld necessarily involve ar
require the further expansion and/or improvement of roads, the continued influx
of population, the need to clear substantial additíanal areas both for agroranching and timber extraction purposes, the expansion of ancillary activities
and, ultimately, the persisting devastation of forest and savannah lands.
In
this light, tbe only real alternative fel:' the region is to begin facing the
immediate need for the rationalization and control of predatory extractive and
unsustainable agricultural activities and the further reduction of associated
migration to the area.
F. Interregional Dimensions
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11.47
Recognition of the inherent limitations on sustainable rural
development and human carrying capacity in the Northwest serves to reassert the
fundamental linkages between the development problems of Brazil "s various
regions. As indicated at the outset of this report, frontier settlement has
traditionally been looked upon and used, albeit from a long-term perspectiva
largely unsuccessfully, in Brazil as an "escape valve" for demographic and
social prassures generated in other parts of the country, some of which have
been created or greatly exacerbated by public policy initiatives such as
agricultural export promotion in the 1970' s and 1980' s. io1hile this safety valve
mechanism worked to some extent in the past:, particularly in northern and
western Parana from the 1940's through the 1960's, rarely have frontier "booms"
proven capable of absorbing large amounts of rural populatid'!i for more than a
decade or two. Furtherm.ore, given the fact that more privileged frontier areas,
both in terms of soils and location, have already been occupied and that the
size of the "surplus" populations dislocated from rapidly transforming rural
areas increased very substantially during the 1970's and 1980's, the "frontier
solution" now appears to be increasingly ineffective even in the short run.

compatible both with the resource endowment
populations of each sub-area." (Emphasis OED)
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11.48
Figures cited earlier in this report indicaced a rural exodus on che
order of 15.6 million people during the 1970's alone. Given the àimensions of
this flow, the attempt to solve the problem of "excess" populatíon creaced by
incense agricultural modernízation coupled with rapid rural population growch
by stimulating migration to Amazonia was doomed from the start.
The earlier
Transamazon ex.perience, in which a top-down planned settlement approach was
applied to an area whose s o í.Ls were essent:ially incapable of suppo r c í.ng
agricultural development, was particularly unrewarding in t:his conneccion.
11. 49
But even in Rondonia, where official concern with supporting
small-scale farmers intensified after directed colonization efforts in Eastern
Amazonia were abandoned in the mid-1970's, the disparity between the demand for
land and the possibilities of introducing sustainable rural settlement was
overwhelming.
Toe face that technical and j udgment errors were made wí th
respect to such crucial variables as the extent of fertile soils and the
distance-to-market factor only aggravated this underlying disequilibrium.
Altogether, less than half a million rural migrants were absorbed ín the entire
Amazon region during the 1970's, while the great majority of the population
leaving rural areas in other pares of Brazil ended up in towns and cíties, with
the largest metropolitan centers being most affected in the process.
11. 50
It seems very unlikely, therefore, that any technical solution
capable of generating sustained employm.ent and income for a sizeable populàtion
in tropical forest areas in Brazil will be forthcoming in the foreseeable
future. ·Given the precedent created by Government/Bank-sponsored efforts to
resolve socio-economic problems
in the Northwest,
which,
among other
distortions, bestowed a level of official attention and expenditures upon the
region's inhabitants that needy populations outside the program area generally
did not receive, and given the size of the potentially demanding population,
any additional infrastructure investments are likely only to stimulate further
migration.
Such considerations, ln short, serve to accentuate the need to
refocus development strategies and solutions on those areas having greater
comparative advantage and larger inherent carrying capacities than outlying
humid tropical regions such as the Northwest which, as a result, are frequently
also more susceptible to ecological disaster.
11.51
ln other words, the experience in the Northwest and in Brazilian
Amazonia, more generally, clearly points to the need both to deal directly with
the underlying demographic and socio-economic problems which ultimately can not
be resolved by attempts to settle the frontier and to consider any proposed
regional develop~ent effort in a broader interregional, or national spatial
policies, framework. Over the long-run, demographic pressures should be dealt
30
with through adequate national population policiei and programs.
Over the
30

As Kirchner, et. al. (op. cit., pg. 85) conclude, wpopulations cannot
be sustained beyond the carrying capacities of their regions.
To develop
sustainably, countries have only two viable choices. First they can act to lower
their population growth rates, through measures such as family planning. Second,
they can seek to expand sustainably their carrying capacities.
r.Jhíle both
options are necessary for most developing countries to bring their populations
into a sustainable balance with their natural resource base, the former option
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short, medium and long run, moreover, such pressures should also be deait with
by attacking their underlying structural causes, such as poor Land tenure
distribution and distorted agricultural modernízation policies, as well as by
consciously seeking to increase rural and urban employment generation in the
migrants' regions of origin and other areas (eg. the cerrados in the Brazilian
case) which possess greater holding capacities than those presently covered by
tropical forest.
11. 52
The need to àevelop and implement policies aimed a.e reducing
pressures to migrate to tropical areas that have inherently low carrying
capacities such as northwestern Mato Grosso and Rondonia and Amazonia more
generally has been explicitly recognized both in a recent Bank study of the
Ecuadorian portion of the region and by the FAO's Interdepartmental Task Force
on the Amazon. The recommendations of these reports are of direct relevance for
future planning and development activities in the Brazilian portion of Amazonía
and for the Northwest region in particular. The former of chese two documents
observes, more specifically, that:

r:
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[T]he Amazon population (in Ecuador] has been growing at almost 5.0
percent per year. If this trend persists, and the fragility of the
Amazon Region's natural resources is not properly recognized, the
Amazon Region may be projected to absorb a significant part of the
next generation's population growth.
Furthermore, under existing
and currently foreseen technology, rapid population growth in the
region founded on agricultural; cattle, timber and mining activitie·s
would result in: (a) irreversible loss of the region's renewable and
non-renewable resources and of their potential to produce regional
and national economic benefits; (b) diminishing returns of economic
activities over time as the fragile resource base is depleted; (e)
social conflicts between indigenous and migrant populations; and,
(d) eventually, reverse migration as people must abandon the then
resource-poor Amazon Region, thus contributing to even greater
population pressures in non-Amazon Regions.
If the results noted above are to be avoided, policy and actions at
the national and regional scales are required.
At the national
level, policies directed at: (a) expanding economic opportunities
(and therefore population carrying capacity) country-wide, but
especially in the [non-A.mazonian] Costa and Sierra Regions and (b)
reducing the national rate of population gro~h are indicated.
These would require a long time to show significant effects,
however. In the meantime, other national efforts would be necessary
and one, ora combination, of the following may be explored as a
preferred alternative to rapid agricultural settlement of the
[Amazonian] region: (a) significant increases in productivity of
existing agricu1tural areas located in the Sierra and Costa Regions;
(b) expansion of agricultural areas outside the Amazon Region,

r:
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has often received less attention than the latter. Moreover, because carrying
capacity cannot be increased forever, pursuing the second policy at best only
delays the need to adopt the first."
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especially the Costa Region; and, (e) significant expansion of the
urban labor market in the Sierra and Costa Regions. 31
11. 53

Toe FAO ITFA report. in tum, r scomrnends that "more systematic efforts
to improve the · equity of land access outside the region, t o
intansify agriculture in the areas of origin of migrants, to raise agricultural
profitability in these areas and to create j obs both in the rural and urban
sectors, could do much to take the pressure off the Amazon region." The report
notes, moreover, that "·..;,here areas o f origin o f mígrants have greater
comparativa advantage for agricultural production, such efforts may represent
a better economic use of scarce government resources than further financing of
interventions within the Amaaon region itself." 32 In short, both efficiency and
equity, as well as environmental, considerations suggest that any future attempt
to promote the occupation or settlement of tropical.
frontier
areas such as
Northwest Brazil should first be assessed in terms of the comparative
coses and
benefits of seeking to achieve the principal social. and economic objectives
expected to be served by any such intervention (eg. the absorption of surplus
rural population, increases in agricultural output, etc.) through alternative
means and in alternative locations.
by governments

11.54
Before deciding to support major investmenc projects in frontier
areas, and particularly in humid tropical frontier areas, accordingly, the Bank
should carefully assess other options in other parts of the country which might
provide both a more effect:ive way of meeting the srune goals in an economic and
social sense and/or a less costly way of doing so in environment:al terms.
National governments should likewise critically examine any proposal to open up
eçologically vulnerable tropical areas in tert11s of the probable long-run costs
of any s~ch initiative with respect to the'country's natural capital stock, as
well as the possible short-term gaãns to be obtained from exp Lo Lt í.ng the
regional resource base in what is likely to be an unsustainable manner. In any
event, frontier region development, whether in tropical or non~tropical areas,
should be explicitly assessed in both an economic and an environmental costbenefit sense, as well as in the context of a larger set of spatial and sectoral
development alternatives such as those specifically indicated for the Ecuadorian
case above.
11.55

\n\ile it is true that market forces may still lead over time to the
exploitation of natural resources, including tim.ber and soils as well as
minerals, in previously unsettled tropical regions, to the extent that the
public sector does not actively enccnu:age migration to, and agricultural and
ranching
activities
in,
such a~eas
through massive
land
giveaways,
infrastructure investments and fiscal, credit and other forms of subsidy, it is
·
.
..
.
Ecuador's Amazon Reg1on.
op. c~t.'
~xecutive
Summary, paras. 8-9 (emphasis OED). The Amazon region of Ecuado~ accounts for
about half of the country's territory, but contained only 4X of its population
in 1982, while the Costa (or coastal) and Sierra (or highlands) regíons held
about 49% and 47% of the national population, respectively, in that year.
Ji

J ames Hi e k s et. a 1 .•

1
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32

FAO, "Conservation and Sustainable Development ...
(emphasis in the original).

,M

op. cit., para. 3.3
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likely that the environmental costs of this process will be considerably lower
than in the presence of such interventions. In any event, rural settlement in
tropical areas that do noc demonstrably possess the capacity to sustain
agricultural and/ or ranching activity over the long term on the basis of
present levels of technology a.nd foreseeable market conditicns should be
actively discouraged. Under no circumstances, moreover, should rural settlement
be stimulated in such areas in the absence of detailed and reliable natural
resource surveys and adequate and enforceable environmental controls.
G. Conclusion
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11. 5 6
One important lesson from the POLONOROESTE experience, in synthes is ,
is that, prior to promoting or supporting large-scale small-farmer agricultural
occupation or other forms of potentially extensive natural ~esource-depleting
productive activities in areas such as Northwest Brazil, alternative approaches
and strategies involving other parts of the country that possess mo~e favorable
conditions in terms of long-term carrying capacity and/or existing market access
should first be carefully explored.
More generally, plans to "develop" any
particular region or subregion, especially when the area in question is known
to be ecologically sensitive or vital, should be assessed in terms of a t:ruly
national (in the sense of multi-regional) set of spatial and sectoral policy
options, as well as in terms o~ the long-term natural, human, institutional and
other resource constraints of the region or subregion in question.
The
implications of this and other major environmentally-relevant lessons of the
POLONOROESTE experience for future Bank country policy dialogue and economic and
sector work, as well as for the preparation, apptaisal and supervision of future
Bank-assisted investment projects, will be further explored in the next chapter.
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XII. LEGACIES AND LESSONS OF POLONOROESTE
A. Introduction

12.01
As the previous chapters have at:tempted to illustrate, POLONOROESTE
has had significant direct and i:1direct impacts on the human arid physical
environments in North'West Brazil over the past decade. Even though many cf these
impacts have been negativet the program and its consequences have also
contributed to a number of important and potentially ve-ry positive institutional
and policy changes both in Brazil and 'Ç,l'ithin the Bank ,
They have likewise
spawned several specific,follow-on operations that have either already received
or may eventually receive the support of multi-lateral lenders, most notably the
Bank.
12. 02
This ccncluding chapter, accordingly, ,;.;ill briefly survey the
program' s most impor'tant insti tutional and policy impacts. I t vill t:ien indicate
the principal lesscns that can be dra-.:.nt from the POLONOROESTE experience to date
in terms of program planning and design, on the one hand, and program execution
and supervision, on the other.
The chapter will also swmnarize t:he major
implications of this experience for Bank activities and procedures in similar
situations with resp~ct to country policy dialogue and economic and sector York,
project identi:fication, preparation and appraisal and project monitoring,
supervision and on-going evaluation. Finally, it will indica.te the general areas
where additional research, including impact evaluation, is necessary in the case
of Northwest Brazil.
B. Institutional and Policy Impacts and Follow-on Projects

12.03
POLONOROESTE and its effects on the environment in the Northwest
have directly contri.bute_d to instituticnal a.nd policy c:hanges both i.n Brazil a.nd
in the Bank itself. While the program and its cansequ.ences, in most cases, w'ere
not the exclusive causes of such changes, the former have, nevertheless,
unquestionably played a role in t~e occurrence of the latter. These changes,
moreover, reflect both positive
and negative aspects cf POLONOROESTE's
implementation performance and results, especially its environmental results~
In addition, POLONOROESTE and associated developments in northwestern Mato Grosso
and Rondonia have been at leàst partially responsible for t:wo Bank-supported
fcllow-on operations involving parts or all of the program region, as well as
other parts of Brazil, while tvo additional projeets are currently under
preparation •

•

1. Impacta in Brazil

12.04
Three different kinds of institutional change associated ~ith ~he
program inaide the Northweat region itself should be briefly mentioned.
One
refers to the formal creation and subsequent internal organization of th• state
of Rondonia ,;..hich took place shortly after the first three Bank loans for
POLONOROESTE were approved in December 1981.
The second concerns the
establisbment of several new institutions in counection with implementatiou of
the program per se.
The third invclves the creation of a larga number of new
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municipalities in northwestern Mato Grasso and Rondonia, both during the period
Yhen the prcgram was under preparation and more recently. 1
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12.05
As suggested in earlier chapters, one of the main impulses behind
pavement of the BR-364 highway and parallel efforts to accelerate and expand
directed rural settlement in Rondonia was the desire on the part of the federal
administration that took office in March 1979 to transform the Territory i~to
a state. This aspiration wa$ entht1siasticall7 endorsed and pursued by the newlyappointed Territorial Governar, who reverseà· the earlier policy of discouraging
migration to the area, first through the propcsed expansion and improvement of
its physical, especially transport, infrastructure, rural land distribution and
agricultural support and social services and later through the active recru.itment
of new settlers in other parts of the country. As a result, within Rondonia,
POLONOROESTE was seen in part as, and in effect became, a vehicle both for
faci.litating tha attai:cment of atatehood and obtai.ning autonomy from di.ract
federal control and for guaranteeing a substanti.al flow of federal transfers to
the area. At least in this latter respect, the situation was similar in Mate
Grosso which had itself only recently become a state separate from Mato Grosso
do Sul at the time thé program ~as identified and, like Rondonia, was highly
dependent ou federal revenue transfers.
12.06
Several key institutions, furthermore, were created at the
territorial or state level in connection with the program, particularly in
Rondonia. Ona of these, CODARON, the state development company and program
cocrdinating agency, was later abruptly abolished for internal pclitical reaaons
shortly bafore the Bank's mid-term reviev, leaving POLONOROESTE without clear
leadership and direction in Rondonia for a period of time. After the ~id-term
review, in tum, and largely at the Bank's insistence, a forestry development
and environmental prctection agency, the State Forestry Institute (IEF), was also
established in Rondonia. Unlike CODARON, however, this entity still exists and
presently forms part of the network of state environmental protection agencies
in Brazil.

r:
12.07
Reflecting the dynainics of its population growth and setttlement
patterns which were stimulated in good measure by POLONOROESTE, the number of
municipios, or local governments, in the program region and particularly in
Rondonia has grown very substantially over the past decade ar so. Soon after
the program vaa identified in 1979, the number of local jurisdictions in
northwestern Mate Grosso increased from tento sixteen dueto the subdivision
of three of tha original municipalities (Caceres, Vila Bela and Mirassol d'Oeste)
in the area.
In Rcndonia, in tum, while the2:e were only tvo very laJ:'ge
municipalities (Porto Velho and Guaj ara-Mirim) in 1970, ten years later the
number had increased to sevenwith the creation of Ariquemes, Caccal, Ji-Parana,
Pimenta Bueno and Vilhena, all of which had their administrative centers located
in rapidly grcwing towns along the as yet still. unpaved Cuiaba-Porto Velho
highway. Dueto further dismemberments, the number of municipios in Rondonia

-

In addition to the creation of new institutions and municipalities in
connection with POLONOROESTE, it shculd be noted that the new federal
administration wbich took office in March 1990 immediately abolished at least
one of the agencies that played a key role in the program•s execution, SUDECO.
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increased to twenty-three by 1989. Several of the newest mu.nicipalities sucn
as Machadinho, morecver, have come about as the direct result of offici.al
colonization activities supported under POLONOROESTE, ~hile all of these units
reflect the rapid rural and uzban settlement occurring in the state over the past:.
decade.
12.08
One of POLONOROESTE's principal, if indirect, inst:itutional impacts,
accordingly, has been the proliferation of new municipal jurisd:i.ctions and local
government w:,.its in Horthwest Brazil, especially in the st:.ate of Rondonia, wnich
was itself in a sense an institutional by-product of the program.
The rapid
formatiou of new 111W:11c:i.pal govermnents in the regi.ou, however, waa not explic:i.tly
foreseeu by POLONOROESIE' s plamiers, nor did program design inc:lude any spec:i.f~c
acti.ons or ,:eaourcea to support the creation, administrativa organization,
financial management aud/or on-going operatiou of these units. Since the role
of municipal governments in both the planning, financ:ing and prcvision of many
basic sel:'Vices and :in controlling rural and urban land use is an important one,
especially in light of the decentralization measures incorporated in the new
2
Constitution adopted by the Brazilian Congress in October 1988,
any future
Bank-supported projacts in the region should include the acti.ve participation
·of the affected local govermnents, together with that of tha target beneficiary
populations themaelvee, in the design and implementation of these int:arventi.ons •
In addition, they should dedicate particular attenti.onto local government needs
for inatitutional and financial strengtheniug in areas related to envi.rom11ental
sanitati.on, management aud coutrol.
12.09
At the federal government level9 in turn.9 POLONOROESTE and its
environmeneal eff ects have also contributed to important recent polic:y and
institutional c:hanges.
Thase changes have occurred at leaat part.ially in
response to ve~
significant media and nou-governmental organization (NGO)
pressures botb inaide aud outside Brazil in response to the clearing and burning
of inc:reasingly larger areas of Amazonian forest9 particularly in Rondon:ia,
together with the associated impact of frontier occupation on Amerindian
populations and other traditional communities, especially rubber tappers,
External pressures and media attention, while building up throughout the 1980's,
increased sharply in connection with the growing worldwide concern over global
cliu:la.te change and the role of tl:'opical deforestation and burning in this process
following the unusually hot and dry summer experi.enced in large parts of the
northern hemisphere in 1988. They were further accentuated in reaction to the
assassinati.on of the rubber tappet' leader and environmental activist9 Chi.co
Mendes, in tba Amazonian state of Acre in December of the same year. l
2
Ou the specific func:tions9
powers and responsibilities of the
municipalities under the new Constitution, see Edgar Bastos de Souza, OMunicipio
na Constituicao de 1988, IPEA/!PLAN, Brasilia9 1989.
3

Largely as a result of these events9 since 1988 there has been a very
rapi.dly gr=wing literature on these issues both inside and outside Brazil.
Within Brazil, for example, two major naticnal news and features public:ations,
Veja and Manchete, produced special issues on Amazonia in June and September
1989, respectively.
Outside Brazil, in addition to the December 1988 National
Geographic Magazine pieces on the environmental effects of recent settlement in

r:
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12 .10
The response of the Brazilian Government to these pressures has been
tvo-fold. The initial reaction was the highly publicized launching of a new
environmeutal act:iou program entitled "Nossa Natureza" ( or "Our Nature") by then
President Sarney in October 1988. Much of the nationally televised presidential
address announcing the progra.m was given over to .defending Brazil' s previous
achievements in the environmental arena including the establishment and/or
regularization of ecological and Amerindian reserves in Rondoniawhich, althougn
this was not explicitly mentioned, occurred under the auspices of POLONOROESTE.
More importantly, hcwever, certain concrete environmental protection measures
were taken in connection with the new program including an immediate, but at
first temporary, suspension of fiscal incentives for new agriculture and ranching
projects in forested parts of A.mazonia 4 and an intensification of official
efforts to mon:l.tor and control forest burning in the region, particularly
Rondonia. 3
12.11
The second ~ajor reaction was the merger of several existing federal
agencies which had pravioualy dealt with different aspects of natural resource
managemeut and euvi.romiaental protection to form a single new entity, t:he
Brazilian Institute for the Environment and Renewable Natural Resources (IBAMA),
under the Ministry of the Interior, in January 1989. 6
The most recent
Rondonia and the Uru-eu-wau-wau Indians (op. cit.), Newsweek magazine's
international edition cf January 30, 1989 carried a cover article entitled
"Amazonia in Peril: The World1s Biggest Rain Forest Is Shrinking Fast," while
~
(September 18, 1989) and The Economist (September 9-15, 1989) featured
nearly simultaneous cover stories entitled "Torching the Amazon: Can the Rain
Forest be Saved?" and "The Month Amazonia Burns,11 respectively. Recent bocks
on the subject, in tum, include: Susana Hecht and Alexander Cockburn, The Fate
of the Forest: Developers, Destroyers and Defenders of the Amazon Rain Forest,
Verso, London, 1989; Andrew Revkin, The Burning Season: The Murder of Chico
Mendes and the Fight for the Amazon Rain Forest, Houghton Miflin Co., Boston,
1990; Alex Shoumatoff, The World is Burning, Little, Brown and Co., Boston, 1990;
and Adrian Cowell, The Decade of Destruction: The Crusade to Save the Amazon Rain
Forest, Henry Holt « Co., New York, 1990. The latter is also the name of a five
hour public telev:l.sion series produced by the same author on the same subject
and first aired in the United States in mid-September 1990.
4

Under the Sarney administration this temporary suspension was later
extended, while, soon after taking office in March 1990, the current Brazilian
President, Fernando Collor de Melo, eliminated all fiscal incentives for regional
development activities in Ama~onia.
As previously noted, hcwever, most of the observed decrease in forest
burning in Rondonia in 1989 appears to have been due to favorable weather
conditions ( ia. a longer than normal rainy season) rather than to increased
government monitoring and control.
6

-

As noted in an earlier chapter, the agencies that were merged to form
IBAMA included several that were directly involved in the execution of
POLONOROEsTE·, specifically: (i) the Special Secretariat of the Environment (SEMA)
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institutional milestone, finally, has been the creation of a Secretariat of the
Enviro:cmeut within the Presidency itself by the recently-installed Collor de Melo

government in March 1990. A prominent Brazilian ecologist was appointeà as the
first Secretary of the Environment 1 and IBAMA was transferred from che Ministry
of the Interior, which was abolished, ·to the new Secretariat.
0n the policy
front, in tum, the new administra.tion thus far appears ta be taking considerably
greater interest in environmencal mat:cers than its predecesscrs. Although it
is still unclear how this increased environmental cancern on the parc of the
federal government will affect future developments in the Northwest region, it
shculd, nevertheless, be abserved that a "natural resource management" project
proposed by tha Government af Randcnia has been retained by in-coming federal
environmental authorities for review and revision prior to being submitted to
the Bank's Board of Directors' decision for possible financing.
2. Impacts within the Bank
12.12
POLONOROESTE and its environmental consequences likewise appear to
have exerted considerable influence on and within the Bank itself. As indicated
in the previous chapter, the prcgram had an immediate policy impact in ~he area
of tribai peoples protection since the Bank's operational guidelines in this
regard were a direct outgrowth af its experience in appraising the Amerindian
protecticn compcnent of the program. The Operacional Manual Statement on tribal
peoples in Bank-financed projects (OMS 2.34) was issued in February 1982. !t
was largely based cn a background repcrt first circulated inside the Bank in July
1981 and later published in May 1982 under the title Economic Development and
Tribal Peoples: Human Ecologic Considerations. One of the first applications
of this policy, moreover, was in connecticn with the Carajas Iron Ore Project
in Brazil, approved in August 1982, which, like POLONOROESTE, ccntained a nonBank-financed Amerindian Special Project.
12 .13
Subsequent Bank environmental policies and guidelines, including OMS
2.46 ("Environmental Aspects of Bank Work"), dated May 1984, and Operacional
Policy Note (OPN) 11.02 ("Wildlands: Their Protecticn and Management in Eccncmic
Development") of June 1986, were also influenced by POLONOROESTE. The latter
of these statements specifically lists parts of Brazilian Amazonia (including
the Amazon River itself and associated wetlands), as well as the Pantanal
swamplands in Mato Grosso, among the tropical wildlands and aquatic areas of
of the Ministry of the Interior; (ii) the Braz:!.lian Inst:1.tute of Forestry
Develcpment (IBDF); and, (iii) the Superintendency for the Development of Rubber
(SUDHEVEA). The former Superintendency for the Development of Fisheries (SUDEPE)
was also included in the new national environmental agency.
7

Interestingly, this ecologist, Jcse Lutzenberger, ~as one of the persons
who testified before the Subc:omm.ittee on Natu-ral Resources, Agricultural Research
and the Envircnment of the United States House of Representativest Commj.ttee cn
Science and Technology on September 19, 1984 w:1.th respect to the adverse
environmental impacts of POLONOROESTE. ln the conclusion to his testimony, Mr.
Lutzenberger apecifically affirmed: "on behalf of the environmental groups of
Brazil, I call ou the (World] Bank to stop the [BR-364] road and re-think its
pclicy on Rondcnia."
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?articular concern to the Bank. Like the tribal peoples policy, t~e wildlands
policy was further elabcrated by a more detailed document having the same title
as the afcrementioned OPN. 8 This latter publication specifically mentions both
~he Northwest I Agricultural Development and Environmental Protection Project
and the Carajas Iron Ore Project as examples of Bank-assisted operations
containing specific wildland management components. 9

",

.

~2.14
More generally, it can be argued that POLONOROESTE played a major
role in that part of the Bank's July 1987 reorganization which resulted in the
creation of an Environment Department within the then Policy, Planning anci.
Research (PPR) -- now Policy, Research and External Relations (PRE) -- Senior
Vice Presidency and Environment Divisions within each of the four regional
Technical Departments, as well as in a significant increase in the Bank' s
environmental staff and the formalization and strengthening of its environmental
:.:npact assessment procedures. These major organizational and operational changes
came about at least partly as the ~esult of increased pressures on the Bank by
member country governments and NGOs in reaction to the adverse impacta of a
number of large Bank-financed projects over the preceding decade. POLONOROESTE
was one of the most frequent cases of "environmental mismanagement" in Bankassisted operations cited by these groups. 10
ln addition, POLONOROESTE was
specifically referred to by Bank President Conable, in a speech to the
Washingtcn-based World Resources Institute on May S, 1987 during which many of
the above mentioned institutional changes were announced, as one of the cases

/""'-

George Ledec and Robert Goodland, Wildlands: Their P-rotection and
Management in Economic Development, World Bank, Washington, 1988.
9

With respect to POLONOROESTE, however, the report (ibid., pg. 129)
acknowledges that nimplementation of the wildland component lagged sericusly
behind other COlnl)onents ••• (and] unless unplanned settlement and illicit timber
extraction are effectively ccntrolled, the long-term integrity of some of the
[Wildland Management Areas] may be in doubt."
10

-·

See, for instance, the Sierra Club publication entitled Bankrolling
Disasters: International Development Banks and the Global Environment ( San
Francisco, 1986) for an example of the ways in which environmental NGOs have
criticized Bank support of large investment projects, including POLONOROESTE,
perceived to have resulted in adverse impacts on tribal peoples and/cr the
natural environment. The ccver of this particular document, in fact, consists
largely of a photcgraph of a recently deforested area in Rondonia.
The other
Bank-assisted operations cited in this publication were the Narmada Valley Dam
Project in India, the Transmigration Program in Indonesia anda beef export
prcject in Botswana. For a more detailed critica! discussion of the social and
environmental impacts of most of these same operations, including POLONOROESTE,
see Graham Searle, Major World Bank Projects: Their Impact on People, Society
and the Environment, Wadebridge Ecological Centre, United Kingdom, 1987.
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.i-hel:'e the Wol:'ld Bank itsel.f had
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12 .15
The adverse envi=onmental consequences of l?OLONOROESTE haà, :.n f act,
dra~ the attention of a broad coalition of American, European, Braz~lian and
other environmental groups7 12
as well as of the United States Cong=ess and,
through its instigation, the United States Treasury Department, at leas~ since
the fall of 1984.
As already noted, a United States House of Representatives'
Subcommittee on Natural Resources, Agriculture Research and Enviror.ment helci
specific heari~gs on the program in mid-September 1984. 13 Less than a month
later, then World Bank President Clausen received a letter signed by
representativas cf more than twenty-five NGOs fretn around the world, as well as
by Brazilian and German parliamentarians 7 expressing "grave concern ••• over
disturbing evidence of the consequences of the continued neglect of sound
management of natural resources and protection of indigenous peoples in the
design and implementa tio~ of World Bank -proj ects, 11 most notably POLONOROESTE. :.

u
In this address, Presiàent Conable characterized the program in the
following terms: 11POLONOROESTE [is] a ~obering example of an environmentally
sound effort ~hich ~ent w-rong. The Bank misread the human, institutioual and
physical realities of the jungle and the frontier. In some cases, the dynamics
of the frontier got out of control. Protective measurea to shelter fragile land
and tribal people wera included; they vere not, however, carefully timed cr
adequately monitored." (EUll)hasis OED)
tz
Iu au article entitled "Envi1:'onmental Reform and the Multilateral
Banks," (World Policy, Vol. V, No. 2, Sp~ing 1988, pp. 301-321), Pat Aufderheide
and Bruce Rich affini (pg. 306) that 11mindful of the limitations of [earlier ad
hoc attempts to influence) the basic policy orientation of the multilateral
development banks ••• (environmental NGOs have builtJ a coalition that includes
not only U.S. environmental groups, but European and Thi~d World organizations
as vell."
The article likewise claims ~pg.
308) that
environmental
organizations have been successful in their efforts to force institutional change
by recognizing the political underpinnings of multilateral development aid anà
by b~inging pressure to bear on these institutions at their most vulnerable
points," in particular by mobilizing public opinion and taking advantage of the
need for the U.S. Congress and other natioual legislativa bodies to approve
capital or fUttding increases for these institutions.
II

1'

The environmental impacts of several other Bank-supported projects,
including a series of livestock operations in Panama, were also discussed at
these hearings, as waa the need for increased agro-forestry research in Bankassisted foreatry, rural development and agricultural projects more generally.
14

Lette~ dated October 12, 1984 from Bruce Rich, Natural Resources Defense
Council, Washington, and others to A.W. Clausen. Among other observations, this
letter affirmed that: "several independent sources in Brazil have called our
attention to the accelerating and uncontrolled ecological and human destruction
occurring in the World Bank financed Northvest Development Program •••• Information
we have received atrongly indica te a that the Bank' s ••• investment haa so f ar
contributed to uncontrolled migration, ac~elerated deforestation, conversion of
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12 .16
Amcng the recommendations contained in the NGO letter, moreover, Yas
the need for the Bank to "increase (its] professional environmental staff and
systematically
implement more
r:igorous
procedti.res
to ensure
improved
environmental design se that [itl does not repeat the castly mistakes in resource
management that are occurring in POLONOROESTE." 1~
In addition to suggesting
that the Bank "seriously reconsider the implications of funding programs such
as POLONOROESTE," the NGQ•s argued that the "profoundly disturbing situation11
in Northveat Brazil, "underscores all the more the urgent need for the World Bank
to undertake concrete measures and commit real resources ••• to improve the
ecclogical design and review of its prcj ects." The NGO letter, in tum, Yas
shcrtly followed by a memcrandum from the United States Department of the
Treasury to the U.S. Executiva Director at the World Bank requesting the vievs
of Bank management on the issues raised during the Subcommittee hearings
concerning the environmental imoacts of POLONOROESTE and other Bank-financed
16
•
operations.

r:

r:

12.17
The extent to which these and other external manifestations
influenced the Bank1s subsequent handling of POLONOROESTE is unclear.
It is
probably no coincidence, however, that the aforementioned communications were
sent to the Bank just prior to the previously scheduled mid-term review of the
program.
The back-to-office report of the mid-term review mission, in fact,
makes specif ic ref erence to these documents and indicates its "general agreement 11
with the information contained in them. 17 There can be little doubt, howaver,
that tha euvironmental problema aud negative publicity a••ociated wi.th

land to unsustainable cattle ranching,
encroacbment on Indian land areas.n

land

speculation

and

increased

1'

Ibid. It was also recommended that "a key element in imprcved design
should be the early inclusion anâ participation in project planning of
representatives of the local groups that are affected: indigenous peoples,
farmers and settlers, environmental conservation organizations, and members of
the church working in rural areas.11
16

r:

Memorandum frcm James Conrow, Oeputy Assistant Secretary for Oeveloping
Nations of the U.S. Department of the Treasury to James Burnham, U.S. Executive
Director of the World Bank dated October 29, 1984. This memorandum, in tum,
annexed a. letter f rcm the Chairman of the House Subcommittee on Natural
Reaourcea, Agricultura Research and the Environment to then U. S. Treasury
Secretary Donald T. Regan in which the former expressed his "deep concern over
the progress and impact" of POLONOROESTE ••• [which was] contributing to
uncontrolled migration and accom.panying deforestation."

•

17

Internal memorandum dated December 13, 1984, para. 13.
The report
recommended, however, that, in formally respcnding to these communications, "the
Bank should point out ••• that the situation would probably have been even worse
without our intervention, since the Brazilian Gcvernment would have paved the
BR-364 in any case, but would probably not have made any effort to mitigate the
negative effects of the resulting flood of migrants on the environment and the
Indians."
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POLONOROESTE and other Bank-supported projects (eg. the Indones:ianTransmigrat:ion
Program, the Narmada Project in India, etc.) played a key role in the Bank.'s
decision to subatantially reinforce its environmeutal assessment procedures and
capabiliti.ea.
As ena recen-e internal publication on the Bankt s evolving
ac-eiv~ties in Brazil has put it:
The
Bank-eupported
POLONOROESTE
program ••• included
en:vironmental protection measures at their inception.
But the proj ects' unanticipated spillo~era and the
inabil.ityto control s-poutaueousunrelated activi.tyhave
had a serious social and environmental impact. The need
for greate'l" attention
to a p,:oj ect' s intaraectoral
links
haa rasulted,
in part,
in a new Banbri.cle policy for
systematic and comprebensive environmeutal analysis of
projects, incl.uding the indi.rect and spillover effects
18
iXl contiguoua areas.
3. Follow-on Projects
12.18
In addition to its institutional and pclicy impacts, POLONOROESTE
and its environmental eff ects have also contributed to the undertaking of
several follow-on projects including one financed by the Int~r-American
Development Bank ( IDB) to improve the 502 kilometer segm.ent of the BR-364
highway connecting Porto Velho and Rio Branco in the neighboring state of Acre.
This proj ect, involving two IDB loans for a total of US$ 58. S m:1.llion,
wae
approved on January 24, 1985. According.to the IDB's Annual Report for 1985,
the project would widen and pave the highvay, modify five existing railroad
bridges between Porto Velho and Abuna (also in Rondonia) for use by automobile
traffic, build eight new concrete bridges between Abuna and Rio Branco, install
rampa and establish a maintenance program.
In addition, the project was to
include specific "safeguards to protect the ecology and the ind:lgenous
population [soas to preserve] the areats soils and forests and to avoid damage
to the native population from the increased economic activity brought ahout by
improving the road. " 19
12.19
Thie operation, however, encountered problems very similar to those
previously
experienced by POLONOROESTE.
While implementation
of road
improvements p't'oceeded rapidly, the proj ect' s enviromnental and Amel:'indian
li

World Bank,
Brazil and the World Bank: Into the Fifth Decade,
Washington, 1990, pg. 17 (emphasis OED).
'l'his document (pg. 14) also states:
"Many o~POLONOROESTE's
physical targets have been met, including some of the
more difficult activities, such as protection and assistance to Amerindian
comm.unities. B\\t severe problema -- limited technical kncwledge, funding delays,
lack of agricultural credit, institutionalweaknesses, inappropriate govermnent
incentives and unexpectedly high spontaneous migration in the area -- resulted
in unchecked d~forestation and the encroachment of farming and ranching into
unsuitable areas."
19

Inter-American
February 1986, pg. 56.

Development

Bank,

Anm;a_l__Rel?_ç_rt

1_2_~5,

Washington,

r>
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components lagged. In addition, when a requireà environment:al protection plan
for the highway's area of influence was eventually submitted to the IDB, i~ was
found to be seriously deficient. As a result, loan disbursements were halted
in December 1987, pending presentation of an acceptable environmental protection
plan by the Brazilian Government. 20 Disbursements were reinitiated in July 1989
once the IDB was satisfied that the revised plan would permit both project
execution and its environmental Lrapac t s to be carefully controlled by the
federal government:. Among other noteworthy features, the revised plan included
a detailed action program and implementation schedule to facilitate monitcring
of the project'a euviromnental and Am.erindian protection components by the IDB's
euvirolllll8ntal officer whc is permanently based in Brasilia and, thus, is able
to travel frequently to the project area, as well as to maintain continucus
contact with all executing agencies and other affected parties, including local
NGOs, in the region.

r:

,r--

12.20
In terms of World Bank funding, in tum, tYo recently approveà
operations have also provided additional assistance to the Northwest regionas
part of more general efforts to combat malaria in Amazonia and to strengthen
Brazil t s environmencal protection institutions and activities. The Amazou Basin
Malaria Coutrol Project was approved on May 25, 1989 and is being partially
financed by a Bank loan (Loan 3072-BR) in the amount of USS 99.0 million. The
project specifically aims to reduce malaria transmission in the Amazon region
and to prevent reintroduction of the disease in areas where it is presently
under central.
Tha .operation will also seek to increase the organizational
efficiency and responsiveness of SUCAM, the federal agency primarily responsible
for combatting malaria, to changing conditions in the field, a problem which
hindered the more effective implementation of the malaria control component of
POLONOROESTE's health project.
12.21
The operation has two major components: (i) a malaria coutrol
program to support epide'llliological and entoniological surveillance, the treatment
of malaria cases, source reduction prcjects, vector central, community
participation and education activities and endemic disease control activities
in Amerindian areas; and (ii) institutional strengthening of SUCAM, focusing on
in-service trainl.ng and the establishment and/or support of district offices,
computerized information systems, operational research and inter-institutional
actiona. 21 As indicated in Chapter VI above, design of this project benefitted
directly froaa mal.aria-related atudies carried out under the reaearch compoueut
of the Northweat Health Project (Loan 2061-BR).
Even though the operaticn
cavers the entire Brazilian Amazon region, dueto the continuing high incidence
of malaria in llondonia, one of its principal areas of activity will be the
Northwest. The Bank loan for this project became effective on September 20,
20

The appeal by rubber tapper leader Chico Mendes during the IDB's Annual
Meetings in March 1987 that the Bank withhold its support for the project until
asscciated environmental abuses could be ccrrected is credited by some observers
as being one of the principal reasons for the IDB' s subsequent dec:ision to
suspend disbursements for the operation. See, for example, the article by Bruce
Babbitt in the June 25, 1990 issue of The New Republic entitled "Amazon Grace."
For further details, see World Bank Report No. 7535-BR, op. cit.
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1989 and, as of September 30, 1990, slightly more than USS 19 million had been
disbursed.
12 .22
The Nati.oual Env:i.rcamental Prcj ec1: for Brazil, in tum, was ª?proved
on February 27, 1990 for Bank funding (Loan 3173-Ba) in the amount of USS 117.0
million. The corresponding Loan Agreement ~as signed on August 16, 1990, but,
as of September 30, 1990, the loan had not yet become effective. The object~ves
of this operation are: (i) to strengthen the protection of the country's most
important ~onservation areas and imminently endangered ecosystems, with special
emphasi.s on the reduction of econcmic and environmental lasses associated with
unc:ontrolled deforestation, soi.l erosion and air and water pollutian in the
Pantanal, Legal Amazon~a, the Atlantic Forest and Brazilian Coastal areas; (ii)
to reinforce the instituticns of the "environmental sector," ";Ji.th special
emphasis on the strengthening of !BAMA and state agencies iu Legal Amazouia and
the Pantanal araa; and, ( iii) to improve the regulatory framework of the
"environmental sector." More specifically, the project ~ould su?port the first
three-year phase of Brazil's National Environmental Progra.m (PNMA). n
12.23
Finally~ follow-on "natu;ral resource management" p r o j ec t s ::or
possible Bank financing are also presently under preparation by the state
governments in Rondonia and Mato Grosso. An earlier version of the proposed
"Rondonia Natural Resource Management Proj ect," however, was the obj ect of
considerable misgivings on the part of many of the same environmental groups
that had previously expressed concern with POLONOROESTE. 23
In addition, as
iudicated in para. 12.ll
above, shortly·after taking office in M.arch 1990, the
new federal Secretary of the En~ironment
requested that formal Bank
consideration of the Government of Rondoniats project be pos~poned until the
proposed operation could be fully reassessed in Brazil.
C. Lessons for Futura Bank Operations
1. Pitfalls of Program Planning and Design
Bank influence was instrumental both in transforming a request by
12 .24
Brazilian Government to fund road construction into what was later
the
:z The specific actiona included under this operation to i.mprcve protection
of the Pantanal have already been briefly summarized in an earlier chapter of
this report. Additional details can be found i.n World Bank Report No. 8146BR, op. cit.

" These misgivings were indicated in a letter to the Bank's Executive
Directors dated January 9, 1990 and signed by representatives of some thirtyfive American, European, Japanese, Australian and Brazilian NGOs. The letter
concluded that "the project (which relies heavily on agro-ecological zoning]
contains ser~ous flaws in its design and propcsed implementation •••. which are
likely to seriously undermine its effectiveness (and] discreditvhat is in theo-ry
a very promising approach to environmentally sustainable develcpment in tropical
regions.n This same concernis mentioned in a recent arei.ele by Bruce Rich
entitled nThe Emperor's Nev Clothes: The World Battk and Environmental Reform,"
World Policy Journal, Vol. VII, No. 2, Spring 1990, pp. 312-313.
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misleadingly characterized as an "integrated regional development:. program" and
in incorporating progressive social and environmental concerns into its design.
Emphasis on small-farmer settlement, as well as on environmental and Amerindian
protect::l:on, was effectively translated by Bank initiative into specific and
often elaborate measu~es, as well as into a proposed allocation of substantial
resources for their implementation.
Despite such pl:'ecautions, the program
contributed to multiple forms of environmental degradation, as well as to the
invasion of Amerindian lands, and was unable to oroduce a workable model of
sustainable small-farmer development for Amazonia:
12.25
Many of these fundamental shortcomings can be attributed to errors
in judgement. Even though program design was preceded by numerous fact-finding
and planning missicns on the part of both the Brazilian Govermnent and the Bank,
it failed to adequately consider the impact which roadbuilding was likely to
have on future migration to, and the spread of rural and urban settlement in,
the region, proposed an incompleta concept of and approach to regional
development and incc~crated basic misjudgments with respect to the extent of
high quality soils, the ability of small farm.ers from other parts of the country
te adapt to the tropical forest environment and the importance of the distancato-market factor. Because of these deficiencies, attai:nment of the program's
social and envircnmental objectives was largely frustrated.
12.26
At least part of the reason for the Bank's failure to recognize the
basic limitaticus of ~oadbuilding ~
small-farmer settlement in the Northveat
from an environmental perspective stems from: its not having adequately perceived
th• uature and strength of the economic and political forca• behiiid
POLONOROESTE.
Attantion vas dravn in previous chapters to tha fact that
formulation of
POLONOROESTE reflected the conjugation of widely disparate
elements and interests. From the standpoint of the Brazilian Government, the
program met the concerna of various economic and political groups both inside
and outside the region.
In addition, even though the original Government
request for the financing of highway improvement was not compatible with
internal Bank policy, the prograt11, as it eventually emerged, struck a responsiYe
chcrd in the Bank on at least two accounts: one involved the Bank's interest in
attempting to promete suatainable small-farmer area development in a tropical
forest setting, while the other concerned the poaaibility of making a large
loan, or 1QOre preciaely set of loans, to an important client country ata time
when the latter waa in inc~easing need of foreign exchange.
12 • 2 7
Diverging
viewpointa
regarding
the proposed plana for the reg::Lon
were, nevertheless, manif ested during program preparation and appraisal. Within
the Bank, serious questiona were raised both with respect to the program1 s
probable impacta on the natural envircnment and local tribal populations and,
particularly in view of the lack of detailed knowledge of agro-ecolcgical
conditions in the region, in relation to its economic feasibility. In Brazil,
in tum, severa! studies questioned the possíbility of using .Amazonia as an
outlet fo~ the resolution of demographic and social problema caused by rapid
agricultural modernization elsewhere in the country and/or suggested that paving
the BR-364 highway might prove to be catastrophic as a result of the likely
acceleration of migration to the area. In practice, moreover, the federal and
territorial governments had themselves worked under this premise during the
latter years of the Geisel Administration ( 1975-79). The "developmentalist"
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view, however, ultimately prevailed and various dissenters were
removed from the Northwest scene both in the Bank and in Brazil.

••
essentially

12.28
Despite dissenting views, POLONOROESTE generat.ed considerable
mcmentum in various sectors, eventually resulting in a coalescence of different
interests in support of the program. ln addition, powerful lobbies inside and
outside the Go~ertmlent were dependent on the disbursement of funds through the
program and thus attempted ta forge a favorable public image for it. Numerous
jobs were likewise created both insi.de and outside the public sector in
connection with the program, thereby multiplying the number of individuals and
groups directly interested in its existence and continuation.
12 .29

Even

the

Bank was nat immune to partisanship once the idea cf
to gather impetus.
The initial discussicns between
11developmentalists11
and "envi.ronmentalists11 within the Bank had left their
imt>rint and assumed posi.tions demanded vinciication.
Career
patterns and
trajectories, as well as projected lending targets, were also at stake and, ance
the program ~as undel:'Way, any admission of planning mistakes or program failure
might be construed as incompetence.
To this day, some of the participants in
prcgram preparation and initial implementation on the Bank's side are reluctant
to admit its inability to meet many of its original objectives.

POLONOROESTE began

12 .30
As a result of the different interests involved, moreover, in
retrospect it is clear that the Bank was presaured, aud presaured itaelf, into
adopting posturas aud attitudes that failed to adequately couaider the broader
socio-ecouomic and political dynâmics of the frontier occupatiou procass iu the
Hort~eat.
Once variegated interests had joined forces to aupport a road
i.mprovemênt cum rural development-based regional development atrategy in
northwestern Mato Grosso and Rondonia, the role of both GOV'ernment plannera and
Bank appraiset'S baidcally beca.me one of attempting to operatianalize this
concept to the best of their abilities. In the process, however, fundamental
pl:'oblems and coustraints were overlooked
or given insufficient attention,
despi.te the unqueetionable promin.ence given to social and enviroi:m1ent:al concenis
and objectives by the Bauk.
12.31
The crucial queation from the standpoint of assessing the Bank's
role in POLONOROESTE is: should it have become involved in Northwaat development
at all? Pa~t of the justification given, then and now, for Bank participation
in the program is that, during the Figueiredo administration, the Brazilian
Government would have gone ahead with pavement of tbe BR-364 highway with or
without Bank support. Tb.is assumption, hovever, merits c:loser examination since
it is higbly likely that, had the Go~enment
cl.early po••••••d
suffic~ent
reaourcea,
it not wou.ld hav• come to the Bank for asaistance in financing
improvemant of the road :Ln the first place.
12.32
lt is, indeed, true that during the middle years of the military
regime in the early 1970's reaources vere plentiful. In addition, roadbuilding
and other major infrastructure construction activities ~ere of such high
priority that they were frequently initiated by large domestic construction
companies before federal funds had been specifically earmarked for this purpose
and, in SOIUe cases, even before a formal decision to proceed vith the project
in queation had been taken. Such initiatives and the .coincidence of interests
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betveen certain segments of the tederal bureaucracy and the large private
construction companies, morecver, gave the latter considerable polit~cal clout.
By the end of the 1970' s , hcwever, wnen paving of the Cuiaba-Porto Velho highway
was first discussed with the Bank, the federal government•s financial situation
had changed considerably. Consequently, there is no unaquivocal evidance that
rebuildi.ng of the roadwould have been undertaken immediately or rapidly without
the Bank's support. In contrast to the earlier Transamazon highway for which
no external funda were requested, insistent Government attempts to obtain
financial assistance from the Bank for improvement of the BR-364 road, ~n fact,
poi.nt in tha opposite direction.
12.33
But, perhaps a better question would be: under the actual
ci.rc\Dll8tauces, what could or sbould the Bank. have done differently? It does not
saem likely that the Bank could have impeded reconstruction and/or paving oi the
BR-364 highway altogether. Indeed, given the comparatively much lower levels
of environmental awareness and concel:U in both Brazil and the Bank at the ti.me,
how could non-construction have been ju.stified?
Northwestern Mato Grosso,
Rondonia and Acre are parts of the na.tional territory and their overland
integration with the rest of the country was a legitima.te geopolitical
aspiration of the Brazilian Government, even if the uses to be made of the
region' s renewable natural resources were not completely clear cx , as has
subsequently provento be the case, were likely to be largely unsustainable and
ecologically detrimental. Tha key point, however, is that, in the abaence of
Banlc. aupport, iD all likelihood it would have takeu much longer aither to
tran.eform the BR-364 highway i.nto au all-weather thoroughfare or to expand the
regional feeder road network. Had road construction beeu delayed, in tum, tbe
hordea of migranta that cama to and rapidly spread througbout the Northweat
during the early 1980' s wou1d probably not have materiali.zed as soou or as
quickly ae tbay did.

r:

12.34
This time element is critical in assessing the recent development
path of the Northwest since, as indicated in earlier chapters of this report,
the dcminant charactel:'istics of the region' s occupation over the past tvo
decades have been its largely uncontrolled "spontaneous" rural settlement and
the rapid spraad of predatory extractive activities. Bad improvement of the
road beeu dalayed, valuabla time would have been gained to undertake more
accurate soil au~eys, to perform more thorough and effective evaluationa of
regional agro•ecological, agrouom:ic and aocio-economi.c development potentiala
and ~onatrainta, to ratioualize aud consolidata existing settlement strategies
and coloni.:z:ation proj ect designa, to better abaorb thoae mi.granta already
arri.ved or gradually comi.ng to tha area anel, perhaps moat importantly, to
eatablish aad/ or strengtheD natural resource managemeut and euvironmeutal
protection legi.alation, inatituti.ons and enforcement mechauisma. In sbort, it
vould have pa~tted both a more realistic appraisal of longer-term settlement
poaaibilitiea in tha regiou and more adequate management of existi.ng, •• well
aa likely futura, demographi.c presaurea in an area whose ecological carrying
capa~ity waa atill largely unknown.
12.35
In addition to the fact that its involvement helped to spead up road
constTI1ction, Bank_ support provided an even more strategic ingredient
legitimacy -- which, in practice, gave the coalition of political and eccnQmic
forces that supported the rapid, but environmentally costly, growth of the
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Northwest a tremendous boost. Despite che authorita~ian secting of the period,
a few voices in government, as well as in the Brazilian academic and scientific
communities, had alreaày called attention to the social anà ecological abuses
associated with both directed and spontaneous settlement i~ Amazonia àuring the
1970' s , singling out Rondonia as a particularly intense case.
Moreover, as
previously noted, the federal government itself briefly sought to curb migration
to the region. Hcwever futile the 1977-78 disincentive campaign proved to be
cver the longer run, it was, nevertheless, part of a conscious attitude calling
for re-appraisal of the traditional role of an ever more distant and
ecologically senaitive land frontier.
If nothing else, it urged the
considaration of alterna.tive (ie. non-Amazoniaú) outlets for the population that
cont:inued ta be expelled from rural areaa in south-central Brazil, as well as
altarnat'ive (ia. land intensi.ve rather thau laud extensiva) agri.cultural
development policies.
12.36
When
such alternatives
were
rejected
by
the
new
federal
administration in 1979 in favor of a return to the early-1970's approach te
econ01nic development and territorial integration through the construction cf
ngrandes obras11 (literally "large works") and the new strategy recei.ved, fo-r a.11
intenta aud purposes, the Bank.'s endorsement, events were set into motion that
becama extremely difficult to restl:'ain. While to call the Bank1s position vith
respect to POLONOROESTE an endorsement" may appear exaggerated to some internal
observers. in light of the strong misgivings expressed by a number of Bank staff
members before the project was approved, it is not so in terms of the support
which the inatitution eventually provided, the prevailing public attitudes of
key Bank officials during the eal:'ly years of program ittq,lementation and the
apparent: distancing from the Brazil scene of the more outspoken a.mong its
internal critica. To tha eyes of the outsi.da world, moreover, tha financial and
tachnical bacld.ng provided by the Bank implied full institutioual subscripti.on
to tbe objectivea, baaic approach and timing of the program.
11

12.37
The more important point, however, is that once Bank involvemeut
helped to legitimi.ze the program, the Bank unwittingly became party to a series
of actions or inactiona by the territorial, state aud regional a.dministrations
that were to have serious adverse enviroomental consequences in subsequeut
years.
Chief among these was the launching of the propaganda campaign by the
Governor of Rondonia which, by directly stim.ulating the acceleration of
migration to the state, compounded· ~11 the other problema already encountered
in the region. Subsequent roadbuilding and c:olcnization efforts in ecologically
unsuitable areaa by the state government using resources not provided through,
but perhapa "freed up" as a result cf, the program served only to further
exacerbate the situation.
12.38
It would clearly be unfa'ir anel incorrect to blame the Bank for
public:ity campaigns or other actions undertaken by state or federal goverrnnent
authoritiea.
Bank officials, in fact, appear to have vehemently prctested
against such meaaures which were clearly inconsistent with the program's baaic
objectives, while disbursements for POLONOROESTE were, indeed, eventually
suspended due to the Government' s persisting failure to comply with i ts
contractual obligat:ions concerning Amerindian and envi.ronmental protection.
Nevertheless, the Bank could have made mora effectiva use of the instrumenta at
band to foreatall unauthorized actioua and correct envi.roomentally harmful
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inactions.
Name.ly, it coul.d have suspended disburaementa at a conaiderably
earlier data.
Furtharmore, had more precisa and specifica.lly dated
euviromiiental. and Amerindiau protection c:ovena:11ts been incl.uded in the program' s
varioua Lo&11 Agl:'aelllanta and had the Bank carried out more forcefu.l and
syatematic monitoring and aupervision of Government compliance wi.th these
obl.igations, it could have reacted mora quickly to uneven progralll execution by
stopping loan diaburaements, including thoae for road improvements, ata time
when it atill poaaeaaed substantial leverage over the Borrower. 24
12.39
The same is true with respect to reported adm:iniatrative abuses and
inafficienciea within the regional coordinating agency, SUDECO, or on tba part
of other part:l.cipating ex.ecuting agencies. Even though internal Bank documenta
make repeated references to such abuses, as vell as to the Government's inaction
with regarei to environmental problems, it was nct until 1985 that loan"
disbursements were Withheld in order to force corrections in the system. By
this time, hcwever, pavement of the BR-364 highway had already been completed
aud mi.granta bad been arriving in the region in large numbers for several yeara.
Furthermore, even vithout the state government's p~opaganda campaign and the
national econcmic recession, it was apparent to many observers that paving the
BR-364 highway between Cuiaba and Porte Velho waa likely te substantially
increase mi.gration in view of the continuing expulsion of rural population in
older agricultura! areas.

-

12.40
Aa already suggested in ea~lier chapters, accordingly, one of the
principal leseona to be derived ·from the POLONOROESTE experience is that, in
a:im.ilar circumatances, th• Bank ahoul.d firat carafully aort out tha var:l.oua
•conom:ic and political intereata at play and evalu.ate bow they are likaly to
respond to propoaed program or project actions. More importantly, tbe Bauk
ahoul.d attempt to gauge the real extent of tha Borrower' a coa:mitmant to
different program objectivea and components, aa well as its effectiva
inatitutional capacity and political willingness to meet its contracted
obligationa. As a general rule, when a large, multi-faceted investment program
or project is deaigued to meet a variety. of objectives and/or is made up of a
uumber of components some of which were proposed by the Borrower, while othera
ware introduced largely at the Bank's inaistence, it ahould not be surprising
if performance in relation to tha formar exceeda, and perhapa, greatl.y axcaada,
that with reapect to the latter, nor tbat thare ia a corre•ponding
differantiat'ion in terma of resulta. POLONOROESTE provides a clear illuatration
of this tendency.
12.41
From an environmental standpoint, mereover, prior to defining
specific intarvantiona for a particular region and/or deciding whether or not
to finance auch inveatmenta whan propoaed by a prospectiva borrower, the Bank
should al.so carafully evaluate botb the real ecological carryi.ng capacity of the
areaa involved and the potential envi.ronmental costa aasociated with their

"

.
The enviromnental
NGOs' letter concerning POLONOROESTE to then Bank
President Clausen in October 1984, moreover, further suggested that "to enaure
that Bank loan conditions are respected in the futura, the Bank muat exercise
its ma.ximum leverage in thia situation, including reconsideration of planned
funding for cther agricultural projects in Brazil."
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futura devalopment.
When newly s ettled ( or about to be settled) tl:'opic:al
frontier areaa are involved, furthennore, the Bank ahould also fully assess the
nature of exi.sting development tendencies in these regious and/or in areas
si.mi.lar to them where theae processes have already occurred, as well as the
impacta of theae tendencies in terms of natural reaource utili:.:ation and
environmantal quality.
As suggest:ed in the preceding chapter, one of the
optiona that should be exploreà in this context is that of supporting
alternativa interventions that do not involve encouraging or facilitating the
potentially pradatory occupation of tropical areas at all, but which would
permit acbievement of many of the aocio-economic objectives normally associated
wi.th front:i.er development scbemea (eg. the establishment of small-scale
agricultura! aettlemant) in othar parta of tha country whera both env::1.roamantal
aud financial costa are likely to be lower.

.f:>'

12.42
Consistent with this general orientation. additionally, any future
Bank-supported efforta to diminish or correct enviromneutal degradation in
Northweat Brazil more specifically, should begin by attempting to better
~derstand and directly addresa the u.uderlying economic and political forces,
iu terms of both extractiva and agro-rauching activities, that bave led tbus far
aud will continua, if uncontrolled, to result in extenaive deforestation and
pollution, togatber with the other environmental problema described above. In
order to limi.t future enviroumen1:.al degradation in the POLONORCESTE region,
moreovar, a very aignificant polic:ing and control effort will be required, as
wi.ll both coneiderable strengthening of existing institutiona and unequivocal
political ccmmi.tment aud aupport at all levals of government. In ordar to avoid
the further spread of environmentally daa:aging extractive and agro-ranching
activiti•• within the region, finally, futura road building should be sharply
limi.ted aud other public sector incentives for tha occupation of areas atill
remaining in nativa forest should be elimi.nated.
12.43
ln a dynamic extractive frontier ccntext such as NorthYest Brazil,
however, these measures will be extremely difficult to achieve and the Bank
sbould, thus9 be very realistic about the possibilities of doing so.
ln any
event, attainment of these objectives is likely to be largely impossible unlesa
greatar accountability cau·be built into the public sector resource allocation
and regulatory proceas at the state and local levels.
In addition to the
subatantial strengtheuing of state natural resource management and environmeutal
protection agencies and the nead to undertake widespraad public education
campaigns, thia ia alao likaly to require much more effectiva local commwiity
and NGO participation thau presently appears to exist in tha regiou.
2. Pitfalls of Prograni Implementation

12. 44
Once road improvem.entswere well advanced and extractive forces were
unleashed in the Northwest, the Bank, partly as a result of its owu insufficient
monitoring aud supervision, appears to have largely loat control over the
managemeut and timi.ng of program implementati.on. Part of the problem was that
command over this complex multi-agency
initiative ~as
centered
in a
traditioually weak and ineffective government institution, SUDECO. Not only vas
the latter incapable of coordinating the various sectoral agencies involved in
program execution, but it was severely understaffed and unwilling or incapable
of dealing with the improper allocation cf resources at the state level. As a
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result, theoretically "subordinate,
but in fact much stl:'onger, agencies such
as DNER and INCRA ended up wielding an inordinate influence over the course of
the program, directly contributing to the se~ious implementation imbalances
which it subsequently experienced.
An obvious lesson for the future is the
ueed to give particular attention to the judicioua selecticn of the coordinating
agency, aa well as to the design of inter-institutioual and i.mplemexiting
arrau.gemeuts, in programa of si.Jidlar complexity. More generally, this implies
tha ueed for the Bank. to give much greater attention to institutioual aualysis
and asaessmant during project appraisal, as well as to institutional
streugtheuing and devalops11aut in project design and supervision.
11

12.45
lurthermore, the implem.entation of m.ulti-faceted Bank-supported
programa auch as POLONOROESTE, especially in environmentally sensitive areas,
also requiras frequent, inteusive, consisteut and multi-disciplinary Bank
suparviaion, togetber with
continual externa.l monitoring
and on-going
evalua.tiou, preferably by non-goverIU11ental entities or at least public sector
ageucies that are not themselves directly involved in projec1: execution. In the
case of POLONOROESTE, on-going evaluation activities were, in fact, carried out
for several years by the Economic Research Institute (FIPE) of the University
of Sao Paulo. FIPE was highly instrumental in undertaking the mid-term. review
which later ·led the Bank to suspend disbursements and recommend considerable
redirecticn of the program, but this activity waa effectively suspended by
SUDECO, with tha Bank' a tacit approval, in 1987.
Especially in the dynamic
frontier region context, however, such independent monitoring and evaluation,
parhaps by the naw federal Secretariat of the Environment, assisted by a
University reaearch inatitute and/or specialized outside consultants, is
essential.
•
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12.46
In such cases, moreover, permanent direct Bank aupervision through
ita repreaentation in Brasilia or by staff located in tha program region ia alao
strongly indicatad.
The posaibility of placing a full-time environmental
specialist in the field to monitor all Bank-fuuded projects that are likely to
have siguificaut environmental impacta and/or which have important environmental
components shou1d, thua, be seriously considered in this connection."
Given
the grcwing number of Bank operations that are directly concerned with
environmeutal 111a.tters in 8razil, the need for such specialized local supervision
will increase correepondingly. This recommendaticn, furthermore, is likely to
also apply te othe~ major individual Bauk clients (eg. India, Indouesia) or
client regiona (eg. Eaat and Weat Africa) where the environmental content and
consequences of Bank leriding are already substantial and/or likely to increase
significantly in the future.
12.47
0n another level, one of the clearest operational lessons derived
from observation of POLONOROESTE's implementation is that thoae activitiea which
"
The Bank's field office in Brasília already has a full-time
macroeconomist who monitors economic events and . policy formulation in the
country, while the Bank office in Recife houses specialists in Nral development
and irrigation. Both the lnter-American Oevelopment Bank and the UNDP, in tum,
presently have permanent environmental specialists, among other professionals,
in their representations in Brasilia.
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can be and are handled as straight business deala with private contractors
and
physical engineering
projects, such as ~oad construction,
tend to be carried out
rapidly aud straightforwardly,
while activities
that require
or involve
the
protracted participation
of government agencies and/or permanent
dealings with
ta~get populations,
such as "t"Ural exteusion, credit, admi.nistration, communi.ty
development
and the like, are often susce~tible
to couaiderable
delays and/or
encoUJ1ter a broad range of financial, institutional
and other problema.
These
difficulties
are likely to be magnified
when, as in the case of settlement
schemes in tropical areas, basic knaw-how on key issues simply does not exist.

12.48
In the implementation of POLONOROESTE, the roadbuilding component
waa the centerpiece of the program and it was in the contractors> interest to
fulfill their obligations as quickly as possible.
Hcwever, the dispari ty
between the velocity of road const-ruction, on the one hand, and the provision
of agricultural support and c.ommunity services and the implementation of
environmental and Amerindian protection measures, on the other, only serves to
accentuate the problema experienced with respect to the latter. As a result,
pavement of the trunk highway between the North·west region and south-central
Brazil, thel:'eby greatly easing the flov
of traffic between the t"'wo on a
year-round basis, ~as ccm.pleted long before adequate support services and/or
environmental protection cculd be prcvided. 0n a lesser acale, health posts,
NUARs and other physical facilities were built before staff had been hired or
trained and before the respectiva communities could learn to effectively utilize
them.
12.49
Dance, iu the future execution of complex and multi-dimensioned
projects, wbather in tropical areas or elsewhere, sufficieut cara should be
taken to enaure that uneven implementatiou velocities of different components
do not damage the overall integ~ity and effectiveness of the project or program
iu question.
More importantly, in any future operation such as POLONOROESTE,
non-phyaical infrastructure components, especially those iuvolving enviroamental
plamiing and protection, should ideally be completed or at worst very well
advanced prior to uiitiating any major new iufrastructure investmenta. In this
connection, finally, the Bank must be willing to suspend loau disbursements in
O\"der
to
induce
needed
institutional
strengthening,
compliance
with
environmental
(iucludiug
tribal
peoples)
protection
covenauts
and/or
reformulation of program or project priorities and strategies aa soou as there
is concreta evideuce that implementation is uot proceediug properly and/or that
se1::iows pbysical. and/ or human en,rironmental. damage may be occurring aa the
direct or iucH.rect reaul.t of program/project i.nvestmeuta.
D. Implications for Bank Activities and Procedures
l. Country Pclicy Dialogue and Economic and Sector ~ork
12.50
Insofar as its environmental aspects and consequences are concerned,
the POLONOROESTE experience, as reviewed in this report, has several importaut
implicatious for Bank policy dialogue with, and associated economic and sector
work in, countries proposing the productive occupati.on and/ or settlement of
trop~cal frantier areas or affecting large ~eg1ons more generally. While most
of these c:oncerns have already been tnentioned earlier in this chapter or
elsewhere in this report, they can be br±efly summarized as follows:
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( i)

any attempt
to promete roadbuilding
and agricultural
settlement, particularly on a large scale in an ecologically
sensitive tropical region such as Amazonia,
should be
approached very cautiously and, in moat instances, probably
be diac:ouraged ratb.er than supported by tbe Bank; i:a. any
event, it shou1d not be undertaken in tbe abaance of prior
datailed assesament of regional carryi.ng capacity, iucluding
regional natural resource potential aud constraints, and of
existing institutional and enforcement capabilities in tha
f1elda of anvironmental mauagemeut, protection and control;

(ii)

any proposal to promete the cccupation of tropical areas,
furthermore, ahould first be asseased in terms of what are
likel.y to prove to be less costly alteniatives in other
regiona from both an ecouomic and an envi.ronmental. staudpoint;
this requires the development of an interregioual and
intersectoral policy framework at the national and regional
lavala; among the (non-mutually exclusive) options that should
be considered in order to achieve greater absor't)tion of
"surplus11
rural population
and
inc:reased
agricultural
p-roduction, for example, are the intansification of such
production in areas of existing agricultura! sattlement
through more equitabla laud diatribu.tiou and./ or improved
aupport
to &IIMlll farmers, the expauaio11 of cultivation in
eaviroameutally lesa vulnerabla non-tropical areaa and the
promotiou of employmant genaration in urban areas; in order
to relieve demographic pressures over the long run, moreover,
appropriate uational popu1ation policies should also be
defined and adopted;

(iii)

more generally, this implies the need for the Bank to
encourage the federal or central governments in its borrowing
member countries, especially in demographically large and
~er~itorially extensiva and heterogeneous countries such as
Brazil, to davelop explicit policias aud macbanisma for
popu1ati.on diatribution and natural reaource managemeut at the
nati.onal. laval;
environmautally-infonied national spatial
development policies, iu tum, should then be further detailad
for imp1ameutation at the regional., stata and. local lavela;
the role and intel:Vent~on of national governments, hawever,
are particularly important in frontier regiona because of the
atrong tendency, amply exemplified by the recent (and
continuing) experience in Northwest Brazil, for narrcwly
f ocused priva te extractive interests to "mine" potentially
renewable resources in these areas;

(iv)

the POLONOROESTE experience also suggests the need to consider
the potential environmental conaequencea both of public
i.nveatments per se, auch as road coDStruction and. rural
developatant, and of other public policie• and interventions,
sucb. as credit and fiscal incentives, fue1 pricing subsidies,

r:
r:

r:

r:
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land development regulations or the la~k thereof, etc., which
will inevitably affecc the utilization of natural resources;
in many instances, moreover, these impli.cit envi.ronmental
and/or natural resource use policies can and will generate
sericua distor'ticns and inefficiencies both in an eccnomic anà
in an environmental sense which shculd be identi::ied
anà
elimina.ted;
(v)

ccnsiderable emphasis should be given both in policy dialogue
and secto~ work, on the one hand, and in project development,
on the other, to the need to strengthen national and
aubnational technical and institutional capabilities for tha
moni.tor:i.ng aud evaluatiou of on-go:i.ng regional development
processas, a• wall as to boost undarstanding at all levals of
publi.c: administration with regard te the implic:ations
of these
processas
for, anci thair likaly cousequenc:es ou, natural
resourca use and misuse; similarly, ccnsiderable attention
should be given to developing
tha legal, regulatory and
institutional framework and tha enforcement and coutrol
machanisma nec:essary
to ensure
adequate protec:tion
of the
phyaical
environment in t:'t'opical f rontier are as and elsewhere;

(vi)

moreover, since the above mechanisms will only be effective
if aufficient accountability and politi.cal con=i.tment exist
at th• various levals
of public
admini.atration to guarantae
that
aavirocmental
planning,
moni.tor:i.ng
and
control
capabiliti•• will be adequataly utilizad~ the mobilization of
public op:i.nion and internal political
aupport for
tha
acbievement of environmental goala should, in and of itaelf,
ba a co11&ci.ous
objective of Banlt-aasiated
davelopment efforta
iD count~ies such as Brazil whera enviromnental degradation
in both rural and urban areas remai.na a sericua
problem;

(vii)

Bank country econcmic and sector work (ESW), in tum, shculd
focus much greater attentiou on natural resource management
and environmental protection
issues,
capabilities and
couatraints at both the uational and the subnatioual levels;
thia is particularly important for countries possessing large
tropical forest areas with comparatively sensitive ecosystema
such as Amazonia; in this connecticn, ESW recently undertaken
2'
by the Bank. in the Philippines, !cuadcr, Indonesi.a and Brazil
ahould be further developed and repli.cated iD other count~i.ea;
more geuerally, t:here is a need to b•tter integrat:e
Baak

See Wo4ld Bank, Philippines: Environmental and Natural Resource
Management Study, Washing~cn, September 1989; James Hicks~ et. al., "Ecuador•s
Amazcn Region •••• ," op. cit.; World Bank, !ndonesia: Sustainable Development of
Forests, Land and Water, A World Bank Country Study, Washington, December 1990;
and Robert Schneider, "Brazil: An Economic Analysis cf Envircnmental
Problema ••• ," op. cit., forthcomi.ng.
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country economic and enviromnental analysis at the policy and
sector, as well as at the project, level; n and,
(viii)

r:

in ecologically sensitive frontier regions such as Northwest
Brazil or Amazonia more generally, ESW should specifically
aaaess the relative role of ma.rket forces and puhlic sector
interventions (ie. both public inveatments
and
other
expenditures and policy incentives) in stimulat:i.ng and/ or
sustaining productive occupation and settlement, as well as
tha ways in which various economic actors respcnd to these
forces and interventions and how these responses in tum, have
affected or will be likely to affect natural resource use and
eavironmental quality in these areas;
in the process, the
natura of the linkages and interactions between the various
econo111ic, institutional and political actors involved
including those (eg. large construction contractors and
auppliers, national politicians, central government agencies,
etc.) physically located outside the area itself -- aa well
aa the environmental implications and likely consequences of
these relationships, should also be specifically e::camined. 28

2. Project Identification, Preparation and Appraisa 1 u

12.Sl
The program experience also clearly contains several important
laasons with respect to the identification, preparation and appraisal of future
Bank operations in circtunstances similar to thosa of POLONOROESTE. In addition
to the points raised in the previous paragraph, these include:
r:

(1)

the need to have a lllUCh better ex-ante understanding tban baa
typically been the case in the past of the ecological cQntext
and constraints, as well aa of the underlying socio-economic
and political-institutional processes, which characterize the
on-going development of the specific geographic area or areas
where any proposed
intervention, eapecially
a major

27

For a more general discussion as to some of the ways in which this can
be done, see G~nter Schramm and Jeremy Warford (eds.), Environmental Management
and Eçoncmic Development, Johns Hopkins. University Presa, Baltimore, 1989,
eapecially chapters 2, 4, 5, 6 and 11.
21

The forthcoming report on the Brazilian Amazon region mentioned above
(Schneider, op. c:it.) is an excellent exaniple ~f an economic actor-focused
regional natural resource utilization sector atudy which explicitly attempts to
integrate econOlllic and environmental concerns. To OED's knowledge, moreover,
this study is unique SJUOng Bank ESW for ccuntries possessing tropical forest
a-reas and, thus, may be of wider substantive, as well as methodological,
interest.
Although the discussion in this and the f ollowing sections ref ers
specifically to projecta, it applies equally well to mult~-project or multiloan programa such as POLONOROESTE and should be understood as such.
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infrastructure investment, is proposed to take place; this
implies the neeci fel:' the Bank to inform itself to a much
greater extent t~an in the past in relation to the evolving
development history of the area iu question anà/or, in the
case of previously unsettled frontier regions, of sinú.la't'
areaa, together ~ith the extent to and ways in which such
tendencies have aff ected local natural resource use and
enviromnental quality;
(ii)

the need to avoid a parti.al or superficial compreheusion of
the factors whi.ch influence natural
resource use and
environmeutal qual.ity; thus, as suggl!sted in the previous
section, kn~ledge of the nature and dynamics of the rel.ations
and link.ages betveen all maj Ol:' social groups and types of
economic. act:tvi.ty on the frontier ( as in other kinds of
regions) will be essential in order to assess the likely
impacts of any large infrastnic.ture or product:ive sec.t:or
investment on ~atural resource eXl'loitation and possible
environmental degradation in the project area;

(iii)

this kncwledge, in tu~, will be necessary in order to
adequately auticipate the types of euvironmental (including
tribal peoples) protection meaaure• that will be required, as
well as tha inatitutional aud political preconditiona for the
effective implementation
of such maasures;
particular
attention should then be given
in proj ect design to the
p-reparation of these protection measures, as well as to
davelopiug tha legal, regulatory, technical aud institutional
m.echauisms and capabilities required for their subsequent
implementation
and/or enforcement and to obtaining aud
varifying
the
political
commitment
upon
-which
such
implementation and/or enforcement will ultimately depend;

(iv)

this analysis, more specifically, should be part of a
maudatory ex-ante envirotimental asaessment of any major
infraatructure and/or productive sector investments in humid
tropical
frontier
regions
(and elsewhere), which muat
necesaarily include an evaluation of the likely indirect ·and
long-term, as well as di.rect aud ahort-run, envil:'onmental
conaequeucea of the proposed interventions, both in 'the
imm.ediate and in the la-rger areas of influence · of these
investments;
i.n this c.ontext,
moreover,
it should be
remembered that, e~ecially
in frontier areaa, indirect
effacta may be eveu more impol:'taut than direct onea and, in
any e.ase, they are likely to be complex and multi-fac.eted;

(v)

this also suggests, furthermcre, that, particularly for
operations involving active frontier areas, it will be
nec.essary to c.arry out a more extensive risk analysia than has
traditionally been the case in connection with project
preparation and appraisal; among other elements, any such
analysis should carefully consider alteniative demographic,
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settlement and resource exploitation scenarios and determine
what types of institutional and political response will be
raquirad in arder to deal with aasociated potential adverse
environmental impacta;
(vi)

as has already been suggested in the discussion of the
implications of the POLONOROESTE experience for Bank economic
and sector work abave, mareover, environmental assessment of
proposed future interventions in,tropical frontier regions
and elsewhere should also take more adequately into account
than has been the case in the past the likely effects of both
markat and public policy-induced incentives and constraiuts
on potential natural resource use and misuse in such areas;
in short, not only
should such assessments be more
comprehensive in a spatial sense, they should be more
encompassing in au ecouomic and, ultimately, a political sense
as well;

(vii)

future Bank-supported interventions that are likely to have
significant direct and indirect social and environmental
impacts in tropical frontier areas, additicnally, should not
be reatricted to the rural sector or, within the rural sector,
to small farmera in directad colonization projacts; in
particular, other smal1 subaistence fal:'mera and exi.sting nonpredatory axtractiviat groupa auch aa rubber tappers, nu.t and
fruit gatherera and aubsistanca fiahaflllan, aa w•l1 as tribal
populations,
should
be
aasisted,
wbile
eavirom11ental
sanitation, education, protection and control activitias
should be extended to ~ral and urban areas aud populations
alike;

(viii)

investment proj ects in tropical frontier regions, accordingly,
should be identified, prepared and appraised, both cn the
Government and on the Bank side, by multi-disciplinary teams
wbich muat necessarily i.nclude enviroameutal and institutional
development specialists, togetherwi.th social scieutists from
a variety of backgroua.cia, in additicn to the agriculturalists,
economista, financial
analysts and engineers who have
traditionally carried out most of these activities in the
past; to the extent that such interventions are intended to
deal with broader regional development issues, as was the case
with POLONOROESTE, moreover,
they should also include
specialists in regional and natural resource economics,
plazming and management; and,

(ix)

finally, while all of the above ~eccmmendations suggest that
the project p~eparation and appraisal processes are likely to
~equire greater time aud human and financial resources than
have generally been consumed in such activities in the past,
the long-terui economi.c and environmental benafits of more
careful project planning and ex-ante assessment will alm.ost
certainly outweigh the addi.tioual costa involved; in any

.-·
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event, the Bank and the Borrower should be willi:g to incur
these additional. costa and they should be considered aud
properly accounted as part of the coats o f the proposed
invastment project itself.
3. Project Monitoring, Evaluation and Supervision

or

12.52
The POLONOROESTE ex?erience clearly illustrates the diff~=~lties
adequately monitoring, evaluating and supervising the implementation o f a multicomponent investment program spread over an area which is larger than that of
Great Britain. In addition to the mere terri.tori.al scale of the areas involved,
moreover, these aetivities were made even more difficult because of the very
dynamic and complex nature of the settlement/occupation and natural resource
utilization processes taking place in connection with evolving frontier
development tendencies in the region. These same characteri.stics, hOYever, give
added importance to the need to adequataly monitor aud evaluate both the
execution of project investments and their direct and indirect environmental
impacts per se and parallel and often closely related broader develo~ment and
natural resource use tendencies at the regional level.
Under
these
circwnstances,
furthermore, the need for adequate and consistent
Bank
supervision af project implementatian, manitori.ng and an-going evaluation is
also likely to be considerably greater than in smaller, less complex aperati.ons
and/or i.n less dynamic settings. In this connection, more concretely, several
points are of relevance:
(i)

monitoring and cn-going evaluation of project implementation
and preliminary results are au eaaeut:l.al part of project
mauagemeut; like project preparation and appraisal, vhere
appropriate, these activities should be carried out by muitid:l.sciplinary teams that include adequate social science and
euvironmental
expertise;
wherever
possible,
evaluation
activities should be undertaken by, or at least systemati.cally
involve the inputs af, an entity or enti.ties which is or are
ac:bziinistratively independeut
of
the
pri.nci.pal proj act
coordinating and executing agency or agencies;

(ii)

in rapidly changing frontier areaa sucb as Northwest Brazil,
broadar
regional
developmeut
tendeucies
and
their
envirom11ental impacta should be closely monitored
and
evaluated together vith project investments per
se, vhile
sufficient flexibility should exist in project implementation
to pel:'Dlit the necessary adaptations to be made in a timely
faahion;

(iii)

monitoring and evaluation, as vell as initial planning and
design, activities should be organized and conducted in such
a vay as to permit systematic and productive iutaraction with
project beneficiaries and other affected populations, as well
aa with local aud extra-local non-gove~ental organizationst
iucluding labor uniona and church and environmeutal groups;

r:
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(iv)
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Bank supervisionmissions, in tum,
should also involve multidiaciplinary teams and be
sufficiently frequent and of
aufficient duration to peani.t an adequate reading of both
evolving project implementation perfonaanca and consequences,
including enviromuental consequences, as well as broader
developiiient tendencies in its area of influence;

(v)

especially
in
complex.
and
environmentally
significant
operations
like the present
one, the Bank should
strive
to
ensure that the orientation provided to the Borrower and its
axacutors through the supervision proceas be as consistent as
poeaible ovar time; this suggests that, wherever possible,
changea in supervision leadership (ia. task managers) should
be avoided or mi.nimized; where more thau one sectoral division
is involved, moreover, care must be taken to guarantee
adequate cross-divisional coordinat:i.on of Bank supe:tVision
efforts;

(vi)

in the case of especially large, complex. aud pot:entially
problematic operations such as POLONOROESTE, furthermore, the
Bank should strongly consider the possibility of establiahing
ita own. permanent moni.toring and supervi.sioncapability iD the
field; ideally, this would involve placement of at least one
Bank staff member or experienced long-term consultant in or
near the project region itself; in addition to facilitati.ng
contact with proj ect agencies, areaa anel affacted populations,
thia, in and of itself, would aend an important signal to tba
Borrow•r in terms of the Bank's particular concern with any
auch operation and its environmental aapects and potential
consequences; such staff and/or consultants could also play
a major role in the mon~toring and supervision of other Banksuppo-rted projects having important environmental features
and/or potential impacts, as well as in the preparation of new
lending operations;

(vii)

to facilitate Borrower and Bank monitoring and supervision
activities in the case of complex and potentially problematic
operations such as POLONOROESTE, implementation activities
should be programmed ~d·scheduled in conaiderable detail, as
part of the initial and conti.nuing project deaign process;

{viii)

as, in fact, occurred in the case of POLOHOROESTE, larga,
riaky,
inatitutionally
complex
and/or
environmentally
aignificant investment projects,
eapecially in rapidly
changing
frontier
regiona,
should
be
subject
to
a
comprehenaive mid-term review on the part of the Bank, also
carried out by a multi-disciplinary team; this, however,
should not preclude the more intensiva Bank monitoring and
superviai.ouof proj ect execution recollll!lended above; nor ahould
it preclude rapid and decisiva action ou the Bank's part if
key
environmental (including tribal peoples) protection

--------------
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covenants are not complied with by the Borrower during the
early stages of project i.mplemen~ation; and,
(ix)

as in the case of project preparation and appraisal menticned
above, more intensive and detailed
(possibly i~cluding
permanent field) monitoring, evaluation and supervision of
project implementation and social and environmental impacts
may require the expenditure of considerably greater resources
both ou the Borrower' s and on the Bank' s part than has
traditionally beeu the case in the past;
accordingly,
adequata provision for thasa acti.vities should be tnade in
p1'9oj ect
adriú.nistration
and
Bank
operational
budgets,
reapecti.vely; as in the case of project preparation and
appraisal, finally, these incremental mcnitoring, supervision
and evaluation costs shculd be treated as part of the cverall
costa of the project itself and, to the extent possible, be
recovered accoràingly.

E. Future Research and Imuac~ Evaluation

12.53
One of the conclusions that can be drawn from this report's surv@y
of POLONOROESTE's territorial, ecological, socio-economic, institutional and
political ccntext, on the one hand, and from its general design characteristics,
implementation performance and environmental consequences, on the other, is that
the~e is a clea1"" need both for additional reaearcb iuto the on-going frontier
occupatiou aud developmeut procese in Northweat Brazil and for a more syatematic
anel detai.led ex-post evaluatiou of the program' a general and enviromnental
impacta.
Such research and im:pact evaluation activities, moreover, should
ideally precede, or at leaat occur in parallel to, the definition and initial
implementation of any major new development initiatives for tha region, whether
or uot they are supported by additioual financial resources from the World Bank.
For futu'l:'e state government planning purposes, furthermore, it
would be
essential to car-ry out an assessment of the program' s specific aocia.l aud
environmeutal impacts at the micro level (ie. on a component by component and
a geographically localized basis) , as well as in the general terllls sketched
above.
12 .54
While no attempt ,.;ill be made here to define a specif ic future
research agenda for Northwest, Brazil, hopefully the discussion in the preceding
chapters will be useful in suggesting the types of queations which need to be
explored in further depth a.nd/or greater detail. In general terms, hO'ótever, it
will be necessary to more fully examine the complex and dyuami.c interaction
between public sector iuterveutions iu the form of ~oadbuilding, rural
development projecta, a variety of fiscal. aud credit incentives and other
measures aud migratory behavi.or, the gr~h.
anel spatial distribution of
productive activity, sattlement patterns and political-institutional responses
withiu the region over the past several decades.
These lat~er phencmena, in
tum, will need to be more systematically aaaociated with regional and
subregional land and natural reaource use te11de11cies and the implications of the
latter iu terma of futura possibilities for suataiuable rural development, the
integrity of the natural enviromnent and the longer-run security and welfara of
Amerindian and other traditional populatioua in the area.
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12.55
Similarly, while no attempt will be made here to indicate a specific
ex-post evaluation design for POLONOROESTE, given the extent and natura of the
program• s impacts both inside and outside the Northwest, the importance of
undertaking such au exarciae for the benafit of both Braziliau authorities and
the aank sbould, neverthelesa, be stressed. Withiu Brazil, any such exercise
should be c:arried out by an experienced and independeut, multi-disciplinary
research team, as was, in fact, contemplated in POLONOROESTE's original
appraisal aud legal documents.
Any such undertaking, moreover, should give
particular attantiou to tha program's direct and indirect physical and human
environmental conseque11cas, both at the level of its individual components,
subcomponents and major investments and the specific localities involved and,
in a more systematic manner than has been possible in the present study, at the
levQl of the program and the regionas a whole.
12.56
Within the Bank, finally, it is recommended chat, once all the
corl:'espcnding project completion reports have been presented, OED should
undertake a combined perfoTID&nce audit of the various Bank operations which
composed the bulk of POLONOROESTE, as well as its Amerindian Special Project.
Thi$ should be carried out by an inter-disciplinary team of OED staff and
consultanta wbich would coordinate its activitiea in tha field and presenta
single program performanca audit ~eport. At some later future date, moreover,
OED should also seriously consider the possibility
of carrying out a
comprehenaiva impact evaluatiou of the program. Among other dimensions of the
POLONOROESTE experience, these evaluations should explicitly revisit and
reassess its enviromnental performance and impacts.
F. Conclusion
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12 .57
Largely because of its environmental consequences and the public
attention which they have received, POLONOROESTE has, albeit unintentionally,
contributed to significant institutional and policy changes both in Brazil and
in the Bank itself over the past several years. Much, accordingly, has already
been learned from this experience which has unquestionably had an influence on
the way both the Brazilian Government and the Bank presently view the potential
impacts of large transport and rural development projects in tropical areas such
as northweatern Mato Grosso and Rondonia.
As suggested in the pl:'eceding
sections, however, the POLONOROESTE experience also contains nwuerous important
lesaona for Bank country policy dialogue and economic and sector work, as well
as for its project preparation, appraisal and supervision activities, that still
need to be more fully integrated into Bauk practice in Brazil and elsewhere.
12.58
As also highlighted above, adequately incorporating these lessons
into Bank and borrcwer procedures and operations implies possibly significant
additional time aud humau resource costa in terms of planning horizons,
preparation and appraisal efforts, supervision frequency and intensity and ,
ultimately, personnel requirements, staffing profiles, consultant use, internal
training and so on.
The Bank, moreover, should not expect that often already
severely coustrained operational divisious and ataff, even with substantially
increased environmental awareness and training, will be able to undertake or
evaluate needed ex-ante environmental assessments and/or provide the necessary
monitoring and supervision of the environmental aspects and consequences of on-
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going projects in the absence of greatar resources t~an, in most cases, they
preseutly have at thei.r di.sposal.
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12.59
In synthesis, justas the potential environmental and social costs
of any investment project need to be weighed together with its axpected economic
and financial benefits, so t.oo must. the trua time and human resource costs
required to properly

ideutify

and understand,

and thus to more

...;

...;

effectively

...,,

llti.nimi.ze or preveut, the potential undesired social and enviroomental i.mpacts
of any such operatiou be properly recognized aud absorbed by those, including
tâ• B~, who provida financial support for the interventiou in question. Only
if such costa are adequately provided for, in ahort, are unfortunate experiences
from the environmental standpoint such as that witnessed in Northwest Bra~il
over the past decade more likely to be avoided in the future. From the Bank'a
pe~spective, this is perhaps the ultimate legacy and lesson of POLONOROESTE.
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